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. 1. 'l'he central theoretical focus of this study which seeks to offer 
a sociological. account of the nature of the labour movement and socialism 
in the latter half of the nineteenth century is strictly speaking the 
genesis and evolution of working class political beliefs. It is intended 
that this should be considered in relation to the broader structural and 
ideological environment of the period, as well as witlun the experiential 
milieu of the working class corrununi ty on the local level. 

2. In Chapter 1, a number of prefactory remarks are advanced and the main 
theoretical issues under consideration are discussed. Chapter 2 comprises 
a chronology of socialism and working class movements during the period 
1850-1906. It is hoped that tllls chronological outline will provide a basis 
for the subsequent analysis. 

3. The two chapters which comprise Part I of this study attempt to elaborate 
a theoretical perspective, by referE?nce to which the trajectory and nature 
of Bri ti sh socialism and \-Iorking class social belief in the latter half of 
the nineteenth century may be better understood. Chapter 3 considers the 
major l1arxist and sociological approaches to this question, stressing in 
particular the themes of social structure, ideology and class consciousness. 
A variety of problems inherent in these theories will be identified in 
Chapter 4 wlllcn, building upon a critical analysis of the approaches to 
the socialist movement, concludes by proposing a theoretical framework 
adequate to the complex historical and SOCiological issues apparent in this 
area. 

4. 'rhe three chapters which comprise Part II aim to provide a general 
account of the broader structural and ideoloG~cal context of the period. In 
Chapter 5, the development of the economy and social structure is discussed, 
stressing, in particular, changes in this sphere during the closing decades 
of the last century. Chapter 6 complements tlus with an account of the 
major ideological forms and their developments during these years. Finally, 
the themes of these two chapters are drawn toc;ether by Chapter 7, in wlllch 
the broad trajectory of socialism and the labour movement at the societal 
level is documented in relation to the fore L'oing analysis. 

5. 'l'he macro-structural and ideological fonnation of later ·nineteenth 
century Bri tain as documented in Part II provides the overall context 
for the third part of this study: an examinati on of the workings of certain 
micro-sociological processes. Here, the focus will be upon socialism and 
working class life, , ... ork and religion in Lancashire between about 1890-
1906. In accordance with the theore tical perspective outlined above, this 
part of the study will lll dhli e;ht the innovative role of working people 
themselves in the development of social consciousness. Chapter 8 aete the 
backgrollld to political change in the north west between 186e-1906 and 
documents the course of labour organisation and politics during this period. 
Chapter 9 comprises a detailed examination of the acti vi ties, a gi tations and 
conceptions of s ocialism prevalent at the branch l.evel in Lancashire in 
short, an account of soci alist branch culture. (;hapters 10-12 aim to situate 
these socialist beliefs and organisational forrns wi thin the workin [{ class 
Commllli ty of l ater nineteenth century Lancaslure. At t enti on i s here devoted 
to, firstly, inuus trial structure, .. ,' aGes and work processes; secondly, home 
and community patterns; and finally, l~ onconfonni ty and popular reli gi ous beli ef. 

6. · }'inally, Part IV comprises one chapter in "/hich a number of concluding 
remarks are advanced. 
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================ CHAPI'ER ONE =================== 

PREF ;'.CTORY REHARKS: SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL HISTORY 

AND SOCIALISM 

==================================================== 

Some brief pre factory remarks are necessary to explain the scope 

and intention of the research presented in this thesis. The central 

theoretical focus of this study - which seeks to offer a sociological 

account of the nature of the labour movement and socialism in the latter 

half of the nineteenth century - is strictly speaking the genesis and 

evolution of working class political beliefs. It is intended that t his 

should be considered in relation to the broader structural and ideological 

en\~ronment of the period, as well as within the experiential milieu of 

the working class community on the local level; in short, tlus study com

prises a sociological inquiry into the nature of and mar~fold relationships 

between social structure and social belief. It is hoped that the present 

chapter will clarify four issues. Firstly, the relevance of a study of 

the socialist moveme~t in this period to contemporary social theory, and 

social stratification research in particular, will be indicated. Secondly, 

the theoretical question of social structure and belief "rill be raised 

and its place within both Narxism and sociology discussed. Thirdly, the 

analysis of sociali sm and "working class consciousness" by British l abour 

and social historians ",Jill be briefly examined , and the lessons contained 

therein for any properly grounded sociological approach noted. Finally, 

the plan and line of argument explicated in this study vrill be outlined. 



2. 

I. 

It is conventional to preface a study of this nature by justifying 

the chosen field of research. This might be considered especially 

germane in the case of research concerned with the history of British 

socialism, the literature surrounding which is already extensive and has 

grown rapidly in recent decades. In actual fact little justification 

would seem to be necessary. This study is offered as a contribution 

to the wide ranging debate in history and sociology on the working class, 

the enduring relevance of which for modern social research need hardly 

be emphasised. There are two reasons as to why this should be the case. 

~Lrstly, although recent work has challenged the paradigmatic status 

of t he "English model" of modernisation and industrialisation which has 

prevailed since Karl l1arx first derived his theories of capitali sm and 

1 
social class formation from the study of English society, theoretical 

inquiry into social stratification and the development of political 

Citi zenship has r epeat edly turned to the "classiC soil" of the first 

industrial nation. The stress placed upon stratification s tudies in 

contemporary social r esearch in this country and else"'lhere perhaps serves 

to underline this fact. 2 Secondly, in spite of all this "lOrk it cannot 

1. See , for ins t ance , Reinhard Bendix, "Tradi t i on and Modernity 
Reconsidered", comEara t i ve Studies in Socie t y and History, 
IX (1966-67) 292-3 6 

2. Per haps the mos t notable of which i s the l ar ge scale s tudy of 
social mobili ty and strat i fication at present being conducted 
a t Nuffield College , Oxford . For a survey of stratification 
r esearch in t his count r y since 1945, see John H. Goldthor pe and 
Phillippa Bevan , "The Study of Social Stratifi cation in Great 
Britain, 1945-1975", unpubl ished r esearch paper, (Oxf ord. 1975 .. ) 



yet be argued that diminishing returns have set in. Quite the reverse, 

in fact, for as research has advanced and new lines of inquiry have been 

Opened up, so, too, have old assumptions been challenged; tlw debate 

surrounding the nature of the working class remains as lively as ever, 

indeed if not more so. 3 In the light of recent work, however, there 

would seem great need to highlight the historical development of the 

working class. The "ideal-typical" orientation of much stra tification 

research has, perhaps, tended to obscure the historical diversity of 

4 working class life and work, but in general a more complete under s tDnding 

of the contemPorary social structure must surely be premised upon a sound 

analysis of its antecedent historical evolution. The study of British 

socialism is absolutely integral to a fuller comprehension of the develop-

ment of the worY~ng class, its beliefs and ideologies. 

That "the debate on the working class" should continue to arouse 

considerable scholarly interest is, of course, tribute to Marx's 

theoretical achievement. Dra\-ling his evidence from the conditj.ons of 

nineteenth century English society, Marx's formulation of the central 

economic dynamic of capitalist society, "d. th its attendant theories of 

Social class and class consciousness, seemed to sugges t that this most 

3. One need only mention t he interest and criticism provoked ,by the 
publication of John H. Gol dt horpe, David Lockwood , Frank Bechhofer 
and Jennifer Platt, The Affluent \'!orker: Industrial Attitudes and 
~haviour (Cambridge 1970 ); The Affluent 1;Jorker : Political. 
Attitudes and Behaviour (Cambridge 1971); and The Affluent Horker 
in the Class structure (Cambridge 1969). 

4. The point is made by a number of contributors to a recent symposium 
on working class social i magery: see, for instance, R. L. Davies 
and Jim Cousins, "The ' New Working Class' and the Old", in Hartin 
Bulmer, ed., \~orking Cl ass Images of Society (London 1975) 195~ 



4. 

completely developed of all industrial societies would call forth the 

highest expression of working class revolutionary potential. Yet by 

the 1870s and 18805 when Engels, in particular, concerned himself with 

the question as to why the working class in Britain had failed to exploit 

the opportunities opened up by the second franchise reform of 1867 - let 

alone manifest anything approaching a "revolutionary class consciousness" _ 

a work of revision had begun which has continued to the present day. 

And one has seen in the process concepts such as the "labour aristocracy", 

"respectability", "integration", "subordination", the "decomposition" 

of the working class, "embourgeoisement" and, latterly, the emergence 

of an "affluent" working class variously hypothesized. 5 The British 

working class and its politics remains still an area of research pregnant 

with possibilities. 

In short, the aim of this study and its ultimate rationale is to 

explore in some depth one aspect of the whole debate - namely, the working 

clas s, the labour movement and socialism in the latter part of 'the last 

century. It is perhaps surprising - but of no small significance - to 

6 observe that, with the exception of Profess or Bauman's study, there 

exists not one explicitly sociological investigation into the working 

class and socialism in t his period. Although r ecently a nt~ber of 

SOCiologists have begun to turn with interest to the nineteenth century 

5. The course of the deba te on the working class over the last . 
century is usefully surnmarised by Goldthorpe et.~., Affluent 
Worker in t he Class s tructure, 1-29. 

6. See furthe r , Zygmunt Bauman, Be tween Class and Elite: The 
Evolution of t he British Labour ~l ovement (Manchester 1972). 



working class, 7 research has tended to focus upon the contemporary 

social structure, allo'tling historians ( usually writing from \oIi thin a 

8 Marxist perspective) to lead the field in analysing the earlier period. 

There would seem little nead, therefore, to justify a study which sets 

out to examine, within a broadly sociological framework, the nineteenth 

century working class and socialist thought. This is the substantive 

area in which the complex sociological and historical relationships 

betv/een social structure and belief will be explored. 

II. 

There are, it has been recently suggested, '''two sociologies", one 

macroscopic in or ientation, systemic and ultimately constraining, whilst 

the other is microscopic, interactive and concerned to highlight human 

agency and control. 9 It may be, however, that Dawe has identified 

7. Among recent contributions, see for instance, Nigel Young, "The 
English Working Class and the Dialectics of Incorporation", 
Be:_kely Journal 9f Sociology, XII, (1967) 1-43; H. F. Moorhouse, 
"The Political Incorporation of the British \v'orking Class: an 
Interpretation", Sociology , VII, (1973) 342-59; Robert Q. Gray, 
"Styles of Life, the ' Labour Ari stocracy ' and Class Relations in 
La ter Nineteenth Century t;dinburgh", International Review of 
Social History, XVIII, (1973) 428-52 and the s ame author's recent 
bOok , The Lab our Aristocracy in Vi ct orian Edinburgh (Oxford 1976); 
Rober t Moore, Pitme n, Preachers and Pol i t ics (Cambridge 1974); 
J . H. Cousins and R. L. Davies, 1 t'~/oiidng Cl ass Incorporation - A 
Historical Approach ••• II , in Frank Parkin , ed. , The Social Analysis 
.of Class Structure (London 1974) 275-97. 

8. Although Piva has recently argued that historians of the nineteenth 
century working class and sociologists concentra ting upon present 
day class structure have in fact arrived at remarkably similar 
conclusions. This,I think, is open to question: cf. Michael J. 
Piva , "The Aristocracy of the English Working Class : Help for a 
Historical Debate in Difficultyll, Hi s toire sociale-Social History , 
VII, (1974) 270-92. 

9. Alan Dawe, "The Tv,o Sociologies, II British Journal of Sociology, 
XXI , (1970); see further, Dick Atkinson, Orthodox Consensus and 
Radical Alternative (London 1971). 
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but one dichotomy in an area of study characterised by a number of 

dichotomies. For the distinguishing feature of the sociological enter-

prise is its unavoidable concern with " ••• the study of a particular class 

of objects which themselves have the curious characteristics that they 

may be thought of as having concepts about each other and about other 

objects". 10 This fundamental ontology immediately suggests a dualism 

between the study of society in its objective and subjective aspects; 

on the one hand, the structural and institutional arrangements of any 

hurean society and, on the other, the ideas, beliefs, values, hopes and 

aspirations of people about that society, may be identified and investi-

gated. Flo\dng directly from this essential dualism are the twin 

emphases of sociological inquiry which form the core concern of the 

present study: t he nature of and relationships bet'vJeen wha t we shall 

term social structt~e and social belief. 11 

. 
10. John Rex , Discoveri ~ Sociology : Studies in Sociological Theory 

and Hethodology (London 1975 212. 

11. See further Peter L. Berger and Thomas Lucl<mann, The Social 
Constructi on of rleali t y (Harmondsworth 1967). Throughoutthis 
study, the terms ·· social belief", "social consciousness" and 
"social i rnage ryll - taken to mean the rounded subjective capacity 
and orient~tiont if often di ffuse and unorganised r epresentations, 
of human beings - will be assumed synonymous . The se t erms are, 
therefore, to be ciistinguishe d from the notion of "class 
consciousness", w[:ich presupposes a universal , unitary and coherent 
ideological articulation, as ,vell as from that of II social 
consciousne SSII as used in Narxist theor y. I 'vlish to avoid the 
imputation that social structure and belief or consciousness, as 
employt:d in this study, are of equivalent theoretical s t a tus to 
t hat of IIbase ll and IIsuperstructure ll (for which l atter term 
IIConsciousness·· is often substituted) in Marxism, a metaphor I 
take to be fundamentally ambiguous (see below on t his pOint ). 
Ny intention here is simply t o exp1:ore the relati onships between 
two Carr.ong a r ange of ) key sociological concepts. I do not wish 
to claim , as -would Harxists for the base/superstructure idea, 
that total social forma tions may be encapsulated and e~plained 
by reference to these two terms . 



There can be little doubt as to the place of these two terms 

within modern sociology. Social structure, whilst by no means employed 

consistently or unambiguously, ha s been a central sociological concept 

since the time of Herbert Spencer, one of the first writers to use the 

term. The notion of a social structure i mplies the fundamental 

sociological premise to the effect that human s ocieties mani fe s t regular 

and identifiable patterns of social ins titutions and rela t ionships, to 

which individuals orient their action, the latter, in turn, reacting back 

upon that structure. Similarly, social belie f or consciousness - that 

is, the subjective component of human cognition - underscores the 

normative orientation of much American sociology as well as the " sociological 

conception of thought" which Karl Hannheim initiated as the sociology of 

12 knowledge . 

The precise nature of the relationship be tween these t wo terms has , 

however, proved elusive. It is quite fundamental to this s tudy that the 

interplay between men and socie ty, and hence bet ween s ocial structure and 

belief, be conceived of as genuinely dialectical but, as J Orul Urry has 

recently noted, this is a fact little recognised by sociology . 13 It is 

Unfortuna t ely all too r are to f ind satisfactorily spelled out, either 

theore tically or empi rically, t he f orm of t he r el ationship and social 

medi ations ",hich exis t be t we en sodal s tructure and bel ief ; e.t wor s t 

the hlo have become discrete ca t egories , and human subjectivi t y r educed 

12. T. B. Bott omore, Soci ology : A Guide to Literature and Problems 
(London 1970) 108 ; Karl !I!annheim, Ideology and Utopia (London 
1960), 1-5 on the " sociologi cal c onc~ption of t hought" , et. passim . 

13. Jorm Ur ry, Refer ence Groups and t he Theor y of Revolution 
(Lond on 1973) 1. 
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to but an epiphenomenal and passive reflex of the former. Recent trends 

in social thought may indeed have served to exacerbate this divide. On 

the one hand, there has been a movement towards a "structural super-

determinism" in the guise of a revivified structuralist l1arxism, and, 

on the other hand, the phenomenological aspects of social interaction 

which emphasise the bestowal of human meaning - albeit divorced from 

wider structural imperatives - have con:e to be viewed with increased 

14 
favour. If these "two sociologies" are at the moment further apart 

than ever, the aim of the present study is to systematiCally explore the 

relationship between social structure and belief and to suggest that, 

in reality, the two terms ultimately suggest a single argument. 

The issue is a pertinent one for both Marxist and academic sociology. 

Harxists have felt obliged to work within the confines of Marx's cryptic 

formulation of the base and superstructure idea in his Preface to 

A Critique of Political Economy as follows, 15 

••• the sum total of these relations of production constitute 
the economic structure of society, the real· foundation on 
which rises a legal and political superstructure, and to 

14. The vogue of structuralist Marxism is inspir ed by the work of 
Louis Al thusser and his fol lowers : see , for instance, For r·1arx 
(London 1969 ), and Nicos Poulanzas , Political Power and Social 
Classes (London 1973) ; the charge of "structural super-determinism" 
is levelled agains t this work by Ralph Miliband , liThe Probl em of 
the Capi t alist state: Reply to Nicos poulanzas", in Robin 
Blackburn, ed., Ideology in Soci a.l Science : Readin s in Cn tical 
Social Science (London 1972 253- 2. The second tendency in 
social theory, mos t noticeable in the field of the sociology of 
deViance, combines the phenomenological perspective of Alfred 
Schutz ,d th the symboli c intera ctionism of George Herbert Mead. 
I t reaches its apotheosis in ethnomethodology : see,for instance, 
Paul Filmer, Michael Phillipson , David Silverman and David \~alsh, 
New Directions in Sociological Theory (London 1972) 

15. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected \oJorks (London 1969) 182. 



which corre s~ond definite forms of social conscioucness . 
The mode of production of n:at erial life conditions the 
social, poli ti cal and i ntel 10ctual life process in general. 
It is not the consciousness of men that deter mines t heir 
being , but, on t he contrary, their social being t hat 
deteroines t heir consciousness . 

The inherent reductionism i mplicit here has prompted not a few Marxists 

to abandon t he whole apparatus of base and superstructure as inappropriate 

16 and inadequate for t he analysis of social consciousness; but many 

more indeed would readily claim to accord to human agency and thought 

a place in the historical process, by stressing the dialectical autonomy 

of consciousness from mat erial factors. 17 vlhilst t his may be so, it 

nevertheless remains the case that Marxist sociologists and his torians 

have r esorted all too readily to notions s uch as "hegcmonyll, "bourgeois 

ideology" and the like , which assume t he passive and almost total 

i mbibi tion of ideas , most usually on the par t of t he "'lorking class. There 

are, in fact, t wo problems here. Firstly, the actual mechanisms of 

indoctrination have been li ttle studied. As John Goldthorpe has recently 

observed, " ••• the problem is no more than posed : whet her from the side 

of Marxism or academic sociology , the work of producing an answer - that 

is, of showing exactly how socialisation ' from above' t akes place - remains 

16. 

17. 

Sec for instance , E. P . Thomuson, "Socialist Humanism", Ne\,1 
Reasoner , I (1 957) 111-13 and 129-31 ; "The Peculiaritiesof the 
English", in J ohn Saville and Ralph !·:iliband , eds ., The Soci alis t 
Res i s t er 1965 (London 1965) 351ff. 

In asserting t he relative autonomy of superstructural elements, 
the te stimony of Engels is often i nvoke d: cf . his l e tter to Bloch 
of 1890, in ~larx and idem., Selected 'vlorks , 692 . For more recent 
exposi tions, see for ~ance Eric nobs'oawn , "Labour Tradi tio<l.s" 
i n his Labouring Ve n Studi es i n t he Hist ory of Lab our (London 1972. ) 
371-86 ; Richarci nYffiar. , strikes (London 1972) 73 ; Raymond Hilliams , 
"Base and Suner structure in ]·:arxis t Cultural 'l'heory", New Left 
Review , 82, (1973 ) 3-16. 
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18 almost all to be done". Second, and more i mportantly , the 

"indoctrination" theory of ideology, virtually ubi qui tous wi thin I'!arxist 

thought, actually devalues social consciousness, which becomes again a 

mere reflex conditioned by extrinsic forces. 19 

The problem is no less central to sociological theory. The 

classical argument in the sociology of kno;vledge links belief and 

20 social structure intimately, but we are, as yet, littl e wi ser as 

to the precise institutional and processual mechanisms which mediate the 

two. It is a central psephological and sociological premise, for instance , 

.that political attitudes and social clas s location are more or less close ly 

t " d t s t "h d th t" 21 1e ; ye ar or1 as pose e ques 10n, 

••• how do we pass from class conditions to class consciousness 
and action? •• In t he final analysis, how do , .. e knoH that class 
conditions are the cause of class consciousness and action ••• 
The reply i s very simply that we do ~ kno..,l. This is to say 
that between class conditions on the one hand, and class action 
on the other hand there is a wide gap, a major nussing link. 

18 • . Jocm H. Goldthorpe , "Class , status and Party in Modern Britain: 
So:ne Recent Interpre tations , ~ arxist and marxisant", European 
Jo~~nal of sociology , XIII (1972) 360. 

19. A Earxist historian like Eric Hobsbavll1 who , as noted above (note 
17 ) seeks to emphasise the explanatory role of superstructural 
elements , may neve rtheless for the purposes of his essay on "The 
Labour Aristocracy in ·ineteenth Century Britain" , assume that 
t he economic location of the aristocracy of l abour automatiCally 
predisposes t his strat um t o the influence of bourgeois ideology : 
cf. Labouri ng ?:~ , 272-315. The whole question of the l abour 
aristocracy will be ta~cn up late in this s t udy . 

20. Peter Hamilton, Knoy/ledge and Social structure : An Introduction 
to the Classical r gument in the Sociology of Kno'WYedge (London 
1974). 

21. G. Sartori, "From the Sociology 
in Seymour Eartin Lipsett, ed., 
(New York 1969 ) 82-3. 

of Politics to Political Sociology", 
Politics and the Social Sciences . 
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The ready recourse to an all-embracip~ process of socialisation favoured 

by many political sociologists in linking sociru. class and political 

belief is, once more, to deprecate the integrity of social belief. 

Again, human consciousness is assumed to be merely receptive rather than 

active, constrained rather than creative. 

It may be concluded that the absence of a serious exa~ination of 

the almost invious relationship between social structure and belief in 

both Harxist and academic sociology has resulted, at best , in fundamental 

confusion and, at worst, in the complexities of human consciousness being 

totally glossed over. It is intended that this central concern should 

fully inform the sociological analysis of British socialism and the l abour 

movement outlined below. 

III. 

The study of socialist and working class history in this country 

has been dominated until quite recently by the classic labot~ history 

tradition whose course was charted by Sidney and Beatrice Webb and 

G. D. H. Cole, powerfully undergirded by an indigenous Marxis t tradition. 

Two features have characterised t his tradition, of which any sociological 

approach needs to take ful l cognizance. 

Firstly, the prime emphasis of British labour historiography has 

been, to put the issue bluntly, rather less upon working cla~s history 

than with the history of working class movements , institutions and 

leaders. Trade union history, for instance, set in the mould in which 

the Webbs had first cast the subject, is very much "Head Office " history -

the history of General Secretaries, organis ational politics and 

institutional developments - whil st the real experience of working class 

life and the hopes and ideals of the anonymous "rank and file " has 

r emained obscure. In short, labour historians have been happy to 
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extrapolate the countours of popular consciousness from the writings 

and utterances of working class leaders and from the policies of working 

1 . t' 22 c ass organlsa lOns. It is hoped that the limitations of this 

approach will be made abundantly clear in this study. 

Secondly, there has been apparent in this historical work an implicit 

teleology. We should not be surprised by the fact that the overwhelming 

majority of studies of early socialism are themselves vITitten from a 

socialist perspective. Quite naturally, activists and intellectuals 

of the left have been concerned, for both personal and political reasons, 

to document the history of their movement, the course of popular struggles, 

and its victories and defeats. Socialism, hO\.;ever, is not simply a 

political creed; far more explicitly than other political ideologies, 

Harxist and non-Harxist socialism alike embody a theory of history by 

which it becomes imperative to lcate itself. As Goran Therborn has 

recently noted of the evolution of Harxisrn: "The theory of historical 

materialism makes it possible to situate Marxism itself - just as much 

as market economics or normative SOCiology - in relation to capitalist 

development and the bourgeois revolution." 23 In this \·/ay the problem 

of teleology has become almost a political i mperative and, too frequently, 

one finds accounts of the socialist tradition couched in the language 

and slanted in the direction of the final goal state determined legitimate 

or desirable by the particular co~entator. Three instances of this 

tendency may be noticed. 

22. See, for instance, James Hinton's criticisms of Royden Harrison's 
book Before the s ocialists - a wor k in the classic labour history 
tradition - for concentrating too mtich upon the political dimension 
of \oJorking class history, and not enough upon the nature of working 
life and exper ience: cf. lIThe Labour Aristocracy", New Left 
Review, 32 .(1965) 72-7. 

23. Goran Therborn, "The 'xorking Class and the Birth of Marxism", 
New Left Review, 79 (1973) 3. 



Firstly, of considerable importance to l abour hi.story have been 

the numerous autobiogr aphies and recollections left by l abour or 

socialist activists. Here the tendency to retrospective interpretation 

of the socialist movement - particularly in terms of personal careers -

may be registered by simply noting the titles of some of the more well 

known works: Workman 's cottage to i.'indsor Castle (John Hodge); 

From Crow-Scari ng to 1,olestr.linster (George Ed\olards); From a s tonemason's 

Bench to the Treasury Bench (Henry Broadhurst); and so on. Secondly 

may be cited the influential Fabian tradition in British labour 

historiography which stems from the vlebbs' extensive re searches into 

trade union and working class history, through the work of J. L. and 

Barbara Hammond, to the massive and invaluable s cholarship of 

G. D. H. Cole. Underpinning an ostensibly narrative and chronological 

history may be clearly discerned here implicit assumptions about .the 

nature of the working class and socialism. V. A. C. Gatrell has observed 

of the Fabians' treatment of Robert Owen that, 21+ 

Around 1900 the Fabian socialis ts and their circle discovered 
in him LOwenJ t heir forebear , germane to British soil , the 
proper f ather, in short , of English socialism. A careful 
chain of succession was i mplicit, some time s explicit, in their 
writings , which traced from him a burgeoning socialist but 
non-Marxist tra~. tion of which they appeared as the mos t recent 
trustees. 

24. V. A. C. Gatrell, "Introduction!! to Robert Ov/en , Report to the 
County of Lanark (Harmonds'ilorth 1969) 8 • 

. \ 
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In Fabi an hist ory one finds eiT,;;hasi sed the Protestant values of ':lorking 

people , their irenic bearing and essential consti tutiona.lism , .and their . 

actions are interpreted in a t eleological schema l eading t o full 

25 parliamentary citizensb~p . Altogether different, finally , has been 

the Marxist tradition of British l abour history. Here we find exalted 

the revolutiol~y potential of a depressed proletariat in line with its 

"true" historical vocation. According to thi s s chema Chartism, for 

instance , has been interyreted as a proto-Harxist s tirring ; the 1842 

hunger riots in Lancashire assume the status of a conscious and concerted 

"general strike"; whilst the cinol' incident in Hyde Park on May 6 1867 

in infused "Ii th popular revol ut ionar'J sentiment . 26 

There are i mportant lessons here for any sociological analysis of 

early l abour and socialis t forns . It ought to be possible to avoid 

the teleological trap - that is, the assumption that there is a fil~l 

and fixed state to which the move;:ent is i nexora.bly hearding - and agree 

"lith Zygmunt Bauman to the effect t hat " ••• no goal , final form or 

measuring standard is se t for t he labour movement , once and for all , in 

any form , whether quasi-empirical or openly transcendental, and that all 

25. The Hamr.:londs in particular ",ere pr one to emphasise the pacific 
and reliGious predilections of working pe ople. The Fabian scheme 
naturally culminat es in the Welfare state of today : cf~ Asa 
Briggs , liThe 'welfare state in r er spe ctive", .European .Journal of 
Sociolo~l ' II (1 961) 221-58 . 

26. For the l'.arxist inter pretation of Churti s:n , see A. L. Morton 
and George Tate , The 3ri tish Labour ~·; ovement (London 1973 ) 57-8 : 
the authors actually argue t hat in Char tism may be discerne d 
not simply a precursor of Earxi sm generally ) but more specifically 
of the policy document of the ~itish Communist Party , The 
Bri t i sh Road to SocialisIC; ! Gn 1842 , see }:ick Jenkins , liTho 
Chartist General Strike" , unpubl i shea paper presented to the 
Manches t er History ';lorkshop , ' 1975; on 1867, see Royden Harrison , 
Be f ore t he Sociali sts : St~dies in Labour and Politics 1861-1881 
(London 1965) 78- 136. 



the tasks that the movement itself sets for its activities are dependant 

variables of the complex system to no less an extent than its other 

attributes". Z1 It is hoped that this study mi ght proceed along these 

lines. 

As if parallel to the movement in social theory which has witnessed 

a phenomenological and interactionist revolt against the constraints of 

over-arching systemic t he ory, there has gone a similar t endency ... Ii. thin 

the practice of social history. In this latter case, the reaction has 

been against the dOmil~t emphases of British labour history which, as 

noted above, often tend to subsume popular experience beneath its political 

and organisational forms. Recently a number of historians have striven 

to apprecia te working class ~~story mor e fully by elevating in status 

the popular point of view. 

The seminal text here is undoubtedly Edward Thompson' s The l1akin~ 

of the :snglish vJorking Class, first published in 1963. Squarely f acing 

up to the problem of s ocial consciousness within Marxist theory, this 

work sought to recover " ••• the agency of working, people, the degree to 

which they contributed by conscious efforts, to the making of history ••• " 

f "d " 1 d t "" 28 rom burial beneath economic or W~ er soc~a e ernumsm. Brilliantly 

evoking the very texture and phenomenology of t he early years of the l ast 

century, Thompson a i me d to present t he working clas s and its consciousness 

during these formative years as it appeared f r om below, 29 

27. Bauman, Be tween Class and Elite , xi. 

28. E. P. Thompson, The Haking of the Engli sh \'Jorki ng Class 
(Harmondsvlorth 1968 ) 13. 

29. Thompson, ibid., 13. 
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I am seeking to rescue the poor stockinger, the Luddite 
crop:::; er , the 'obsolete ' hand-loom we aver, the 'utopian' 
artisan , and even the deluded follower of Joanna Southcott, 
fro~ the enormous condescension of posterity ••• they lived 
through these tirr:es of acute social disturbance and \'Ie did 
not. Their aspirations were valid in terms of their own 
experience ••• 

This tendency within social history has fanned out in a number of 

directions. "Oral" rd.story sprung into life as an autonomous sub-

discipline, whose practioners proclaim the veridical qualities of 

personal recollection;?fJ and devotees of "people's history" have 

recently begun the publication of a series of monographs concerned to 

explore popular nineteenth century history from belovi with a study of 

Village Life and Labour. 31 

There is doubtless merit in much of this recent historical work, 

its main contribution having been to spotlight the subtleties and density 

of social belief and working class consciousness, as well as its com-

plexity of formation. The point ought to be well taken in a sociological 

analysis of British socialism, but equally significant are the weaknesses 

inherent in this approach. "History from below" represents a revolt 

not merely against the tyranny of certain Harxist concepts but against 

those of sociologism as well. In his understandable enthusiasm to 

rebutt Professor Smelser, Thompson dismissed too lightly the claims of 

sOCial theory in general, 32 and "people's history" as a whole tends to 

30. 

31. 

32. 

For details, see the journal Oral History, published from the 
Uni versi ty of Essex. 

Raphael Samuel, ed., Village Life and Labour (London 1975), 
particularly the editor's "Introduction: People's History", 
xiii-xxi. The most notable example of "people's history" :Ls 
to be found in the work of the History Workshops, Ruskin College, 
Oxford. See t heir journal, History Workshop: A Journal of 
Socialist Historians , I and II (1976) . 

Thompson, The Haking, 11 et. passim. 
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lack adequate structural, institutional and organisational analysis. 

Similarly, there is a lack of that "totalizing" perspective which has 

been claimed as the distinguishing feature of the Narxist method 33 

and without which, to be sure, a macro-societal frame of reference or 

sense of process is of necessity lacking. 

All this is perhaps to reaffirm what has gone before: namely, that 

a sociological approach to the evolution of the British working class 

and socialism must above all take cognizance of the complex interplay 

bet\..reen social structure and belief, both to be conceived of as active 

social processes. The orientation of labour history demands imaginative 

qualification but, by emphasising the subtle gradations of social 

consciousness, recent social history has merely demonstrated how genuinely 

reCiprocal must be the relationship between these two aspects of 

sociological inquiry. 

IV. 

The plan of this study and its line of argument are as follows. 

In order that historical narrative should not impose unnecessarily upon 

the analysis offered beloi'l, Chapter 2 ... fill outline descriptively the 

course of the labour movement and socialism in Britain - a chronology of 

the period 1850-1906. Re ference may then be easily made in the later 

chapters to the sequence of events. Part I comprises two chapters in 

which a theoretical perspective ... fill be deyeloped. Chapter 3 outlines 

J both Harxist and sociological account s of the development of socialism 

in this country and the following chapter, which begins by critically 

33. Perry Anderso~, "Socialism and Psuedo-Empiricism", Ne\>J Left 
Review, 35 (1966) 32-3, 37 and 39. The absence of jus t such a 
totalizing and integr a tive perspective is the basis of Anderson's 
criticisms of Edward Thompson. 
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examining these approaches, concludes by elaborating a theoretical frame-

work adequate to the historical analysis of social structure and working 

class beliefs. It is suggested here that the macro-structural and 

i deological context in which socialism emerged needs to be compl emented 

by an appreciation of the creative and innovative role of working people 

themselves in the social milieu of the working class community. Parts 

II and III t ake up and develop these emphases. Par t II compr:i.ses three 

chapters wherein a macro-societal perspective will be presented. In 

Chapter 5, the evolution of the capitalist economy and social structure 

in the later nineteenth century will be examined; in close relation to 

this Chapter 6 will chart the changing fortunes of mid- and late-Victorian 

ideologies; Chapter 7 will draw together these macro-societal features 

by analysing their impact upon the broad trajectory of British socialism. 

Part III - a micro-perspective - is intended to illustrate the 

mediation and transformation of these factors on the local level, and the 

five chapters which comprise this section focus upon the specific case 

of socialism in later nineteenth century Lancashire • Chapter 8 sets the . 
background to political change in the north west by examining politics 

generally, and l abour politics and socialism in particular , during the 

period 1868-1906. Chapter 9 aims to explore the activities ruld agitations, 

and conceptions of socialism, prevalent at the branch level in Lanco.shire. 

Having t hus identified t he political beliefs current among "'JOrking people 

ill l a ter nineteenth century Lancashire, the subsequent two chapters attempt 

J to explain the generation and evolution of those beliefs wi thin the working 

class community. Chapter 10 focuses upon indus trial structure, wages 

and work processes and Chapter 11 upon the home , family and community 

structures of worY~ng class life. These will be related to the :t?orms 

of sOCialist belief described in Chapter 9. Chapter 12 comprises a 



detailed ar.alysis of one particular aspect of \-Iorking class cornmunities 

in the north 'lest - religion and chapel life - tracing the adaptation and 

"stretchingll of religious beliefs by working people within the community 

milieu, and their impact upon the emerging socialist consciousness. 

Finally, Part IV comprises one chapter in which a number of con

cluding remarks are advanced. 



================== CHAPTER TWO =================== 

THE COURSE OF EVENTS : A CHRONOLOGY OF THE 

LABOUR r·;oVEHENT AND BRITISH SOCIALISM, 

1850- '1906 

=======================~============================ 

This study is to be read as a sociological in'/estigation into 

certain aspects of the socialist movement and working class politics 

in the latter ': half of the nineteenth century, and not as a piece of 

historical research in the strict sense. Historical writing is directly 

dependant upon the primary source material of the past; this study 

cannot, in the main, lay claim to such standing. It is concerned to 

offer an interpretation in broadly sociological fashion of, rather than 

add to, the well-known facts established by labour and socialist 

historiography. However, in order that the analysis presented in the 

l a ter chapters should not be unduly encumbered by the need to refer to 

the course of events during these years, in what follows a chronology 

of the working Class' movement and development of socialism between 

1850-1906 is outlined. It should be emphasised at the outse t that 

this chronology makes no claim to comple teness; stressing the 

institutional and poli ticaJ. progress of the organi sed working class as 

against spontaneous or unorganised forms of militancy , its scope i s 

strictly delimited by the focus of the subsequent analysis itself. The 

r eader will find, for i~stance , the First International of the 1860s 

only briefly mentioned, whilst the development of working class 

co-operation i s entirely omitted. It is s imply intended t hat the 

present chapter should provide a skel eton framework upon \-Ihich the later 

analysis may be hung. 
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2.1: The Peri od 1850-18&:>: Trade Unionism arid Working Class Politics 

The first half of the nineteenth century had witnessed the emergence 

of a plethora of working class organisations and popular movements which, 

if often spontaneous and ephemeral, were of astonishing vi tali ty, and 

had culminated in the upheaval of Chartism. In failing to meet the 

ruling class challenge in 1848 , however, the Chartist leaders had condemned 

the movement to a fairly rapid demise. Never again would revolutionary 

politics have the same appeal to the British working class; "In a 

generation's time ", have noted two students of this period, "the word 

1 Chartist was already beginning to be forgotten". Indeed, in the very 

midst of the heady atmosphere of the 1840s, there were already signs of 

developments which, after mid-century, would bring about are-orient a tion 

of the labour movement upon a stable, if more moderate and limited , basis. 

It is of some significance that a body founded in 1845 called the 

National Association of United Trades for the Protection of Labour vias 

not, in spite of its name , a revival of the lofty ideals of the earlier 

"general unioni sm", but a much less class consciously aggressive 

organisation with the practical aim of bringing together separate unions 

for the purpose of lobbying at Westminster for particular industrial 

reforms. In t his sense, it may be seen as a precursor of the Trade 

2 Union Congress, 1t!hich it closely r esembled in both structure and policy. 

1. G. D. H. Cole and Raymond Postgate , The Briti sh Common People 17l~6-
1946 (London 1961) 327. 

2. Although I. Frothero has sought to portray the National Association 
as a revival of II general unionism" (cf. IILondon Chartism and the 
Trades", Economi c History Re view, 2nd ser., XXIV (1 9'71) 103) its 
character seems clear enough: see i1:1rther , Sidney and Beatrice Hebb , 
History of Trade Unionism (London 1920) 186-7, 195-6 ; Henry 'Felling , 
A :-:istory of ori tish 'I'raoe Unioni sm (Harmondsworth 1973 ) 37ff; 
A. E. ~:usson, Briti sh Tra~e Unions 1800-1875 (London 1972) 49 . 
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Before t he spectre of Chartis.11 hr:ld been exorcised, therefore, a more 

moderate spir it \o{as discernable amongst the organised working class, a 

spiri t manifested most obvious ly in "new !T.odel" urlionis m. 

In 1851 the Arr:;algamated Society of EnSineers had been formed 

primarily through the efforts of \.;il liam Allen and \.Jilliam Newton . 3 

The A.S. E. consolidated a numbe r of local engine ers' societies , the 

l argest of which had been the Journeyman Steam Engine Hakers , founded 

in l1anchester in 1826 , into an organisationally stable and financially 

secure un ion with a central London office. The Amalgamation compri se d 

mainly the skill ed and well-paid workers of the ene ineering indus try, 

from vlhom a high rate of contribution was expected and in return f or 

which a ge nerous scale of sid"Jless , supe r annuation and funeral benefits 

was provided. The central fina nces of the A.S.E. were placed under the 

control of a full-time general secretary \-Ih o was r esponsible to the 

Exe cutive Committee at the London headquarters . Eschewing political 

militancy in favour of trade and bene fit soci ety goals and a policy of 

r estricting the supply of labour, the A.S.E . ha s be e n t ake n by Hctrxist-

inclined historians a s the archetypical example of moderate trade unionism , 

labour aristocratic in composition a nd i mbued with middle class values 

and the spirit of liberalism. 4 As such, i t is often seen as standing 

3. The best concise general history of the Jlmalgamat ed Society of 
Engineers is J ames B • . Jeffreys , The Story of the Engineers 
(London 1945 ). 

4. See, for i nstance , the t reatment of the _ . • S .E . in the following works 
by r·jRrxist hi storians: 'I'heodre Rothstein , From Chartism to 
Labouri sr.! : HiGtori cal Sketches of t he English vlorY.i nr; Class 
Moverr.e nt (London ~1 929 ) ; Al l en Butt , Dr i t ish Trade Unionisr.o : 
A Short Histo!:l, (Lond on 1962 ) 24-33; ' A. . L. Hor t on , f.... Fe ople 's 
History of En !S l and (London 1971) 440-46; .T . '1'. f.1urphey , Preparix;,~ 
for Power (London 1972) 59ft' ; Tony Lane , The Uni~ VB ~~ us st ong : 
The Bri tish ~/orkiniJ Class - It s politic s and 'fra de Unionism 
(London 1974) . 
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in l7,arked contl~ast to the revolutionary aspirations of working class 

poli tics in t he previous period and as prov-lding the model for trade 

tmion development in the third quarter of the nine teenth century. 

hlthough Sidney and Bea. trice Webb , in their monUlnental history of British 

tra.de unionism , greeted the A.S.E . as a "new model", it was G. D. H. Cole 

who , in 1937 , first que s tioned the essential novelty of the Amalgamation. 5 

This revision has found some support among contemporary historians , who 

have also challenged t he view that it was the paradigm of r eformist trade 

unionism in the tHO decades after 1850. 6 

The r esilience of the newly forme d A.S.E . was soon put to test 

during the lock-out of engineering ",orkers which occurred, mainly in 

7 London and I.ancashire, in 1852. 'I'his struggle , which hinged around 

the union ' s opposi tion to overtime , piecework and the introduction of 

unskilled machine \'1orkers into the industry, saw the men receiving help 

in their resistance from the middle class ·group of Christian Socialists 

~ld from workers in other trades . The engineers were driven back to 

5. Cf. t he It/ebbs' comment to the effect that, "Scarcely a trade exists 
whi ch did not , between 1852 and 1875, either attempt to imit a te the 
whole constitution of the Amalgamated Engineers , or incorporate one 
or other of i ts characteristic features", Hist ory of Trade Unionism, 
224 ; see furt her, .. oyden Harrison, Before-the Socialists : Studies 
i n Labour and Politics 1861-1881 (London 1965) 9-22. G. D. H. Cole, 
"Some Note s on British Trade Unionism in the Third Quarter of the 
riineteenth CentUl'Y", in E. t·; . Carus- vJilson, ed ., Essays in Economic 
Hi story iii (London 1962) 202-21 . 

6. A. E . ~1usson, "The Webbs and their Phasing of 'l'rade Uni on Development 
between t he 1830s and 18606", Labour History Society Bul letin, 4, 
( 1962) 6-8 ; idem ., ~ritish Trade Unions , 50-56 . . 

7. Jeff reys , Story of t he Engineers, 32-48 ; for documents , see 
G. D. H. Cole and A. 'I . Filson , Briti sh l'/orking Class Movements: 
Select Documents 1789- 1875 (London 19b5;"'1t79-8,3 . 
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work and were forced, in many cases, by their employers to sign "the 

document" renouncing trade union membership; slowly, however, the A.S.E. 

began to gain recognition and it emerged from the dispute stronger than 

ever. The influence of the Amalgamation was to be seen most obviously 

among those unions of mainly metropolitan artisans - plasterers, builders, 

tailors, compositors, bookbinders and the like - which aped the engineers. 

In June 1860, the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners was formed 

by Robert Applegarth which, as may be implied from its name, was cast 

i 8 
in the cautious and prudent image of the A.S.E. The passivity of new 

model unionism may, however, be overstated; although often reluctant to 

use it, men like Allen and Applegarth never abandoned the strike weapon, 

as is evidenced by the constant occurence of industrial disputes during 

this period. Beginning vdth the engineering lock-out, the decade ended 

with the bitter struggles in the London building trades over the question 

of the Nine Hour Day between ,1859 and 1862. The builders' strikes had 

been preceded by considerable unemployed agitation in London from about 

1857 onwards, in which year there had been formed the National Association 

9 of Unemployed Operatives. During the course of the di sputes \'lhich 

followed, the strength of the "London Order" of Bricklayers (O.B.S. -

secretary Edwin Couls on) was tested to the f ull; other unions responded 

to the challenge, and the growing strength of the A.S.E. may be r egistered 

8. Hebb, History of 'l'rade Unionism, 224; for a contrast ing assessment 
of Applegarth , see Asa Briggs, Victorian People (Harmondsworth 1971) 
176-204. 

9. Raymond Postgate, The Builder s ' History (London 1923 ) 167-80; Cole 
and Filson, Br i ti sh vlorking Class Hoveme nt s , 486-88 ; Frances Emma 
Gillespie, Labour and Politics in Engl and-1850-67 (London 1966) 132. 
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by the fact that it donated £1000 a week for three weeks to the brick-

layers. The struggle also precipitated the formation of the London 

Trades Council. Evidence suggests that Trades Councils had been formed 

in a number of provincial tOYffiS, such as Liverpool, GI~sgow, Sheffield 

and Manchester as early as the 1840s, but now, for the first time , there 

was a permanent body to co-ordinate trade lmion activities in London. 10 

The first executive of the Council was elected in July, and Tom Jones 

of the Tinplate Horkers' Society was appointed secretary. 

Disputes of a more or l ess serious nature occurred in a number of 

other industries during the 1850s. A successful strike of 7,000 

spinners in stockport precipitated the great Preston lock-out of 1853, 

a dispute which severely tested the resilience of the newly formed 

Amalgamation Association of Operative Cotton Spinners. Although the 

men were defeated, the tenacity of the Amalgamation was established beyond 

doubt. The cot ton weavers follo\~ed t he lead of the spinners when, in 

1858, the East Lancashire Power Loom 'l'ieavers Association was set in train ; 

this organisation, too, was soon put to the test when there took place 

in the following year a twenty-seven week dispute with the weaving 

employers of Padiham , a strike from which the Associaticl1 emerged 

'd' t d 11 vJ.n J.ca e • Organisation was advancing among the coal miners, too. 

In 1856 Alexandre MacDonald had sought to revive a Federation' comprising 

all the miners in the country and , by 1858 , the National t'liners' 

10. G. D. H. Cole , A Short Hi s tory of the Bri tish l;Jorking Class 
Movement , ii, (London 1937) 77-80; George Tate, The London 
Trades Council (London 1950 ). 

11. Pelling , History of Briti s h Trade UDi oni sm , 48-49; Cole and 
Filson, Bri tisi1 I'/orking Class t,\ oveme nts, 483-85. 
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Ass ociation had been founded. The folloHing year , Lancashire miners 

toc}~ the lead in forming the Amalgamated Association of Hiners , a militant 

rival to the N.H.A. 12 These provincial associations v:ere rather less 

like the A.S.E. The textile unions were fed~ral in organisa tion, finan-

ci8.1ly localised and , along with the miners unions , far lesa exclusive. 

They were concerned, moreover , with securing legislative regulation of 

their industries , particularly in respect of the l ength of the \"orking day; 

they looked to the law for protection , and were thus l ed directly into a 

succession of mainly political activities. The 1850s saw , therefore, the 

emergence of bw outstanding f orma of trade unioni sm . On the one hand , 

the "Amalgarna.ted Societies" of the type represeuted by the A.S .E., \,u th 

its close c ombj.nation of industrial and friendly activities , centralised 

contr ol and non-political policy of restrictive regula tion of the supply 

and condi tioIlS of labour. On the other, there grew up the "Amalgamations" 

of the type r epresented by the spinners ' and 't/eavers' aSSOCiations , with 

their localised .finance , federal structure, collective bargaini~ based upon 

standard price lists and steady pressure for legislative regulation. '13 

By the early 18608, the prominent London trade unionists had come 

to coalesce arcund the Trades Council, and to this group the Webbs applied 

the pe jorative term of lithe Junta"; Allen and Applegarth, George Odger 

(shoemakers ), George Howell (bricklayers ), D<niel Guile (ironrounders) 

and Coulson and T. J. Dunning of the bookbinders were its foremost members; 

12. Robin Page Arnot, The r·1iners : A His tory of the H.F.G.B. 1889-1910 
(London 1949 ) 44ff; PellinG, Ei.stq ry of j~ritisrl Trad.;: Unionis~ 
46j Raymond Challinor , '1'he LancCler"ire and Cheshire I'liners-:-
(Ne'oo/castle 1972) 82ff . 

13. Cole t Short History of the Harking Clas,!. HoveaJent , 63-4. 



in the provinces they were supported by John Kane, whose Amalgamated 

Ironworkers' Association was clearly an "amalgamated" union, and Alexandre 

HacDonald. According to the Webbs, the similar outlook of these men as 

regards trade union policy came to dominate the London Trade Council. 

"The distinctive policy of the Junta", they noted, "was a combination 

of extreme caution in trade matters and energetic agitation for political 

14 
reforms~. These trade union leaders were not mass orators, but 

administrators; meticulous and skilled in t he minutiae of committee work, 

they were not agitators, but were coming to recognise the value of 

Parliamentary pressure tactics by wh1ch they sought to promote specific 

measures of social and political reform. 15 Certainly, the Junta were 

staunchly Liberal in politics, and they seemed ready, if not anxious, to 

co-operate with middle class radicals like John Bright; but, once again, 

the Webbs' contention that all trade unionists in this period passively 

imbibed bourgeois values - and particularly the economic doctrines - has 

16 been seriously questioned. Nor \iere the new model unionists or the 

14. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 240. 

15. For a sociological analysis of the changing composition and character 
of the trade union l eadership in this period, see Zygmunt Bauman, 
Bet ween Class and Elite: The Evolution of the Brit i sh Labour 
Novement O'.anchester 1972) 110-31; the growing sense of political 
a\-Iareness am ong the trade unionists has been dealt vii th by Carl 
Brand, "The Conversion of the British Trade Unions to Political 
Action", AJ'ner i can Histori cal Revie \"" x.XX (1925). 

16. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 292-94; R. V. Clements has 
challenged t his vi ew in his article "British Trade Unions and 
Popular Political Economy", Economic His tor y Review, 2nd ser., XI V 
(1961) 93-104. 
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Junta as dominant as was once thought. They were seriously challenged 

by the smaller, more militant metropolitan societies, whose aspirations 

were voiced by The Beehive newspaper founded in 1860, the proprietor of 

which, George Potter, and editor, George Troup, held out for a more 

aggressive trade policy. 17 In addition, a number of the provincial 

trade unions evinced manifest enthusia5~ for this policy. 

These differences amongst the trade unionists came through in a 

number of issues during the 1860s. In the industrial unrest of the 

years 1864-65, Potter opposed the London Trades Council with a much more 

militant policy, occasioning a bitter feud between the two groups of trade 

unionists 'v/hich was to last for several years. That Potter was supported 

by men like Dunning , Kane, HacDonald and Broadhurst " ••• signifies that 

the temper of large sections of trade unionism was 'not the cautious middle 

18 
class temper of Allen and Applegarth." Capitalising upon his support, 

Potter established the London '.~orking Men's Association in 1866, which 

gave enthusiastic support to the efforts of the Wolverhampton and Sheffield 

Trades Councils in arranging a national trades conference in Sheffield 

in July 1866 - the United Kingdom Alliance of Organised Trades - for mutual 

support during lock-outs and for the purposes of countering the claims 

of the Employers' Associations. 

17. Stephe n Coltham, "The Beehive Ne\ispaper: Its Origins and Early 
History", in Asa Briggs and John saville , eds ., Essays in Labour 
Histor~ (London 1967) 174-204 ; B. C. Roberts, The Tr ade Union 
Congress 1868- 1921 (London 1958) 22-26, has questioned the 
dominant role of the Junta. 

18. Gillespie, Labour and Politics, 231. 
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The L.W. H.A. was also actively involved in the struggle for 

Parliamentary reform which came to a head dt~ing these years and in which 

the trade unions played a leading role. By the early 1860s, Reform 

Associations had begun to appear in various parts of the country; in 

~!anchester, for instance, Ernest Jones, now reconciled to collaboration 

with the middle class radicals, had built up a strong movement there to 

agitate for franchise r eform . The London trade unionists, wi th the 

single exception of vJilliam Allen, had shown their enthusiasm for reform 

by organising the Hanhood Suffrage and Vote by Ballot Association in 1862 

for the purpose of agitating the trades. In 186l4-, Bright's party and 

his working cla ss allies had established the Re form Union in Manchester 

and, in the following year, the trade unionists formed the Reform League 

under George Howell around the more inclusive programme of manhood 

suffrage. Although the League was anoverv/helmingly working class 

organisation pledged to one man one vote, its l eadership showed themselves 

willing to co-operate with the middle class r adicals and the Liberal 

Party. 19 After the events following the demons~ration in Hyde Park 

in 1866, the governing class had become convinced that the enfranchisement 

of at least a part of t he working class was inevitable and, in 1867, 

Disraeli passed a measure which in effect brought the urban ltIorking man 

within the pale of the consti tution. The l eaders of the Reform League, 

undiminished in their enthusiasm for Mr. Gladstone , settled for this 

measure of household suffrage and worked vigorously for the return of the 

Liberal Party in the el ection of the follovdng year. 

19. G. D. H. Cole , British Working Cl ass ·politics 1832- 1911+ (London 
1950) 27-8 ; Harrison, Before t he Socialis ts , chs . 3- 4; Gillespie , 
~~., passim~ 
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The other major issue confronting all trade unionists in the 1860s 

concerned the state of l abour and trade union law. In the early years 

of the decade Alexandre MacDonald, and Alexandre Campbell and George 

Ne\o/ton of the Glasgow Trades Council, had initiated a campaign to have 

modified the iniquitous Haster and Servant Law. The famous Leeds Miners' 

Conference of 1863 had resolved to take up the challenge, and the London 

Trade Union Conference of 1864 threw its weight behind this resolution. 

In 1867, the grievances of the workers relating to labour contracts were 

20 partly met by the l1aster and Servant Act of that year. In the final 

stages of this campaign, ho\"ever, occurred two very significant events. 

The "Sheffield Outrages" of 1866 brought to light the violent side of 

working class organisation, and led to a full-blooded outcry against the 

21 1;/hole principle of trade unionism on the part of employers and the press. 

In the follo\iing year occurred the judicial decision in the famous case 

of Hornby v. Close, which cast into doubt the trade unions' legal standing 

ovling to their tendency to act "in restraint of trade" during industrial 

disputes. The government decided to refer the whole issue to a Royal 

Commission. In order to concert their evidence to the Commission, the 

Amalgamated Societies set up the _Conference of Amalgamated Trades in 

London, v/hilst the unionists in the north and the smaller London societies 

were represented by Potteris L.H.H.A. 

20. For details of the 1863 miners' conference and its legi slative 
programme, see 'rlebb, History of Trade Unionism, 302-306; the 
Haster and Servant l aw is analysed by Daphne Stephen, " t-1aster and 
Servant", in John Saville , ed., Democracy and the Labour Movement 
(London 1954) 160-200. 

21. Sidney Pollard, The Sheffi eld Outr ages (London 1971); Cole and 
Filson, Bri ti9h \'/orhng Class r·;mTements, 558. 
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The odds, however, \"ere heavily weighted agains t Potter and his 

friends. Assis ted by Thomas Hughe s, the Christian Socialist, and the 

positivist lawyer Frederick Harrison, the Junta presented a masterly 

case to the Royal Commi ssion which placed much emphasis upon the moderate 

and responsible nature of trade unionism. Applegarth, in particular, was 

t t di ' th 'h' h h t d· hi 'd 22 ou s an ns 1n e manner 1n w 1C e presen e s eV1 ence. In 

1868, the Junta made their peace with the Trades Union Congress, which 

had gro ... m out of the U.K.A.O.T., and this now became a regular affair. 

The report of the Royal Commission had been favourable to the trade unions, 

and, in consequence, the Liberal Government in 1871 had passed the Trade 

Union and Criminal La;.[ Amendment Acts. iYhilst they were ready to accept 

the former, tte latter was in all respects abhorent to the trade unionists 

and it fell to the Parliamentary Conmittee of the T.U.C., established by 

the 1871 Congress, to lobby for its repeal. Under Howell's skilful 

guidance, the Parliamentary Coomittee maintained steady pressure and 

assiduously cultivated personal contacts in the government. 23 

22. See fur ther , H. 'v:. HcCready, fi Eri tish Labour and the Royal 
Commission on Trade Unions 1867-69", University of Toronto 
Quart erly, XXIV (1955) 
Briggs , Victorian People, 191-95. 

Between 

23. The emergence of t he T.U.C. has been traced by A. E. Eusson, 
"The Origins and Est ablishment of t he Trades Union Congr~ss", 
in i dem., Trade Union and Social History (London 1974) 23-63. 
Howel l's part in the t r ade union lobby is well documented by 
F. 11 . Leventhal, Respect able Padi cal : Geor ge Howell and 
Vic torian vlor ld ng Cl ass Poli t ics (Lendon 1971) 165- 89; see 
further , E. 'ti e I·lce r-e ady , "British Lab our ' s Lobby 1867-75", 
Canadi an J ournal of Economics and Political Science , XXII 
(1956;' 
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1871 and 1875, t he Cc:::::mittee !lr'esEed for a number of rel or ms (e.g. 

legislation against truck), but concentruted above all upon sccuring 

further alterations to t he Criminal La\1 and the H?<.ster and Servant Act. 

Their hopes for refornl still r ested with the Liberals a11d , in 1874, HacDcnuld 

and Burt were elected. to parlia.:r.ent as ':im~king n:en's r epresF.:ntatives with 

Liberal support . The first working class H. P .s in British history had 

thus initiated the "Lib-Lab" tradi tion. The Conservatives 'lIon the 

election, however, aTld re sponded to trade tmon pressure by pussing in 

1875 the Conspiracy and Prote c tion of Property Act , and ""ith this the 

Parli~entary Committee was sati sfied. ~hQ c "'.mpaign had be en a triumph 

for trade union respectability a::d. mod.eration exercised t 1rough lobbying 

techniques i liThe WOl'k of emancipation" , t he Parliamentary committee announced 

vias no\-/ "full and complete", and Howell retired from his post. 24 

In the provinces, where t he Junta had comparatively little influence, 

t rudo unionism was going its o;m ~/a:.i . T:1e t extile worke~6 and the miners 

\iere ct:l tivating their own political methods aimed to seCtu'e legislati'Te 

regulation, and 'pie hrlve seen tho.t it was rur.ong the provincial unions 

that the T.U.C. originated. Since the Leeds r iners' Confe rence. the 

union had shown itself anxious to press for i ndustrial reforms and 

HacDonald , following up his success vi th the J.:aster and Sorvant Law. 

succeeded in getting a Hines Regulation Act "rritten into the · statuto book 

in 1872. As the price of coal rose throughout the ' sixtie::>, both the 

N. H.A. and the A. A.H . prospered and , by 1873, each could claim about 

100,000 members . I n these years , many of the country unions concluded 

sliding scale agreements with the coalowners, which linked wages to the 

24. Cited by Pelling, History of British Tr ude Unions , 76. 
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selling price of coal. 25 In 1872, the cotton operatives had demonstrated 

the strength of their organisation by founding a body called the Factory 

Acts Reform Association to press for a maximum legal week of fifty-four 

hours. 

Elsewhere, too, trade unionism was on the move. In 1871 there 

occurred a movement to agitate for the Nine Hour Day amongst the engineers 

in the nor th east quite independent of the A.S.E. London l eadership, who 

gave only their half-hearted support. The campaign, led by John Burnett, 

was a great success, and the effects of victory were speedily seen. 

Throughout the country, engineers and builders , as well as many workers 

in other trades, put forward demands for shorter hours. The Durham 

Miners' Association gained recognition, and the miners in south Wales 

stuck and won. The agitation continued throughout 1872 and 1873 and in 

26 London building workers revived their agitation for the Nine Hour Day. 

In the boom of the early ' seventies, unionism began to gain a foothold 

amongst a number of semi-skilled workers and labourers, and it is possible 

to detect the stirrings of "new unionism" in this period. 27 Railwaymen, 

building workers , seamen, carmen, gas workers and port workers were all 

i.nvolved, and the Labour Protection League, established by the London 

25. For detail s of sliding scales, s ee Page Arnot, The Hiners , 59-62; 
Webb , ~ist ory of Trade Union~ , 338-42 , 734-37; Pelling , ibid., 
78 . 

26. Cole , Short Hi s t ory of t he \'Jorking Class Hovemen~, 121; Webb, 
History of Trade Unionism , 313-17. 

27. Eric Hobsba\'m has seen in the period of uni on expansion of the 
early 1870s anticipations of the "new unionism" of the late 1880s , 
cf., "General Labour Unions in Britain 1889-1914", in Labouring 
~: Studi es in the P~story of Labour (London 1972) 182. 
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dockers in 1871-72 was, according to John Lovell, "in almost every respect 

as signifi cant an organisation as the Dockers' Union founded seventeen 

28 
years later". In 1872 the National Agricultural Labourers' Union was 

set in train by Joseph Arch and was greeted with unqualified enthusiasm 

by Frederick Engels. 29 By this time, the provincial unionists were 

30 beginning to make themselves felt in the T.U.C. All told, the T.U.C. 

could number 1·2 million members by 1875. 

A turn for the worse occurred around 1875 when, as a result of the 

worsening economic climate, a spirit of sectionalism began to assert 

itself. Many of the advances made during the previous few years were 

\dped out and replaced by a veritable catalogue of defeats and dissentions 

within the trade union ranks between 1875-80. Coal prices fell heavily, 

and with them miners' wages linked by sliding scales; before the end of 

the decade, the Amalgamated Association had been swept out of existence 

and the N.M.U. survived only in Northumberland and Durham in any strength. 

Many of the newly-formed labourers' unions floundered. Al though the 

N .A.L. U • survived, the organisation was considerably weakened by the 

depression that rocked British agriculture after 1875 and Arch felt obliged 

to launch a programme of emigration for his members. 31 But the structure 

28. 

29. 

J. Lovell, Stevodores and Dockers: A Study of Trade Unioni sm in 
t he Port of London , 1870-1914 (London 1969) 73. 

Karl Harx and Frederick Engels, Article s on Britain (Moscow 1971) 
360-62; Cole and Filson, British 'vlorking Class Movements, 602-7. 

30. David Kynaston, King Labour: The British Horking Class 1850-191~ 
(London 1976) 48. 

31. Webb, Hi s tor,y: of Trade Unionism, 342-57; 
British Tr ade Unionism, 83-86. 

Pelling, History of 



of trade unioni sm was , by no,.; , too fi rmly rooted to be easily destr oyed 

even if, after t he Parliame~tary triumphs of 1875, trade uni on . oli tical 

activity dwindled. In 1875 Henry Broadhurst, a stonemason and f ervent 

Liberal, had assumed the secretaryship of the Parliamentary Committee and 

he continued the moderate pressure tactics established by the Junta, although 

interest was now limited to such matters as f actor y legislati on, employers ' 

liability and so on. III the dishecu-tening conditions which prevailed in 

the late ' seventies he could not, even if he had so wished, have t aken a 

more aggressive line. Henry Pelling has concl dcd that, "His role waB 

primarily to Claintain , in a les s f avourable period , what had been won in 

the years more suitable for political progress." 32 To this end he was 

admirably suited . 

It \'lOuld be instructive at t his point to turn to an examination of 

"lOrldng class poli tics during this period - both the socialism of the 

Interna tional i-lorldng !·:en ' s Associa t i on , and the campaign to secure working 

class r epresent ation in Parliament. It will be noticed, however, that 

as yet the trade unions continue to dominate t he wor king class movement. 

The only serious s ocialist pr esence in the years between 18.50 and 

1880 was that provided by t he International vlor king Hen's Association -

the "First Internation", as it has become kno\,ln. The Inter nati onal seems 

to have grown out of the stirring event s in the sphere of in~ernational 

politics in the' ea.rly 18605 . At hOCle , r adical workingme n in London were, 

with but a fe w notable exceptions, fie rcely partisan in their sy~pathie6 

f or the northern states duri ng t he ArJerican Civil \'lar; in the time of the 

Polish insurrecti on ·of 1863 they we r e heart and soul ~dth the nationalists ; 

and their support for Gari baldi and t he· struggle for Italian emanci pation 
. 

was equally loyal. The L\·I. H. A. '11M fOlmded in London in 1864 to promote 

32. ibi d., 86. 

I' 
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international contact betvJeen trade unions with George Odger, secretary 

of the London Trades Council, 8.S its Pre sident and Wi l liam Randall Cremer 

as secretary. Among the initial supporters of the new organisation 

were Karl Harx and Guiseppe Eazzini. 33 The crowde d first meeting was 

chaired by Professor E. S. Beesley and a provisional committee comprising 

London trade unionists, old Chartists, Owenites and others, was elected 

to draw up a declaration of rules and principles, but in the end this 

was provided by Harx himself in the form of an "Inaugural Address" which 

placed the International upon an unequivocally socialist footing. "The 

International vIas founded", z,:arx wrote to Bolte in 1871, "in order to 

replace the socialist or semi-socialist sects by a real organisation of the 

working class for struggle. The oris inal Rules and Inaugural Address 

34 In June 1865, Marx delivered a series of show this at a gla..'lce." 

addresses to the General Council of the First International which se t 

forth, for the first time in public, the basis of his theory of surplus 

value. 35 The I. vl .r.:.A. held annual congresses in London in 1865, 

Geneva (1866), Lausanne (1867), Brussels (1868), Basle (1869) and The 

Hague (1 872), when the organisation was to all intents dissolved. The 

33. The history of the First International has been analysed by 
G. D. E. Cole, A History of Socialist 'I'hought 1850-90 , ii (London 
1954) ch. 6, 2.8- 133 ; II . J . Collins and C. brar::sky , Karl llarx 
and t he British Labour J.:ovement : Years of t he Fir s t International 
(London 1967) ; Julius Braunttal , Hi story of t he I nterna t i onal 
1864- 191 4, i (London 1966) 85-194. 

34. Marx to F. Bolte, 23 November 1871, in Karl Marx and Frederick 
Engels, Se l ected Works (London 1968 ) 681-2. The Inaugural 
Address is r eprinted in l";arx and Engels, On Britain, 340-49. 

35. Selected Horks , 186-229; the pape r was first published in 1898 
under t he title Value , Price and Profit. 
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affiliation of the foreign delegates had turned the International into 

a warring ground of competing doctrines ruld sects. Narx found himself 

leading the British section against the Prouhdonists in France, the 

Lassallean tendency in Germany and against Bakunin and his followers and, 

as he saw it, " ••• the history of the International was a continuous 

strug[;le of !b! General Council against the sects and amateur experiments, 

which sought to assert themselves within the Interna tional against the 

real movement of the \'Iorking class". 36 
i 

Until 1871, in which year a number of English branches of the 

International were formed, and apart from the O'Brienite Na tional Re form 

League and a handful of individual members, the International comprised 

solely trade unions in its English section. In spite of his hostility 

to the moderate British tra.de unionists, Marx \O/as anxious to recruit them 

into the LVI.M.A. in the hope that they might imbibe the theory of 

socialism and the spirit of r evolution. 37 At its height, the aggregate 

members hip of affiliated British trade unions never exceeded more t han 

about 50,000 but many of the prominent leaders, such as Odger, Applegarth, . 
Broadhurst, Cremer and Howell, were members. The unions which jOined, 

such a s the brickl ayers, tailors, shoemakers, cabine t makers etc., were 

mostly declining or vulnerable handicrafts, little aff ected by t he process 

of mechanisation . 38 The heavy industri es wer e al most totally 

36. Selected 1orks, 682. 

37. Henry J. Collins, "The English Br anches of t he first I nt ernational", 
in Briggs and Saville, Essays in Labour History , 2'+8; A. Lozovsky, 
Marx and t he Tr ade Unions (London 1935) 59- 62 ; Richard Hyman, 
Marxism and. the Sociology of Trade Unioni sm (London 1971) 8-11. 

38. Henry J. Coll ins, "The International· and t he British Labour 
Movement", Labour Histor y Socie ty Bul l e t i n, 9 (196ll-) 2ll--39. 
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unrepresented and, amongst the major unions, only the A.S.C.J. could be 

. d dt " 39 ~n uce 0 Jo~n. 'l'he Bri tish trade unions in the I. VI . M.A. showed 

little interest in Marx's revolutionary socialism; their main motive for 

joining the International was the limited one of combatting foreign black-

legging, though doubtless there was much interest in and sympathy with 

international democratic movements at the time. The trade unionists 

could not be persuaded to ta~ political instructions from the General 

Council and, after the passage of the 1867 Reform Act, interest in 

international affairs on the part of the trade unions waned. There was 

in any case little rooted support for militant political action amongst 

the working class, let alone t he variety envisaged by Marx. The political 

r eac tion against the Chartist period was virtually comple te and men as 

far apart in politics as Ric~4rd Cobden and the old Chartist Thomas Cooper 

bemoaned, with equal reproof, the political passivity of the \vorking clas s 

during this period. 40 'tI'i thout doubt, the unexampled upturn in the 

nation's economic fortunes after mid-century had much to do with this. 

On the whole, the question of labour representation baulked larger 

in the minds of the working class leadership than did the question of 

39. And doubtless this was in large measure due 
perso~al interest in international affairG; 
People, 179, 182. 

to Applegarth's 
cf. Driggs , Vict orian 

40. In Narch 1861 Cobden wrote, "I wonder that the worldng people are 
so quiet under the t aunts and insults offered them. Have they 
no Spartacus among them to lead a revolt of the slave class against 
their political tormentors? I suppose i t i s the re act ion from 
the follies of Char tism which keeps the present generation so quiet", 
cited by Leventhal, Re spectable Radical , 43. In his autobi ography , 
The Life of Thomas Cooper (London 1872) 393, Cooper bemoans the 
intellectual and uoli t ical decline of the workers which he sensed 
on a vi sit to Lan~ashire in 1863. \lJhereas once sociali sm ... /as 
earnestly discussed "tTow, you will see no such groups in Lancashire. 
But you will hear well- dressed working men, talking, as they walk, 
... lith the ha nds in t heir pockets, of "Co-ops" (Co-operative Stores), 
and their shares in t hem, or i n Building Societies ••• " 
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socialism. Soon after the election of 1868 the Re form League had been 

wound up in a state of confusion and recrimi nation occasioned by the 

discovery of Howell's cOr-lplicity "lith the Liberals. The poor shO\<fing 

of the L. \v . H.A. before 1868, and t he opposition from Liberal candidates 

which Odger and Potter f aced when contesting by-elections at Stafford 

and Nottingham in 1869, led to the formation of the Labour Representation 

Le ague, an analgam of me tropol itan labour groups brought toge ther in 

August of tha t year by Robert Latham, a Radical lawyer practisi~ in London. 

The manifesto of t he League declared tha t its principal duty would be 

" ••• to secure the return to Parliament of qualified working men - persons 

lt1 
who, by character and ability, command the confidence of their class ••• " 

but, while the election of workingmen was defined as the main object of 

the League , it was also authorised, where it thought fit, to support 

other candidates f avourable to working class claims. The L.R.L. at the 

time of its formation \'Ias, to all intents and purposes, a London body. 

Moreover, it tended to be associ ated with the Liberal Party and, in con-

sequence, the bulk of provinCial trade unionis ts virtually boycotted the 

League and preferred i ns tead to apply themselves to safeguarding the 

position of their own movement. Potter l ed an oppositi on t endency within 

the L.R.L. and, in addi tion, a rival l eft wi ng organi sat ion, the Land 

and Labour League - notable for i t s links with t he International and i t s 

efforts a t organising t he unskilled - was also founded in 1869. More over , 

the Posi t ivist Edward Beesley had l aunChed a campaign in that same year 

to secure support for the Hinor i ty Report of the Royal Commission on the 

Tr d t th ' b al 42 ~ a e Unions, and which included many bitter at acks upon e L~ er s. 

But in s pite of this oppos i tion, t he L.R.L. held t he field • 

41. 

42. 

. 
Cole , British ',\orking Cl ass Politics , 50 ; see f ur ther on the L. R. L., 
A. VI . Humphrey , J... history of Labour Repr esent a t i on (London 1912) 31ff. 

See further, Royden Harris on , "Professor Beesley and the \tJorking Class 
Moveme nt", i n Briggs and Saville , Essays in Labour History , 232 . 
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Odger f ought a by-election at Southwark i n 1870 for t he JJev.gue 

and hO\·lell took the field in l'~or\vich in 18'12. The establis~Tent of local 

Sctool Boards in 1870 had provided an opportunity for t he L. R.L . to test 

t he stre ngth of the \vorking class vote in l ocal 0lections. The L. R.L. 

ran thirteen candidat es in t he General Electi on of 1874 of whom , as we 

have seen, Burt and NacDona.ld were successful . Al though t he League \-:as 

closely identified with the Liberals , it would be a mi s take to underestimate 

tte genuine desire for working class independence which existed a t the 

tir.:e . A sense of di sillusion had set in among the wor king class leader-

ship when the Liberals had opposed l abour men in the by-elections of 1869 

and 1870 , arId tilis was exacerbated in 1871 \<jhen the government had 

i ntroduced its trade union l egislation. The appeal and membership of 

t he League grew as dissatisfaction vli th the govei'nment mount ed aIld , though 

f ew were , as yet , r eady to advocate an independent l abour par ty, !I ••• there 

',ere many ready t o use every me ans to secure l abour r epl'esentation on 

t he li s t of L.:i.ber al cnndida t es for t he next electi on." 43 By the t ime 

th~ election came , "There was a more militant and independent spirit in 

tht5 'vlhole camFaign, and many influential me n II!ho vlOrked f or t he Liber al 

Pc:::!' ty in 1868 rendered no help in tha t direction in 1 87 l~ ••• " 44 

The L. R.L. folded '.1p soon after the Generc~ El ection but, even 

be fore 1874 , it )1..3.d become virtually a trade union body . Latham had 

been succeeded as President by Hilliar:J Allen and Lloyd Jones as secretary 

by Jienry Broadhurst j Daniel Guile was no·.'1 treasurer. \'lith cordial 

r el ations beh ... een t he Parliamentary Committee of t he T. U .C. and t he Liberals 

to some extent r estored after 1874 , these changes meant a decisive move 

43. J. H. stewart Reid , The Origins of t he Briti s h La~~ Party 
(i'innesota 1955) 25. 

44. Hunphrey , Hi s tory of Labour TIe p :'c sent ation, 50. 



all1ay from the notion of a "Labour Party" - such as there had been - towards 

the narrower object of securing the return of a few trade unionists to 

Parliament. This may be registered by tracing the f ate of resolutions 

regarding labour representation introduced at Trade Union Congresses 

during the 1870s. 45 For whatever use Allen, Applegarth and their friends 

may have meant to make of the L.R.L., from 1869 onwards these functions 

were to an increasing extent, tal"en over by the T.U.C. t hroueh its own 

Parliamentary Committee. Until the late 'seventies, then, the trade 

uni.ons were mainly concerned to secure their ovm representa tion in the 

Commons and, in the General Election of 1880, Broadhurst joined Burt and 

HacDonald on the backbenches as "working men's M.P.s". 

2.2: The Period of t he 1880s: The Socialist Revival 

It was noted above that, in the period 1850-80, trade union develop-

ments dominated the l abour movement and its politics. vii th the decade 

that opened in 1880, \'Iorking class political organisation begins to assume 

greater significance,. and it is here that we may most usefully commence. 

The background to the revival of socialism in Britain lay with a 

variety of econorrac and political factors. 46 Britain managed to stave 

off serious economic crisis in t he mid- 'seventies but the situation began 

to deteriorate after 1877--78, and the ensuing slump occasioned a severe 

fall in working class living standards and a concomitant rise in unemploymento 

45. Humphrey, ibid., 66-74. 

46. For the background to the socialist revival, see John Saville, 
"The Background to the Revival of Socialism in Engl and", Labour 
History SOCi ety Bulletin, 11 (1 965) 13-19 ; Reid, Origins of the 
Labour Party , 3-16; Henry Pe lling, Origins of the La'p0ur Party 
1880-1 900 (Oxford 1965) 1-12. 



Politically, we may notice t he fusion of Liberal radicalism and the land 

reform movement in the sarne decade. A new and more militant r adical 

tradition had emerged in the 1870s under the leadership of Sir Charles 

Dilke, Charles Bradlaugh and Joseph Chamberlain. As Hayor of Birmingham 

between 1873-75, Chamberlain had embarked the corporation upon a programme 

of what would later be termed "municipal socialism", whereby essential 

services and utili ties v/ere taken over and locally adr.i i nistered by the 

municipality. In 1877 the National Liberal Federation was formed, thus 

consolidating the radical wir~ of the Liberal Party, whilst Bradlaugh's 

influence brought in the increasingly numerous London Radical Clubs. 

After the electoral reforms of 1884 and 1885, Chamberlain had published 

his "unauthorised programme" Hhich " ••• went to the extr eme lirni ts to \-/hich 

47 Henc~forth, radicalism Radicalism could go without becoming socialism". 

was to be an integral part of the Liberal Party wi thin Parliament which, 

under Chamberlain, went \o,ell beyond the aims of the trade unionists :i.n 

the House like Howe ll, Burt and Ben Pickard, ... /hose views had been set out 

in The New Liberal Progr a'l'll'ne in 1885. 

Liberal radicali sm had much affinity with the campaign of the l a nd 

reformers from t he 1860s onwards. J. s. ~lill was the driving force in 

this sphere and, in 1870, he had formed t he Land Tenure Reform Association 

which brought toge t her procinent Liberals \-/ith me mbers of the International. 

During the next fe vI years, a number of similar bodie s were formed which 

received added i mpe tus from t he publication of Henry George's Progre ss and 

Poverty in 1879 ar.d his lecture tours in Br itain and I r eland in 1882 and 

1884, in which he propagated the themes of land reform and the single 

48 tax. Simultane ously with George's agita tion was published Alfred 

47. Cole and postgate, The British Common People, 409. 

48. Details of t he l and r eform agi t ation and its contribution t o t he 
revival of soci ali sm may be found in }~ax Beer, A History of Bri tish 
So~ialism , ii (London 1953) 237-45. 



Russell ~lallace' s Land Nationalisation (1882) which immediately \vent through 

two editions. By the early 1880s, hm>/ever, there was mount ing disil-

lusiol~ent with the record of official Liberalicm - not only Gladstone's 

tenderness to the \fhigs and his reluctance to embark upon a policy of 

advanced social and political reform - but also his apparent continuation 

of Beaconsfieldian imperialism in Egypt and South Africa and, above all, 

h ' t f "] d 49 1884 ~s suppor or coerc~on In Ire.an • In a public debate as 

regards the questions of single tax and socialism was conducted between 

George and Henry Nayers Hyndman at st. James's Hall. By that time there 

were two socialist organisations in London, whose supporters attended the 

meeting and evinced marked sympathy with the socialist critic of Henry 

George. 

Hyndman, a wealthy Tory democrat who had read l1arx'e Capital in 

French in 1880, \vas the moving force behind the Democratic Federation 

founded in London in 1881. 50 At the outset, the Federation vias a 

Liberal radical organisation w~ich devoted much of its attention to the 

i ssues of coercion in Ireland and agricultural distress. Hyndman, 

however, was gr adualiy formulating his own socialist philosophy and, as 

early as 1881, he had published Engl and for All and di s tributed it amongst 

members of t he Federation. This book was little more than a straight ' 

plagiarism of Narx 's theories - although \odthout aCYJlov/ledging the source -

&"1d , partly as a re sult of this omission, the Federation was never able 

49. Paul Adelman, The Rise of the Labour Party 1880-1945 (l.,pndon 1972) 3. 

50. Full details concerning Hyndman and the S.D.F. may be found in 
C. Tsuzuki, H. M. Hyndman and Briber Sociali sm (Oxford 1961) 
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51 to secure t he suppo!"t of t he ~:arx-Lngels f C;;..l;":ily group in London . 

':'he Federation began to recruit a number of extremely able men, such as 

J . L. Joynes, a master at Eton College wh o had a ccompanied George on his 

lecture tours , R. P. B. Frost , H. H. Champion, Ernest Belfort Bax and 

Hillia'1l r·:orris, and these convinced socialists increasingly re placed the 

r adicals who were rapidly de serting t he organisation , fearful of its 

militant sociali sr:: . In 1883, Hyndman brought out his book on The His torical 

Basis of Sociali sf.1 in Engl and , and the Fede!'ation iss ued a manifesto 

enti tIed Sociali s<.l : · ~ade Plain ; in consequence, the Democratic Federa tion 

lost the suppo::-t of the Radical Clubs and Hyndman was able to convert i t 

into an openly socialist organisation later that year. In 1884 the 

name Social Democratic Federa ti on (S .D. L ) was adopted. 

Tr:e prograr.une of the S.D.F. emphasised above all its ultima te obj ective: 

"The Socialisation of the me ans of Production, Distribution and Exchange , 

to be controlled by a Democra tic State in the interests of the entire 

Con~uUity, and the complete Enancipation of Labour from the Domination 

of Capi t ,:D.is."ll and Landlordism" . 52 The 1,;arxism of the S .D. F. was, 

however , of a par ticularly r igid and unbending variety. Hyndman would 

allow of a series of "palliatives" - t hat is , i mmedia te social , economic 

and political r eforms - as " s tepping stones to a happier period" , but 

51. Engels ' references to Hyndman and the S. D.F . were almost al\-Ji3ys 
derogatory; see , f or i nstance , Engels to Bebel , 1883: " • •• Hyndman 
i s an arch-conservative and an arrantly chauvinistic but not stupid 
careerist, W!1 0 behaved pre tty shabbily to r1m'x ••• It, and Engel s to 
F. A. Sorge , 1894: "The Social Democratic Federation here shares 
with your German- American s ocialists the distinction of being t he 
only parties \·,ho have con trived to r ed.uce the j\~arxist theory of 
developffient to a rigid orthodo}"'Y.": cf. Karl Harx and Frederick 
Engels , On Britain (Hos covl 1953 ) 51&, 536. 

52. For the progr amme of the S .D. F., see R. C. K. Ens or , ed., Eodern 
Socialism (London 1904) 350-55 . 
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the Lassallean "iron l a\" of wages", which t hey accepted as gospel , l ed 

the S.D.F. activists to undervalue the role which might be played by the 

trade unions. 53 The socialist Cat echism , written by Joynes in 1885, 

made no mention of trade unions, whilst Hyndman argued t hat they " ••• cannot 

be said to be other than a hinderance" to working class organisation; he 

spoke, in addition, of the "utter futility" of strikes to increase wages 

and bemoaned, "The waste of trade w..ion funds on strikes or petty benefits 

to the i ndividuals to the individuals who compose them ••• " 54 The attitude 

which the S.D.F. adopted wi th respect to the trade unions natt~ally alienated 

many v/Orking men , as well as driving out in despair activists like Torn 

Hann and John Burns. 

Hyndma.'1. was also an autocratic and high handed leader , \v11ose obstinate 

character and ingrained snobbery was bound to sow dissention. On 27 

December 1884, a split in the Executive Council of the S.D.F. took place; 

ten of its members resigne d denouncing, in the process , Hyndman 's"attempt 

to substitute arbitary rule therein for fraternal co-operation", but the 

s chism hinged in large ~e asure around Hyndman's attitude to contesting 

Parliamentary elections. liAs Hyndman considers the S.D.F. his own property", 

wrote William Horris, "le t him take it and make what he can of it ••• ", 55 

and he led away the dissident group opposed to political compromise, which 

included Edward Aveling and Elenor Marx , Belfort Bax, w~d Lane and Hainwaring 

of the Labour Electoral League, to form the Socialist League. . Horris 's 

53. 

54. 

55. 

Henry J. Coll ins , "The f1arxism of theSocial Democratic Federation", 
i n Asa Bri ggs and J ohn Saville , eds . , Essays in Labour History, ii , 
(London 1971) 47-69. 

The Hi s tor ical Ba si s of Social i sm in Engl and , cited by Eric J. Hobsbawn, 
ed ., Labour I s Turnin; Point ('LOndon 194 ) 74-. 

Cited by Phild..p Henderson, ed., Letters of Hilliam Morris (London 
1950 ) 222-23; Pelling, Origi ns of t he Labour Party, 29. 
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generous vision of sociali sm , which fused his love of art and beauty with 

the social criticism of John Ruskin, found expression in the League's 

newspaper Corr.rr;onweal set up to rival the S.D.F.'s Justice; whilst the 

latter was dry and turgid, encumbered by Hyndman's laboured Harxist rhetoric, 

COr.lmonweal became, in Morris's hands, a paper of some literary merit. 

Both organisations were continually bedevilled by shortage of funds, and 

they relied upon the personal financial resources of Hyndman and Horris. 

Nwnerically, too, both socialist bodies ~/ere weak; in 1889 the S.D.F. 

laid claim to 1,926 members, but John Burns put the figure at "really 

less than half of t his"; according to E. P. Thompson, the me mbership of 

the L~ague was about 700 in 1887. 56 

But, in spite of their shortcomir.gs, both the S.D.F. c.nd the Socialist 

League success fully brought to public notice the cause of revolutionary 

socialism by exploiting the distress of the unemployed during the depths 

of the economic depression in the mid-'eighties. The victims of the 

slump had been left to t he uncertain mercies of Vi ctorian philanthropy 

until, in January 1886, a procession led by Hyndman and John Burns speedily 

turned into a riot. Mi ddle class opinion was drawn to the plight of the 

une mployed and charitable contributions began to flood in. Further 

publicity was gained when Burns, Hyndman , Champion and J. E. Williams 

we r e unsuccessfully prosecut ed on a charge of sedi tious conspi racy arising 

out of t he demonstration. For the next two years , the Feder a t i on continued 

to organise and even drill the unemployed, and i n this way Bur ns was able 

to display his magnetism as a London labour leader. In November , 1887, 

Cunninghame Graham and Burns vainly tried to s tor m Trafalgar Square agains t 

56. Pelling ibid ., 44, n.1; E. P. Thompson, Hilliam Hor ris: Romantic 
t o ReVOlUtiOnar y (London 1955) 546. 



the police; a socialist, Alfred Linnell, died of injuries at the hands 

of the police, and the incident passed into socialist martyrology as 

"Bloody Sunday". But there was no rooted popular support for revolutionary 

politics and , when trade revived in 1888 and 1889, the influence of the 

socialists rapidly waned. 

Nor had the S.D.F.'s electoral policy yielded any long term fruits. 

In 1885 Hyndman and Champion had accepted backing from Conservative sources 

to field a number of candidates in the General Election of that year, 

and the working class movement was not impressed with the expla~~tion 

offered by Hyndman , to the effect that even Tory Gold "does not smell" . 

Few \'lOrking men were a ttracted to the Federation's convoluted ~!arxism and 

practical, hard-headed trade unionists were outraged by Hyndman's attitude 

towards their movement . But , if numerically weak, the Federation had 

buil t up important centres of power amongst skilled \'/orkers, particularly 

in Lancashire and London, and its members had also managed to gain a 

foothold in the London Trades Council. The Socialist League was also 

riven by dissention. In 1887 it had been largely responsible for 

establishing a North of England Socialist Federation among the miners, 

and its members had played an active role in the strike of that year. 

Horris, hmo/ever , was fast coming to fear that " • •• as an organisation , ... e 

shall come to nothing .•. ", and in the follo'vling ye;rr the Bloomsbury Branch, 

wh~ch i ncl uded the Avelings and several German Marxists, was expelled; 

with the withdrawal of the "Parliamentary" element, the League rapidly 

passed into the hands of the anarchists. r·1orris himself wi thdre, ... in 1890 

to the comparative shelter of the Hammersmith Socialist Society , and 

eventually returned to the S.D.F. shortly before his death in 1896. Host 
. 

historians would agree that the impact of the S.D.F. and the Social~st 

League was strictly limited , but it should not be forgotten that many 
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l abour leaders and acti vists had been early me:nbers of these organisations 

where t hey were s chooled in socialist theory and politics. 57 

The second socialist organisation to emerge in this period was the 

mainly middle class Fabi an Society . The F~bian Society emerged as an 

off-shoot of an ethical sect called the Fellowship of the New Life in 

London. 58 Its main movers in the early stages were Hubert Bland and 

Frank Podr:1ore, but in 1884 it gained its tvlO most influential recruit s . 

These were George Bernard Shaw, a t that time an obscure j ournalist and 

aspiring novelist, and Sidney Webb , who held a clerksh...i.p in the Colonial 

Office. They were more than ably supported by Sidney Olivier, Graham 

\\'allas, Brs . Annie Besant and '<lillian! Clark. This t al ented group brmlght 

fresh, open and critical minds to bear upon contemporary social and 

economic questions; most of the group had at s ome stage been Liberal 

radicals , and they , ... ere conscious of the gro dng socialist atmosphere 

a.fforded by the agitations of the S.D.F. Bu t, be tween 18811- and 1887, 

the Fabians worked out a distinctive brand of evolutionary and gradualist 

socialism that was to separate t hem , upon both doctrinal and t actical 

grounds, not only from the revoluticnal'ies of the Federation but also from 

the broader working class movement . 

57. See, for instance, the verdict of Reid, Origins of t hp. Labour Par~r , 
49-52 ; P. P. Poiri er , The _:.dvent of t heI:abO"ur Pi.').rty (London 1958) 
23-28 ; by contrast , t he contribution of hynrunan and t he S.D.F. has 
been e iIiphasised by Hoosba\iJl in his article "Hyndman and the SoD.F.fI , 
!:..abouring ~~en , 23lt- 37, and Saville, "The Revival of Socialism" , 19. 

58. For the history of the Fabian Society, see Edward Pease , The Histo::z 
of the Fabian Societ (London 1916); !o:argaret Cole, The story of 
Yabian Sociali s :::I London 1961); Anne Freemantle , This Little B~Uld 
of Prophets : The story of the Gentle Fabians (London 1960).. By 
far t he mos t SC Holarl y treat::;e nt is to be f ound in Alan H. McBriar ' s 
book Fabian socialis:n and En.s;lish politics 188/+-1918 (Cambridge 1962). 



Fabian socialism found its mos t cogent e~)ression in a collection 

of essays, which the Society published in 1889 , called Fabian Zssays . 

These essays pla ced great emphasis upon what t he contributors sa ... , as the 

evolving socialist zeitgeiste of their time, a tendency they f ound 

evidenced by the growth of state and municipal intervention in society. 

Socialism for the Fabians vTaS, in essence, a doctrine of collectivism, in 

the direction of which they believed socie t y to be inexorably , if gradually , 

travelling, fu"1d their aim \"as to harness these trends in a more frankly 

socialist fashion. 59 Annie Bes;mt expressed t his conception as follo\"6, 

There \'lill never be a point at which a society crosses 
from Individualism to Socialism. The change is ever 
going forward; and our society is \Vell on the way to 
Socialism. Al l we can do is consciously co-operate \Vi th 
the forces at work , and thus r ender the transition more 
rapid than it would othentise be. 

The Fabians did not believe t hat this end was to be achieved by 

building a mass social ist party. The group of Fabians were centred upon 

London and, although a number of provincial societies grevl up in the late 

'eighties and early 'mne ties - there were some 42 such bodies in 1892, 

lt/ith a membership of around 1,500 - they were not concerned to build up 

the movement outside the ~: e tropolis. As a self-consciously middle class 

body, the Fabians held in t he 1880s t o a policy of "per mea tion", whereby 

they sought to infect, a s it were, the traditional channels of political 

expression with socialist opinion. Hos t f requently this ent ailed \"orking 

with the radicals, as they did on t he new London County Council. In 1888 

the Society secured t he election of two of t heir members, Annie Besant 

and Stuart Headlam, onto the L.C.C. and, by 1892, they had six members 

59. Annie Besant ~ "Industry under Socialism", in Asa Briggs , ed ., 
Fabian Essays (London 1962) 185. 
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including v/ebb, ",ho was elected chairman of the Te chnical Educa tion Board. 

Here they \<fOrke d in concert wi th the "Progr essive Party" of r adi cal opinion 

in t he name of municipal r efor m, and were success ful in effecting several 

notable advances in this sphere. The ' .. lebbs were t he fore mos t advocates 

of t his policy of permeation, and their frunous dinner parties became, as 

H. G. Hells satirized them, "political factori es" to this end. Webb 

gave every i ndica t i on of ~~ving r egarded per meation of the t r adi tional 

parties, and t he Liberals in particular , as a substitute for a new party: 

"This permeation is apparently destine d to continue", he \oJrote, "and the 

avov{e d socialis t party in Engl and will probably remain a compara tively 

small disintegrating and educational force, never itself exercising political 

paNer, but applying ideas and principl e s of social r econstruction to each 

of the gr eat political par ties in turn ••• " 60 In the 1880s, and ... fell int o 

the 'nineties, many of t he Fabians held out much hope of the Liberal Party. 

Fabian Tract 6 The True Radi cal Progr~, dra ft ed by Webb, was a critique 

of official Liberal poli cy as announced at Nottir~ham in 1887 and, in 

the followi ng year , Webb circulated his pamphlet \vanted: A Programme 

amongst delegates to t he H.L. F. in Bi r mingham. From 1889 , It/ebb had a 

seat upon the Executive Comrr.ittee of t he London Liberal and R~dical Union 

and it has even been contended t hat t he f amous Newcastle Progr amme upon 

which t he Liberals gained office in 1892 \lIas, in actual fact, draft ed by 

61 \tlebb and Shaw. 

Al though the policy of permeation was f ormall y dropped by the Fabians 

in t he early 1890s, t hey never s ought to encourage independent \'Jorking 

cla s s political action. But they r endered t he s ociali s t movement 

incalculable service by their r esearche s i nto a mul t i plici ty of economic 

-------------------------------------------------------------._.---
60 . Sidney Webb; Socialis~ in ~ngland (London 1889) 25. 

61. Ge or ge Bernard Shaw , ".Sixty Years of Fabianism", postscript to 
Fabian Essays , 296- 97 ; en t he \lfhole question of the Fabians ' 
relation to Liber alism, see l-;cBriar , Fabian Socialism and English 
Politics , 234-79. 
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and social problems, and through t he publication of their tracts and 

par.1phlet s . Fabian Essays sold 27, 000 copies wi t hin blo years of publi-

cation and ha s been in continuous reprint ever since. In 1889 Facts for 

]:.ondoners appeared, providing a wealth of information for socialist 

activists, and was followed up by pamphlets dealing with condi tions in 

other provincial to\vns. The peak of Fabian leaflet di s tributi on came 

in the early 'nineti e s when as many a s 325,000 propaganda sheet s were 

printed and distributed. The publication of the f amous Fabia n Tracts, 

which ventured socialis t opinion on a whole r anee of subjects , was set 

in train in the 1880s : be tween 1890-91, 10 new Tracts were published and 

335,000 copies printed; 1891-92 sen ... 20 Tracts published, \.,rith their 

distribution nearing 378 ,000. 62 The Fabian Society provided popular 

outlines of complex pi eces of legisla tion which affected working class 

interests and their "book-boxes" Vlere circulat ed among all working class 

organisations as a s ervice to the movement. They were also i ndefitigable 

speakers, always wil ling to provide a lecturer for Independent Labour 

Party branch meetings, Co-opera t i ve Societies , Liberal Associa t i ons, t rade 

unions, local Fabian Societies, and for S.D. F. branches. In 1890 they 

l aunched t heir "Lancashire campai gn", which sm" London Fabi ar.s touring 

t he industrial north and delivering l ectures t o all inter ested bodies . 

This was considered to have been such a success t hat arrangements were 

made to put Fabian provincial l ecturi ng on a more or l ess per manent footing . 

In all, hovlever, nei ther the S.D.F. nor the Fabian SOCie ty succeeded 

to any signi f icant extent in attracting r ooted ",orking class support . 

This goe s equally for a number of small er sociali s t bodies f ormed during 

t hese years. The Guil d of st. Hat t hew , set in train by Stuart Headlam 

62. For detail s of Fabi an propaganda , see Pease , Histor y of t he Fabian 
§£ciety , 106; McBriar , Fabian Socialism and Engl ish Pol i tics , 162- 86. 
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in 1877 , was an Anglican radical. body in the tra.dition of Henry George 

and the l and reformers ; thOtlgh Eeaa.larn was a promi nent Fabian, the Guild 

could never number more t han about I+('x) members . There were also ona 

or t ltlO groups of indepe ndent socialists in t h_ provinces, such as the 

S~le ffield Socialists for-oed by Ed .. ard Carpent e:- in 1886. But the total 

membership of the socialist organisations in 1889 could not ha ve exceeded 

2,500, whilst the number of trade unionists in tha t yeaJ: was around 

750,000. Though political. organisation ha d advanced by leaps and bounds 

d.uring the ' eight i.es , i t was changes within the trade union movement tha t 

\1ould bring about t he next stage of development in working class history . 

Under Broadhurst's tutelage , the Parliamentary CCllmlit~e of the 

T . U.C. had c onti nue d the pressure group tactics inherited from the 18603 

and. 18706. The maj ori ty of those \1ho would soon come to be known a,s the 

"old unionists" r emained firmly · ... edde d to t he Lib-Lab tradition and not 

,,1.th6ut some ca use for, in 1885, eleven \'1orking men, including Joseph Arch, 

Burt, Broadhurst , William Abrahao , Cremer , HO\o{ell, Pickard and Charles 

Fem'lick, had secured election as trade union H.P . s . The fol l owing yeur , 

Broadhurst ~/a8 invited to s erve as under- secretru-y a t the Home Office in 

Gladstone ' s third ministry - t he f i rzt working man ever to a chieve 

minist erial status. " ivorking men by birth and uphringingll , these new 

N.P.s " •• • were eminently practical men ••• the l ~aders of the w,orking class 

63 "er c pure ly Liberal in politics, and hailed Hr. Gladst one as their chief" . 

In its enthusiasm for the r epre sentation of the t rades in the House of 

Commons in the \,yake of t he Third Reform Act , t ho T.U . C. had fOtl.nded the 

Labour Elec toral Corr~ttee i n 1886 . Hopes had been r aised that the ne1;1 

organisation might provide the nucle us of an independent party but, in 

------------------------------------------------------------,----------
63. Humphrey , Histor y of Labour Representation , 85-6. 
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spite of it showifl..g " ••• a rather disturbing tendency to bolt from the 

official line of co-operation with the Liberal Party ••• ", 64 T. R. Threlfall, 

the President of the 1885 T.U.C., who had taken the initiative in forming 

the COmmittee, made it perfectly clear that in his view the allegiance 

of one or other of the traditional parties was necessary if working men 

were to secure election. 65 otherwise, the successors to the Junta -

Broadhurst, John Burnett of the A.S.E., J. D. Prior (Carpenters), and 

George Shipton (London Trades Council) - carried on with the cautious 

Parliamentary policy. They sought further electoral reform, although 

not to the extent of advocating manhood suffrage; they looked for meas~~es 

of social reform which would all 0"1 the respectable and thrifty workman 

to rise in the social scale;. and they pressed for industrial reform where 

66 the particular case warranted it. On the whole, the Parliamentary 

Committee only had any impact where its demands hnrmonised \-rith official 

Liberal Party policy as had been the case in 1880, when the Liberal 

administration had enacted a modest Employers' Liability Bill. 1;Jithin 

the . trade union world, the Parliamentary Committee of the T.U.C. was 

beginning to loose standing. 

Elsewhere, trade unionism began to revive in the 1880s. Amongst 

the miners there had been a significant shift in policy. For a number 

of years the wages of the miners had been linked by sliding scales to the 

level of profits prevailing in the industry. But, in the late 'seventies , 

64. Reid, Origin of the Labour Party , 74. 

65. Pelling , Origins of the Labour Par~l' 57-8. 

66. Webb, History of Trade Unioni sm , 366-70. 
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this had proved disastrous ,-,/hen the price of coal had begun to fall 

rapidly. Tlris f act led to a campaign amongst the younger miners against 

the system, wr~ch rapidly spread from Yorkshire and Lancashire to other 

parts of the country. In 1888, Ben Pickard of Yorkshire rallied as many 

of the autonomous country u..'1ions as possible for a general 10% "'lage 

increase; so successful was the move that in 1889 the Hiners' Federation 

of Great 5ritain \Vas set in train. The !1.F.G.B. brought toge ther all 

the miners, except those in Northumberland, Durham and South Wales, 

67 behind a policy which pledged itself to agitate for the Eight Hour Day. 

In other industries, too, ne\</ unions were being formed. In 1881, the 

General Union of Textile Horkers was established in the hitherto unorganised 

woollen sector. In 1884 the remaining local Weavers' Associations 

joined the Lancashire PO"ler Loom vleavers' Association, and the Amalgamated 

\veavers' Association was formed. The Card and Blowing Room Operatives' 

Amalgamation follov/ed in 1886 , and in 1887 all the unions in the cotton 

trade drew together to form the United Textile Factory Workers' Association, 

a body whose main ai"! was to promote f actory reform by political means . 

A Steel Smelters' Union \o{as formed in Scotland by John Hodge, and Ben 

Til lett initiated the Tea Operatives' and General Labourers' Union amongst 

the London dockers , both in that s ame year. Finally, in the north 

Havelock Hilson began building up the National Sailors ' and Firemens' 

Union. 68 These unions formed a strong block of potential support in 

the T.U.C. for at least so~e of the legislative programme which was 

beginning to be put forward by the "neVI unionists". 

68. 

Page Ar not, The Einers, 91ff; Webb , ibid., 393ff ; Pelling, 
K~story of Bri t i s h 1T~de U~on~ , 105:----

• For details of union advances , see Cole, Short Hi s tory of the 
'I'Jorking Class Hoverle nt , 153-54. 
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In its early stages, the main movers of ne \11 unionism ';,ere hlo 

young artisans, Tom Hann and John Burns. Mann, born in Coventry and 

an engineer by trade, was an early member of the S.D.F. who had published 

a. pamphlet called What a COr.Jpulsory Eight Hour 'dorking Day Beans to the 

"'Jorkers in 1886, advancing an argument for a more aggressive and militant 

conception of trade unionism. Hann charged the "old gang" of trade . 

unionists as being men of "fossilized intellect", and of "supporting a 

policy that plays directly into the hands of the capitalist exploiterll. 69 

Burns, a fellow member of the A.S.E., ably supported Mann in his campaign. 

Simultaneously, the same militancy of spirit and weariness of the T.U.C. 

waG being expressed by the Scottish miners' leader James Keir Hardie. 

Hardie, who had laboured to buB.d up the Ayrshire Hiners' Union and the 

Scottish Hiners I Feo.eration, had been a lifelong Liberal, but his views 

were rapidly changing under the influence of the socialist literature 

pe was assiduously imbibing. At the 1887 Trade Union Congress, Hardie 

laun~hed a vitriolic attack against the class collaborationism of Broadhurst 

and his ilk which, although it hardly endeared him with the trade union 

leadership, did much to crystallise the more militant opposition within 

the T.U.C. 

The advanced delegates revived the idea of "general unioni sm" by 

~guing for l ess exclusivity in trade union membership and, in particular, 

t he inclusion of the unskilled among the r anks of organised labour. 

Agai nst those old unionists like Howell, who emphasised the benefits to 

be derived by labour from collaboration with the Liberals, 70 Mann and 

69. 'rom Hann, \'ihat a Co~oulsory Eight Hour i'lorking Day Means to the 
Workers (London 1972) 23 . 

70& In his Labour Legi sl a tion, Labour Movements and Labour Leaders 
(London 1902) , Howell proudly lists 82 pieces of legislation in 
the labour interest resulting from co-operation with the Liberals. 
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'his friends favoured a more aggressive trade policy - particul&rly in 

respect of wage demands and the Eight Hour Day - and they called for 

independent "lorking class political action and further measures of 

legislative intervention. Such sentiments had already gained much ground 

in the north and else\o[here before the explosion of unskilled unionism 

in London "lhich ca'lle \'Ii th the strike of match-girls at the Bryant and Nay 

factory led by Ers. Besant in 1887, the Gas\'lorkers' strike led by 

Will Thorne and the great Dock strike of 1889. The unskilled ferment \'1as 

doubtless precipitated by the brief period of prosperity then prevailing , 

but the success of these groups of workers proved infectious. In all, 

it led to a great advance in trade unionism. "The masses are on the 

move", 71 enthused Engels, and indeed they were. The dockworkers' 

union was put on a permanent footing vii th Ben Tillett as full-time secretat'y, 

and the gas\V'Orkers began to expand their union throughout the counh'y; 

unions of General Railway Horkers and Printers' Labourers were formed and 

Arch's N.A.L.U. revived; Havelock Hilson's Seamans' and Firemans' Union 

shot up to 65,000 members, and all told, about 290,000 labourers had been . 
11e\l11y organined by 1890. 72 In the provinces a number of general l abour 

unions were set up, such as the National Amalgamated Union of Labour 

on T'Jneside. Hardly a section of the workforce was unaffected by these 

develor-me nts, which in turn revivified the old unions , "lhose membership 

fi gures too began to rise s teeply for a few years after 1889. 73 On 

4 Hay 1890, 200,000 \'1orkers demonstrated in London's first Hay Day 

procession: " ••• the English prole t ariat , rousing itself from forty years 

71. On Britain, 523. 

72. Webb, Hi s tory of Trade Unionism, 405-6; Hutt, Briti sh Trade 
Unioni sm , ~3-4. 

73. "" ebb, ibid., 407. 
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slumber", declared Engels, had "re- ,i oined the movement of its class". 74 

New unionism presented a striY.ing challenge to t he old conception 

of trade unionism, distinct in both tactics and organisation. The 

militant unions appealed largely to the unskilled and lower paid I,o/orkers; 

they tended to have lower entrance fees and subscriptions and embraced 

not benefits of the friendly kind, but rather aggressive strike tactics 

geared to win concessior-s from the employers. They were more akin to 

general unions, willing to recruit workers without distinction of type 

of employment. The two breeds of delegate to Congress even looked 

different. Among the old unionists, according to Burns, 

A gr eat number of them looked like re spectable city gentlemen; 
\Vore very good coats , large watchchains and high hats ••• 
Among the new delegates , not a single one wore a tall hat. 
They looked workmen . They \-/ere workmen. They \'rere not such 
sticklers for formality or Court procedure, but were guided 
more by common sense. 

""ill Thorne recalls being IIstung by the boori shness of the old school." 75 

The ne';J 'Lmionists were young, militant and proudly socialist. They 

began to extend their sphere of influence to the growing provincial Trade 

Councils, of which some sixty or so were formed in the years beb.,.een 

1889-91. 

In the heady atmosphere which followed upon their initial successes, 

the new unionists threw down the gauntlet to the Trade Union Congress. 

As yet domina ted by unionists of the old type , the militants had been 

slowly entering the T.U.C. until, at the 1890 Congress in Liverpool, 

Burns and Hann managed to push through, as a r esult of support from the 

Hiners' Federation and the textile unions, a resolution demanding the 

74. Articles on Britain, 402-403 (emphasis in original). 

75. Burns and Thorne both cited by Pelling, Origins of the Labour 
Part~> 87-8. 
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Eight Hour Day. Broadhurst's ovm union voted in favour of the motion 

and he was forced to resign his secretaryship. Sixty resolutions were 

passed at the Congre ss of that year, of which forty-five were sponsored 

by the socialists, being , according to John Burns, "nothing more nor less 

than direct appeals to the state and municipalities of the country to 

do for the workman what trade unionism 'old' and 'new' had proved itself 

incapable of doing". 76 Broadhurst spoke for the old gang in opposing 

the creeping socialism with its appeals to enhanced state intervention; 

he made clear his belief in 1887 that, 77 

••• men were capable of protecting themselves by their own 
manhood and independence; and therefcre they Imd gone on, 
not seeking from Parliament what they could do for themselves ••• 
could t hey go to parli runent every time they wanted the town 
clock regulated? •• 

By 1890, the militants had done much to shake the complacency of the 

T.U.C. although s ocialism was still, as yet, the minority opinion. 

Broadhurst was r eplaced as secretary of the Parliamenta~y Committee by 

Charles Fenwick, a Northumberland miner who had been a Liberal ~l.P. since 

1885 and, with Broadhurst, a staunch opponent of the statutory Eight Hour 

Day. Eann and Tillett, by contrast, r eaffirmed their belief in 

independent political action on the part of the working class and the 

trade unions; "OUr ideal is the CO-OPERATIVE COM110NvJEALTH. This we 

believe will be reached by honest effort in various directions, chief 

among which will be the efforts of the trade unionists ••• ", but in the 

76. Cited by Cole and PO.3tgate, The Eri hsh Common Pe~, 432. 

77. Speech to the 'r.u.c. of 1887 , cited by Hobsba\.,rn, Labour's Turning 
POint, 96; see further, H. A. Clegg , Alan Fox and A. F. Thompson, 
A ::istory of Eritish Trade Unions s ince 1882 (Oxford 1964) 5.3-4. 
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me antime" ••• \Ole can be continually gaining some advantage for one or 

other section of t he workers". 78 As socialists, therefore , the militants 

sought to introduce into the thinking of the T.U.C. a more far reaching 

conception of state involvement and regulation. 

One expression of t his was t he growing awareness that, if l egislation 

favourable to t he l abour intere s t was to be enacted , an independent forc e 

representing the working class in Parliament was highly de sir able . The 

cry for independent repr esent a tion had never been completely s tilled. 

In 1881 George Shipton, editor of t he Labour Standard, r an a campaign in 

his columns for a "dist inct and national Labour Party". 79 In 188'1, 

H. H. Champion had left t he S.D.F. and had begun to agita te for an 

independent working class party through the offices of the L. E.C., which 

was placed on surer footi ng in that year as the Labour Electoral Association. 

His paper The Labour Elector helped begin the revolt against the domination 

of t he Liberal Associations , and thus marke d an i mportant stage in the 

80 growth of a British ~orking class political party. Working class 

candidates in these years often faced refractory opposition from local 

Liberals, who fre quently refused to run working men as t heir candidates. 

Keir Hardie, for one, had quarrelled with the Liberal caucus ; in 1887, 

78. Tom Hann and Ben Tillett, The " Nevi" Tr ades Unionism (1890), cited 
by Hobsbawn, Labour ' s Turning POint , 98- 99 . 

79. Reid, Or i gin of the Labour Party , 73; Pelling , Origins of the 
I,abour P.;r t;y , 53 . 

80 . Henry Pelling , "H. H. Champion : Pioneer of Labour Representation", 
~he Cambridge Journal , VI (1953 ) 222-38 ; Origins of t he Labour 
Party , 56- 61 ; Cole , British ':lorking Class Politics, 98ff . 
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he accepted an offer from the North Ayrshire miners to be t heir Parliamentary 

candi date and , in March 1888, when a vacancy occurred at Hid-Lanark , he 

Vias selected as miners' candidate there. The Liberal opposi tion he 

encountered prompted Hardie and his supporters to form an independent 

working class party in Scotland. 

With Cunninghame Graham in the chair, the Scottish Labour Party 

met for the first time in Nay 1888 . The new body absorbed the Scottish 

L~-nd and Labour League and , wr~lst not definitely committed to socialism 

as its ultimate object, the party was clear as to its policy of electoral 

independence. Nany like Hardie had not yet abandoned all hope of reform-

ing the Liberal Party, but even so it was becoming clear that a party 

quite distinct from the Liberals should sooner or later have to be formed. 

The militants in the T.U.C., including Hardie himself, took up the call 

f01' independent l abour representation in the l ate 'eighties; in 1889, for 

instance, he had unsuccessfully moved that a Parliamentary fund be set 

up to ·assist in the election of independent l abour men. In 1888 the 

Labour Union had been formed, a t ypical short-lived effort and one of many 
. 

between 1888-93. The Union, which was supported by Hardie, neVi unionists 

and some former Socialist Leaguers, issued a staunchly independent manifesto 

\'I'hich appealed to the workers to " ••• enroll themselves under the banner 

of LABOUR to make the government and legislat ure of Great Britain instruments 

of social r egeneration ••• " 81 outwardly, the Liberal inclined T.U.C. 

leadership seemed well placed to ward off t he sociali s t challenge yet, 

as A. E. P. Duffy has shm·m, even before 1889 the "old gang" were not 

entirely unaffected by the new winds of change , which were already corroding 

the trade unionists' steadfast opposi tion to state intervention. 82 

81. Ci ted by Hobsbawn , Labour ' s Turning Point, 120~ 

82. A. E. P. Duffy , "Ne w Uni onism in Britain 1889-90: a reappraisal", 
Economic History Review, 2nd ser., XIV (1961) 306-19. 
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2.3: The Period 1890-1906 : The Emergence of the Labour Part~ 

Hhilst ne· .... unionism had proved, as Ben Tillett saw it, " •• • the 

regenera tion of the trade union moveoent ••• ", 83 many of these organisations 

had before long run into more difficult times. One important reason 

for this was the on-set of depression after 1891, but another was the 

beginning of a counter-attack by the employers, particQlarly marked in 

the docks and in the shipbuilding industry, where they stiffly resisted 

t he union demand for a closed shop. As early as. the end of 1889, the 

Gasv/orkers had found themselves in conf lict with the Sout!l Hetropoli tan 

Gas Company and , by 1890, there were hardly any union members working 

for the company . An attempt to organise postmen had failed in t he same 

year , and at Hull the dockworkers were soundly defeated by their employers 

after some i nitial successes . Unskilled unioni sm survived, but became 

in t he 1890s 1I • ••• uncomfortably like the 'old unioni sm ' it had once fought; 

84 
and the policies of it.s leaders changed accordingly." Hobsbawn's 

judgement is severe , but it remains true that many of the "general uni on" 

ideals were ~uietly dropped . Tillett 's London dockers had become more 

exclusive in outlook almost iffirnediately, and the same t endency spread 

to other unions . The Gasworkers i n the West Ridi ng concentrated more 

and more upon organising the skilled grades in the industry; 85 the 

N.A.U.L. in the north east retained its shipyard <lOrkers , but lost most 

of t he general branches. The militant socialists , who had i mparted to 

nevi unionism its early enthusiasm, were themsel ves coming to be replaced 

83. Ben Tillett, ~emoir s and Refl ections (London 1931) 117. 

84. Hobsbavm , Labo:-!!ing l(en , 191; see f.urther on the domestication 
of new unionism , Bauman, Between Class and Elite, 163-4. 

85. Pelling, Hi s tory of British Trade Uni onism , 102-3. 
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by more moderate men. Hill Thorne of the Gas\'lOrkers' for instance, 

himself a pr otege of Eneels , had r ecruited J . R. Clynes to the union in 

1892, a man of di stinctly cautious per suasion. The f ac t remains, 

however, tha t ne\'1 unioniSI:l had injected a more adventurous spirit into 

the whole labour movement, the most important aspect of which ",ras the 

demand for the legal Eight Hour Day. This v:as the vi tal link between 

the grO\·:i:ng forvlard rtovements in the political and trade union fields, 

and the pioneers of working class ,politics had taken up the Eight Hour Day 

86 as a central slogan. New unionism marked, therefore, " ••• the beginning 

of that close alliance in thought and purpose between the trade union 

movement and the socialist movement which produced in due course the Labour 

Party." 87 

At the 1890 Trade Union Congress some of the old unions , notably 

the miners and the cotton oper a tives , had lent their support to the Eight 

Hour Day demand, although the Northumberland and Durham miners, whose 

members had already ~on a seven hour day, naturally opposed the resolution. 

Congresses in the follO\dng years ",Ii tnessed constant friction between 

the supporters and opponents of the statutory Eight Hour Day and over 

the whole question of a more vigorous and independent policy of political 

action. At the 1891 T.U.C., the advocates of the Eight Hour Day \'1on an 

i mportant debate and , in the following year, Fenwick was severely 

criticised for failing to press the demand ill Parliament even though it 

was now official T.U.C. policy. By 1894 he had been r eplaced as Secretary 

of the Parliamentary Committee by Sam vloods, the Lancashire miners ' leader, 

"'/ho was a fervent supporter of the legal Eight Hour Day. The " advanced" 

86. For the importance of the Eight Hour Day demand , see Horton and 
Tate, The British Labour r~ovement, 187-88 . 

87. Tillett, r.\emoirs a nd Reflections , 116. 
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delegates also sought to urge the T.U.C. to secure more effective labour 

repre sentatio~ i n Parli~ent. Though t he trades had been r epresented 

by the group of Lib-Labs since 1885, it was by no means obvious to the nevI 

delegates that t he Liberal Party would be more favourable to the cause of 

labour than were the Conservatives; indeed, to their credit in 1891 the 

Salisbury administration had accepted the need for a "fair wages" agreement 

in respect of govern~ent contracts. 

In the early 1890s, however, the old unionists retained an over-

whelming numerical superiority in the T.U.C. Alongside the large societies -

the engineers with 287,000 members, the Builders' Society with 148,000 

members, and the cining unions with 347,000 and textile unions \'Ii th 200,000 

members - were many small and localised craft unions represented at 

Congress, comprising artisan workers in sometimes still pre-industrial 

88 crafts. These trade unionists were practical men, who distrusted 

the abstruse theories of socialism and on many issues committed their 

unions to highly conservative policies. The moderate trade unionists 

disavo\~ed militant strike tactics and among them the idea of arbitration 

and conciliation had €ained much ground. Conciliation schemes had been 

broached by several enlightened employers such as A. J. Mundella and 

Sir Rupert Kettle as early as the 1850s and '60s, and thes~ had begun ~o 

spread nationally. 89 The Brooklands Agreement of 1893 for instance, 

which termina ted t he large cotton strike of that year, had established 

conciliations procedures for the textile industry. The national lock-outs 

in the boot and shoe industry in 1895 and in engineering in 1897~98 were 

88. See Vlebb, Hi s tory of Trade Unionism, 428, 74/1-50, for membership 
statistics. 

89. For details of arbitration and conCiliation, see J. R~ Hicks, "The 
Early History of Inciustrial Conciliation in England", Economica, X 
(1930 ) 25-39 ; I. G. Sharp , I ndustrial Concilia tion and Arbi tration 
in Great Britain (London 1950) ; V. L. Allen , "The origins of 
Industrial Conciliation and Ar bitration", International Review of 
Soci al History , IX (1 961-1 ) 237-54. 



both concluded by the establishment of machinery to deal with future 

disputes. In iron manufacture~ building, mining and shipbuilding, too, 

employers were coming to recognise tha t trade unionism vias an established 

fact and sought to make the best of the situation by devising conciliation 

boards. In 1893 a sixteen week strike by the Miners' Federation was 

ended after Lord Rosebery had mediated to establish conciliation machinery 

and, by 1896, a Conciliation Act had conferred upon the Board of Trade 

the pOViers necessary to intervene in industrial disputes. 

But, in ,spite of the predominance of the conservative inclined old 

unions, victories on the trade tudon front had lent fre sh impetus to the 

movement for working class political independence. The centre of gravity 

was shifting away from London to the industrial north of England, and 

here socialism and independent politics were being taken up by world.ng 

people in large numbers. The provincial branches of the S.D.F., the 

Socialist League and the Fabian Society - far removed from the trammels 

of Hyndmanite sectarianism and the Vlebbs' intrigue - had done much to 

propagate and popularise socialist ideas. In NeVicastle, three labour 

candidates had been elected to the School Board there as early as 1888; 

in Leicester the local Trades Council had representatives on both the 

School Board and the Town Council by 1891, while in Cumberland the local 

branch of the L.E.A. (now elsewhere defunct) issued in January 1892 a 

radical, but strongly independent, manifesto. 90 But the heart of the 

independence mOVfll'!lent was in the \Vest Riding of Yorkshire where, between 

1889 and 1892, new and predominantly socialist Trades Councils were formed 

in Halifax, Huddersfield, Keighley, Spen Valley, Dewsbury, Batley and 

Brighouse. 

90. Kynaston, King Labour, 55. 
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The most for ceful bojy in the north was t he Br adford Labour Union. 

Partly due to t he harsh time suffered by t he woollen workers after the 

American HcKinley Tariff of 1890 and due, in part, to the Leeds Gasvlorkers 

strike led by 'dill Thorne and Pete Curran, and the bitter struggles at 

the Hanningham Hills betv/een 1889-g1, small socialist and l abour clubs 

had developed and, under the leadership of \'I. H. Drevl, had joined together 

in the spring of 1891 to form the Bradf ord Labour Union. 91 i1uch of 

t he success of t he Union rna:y be a ttributed to t he awakening of political 

interest which J oseph Bt~gess's Yorkshire Factory Times , founded in 1889, 

had endeavoured to encourage . The Uni on adopt ed candida t e s for t wo of 

Bradford's t hree consti tuencie s , one of whom was Robert Blatchford. 

Blatchford was a brilliant and popular journalist who had begun to write 

for The \'lorkman ' s Times to which Burgess had transferred and, in late 

189'1, founded The Clarion in Manchester, the most famous and influential 

of the labour pioneering papers . Hardie 's Labour Leader, too, was an 

effective voice in the campaign to end the old Lib-Lab alliance, and in 

f act by 1891 was l abelling itself "the organ of t he independent labour 

party" even t hough no' such party as ye t exis ted. 92 This \lIas rect ified 

in May 1892, however , when Blatchford and John Trevor of the Labour Church 

founded the r':anchester and District Independent Labour Party. 

After t he General Election of 1892, the movement for electoral 

independence in the nor th gained fresh momentum. Keir Hardie , Havelock 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
91. Extracts of t he constitution of the Labour Union are to be found 

in Hobsba'tm , Labour's Turning Point, 121. For the background to 
the emergence of incieper:dent labour politics in the ItJest Riding , 
see E. P. Thompson, "Hommaee to Tom Haguire", in Briggs and Saville, 
Essays in Labour Histor y , particularly 279-92, and Reg Groves , The 
strange Ca se of Vic tor Grayson (Lond~n 1975). 

92. On the l abour pioneer press i n general , see stanley Harrison,' 
Poor Hen's duardia.'1s : A Survey of the StruGgl es for a Democratic 
Newsoaner Press 17b3··1 973 , (Loncion 1974) 158-81. - ... 



vlilson and John Burns gained election to the Commons as independents 

and ten other 'tlorkingrnen, including five miners, were elected as Lib-

Labs; a.."ld Ben Tillett came \·tithin 600 votes of the Liberal victor at 

Bradford West. Of the three "independent" M.P.s, only Hardie showed 

himself to be truly free of Liberal connections, and at the 1892 Trade 

Union Congress he carried a resolution instructing the Parli runentary 

Committee to drm ... up a scheme for l abour repre sentation fund. In 1893 

the Congress reaffirmed its interest in the idea, though the Parliamentary 

Committee remained lukewarm. The Cowmittee was wary of the socialists 

in the T.U.C. who, in the S~T:e year, had successfully moved a re s olution 

urging the unions to suppor t only candidates pledged to "the collective 

ownership of the means of production, distribution and excha.l1ge." 93 

This victory for the advanced delegates was repeated in 1894, but the 

Parliamentary Committee remained obstinate. 

The strength of the socialists in these years \'las due in l arge part 

to the forma tion and rapid growth of a national Independent Labour Party 

(LL.P. ) At t he instigation of Burgess 's \1orkman ' s Times, a conference 

to consolidate all the various organisations working for independent 

labour representation was convened in Bradford in J anuary 1893. The 

Bradford conference, a.t which Hardie not surprisingly emerged as t he 

dominant personality, was a novel departure in British party political 

history. For perhaps the first time , authentic \.,rorking class aspirations 

found expression, voiced e.i ther by t he working class l eader ship or by the 

del egates to the confer ence - II ••• the intelligent, r espectable s v/orking 

trade unionist of the nevI labour clubs ••• young and friendly, their 

93. Pelling , Hi s tory of Bri ti sh Trade Unionism , 107; for detail s of 
Congresses in the 1890s , see Cole , British Horking Class Politics , 
153-58. 
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cOll..'1tenances glea.uing with good hwnour above their loose red ties ••• They 

were not politicians for politics sake j they \.,ere t he working class in 

t ,,94 earnes •••. One hundred and twenty delegates at t ended the conference, 

and of these t he a:a jori ty Itlere from the industrial north of England or 

scotland and, all told, about one third came from the Yorkshire Labour 

Clubs and parties. There were, in addi tion, eleven representatives of 

northern Fabian Societies ~'1d six r epresenting S.D.F. branches in Lancashire. 

The preponderance of northerners reflected the recent rapid gro\.,th of 

the movement there and, in c onsequence, the London s ocialist leadership 

was very much unaer-represented. Out of t his conference was born the 

Independent l a bour Party with its own brand of speci f ically English 

"practical socialism". 

Some i ndication of t his is afforded by the decision of the delegates 

to r e t ain the name "Independent Labour Party" as agains t incorporating 

the term "Socialist" in t heir title. For one thing, many of the labour 

unions and clubs were by no means as yet explicitly committed to socialism. 

But of gr eater significance, as Ben ~illett argued a t Bradford, was the 

f act that t he ne\" party stood but little chance of capturing the trade 

unions, a tactic upon ",hich most of the delegates were in fundamental 

agreement, if they wore t heir sociali sr!1 too conspicuously. Conversion 

of the unions to sociali sm was recognised as the l ong-term goal , but what 

was immediately necessary was a r ecognition of the identity of interests 

behleen socialist and non-socialist trade unionists , and an aJ.liance 

behleen them. "In t he best interest s of sociali sm", wrote Hardie in 

1893, "we should seek every opportunity of fraterniz.ing \·Ii th the trade 

unionists and breaking dO\.;n t he barr iers between them and us." 95 

9L~ . Pelling, Origi ns of t he Labour Party, 116. 

95. Cited by Reid , Origin of t he Labour Party , 63. Ninety-one out of 
101 delegates voting supported Tillett ' s plea for a "labour 
alliance" • 



Eeverche less , a motion auvoca ting t he collecti ve mmership of the 

means of prociuction 'vias substantially carried , and the par ty declared 

as its object "an Industrial Corr,mom;eal th founded upon t he Socialisation 

of Land and Capital", and its me thoas to t his end , " the education of t he 

cCY.":Jmunity in the rrinciples of socialism ••• "; "the industrial and 

political orgCJli.s&..tion of t he workers ••• "; and "the independent represent

ation of socialist principles on all elective bodies ••• 11 96 The 

conference ad.opted in i GS progr a.":.t';e a ran;;e of economic deruands , the 

main on:;: of "':'1ich \,as t he legal Eight Heur Day, and t his vJaS complemented 

by a nU!:Joer of social and economic palliati ~'es such as provision of work 

for the unemploj'ed, the abolition of overtime, piecework and employment 

of children u:lder fourteen years , state pensions for everyone over fifty 

and adequate welfare provisi on for all vJidows , orphans, sick and disabl ed 

workers . The delega tes also embraced \-/holeheartedly notions advoca ting 

free , unsectarian , primary, seconciary and university education, and the 

municipalisation a r.d public control of the drink traffi c. Final ly, 

t here was demanded the abolition of indirect t axation and the gradual 

transference of all public burdens onto unearne d income, \-/ith a view to 

its Qltimate extinction. 

The LL.P. pro::;r a.;Jme, as adopted in 1893, \-las t hus concise, clea1'-

cut and f undar.::entally socialis t in intention. The nevI party \..,as f i rmly 

cor..,mi tted to independent vlorki ng class poli t ics , although the delegates 

had deci ded against accepting the Nanchester I.L.P. Fourth Clause , as 

advocated by Blatchford, insisting tr.at all members of the new party 

pledge tLlenJselves to abstain fro m voting for any candidate of the other 

ma jor political parties. 97 Engels \'I'as extremely enthusiastic a~out 

96. Details from I .L.P. Inaugural Conference Re port (1 893 ); see 
furt her , Poirier , Advent cf t he Lab ot:. Party , 51-2. 

97. Cole , British ';Iorking Clas Politics, 143-44. 
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the ne ... r party; he wrote to F. A. Sorge that " ••• the ~ of t he membership 

is certainly very good , as t he centre of gravity lies in the provinces 

and n.ot in London, the home of cliques, and as the main point of the 

programme is the same as ours ••• the I.L.P. may succeed in detaching the 

masses frem the Social Democratic Federation and in the provinces from 

the Fabians, too, thus forcing unity". 98 

The founding confe rence had raised high hopes of the new party. 

The period between the formation of the I.L.P. and the General Election 

of 1895 was one of feverish activity and, by that year, membership was 

up past the 10,000 mark , although its support remained overwhelmingly 

localised. Tom l'1ann, a s General Secretary to the National Administrative 

Council of the r.L.P., reported in 1894 that their strength was rooted 

firmly in Lancashire and Yorkshire, and recent research has confirmed 

that there was little or no manifest shift in the distribution of I.L.P. 

support between 1893-1910. 99 By 1895 there had been formed 102 local 

I.L.P. branches in Yorkshire alone, 73 affiliated to the Lancashire and 

Cheshire Independent Labour Federation, and 41 Scottish branches; by 

way of cont r ast, there ... :ere only 29 branches in the London district, 23 

in the whole of the Hidlands and a handful in the eastern counties and 

100 the south and south west. 

98. On Britain, 531. 

This rush of enthusiasm, hm.rever, was 

99. I.L.P. General Secretary's t10nthly Report , National Administrative 
Council Minutes , !'-larch 1894 ; Deian Hopkin , "The Member ship of the 
Independent Labour party 1904-10: a Spatial and Occupational 
Analysis ll , International Review of Social History, XX (1975) 175-
97. On t his question s ee further , R. EO: Dowse , Left in the Centre : 
The Independent Labour Party 1893-1940 (London 1965 ) 8-9 ; Poirier, 
Advento'fthe Labour Party, ljB-50 ; Pe .ling , Origi ns of the Labour 
Party, 158-60. 

100. I.L.P. Directory and Branch Returns (1895). 



tempered by t~e failure of the party to gain any seats in, the election 

of 1895, when 28 I.L.P. candida tes took the field. Not one vias returned, 

and even Keir Hardie, the only sitting member, lost his seat; but they 

polled a total of 44,594 votes, and the party leadership professed them-

sel ves we 11 pleased \d th this shovTing. 

After 1895, a feeling of disillusion descended upon the socialists. 

There were, it is true, some notable successes. The party put up 

credi table showings in a munber of by-elections, such as in 1896 when 

Frank Smith polled 1,249 votes, or 1~ of the total vote, at Attercliffe, 

and at Bristol (East ) in 1897, where the LL.P. candidate came vlithin 

180 votes of being elected. Again, LL.P. activists ~/ere inexhaustible 

in their efforts to spread the gospel of socialism during these years, 

and their efforts did not go totally vTithout reward. The LL.P. made 

much headway in municipal politics and local elections, securing represent-

a,tives upon School Boards, Town and Parish Councils and Poor Lm-/ Boards 

throughout the indus trial north and other parts of the country. But by 

1897, as Henry Pelling has pointed out, "it was clear that the 'socialist 

101 • 
boom' was over", and in that year the total LL.P. membership !'>las 

down to 8,500; by 1900 it stood at only 6,000. The years after 1895 

were years of political apathy and dissention within the sociali st movement. 

"To us public affairs seem gloomy; the middle-classes are materialistic, 

and the working class stupid, and in l arge sections sottish, with no 

interest except in racing odds", noted Beatrice Webb despon.dently in 1900: 

"The social enthusi"asm that inspired the intellectual prole t ari at of ten 

years ago has died down and given place to a wave of scepticism about 

the desirability, or possibility, of any substantial change in society, 

101. Origins of t he Labour Party, 179. 

-----. 
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as 'ire kn "t" 102 ow ~ • 

In 1895 the loL.P. also received a setback to its policy of working 

to influence trade union branches and Trades Councils with socialist 

opinion, and in sending delegates to Congress to plead the socialist case. 

It was at this point in time that the Parliamentary Committee decided to 

change the ba.sis of representation at Congress, which hitherto had 

allowed socialists right of attendance as delegates from the Trades 

Councils. A sub-colnlni ttee of the Parliamentary Committee under John 

Burns put a stop to this by recoF.mending that the Councils be excluded. 

This proposed change, strongly supported by the Miners ' Federation and 

the textile operatives, erected a formidable barrier to the progress of 

independent labour representation and socialism within the T.U.C. Hithill 

only a short space of time, however, the fortunes of the sociili.sts had 

been quite turned about as a result of developments in the trade union 

world. 

The upsurge of new unionism had led to a hardening of attitudes 
. 

amongst a number of employers , ... :ho began to concert plans to recover 

their lost control over employment. In 1890 the shipowners had combined 

in a Shipping Federation which worked with considerable success to combat 

unionism in the docks in the early 'nineties. 'l'he "aristocrats" of the 

trade union "/orld were not spared t his onslaught: the Federation of 

Engineering Employers, founded in 1894, sought to counter the increasingly 

lnilitant tendencies 1Ilithin the A.S.E., whil s t the miners and the cotton 

workers, too , found t hemselves facing increasingly stiff resistance on 

the part of their employers. The "employers' counter-offensive", as 

102.. Barbara Drake and Hargaret Cole, eds ., Beatrice \vebb, 'Our 

Partnership (London 1948) 195. 
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Elie Halevy has termed it, prompted one Hilliam Collinson to form the 

National Free Labour Association in 1893 Hhich, supported by the ship-

O\mers and the railway companies, aimed to supply "free ll or blackleg 

labour in order to break strikes. 103 This was the tense situation in 

which the most i mportant indus trial struggle of the decade took place. 

The Employers' Federation seized the opportunity provided by the national 

lock-out in the engineering trades in 1897- 98 to force a confront ati on 

with the A.S.E. The dispute, which had begun over the question of the 

Eight Hour Day, soon became linked with the whole issue of technological 

104 change and managerial control, and ended in defeat for the men. 

The trade unions for their part had assumed that their legal position 

was secured by the Acts of 1871 and 1875. But with regard to picke ting 

and the protection of union funds from liability for damage s in cases 

of tort, that security had been slowly eroded by decisions in the 

of'e mperton v. Russell (1893), Allen v. Flood, and particularly in the case 

of L~ons v. wi1kins which, in 1898, drastically limited the right of 

picketing by a trade union, thus seriously undermining the unions' conception 

of "peaceful picketing" as secured, or so they imagined, by the legislation 

of 1875. 105 By the late 1890s the state of trade union law was one of 

103. Elie Halevy , I mperiali s[.l and the Rise of Labour (London 1951); 
for the background to the employers offensive and the " free 
l abour" question , s ee John Saville, "Unions and Free Labour : the 
Background t o the Taff Vale DeCision", in Briggs and Saville , 
Essays in Labour History , 317-50. 

104. For details of the engineering loCk-out, see Jeffreys, Story of 
the Engineers , 143-49 ; Hobsbawn , Labour's Turning POi nt, 155-57; 
i'Jebb, history of Trade Unioniorn , Lt84ff . 

105. We bb, ibid., 597-99 ; Pelling, Hi s tory of British Trade Unioni sm, 
110-12:-Henry Pelli ng has argued that the decision in the case 
of Lyons v. ; .. iilkins \~as due less to judicial bias than to technical 
changes in ' t ;"e interpr etation of the law: cf. Fogul ar Poli tics 
and Society in l ate Victorian Britain (London 196 ) ch •. 4. 
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considerable confusion, althOl~h the balance had been manifestly tipped 

against the unions. Picketing was being seriously questioned, heavy 

damages were being aV/arded against union officials and members arising 

out of disputes, and there had been raised the question of the trade 

unions being sued in t heir corporate capacity. 

In other respects, too, the general political climate was less than 

propitious. Li ttle by way of social reform had been secured from the 

Conservative government since 1895; though this was hardly unexpected, 

the benefits to be gained from the alliance with the Liberals seemed -

even for many traditionally-minded old unionists - to be equally slight. 

The Liberal Party was in the throes of a severe dose of factionalism and, 

moreover, leading Nonconformist manufacturers, many of whom held key 

positions in the provincial party organisations, were often conspicuous 

for their anti-union attitudes. It vias this whole atmosphere that allowed 

the socialists to make fresh headvlay among the trade unionists. The 

various socialist bodies had by t his time gained much experience of 

collaboration with trade unions and the Trades Councils for the purposes 

of contesting municipa-l elections, and once more some ki.ncl of working 

alliance with the trade unionists no longer seemed too r emote a goal. 

MoreOVer, in the years after 1895 a number of socialists had secured 

election to prominent positions in some of the old unions ; George Barnes 

of the I.L.F. had become General Secretary of t he engineers in. 1896, and 

in that same year J ames HcDonald of the S.D. F. was elected secretary of 

the London Trades Council. The I.L.P.'s overriding priority remained 

that of forging the "labour alliance" \.!i th t he trade unions , and in 1896 

Hardie advocated " ••• t hat periodically , s ay once a year , a Socialist 

conference should be called, and that all· socialist organisations, together 

j 

with all Trade Unions and Co-operative orgalllsations, should be invited 
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to scnd delegates." 106 In the later 1890s, the call for an electoral 

alliance wi th the trade unionists was repeatedly heard at I.L.P. 

conferences but, as P-:>irier had pointed out, "The I.L.P. leaders knew 

that the socialist mouse had to come to the trade union mountain, not 

the reverse." 107 

In 1898 the T.U.C. had been persuaded, largely by Robert Knight 

of t he Boilermakers' Society, to establish a General Federation of Trade 

Unions as a central orgar~sation for mutual trade union defence. But 

those who looked to the G.F.T.U. as the precursor of "one big union" 

were soon to be disappointed, and it rapidly developed as a society for 

108 mutual insurance against strikes and lock-outs. Under attack from 

all quarters, the Parliamentary Committee of the T.U.C. was coming to be 

much more independent of the Liberals. Reckoning four out of its thirteen 

members to be socialists in 1898, Hardie judged the time ripe for securing 

T.U.C. support for a policy of independent labour representa tion. The 

T.U.C . of that year seemed to respond by passing overwhelmingly a resolution 

commending the trade unions to support "the working class socialist 

partie s". 109 In 1 ~99 Hardie addressed delegates to the Scottish T.U.C., 

who evinced marked enthusiasm for the I.L.P.'s policy of electoral 

independence. With t his support behind them, at the 1899 T.U.C. in 

Portsmouth the Amalgamated SOCiety of Railway Servants put forward a 

resolution, with the backing of the I .L.P., which called upon the 

P 1 ° t C ott 110 ~r ~amen ary o~m~ ee, 

106. Cited by Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 201. 

107. Poirier, Advent of the Labour Party, 78. 

108. Cole, Short Hi s,!:ory of h'orking Class Politics , 177. 
4 

109. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 203· 

110. Cole, British \lorking Clas s Politics, 153. 
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••• to invite the co-operation of the Co-operative 
Socialis tic, Tr 2-ce Union G.,,"d other worldr.g organisations 
,to jointly co-operate on lines mutually agreed upon, 
in convening a special congress ••• for se curing the return 
of an increased number of labour members in the next 
Parliament. 

The motion was passed by Congress - in spite of the opposition of the 

~unersl Federation and the Cotton Spinners, whose leader James Mawsdley 

was himself a Conservative candidate - by 546,000 votes to 431+,000. It 

was a momentous occasion and " ••• a decision which revealed a real change 

in the atti tude of the unions to political action." 111 

As a result of t his decision, a preliminary committee consisting 

of representatives of the trade unions and the three main socialist 

parties drew up arrangements for a conference which met, almost unnoticed 

amid the imperialist fervour occasioned by the South African \var, on 

.27 February 1900. ~';i th this conference came into being the Labour 

Representation Committee , (L. R.C. ), attended by delegates representing 

besides the socialist parties, less than one half of the unions affiliated 
. 

to the T.U.C. and by no Co-operative delegates at all. The immediate 

question to be tackled was that of the relation of the nevI body to 

socialism and the socialist movement, and, once more, it fell to Hardie 

to mediate between the moderate trade unionists and the purists of the 

S.D.F., \</hose representative James MacDonald favoured the formation of 

112 a party "based upon r ecognition of the class war." It was Hardie's 

motion - the "line of least resistence" as Theodre Rothstein characterised 

111. Pelling, Origins of the L~bour Party, 206. 

112. Reid , Origin of t he Labour Party , 90-92; for details of the 
various strands of opinion at the founding conference of the 
L.R.C., see Frank Bealey and Henry Pelling, Labour and Politics: 
A History of the L.R.C. (London 1958) 25-31. 
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it, 113 _ which found most favour at the V,emorial Hall Conference, to 

establish, 114 . 

•.• a distinct Labour group in Parliament, who shall have 
their own whips and agree upon their policy, which must 
embrace a readiness to co-operate with any party which, 
for the time being , ~~y be engaged in promoting legislation 
in the direct interests of Labour ••• 

The tenor of the L.R.C. vas t hus set. In a f amous outburst, John Burns -

whose socialis.'1l by this time had suffered considerable dilution - inveighed 

against the "class prejudice" of the new party; but in actual fact the 

conference had managed to avoid a declared policy of socialism, although 

this brought about the inevitable breach with the S.D.F. 

Once Hardie's resolution had been accepted, the conference then 

established the L.R.C., comprising bolO LL.P. members, two S.D.F. ' ers, 

one Fabian, and seven trade unionists, to run independent labour candidates 

.backed by the various orga !11 sations affiliated to the Cownittee. Ramsay 

MacDonald was appointed a~paid secretary and, all told, this represented 

an enormous triumph for the I.L.P. and for the socialists generally. 

As yet, however, the future of the new body was less than certain. 

Representing about 353,070 \'lOrking men - that is, less than one third 

the aggregate number of trade unionists in the country - the A.A.O.C.S. 

was the only 'old union' of any significance to have affiliated i mmediately. 

In the first year of its existence less than a dozen trade unions joined 

the L.R.C., which was a particular hardship since it depended for its 

income upon t he subscriptions of affiliated organisations. The con-

sequences ... :ere seen in t he General Election of 1900 which '>'/as announced 

soon after the formation of the Committee. Fifteen candidates took the 

113. From Charti sm to Labourism, 284. 

114. Bealey and Pelling , Labour and Politics, 28. 
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field, almost entirely sponsored by affiliated trade unions and socialist 

societies, and of whom only blO, Keir Hardie and Richard Bell of the 

A.S.R.S., were successful. 

\>lithin the space of only a year t he fortunes of t he L.R.C. had 

changed dramatically. The deci s ion in the House of Lords in respect 

of the case brought against the A.S.R.S. by the Taff Vale Rail way Company 

in July, 1901, confirmed t he liabili ty of union funds for damage s incurred 

during the course of industrial disputes. The whole trade union \-/orld 

immedia t ely recognised the far-re aChing i mplications of this legal 

decision and thei r na tural r eaction was condemnatory. Hardie and 

MacDonald seized t he opportunity that t his presented f or the L.R.C. In 

August, 190"1, Hardie questioned the Government in the House of Commons 

and it became clear t hat the Salisbury administration had no plans to 

rectify the situation by legislation. MacDonald therefore wrote to the 

-trade unions stressing that "The recent decision in the House of Lords • •• 

shotlld convince the unions t hat a Labour Party in Parliament is an 

immediate necessity", 115 and the T.U.C. of 190.1 fully supported this 

vieH. As their worsening legal position became clear , the trade unions 

turned to t he L. R.C., and affi liations slm"ly began to increase. 

By 1902, MacDonald had managed to increase the aggregate membership 

of the Committee to around 455,450, a fi gure which was s till disappointing 

to many. But in that year the L. R.C. secured its fir s t victory a t the 

polls, when David Shackle ton at Clitheroe and ','Jill Crooks at Woolwich 

were both returned in by- electi ons . I n July 1903 there came fresh 

success when ;\rtbur He nderson captured Barnard Castle for the L.R.C. 

By late 1903, 127 new unions had joined the Committee, including the 

115. Bealey and Pell ing , ibid ., 77. 



A.S.E. and t he United Textile Factory l:iorkers Association, thus r aising 

~embership to 847 ,315; l ater that year , the rest of the building workers 

came in, as did the Lancashire and Cheshire Miner s ' Federation. 116 

Heeting in conference in Newcastle, t he party had agreed to raise a fund 

for the payment of Labour M.P.s by means of a compulsory levy upon the 

ur~ons, and t he basis of a distinct political party was established by 

the conference declaration t hat it s candidates mus t "strictly abst ain 

from identifying themselve s wi th, or pronoting t he interests of , any 

section of the Liberal or Conservative parties". 117 The year 1903 

marks, therefore, a real turning point in the his tory of t he L. R.C. By 

this point in time , the Parli amentary Comnuttee had come round to accept 

t he need for a detailed formula tion of a Bill to restore the status quo 

ante Taff Vale and , in de f ault of Liberal or Conservative gestures in 

118 
t his direction, the L.R.C. was beginning to appear as the ~ost likely 

candidate. 

In reali ty , t he independence of the L.R.C. at this time was in 

considerable doubt. Hardie still hoped to convert the Labour and Lib-
. 

Lab H.P. s (of \>Ihom there were fifteen by 1905) into an independent group , 

but their growing anti pathy to the policies of the Conservative goverlunent 

inclined them to the Liberals, a t endency which was reinforced by the 

electoral agreement concluded behleen J.!acDonald and the Liberal Chief 

Whip , Herbert Gladstone, in 1903. 119 But it was in the nam~ of strictly 

-----------------------------------------~------------------------

116. For trade union affiliati on to tte L. R. C., 1900-1906, see Clegg , 
History of British Trade Unions, 375 . 

117. Bealey and Pell ing , Labour and Politics, 141ff. 

118. Reid, Origin of t he Labour Party , 9.6-104. 

119. Bealey and Pelling , Labour and Politics, 143-6 , 156-9 , 298-99 . 
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independent labour representation that the socialists outside parliament 

l aboured to convert t he unions . After about 1901 the I.L.P. had 

experienced something of an upturn in its fortunes. Disillusion bred 

by the South African \'lar p..ad brought in a flood of new recrui tSt and 

organisationally the party was no\<1 more stable; the National Administrative 

Council fell firCl"~y under the control of Hardie , HacDonald, Snowden and 

Glasier, and t he acquisition by t he part y in 1904 of Hardie ' s Labour 

Leader, coupled with the decline in The Clarion, had all given the I.L.P. 

an immense propagandist advantage. By contrast, the S.D.F. held fi rmly 

to its "impossibilist" line first propounded in 1900, and took l ittle 

interest in the L.R.C. As for t he Fabians , only Edward Pease involved 

himself in the work of the Committee , the gener al attitude of the Society 

120 to the Committee being , according to Pease , one of "benevolent passivity". 

So it fell to the I.L. P., through Hardie as leader of t he Labour group 

in Parliament, and t hrough the eff ort s of local branch activis ts, to 

convince the trade unionists of the value of the new organisation. 

By 1905 t he L.R.C. and the trade unions , were \·/orking closely toge ther, 

mainly due to the fai lure of either major party to pledge itself to a 

clear s olut ion to t he pr oblem of trade union legislation. By the t erms 

of the "Caxton Hail Concordat" concluded in tha t year, t he IJ.R.C. and t he 

T.U .C. agr eed to su~port each other ' s candidatures at the forthC Oming 

General Election. The T.U. C. could count a number of Liberals amongst 

its candidat es , but thi s presented little problem to HacDonald , for they 

might be f airly easily accommodated ''Ii thin the t erm of t he alliance agreed 

upon with the Liberals in 1903. Whe n t he election came i n 1906 , the 

L. R.C. fielded 50 candidate s , of whom 40 were put forward by the T.U.C$ 

120. Pease , History of the Fabian Society, 151. 
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and ten by the loL.Pj there were, in addition, 15 mainly miners' candidates 

who held the formal approval of t he Parliamentary Committee and a handful 

of Lib-Lab's. Of the L.R.C. candidatures, 32 were without Liberal 

opposition as a result of the HacDonald-Gladstone agreement. The result 

was, by any standards, a triumph. Fifty-four Labour candidates were 

returned, of whom 29 \'lere members of the L.R.C. The Commit tee had secured 

one third of a nillion votes in the 50 consti tuencies which it had contested, 

t · 3r-Jo1 f th ul t· tl 121 represen ~ng ( P 0 e pop ar vo e ~n lose areas. 

The L.R.C. now formally changed its name to that of the Labour Party, 

and its H.P.s constituted t hemselves as a Parliamentary party with officers 

and ~fuips , and sat upon the opposition benches. Nine members of the 

Parliamentary Commi ttee were H.P. s, six of "'hom 'i/ere members of the Labour 

Party. The appearance of the new party signified the conversion of a 

substantial section of the labour movement the idea of independent labour 

. representation but, in spite of this, there was still a long way to go. 

To many union leaders t he Labour Party was primarily a body representing 

the interests of organised labour on the floor of the House; loL.P. 

activists, in turn, were concerned that socialism had been vitia t ed for 

the sake of the "labour alliance". To trace the course of the Labour 

Party after 1906 i s , however, beyond the scope of this study. \.[e may 

only notice that, in the first session of. the new parliament, the over-

riding priority of the Labour Party in Parliament was to press the Liberal 

government to amend the l egal position of t he trade unions, and this was 

secured by the Trades Disputes Act of 1906. As a political party, the 

duty of the socialists remaine d primarily t o the trade unions , whose 

interests they represented. 

121. For details, see Cole, British Working Class Politics , 281-86. 
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PART I: A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

==================================================================== 

The two chapters which comprise Part I of this study 
attempt to elaborate a theoretical perspective, by 
reference to which the trajectory and nature of British 
socialism and working class social belief in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century may be better understood. 
Chapter 3 \vi.ll consider the major Harrist and sociological 
approaches to this question, stressing in particular the 
themes of social structure, ideology and class consciousness. 
A variety of problems inherent in these theories will be 
identified in chapter 4 which, building upon a critical 
analysis of the approaches to British socialism, concludes 
by proposing a theoretical fr~~ework adequate to the study 
of the complex ~storical and sociological issues apparent 
in this area. 

==================================================================== 
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APPROACHES TO TdZ STUDY OF BRITISH SOCIALISM 

=============================================~== 

It is well known that the specific character of socialism in this 

country has for long proved a difficult - not to say invious - historical 

and political problem, testing to the full the theoretical and conceptual 

acumen of many scholars since the time of Harx and Engels. Essentially, 

the problem lies in this: how is it possible to account for, in the world's 

most advanced capitalist and, in consequence, most socially proletarian 

nation, the emergence of a socialist tradition conditioned by the corporate 

claims of the trade unions and espousing a gradualist and evolutionary 

philosophy from which has flowed an unequivocal commitment to the pe~liamental~ 

method? It need hardly be said that many of the ideas and concepts used 

to characterise and analyse the British socialist movement are derived 

from Marx and Engels' own \iri tings in this area, drawing in particular 

upon their treatment of ideology, class consciousness , and the notion of 

an "aristocracy of labour". The first half of this chapter, then , \all 

trace the use of th~se and related concepts within both the classical and 

contemporary Marxist traditions in accounting for the nature of socialism 

in this country . The discussion will then turn to considering a variety 

of sociological and political theories which, to a greater or lesser 

extent, bear upon the central question under consideration here. Whilst 

a number of these theories represent a marked advance upon the Marxist 

analysis, it will be suggested that, to some degree, their conception of 

social ideology and consciousness is similar to that employed by Marx. 

Ultimately, therefore, they are vitiated by a similar range of problems. 



3.1: The Classical Marxist 'rradition 

It is not possible to over-emphasise the debt which Marx's thought 

owed to his direct experience of the conditions and tensions of capitalist 

society in mid-nineteenth century England. As a young man, Harx had been 

profoundly impressed by Engels's "brilliant sketch" of poli tj.caleconomy 

which his friend had based upon a study of the English economists, and by 

his researches into The Condi tion of t he '.Jorking Class in Engl a.nd , to both 

of which \iorks Narx repeatedly turned t hroughout his life. 1 The political 

economy of Smith and Ricardo was, of course, in Lenin's celebrated formu

lation one source and component part of the Harxist doctrine, 2 but the 

debt runs deeper than this. For England was, in Harx's words, no less 

than "the classic ground of the capitalist mode of production", and for 

this reason " ••• is used as the chief illustration in the development of 

my theoretical ideas". 3 And thus it was from the "classic ground" of 

the capitalist syste~ that ~:arx drew the substance not only of his economic 

studies, but also for his t heories of ideology, social class and class 

consciousness, -and g~ned much of his experience -of working class political 

organisation. 

1. The "brilliant sketch" was Engels ' essay in the Deutsch-Franzoische 
Jahrb~cher of 1844 entitled IJCutlines of a Critique of Political 
Economy". See also, i r ederick i.ngels , The Condition of the \-Jorki~ 

Class in En~land (Lo~don 1972 ed .) On t his see f urther David 
!'1cLell an , K~l t-:arx : :::is Life a nd. Thought (Lond on 1973) 106 ; Karl 
Harx and Frederick Engels , On Britain (l'loscow 1953) 493. 

2. V. I. Lenin, "The Three Sources and Component Parts of Narxisrnlt , 

reprinted in Karl Harx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works (London 
1968) 23-7. 

3. Karl Harx, Capital , A CritiQu~ of Politi cal Economy , i, (London 1970) 
8; see further, Anthony Giddens , The Class Structure of the Advanced 
Societies (London 1973) 144. 



The general theoretical model of capitalism explicated i n Capital 

mos t clearly approximated the English case , and her e it was that Harx 

believed the essential class structure of capitalism to be " ••• indisputably 

most highly B.lld classically developed"; if "even here the cla s s structure 

does not appeal.' in a pure form", the logic of his tory was tending 

inexorably in that direction. 4 Thus it may be r easonably surmised that 

Earx believed the working clas s \~ould early on develop the socialist 

class consciousness he held as basic to the transformation of s ociety. 

\'le shall need to examine Harx's t heory of class consciousness in some 

detail; at pr esent, it may simply be noted that for MarA the emergence 

of class consciousness amongst the workers was ,sn essential component 

of his theory of social cla ss , indicative of t he transition from "class" as 

a mere economic categO!'y to "class" as a self-activating and conscious 

subjectivity - the famous Hegelian klas se fUr ~. It \"ras , moreover, 

tho conditio ~ qua ~~ of successful socialis t theory and practice, 

the transcendance of ideological or f alse consci ousness and t he est ablishment 

of a socialist, and he nce fully rational social order. 5 

In explaining the genesis and development of class consci ousness, 

Harx also drew he avily upon his experience of English capitalist society. 

Here, all the nece ssary pre-conditions f or socialist consciousness seemed 

4. Karl Harx , Capi t al , iii, ci t ed by T. B. Bottomore and ~1aximilien 
Rubel, eds ., Sele ct ed i,~ri t i llgS in Soci ology and Social PhilosoEh~ 
(Harmonds\-/orth 1970) 186. 

5. For the place of class consciousness i n r·iarx ' s t hought , see for 
i nstance, S. Ossow~~ , Cl ass structure in t he Social Consciousness 
(London 1963); George Lichtheim , "The Concept of I deology", 
His tory and Theory , V (1965) 174-77; Bertell OIlman, II Harx ' s Use 
of IClass lll , America.'1. J ournal of Sociology , LXXIII (1965) 573-80; 
C. 'vfright Ei l ls , The :.:arxists (Har moncts\-/or t h 1969 ) 87- 8; Ralph 
Dahrendorf , Class~~fass-conflict i n I ndustri al Society 
(London 1969 ) 25. 
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present: a proletarianised labour force, pauperised and immiserised; 

the triumph of the large scale productive unit; the economic vicissitudes 

of the classical trade cycle; and strong trade unionism that marked the 

initial forms of class struggle. In short, Harx's theory of class and 

class consciousness led him to hope that Britain would be one of the 

first industrial societies to experience socialist revolution, even if 

the form of that revolution ... ,as in doubt. In the ' .... ake of industrial 

crises Marx was apt to speak as if a total and abrupt social revolution 

\-/as imminent; but on other occasions both he and Engels were more sanguine 

in professing to believe that socialism might be attained by peaceful 

and gradual means - a possibility which the extension of the franchise 

to the urban workers in 1867 had opened up. 6 

However, the theory stood in want of considerable revision \.,.hen 

confronted ,,,i th the reality of working class political development in 

England. For, in the decades following 1850, the highest expression of 

working class consciousness ' .... as an exclusive form of craft trade unionism 

coupled with the demand for Parliamentary representation, which only after 

Marx's death was to assume more pointedly political form, and then of an 

extremely limited character. Thus, in their writings and observations 

on the course of British labour, both Marx and Engels sought to account 

for wl~t they saw as the hi s torically specific - and hence -temporary -

obs tacles to the development of workir~ class revolutionary po~ential 

in this period. Huch weight was placed in this connection upon the role 

of bourgeois ideology in constraining and integrating working class thought. 

There is then, an important distinction to be drawn between the status 

of English capitalism ,in their theoretical writings, and its place in 

6. HcLellan, Karl larx , 444; Henri Lefebvre, The Sociology of Narx 
(London 1971) 169. 



their empirical observations regarding socialism and the working class. 

An account of l·:arx and Engels' analysis of British socialism will permit 

us in what follows to clearly pinpoint the limitations of that theory. 

It is integral to much of Harx's social theory that Britain, as the 

oldest and most fully developed capitalist society, should manifest those 

tensions and contradictions which would call forth social revolution. 7 

Marx and Engels were aware, however, that many obstacles to the progress 

of socialism in the latter half of the nineteenth century existed, and 

were themselves a result of Britain's unparalleled economic hegemony and 

secure capitalist system, although their full significance would not be 

apparent until after their lifetimes. In particular, they paid due 

respect to the pOvIer of the ruling class and its ideology in "this most 

bourgeois of all nations". 

Harx had paid tribute to the revolutionary part played by the English 

bourgeoisie in The Communist Hanifesto, but both he and Engels recognised 

that bourgeois econolnic supremacy was no\'1 world wide and founded upon 

the exploitation of colonies abroad; t:r.is pov/er would not be lightly 

conceded • Ruling class hegemony in England was the stronger for having 

. been premised to some extent upon a fusion of old and new social groupings -

the established landed aristocracy and the emergent industrial bourgeoisie -

a symbiotic compromise the genesis of which Engels located in the late 

seventeenth century. Historically, a large section of the l anded class 

" ••• far from counteractir~ t he development of industrial production, had, 

on the contrary, sought to indirectly profit thereby", and this tendency 

had found its expression " ••• in the continuity of judiCial precedents 

7. 
j 

Giddens , Class structure of the Advanced Societies , 1/1-4-45. 
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and in t he religious preservation of t he f eudal forms of t he l a ..... ". 8 

In like fashion, r!arx described the British Constitution as an " ••• out-

of-date, superannuated, obsolete compromise between the bourgeoisie who 

are ~ pfficially but actually ruling in all decisive spheres of bourgeois 

society, and the lande d aristocracy who are governing officially ••• " 9 

This relative autono~y of state forms in Britain reflected the 

hegemony of a composite , yet pO\'Jerful, ruling class . I t was in consequence 

of this fact that Marx and Engels believed bourgeois ideology and forms 

of mystification to be especially efficacious in diverti ng the course of 

the working class movement and divesting it of revolutionary aspirations. 

Harx, of course, had classically described the stultifying process whereby, 

"The tradition of all the dead generations \>/eighs like a nightmare on 

10 the brain of the living" in his Eighteenth Brumair e of Loui n Bonaparte , 

and Engels voiced the same concern in 1890: "In a country with such an 

old political and l abour movement there is always a tremendous heap of 

11 tradi tionally inherited rubbish "'/hich has to be got rid of by degrees ." 

Both fre quently invei.ghed against the "apparent bourgeois infection", 

and the flaccid "bourgeois 're spectability' bred into the bones of the 

workers ••• (the working class's) inborn r espect for its 'betters' and 

'superiors ' is so old and firmly established that the bourgeoisie still 

8. "Preface" (1892) to Sociali sm : Uto.E.i an and Scientifi c in Marx and 
Engels, Selected 'dorks , 3b9 , 391. 

9. "The Briti sh Constitution" (1855) in Karl Marx and Frederick Engels , 
Art icles on Britain O:.OSCO\.,. 1971) 221-22. 

10. The Eighteenth BrUmair e of Louis Bonaparte , in Harx and Engels, 
Selected Works , 97 . 

. 
11. Engels to H. Schlutter (1890), On Britain (Moscow 1953) 526. 



12 find it pretty easy to get their bait accepted_II In 1878, Narx bemoaned 

the absence of independent class politics among t he proletariat since 

1848: liThe English working class had been generally more and more deeply 

demoralised ••• and had at last got to the point when it was nothing more 

than the tail of the great Liberal Party, i.e. of its oppressors, the 

capitalists ••• "; 13 whilst Engels was unequivocal as to the contributive 

role of evangelical religion in t his process: it is, he wrote in 1844, 

" ••• made the principal subject of instruction, and the memory of the 

children overburdened with incomprehensible dogmas and theological 

distinctions; that sectarian bigotry and hatred are awakened as early 

as possible, and all rational mental and moral training shamefully 

14 neglected. II Towards the end of his life, Engels scathingly denounced 

the strength of bourgeois ideology among the workers to the following 

effect, 15 

One is indeed driven to despair by these English workers 
\rith their sense of imaginary national superiority, vlith 
their essentially bourgeois ideas and viewpoints, vdth their 
'practical' narro\>l-mindedness, and the parliamentary corr uption 
which has serio.usly infected the leaders. . 

It is, therefore, to the pernicious and seeping effects of bourgeois 

ideology in all its aspects - "respectability", religiosity, deference, 

12. Narx to Engels (1863) and Engels to Edward Bernstein (1889 ), ~., 
493, 522-23. 

13. Marx to W. Liebknecht (1878), ~., 509. 

14. The Condition of the \~orking Class, 141. 

15. Engels to G. V. Plekhanov (1894), ~., 537. 
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Liberalism, parliamentarianism, and the like - that both ~~arx and Engels 

attributed the law level of political consciousness among the workers. 

The ruling ideas of the bourgeois class \>{ere rooted in its specific 

historical evolution and position of immense economic and political 

superiority, but a number of factors pre-disposed the working class to 

accept its ideology. For instance, Harx and Engels were continually 

distressed to note the antipathy of the English \vorking man, and especially 

the trade union leadership, to socialist theory. These "thick-headed 

John Bulls", as Marx contemptuously termed them, Here practical men, 

suspicious of abstruse "continental" socialist doctrine and concerned above 

all else with the bread and butter issues of trade unionism. One reason 

for this, as Engels was to labour in the 1880s and 1890s, \.,ras the absence 

of a political party specifically committed to developing and propagating 

Marxist theory in Britain. Only the Social Democratic Federation made 

"a:ny pretence of being a" };arxist body, and even it" ••• has ossified ~Iarx:i sm 

into a dogma and ••• by pursuing the exact opposite of the policy recommended 

in the ~anifesto, it renders itself incapable of ever becoming anything 
16 • 

else but a sect." The absence of a critical and coherent socialist 

theoretical perspective naturally retarded the mergence of a revolutionary 

consciousness amongst the working class, rendering it subservient to the 

very categories of bourgeois ideology itself. 

Of "greater significance ",ere the internal diVisions within the ""orking 

class which fissured any sense of common identity. Marx , for instance, 

located "the secret of the impotence of the English working class" in the 

latent antagonism between Irish and the indigenous proletarians. 17 

16. Engels to Karl Kautsky (1 892) t ~., 528. 
( 

17. l1arx to S. Meyer and A. Vogt (1870), ibid., 507. 



But it is Engels' theory of the "labour aristocracy" which has been held 

up as the most potent explanation of ... lorking class moderation and trade 

union reformis~ in the later nineteenth century. Since mid-century, 

Harx and Engels had observed the comparatively prosperous economic climate 

sapping socialist vision and leaving the workers content to develop but 

trade unionism and co-operative ventures along a line of narrow respect-

ability. As early as 1858 , Engels had written to Marx to the effect that 

18 " ••• the English proletariat is actually becoming. more and more bourgeois ••• " 

By the 1880s it appeared clear to Engels that Marx's notion of a uniVersally 

i mmiserised proletariat \'1as untenable, but he hoped to salvage Harx' 6 

theoretical analym.s of the worsening social position of the working class 

under capitalism by arguing that there had arisen a working class elite 

't/ho, feeding upon the crumbs of capitalist prosperity and colonial 

exploitation, had risen above the impoverished undermass, and had lent 

a tone of reformism and respectability to the working class movement. In 

an article which contrasted the position of the workers in 1845 and 1885, 

Engels observed, 19 

That their condition has remarkably improved since 1848 thel'e 
can be no doubt, and t he bes t proof of the fac·t is that for 
more than fifteen years not only have t heir employers been 
with them, but t hey with their employers, upon exceedingly 
good terms. They form an aristocracy among the working class ; 
t hey have succeeded in enforcing for themselves a rela t i vely 
comfortable position, and they accept it as final. 

18. Engels to f·!arx (1858 ), ibid., 491-92. 

19. "J!."ngland in 1845 and in 1885", Articles on Britain, 392; part of 
the article is reprinted a s the 1892 "Preface" t o The Conditi on 
of t he \'Jorkillf; Class , 27-34. 
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Although the condition of the factory hands had improved in this period 

as a result of legislative enactment, Engels argued that it was in those 

. trades "in which the labour of grown-up ~ predominates" - such as 

engineering~ carpentry and joinery, and the building industry - that 

there had arisen an aristocracy more prosperous than the rest of the 

workforce . He added that for "the great mass" of working people belo\.,r 

this elite stratum, " ••• the state of insecurity in \>/hich they live is 

20 now as low as ever, if not lower." 

Enge.ls b~lieved that the emergence of the labour aristocracy was 

but a tempol'ary consequence of Britain 's economic supremacy of the 'tlOrld 

marke ts, and he felt its imminent demise was heralded by the resurgence 

of new unionism and the Independent Labour movement of the industrial 

north in the 1890s. However , by positing the existence of a small 

aristocratic stratum able to secure an advantageous position in the labour 

·market by means of apprenticeship regulations and controls over entry 

into trade, Engels was able to account for the permeation of bourgeois 

ideas and, in consequence, the existence of non-~evolutionary sentiments 

in the working class movement without abandoning the fundamental Harxist 

belief in the revolutionary potential of the proletariat. 

If Engels ini tia ted the concept of the labour aristocracy in ~larxist 

theory to explain the existence of bourgeois traits and lack of 

revolutionary ardour among the v/orkers, it was Lenin who wove the idea 

into a general theory of capitalist development. \1ri ting in 1916, Lenin 

argued that capitalism had attained monopoly form out of which had 

20 °bOd 392. i . ~., 
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21 developed modern i mperialism. \~ithin the home capitalist market, a 

few firms had become big enough to dominate the market and control prices. 

They were able to secure "super-profits" at the expense of non-monopoly 

sectors, and thus looked for outlets abroad where these might be invested 

at high rates without diluting the home monopoly situation. There is 

thus a need for overseas investment and the export of capital. Lenin 

believed that this process generally involves the industrial monopolies in 

close relationships with the big banks, producing \vhat is called finance 

capital, and this, in turn, seeks closer association with the state in 

order to sustain the political conditions propitious to monopoly. 

Capitalism thus beco~es state monopoly capitalism, securing m~ximal profit 

returns by means of capital export. 

In his Imperialism, Lenin dre\v heavily upon statistics of British 

capi t al exports, although in other respects his theory fits the British 

. case less perfectly. Finance capital, for instance, was essentially 

a feature of German and, to some extent, American capitalism, and not 

primarily a Bri tis."l phenomenon \vhere the banks lacked large industrial 
. 

interests and intervention until the 1930s. NeVertheless, Lenin "las 

ff .. 1i . B· t· 22 unambiguous as to the e ects of :unpena sm ~n rJ. ~n, 

21. V. I. Lerrin, Imperi2~i s~ , The Hi hest stage of Cauitalism, in 
Henry}:. Christman , ed., The Essential '~i or1<s of Lenin New York 
1966 ) 178-270. Discussions of t he Lenins t theory of imperialism 
and monopoly capitalism will be found in George Lukacs, Lenin 
(London 1972) 39-59; Robert Conquest, Lenin (London 1972) '/I;-8; 
and r-;ichael Barr att Brown , The Sconomi cs of Iml"erialism 
(Har mondsworth 1976) 63ff. , et. passim. 

22. I mperialism, 250-52. 
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I mperiali sm ••• which means r~gn monopoly profits for a handful 
of ve ry ri ch countries , create s t he ec o21o:::i c pos si bi l i t y of 
corrupting t he upper s tra t a or t he pl'ole t a:. i a t, and t he r eby 
foster s , gives f o m t o , and str eIl6 t hens oppor tunism ••• I mperialism 
has t te tendency 0: creatins pri vi leged sections even among 
the Vlo:-kers, and of de t aching t i em fr om the main pr olet arian 
masses. 

Lenin thus linked inti mately the exis t ence of t he l abour ari s tocracy 

and i mperialist "super-profits", by means of which the elite s tratum 

might be ",'e ane d away from revolutionary socialism. And thus, "The upper 

s tratum furnishes the main body of co-oper a tors , of trade Unionists, of 

members of sporting clubs and of numerous religious sects"; the 1I ••• pett y 

bourgeois craft spirit t hat prevails among this aristocracy of l abour" 

l ed in Britain to a r e j ection of s ocialism in f avour of bourgeois liberalism. 

The labour aristocracy " ••• has foll owed t he Liberals, and cont emptuous ly 

sneers at SOCialism as a 'utopia'. The I ndependent Labour Party is 

precisely t he party of Liberal-Labour politics." 23 

The exis tence of a labour ari s tocr acy -founded upon and nurtured 

by conditions of capitali s t imperi alism cannot but be according to Lenin a 

fertile breeding ground for bourge oi s ideas amongst the workers . Lacking 

that critical socialist awareness which he bel i eved could only be brought 

by intellectuals from without, and impl anted wi t hin the working class, 

t he l abour mover.;ent i n Br i tain was thus easy prey for "economistic" 

beliefs, the i nevitabl e concomi tant of " spont a.l'lei sm". 

" ••• ~ \-Iorship of t he spontaneity of t he l abour movement, any belittling 

of the role of the I conscious element ' ••• means i pso f acto . .. ~ strengtheni~ 

24 .£f ~ i nfluence £! ~ bourgeois ide olog~ uE-0n the wor kers . rl Rooted 

in a century of \vorld economic supr emacy and t he creation of an aristocr acy 

23. ibi d., 251; V. I . Lenin, Br i ti sh Labour and British I mperi ali sm 
(London 1969) 99. 

24. V. I. Lenin , '~/hat i s to be Done? i n Christman, ed., Essential 
Horks of Lenin , 88-9 (er..JphaSis i n original) 
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of l abour, bourgeois i deas - including the ideology of imp~~rialism and 

chauvinistic fervour itself - became "spontan.eously" a part of the make-up 

of ~."orking class psychology and, in consequenc e , a r e formist and 

economistic orientation the "na tural", if only because the obvious and 

practical, policy. Unless "the cons cious element" be present, the 

spontaneous slope of the political and economic l andscape will tend to 

make the labour movement slip to'tlards reformism, for " • •• the ~ntaneous 

development of the labour movement leads precisely to its subordination to 

the bourgeois ' i deology". 25 For Lenin, the BI'itish labour movement 'das of 

this precise nature, reinforcing his belief that " ••• the \-/orking class, 

solely by its own forces, is able to \-Iork out me.rely trade UniOl'l 

26 
consciousness ••• " 

In accounting for the absence of u mass revolutionary movement in 

Britain by r eference to the economi sm of the l abour aris tocratic stratum, 

Lenin ha d implici tly abandoned Engels' view that it was but a t emporary 

phenomenon, for the l abour aristocracy would remuin so long a s it might 

profit from colonial exploitation. With Lenin, the concept becomes a 

major tool in the Harxis t analysis of British socialism. 

Antonio Grarosci and Leon Trotsky were a'llong the more astute and 

prescient students of t he British labour movement \Iii thin the classical 

Ho.xxj.st tradition , and their contributions should not go unnoticed here. 

Both were concerned to explore and develop further the analysis of 

bourgeois ideology initia t ed by Harx and Engels, of t en in a r adically 

novel and pene trative f ashion. 

25. i bid., 90; for a treatment of thin .question which closely fol lo\.,,8 
IJenin, see Eric I1obsbawn, "Trends in the British Labo1.l."t' Hovelllen·t; 
since 1 850"~ in i dem., Labouring Hen: Studies in the Hist9ry of 
Labour (London 19'12) 316-43 . 

26. ibid., 80. 
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Antonio Gramsci's concern with the place of culture and consciousness 

in the historical process , with the nature of ideological hegemony and 

the role of intellectuals in transmitting the dominant culture , is well 

His use of the term "hegemony" is clearly brought out in a 

celebrated letter written from prison in 1931 where he contrasts "'political' 

society (in other words, dictatorship, or an apparatus of coercion to 

control the masses of the people in accordance with the mode of production 

and the economic system prevailing at a given period)", and '" ci viI' 

society (i.e. the hegemony of a social group over the entire society of 

a nation, a hegemony exercised by mear~ of an through the organisations 

commonly called private, such as the Church, the Trade Unions, the Schools, 

28 etc. )11 According to Gramsci, "the sphere in which the intellectuals 

mostly operate i s that of 'civil' society", 29 and the ideological hegemony 

they propagate is not so much "repressive" but has a "posi ti ve tl function 

27. Gramsci t s \>/ri tings available in English are mos t conveniently to 
be found in Q. Hoare and G. Nowel l Smith, eds., The Prison No.~ ebooks 
of Antonio Gramsci (London 1971) and Lynn Lawner, ed., Le tters from 
Prison (Lounon 1975). Useful commentaries germane to the present-
di sc ussion include Gwyn A. h'illiams, "Gram sci t s Concept of Egemonia", 
Journal of the History of I deas , XXI (1960) 586-99; Alberto 
Martinelli , "In Defence of Dialectic : Gramsci t s Theory of Revolution", 
Berkely Jour nal of Sociology , XIII (1968); John l"lerrington, "Theory 
and Pr actice in Gramsci ' s }larxism", in R. Hiliband and J. Saville , 
eds., The Socialis t ~e gister 1968 (London 1968 ) 145-76; Carl Boggs, 
"Gramsci' s Frison I~otebooks" , Socialist Revolution, (Sept-oct. 1972) 
and (Nov. Dec . 1972); J . Fer mia, "Hege nony and'"COnsciousness in 
the Thought of Antonio Gramsci" , Political St udies , XXIII (1975 ) 
29-48. A recent critical essay by Perry Anderson, "The Ant inomies 
of Antonio Gramsci", NeVI Left Review, 100 (1976-77) 5-78, is 
addressed to a number of t he issues discussed here. 

28. Letter of 7 September 1931, reprinted in the "Gramsci Edition" of 
the New Edinburgh Review , 1975, 47. 

29. ~., 47. 
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insofar as it actually represents common interests and establishes a matrix 

of societal values and a normative order. He distinguished between 

lIorganic fl intellectuals, who are fairly directly related to the economic 

and political structure and are closely tied to the class they represent, 

giving it " ••• homogeneity and awareness of its own function not only in 

the economic but also in the social and political fields"; 30 and "traditional" 

intellectuals , the remnants of a previous social formation, such as 

scholars, artists and t he clergy. 'dhilst the traditional intellectuals 

do not necess~ily share the outlook of the ruling class, they ~dll 

usually effect a compromise with it. 

Consciously or otherwise, the intellectuals' \vill propagate ideas 

and ways of thinking that are essentially conservative in their implications. 

To the extent that the bourgeoisie is able to effect a widespread cultural 

hegemony, Gramsci argued that popular struggles will be confined to the 

lIeconomic-corporate", rather than the oppositionally hegemonic plane. 

For, unless critically challenged, the only ideas capable of becoming 

generally accepted and institutionalised in social life are thoae which 

serve the interests of the dominant or "rising" (bourgeois) social classes" 

The prcise nature of ideological hegemony in a society thus becomes 

critical for an appreciation of the forms of "forking class organisation; 

as Gramsci observed of trade unionism, it is "a type of prol etarian 

organisation specific to theperiod when capital dominates history ••• an 

31 integral part of capitalist society ••• 11 and , as such, permeated by 

the prevailing hegemonic values. 

30. "The Formation of the Intellectuals", in Prison Notebooks , 5. 

31. Gramsci writing in L'Ordine Nuovo ('];urin 1919-20 ). A sel ection 
of t hese articles have been reprinted in New Left Review, 51, (1968) 
28-58 (from' which the above ~uotation is taken) . For a discussion 
of Gramsci' s analysis of trade unionism, see Richard Hyman, r,jarxism 
and t he Sociology of Trade Uni oni sm (London 1971 ) 43-6; ' see further 
Perry AnQerson, "The Limits and Possibilities of Trade Union Act:i.on" , 
in R. Blackburn and A. Cockburn, eds., The Incompatabl es : Trad~ 
Union l-:ili tancy and the Consensus ( Harmonas\'Jortn196'?T263-~ 
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In this respect, the trajectory assmned by the bourgeois revolution 

in Britain, the structure of its ruling groups and ideologico-hegemo~ic 

control, is of supreme sigp~ficance. Following Engels , Grams ci argued 

that in the British situation " ••• we have a similar pehnomenon to the 

German, one of fusion between the old and the new ••• The old aristocracy 

remained as a governing stratum, with certain privileges , and it too became 

the intellectual stratum of the English bourgeoisie ••• " 32 Although 

there existed an extensive category of organic intellectuals tied to the 

capitalist class, this social group " ••• shows a remarkable economic-corporate 

development but advances only gropingly in the intellectual-political 

field." 33 In "the higher sphere", the "feudal" la."1.downing nobility 

retained much of its supremacy: 34 

It loses its econo~ic supremacy but maintains for a long time 
a politico-intellectual supremacy and is assimilated as 
'traditional intellectuals' and as directive group by the new 
group in power . The old l andowning aristocracy is joined to 
the industrialists by a kind of suture which is precisely that 
which in other countries unites the traditional intellectuals· 
with the new do~dnant classes 

. 
By reference to Britain ' s specific social and cultural-intellectual 

formation, Gramsci is able to account for the "directive II social role of 

bourgeois hegemony. The bourgeois class, intimately intert\vined ",ith 

the landowners did not, to any significant extent, lead popular struggles 

against the remnants of feudal privilege; ins tead , " ••• the nopility (or 

a fr action of it) formed the na tional-popular bloc first against the 

Crown and later against the industrial bourgeOisie . English tradition 

of a popular "Toryism" (Disraeli, etc .)". 35 But the l arger part of this 

32. Prison ~otebooks, 83. 

33. ~., 18. 

34. ibid. , 18. 

35. ibid. , 216. 
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fused social grouping stood overwhelmingly dominant against the subordinate 

class, in both economic and politico-intellectual terms , 36 

••• the l andowners and the industrialists have permanent interests 
which bind them toget her ••• ; and it is undeniable t hat t he l and
owners are 'politically ' far better organi se d than the industrial
ists, attract more intellectuals t han they do , are more ' permanent' 
in the directives t hey give, etc. 

It should not be asstLr:le d, however, that working class t hought wi thin 

a hegemonic bourgeois culture is for Gramsci inevitably relegat ed to 

"corporate" standing. Rather the contrary , for the very basis of his 

socialist theory and strategy lay in t he belief that \-Iorking class 

consciousness might advance and develop at several l evels within bourgeois 

society. Fe"'l Narxists have been as ready a.s Gramsci to accord a crea.tive 

role to social consci ousness and ideas and to recognise the varied 

forms - the " ••• more or less bizarre c ombinations ••• " - \-Ihich working 

class thought might display. Anxious to avoid r educing consciousness 

to the material basis of society, Gramsci argued tha t before the working 

class could becoToe directive in society, or, what amounts to the same 

thing , develop a socialist perspective, "the war of position" - a protracted 

"organic" struggle - would be necessary. By t his , Grarnsci seems to have 

had in mind a sustained cultural-ideological and educative process vlhereby 

an alternative proletarian counter-hegemony would be created. 37 'fJithout 

prior success in t he "war of position" on the cultural front, .u seizure 

of state pO't;er would prove only transitory , if not disastrous . I n short , 

it \vas both possible and necessary for the workers to advance t heir 

com~rehension and consciousness within bourgeois society. In his pri son 

36. 

37. 

ibid., 156. 
- j 

For a discussion of the" concept of "war of posi tion", s~e 
Anderson , "Antino:ni es of Antonio Gramsci", 55ff . 
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notebooks, he puts forward the thesis tha t the proletariat " ••• can, and 

indeed must, already exercise 'leadersr~p' (i.e. hegemony) before winning 

governmental pOvler (this indeed is one of the principal conditions for 

the winning of such power)." 38 For Gramsci, a mass Communist Party 

working through its own organic intellectuals and building upon popular 

ideas and conceptions was central to this struggle for an oppositional 

and totalistic ~entality. 

Britain lac"ed just such a mass - or "totalitarian" - oppositional 

party. Here Gramsci detected an all-pervasive cultural hegemony , ... hich 

saturated the social formation, founded upon the remarkable economic 

development of the bourgeoisie and the "directive ll role of a "'bourgeois 

aristocracy' tied to certain functions of civil society and of political 

society (the state) - concerning tradi tion, the education of the ruling 

stratum, the preservation of a particular mentality which protects the 

system from sudden upheavals ••• " 39 Against this , and in the absence 

of a popular Coomunist Party with its own organic intellect~als , working 

class organisation and thought in Britain could ~dvance but hesitatingly 

beyond the economic-corporate plane. 

As with Gramsci, Leon Trotsky was at pains to account for those 

aspects of British development which had inhibited the emergence of a 

mass revolutionary movement, and he too placed much stress upon "the 

poli tical development of .:;ngland C which J presents remarkable 

peculiarities, the result of all its past history, which now lie directly 

40 in the \vay of its future growth." 

38. Prison Notebooks, 57, 108-10, 229-39, 243; Anderson, "Antinomies 
of Antonio Gramsci", 45ff. · 

39. Pris on Notebooks , 216. 

40. Leon Trotsky, " \Vhere is Britain Going?", in George Novack, ed., 
Leon Trotsky on Britain (New York 1973) 26. 
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In Harx and Engels' lifetimes, it had seemed likely that Britain's 

economic headstart would the sooner yield to socialist transformation. 

By 1925 hO'lJever, Trotsky Vias able to perceive that, "The historical 

dialectical Frocess in t~~s connection has played a sorry trick on 

England, in transferring the advantages of her early development into 

41 the causes for her present backwardness." He noted that the oldest 

and most secure capitalist nation, in \ .. hich the peasantry had early on 

been expelled from history, had achieved world-wide economic supremacy 

in the second half of the nineteenth century. In consequence of this 

fact, " ••• the British bourgeoisie became ••• t he richest, strongest, and 

most enlightened of the bourgeoisies. II 42 Bourgeois r ationalization had 

been "organic" and gradual, cloaked beneath a profoundly mystifying veil: 

liThe British bourgeoisie developed under the protection of ancient 

ins titutions", wrote Trotsky in 1924, lion the one hand adapting itself 

to them and on the other subjugating them to itself, gradually, organically, 

'in an evolutionary way "'.. 43 

A history of economic pre-eminence had given rise in Britain to a 
. 

supremely secure and confident ruling class; in addition, "a temporary 

combination of historical forces" a ttendant upon this development helps 

explain "the incongruity between Britain's capitalist development and 

44 her socialist movement." Trotsky took over Engels' and Lenin's 

concept of the labour aristocracy to announce that " ••• Britain's early 

41. ~., 61. 

42. "Through '~I'ha t stage are He Passing?", (1 924) in R. Chappell and 
Alan Clinton, eds., Trot sky ' s ';iri t i nga on B!'i t ain, i (London 197~~ ) 
20. 

43. ibid., 20. 

44. "War and th~ Inter national!' (1914), in \'lri tings on Brita.~~, 14. 
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entry onto the path of capitalist development ~~d world robbery ••• created 

a privileged position not only for her bourgeoisie but also for a section 

45 of her working class." Due to her insular location, l arge- scale 

mili tary expenditure had been unnecessary in Britain. The " ••• bourgeoisie 

skilfully utilized these conditions in order to separate the top layer 

from the bottom strata, creating an aristocracy of ' skilled ' labour and 

instilling into ita trade union cast of spirit." 46 In a word , " ••• the.Ms 

to Britain's early cafitalist development her bourgeoisie disposed of 

resources that enabled them systematically to counteract the proletarian 

revolution." 47 

It was t his position of unparalleled might tha t had permitted the 

British ruling class to elaborate an ideology of "gradualness". They 

had been uniquely able, according to Trotsky, to export much of the 

violence of their imperialist plunder and thus create the illusion of 

paci ficism in dome stic social relations . The re sult was nothing less 

t han a profoundly conservative and stultifying bourgeois culture with 

which the tra.de union leadership and l abour aristocracy were equally 

. b d 48 10m ue : 

LBri tain _7 exploited the v/hole ... ;orld. This softened the 
inner contradictions, accumulated conservatism , promoted an 
abundance and stability of f atty deposits in the form of a 

45 . ~., 14. 

46. . ,-. d 
~., 14. 

47. "Thoughts on the Progress of the Proletarian Revolution" (1919 ) 
in wr itings on Britain, 15. 

48. The Hi story of the Russian Revolution (1931), ch. 6, in 'vlriting~ 
on Britain , 6. 
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parastic caste, in the form of a squirearchy, monarchy, House 
of Lords, and t he state Ch~rch. Thanks to this exclusive 
historic pri".ri lege of developme nt posses sed by bourgeois 
England, conservatisn combined "rith elasticity passed over 
from her institutions into her ~oral fibre. 

Trotsky dwelt at length upon the forms of bourgeois ideology in Britain. 

The "inevitability of gradualness" and the ideology of pacificism and 

optimism were ta~en over ~critically by the working class and even the 

49 "socialistsll of the Labo:..;r Party and the Fabian SOCiety. The inherent 

religiosity of bourgeois culture -" ••• the old dense web of hypocrisy and 

clerical prejudices ••• " - permeated the psychology of the "larking class 

and its representatives: 50 

The mentality of a present day British trade union leader is 
a mixture of the r eligious and social pre judices of the period 
of the r estoration of st. Paul's Cathedral , the practical skill 
of a trade ur~on official at the height of capitalis t develop
ment, the snobbishness of a petty bourgeois fighting to be 
respectable, and the uneasy conscience of a labour politician 
who has repeatedly betrayed t he workers. 

Traditions and prejudices, " ••• old rags, rubbish, the refuse of 

t . ,,51 cen url.es ••• , were thus used by the ruling class to dampen the . 
cri tical faculties of the \'/orkers, whilst lithe close psychological web" 

of capitalist morality and philosophy served to mystify exploititative 

social relations. Insularity and empiricism informed social thought, 

dulling socialist inquiry: 52 

LEri t ain J advanced by groping eopirically , looking ahead 
and generalizing as to her part only when absolutely 

L~9. "Where is Britain Going?", 37-53, et. passim. 

50. Between Red and ',,' hi te (1921), in \vr:ttings on Bri taix;:, 16. 

51. writings~~ Britain , 24. 

52. "\vhere is cri tain Going'?" , 61. 
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necessary . The tradi t :L onal cast of mind of the J!::nglishman , 
partic'...llc..rly cf t he EnSlish bourgeois, i s impressed \'lith 
the seal of empirici sm, and this snme tradition \-las passed 
on to t ee upper l ayers of t he \'/orking class . Empiricism 
became a tradition and a banner ; it wa s combined "li th a 
contexptuous attitude for the ' abstract ' thought of the 
CO:ltinent. 

Although Trotsky believed these f actors to be but temporary 

historical phenomena, contingent upon Britain 's imperialist monopoly , 

there can be little doubt as to the deeply pessimistic analysis of British 

soci alism at 'Nhi ch the classical Harxist tradition had arrived. The 

thrust of tha t analysis had shifted since the death of l1arx 'tov/ards 

emphasising the enormous obstacl es 'Nhich Britain's his torical evolution, 

forms of bourgeois thought and the structure of her ""orking class had 

placed in the path of revolutionary class consciousness. These l'!arxists 

continued to believe , however, tha t t he seeds of socialist revolt lay 

gerr:1inating amongst t he mass of the vlorkers, even if lithe ossified 

consci ousness of a collective He nderson and a hydra-headed }Irs. Snowden" 53 

remained at t his point in time the highest expression of working class 

reformism. 

3.2: ContemporarJ'; f'!arxist Anal~ses 

In seeking to account for the course of the l abour movement and 

Bri tish s ocialism, l a tter day Narxists have el aborated upon several 

aspe cts of the cla ssical analysis . First, the concept of the labour 

ari s tocracy has been subjected to cri tical revie\y by a number of scholars 

in recent years, mos t notably Eric Hobsbmoffi and John Foster . Secondly , 

the ceterminate form of tr.e bcurgeois revolution in this country and its 

53. viri ting s on Brita in, 16. 
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impact upon the working class movement has been emphasised, within the 

context of a general study of Harxist class t heory , by Nicos Poulanzas. 

Finally, Perry Anderson and Tom Nairn have endeavoured to map out a 

"totalistic" Marxist theory of British society and culture, as one aspect 

of which the socialist tradition might be considered. 

As an explanation for the liberal and reformist tenor of the British 

working class movement, the concept of a labour aristocracy has, of .late, 

become common currency in Harxist analysis, although it W.;1.S not until 

1954 that a more rigorous definition than that provided by either Engels 

or Lenin was offered. In that year, Eric Hobsoawn's celebrated article 

"The Lacour Aristocracy in Nineteenth Century Britain" 54 proposed six 

different criteria which, at least theoretically, demarcated the aristocratic 

stratum: the se were, lithe level and regularity of a worker's earningsll; 

"hi s prospects of social security"; "his conditions of work"; "his 

relations with the social classes above and below him"; "his general 

conditions of living"; and "his prospects of further advancement". 55 . 
Of these, " •• • the first is incomparably the mos t important ••• ", and 

Hobsbawn thereafter relies mainly upon wage data to identify the labour 

aristocrats. On this basis the aristocracy of labour may be said to 

merge imperceptibly \dth the lower middle class: "Indeed the term 'lmier 

middle class' was sometimes used to include the aristocracy of labour"; 

but, "If the boundaries of the l abour aristocracy were fluid on one side 

of its territory, they were precise on another. An 'artisan ' or 'craftsman' 

\'las not under any circums tances to be confused with a labourer." 56 

54. Eric Hobsbawn , liThe Labour Aristocracy in Nineteenth Century. 
Britain", in Labouring !·:en, 272-315. 

55. ~., 273. 

56. ~., 273, 275. 
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According to Hobsbawn's calculations, the "classical period" of the 

labour aristocracy fell between the 1840s and the 1890s , in which years 

it comprised approximately t he upper 1~fo of the labour community . It 

was thus more or less coincidental with the membership of the 'old' and 

new model trade unions, and had been reinforced by the growth of the 

metal industries during this half-century. The shading-over of the 

aristocratic strat~ into the higher social groups is important for 

Hobsbawn's argument, for this he lps to account for its political beliefs: 

"Thus its persistent liberal-radicalism in t he nineteenth century is 

easily understood, as also is its f ailure to form an independent \-/orking 

class party." 57 Hobsbawn identifies those industries \-Ihich contained 

a high proportion of well paid workers - such as engineering, shipbuilQtng 

and iron and steel trades, cotton, building , cabinet-making and the 

printing and hosiery industries - and asserts that, \'/ith only one or t'lO 

partial exceptions , the trade unions in these sectors were the mos t 

"respectable" and had unbrokenly conservative records: "Indeed, the 

poli tical and economic pOsitions of the labour aristocrats reflect o:''le 

. 8 
a.."lother with uncanny accuracy." 5 Few "aristocratic" unions joined 

the Labour Representation Co~ittee in its early years, although sections 

of this stratum " ••• began to feel the competition of machinery and the 

threat of down- grading" 59 and It/ere progressively r adicalised as the 

gap between them and the lo\'Ier middle class widened in the years prior 

to '1914. 

57. ~., Z74. 

58. ~., 28'1. 

59. ibid., 289 ! 
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Hobsbawn 's contribution undoubtedly provided an important clari-

fi cation, and much subs t antiating material i n support of t he labour 

aristocracy thesis, although t he weight of his argument is ultimately 

made to rest almost entirely upon the evidence of wage differentials . 

In t his r espect, recent Hork by a number of liarxist-inclined scholars 

is hi ghly pertinent. Royden Harrison 's study of the history of the 

artisanal and craft dominated Reform League during t he political agitations 

of the mid- 1860s has hishlighted that aspect of the l abour aristocracy 
i 

argument concerned "ri th t he relationships beb'leen strictly political 

org~~isation and initiative and tt-e development of capitalist employment 

60 structures ; andV.L . Allen has pointed to the importance of the 

"arbitration craze" of the 1860s and '70s as a crucial mechanism of 

"respectability" and "a ccor.:u:nodation." 61 It is, however , in the \'1ork 

of John Foster t hat t he most i maginative and sustained treatment of the 

theory is to be loca t ed . In a scholarly study of mid-nineteenth century 

Oldham, 62 Foster has sought to demonstrate the emergence of a labour 

aristocracy in t he cotton spinning, coal mining and engineering industries 

upon the basis of change s in authority relationships at t he point of 

production - an important vuriable Hhich Hobsbawn recognised but singularly 

f2~led to elaborate upon . 

60 . Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists : Studies in Labour and 
Poli tics 1861-1881 (London 19b5 ) 1-39, 78-136. 

61 . V. L. Allen , "The Origins of Industrial concilj.a tion and Arbitration", 
Interna tional Revie\lr of Social History, IX (1964 ) 237-54. 

62. John Fost er, Cl as s s t r [Sgle in t e Industrial RevolutioI : Early 
Industrial Car-it ;:;.l i sm in three ZnSlish Towns (London 1974). 
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Foster's analysis of the l abour aristocracy forms part of a 'Itider 

account of the process of re-stabilisation and "liberalisation" in mid-

Victorian England. He presents a wealth of documentation wInch suggests 

that, prior to 18.50, a "revolutionary class consciousness" was present 

amongst radicals in Oldham, the result particularly of the great crisis 

in the cotton industry between 1830-47. Two f actors are held to account 

for the transmutation of t his militant outlook i nto the re stricted reformism 

of mid-Victorian society. The i mmediate factor precipitating worY~ng 

class defea-t; was a liberalizing response on the part of the local bourgeOisie 

which successfully fractured the proletarian dominated r adical alliance 

of the later 1840s. 63 Secondaly, a re-establisation and re-orientation 

of the capitalist economy occurred; and the major feature of this solidified 

social structure was the er.le rgence of the labour aristocracy and the 

panoply of cultural institutions which supported it. 

Foster identifies t he aristocracy of l abour with the growing use of 

sub~contracting and pace-making wInch followed the elimination of craft 

controls, and this is seen as a fundamentally nevI -form of capi talist . 
social disCipline, now oper ative within the working class and at the place 

of production itself, r at he r than externally imposed upon the l abour com-

munity as a whole. For the ep~ineering, cotton and coal mining industries, 

Foster describes the process whereby craft control was replaced by -the 

emergence of a stratum of v/orkers who acted as pace-makers on behalf of 

their imployersj in cotton spinning, for example , the mule spinners and 

adult male carders gained enhanced authority over the unskilled grades in 

the industry, r adically polarising the two sections of t he workf orce. 

Foster's usage of the concept of an aristocracy of labour thus implicitly 

63. ~1E:.2" c hs • 6-7. 
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rej ects Engels' identification of t he privileged stratum with that part 

of the trade union movement which r etaine d its craft status and ~utonomy. 

For Foster, the process was most clearly evidenced in the cotton and 

engineering trades, both of which " ••• show the development of a stratum 

64 of production worl{ers exercising authority on behalf of the management." 

By the 1860s, about one third of all workers in engineering and about one 

t hird of all male \>JOrkers in cotton i'lere acting as t ask-masters over the 

rest of the workforce. 

The laboUr aristocratic stratum was buttressed by a distinct web 

of cultural associations which fissured the old monolithic l abour sub-

culture. A matrix of social institutions - adult education, temperance, 

co-operative societies, He thodist chapels, and the like - cocooned the 

aristocrat, closing off social intercourse with the rest of the working 

population beneath him • As Foster observes, " ••• what one seems to have 

. are two mut ually exclusive groupings with all the authority sYstems 

concentrated round the smaller one and no apparent connection between the 

two." 65 The creation of a privileged grade and its cultural isolation 

was thus the key element in social stabilization and control, and the 

deflection of the working class movement from its revolutionary path. 

There can be little doubt tha t this subtle and complex argument 

r epresents ' a qualitative advance in the analysis of the aristocracy of 

l abour around mid-ce~tury. More r ecently, however, Foster has attempted 

to trace "the active his torical development \'I'hich the labour aristocracy 

underwent" in the subsequent half century and in this period has detected 

64. ibid., 237; for a similar treatment of t he labour aristocracy 
argued around t he theme of aut hority structures, see Rober t Q. Gray, 
The Labour hristocracy in Victorian Edinburgh (Oxford 1976) ' 3,. 42. 

65. ibid., 223. -
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a shift in :its essential nature. 66 If capitalist ideological control 

had been re-established by mid-century, the working class nevertheless 

continued to mru(e advances organisationally. The possibility of militant 

class action and politics remained ever-present, and even " ••• the institutions 

of the labour aristocracy did incorporate some aspects of class power." 67 

V1hen market conditions changed in the 1870s and 1880s, with the growing 

threat of foreign cor.1peti~ion and the unionization of sections of the 

unskilled, there arose " ••• the possibility of trade unions acting as general 

instruments of iClass unity." 68 Locally , employers turned their attention 

a"/ay from the ,dder issue of social control to the more pressing need to 

maintain levels of profitability; in addition, the growth of employers' 

associations, semi-skilled work and cyclical unemployment, " ••• did much 

to break dov:n the cOI1'.mitrnent of individual skilled workers to the culture 

and authority of their employers.1I 69 

As a militant '-Iorking class movement began to arise in the latter 

part of the nineteenth century, a new ruling class intervention became 

necessary, "a second line of defence now that the .device of bribing a whole 

stratum 'through the market' vIas becoming both economically difficult and 

politically unreliable;" 70 · 

66. John Foster, "British Imperiali sm and the Labour Aristocracy", in 
Jeffrey Skelley, ed. , The General Strike 1926 (London 1976) 17. 

67. ibid. , 19. - . 
68. ibid. , 19. 

69. ~., 19. 

70. ~., 20. 
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Put briefly, the ans'ier was to add a set of bribes that by
passed t::e rr.c:.r},et ar: .:l. went ciirect frem the state or employers 
to (or. through) trade union leaders and politicians . These 
were thus able to reach all organised workers, including 
those in un~~lled ur~ons... --

Bourgeois control was thus reinforced in the closing decades of the century 

but now, according to Foster, effected organisationally through the trade 

union and labour leadership to embrace the whole of the organised working 

class. "The bribe" handed out to the aristocracy of l abour was now to 

be distributed through a new breed of reformist politicians, thro\~h the 

institutions of the ":;Jelfare state" and through Fabian-type muniCipalization 

and social imperialism ~ "the direct expression of the labour aristocracy 

71 at this stage in its development." 

the labour aristocracy as follOv/s: 72 

Foster summarises the shift in 

The labour aristocracy, as a means of control, was quite 
different fro~ what it had been fifty years before. Always 
associated with trade union organisation, and to this extent 
incorporating the gains of previous stuggle, it had been 
cor-pelled to ~ove forward from simply manipulating the 
sectional bargaining po\ier of the unionized elite to mani
pulating trade union organisation itself : from selective 
bribing t througl' the marke t' to blan.\(e t control through 
bureaucracy 

Bourgeois social control r emained in working order through the organi sations 

of the aristocracy of l abour, and only after the First World War did the 

f abric of control begin to give way . 

71 .. ~., 21. 

72. ~., 24. \ . 
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Nicos Poulanzas has sought to enhance l,;arx's theory of bourgeois 

developcent by introducing the notions of "dislocation" and "uneven 

development" in historical analysis and, by reference to the specific 

tra jectory of the British social structure, he suggests that the nature 

of the working class movement may be better comprehended. 73 Poulanzas 

argues tha t the genesis of the capitalist mode of production, and hence 

bourgeois r a tionalization, may be traced back to the capitalization of 

ground rents by a fraction of the l anded nobility in the seventeenth 

century. Economically, tr~s permitted the open and almoet co~pletely 

su.ccessful domination of the capitalist mode of production In the social 

formation, particularly in t he countryside, if on the political plane 

l eadership of the process had been assumed by "a fraction of the land-

owning bourgeoisie which was already on the way to establishing its 

74 independence from the feudal nobility ." 

There may be detecte d here an instance of "dislocation". The 

economic domination of the bourgeoi sie as a "/hole proceeded under the 

aegis of the political rule of a fr action of t he l anded nobility, itself 

t he nucleus of the indus t rial bourgeoisie. In 1832 the "commercial and 

ground-rent owning bourgeoisie obtained the hegemony of the power bloc;" 

hO\l1ever, 75 

73. 

74. 

75. 

••• the cnse ble of t he process meant tha t the bourgeoisie 
fir st gai ned an aFpea~~ce on t he political scene by 
obtaining power tr.rough t he intermediary of the nobility , 
who r epresented t he o~roers of ground-rent and the commercial 
bourgeoisie. Later on ••• i t Has r epresented by t he ~'/lri.gs , 
t he owners of ground-rent who acted as t he bourgeoisie ' s 
intermediary 

Ni cos ?oulanz,as , Folitical Power ana Social Cl asses (London 1976), 
particular~y 168-73, 183-4. 

ibid., 169. 

i bid., 171. 
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.t.. di.sloc8.tion is thus a?parent between the "feudal!! forms of the state 

and the economic and juridical systems \o/hich enshrined capitalist property 

relatic!ls. The bourgeois revolution is expressed in " ••• the domi nation 

of economic pO'~/er over political pov/er • • • The result of all thi s is that 

the success of t he revolution in Britain is characteristically masked 

and appears to have miscarried on the political plane . " 76 

The particular features of the bourgeois revoluti on in Britain, 

argues Poul a nzas , Imd serious ideological repercussions on the working 

class movement , for: liThe 'IolOr1 ing class can so r arely escape having to 

live according to the mode i mposed by the dominant ideology • • • " 77 Th\~ 

danger lies in its effect s upon v/Orking class politics, the " ••• ~o.n§er~ 

of specific defor~~ lying in wait for r evolutionary theory ; as a 

number of temptations , as it Here , to the working class to imitate the 

. 78 
revoluti ons of its national bourgeois cla3s. " Accordingly, the 

defining fe a tures of the Bri tish working class movement are corporatist , 

the clearest expression of which is trade unionism ; priority is thus 

accorded to the economic level at the expense of the poli tical struggle 

ai~e d at seizing state power. 

Perry A.nderson 's seminal article "Origins of the Present Crisisll 

initiated an ambitious attempt from within certain neo-Marxist quarters 

to map out a "totalizing" and structural analysis of British society and 

cul ture, vlhi ch , ... ould itself provide the lalL.'1ching point for contemporary 

zocialist t eory and tactics . 79 In a m.ullber of follo\>/ up studies , both 

76. 

77 . 

78. 

ibid. , 

~id ., 

ibid. , 

173 · 

183. 

183. 

79 . Perry Anderson. "Origins of the Present Crisis", Ne\1 Left Review, 
23 (1964) 26-53 . 
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M:derson a..l1d To:n Nairn have elaborated upon the basic rilociel presented in 

tha t article , on aspect of which has been to si tuate the socialist tradition 

within this over-all Earxist sChema . 80 

Briti sh capitalis t hegemony has proved, according to Anderson, 

" ••• the mos t pmver f ul , the mos t durable and t he most cont inuous anY'lihere 

81 
in the \/or l d" t and three overv/helr:d.ng features of British history 

are held to explain t his fact. First, the bourgeois revolution in the 

seventeenth century was "impure", having bee n fo ught essentially \.n. thin , 

r ather than bet ween , cl a sses . Typically bourge ois r ationali zation was 

but " a bourgeois r evolution only by proxy" , l ed by the l anded aristocracy 

underpinned by mercantile capital. This dynamic agrarian capitalism 

revolutionised society but "left almos t the entire social structure in 

t act"; capitalism was thus initiated and carried through by the "feudal" 

classes \"i thout need of a mili t ant bourgeois i de ology . 82 Se condly, 

t he nascent industri al bourge oisie vias early on predisposed to accept t he 

rule of a fundamentally capitalist aristocracy, and, "The most important 

single key t o modern English history lies in this f act." 83 Reconciled 

to a "feudal " state and threatened f rom within by working class organisa tion 

80 . Tom Ni'd.rn , "The Eritish Political Elite" , New Left Review , 23 (1964) 
19-25 ; "The 3ngli sh 'darting Cl ass" , NeVI Left RevieH , 24 (1964) 43-
57 and repr inted in Robin Blackburn, ed. , Ideology in S9cial Science 
(London 1972) 187-206; "The !ia ture of the labour Par ty iI , iIew Left 
Revie\!/ , 27 (196/+) 38-65 , and 28 (1964) 33-62; Perry Anderson , "The 
Left i n t he Fifties", New Left Review , 29 (1965) 3-18 ; Tom Nairn , 
"Labuur I mperiali s;n l1 , Ne\>/ Left l·:evieVl , 32 (1965) 3-15 ; Perry 
Ande rson , "Soci alis.r:1 and rseudo-Bmpricism" , i e\ll Le ft Review , 35 
(1966) 2-42; IICo:tlr;onents of the National Culture" , Ne\'l Left Review , 
50 (1963 ) 3-57; To:n Nairn, "The Fateful r·~e ridian" , he'" Left Review , 
60 (1970) 3-35. --

81. "Ori gins of t he Present Crisis", 28 •. 

82. i bid ., 29-30 J 

83. ~., 31. 
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and the subversive ideals of the French Revolution, the bourgeoisie gained 

partial victories in 1832 and 1846 before there occurred "a deliberate, 

systematised ~,.-ymbio~is of the two classes"; " ••• mesmerised by the prestige 

and authority of the landed class", the bourgeoisie succumbed to its 

hegemonic vision. Finally, the imperialist era of late century provided 

the crucial astringent, welding the bourgeoisie and aristocracy together 

into a single social bloc. Imperi alir:>lIl " ••• gave its cr.a,r acteristic 2,tyl':., 

to a whole society ••• its typical mode ~ leaderspip ••• lts explicit ideolos ical 

expressions ••• in this period merely serve to suggest hovi deeply acclimatised 

English culture became to the a'llbiance of Empire ." 84 

The roots of English culture and ideology - 'an "immensely elastic 

and all-embracing" bourgeois hegemony - whose very parameters delimit 

and define the nature of class consciousness in that society, lie in this 

specific historical context. The social relations of British society 

are characterised by a seemingly feudalbierarchy of orders and ranks, 

deference and tradition , and a profound and seductive mythology of "natural 

subordination" of which Burke was the clearest exponent . The ideoloh'Y 

of bourgeois hegemony is both deeply mystifying and antithetical to 

socialist theory. Nairn speaks of, 85 

English separateness and provincialism; English backwardness 
and traditionalism; Engli sh reli giosity and moralistic 
vapouring ; paltry Engli sh lIempi ricism" , or instinc t i ve di strust 
of reason - all these fe a tures which ••• may appear as 'defects' 
or ' distortions ' of bourge oi s development in Engl and , were in 
reality hamme r ed together into a speci fic form of bOl~geoie 
hegemony during the infancy of the wor king class. 

84. ibid., 34-5. 

85. "The English ' \'iorking Class", in Ideology in Social Science.!, 193. 

----- - -------
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And Anderson has similarly written of bourgeois culture, 86 

The two great chemical elements of the blanketing English 
fog are 'traditionalism' and '~mpiricism'; in it? visibility
of any social or lustorical reality - is always zero. 

Bourgeois hegemony thus subjugates working class consciousness and 

limits it to corporate expression. ~loreover, the bourgeoisie itself t 

acquiescing in the tutelage of a r ationalizing l anded aristocracy, did 

not, and indeed could not, produce its own articulated ideology. There 
i 

was absent in Britain a militant bourgeois "Jacobin" ideology, and in 

consequence the bourgeoisie's "practical struggles were necessarily 

conducted in terms of a pre-Enlightenment philosophy, a religious world-

view unequal to what was at stake ••• ita own limited, parochial Enlightcnment 

in the shape of political economy and Utilitariav~sm ••• English feudalism 

87 and would-be absolutism v/ere swept away without the fire of J acobinism. 1I 

The impact of this ideological deformation on the working class \-/as profound, 

for : "Givcn the time and circumstances of its birth, this class \ias 

fated to repeat , in certain respects, the historical development of the 

English bourgeoisie i-tself." 88 In short , the bourgeoisie bequeathed 

no coherent, revolutionary world-view to the wor king class, but a paroc~da1 

and pre-Enlightenment tradition. "In England, a supine bourgeoisie 

produced a subordinate proletariat" , observes Anderson: "It handed on 

no impulse of liberation, no revolutionary values, no universal language. 

Instead, it transmitted the deadly germs of Utilitarianism ••• " 89 

86. "Origi ns of the Present Crisis", 40. 

87. Nairn, "The English Working Class" , 189-90. 

88. ~., 188. 

89. "Origins of the Present Crisis", 43. 

------
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The specific development of the working class meant t hat it was by-

passed by socialist theory . In one sense it was premature , its early 

struggles pre-dating socialist theory proper. Savagely repressed, the 

workers had no option but to turn inwards upon themselves, producing a 

dense working class sub-culture of but limited corporate vision. The 

defeat of Chartism occasioned t hirty years of working class passivity, a 

" ••• profound caesura in English working class history supervened," during 

which time this social and cultural apartheid was reinforced. 90 In 

another sense the \o{orking class was too late to be touched by socialism: 

"It was not until the 1880s that the working class really began to recover 

from the tra~atic defeat of the 1840s. By then the world had moved on. 

In consciousness and combativity, the English working class had been 

overtaken ••• ~'arxism had missed it." 91 A further peculiru'i ty of English 

his tory compounded this failure: the absence of an autonomous intelligensia, 

both willing and able to forge ties \'lith the working class, and impart to 

it a sense of theoretical perspective . 92 

In this determinate historical pattern may .be located the narrow 

reformism and non-revolutionary aspirations of British socialism - the 

"labourist" tradition. "Some thing of the mindless complacency of British 

bourgeois society was in this way transmitted to British socialism ••• 

Its empirical, undoctrinaire origins, the thoroughly indigenous nature 

of all its roots, signify a particularly intimate bond with the society 

tha t gave birth to it." 93 For Nairn, British l abourism reflects its 

90. ibid., 33. 

91. ibid., 36. 

92. See for instance Anderson, "Components of the National Culture", 
reprinted i\1 Alexandre Cockburn and R. Bl ackburn, eds. , Student 
Power (Har mondsworth 1969 ) 255-29. 

93. IJairn , "Nature of the Labour Party", 39. 
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its trade union origins, corporate in vision and l abour aristocratic in 

composi tion. Fabian socialisiTl, the intellectual core of the \'Iorking 

class ~ovement, ~as but " ••• derived Utilitarianism and the timid and 

dreary species of bourgeois r a tionalism embraced by t he British industrial 

middle class during the industrial revolution. 94 The essentially 

evolutionary and Parliamentary beliefs of the working class movement mirror, 

t herefore , the dominant strains of bourgeois ideology, 95 

The overpowering conserva tism of British society , deeply 
err:bedded i n t he working class itself a nd nm>/ aggravated by 
i wperialistJ ; the failure of t he intellectuals t o attack 
this conservatis~ and provide the basis of a genuine ' British 
socialism'; the slow evolution of all socialist ideas and 
t he corresponding moverr.ent, in isolation from t he movements 
in other European countries , leading t o the dominrulce of the 
unions and t heir prudent economic philosophy - all the se 
tr~ngs brought about t he 'second best ' solution of labourism • 

. 3.3: Sociological Theory and ':iorking Class Belief 

The notion t hat society rr.ay be he ld to comprise a range of class 

differentiated normative systems is fundamental to much sociological 

. . 96 :l.nqtury. A varie ty of r ecent sociological theories which bear - albeit 

tangentially in certain instances upon the question of British socialism 

here under consideration share this assumption. To this extent it is 

possible to detect the influence of the t,1arxist approach, but on the whole 

they arrive at a more sophisticated conceptuali sation of "working class 

consciousness". The theories are premised around the notions of an 

"integrated", "incorporated" or " subordinated" \lIorking class in British 

society. 

94. ~., 44. 

95. ~., 48. j 

964 See for instance , Herbert E. Hyman , "The Value Systems of the 
Different Classes" , in R. Bendix and Seymour Hartin Lipsett, eds. , 
Class, Status and Pm'fer (Glencoe 1953) L.88-99. 
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David Martin and Colin Crouch have recently si tuated a brief account 

of socialism and working class incorporation wi thin a Hider analysis of 

the British class structure. 97 Four f actors are held to account for 

"the relatively unpeturbed co-exis tence of a stable social hierarchy and 

a capacity for flexibility and reform" \.,.ithin the class structure: "the 

British tradition of institutionalised compromise"; an early and less 

ideologically total revolution; the gradual process of industrialisation ; 

and the social assimilation of the industrial to the landed classes. 98 

In consequence of these f actors , "changes were forthcoming from the Establish-

ment itself: the rivals of soci alism put forward attractive alterrw.tives 

or eventually acquiesced in many of its achievements." 99 Martin and 

Couch's analysis of the . class structure thus points to lithe combined 

conservatism and flexibility of Bri tish society." 100 The working class 

movement in Britain has operated within this profoundly conservative 

. context, much of which has rubbed off upon it. The t\,/in pillars of 

British \'iorking cl0.SS conservatism, they suggest, are to be located in 

the existence of a flexible elite in society, "usually ready in the long 

run to concede wha tever is ne cessary to its continued existence ••• "; and 

an integrated vlOrking class , acquiescing in the overall operation of the 

political system, inherently deferential and \iith but little awareness of 

its own rela tive deprivation. The nature of British socialism is thus 

101 
intimately affined to the social structure and its cent ral val~e system, 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101~ 

----------

David Hartin and Colin Crouch, "Engl and", in l'jar gar et S. Archer 
and Salvador Giner , eds ., Contempor ary EurOpe: Class , Sta tus and 
Power (London 1971) 241-78. 

ibid. , 242-44. 

ib~~. , 243. 

ibid. , 268. 

~bid. , 271-72. 
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It is quite wrong to suggest that ~nglish socialism derives 
from a betra:ral of :r;roletarian revolution by its leadership : 
tha t leadership is the direct expression of a cultural 
tradition compounded of liberali~ , religious dissent , and a 
pragmatic temper that rejects all total ideologies and 
utopian changes for whatever localized gains are to be had. 

Anthony Giddens' work upon The Class structure of the Advanced 

Societies has also sought to relate the nature of the British l abour move

ment to the specific character of class development. 102 For Giddens, 

the fundamental question in the development of advanced capitalism is 

why class stru~gle has remained at the economic level of trade \mion 

activity, rather than aspiring to the political dimension of control over 

the economy. His answer is that the struggles of the nineteenth century 

labour moveme nt to secure full incorporation within the national polity 

had the effect of stabilising and completing the institution mediation 

of power in the capitalist order. 103 As a direct consequence, 

Social Democracy ••• is the normal form t aken by the systematic 
poli tical inclusion of the working class \011 thin capitalist socie ty. 
'fhat has to be specifically accounted for is not the 'reformist' 
tendency of the political arm of the l abour movement once it has 
been accepted within the liberal democratic ·order ••• but those 
cases ••• where a r evolutionary orientation has in fact become 
strongly marked. 

Class conflict of a sharper kind is argued by Giddens to characterise 

the early, r ather than the mature, levels of capitalist development; in 

the later stages, the continuation of economism as the active expression 

of class str uggle is the result of rises in real wages , coupled \outh 

a'tti tudes to work and society which lestrict the possibility of demands for 

ki I t 1 tl f d t
o 104 

\~C'r ng c ass con r.o over Ie process 0 pro uc ~on. 

102. Giddens, Class Structure of the Advanced Societies, ch. 11, 
!:.!. passim •• 

103. ibid., 285 (emphases omitted). 

104. ~., 291-92. 
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The "integration" or "incorporation" argument has, ho\iever, been 

taken one step further in recent contributions by Nigel Young and Y~chael 

Mann. Both writers have suggested that t.he process of incorporation 

may be less than complete, and there exists the possibility that clements 

of viable working class opposition and antagonistic values may survive, 

even within the confines of the liberal capitalist order. Young argues 

that the "incorporation of the English working class into the polity and 

insti tutional framework of the nation state" was achieved through "specific 

institutional nexi, in which ideological enlis tment, material inducement, 

social co-optation and political accorr.oodation could be maxi mised." 105 

During the early part of the last century, however, a strong sense of 

separate identity and working class consciousness developed as a "nascent 

counter-culture." In working class culture may be detected a continuous 

strand of popular egalitarian-collectivism, in part a traditional pre-

. industrial communali sm and, Ilin part articula ted in opposition to the 

other major normative deviation from paternalist-traditionalism - bourgeois 

individualism, utilitarianism, and political economy." 106 Working class 

collectivism found expression in a largely defensive ins titutional sub-

culture, which insulated and protected a scale of oppositional values. 

As the century progressed, this working class consciousne ss became more 

powerful and increasingly well organised and there existed at least the 

potential of militant class politics. To some extent, "hegemonic" 

consciousness and aspirations arose amongst the workers but, lacking 

intellectual articulation, " ••• it is concluded that the herme tic culture , 

105. Nigel Young, "Prometheans or Troglodytes?: The Engli sh Working 
Class and t he Dialectics of Incol'porption", Berkeley Journal of 
Sociology, XII (1967) 2. 

106. ~.t 3. 
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whilst preserving class ide~tity, has by way of introverting consciousness, 

kept the class and its ideals subordinate." 107 

Young suggests tha t trade unionism was one expression of these 

working class oppositional values, but: "Having been defined as deviant 

these institutions were at first repressed, then accommodated and finally 

incorporated into the structure of t he nation state." 108 In this process, 

the important factors were not the s econdary sources of social subordination, 

such as religion or imperialism, but lithe crucial nexus of civic and 

national incorporation" is identified as lithe Labour Party in Parliament." 

The Labour Party, 109 

••• drew union leadership into t he Parliamentary arena and 
was influential in furthering t he bureaucratisation of the 
unions ••• Pe~liament , in other words, imposed its Ovffi con
ditions. It ritualised political deference and civility 
in a traditional ins titution ; it realised a formal corporate 
assi~~lation of l abour; it then proceeded to co-opt the 
leadership and began to accelerate the individuation of the 
rank and file. 

In brief, the Labour Party "did not in any sense reflect the collective 

culture which it purported to represent" and thus· fissured the collectivist 

expression of working class culture; " ••• it directly undermined the 

he gemonic logic of unioni sms' corporate instituti onal development. 

na tional industrial crises came , as they did , the emollient and obfuscating 

110 qualities of the l abour move::Jent's nen with purliament proved decisive." 

107. ~., 3· 

108. ~., 3. 

109. ibid. , 25. 

110. ibid. , 26. 
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Like Young, Hichael Hann has pointed to a duality of allegiance 

amongst t he working class in the liberal democratic state. 111 Their 

consciousness, he suggests, is historically incorporated but not repressed; 

rather, the workers pragmatically acquiesce in tp~ dominant values of 

society.· "Most working class people do not 'accept' (in whatever sense) 

their lot", but nor do they have consistent deviant ideologies, for: 

"The most cormnOll fo:om of manipulative socialisation by the liberal democratic 

state does not seek to change values, but rather to perpetuate values that 

do not aid the working class to interpret the reality it actually 

experiences ••• " 112 J.:ann credits the f act of "pragmatic acceptance" 

on the part of the working class to the "historical incorporation" of 

that class, although he does not deal in any detail with this process. 

Hore recently, Harm has conceptualised the pragmatic subordination 

of the working class in terms of four escalating levels of class consciousness : 

identity - opposition - totality - conception of alternative society. 113 

Here Hann is conceptually better able to provide a description of the 

failure of the workers to break out of the vicious circle of subordination, 

and he places greater emFhasis upon economis tic trade unionism in the 

114 process: 

••• a realistic appraisal of alternative structures is lacking 
even among t he cost class conscious \Yorkers in the most 
explosive situations . Whatever t he objective possibility 
tha t they might be the bearers of a new principle of social 

------~-----------------------------------------------------------------

111. Hichael Nann , liThe Social Cohesion of Liberal Democracy", American 
Sociological Revie\", XXXV (1970) 1+23-39. 

112. Hann I ibi~., 437. 

113. Nichael ~~aI1f1 ' Consciousness and .~cti on Am ong t he \·!estern \'lorki!J:g 
Class (London 1973) 13, e t . nassi r.l; f or a sLli lar argument , s~ e 
Giddens, Class structure of h .e ;"dvanced Societie s , 112 .. 13. 

114. ibid ., 69. 
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structure - collectivism - they t hemselves either do not 
perceive t his or cio not ~-cnOi! i:ow t o tranGl3.tc it into action. 
The explosion of consc iousness is trapped in a vi cious circle 
(from i <ientity to opponent to totali t y and then back again to 
identity) and so does not make a revolution. 

In all this, however, the 'arr.bivalence of working class consciousness 

remains acute and its importance has been elsewhere reinforced by Nann 

in a recent study of ideology in t he non-skilled \vorking class. 115 

Suffice it to say here t hat the thesis to the effect that the political 

stability of liberal democracy is not underpinned by normative consensus, 

as was once thought, but r ather that it rests upon the pragmatic acceptance 

of by t he workers of existing social arr angements, is one that has also 

been supported by a number of scholars concerned \"i th the character of 

116 post-war Briti sh class structure. It may be concluded that the 

characterisation of working class consciousness in these accounts is 

similar to that of Marxist theory, although they build in a greater 

appreciation of the complexities of working class belief by pointing to 

it ambiguous, or "pragmatic", content. 

115. R. }~ . Bl ackburn and l·:i chae l Hann , "Ideology in the Non-Skilled \'!orking 
Class" , in Hartin Bulmer, ed., vlorking-Class I mages of Societl 
(London 1975) 131-60. 

116. J. H. 'v/estergaard , "The Rediscovery of the Cash Nexus" , in Ralph 
Miliband and John Saville, eds. , The Socialist Regi ster 1970 (London 
1970) 111-38 points to the f act t hat i ndications of v/ork.i.ng- class 
prag~ati c acquiescence are to be found in s tudies by W. G. unciman, 
Relat :i.ve Deprivc..tion and .social Justice (London 1967); Robert 
1·:cKen zie and A. Silver , Ant; Is in l'~ arble (London 1968); and John 
Goldthorpe , D. Loeb/ood, J . ilatt and F. Bechhofer, The Affluent 
Vlorker , i, ii, and iii (Cambr:i.dge 1968 and 1969). See further on 
t his ques tion, C. ,t . Chamberlain and H. F. Hoor house , "Lowel.' Class 
At titudes to Property : Aspects of the Counter Culture", Soci<2,logy , 
VIII (1974) 387-405; "Lov/er Class A tti tudes TO-wards t he British 
Political System", Sociology , VIII (1 974) 503-25. 
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A second line of sociological inquiry has been opened up by Frank 

Parkin around the theme of "subordination" . In 1967 Parkin advanced a 

theory of "two cultures" of politicc>.l loyalty to account for the phenomenon 

of working class conservati&:l. 117 Reasoning that social:i.st beliefs 

were antithetical to the dominant value system of capitalist society which 

would, under normal circumstances, suggest Conservative allegiance, 

Labour voting becomes a form of political deviance. Socialist values 

will thus only be found, according to Parkin, "predominantly where 

individuals are involved in normative SUb-systems which serve as 'barriers' 

to the dominant values of t he society." 118 The structural bases of 

these sub-cultures are the traditional worldng class community and the 

industrial workplace, in particular the large factory. 

Recently, Parkin has elaborated upon this argument by outlining 

three modal types of consoiousness or value-systems in society. 119 

There exists, firstly, the dominant value-system, the social source of 

\Yhich is t he maj or institutional order : "This is a moral framework which 

promotes the endorsement of existing inequality; . among the subordinate 

class this l eads to a definition of -the reward structure in either 

deferential or asuirat ional terms." 120 . Secondly, there is the subordinate 

value-system, generated in the local \Yorking class community and which 

117. Frank Parkin, "Working Class Conservatism: A Theory of Political 
Deviance", British Journal of Sociologi:' XVIII (1967 ) 278-90. 

118. "Working Class Conservatism", 282; for a critique of Parkin's 
thesi s of political deviance of some releva~ce here , see Chris 
Chamberlain, liThe Gro~/th of Support for the Labour Party in Britain", 
British Journal of Sociology , XXIII (1973) 474-89. 

119. Frar~ Parkin, Class Inequality and Political Order (London 1972) 
79-102, et. passim . 

120. ~., 81 : 
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fosters a parochial communal solidarity, a sub-class consciousness: 

"This is a moral framework which promotes accommodative responses to the 

facts of inequality and low status." 121 But here there is no whole 

' 122 
sale absorbtion of the d~linant order, but rather, 

••• the subordinate value-system represents what could be called 
a 'negotiated version' of the dominant value sys tem. That is 
to say , do~~t values are not se ~uch rejected or opposed as 
modified by the subordina te class as a result of t heir social 
circumstances and restricted opportunities. 

The resulting value-system is characterised by a high degree of 

"normative ambivalence" . Finally, there may be identified the radical 

or oppositional value-system based essentially upon the mass working class 

party, and here Parkin is insistent; without the mass political party, 

"there can be ~ major sources of political information or knowledge whicb 

would enable the subordinate class to make sense of their situation in 

real terms." 123 

Empirical variations in working class consciousness are seen by 

Parkin as dependant upon access to these meaning , systems, or the extent 

to which each normative system "feeds into" the workins class. The ma jor 

expression of the subordinate value-system is "instrwnenta1 collectivism", 

or trade unionism ; but it i s potentially, at least, open to influence 

by the radical values carried by the mass working class party. Parkin 

accounts for the failure of militant oppositional values to gain ground 

among the British working cla ss by reference to the progressive de-

124 
r adicalisation of the \'1orking class party in this country. But he 

121. 

122. 

123. 

ibid. , 

~. , 

ibid . , 

810 

92. 

9&. 

124. ibid. , 103-36. ' Subs t antiating evidence for t he role ,of pol itical 
values and political parties in shapi ng working class percepti ons 
is presented by Ri chard Sease, "Conceptions of Class Structure and 
Political I deology", i n Frank Parkin , ed., The Soci al Anal ysis of 
Class s t r ucture (London 1974) 1~'9-77. 
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stresses as well the traditional methods of incorporation, and the 

specific set of constraints wpich keep the working class subordinate 

and restrict the gro't,th of a radical value-system. 

It might be useful here to assess the contribution of sociological 

theories to the understanding of British socialism and working class 

belief. As in the };arxist approach, the failure of the ."orking class 

to attain a revolutionary or hegemonic vision forms the central problematic, 

and this is accounted for by reference to the ideological and institutional 

"incorporation" or "subordination" of the workers . However, these 

arguments are expansive enough to embrace the existence of working class 

oppositional values, be they "pragmatic II or "negotiatedll versions of the 

dominant moral order. This is an advance upon the Harrist position, 

according to which working class belief is subsumed beneath the dictates 

of bourgeois categories, and it points to the complex interaction and 

genesis of belief in society. 

3. Lt: Citizenship , Civility and Deference: The Ar gument from Poli t ical 

Culture 

Rather in contrast, \ole may notice finally a group of theories which 

seek to explain political behaviour in this country and, by extension, 

working class and sociali st beliefs, upon the as surr.pt ion that the central 

value s underlying the ma jor i nsti tuional order are held in common by all 

s ocial classes. The citizenship t heory points to the role of social 

rights in society and t heir gr adual univer sal extension; and the theories 

of civic culture and deference are premised upon an analysis of a con

sensual and harmonious poli tical cultur e, .from 't/m eh flows specific forms 

of political thopght and action. 

----. 
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The h/o main proponents of the citizenship perspective, T. H. Har shall 

and Reinhard Bendix, differ somev/hat in their emphases, although both 

aim to account for the gradual absorbtion of the working class into a 

societal normative unity or citizenship, over against the conflicting 

tendencies inherent in sub-cultural formations. Marshall begins from 

what he takes to be the fact of the increasing equalisation in the social 

sta tus of incumbents of different social class positions, arguing that 

the one \',ill tend to off-set the inequalities of the other; and thus, 
I 

" ••• the ine quality of the social class system may be accepted provided 

the equality of citizenship is recognised. II 125 Three types of Citizenship 

rights are identified - civil, political and social rights - respectively 

safeguarded by the courts and juridicial authority, local and national 

representative bodies, and the social services and educational apparatus . 

According to Harshall, civil rights developed in the eighteenth century 

and had been mostly secured by 1832. political rights emerged haltingly 

throughout the nineteenth century, until ftul manhood suffrage was granted 

in 1918. Though the~r foundations were laid during the course of the 

last century, the period of social rights correctly belongs to the present 

century. 

Bendix adopts Marshall's typology of Citizenship rights, and endorses 

the emphasis upon the emergence of comprehe nsive equality and universality 

of status , although he links it r ather more closely to the emergence of 

the modern nation state, particularly the development of the franchi se in 

Britain. 126 Bendix interprets wor king class unrest in the nineteenth 

125. T. H. Harshall, ~itizenship and Social Class, and other ESsays 
(Cambridge 1950 ) 8. 

126. Rei nhard Bendix, "Transfor mations of Vlestern Europeun Societies . 
since t he Ei ghteenth Century" in idem ., !ration-Building and Ci t izenshi;e,: 
Studie s in Cur Changing Social Order (New York 1 96L~ ) 55-104. 
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century as being mainly concerned with furthering entry into the frame-

work of the polity, "at establishing the citizenship of t he workers ••• 

their rightful place in the political community of the leading nation of 

the \o/orld." 127 

. . al 128 

Reacting partly to the spread of popular egalitarian 

J.ae s, 

••• Znglish society proved itself capable of accom~odating 
t he lO'der class ~ ~ ecual participant in the national 
political communi ty , t hough even in England t his development 
involved a prolonged struggle and the full implications of 
equalitY ias we understand them today evolved only gradually. 

Both Bendix and r-farshall are thus clear as to the integration of 

the \'Iorking class, by means of the progressive extention of citizenship 

rights, into a suffusing national community. The realities of social 

class inequality are thus relegated to second place: "status differences 

can receive the stamp of legitimacy provided that they do not cut too 

deep, but occur within a population united in a single civilization ••• 

The unified civilization which make s s ocial inequalities acceptable, 

threatens to make them economically functionless.~t 129 This perspective 

therefore questions the existence of class politics and class consciousness 

ill a society in 't/hich citizenship is the norm; to this extent, the class 

" basis of militant socialist beliefs and politics must give way to the 

embrace of the unitary political community • The evolutionary and gradualist 

. 127. !E.id. ,67. 

128. ~., 71 (emphasis added) 

129. 11arshall, Citizenship and Social Class , 76-7. 

-----
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Parliamentary overtones of t he British working class movement may be 

held to flow from t his fact. 130 

Recently, political scientists have come forward with the theories ' 

of "civic culture" and "deference" to account for political behaviour in 

this country. Both are closely related to the concept of "political 

cul ture", and it \·/ill be useful to begin here. According to one 

definition, " ••• theprinciple components of the political culture are 
I 

values, beliefs and emotional attitudes." 131 Clearly, therefore, the 

notion of a political culture is a normative device by reference to which 

political orientations and behaviour may be rendered explicable. Thus, 

Beer and Ulam content that each component of t he political culture comprises 

conceptions of authority, and conceptions of purpose or ends, both of 

\ ... hich are \>Iidely diffused and shared throughout society. 

It is often suggested that British society is a particularly clear 

case of a consensual and harmonious political culture. Richard Rose has 

observed tha t 1I ••• except for the Irish controversy , England has escaped . 
political conflict concerning basic values, beliefs and emotio!ls ••• this 

enduring consensus is one of the most distinctive feature s of politics 

in England." 132 In like fashion, Eckstein has noted: "Only in Britain 

130. Cf. David Lockwood's comments on the effects of citizenship on the 
na ture of cl ass conflict: " ••• the limitations which it imposes 
upon 'the naked economic power' of the marketplace; the civic 
incorporation of t he wor ker ; and the institutional separation of 
industrial from political conflict ." "The Radical Worker : A 
Postscript", in Bulmer , ed., ~king Cl:.ns6 Images of SocietJ: , 260. 

131. s. H. Beer and Adam B. Ulam, eds ., Patterns of Government : The 

132. 

l·~a jor Folitical Systems of Europe (NevI Yor 1965) 32. See further , 
Y. C. Kim , "The Concept of Fol iti cal Culture in Compar ative Politics " , 
Journal of Politic s , XXVI (1964) 313-35; Richard Rose , Politics i n 
Engl and ( ondon 1965) 28-57; L. vI. Pye, "Political Cu.lturo"', 
Inter ational Encyclo nedia of t he Social Sci ences (1968) xii, 218- 25; 
D. Kavanagh, Poli tical Culture London 972 . 

Richard Rose , "The Political Culture", in ~.t ed. , studies in 
Briti sh Politics (London 1969) 3. - - ---
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has there existed an enduring and genui.ne political consensus , that is, 

broad agreement on wha t is authorita tive in government ••• .,; t he political 

system has an " ••• inherent capacity for effective action." 133 There 

are, he suggests, two base s to this effectiveness. The conception of 

authority in British political culture " ••• attributes to leadership a 

f ar larger scope of legitimate independent action than that of any other 

134 democratic country", and this in turn is pr err:ised upon a s trong 

belief in order, hierarchy and deference, of \l/hich one expre ssi on is the 

stable two-party system. These f act ors are mutually reinforcing and are 

rooted in the gradual and decisive evolution of central government; in 

the social hierarcr..y and class structure which ensures that "difference 

in politics is paralleled, indeed perhaps even maintained, by deference 

in general social behaviour"; 135 and in the f act that many basic political 

i s sues are settled by cus tom and broad agreement. It follows tha t the 

British fI ••• are highly immune to ideologies - pragmatic in outlook - not 

only because t heir passions are channelled out of ordinary politics , but 

also because the political system confronts them,. comparatively speaking , . 
v/ith a narrow range of unresolved issues." 136 

Proponents of t he political culture thesis have felt able to account 

for the development of British socialism in t erms of t his remat'kably 

continuous, authoritative and consensu.al political system. The gradual 

modification and adapt a tion of political instituti ons in line ~uth social 

change and the enfranc hisement of t he working class meant , that by the 

133. Harry Eckst ein, "The British Political Sys tem", in Beer and Ulam, 
eds. , Patt erns of Government, 73-1+. 

131t. ibid. , 75. 

135. ibid. , 92: 

136. ibid. , 98. 
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Marxism was being propagated in England in the 1880s, " ••• the ,."orking 

class leadership had already begun to make some political he adway, and, 

most important, to believe that they could make headway. They positively 

supported the Parliamentary regime and sought to ma..l<e gains within it." 137 

The civility studies flo\", na turally from these ideas. 138 These 

seek to explain the conditions of democratic stability by positing the 

prevalence of certain societal values, i.e. internalized normative COll
I 

straints, which form part of the political culture and are acquired through 

a process of political socialisation, r ather than at the level of class 

culture and consciousness. Almond and Verba, for instance, attempt to 

answer the que s tion: "Is there a democratic political culture - a pattern 

of political attitudes that foster de~ocratic stability, tha t in some 

say 'fits' the democratic political system?" 139 Assuming a "democratic 

political system" to involve the open compe tition of political elites 

baDed upon popular electoral support, they stress the need for a balance 

betVleen political deference and popular participation, " ••• a judicious 

mixture of re spect for authority and sturdy independence", as basic to 

140 
an effective political system. 

Thus, Nordlinger has emphasised the elements of hierarchy, social 

status and deference present in British political culture, and the 

137. Rose, Politics in England , 33. 

138. See for example, G. Al mond and S. Verba , The Civic Culture: 
Foli tical ;..tti tUdes and Democracy in Five rations (Princeton 1963); 
Harry:E;cksteir.. , ":" Theory of St able Democracy" , in idem., Division 
and Cohesion in DeclOcracz (Prince ton 1966) j Eric A:-NOrdlinger, 
The ;,.iorkin" Class Tori es (London 1967 ). 

139. The Civic Culture, 473. 

140. Brian Barry , Sociologi s t s , i:":: conor.list s and Democracy (London 1970) 
48. 
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dualistic orientation of the electorate - they must be both allegiant 

141 and acquiescent on the one hand , vocal and active on the other. 

·l'ihat is required is t he requisite mix of acquiescent and directive 

attitudes on all sides of the main political cleavages. Similarly, 

142 Almond and Verba instance Britain as an exemplar of the "civic culture": 

The political culture of Great Britain also approximates the 
civic culture . The partici pant role is highly deve loped. 
Exposure to politic s , interest , involvement , and a sense of 
compe tence are rela tively high. 'I'here are norms supporting 
poli tical acti vi ty, as \'/ell as enotional involvement in 
elections and systems affect. And the attachment to the 
sys ter:J is a balanced one : t here is ge neral system pride as 
well as satisfaction with specific government performance. 

In Britain is to be found the essential balance of "subject competence", 

t hat is to say a widely shared belief in the legitimacy of government , 

and "citizenship competence", a belief in the right aTld even duty of the 

individual to try to exert influence. Almond and Verba argue in addition 

tha t there must be a balance in the civic culture between emotional and 

ins trumental attitudes towards political activity and between consensual 

and conflictual orientations; and there must be widely diffuse "social 

trus tfulness". 143 Nordlinger argues tha t these balances must be struck 

in the "dualistic political orientation" of the electorate. 144 

As to the genesis of t he civic culture, these studies rest almost 

entirely upon an assumed process of "political socialisation", by which 

t hose values and beliefs of t he political culture conducive to the 

maintenance of a democratic system are \~dely diffused and inculcated. 

Almond and Verba make reference to the transmission of t he civic culture 

141. i'lor king Class Tories, 13-45, 210-52. 

142. The Civic ~ulture, 455. 

143. i bid ., 487-92. 

144. jarking Class Tories , 218-24. 
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It ••• by a complex process that includes training in many social institutions _ 

f aniily, peer group, school, ",ork place, as well as the political system 

, t If II 145 F' I' P d 1 ' 1. se • 0 ... oWl.ng arsons an Shi s, Norcil1.nger spea'<s of the 

distribution of political orientations " ••• as internalized aspects of 

political objects and relationships which predispose an individual to 

act in a specified manner over a period of time." 146 Political thought 

a.."1d action in a stable den:ocracy is thus held to follow from the imbibition 

of specific normative values, themselves a part of the \ader political 

culture. 

The closely rela ted theory of "deference" also challenges class 

interpretations of political behaviour in that it sets out to investiea te 

the phenomenon of working class conservatis:n, v/hich is held to run co.ntrary 

to the grain of class interests. The electoral success of the Conservative 

Party since the advent of mass de~ocracy - of fifteen general elections 

since 1886 t in which a single party has v/on a safe majority, the 

Conservatives have triumphed twelve times - has b~en pre~t 6ed upon the 

continuing support of a l arge section of the manual working class. It 

is increasingly coming to be recognised that the simple identification of 

capi talist forms of production with the universalised hegemony of an 

147 instrumental and calcula tive morality, must be complemented by 

recognition of the power of continui ng modes of t r aditional authority 

and, in particular, paternalism, recently identified as "the processes of 

145. The Civic Culture , 498. 

146. vlorking Class TOl'ies, 46; the model followed here i s that 
elabora t ed by Talcott Parsons and ::::dlIJard Shils, eds ., Towards a 
General 'I'heor y of Action (I,jew York 1962 ), especially 53ff., and 
159ff . 

147. See for instance Reinhard Bendix , Work and Authority in Industry 
(New York 1963 ) ch. 2. 
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148 legi timisation by tracli tion of the hierarchical nature of English SOCiety." 

The idea that conservative political allegi ance might be motivated by 

wider social atti tude s of deference to a traditional ruling class must 

be seen as part and parcel of these processes. As a sociological concept, 

deference has been defined as simply any act of appreciation of another: 

"The granting of deference entails an attribution of superiority ••• an 

attribution of werit ••• an as sessment which attributes v/orthiness ••• which 

is quite distinct from an attribution of moral qualities." 149 But a 

number of studies have in recent years specified t he concept further to 

focus upon the social and ideological bases of voting behaviour, and locate 

the stable core of Conservative support among t he Vlorking class in the 

context of t he British class structure and its characteristic social 

attitudes. 150 

148. HO'ward Ne 't/by , "Fa ternalism and Capitalism", in Richard Sease, ed., 
Ir.dus t rial Society : Class , Cle~vage and Control (London 1977) 
6.J-4 . O!1 E is quest i on , see furt~e r , A. E. :Di r ch , SnaIl TO\'in 
poli tics (Oxford 1960 ); T. Lane and K. Roberts , Strike a t 
Pi l kir>..g ton ' s (L.ondon 1971); R. Har t i n and R. H. Fryer, Redundancy 
ano. ? i3. te r nali s t C",:::,i t ali s:n (London 1973); R . S. Eoore, Pi tmen. , 
Fr eacher s end. Folitic s (.':; ambridge 1974); Colin Bell and Howard 
Ne\"by , "Tne .3ourc es of Vari ation in Agricultural \oJorkers' I mages 
of Society" , Sociologi cal Review, .. XI (1973 ) 229-53 . 

'149. Edward Shils , "Deference", in J . A. J ackson , Social Stra tification 
(Cambridge 1968) 105. 

150. Parkin , " 'dorkine; Class Conservati sm", ~. ci~; Raphael Samuel, 
liThe De fe rence Voter", r:eVl Le f t :E<e viev/ , 1 (1960 ) 9-13; Seymour 
Hartin Lipsett , " ·;us t Tories Always Triumph", Sociali s t Cormnent ary , 
(Nov. 1960 ) 10-14; Ferry J:,nderson , "Problems of Sociali s t Str ategy" , 
in idex., and Robin Bl ackburn , eds ., TO\<Jards Soci alism (London 1965) 
263~ Runciman , P.elat i ve Deprivat ion and Soci al Justice , .9,E . ~; 
David Butler and Donal a. s t o: es , ol itical Chanoe in Britai n 
(Harmondsworth 1971) 136-48, 413- 14 - for t he concept of def er ence . 
For a critique of t he deference thesis, s,ee Ian Gilmour , The Body 
Politic (London 1971) 89-92 • 

. , 
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Perhaps the most eloquent of the deference studies are those of 

HcKenzie and Silver and Eric Nordlinger. Both t hese contributions to 

the debate distinguish two types of working clas s Conservative: the 

d f ... al d t' 1 L" C . t· 151 e eren~l an ne secu ar or pragma~lc onserva lve. Deferentials 

are mos tly characterised by t heir preference for ascribed , socially 

superior political leadersnip , whereas seculars are rr.otiva ted more by 

t he practical econo:Lic a...>'lci. \-lelfare policies of t he competing political 

parties. The bases of working class deference to the Conservative elite 

are complex, but clearly rooted in the socially superior background of 

t he Party's leadership and in its attempt to identify itself with the 

traditional values, institutions and symbols of the na tion as a whole. 

Deference implies , therefore, both preference for a socially ascribed 

elite as uniquely qualified to govern t he nation and , especially for 

NcKenzie and Silver , an affirmation of t he established social and political 

order. They demonstrate hovi the Conservative Pa.r ty' s propaganda has 

been assiduously directed at t he working class over the pust centt~y and 

has easily emphasised such an identification due t;o the basic similarity 

f t d f d · t . 1 groups. 152 o conserva ive values an t hose 0 t he omlnan soc:ta 

The prominence of elites in the party and the relatively successftu 

ins titutionalization of dominant values among the population at large 

has encouraged the Conservatives to fos ter this image , and the workers 

in turn to accept it. 

A second basi s of ... /orking class Conservative support has e.l\-luys 

existed. Thi s lies in the Farty's paternalistic claim to care for the 

wellbeing of li the ~oFle" (the tradition of Disraelian Toryism), and its 

151. McKenzie and Silver, .; ngels in r G..rb~, passim; Nordlinger, 
V!orking Clc.<s s 'I'ories , 'Oassim . - ...... _-

152. Angels in t·:arble, 18-73. 
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more general claim to a monopoly of governmental expertise. Both XCKenzie 

and Silver and Nordli nger detect a pragmatic working class attachment 

to the Conservative Party, which to some extent is independent of deferential 

153 . 
attitudes. Defere~tials appear to be relatively unconcerned with 

material advantages and view politics as a way of displaying and receivirig 

es teem in a hierarchial social order. Secular voters are more interested 

in the actual social o~ economic advantages to be had, but fail to see 

t his as linked unconditi onally to the Labour Party . F~ndness suggests 

tha t the distinguishing feature of secular or pragmatic voting is the 

absence of a solidaristic class consciousne ss rather t han commitment to 

deferential norms. 154 It is t hus possible for seculars to support either 

major political party, whilst deference would seem to tie the voter 

inextricably to the Conservatives. HcKenzie and Silver claim to detect 

less evidence of deferent ial attitudes amongst younger voters, and an 

. increase in the proportion of younger seculars voting Tory compared with 

151::: 
older secular voters. ~ 

As is the case with the civility studies, the proponents of this 

thesis explain the existence of deferential attitudes by referring to 

the hierarchical and authoritative na ture of the political culture, its 

traditionalistic social relations and t he process of political socialisation. 

Nordlinger argues that: "In order to analyse this problem , \>Ie can turn 

to the political socialisation process , specifi cally the re spondants' 

experiences with "paternal authority" during early adolescence ••• " 156 

153. ~., 16; \oJorking Class Tories , 64. 

154. Barry Hindness , The Decline of l, orking Clas s PoU tics (London 1970 ) 
21-2. 

155. Angels in Earb~ , 183-90. 

156. Working Class Tories, 98. 
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McKenzie and Silver located d.eferential attitudes in " ••• tha t long proces s 

in "Sl1,slish bistory '"hereby mc..'1Y partisan syClbols continually enter t he 

body of consensus beliefs, he l ping to re concile f actions \rith the national 

corr.muni ty", and tr.ey too stress the importance of early f amilial 

socialisation , 157 

It seelliS probable that the British political and social 
culture has acted dir ectly upon both t he Conservative elite 
and large p:rrts of the · ..... orking class , predisposing the one 
to prowulgate and the other to ac ce pt doctrines and policies 
\i:lich have cOl1 tinued t o nourish ... jorking class Conservatism . 

3. 5: Conclusion: £-.Eproaches to Socialisa ar.:d 'r/orkin;} Class 

Consciousness 

It would be use ful to conclude by recapitulating upon the main 

lines of the appr oaches to British socialism and working class consciousness 

explicated in t his cbapter. 

The theoreti cal foundation of the ~:arxist account of British socialism 

is to bc located in 1·:c.rx I s o\~n theory of ideolOGY and class consciousness. 

It is suggested here tha t the specific evolution of British capitalism 

and social structure by the later nineteenth century had produced a po~erful 

"hegemonic" ruling class, whose beliefs and ideology encapsula ted and 

constrained t hat society, and whose mor es .saturated the \-/hole social 

formation. Harxists have emphasised in particular those elements of the 

bourgeois ideology - traditionalislt, deference, Liberalism and evangeli-

CaJ.ism , empiricism, national chauvini s.m , cmd the like - which appear as 

mystifica torJ and. anti thetical to the development and reception of 

socialist theery proper. \vol'king cIa s cons ciousness \vas thus i tsel! 

subordinated to tte categories of bourgeots thought. Unabl e to transcend 

157 . Angels in :arble, 251-52. 

I 
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these, it was relegated to the level of "trade union", "corporate" or 

reformist class consciousness; as such, it fell far short of socialist 

consciousness. The structure of the workir~ class, in particular the 

er:e rgence of an aristocracy of labour, facilitated this process of 

ideological·containment. Harxists have argued that the social and 

economic location of the l abour aristocracy predisposed it to imbibe 

bo~geois ideology , which in turn becaree the defining fe ature of the 

working class movement . 
, 

The sociological theories we have examined take over the Marxist 

assumption of a class differentiated normative order in society, and 

attempt to account in various ways for the "integration" or "subordination" 

of workir~ class thought to the dominant societal value system. However, 

it is suggested that the working class might not succumb to the dominant 

order in its entirety , but rather their value system will be a "pragmatic" 

or "negotiated" version of the central moral order. Greater emphasis 

is thus accorded to the autonomy of native forms of working class expression. 

The citizenship theory, and the arguments from civic culture and 

deference , aSSOOle the existence of a common normative political culture 

within which t he British working class were progressively integrated during 

t he course of t he last century. It is held that the commitment of the 

l abour mover.:ent to reformi sm , graduali sm and its essentially parliamentary 

stance, as wel l as the abGence of class combativity and the presence of 

deferential t rai ts among large sections of the manual workforce, were 

contingent upon this. For it is sugge sted here that political thought 

and action floYI naturally from this normative culture; in consequence, 

stress is placed upon the complex process of political socialisation by 

which the consciousness and hence the political be!~viour of the working 

class is s~~ped : 



----

============= CHhFT:c;R FOUR =====.=== ====== 

'IO;','ARDS A TE30HETIC.t;L P~qSPECTIVE 

==================================~========== 

There is certainly a grea t deal in the theories outlined in the 

previous chapter upon which a sociological approach to Br i tish socialism 

and the analysis of working class consciousness might build. Equally, 

however , it is i mperative to i dentify clearly t he problems "/hich each 

contains. The fir s t part of the present chapter ~dll critically examine 

these i deas and doubts will be cast upon the adequacy of their treatment 

of social structure and belief. In particular, it will be necessary to 

offe r a detailed critique of Earx's theory of idology and class conscious-

ness. Following upon these comments, the latter part of the chapter will 

attempt to formulate a t;"eoretical frame\!lOrk, the heuri s tic precepts 

contained within which are concerned to cast into sharpe r relief the 

co~plexities of social consciousness and the processes of belief formation. 

4.1: Problems in !·:arxist The ory: I de ology and Class Consciousness 

The theory of i deology ruld class consciousness is fundamental to 

t he whole lI;arxi st analysis of British socialism. \ole may begin, therefore , 

by examining l·:arx ' s theory in some de tail, al t hough the di s cussion will 

fan out to t r ace t he handling of t hese t heme s \-lithin the Varxist tradition 

in general. In Harx 's thought, i deology and cla ss consciousne s s ultimately 

suggest a single argument, since i deology cannot but be a particular 

form of consciousness - "false 1l consciousne s s, "alienated" consciousness, 

or whatever; ambiguities and problems pertinent to either or both must , 

1 
therefore, be closely related. 

j 

1. Richard Lichtman , " t·:arx' s Theory of Ideology", Socialist Revolution, 
V (1975) 45. 
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In his · analyses of concrete historical events, such as The Eighteenth 

Bru:naire of Louis Bonaparte (1 852) or ':'he Class Stru€;gles in E'rance: 

1848-1850 (1 895), r,~ilI'X eC1ployed a very interesting theory of class and 

ideology which highlighted both the complexity of ideoloeical formations 

and t he partial independence of ideas from material forces. HO\>/ever , 

for theoretical or polemical purposes Earx was most of the time content 

to lump together as "bourgeois i deology " more or less dispara te icieas , 

and 'I'Jhen he spoke of ideology it was usually in the context of an assault 
I 

upon a political or t heoretical position which he considered itself 

ideological. 'i'hus it was that at various time s J.iarx derided as "bourgeois" 

the thought of Young Hegelian philosophers , orthodox political economy , 

Jeremy Bentham , Proudhon , as well as the social reforming zeal of " ••• 

humanitarians , i mprovers of the condition of t he working class, organisers 

of charity, members of societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals , 

te~perance fanatics ••• ~~~d~ ••• ho1e-and-corner reforffiers of every 

. , bl l ' d II 2 ~mag~na e un • These all represent , we are to assume, instances 

of "bvurgeois ideology". 

The tendency to reduce the balance of competing ideological forces 

in capi talist society at any one moment in a dichotomistic f ashion can 

be detected most clearly in Lenin ' s \«i tings , where \-Ie find the follo .... ing: 

" ••• the onlv choice is: either bourge ois or socialist ideology . _ --10.. There 

is 110 lr.iddle course (for humanity has not created a 'third' ideology , and, 

2. Karl r-:arx , The Commun.i.st t':ani f esto, in Karl Harx and Frederick Engels , 
Selected ',Iorks (London 1968) 51) . R. N. Berki. has shown that in the 
class cor.:o2,ti ti ve interpretation \-lrich prevails in Harx ' s work , 
boU!'geois ideology is both "positivist", " ••• in so far as it pre
supposes a sharp and unbri dge able dividing line between ideas and 
beliefs pertai ning to a f alse and t hoSt; containing the true oneil , 
and "metaphysi cal", " ••• inas:;'luch as it oper a te s \'lith abstract; un
changing e, tities , th~t is , in t his case, 'bourgeois ideolo~J' as 
such on t he one hand and t-;arxian t hought on the other": .cf . liThe 
NarY-ian Conce'O t of BoU!'geois I de ology : Some J~ spects and Pe r spectives", 
in Robert Be n~~'li ck, et. cl ., eds ., Knowl edge and Belief in Politics: 
~e Proble~s of Icieology~London 1973 ) 89 . 
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moreover, in a s ociety torn by class ~~tagoni sms there can never be a 

non-class or above-class ideology)." 3 It is thi s assumption - that 

what is not revolutionary proletarian thought must, of necessity, be 

bourgeois ideology - that has led all mature socialist theory since Harx 

to an unequivocal rejection of spontaneity and economism as inevitably 

leading to the domination of bourgeois ideas in the working class move-

ment e Lenin IS ',,rr..a t i s to be Done? remains the classic statement of this 

concern, and i ,s similarly apparent in the work of Trotsky and Georg 
i 
I 

L~~acs, whose ~istory and Class Consciousness employs a theoretical model 

which counterposes bourgeois and proletarian thought themselves as 

discrete as the reified "antinomie s of bourgeois ~hought". 4 

In like fashion , categories of class cons ciousness within Marxist 

thought have assumed a similar dichot omi sed form. Class consciousness 

is absolutely central to Narx 's theory of social classes and his con-

ception of socialist theory and politics, yet no single theory of the 

development and dynamics of consciousness is to be found in his v/ork. 

Instead l~arx presents at different times at least five sets of conditions . 
which may s erve to develop working class consciousness , al though it is 

not stated how many of t hese need to be present in anyone situation, or 

in v/hat combinations. 

There i s , firstly, a form of explana tion explicit in Narx ' s youthful 

wri tings , but which it may be plausibly argued cri t i cally underscores 

3. V. I. Lenin, ""nat :'s to be Done? (1902) i n Henry M. Christman, ed., 
The Essential \·:orks of Lenin (r~e\y York 1966 ) 82. 

4. See f or instance t he essay "Class Consciousness" in Georg Lukacs, 
History a d Class Consciousness (London 1971 ) 46-82; on this see 
Tom Bottcmore, "Class Structure and SOCial Consciousness", in Istvan 
Heszaros , ed ., Aspe c ts of His tory emd Class Consciousness (London 
1971) 54. ' For a· critique of Lenin 's dichotomisation of i deologie s , 
see Richard Hyman, Earxi sm and t he Sociology of Tr ade Unionism 
(Lond on 1971) 39-43 . 
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his ,subs"]quent work , to t he effect that v,'Orking class cons ciousness lies 

in t he re ali:;;ation and reappropriation of man' s true e ssence , "the tota l 

r edemp tion of humanity by a dehumanised proletaria t" . 5 It need hardly 

be said that t hi s is a t heory premised upon a distinctive philos ophical 

an t hropology, human nature a s i t i s u .11der condi tions of c ommodity 

production , and a s it might be ; and thus 1'1arx s poke of comrnuni sm in 

1 84l~ a s , 6 

•• • the pos i ti ve 6u-oe r session of 1)rivate -oroperty as human ... ... &0... ~ _ _ 
s elf-estr2..! .... ;;;ent , Cilld hence t he true a tn:'r onri [.tion of the 
htman' e sse n~e throuGh and for man ; i t~ecomple te 
restoration of man to himself a s a social i. e . human being • • • 

Secondly , Harx on occasions links a se ries of c ontii tions surrounding the 

wor-sem g s ocia l p os ition of the proletariat to the development of 

soci a list conscicusness . The themes of i mmiseration and pauperisation 

under capitali sm are to be found throughout Capital ; for ins t ance , 7 

The more extensive, finally , t he l azarus-layers of the 
\.;orking class a nd the inc.ustri al r eserve arm' , the great er 
i s the oJ-ricial p3uperi s m. ~ ~ ~ absolute general 
~ of .9!:£i tiJ.lis~ ~~ulation. 

t s i ts social sta nding 'I10rSens , l'iarx believed tha t the working class 

\.;ould become p~ogressively conscious of this f a"t. It is important to 

notice his emphasis up on th~ s iri tUfll side of t he misery of the s ubordinate 

5. Karl ~~arx, IIIntroduc t ion" to the Cr:iti.oue of Heg l' s Fhilosophy of 
Right in Lucio Colletti, ed. , K ~rl Lar~ : E&rly ':'ri tiuf2s ~ Ha.rmonds 'Iorth 
1975) 256 . 

6. Karl ,1arx , EC OnCI:lic 3nd Fhilosophi cal ,:anus cripto , i n Early '\~ritir:gs t 
348. 

7. Karl !·iarx , CClpit a.l, .' Critig ue ci·_.folitic~l Ec on9m;r , i (London 1970) 
644 ; en t :.is a::pect of '..al'X I s \'Jori~ se e furt he r Anthony Giddert(; , 
CapitalisT. and ;:odcrn ..... ocial Theor:;{ (CG...'!lbridge 1971) 55-8. 
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class, for pauperism is not simply a material consideration, out "poverty 

8 
conscious of its ltoral and physical poverty II ; and equ<illy i L1portant 

to recall that class cons ciousness may develop given a relatively r ather 

than absolutely worsening social position. 9 In a number of important 

rCSFects, however, Marx qualified this account. It seems clear that 

10 
he rejected any determinis tic notion of an "ir on law of wages", whilst 

in The German I de oloi)'Y J.:arx pointed out that ".$.paupericm is the position 

. only of the impoverished proletariat ••• ., 11 

On othe r occasions Earx presents an arguement which suggests that 

class c onsciousness will advance as \o[orking class materi al interests are 

increasingly recognised and acted upon. In a celebrated passage l,!arx 

outlined how, contingent upon the grO\.,th of large-scale industrial 

'ti 12 proQuclon, 

••• t he proletariat not only increases in number; it becomes 
concentra t ed in greater mass~s , its strength .gro\'ls , and it 
fe els that strength more. The various interests and con
ditions of life vli thin the ranks of t he prol etaria t are more 
and [!jore equalis~d , in proportion as machinery obliterates 
al l distinctions of labour , and nearly everywhere reduces 
wages to the s~e 10" l eve L •• the collisions betv/een individual 
wor}~e n and individual bourgeois take more and more the 
character of collisions bet\'lcen two classes. 

8. Karl t·;arx , The Hol:' Family (1 845) , in T. 13 . Bottomore and Haximilien 
Rubel , eds ., Selecteci \,,'r':' hngs in SocioloE.;Y and Social Philosophy 
(Harmonds 'ortn 1970) 237 . 

9. The classi c sta te rroe nt of the SOCial character of human needs is to 
be found in :" ras e labour and Capital ( 18Lf7) in Selected ':'orks , 84. 

10. Harx qualifies the sta ter:1ent cited in fn.7 above "11th t!1e comment , 
"Like all other l aods it is 1T,0eified in its working by mcmy circum-
stances ••• ", Ca pitc l , 644. See further on this que stion , T. 80\0/e11, 
11~.arx's ' Increasing ~sery' Doctrine", A.merican Economic Revie"" L 
(1 960) 111-20. 

11. Karl Earx and Frederick Engels , The German Ideolog;y ( ~~o scow 1968) 
220. j 

12. The COliln:unis t Hanifesto , in Se l e cted V/ork5 , 43. 
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If trade unionism is the initial manifestation of this process, localised 

struggles are soon welded "into one national str'o.lggle between cla s ses" 

and begin to ass~e more sharply political forms. Fourthly, r·;arx some-

times offers an account of class consciousness whichis founded upon the 

structural antagonism of capital and labour in-built into the process 

of capitalist produc tion. The relationship bebleen capitalists and 

wage labourers is structurally exploita tive - characterised , in fact, 

by the extraction of surplus value - and this cannot remain hidden from 

t he workers for long. Eal,~x placed great stress upon the importance of 

economic cri se s in fostering revolutionary cons ciousness , as they s t arkly 

highlight the co~on class situation of the proletariat, particularly 

because they tend to occur as a sharp r ecession following a period of 

13 relative prosperity during which time unemployment is low and wages high. 

Indeed, nothing " ••• will do aI·/ay with the misery of the industrial mass es • •• 

every fresh development of the productive powers of labour must sharpen 

social contr asts and accentuate social antagonisms." 14 

Conter:ninous \.a th t hese processes , l-:arx fi?ally points to the 

development of working class political organisation as at once conducive 

to the furthering , and expr essive of, class consciousness. Initially 

the proletariat is called upon by the bourgeoisie to assist in its own 

. 15 struggles ag~nst the feudal system, 

-----

13. Giddens , Ca;:-i t al is:n and ,30cial Tteorl' 56. 

14. Karl r<arx , _~_ ddress to the ';/orking 81asses (1864) , cited by David 
!':cLellan , }: 2,:d l':arx : :-: :.s Life arcd J:'hou[Sht (London '1 973) 365- 66. 

15. The COr.imunist ;':anife s to in Selected 'do~, 43-4. 



In all t hese battles it sees itself compelled to appeal to 
t he p!'olehri a t , to <l2} : :for it s L~:" :;: , &r.c. t t us , :0 c.r::'G it 
into t he pol~tical arena . The bot~geoisie itself , therefore , 
supplie s t he Frolet2..!' i iJ. t id t h i t s 0 ','/ -::1 ele:nents of political 
and gener al education , in other \."ords , it furnishes the 
proletariat \."Eh ' . ."eapo-::1s for fighting the bourgeoisie. 

In this process t he politi cal awareness of t he working class i s honed 

and given more pointed articulation by " ••• 0. por tion of t he bourgeois 

ideologists, '~Iho have rai sed t!'lemselves to t he level of comprehending 

theoretically the historical movement a s a whole ll and who go over to the 

16 side of the workers. 

There is thus no single , clear-cut theory of the development of 

class consciousne ss in !~arx ' s thought. It is obvious, though, t hat his 

conception of class consciousness, as \'li th that of social class , vias in 

l ar ge measure a theoreti~al construct and as such embodied a dual 

perspective - a theory of both synchrony and diachrony. 17 If Marx 

opposed class in the given i..':1mediacy of t he empirical ';[orld (II ' Vulgar ' 

comrr.on sense turns class differences into differences in the size of one's 

purse ••• " 18) to that dynamic and multi-dimensional form wh.i.ch t he logic 

of history demanded it vlould a ssume , so too was working class consci ousness 

at any one moment in time set against that of a t heore tically postul a ted 

socialist consciousness . Ind thus l·;arx observes t hat: I1It is not a 

questi on of knowing what t ::is or that proletari an , or even the proletariat 

as a ".,hole, conceives as its aim at any particular moment. l .t is a 

ques tion of knowing ~ t he proletaria t is, &nd wha t it must hi s torically 

17. The point is made by Fr~~ parkin i n an excellent unpublished 
paper, "Cla ss ConsciOUsness in Earxis t Theory" , presented to the 
Depar t ment of Sociology in the University of Lancaster , i"lay 1973. 

I 

18. Karl Harx , "Di e moralisierende Kritik und die kritisierende Horal •• • ", 
(1847) in Bottomore and Rubel , eds ., Selected ';.'riti ngs in Socio~, 
208. 



accomplish in accorda..'1ce with its m:.ture ." 19 Lenin, of course , was 

insistent tha t " ••• the ~orki~~ class , exclusivel y by its own effort, is 

bl t 'lIt d " 20 a e 0 aeve op on y r a e um .. on consc~ousness ••• ", which he strongly 

contrasted with socialis t consciousness injected, as it were, into the 

working class by intellectuals of bourgeois or petty-bourgeois origin. 

The dichotomy i s classically expouncied by Lukacs, who follov/ed Earx in 

positing as opposites the contiIl6ency of "psychological" consciousness 

and the theore tically attainable "iC1puted" or "ascribed" class 

. i 21 conSCl.ousness. 

It should be clear tha t there exists in Harxist t heory a direct 

correl ation betv/ce!l social classes and modes of thought for, just as 

bourgeOisie and proletariat in capitalis t society must stand fundamentally 

opposed, so too must re spective ideologi es and forms of consciousness. 

In t hi s schema, ideology and social cons ciousness are thus dichotomised. 

In addition, a process of ~, fi cation nluy be detected, by whj,ch i s meant 

t hat bourgeois ideology , for instance , is pictured as a self-sufficient, 

herme t i cally sealed unit, sec~ingly an indissoluble and internally 

coherent totality. "Tr ade uni on" consciousness and "socialis t" 

consciousness, like",Jise, stand as discre t e and unified modes of thought, 

both to be di s tinguished from "bourgeois ideology" except to the extent 

that this contaminates and absorbs wholesale t he former. 22 If this 

---------------------------------.------------------.-----------------------
19. ~he Holy Family (1845 ) in i bid., 237-38. 

20. lihat i s t o be Done?, in Christman, ed., Essential '(·.'orks of Lenin, 74. 

21. His tory and Clnss Consciousness , ~. cit ; see fur ther Istvan 
l-jeszaros , "Contingent ami ' ~ ecessary Class Consciousness", in ~., 

ed., Aspec t s of Eistory and Class Consciousness , 85-127. 

22. The dichotomisation and unification of ideology and forms of .class 
consciousn~ss is particularly marked in the ' .... ritings of lI.arxists 
after the death of Harx : see below on this. 



reading of the Harxiot theory is correct, it suggests a number of points 

which ought to be t aken into account ir.. the hi s torical analysi s of social 

consciousness. 

The dichotoa:isation and unification of ideology and forms of 

human thought has bred a remarkable reluctance among Xarxist v~iters to 

recognise that these may, in reality, be decomposed into their constitutive 

elements; for social consciousness may be multi-facted and complex, 

perhaps even in tension at several points. In a word, the fle >..'i bili ty 

and historical adaptability of huwan thought is rarely accorded due 

weight. For instance, bourgeois ideology in nineteenth century Britain 

may conservatively be said to have comprised a disparate cluster of ideas 

about work, property, government, human nature and religion, or the 

diverse social theories of, say, Hobbes, Locke , Bentham, samuel Smiles 

and political ,economy. 23 'tIe should hardly expect all these to constitute 

a single harmonious value-system, or to interlock smoothly at all points. 

Re luctance to decompose ideology and social consciousness must surely 

tend to obfuscate the varied forms and subtle gradations of human thought. 

Again, the gulf which exists in Harxist thought betvreen blo discrete 

and self-contained modes of 'vlorking class consciousness itself raises 

additional problems. Concei ved in this 'rlay, there has never been offered 

an adequate theory to account for the transition from one state of 

consciousness to another. stemming from }!ar x 's o'tm analysis ·is the 

absence of any appreciation that the growth of social belief might be an 

evolutionary and 6!adual process ( s i gnificantly, the very terms are 

anathema to Narxist discourse), receptive to a variety of influences and 

capable of gene rating from within itself a variety of forms. In Marxist 

j 

23. Bottomore , "Class structure and Social Consciousness", 57. 

-----. 
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t,leory the transition could net but be abrupt and final Bnd , t heoretically , 

the deci sive element rests in a revolutionary catalyst . Con temporary 

}·:arxists appear to have perpetua t e o. this confusion. In 1968 , the 

editorial board of New Left Review called foI' " a theory 0: dual consciousness" 

a s an apparently adequa te explan&.. tion for the French "revolution" of 
. 24 

that year , ... ;:hilst :Robin Bl ac1:burn has outlined an "explosion of 

. " th " 25 conSC~OUGness e51s. In this f ashion much of the subtlety of 

human consciousness has been los t. 

It follows by e}:tension t hat the uni iication cnd clichot omisation 

of ideology ruJ.d class cons ciousness ha s bl inkered Narxism to the actual 

historical processes and me chanis ms whereby aspects of social belief 

interpenetrate and, 0 er tirr.e , reCiprocally shape , modify and adap t to 

one another. This much ought t o b_ clear from the outline of the Harxist 

analysis of British sociolism presented above .. It i s c.rgued by, l~arx 

and Engels, ~nin , Trotsky and Gr i::.msci, and no less by neo-i·;arxists , 

that bourgeois ideology in Erit~n ab s orbed and deflected in various ways 

the r evolutionary aspirations of the \>lorking class . But the reality 

is surely far more intri ca te . To be s ure, many "bour e ois" values and 

ideas fed int o the working class , but in t he process .. :ere transmuted i nto 

vi tal, ac ti ve elerr:ent s of \vorking class consciousne 5S itsel f . It is 

dis turb" ng to observe t he way t hat ~~arxism ho.s f al l en foul of a profoundly 

ahistorical and sta tic approach to ideoloGY and cla ss cons ciousness , 

\'Ihich a llo\·/s of no i nterpenetra t i ons , modifications and dio.lectica l 

transformations over time . It i s intended tha t the present study s hould 

spotlight s ome of these processeso 

24. "Editorial", Ne w Le ft iteview , 52 (1 968) 1-7. 
j 

25. Robin Bl a ckburn , "The Unequal SOCiety" I in idem ., and J.... Cockburn , 
eds ., The I ncor.ma tibles : Trc~de Union J<ili tancy and the~sensus , 
(EarlIlor.cisvlOrth 1~67) 415-51 . 



It will be argued in wh5. t follows t ha t these problems stem from a 

singular reluct a.."1.ce wi t hin l·:arxist tho\A.ght to accord due weight to the 

actual rr.echanisms and social institutions by and within which ideologies 

are pr.opagated and social belief generated. There are two clearly 

related emphases in t he l·~arxist treatment of ideology and it would be 

instructive at the outset to examine both of t hese. 

The fir st approa ch, which is concerned, strictly speaking , with the 

production a1!d reproduction of human belief, s tre sses that ideological 

forms of thoue;ht are in some sense rooted in the existing struc ture of 

social and economic relations, but that this reality presents itself as 

26 mystification in the illusory nature of phenomenal forms. The source 

of t his thesis is t he r eceived IIbase/superstructureft metaphor, to the 

effect that, lilt is no t the consciousness of men tha t determine 

their being, but, on the contrary , their social beir~ that de termines 

t heir consciousness", a."1.d passages by r·:arx such as the following, Z1 

The aavance of cap~ tali s t production devel ops a worldng 
class ';il: ich by educ ation, training , habits , looks upon 
t he conditions.of t hat mode of producti on cis self-evident 
l avlS of na ture ••• In t he ordinary !'un of t hings the l abourer 
C"ailbeleft t o t he 'natural l a'l/S of production' i.e. to 
his de pendance upon capital, a dependance springing from 
and guaranteed in perpetuity by , the condi t ions of production 
t her.1selve s • 

. 26. On this interpretation , see John Hepham , "The Theory of Ideology 
in Cal)ital ", Radical Fhilosoph:y , 2 (1 972 ) 12-19 ; Nor man Geras 
1I}~arx and the Critique of -ol i ti cal Econor.1Y", in Robin Bl ackburn, 
ed., Iaeol ogy in Soci al Science : Readings in Critical Social 
Theor;z (Lonaon 1972 ) 26Lt- 305. 

27 • Karl Earx , IIPre fac e" to :..:A--=C.:o~n;,;t..:.r..::i:.:b.:u;..:t:.;:i;:.::p;..:n~~"';";~~~~~~-i:-0-::-f~P~o_l"l'1i~t~i~C_al_ 
Eccno!:lY, in Selected :'lorks , ~l u2 i Capi t al , iii 1970) . 9 
(emphasi s added) . 

I 
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NO';I, Louis Althuss~r' s recer..t analysis of i deology is of t hi s order, for 

he wished to rela. te ideology to the conditions of the reproduction of 

t he relations of a determina te mode of production and as being itself 

rooted in this process. 28 Althusser locates the mechanisms of 

i deological control in what he terms "ideological state apparatuses ll , 

but his discussion of these is so superficial as to ndd little to our 

understanding of the actual ~rocesses a t work within the se institutions . 

He suggests, for instance, tha t " ••• the ideological state apparatus 

v.r.ich has been installed in t he dOl7lincu1t position in mature capitalist 

social formations ••• is t he e ducationa~ ideolo; ical apparatus ." According 

to Althusser, education " ••• drums into CChild.rerU_ •• a certain amount 

of 'know-how' wrapped up in the ruling ideology." At several stages in 

t he educational Frocess , a "mass" of young people tI ••• ejected ~ route 

i s practically provided ~i.th the ideology which suits the role it ha s to 

fulfil in class society: the role of the exploited ••• " 29 

According to this sche:Ja , then , social structure and institutions 

are only analysed in:sofar a s they embody and propagate whole sale the 

dominant ideology coomensurate wi th the mode of production. The process 

i3 a ssumed cor::ple te and all-embracing, social consciousness "inevitably" 

moulded, a pas sive recipi ent of those value s and social practices deemed 

necesSCll7 by t he social fo ... ::13. tion. It should be noted , however , that 

Lal'xists have been at pai ns to rebutt chargeo of de t er minism by arguing 

for a flstructural dialectic of social structure and s ocial cons ci ousness", 

whi ch is held to embody a greater emphasis upon t he reciprocal relaUonship 

28. Louis Althusser , "Ideology and I de ological s t a t e Apparatuses" , in 
~. , l~nin ~~d Philosophy , ar-d other Essays (London 1971) 123-73. 

29. ibid., 144- 45 , 147. 



beh/een social structure and i magery. 30 Yet t his f ormula tion rerr:ains 

at be st equivocal and , as l·:a.r-tin Bulmer has recently observed: " 'i'ihat a 

dialectical apFroach would look like when applied to the study of social 

imagery remaiILS, however, unclear for the time being." 31 

The second emphasis in the l'iarxist treatme nt of ideology focuses 

upon the diffusion as 'dell as the creation of ideas, an:i may be loca ted 

in the tendency to explain ideology as being rooted in the hegemony of 

the bourgeoisie as a class. Tne source here is the t hesis advanced by 

Harx in The Gerrr,an Ideology to the effect that : liThe ideas of the ruling 

class are in every epoch the ruling ideas"; within that social group 

" ••• one part appears as t he thinkers of the class (its active, conceptive 

ideologists, who m~~e the perfecting of the illusion of the class about 

itself their chief source of livelihood) ••• " 32 It is in this sense 

that Lenin most usually spoke of ideology: the power of the ruling ideas, 

he suggests, stems from, 33 

••• t he simple reason that bourgeois ideology is fur older in 
origin than Social Democratic ideology; because it is more 
fully developed'and because it possesses imme~surably more 
opportur~ties for being distributed. 

Neo-~iarxists have similarly assumed that the dominant class ideas in society 

cannot but re sult in untrame lled cont<linment. Harcuse 's One Dimensional 

30. See Richard Hyoan , Str ikes (London 1972) 73; for a similar argument , 
see ~;argaret S. Coul son and David S. Riddell , Approaching Sociolog:t 
(IJondon 1970). 

31. Martin Bulmer, "Some Problems of Research into Class Imagery", in 
idem., ed., '""orkin!; Class I mages of Society (London 1975) 176. 

32. The German Ideolo~ , 64-5. 

33. \'Jhat is to be Done? , 84 

-----
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~ would seem to ~ .. pproach ideology in this way and, elsewhere , Harcuse 

has identified the conditions under which people live and think, and 

thereby deterruine wha~ they think, with "the prevailing indoctrination": 34 

The people eX?osed to t his i mpartiali ty are no tabulae 
r as,:le, t hey are indoc trina ted by t he c ondi ti ons under . 
which they live and thin.1< and which t hey do not transcend ••• 
To enable the~ to beco~e autonomous ••• theY-would~ve to 
be freed from the prevc~liruS indoctrination ••• 

If t his approach has stimulated a concern among Harxists \'f'ith the forms 

and technological means of the production and dissemina tion of ideas , it 

is once more only to the extent that they propagat e wholesale the ideas 

of the ruling bourgeoisie: these the ruled "do not transcend". 

Both emphases in the analysis of ideology to be found within Marxist 

thought ultimately subsuce the consciousness of the subordinate class 

to the do~nant ideology, although to some extent .they diverge in emphasis. 

The first explanation has tended to stress determinism ; that ideology 

pervades the social and productive relations of capitalist society and 

thus and the conditions appropriate to de-mystifi~ation must similarly 

lie therein. There follows a tendency to wait upon "economic laws", 

"historical development", and so on. The second explar.ation, to the 

effect t hat ideology is to be located in t he domination of the bourgeoi sie 

as a clo.ss , suggests a more voluntari stic set of tactics. For whilst 

all-embracing , t his class domination may nevertheless be challenged by 

active hQ~an agency, revolutionary politics , and so forth. The t \,IO t erms 

in the couplet II,de terminism/volunt arism" have been variously emphasised 

by Marxists but, on the whole, stand in uneasy tension. 

34. Herbert V:arcuse , "Repressive Toleranc e", in idem., Robert P. i'Jolff 
and Barr in&ton 1oore , A Critique of Pure Tolerance (London 1969 ) 
112. 
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The ambiguity stretches in addition to the }larxist analysis of 

class cor~ciousness. An obvious determinism springs from Marx ' s ascription 

of a historical role to the proletariat ("Its aims and historical activity 

are ordained for it ••• " 35) yet,on the other hand, the theme of "self-

emancipationll is equally evident in ~;arx' 5 thought. In this pattern the 

proletariat carries out its own liberation, encapsulated in }!arx ' s famous 

rewark that " ••• the emancipation of t he working clas s must be conquered 

36 by the working classes themselves ••• ", and Engels ' contention that 

" ••• l:.arx relied solely and exclusively upon the intellectual development 

of the \1/'orking class , as it necessarily had to ensue from united action 

and discussion." 37 

Thus, there exists little room in these di s cussions for any appreciatory 

sense of the complexi. ties of ideology or social corwciousness. i'le are 

given to understand that the bourgeois ideology is omnipotent and omni-

present and, in the normal course of events, working class thought carJlot 

transcend its parameters . There is offered no anulysis of the n:echanisms 

by which , or institutions within v/hich, social beliefs develop: inevitably 

subordinate , };arxists have alternated between de termini sm and voluntarism 

in a ccounting for the "explosion" of \ ... orking class consciousness . Neither 

explanation , ... ould seem to be adequate. 

35. The Hol y r"'nmily, 238. 

36. Provisional Rules of t l: e First Interna ticnal (1864), cited by Hal 
Draper , 1I':i:'r.e Frinciple of Self- r.;oancipa tion in Narx and Engels", 
in Rc.lph l.:iliband ar.d John Saville , eds ., The Socialist Register 1971 
(London 19'(1) 84; on this question , see further Norman Geras , 
" Narxism and Proletari an Self-Srnancipationll , Ra dical Philosop~ , 
6 (1973) 20-22. 

37. "Preface tb the German Edition of 1890" of The Communi s t Ha nifesto, 
33. 
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From t he a.r..alysis thus far , it IT.ay be suggested that t he Earxist 

analysis of British socialisr:1 falls Qm>'~ on a number of counts . 

Firs tly , conceptio~ of i deology and social consciousness are 

unnecessarily rigid and categorical . "Bourgeois ideologylf i n nineteenth 

century Britain l oses ltuch of its colour and flexibility , seemingly a 

unified body of ideas , a~d ioJorking class consciousness is simil a.rly 

stripped of varie ty to becorr:e mer ely " trade union" or "refor i s t" 

consciousness. l'~ore over , \>:or ki ng class thought is assumed t he passive 

receipient of bourgeois ideas , tot2~ly cons trained ide ologically and 

dives t ed of any native vitality. Finally , t he Enrxist analysis leave s 

us with no adeq'Llate theory as to t he transition fro " the extant trade 

union to the potential soci ali st cons ciousness . This absence precludes 

any sense of the evol ution and growt h of social belie f in various directions, 

or t he means by iihich t hi s r:1ight be s tudied. 

As was hinted in the previous chapter , Grarr.sci alone r epresents the 

par tial exception \-Ii t hin t:-:e Earxist tr.:.di tion. .. ' C\'/ have been as ready 

as Gramsci to accord autono~y to human thought and, in consequence , he 

believed tha t a r ange of :t:ossibili ties \"e re theoreticall y open to working 

class thought in bourgeoi s s ocie t y . Grru:sci was aVlare that the diffusion 

of a crit.ical outlook and -the growt.:: of socialist conceptions amol1g the 

38 worke r s rnight .be·a tenuous business , 1io.ble to display a number of forms , 

• •• the enquiry h~s a particular interest in relation to the 
popular maS3es , who a..,,'e s10 ';01' to change t heir conceptions , 
or who l:ever change t hea in the sense of accepting them in 
t he "pure lt f orm, but al.' •. /ays ar.d only as IT,orc or l ess hetero
eeneous and bizarre co~binations •• • T.ese considerations l ead , 
hOi-iever , to the conclusion t hat nc'..., conceptions have an 
extremely unstable position aeons t he popular masses ••• 

38. Q. Hoare and Geoffr ey Nm'lell SrJi th , eeis ., Selections from the 
Pris on ro tebooKs of .:,. ntonio Gr a:..sci (l ondon 1971) j3b-l~O . 
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Grarnsci suggests th", t working class consciousness is not sj,mply " incorporated", 

but tha t contradictory elements may be discenred \dthin it , ele~ents of 

intellectual arid rr:oral approbation v/hich co-exist in uIlsteady equilibrium 

with elements of resignation and even hostility. 

thought he contrasts, 39 

I n working class 

••• thous ht ar.ci action, i . e. the co-existence of two con
ce; ticns of t :.e world , one affirmed in "'lOrds t he other 
displayed in effective ~ction ••• lt s i gnifies t hat the social 
group in question CLe . t he working classJ may indeed 
have its own c onception of t he world , even if only embryonic ••• 

For Gramsci, then, t he r e rr.ay exist a gap between t he dominant 

i de olo[:,j" and t he proletariat ' s own conception and interpre tation of 

reality. He believed, ~oreover, tha t extant forms of popular cons cious ness 

were not to be lightly di smissed a s reformist abber a t ions , but for med t he 

bedrock for " a nd were indeed t he very r avl rna terial of, socialist i deas , 40 

••• can rr.odern theory C i. e . Ea rxi sm_7 be in oppos ition to 
t he ' s pontaLe ous ' f eelinGS of the masses? •• It cannot be 
in oppoai tion to t hem . Between t he tvlO t he re is a 
' quantita tive ' diffe rence of degree , not one of ' quality '. 

The working class are not t he hapless victims of bourgeois i deology but 

may, vii t hin certain l i nd t s , c hall enge by their own re sources the dominant 

normative order. It is upon this l a tent groundswell thut Gramsci believed 

the lIor ga."1ic ll evol uti on of a.'1 alternative moral hegerr.ony might be f ounded . 41 

39. i bid., 326-7. 

40. ~bid ., 198-9. 

41. For ... lork inspired by t ::is a spect of Gramsci' s t hought, see Raymond 
' lilliams , "Base and SUFe ~~structure in Ear xist Cul t ural Theory", 
Pe't! Le f t ~evie"l , 82 (1973) 3-16; R.O Q. Gray , "Religion , Culture 
and Social Cl~ss i n Lat ~ 'ineteenth and Early Twentie th Century 
Edinburgh!' i n Geo: frey Cro ssick , ed . I The LO\ver ~liddl e Cla .... s in 
Br i t ain 1870-1914 (London 1977) 143-51. 
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In Gramsci' s Harxisrn vIe find the contention that, even wi thin the 

hegemonic order of a ruling bourgeoi sie , the potential for revolt and 

social disin:egration is ever-present. Though his crypt ic notes do not 

t ake us far beyond the idea of "contrad:i.ctory consciousness", one finds 

here at least the elements of a more responsive approach to t he analysis 

of working class consciousness. 

4.2: Ide 010€,;'Y , Class Consciousness and the l ·abour Aristocracy: 

Furt~er Cowments 

The cO:lr::ents offered above ma:y now be furt her elaborated in the 
. 

cO!ltext of a U".ore general discussion of the Harxist approach to British 

socialism . First , the theses articulated by Poulanzas , Perry Anderson 

and To;:n Ncdrn 'Nill be subje cted to scrutiny ; thereafter , the analysis 

will tuxn to the concept of the labot~ aristocracy . 

The following discussion of t he ;~nderson/Nairn studies will be 

concerned solely with their analysis of social consciousness and ideology. 

One ought to note , however, that this \vork has been subjected to much 

' d ' d all hi 't" 42 I t \ t W1 e-rang1ng an gener y searc ng cr1 1C1srn. n a renC,lan' 

article by &hiard Thompson , for i nstance , Anderson and Nairn have been 
. L 

t ake n severely to task upon a number of counts. ~3 Thompson rejects 

t he conceptualisation to be found in these studies of t he ari stocracy 

as a class di s tinc t from the bourgeoisie and their analysis of its role 

in the evoluti on of B:'i tish capitalism , arguing tha t it vIas in fact from 

the beginning 
4l t 

" ••• a superbly successful and self-confident capitalist class." 

L~2. See for ins tance , Richard Johnson, "Barrington t{oore, Perry nderson 
and 3nglish Social Develcpr:Jent" , Cultural Studies, 9 (1976). 

43. Edward Thompson, "The Peculiarities of the English", in Ralph 
l';iliband ahd John Savill e , The Socialist Register 1965 (London 1965) 
31 1-35. 

44. ~., 317-18. 



Furthermore, he is cri tical of Anierson ' s account of t he fusion of l anded 

cind industrial weal th into a single social bloc suggesting , rather , tha t 

the bourgeoisie as a whole constituted t he politically dorr~nant class. 

Finally, it may be noted tha t Foulanzas hi msel f has chided Ander s on and 

Nairn for their use of a n essentially idealistic ll;arxist problematic. 45 

These and similar problems mus t be left to one side, as the focus of 

attention in what follO\-; 5 vtill be upon the t he ory of ideolOGY and class 

consciousness \ihich underscores these Earxist texts. 

The theoretical device of base and superstructure is clearly evident 

in the .. lork of these -",'Titers and , s o far as social belief nnd thought 

are concel'ned, it is u1 tirnately reductionist. Thus , Poul anzas is arur.ious 

to accord "intrinsic autonomy" t o lIthe superstructures as specific levels" 

and to safeguard t heir freedom from material constraint. 46 Yet it 

should be obvious from his explanation of t he British l abour movement t hat 

forms of bourgeois ideology - and v/orking class consciousness in turn -

are thecselves referred to as contingent upon the speci f ic form of 

bourgeois revolution and s ocial class structure • Little autonomy thus 

. 
r emains f or working class thought, which " ••• ca n so r arely escape having 

to live ac cording to the mode imposed by the dominant ideology ••• 11 -

merely t he teoptation 1I ••• to imitate the revolutions of its national 

4'1 bourgeoi s clase." This tendency is equally clear in the "Jork of 

Anderson and Nairn. Ander son has noted of the Engli sh Civil .vlar that 

" ••• the ideological terrT. S in which the struggle was conducted vlere largely 

l~5. Ni cos Poulanzas , lIX8.l'xist Political Theory in Great Britain ll , 

New Left Revie .. r, 43 (1967) 57-74. 

46. ibi~ ., 64. 

47. Nicos Poulanzas , Foli tical PmoJer and Social Classes (London 1976) 
183. ' 
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religious , and hence stil~ ~ .9-i Gsociate~ ~ economi c aspiration~ 

~ poli tical i dior;'l s normallJ: ~. II 48 Nairn , too , speaks of middle 

class cOlis ciousnes8 in the nineteenth century as II ••• si mpl y t he accompani-

ment to a world economic hegemony , a natural form of consciousness and 

conduct ••• " 49 l" or al l their sophistication and deployment of elaborate 

conceptual apparatus, human consciousness and thought in the work of t hese 

authors are reduced to predoni nantly conditioned epiphonema. As Thompson 

has pointed out: IlReductionism is a lapse of historical logic by \'1hich 

politi0al or cultural events are explained in t er ms of the class affiliations 

of the actors • •• tha t ideas , religious beliefs , or works of art , may be 

reduced (as one reduces a complex equation) to the ' real ' class interests 

'vlhich 1;h8Y expr ess ." 50 

A particularly vivid concor:rl. tant of this me thodology ha s been the 

tendency among the sa Marxists to scale dO'lin the complexities of ideology 

in British society to but one or two el ements, themselves intelligible 

as cond i tioned by class s t r uctures - Utilitarianism , "empiricism" , 

" trad:i t ionali Emit , etc . As Thompson has been a t pains to make clear , the 

bourgeois class in Britain certainly const ituted an "aut hentic" and 

"artilmlate ll rounded ideology , composed of Protestant value s , the theory 

of political ec onomy of Smith and Ricardo, the theory of political 

liberalism, anti the theories of natural science - DarHin in particular . 

If modes of thought are unified in t his vmy , much of the impact of this 

dense and fla.dble ideology is surely obscured. 

48 . 

50 . 

Perry Anderson , "Origins of the Present Crisi s", New Left Revi~, 
23 (1964) 28 (emphasis added). 

Tom Nairn , "The English Horking Cla~3sll , in Blackburn, ed., 
Ideology in Social Science , 190 . 

, 
"Peculiarities of the English", 352. 
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The dominant ideoloGY in Brit cin was , according to Ander son , of 

"hegemonic" cOLLpaSB. He re-defilles t he Gramscian concept as folloHs: 

"The hegemonic class is t he primary determinant of consciousness, 

character and customs throughout society", one which " ••• i r:lpose s its own 

ends and its o'w'n vision on society as a v/hole ••• 11 51 By the terms of 

t his definition, it is quite clear tha t only a ruling class can be 

hegemonic; it follo'tls that the working class must be a "corper-ate" class 

" ••• one which pursues its e'vm ends wi thin a social totality whose global 

determination lies outside it." 52 Now t his is to do incalculable 

vielence to the subtlety of Gramsci' s formula tion for , as has already 

been indicated , he believed t hat even a subordinate class might begin 

to elaborate an oppositionn.l hegemonic mentality of its o\oln and, indeed, 

thi s was a vi t al pre-requisite to t he seizure of power by the \wrking 

class. 'Ilith Anderson, "corporate" class consciousness becomes synonymous 

with "reformism", and thus the workip..g class i s ineVitably subordinated 

to bourgeois ideology. 

Several factors are indicative of t his dismissive stance . Anderson 
. 

and Nairn bl~e t he absence of an i ndi genous ~arxist tradition upon the 

insularity and ingrained conservatism of the trade unions ; the " •• o distinct, 

herme tic culture ••• ~which_7 ••• has blocked the emergence of a universal 

i deology in the English working class"; 53 and upon the default of the 

British intelligensia . ~'iorking class consciousness is conceptualised 

as blind, inst i nctive praxis at the purely political level and the 

51. "Origins of t e Present Crisis" , 39 , 41. 

52. ibid., 41. 

53. ibid., 42 (all emphasised in original). 
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intellectuals become the embodi ment of articulate poli tical consciousness . 

There is singularly l acking here any "gr ass roots" aiI:lenGion - the l ocal 

level of "'lOrking class communi ties, trade union and socialist branches , 

working class ins titutions, t he workplace, and so on - for at this l evel 

there may be detected complex value-syste ms often antagonistic to the 

over-arching hegemony. Tnis is not to deny that these beliefs fell 

s .. ort of the full-blo\ill revolutionary class consciousness \-/hich Earxists 

applaud; it is r 3.ther to argue tha t \'Iorking class thought and conceptions 

were not simpiy "corporate" and acquiescent. These ca tegories violate 

t he complex reality of \>Jorkino class consciousness , \Vhof3e texture was 

often c~ ense and always subject to change and development. 

Perhaps t he single mos t important ambiguity in t his respect is to 

be found in the relationship v{hich these authors posit a s betv/een bourgeois 

and proletarian forms of class consciousness . Poulanzas, it will be 

r ecalled, argues that t here exists a "tempta tion" for working class 

54 thought to recreate t he specific forms of bourgeois development . 

In like f ashion, Ander son and .lairn have suggest ed t ha t , because the 

aristocra cy "'Jas able to i mpose its cultural and i deological hegemony 

upon British s ociety as a \'Ihole , the bourgeois class did not succeed in 

structuring a "coher ent" ideology of its ovm. E'olloVling l'~a.l·x ' s dictum 

to t he effec t t hat "the bourgeoisie supplies the prole taria t vii th its 

O\-m elements of political and general education", t hey c. r gue tha t the 

subordir~te class did not fi nd a fully cons t i tuted bourgeois i deol ogy 

(such as was J accbinism in France), \-Jhich it in t urn mi ght transform 

into prvletarian ideology. 55 Now it may be Objected t hat such a 

5L~ . Poli tical PO~'Je r and .social Classes , °183 . 

55. "Origins of the 
Cla ss", 188ff. 
in the previous 

Present Crisi s", 41ff i Nairn , "The Engli sh \'lorkil16 
See furt her t he other works in t~is genre cited 

chapter. 
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sche matic auto-succesGion of social cla sse s a nd r;\odes of tbought is , to s ,:-y 

3ut to t he extent t hat it is a valid 

c ontention , at le Cl3t tHO serious F~obler.:Js "re ir.Hne diately a:?parent. 

It is by no f:leanS self-evid.ent tha t t l-:e constitution of an "articul[.tc " 

and coherent ideol ogy on the ~art of t he Eritis!"l bourgeoisie would 

necessari l y have resulted in it s beir~ re-c~sted as a militant and 

opposi tional \iorking cl ass c onsciousnass . The implicit paradigm under-

l;ying t his c ontention is clec.rly ;;. ra~·m fror.:J the French .. odel of develop

ment in which J a cobin:i. sm , w_ c:re to assu::ie , VIas precisely the exempl El!' 

of bourgeois thought . The rr.o~e l cannot be uncriti cally tr3nspos ed to 

the British case , in wei ch cor.cii tions such an ideology '",ould surely have. 

been no less heserJ onic and integrative than those form3 which Ji.nderoSon 

cmd Nairn suggest actuall y existed . Seco!ldly , given a s ehema v/hich 

postUlate s a close ... elation3hip be tween successive modes of thought in 

t his f as11i on , it is su:-ely r::o!.'e likely t ho.t there ",ould occur a fusion , 

or at l east partial inter-pen~ tration , of aspec ts dravin from the diffe rent 

value-sys t ems , elements of bourgeois ideology , for instc~nce, be.~ng taken 

up a.nd rp. \-Io:-ked vdthin proletaria!1 t hought. One i s hei ng asked to accep t 

t hat, whi lst t he development 0: \'lorking class consciousnc3s is itself 

continsent upon the p_"1. ture c...'1d categorie s of bourgeoi s thought, the tvlO 

reamin ul ti l!k'l tely discrete. 

Eany of the ciifficul ties of tCI:? ":al'y.ist analY ""is of ideology and 

clas s consciousness thus reOCCt~ in t · e ac counts offered by contemporary 

authors lJi th respect to t he evcluEon of socialism in t his country; 

these too are at once both re uctionist and rigidly categorical . In 

consequence , \'ie are 1i ttle 'tliser as to t he a ctual processeo by "Jhich 

social consciousness is generated ,md evolves , or as to its c omplexity 

of form ation. 

J 
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i.:uch weigr.t nas been made t o re s t upon t he conept of the l abour 

aristocracy in Narxist analyses of British sociali srr. , and it in turn 

is i ntir:ra tely linked to t he theory of ideology and class consciousness , 

fer t he existence of a privileged labour elite is held to f acilitate the 

i mplanation of a debili tating bourgeois vis:on in the working class 

movement . Two ,se ts of problems in fa ct surround this t heory. First , 

t here is considerable confusion even among Harxists as to the precise 

so~ial cCr:Jposition of the l abour aristccratic stra tu;'ll , the bases of its 

privile5e and its temporal genesis ~d location. Secondly , the l abour 

aristocracy argur.Jent is vi tiated by its unquestioning identi ficati on 

of econ:x;,.i c and social position .d t hin the labour cO~lr,uni ty with the 

existence of bourgeois attitude s and trai ts. 

"The difficulty about the l'-:arxist l abour aristocracy", Henry Felling 

h~s recently observed , "is that it rreans something slightly. different 

56 in almost every context ." Fer 3ngels , it comprised skilled t r ade 

u!1ionists, t hos-a r::en who, like t he engineers and buil ing ~o{orkers , had 

been able to secure an advant ageous bargaining position. Beyond linY..ing 

t he labour aristocracy to the existence of i mperi alist super-profits , 

Lenin was equivocal as to its actual co~position, at different times 

l abelling as aristocratic "labour leaders" and politicians , the tr.::tde 

union leaders:-.ip , "the upper stratum of the proletariat ", ax d even t he 

\ihole of the ... lorking class in the i mperialist countri es during the First 

57 \tiorld War . gain , Hobs bavffi ' s criterion is priffiarily those workers 

i n receipt of high \.,rages . 58 Foster identifies as l abour ari s tocrats 

56 . Henry Pelling , "The Concept of t he labour Aristocracy", in idem. , 
POD\:J.ar Politics a.l'1a ~ ociety i n Latli Vi ctorian Erit ain (Loni on 
1968 ) 41 . 

j 

57 . Roger Penn, 1fSkilled \vor kers in t he Class Structure", unpublished 
research paper (Cambridge 1975) 3. 

58. Eric Hobsba\Vn , " 'lthe Labour Ari s tocracy in Nineteenth Century Bri tuin" , 
in i dem . , l abouring !<(; n : Studies in the Ei s tor), of labour ( London 
1972) 272-315 . J 
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those in 8.uthori ty over trLeir fello •• s at the \-/orkp12.ce but , in t he latter 

part of t he century, shifts its compositi on ont o thp. trade union l eader

t::9 
ship and even t he \>/hole of the organised 1tlOrY.ing class • ./ 

Nor is the period of l abour aristocratic pre-eminence any less 

ambiguous. The emergence of the l abour arif;tocracy may be dated in the 

1840s according to Foster , although both Hobsba\'m and Royden Harrison 

locate its "classic period!! in the de cades i mmediately co,fter 1860. 

F,Jl~els had in mind primarily the 1880s and 1890s , whil s t for I,enin the 
, 

aris toc:'acy of labour Vias a feature of the late nine teenth and early 

t wentieth centuries. l~e cently , Foster has traced its infl ue nce t hrough 

to the 1920s. Finru.ly, the me thods by which the l abour aristocrat i c 

strata are said to have been bought off are almos t as varied as i ts 

composition. These have r anged from a crude theory of "bribery" of the 

l abour and trade union l eadershi p , sub-contracting at t he place of work, 

high wages derived from bargaining strength, control of entry and 

imperi alist super-profits , t hrough to tariffs and state \>Jelfare measures . 

In recent years the concept has even been used by Marxists to account 

for ethnic differentiation \-li thin the worldng class . 60 

I!O\.Jevcr , t he r eal issue at stake here is the theoretical status 

and inner logiC of the l nbour aristocracy theory. It may be conceded 

a t the outset t ho. t t he wor ldIlG class has at no time been consti tuted as 

a s imple, homogeneous social group , but the r.-:arxist labour e.ri <;toCl'ucy 

cle3.rl y a s serts more than the simple fact of differentiation amvl1g the 

59. John Fos t er , Cl as - trubgl e in the Indus t rial Revolutic:>p (London 1974); 
",Eri tish Imper ialism and the Labour i~ ristocracy! ' , in J effr ey Skelley, 
ed., The Gener al Strike 1926 (London 1976) 3-57 . 

60 . See , for instance , Stephen Castle s and Godula Kosack , liThe Function 
of La bour I )lJ1igrati on in '\ !es tern European Capit alism" , Ne\/ L"ft 
Review , 82 (1973) 40-59. 
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'.-/orkers. :For it is argued that this differentiation r.lUst lead to the 

abeorbtion of bourgeois values and icieas ar..tithetical to the socialist 

perspective. For Engels, the fact that " ••• the English vlorldng class 

have to a certain extent shared in the benefits of monopoly ••• very 

unequally parcelled out amongst them ••• is the reason why since the dying 

61 out of Owenism there has been no socialism in England". Likewise , 

for Hobsbavm, Harrison and Foster there is hel d to exi s t a close r el a tion-

s:lip between the Foli tical moderation and the economic location of the 

labour aristocracy. 

To put the matter in a nutshell, we are being asked here to accept 

a rather simple correlation beb/een degree of "privilege" (Whatever its 

basis ) und political or industrial behaviour . Labour aristocratic 

consciousness is assumed to follow from the fact of economic si .tuation, 

and that of t he mass of the \'lorking class from the tenor of respectability 

and policy of reformism which the aristocratic stratum bcqueathes to the 

\<10!~kiIlG class move:nent. In Engels, Lenin and hobsbawn ' s versions of 

the theory, the dete r mination of social consciousness in this fashion 

is particularly ap:parent , and Vie may notice only Lenin's belief i n " •• • the 

tendency of i mperialism to divide the \iorkers in t his way , to encourage 

opportunism among them, and cause temporary decay in the working class 

movement ••• " 62 Foster 's formulation of the theory represents a great 

advance in this respect. In identifying the importance of a~thority 

r elations within th l abour co:tmunity, und specifying the \'Ieb of 

institutions .,[hich form the primary r edoubt of labour aristocratic 

culture, he is able to pre sent a more life-like picture, although it 

61. ' Frederick En-gels , lI~nglanci in 1845 and in 1885", in Karl }!arx and 
Frederick Engels , i-.rticles on Bri tai~ (Hoscow 1971) 394 • 

• 62. "Ir.1perialism, .The :ighest stage of Capi talism ll t in ChriEjtman, ed., 
Essential '\vor1<s of Lenin, 252. 



should be noted that even here sub-contractins is held to account almost 

ent irely for the f act that workers come to i mbibe the values of the employer 

class. At the other extreme, F05ter strips away the most original 

and st~gestive aspects of his t heory in accounting for the l abour 

aristocracy towards the end of t he century: here he reverts to a naive 

t heory of "betrayal" of the working class by a small group of labour 

leaders at the head of working class organisations, through which "the 

bribe" is distributed. 

The inadequacie s of the Narxis t labour aristocracy may be more 

clearly register ed by reference to several rather more sophisticated 

re-formulations of t he t heory. It is co~~ng to be appreciated that the 

mere exis tence of an elite stratum is hardly evidence enough for the 

total injection of bourgeois values int o t he working class outlook. There 

is certainly no l ack of evidence w}1.i.ch suggests tha t the views of the 

aristocracy of l abour reflected t he diffusion of such dominant values in 

Victorian society a s "respectabili tyll, lIindependence ll and "thrift". 

but tnis mus t be qualified, for t hese values may.have changed their 

rJeaning "'lhen absorbed into the artisanal lifestyle. Royden Harrison, 

for instance, has complemented hi s version of the l abour aristocracy 

t hesis by observering that bourgeois Ilself-helpll values took on collect i v-l s t 

overtones among the \>Jorking class, in many cases quite alien to the 

intentions of t he dominant social groups . 63 The ideology mus t therefore 

be analysed in the context of the \·lorkman ' s ovm economic, social and 

cultural experience. 

It has fallen to a number of historians in recent years to draw 

out t he full implications of t his critical insight. In an analysis of 

t 

63. Royden Harrison, "Afterword" to Samuel Smiles, Self - He l p (London 
1968 ed .) 268-69. 
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the labour aristocracy in nineteenth century ~clinburg}-~ , :.-:tober t Gray 

has argued that the values and beha viour of the artisan elite " ••• should 

64 be interpreted in r ~lation to tl: ::: situation of t~"jc actor:1f 

The outlook of the Victoria..'1 l abour a ristocracy to/a s thus 
an a~bivalent one. Domin~nt vulues cha~cd their ceaning 
as t hey becar::e adapted to t :1e conditions of the artisan 
worl d and ffiedi~ted t hrough autonomous a rtisrul insti tutions . 
'L'i1e typical stress up on the t resl1ectabili ty ' of the upper 
'vlOrking class s tra tu."n can often be seen as a _claim to 
corporate social re cognition. 

It is i mportant that t l,e subtle shifts in t he meanings a ttributed to 

certain volues upon their rece~tion into t :c..c artisanal lifestyle should 

be fully Rppr eciated . "The claim to 'respectability ' must be set in 

t he context of a strong sense of class pride", althOUGh : "The co-existence 

of solidaristi c val ues a.'1d practices vii th aspira tions express ed in the 

l anguage of hegewonic individualism made for a certain ambivalence in 

t he ideology of the c.rtisan. 1I 65 Similarly, Geoffrey Crcssick' s \.;crk 

cn the metropolitan 2.ristccra cy of labour le&ds him to dispute "the 

traditionalorthodoxyll j "I f the se labour aristocra ts \,Iere a vital force 

in bringir..g stability to mid-Victorian Kentish london - and t hey certainly 

were - it is e '-:::;ential tha t \I/e do no t overestima te their capitulation 

66 
to the vcJ.ues of t.l_ local middle classes ." 

66. 

Robert ~ . Gra.y , " 'rhe L"bo u' Aristocra cy in tht~ Victol"ia n Class 
Structure" t in .:.,l ' ank Farkin , ed. , The Social .':"ns_lys; s of Class 
structure (Lond on 1974) 2G j s ee furt he r , "Stylec of Life , the 
' Labour i.ristocracy ' and Class Relations in Later l;ineteenth 
Century Zdinburgh", I nterna t i onal Rev~ew of Social Ei-tor,y, XVIII 
(1973) 428- 52. 

Robert Q. Gray, ':Lhe Labour Aristocracy in Vic torian Sdinburgh 
(Oxford 1976) 139, 138. 

Geoffrey Cros s ick , "An '.rtisan Slite in Victorian EICgl &nd" , Ne\", . -Society , 23- 30 De c el~ber (1976, 613 ; 11I1:'h8 Labour Ari s t ocr a cy a.l'1d 
Its Values : ,\ Study of Eid-Victorian Yent i sh London" , Victorian 
~udie s , XIX (1976) 303. 



••• the process of ideolo;:;ical hegemony by which the mid
Victori~n ~ulin; e_it e s~c cessfully containe~ a s ection 
of the worki!lg class ~.as a far ;.:ore subtle and a:noiguous 
process t !1an vioulci. be allo'~:ed by the orthodoxy of the l abour 
aristocra cy being inci.o ctrinated vii t h , or persuaded to accept, 
middle class values and ideals. The values proclaimed by 
t he labo~ aristocracy t ake on a very different significance 
vlhen uniers tood ',ri thin a specific worldng class socio-economic 
situation. It is only in t his context the political 
mili t anc;:,-, the tra de union solidarity, the continuing class 
te nsion , and the subsequent l abour consciousness can be 
interpreted. 

It may be concluded tha t the t heory of ideology aTJ.d class consciousness 

which underscores t he Harxi s t labour aristocracy has again led to Vlorking 

class cons ciousness beir~ denuded of vitality and colour, and absorbed 

into the dominant value systeo ~ ;;;OJ...;;.c.;.d.;;i.;.UlU;;; of an elite stratum. In this 

vlay there has rer:ained intact the ~ priori assumption that the mass of 

the working class will aspire at length to revolutionary consciousness, 

although one is little wiser as to ho\'/ this v1il1 come about. The processes 

whereby social belief develops are in reality intricate; the "downward 

flm'J" of language and ruling class values must be matched by recognition 

of the "up\"ard flow" of ''1orking class experience. and aspirations , and 

the process of "mixing" - in the context of the working class community 

and social institutions - in in fact the genesis of working class 

consciousness. 

4.3: Problems in Sociological and Political Approaches 

The re-stated labour ari s tocra cy thesis leads na turall y to a con-

sidera tion of t he sociological t heories outlined in t he previous c hapter. 

For here again it is recognised that working class consciousness need 

not b e simply a passive capi tulation to ~he normative societa l order , 

but a "negotia t ed!! or "pragmatic" version of those values. 
• 

For a variety 

of reasons, however, t hese theories fail to establish convincingly their 
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case of incorpor ~tion fu'"1:i , i . consequence , the adequacy of t:::cir ?.J1al ysis 

of working class consciousness must be in doubt . 

It will be recalled t hat Young stressed t he incorporation of a 

"popular-egali tarian collectivist" vlOrking class tradition through the 

critical institutional nexus of the Labour Party. 67 Now Young 's argument 

does greater jus tice to t he oppositional values embodied in Briti sh working 

class culture and its insti tuticir.al · bulwarks. Yet his case for its 

incorporation rests solely upon t he political role of t he Labour Party. 

It is not clear whether he regards t he cri.m of ge ·tting into Parliament , 

or t he consequences of participating in it once ar rived , as being the 

main cause of Horking class incorpol'ation. Ei ther is surely i nadequate, 

particularly as Young wi she s to stress the strong , hermetic workin.g class 

culture as continuing unaffected. vIe are not told what mechanisms of 

tran&~ission ensured the dominance of incorpora tion, nor why the Labour 

Party should have such calamitious effect . Ultimately , a structural 

analysis of \<{orking class belief and culture is sacrificed for an explanation 

predica.ted upon the b~tre.yal and collusion of a small group of Parliamentar~T 

l eaders. 68 

Like Young , Parkin too \-Jorks from the pre-given f act of subordination. 69 

This he loca tes in the subordinate value-system rooted in t he vJorldng 

class community , although t his is no passive r ecipient of the domi nant 

order, but spawns a "negotiated" version of it. The subordinate value-

~'stem may also be r eceptive to oppositional beliefs channelled in from 

67. Ni ee l Young , "Prometheans or Troglodytes? The Engli sh \~orking Class 
and the Dialectics of Incorporation" , Berkeley Journal of Sociology , 
Y~I (1967) 1-43. 

68. See further J . l·~ . Cousins and R. L. Davi e s , III \','orking Class 
Inccrpcr&t 1.on' - A ?..is torical Appr oach ••• ", in Parkin, ed ., Social 
Analysi s of Class Structure , 281-84. 

69. Fr ank Par ki n , Cla s s Inec uality a nd Political Order (London 1972) 
ch. 3, et . ~assim • .. 



the radical value-system, "'/hose social source is the mass working class 

party. Parkin emphasises t he role of t he traditional means of incorporation -

the routinization of working class orgar~sation , accultura tion of the 

working class leadership, t he entry of bourgeois recruits and the like -

but places marked accent upon the nor~ative effect . of political de

r adicalization in capitalist society. 70 However, much of his argument 

r ests upon the ass~~ption cf subordinat ion. Thi s he explains by reference 

to the role of socialisation and the education sys t em , religion and social 

mobility, but accepts that these are only partial eA~lanations. Ultimately, 

he offars a t autological argUffient \vhich hinges around subordi:nation as 

a presumed fact, and may be detected in " ••• the tendency for the under-

clas s to throw up symbolic s ystems wnch explain their life situation in 

secular, non-political terns ••• " 71 .3 John ~:e sterga.ard has r ecently 

sho\·m, Parl<'.in's account of t he subordina te value-system is such as to 

automatically exclude universalistic r adical beliefs, which mus t be imported 

into \.;orking class culture from outsi de by intel lectuals and professional 

politicians. \'/estergaard correctly points out t .ha t much genuine 

opposi tional revolt has sprung from iii thin the working class itself: 

" ••• labour history seems clear enough t ha t a great deal of oppoGition of 

a universalistic kind, involvi ng a vision of an alternative society , has 

it s own roots within tl~ working class, nnd that in this countr y goes 

. 72 
back a t least to Chartism." 

By t aking subordina tion for granted , Parkin' s theory cannot advance 

in any depth beyond the "norma ti ve runbi valence" of the "'Iorking class 

70. ~., ch. 4. 

71. ~., 77. 

72. 
I 

John viestergaard , "Radical Class Consciousness : A Comme,nt", in 
Bulmer , ed. I ~: orking Cl", ss IrJage s of Socie ty, 254 . 
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value system and attentio~ i s therefore directed away from tte ge~eration 

and varied forws of working class belief. Like·..ri se , t·:ann' s t he ory has 

emphasised the "pragmatic" subordination of the Vlorkers in capitalist 

societies, ~~Q his four levels of class consciousness represent a marked 

improvement upon the dichotomistic !·:arxist conception. But again he is 

unclear as to the actual processes of incorporation. Xann en~eavoured 

to S!10W tr.at arr.ong t te \-Iorking class there is a discrepancy be t\-!een t heir 

apperceptions of the remote and more abstract aspects of society and of 

t hose more proxima te ane. concrete issues \'lhi ch bear upon t heir day to 

day lives, and thus t he workers neither possess nor need to have cohel' ent 

and well for~ulated images of society because ideologies are only 

articula ted by t hose \olho are concerned ... lith preserving or changing society -

by social elites or working class militants. I nel thus he argues that, 

" ••• only t hose actually sharing in societ al power need develop consistent 

societal values", and so the f ailure of the worl ers to develop "societal 

values" is part and parcel of t heir f ailure to control society; a nd vic~ 

vers.a. 73 Hann ~akes r eference to s ocialisation · through t he education 

process , "voluntary deference", natior.alism and imperialism, and "class 

consciousness" , but like Far a n is unconvinced as to t hei r adequacy as 

full explanations . 't/orlr..ing class pragmatic acquiescence i n the dominant 

orde r i s t hus put dOi'1n t o t he "historical incorpor .... tion" of that class , 

alt hough t he actual vlOrkings of t his process and t he development of 

74 reformi sm in t .1i s country is l eft undeveloped by ·!ann. 

73. Hichael ,·:ann, "The Social Cohesion of Liberal Democracy" t Ar'lerican 
&ociologi cal Revi ew , ~~XV (1970 ) 435. 

74. For a cr itique alOrlb t hese lines of J'iann ' s \'JOrk , see J ohn Do;oJning , 
"Grave- Diggers ' Difficulties : Ideology and Class Struggle in ' 
Advanced Capitalismll, in Richard Sease , ed ., Indus trial SOCiety : 
Class , Cle ~vage and Control (London 1977) 124. 

I 
I 
I 
I . I 



It wi ll have been noticed , ther efor e , t hat each of these t hecries 

re s ts upon a v/eakly arsued case for incorporc. ti on, "Jhich i n the f inal 

analysis is held to account for forms of working class belief. 75 They 

advance t he argument beyond the Ea.rxist position by challenging t he assumed 

subordination of working cla sa t hough t to t he normative societal order, 

but are prevented from following t he arg~~ent t hrough by t he pre-given 

f act of !1 subordinat i o!l". Ul t irr~t e ly t his nust define the outer li~~t s 

of working class t hought. 

It ought to be clear from t~e whole discussion thus f ar that, to 

t he extent tha t t hey night assi s t in our under s t anding of the British 

socialist movewent, the t heories of citizensrQP, civili ty and defe rence 

s t and in "/ant of consider able r evision. A bri e f analysis of these 

approaches will indicate why this should be so. 

\v'i th the conce rns of this s tudy in mind , b vo ma jor de f ects "lill 

be seen to vitiate t he citizenship perspective . Firs t, one may legitima tely 

question t he extent t~ which ci t i zenship r ight s actually overrode t he 

divisive inequalities of social class s tructure. 76 Of the ver y peri od 

in which t he t heory has sought t o demons trut e and account f or the emergent 

sense of national and civic unity and the wi dening err.brace of t he pol itical 

community , t he Liber al soci al phi losopher T. H. Green observed of t he 

wor Y.J.ng class t hat t ney were being "lef t to sink or swim in t he stream 

of ur~elenting competi tion ••• s o f ar as negative rights go - right s to be 

let alone - t hey are adr.1i t t ed t o membership of civil s ociety , but t he 

good to which t he Fursui t s of socie ty are in fact dir ected t urn out t o be 

75. Cousins and Davies , "" / orking Cl a s s I ncorporat i on' ••• t1 , 281-8'4 . 
I 

76. See further, Ralph Dahrendorf, Class a.nd Cl a ss Conflic t i n 
I ndustr i al Society (London 1969 ) 105- 7. 
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no good t 1:ings ·for tne:n . " 77 Indeed , it is the oven:l:el,: ing s e nse of 

social poleJ.'isa:ion and antagonis:n tha t defines most cf the nineteenth 

century , r athe r t ncm t~e,t ot societal c onsensus . t,:ore over, far from 

there huving existed a consisted body of reciprocally rec ognised rights 

and claims within scciety, Vic t orian Bri t cin Vias dOr;Jin; ... ted by conflict 

between rival ~l aiills ~Dd antithetical rights . Conceptions of citizenship 

rights are in any c a se to be s ociologically situcted j and t hus the 

r.Jiddle class r':"ght of enterprise and laissez-faire undoubtedly milita ted 

against t he soci~' and hu."aan ris hts of t he vast ma j ority of the population. 

Social rights were fro . .; the start associa ted lith t he collectivist claim .... 

of the \·lOrkers and. a far cry iror.J those conceived of by the higher social 

strata. 

Ha rshall ' s citizenship t heory dras tically unders tate s the continued , 

and continuing , reali ty of soci&.l class inequality. Citizen~hip right s 

did not s :'::ooth over the se di vi:.~ions but rat:1cr they Ilere themselves 

fractured by the rivcl clai~s of soci al groups . I t \'Ioul' , seem to foll o\'I, 

secondly , that working class social belief in the last cent'ury ca nnot be 

held to result from absorpti on into t he fr anc work of the civic and political 

eo:nrcuni ty • The e..rbument hir;f;es a bout the norma tive inte6ration of the 

\-/orkers into a c or:u:;cn culture a t t he societal level. The fissiparious 

'~endencies inherent in sub-cultural forma t i on are not recognised in this 

se ' erna , nor, e qual l y , are the rrechanisms by i1hi ch t his assumed provess of 

norrnat.:.. ve absorption took plac e specified . The contribution of the 

citizenslup perspective t o the study of British socialism must be in 

doubt . 

77. T. H. Green . 'rol egon:ana to :::;thics (1 883), cited by l':o lvin Richter , 
Tte f oli tic s of Ccn sci e~ce : T. H. Green and his A6! (London 1964) 
32 • 
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Similar c o~r; t:;ents are pertinent in re s~ct of t he civilitJr c: .. nd 

deference the ses . It ;vill be recalled that the comn:on framework here 

is t !lc. t of political culture , for ea c!1 refers :];01'e or le ss explicitly 

to the central cultural values of society in exph.i ning individual and 

group beliefs and political orienta tions. As both theories as sign a 

centrG..l place to cultural f actors, 1;;e r.iight useful y inquire a s to the 

applicability of the poli tical culture concept to ~he pr esent study . 

It is once more argued here t hat Hcrking cla ss political beh<l'Iiour 
I 

may be exr;la ined by refere:J.ce to a Froce s s of norrr.o..tive integr a tion into a 

v/idcly diffuse and consens ual political culture . . There is a difficult 

problem of c ausation here . .social rel& tions1'1ips beh;een men, a nd the 

ideas 'v/hi o1'1 t hey e cr.body , a r e l it has been argued , in reality but t\~O 

' d ~ t h . '18 Sl es 01 e s ame COln . The relutions hips beb/e en values and action 

is a n internal and logical r ela tionslup , and t herefore one cannot be 

held to e c a us a tive of t he other , v/hich \.,rould call for the r el a tionship 

to be external and contingent . To a c cou..l1t for a specific form of 

poEtical behaviour by i nvoking the valueo of the actor is simply t o 

reo.escribe t hat ac tion , r a t her tha n to explain it. Foli tic r~ c ulture 

as t he beginnino of a chain of ca usat i ve s equence mu s t be r e jected , 

sl t hough the way i s s til l open a s to hOvl individuals come to p ossess the 

values'in question . For t his reason , political socialisation pl ays a 

l ar ge pa rt in the se appro, .... ches. A se cond ambiguity in the political 

cult ure a rgument stems from its tendency to talk i n terms of the political 

Culture . It ha s alrea dy been sugge s t ed t hat to speak of British s ociety 

during the nine teenth century in consens ual and bar .onious terms is to 

do vi olence to the hi s torice.l re ality ofa . s ociety frag::iented and f i ssured 

78. On this point s ee Pete r '\ inch , The I dea of a Social Science 
(London 1958). 
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by competing social groups. These studies do not differentiate between 

t he dOr:Jinant poli tical culture, and more or less antagonistic sub-

cultures; nor do they allow for the f act tha t acquiescence in the values 

of the dominant culture on t he part of the subordinate class may be less 

than total. 79 

Turning our at tention to the t he ory of deference, an immediate con-

fusion is apparent for , as bothJes~op a..'1d Kavanagh have observed , the 

concept of "deference" is itself not \.;hol1y unambiguous. 80 Je ss op has 

dis tinguished four analytically distinct forms of deference, and suggests 

tha t not all \vill give ri se to unequivocal Conservative supportrunong 

the working class . To t he extent t hat IIascriptive social deferents" -

i.e. those who defer simply to the high born or wealthy - " ••• are motivated 

by a politically oriented 'trade union consciousness' and see t heir 

interests as lin.\.ced to the electoral success of another party 'vIllose 

policies and ac t ions are not incompatible Hith the es t ablished order - to 

81 
t hat ext ent they are l ikely to vote other than Conservative ." Nor 

is it ill,mediately obvious why deference in i tself should be a cause of 

working class political behaviour, because not al l deferential s vote 

Conservative. Nordlinger hints a t the suggestion that deference may be 

a result of Conserva.ti ve parti sanship; 82 and ~ arkin ha s argued tha t both 

deference and Conservatism are t hemselves contingent upon a third f actor -

79. On this point see Bob Je ssop , Tr&ditionalism, Conservatism and 
Br itish Political Culture (London 1974 ) 21-6. 

80. Je ssop , Tr aditionalism and Conservatism, 32-7, and "Civility and 
Tra itionalisn in :::;nglish Political CultureH , British Journal of 
Polit.ical Science , I (1971) 1-24; David Kavanagh , "The Deferential 
English : A Co:nparative Critique", Government and Opposition, VI 
(1971) 333-60. 

81 . Traditionalism and Conservati sm , 36-7 . -- , 
82~ Eric Nordlinger , The I-larking Class Tories (London 1967) fn. 64-5. 
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exposure to t he dominant value-system. 83 

These are problems inherent in a theory vlhich r:;ove s from the realm 

of normative culture and thence to \'lorking class political behaviour in 

an attempt to explain action seemingly contrary to the run of class 

interests. Similar coxcents are germane in respect of the civility 

studies, which stress the role of emergent cultural properties and display 

an overriding concern lith the poli~ical sys t em a s a whole . Here again 

there is precious little recognition that in the !!civic culture" there 

may be i mportant divergences bet,veen dominant and peripheral values, and 

neither ro:-dlinger nor ';lmond and Verba pay much attention to the i mpli-

cations of inequalities in the distribution of pO'der on political stability . 

Nor do they satisfactorily resolve t he problem of causality for, as Brian 

Barry has observed, it is quite possible that an effective democratic 

political system results in a civic culture , rather than that the civic 

culture produces s t ability of political behaviour in such systems. 84 

~1ore central to the concerns of the present study, however , is the 

fact that both the deference and civility theories rely upon a blanket 
. 

process of political socialisation to account for the transition from 

normative orientations to internalised behaviour. The process i s assumed 

singularly efficacious and is held to militate agains t the emergence of 

poli tical r adicali s:n , or indeed any sens of dissillusion \-/ ith the 

legitimacy of the poli tical system. ~Xenzie and Silver's comment to the 

effect that , !!',',l1e re t he ordinary person is seen as politically efficacious , 

it is almost always through the polling booth and not through working 

1 85 
C ass political or i ndustrial organisations", is typical of the 

-

84. 

85. 

Frank Parkin, "v/orting Cl ass Conserv' tism : A Theory of Political 
Deviance II , Britislo Journal of Sociology , XVII (1967) 278-90 •. 

( 

Brian Barry, Sociologists , Sconomists and Democracy (London 1970) 51 . 

R. IcKenzie and A . Silver , hngels in !';arble (London 1968) 125. 



conclusions arrived at by t hese studies. A ubiquitous process of social-

isation allows for no human agency and , in consequence , social consciousness 

is reduced to but a pliable receptor. According to t his view, then , 

there is no possibility that the reception and interpretation of dominant 

values, or the place of sub- or contra-societal cultures in the articulation 

86 of working class political belief, mi ght be analysed. 

To sum up the argument, then. Focusing upon the analysis of social 
I 

. \ 
consc~ousness as fundamental to a study of British socialism, a variety 

of problems have been identified in previous t heoretical formul ations . 

The classical and neo-Marxist traditions have s ought to account for the 

non-revolutiono.ry and labouris t movement in this country by invoking the 

theory of i deology ar.d class consciousness, and related conceptual devices 

such as the l abour aristocracy. It nas been suggested , fir stly, that 

t he J·:arxist analysis unnece ssarily schematised the iSGues involved. Xodes 

of human consciousness are both unified and dichotomised , with the result 

that much of t he complexity and texture of social. consciousness is 

Obscured. There. is no adequate theory to account for the transition 

from one form of consciousness to another , nor any analysis of the me chanisms 

and processes by vlhich beli efs develop . Secondly, worl'-ing class thought 

is actually devalued in t he Earxist schema, either reduced to underlying 

"reDJ.." motive forces , or assumed totally integra ted , unable to "fight 

back". In Gramsci ' s Har:Y.ism the elements of a more sophisticated and 

appreciative theory were identified, but this too falls short in the 

face of the re&l complexities involved. 

86 . Gray , Labour Ari s tocracy in Victorian Edinburgh, 11+3 , suggest·s 
that the sir':l}le n.o· el of defere ce is un~cceptable , as it usuo.lly 
Co-existed \ ith notions of corporate class pride and identity . 
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As to th~ t heories of ~olitica1 ber.avicur '.:hich arGue from poli tical 

culture, defere!1ce and civility, it \'/as suggested that the normative 

integration and consensual absorption of social belief into an enveloping 

socialisaticu process is unacceptable . Certain sociological theories ' 

were seen to advance beyond t his position by recognising that working 

class ' consciousness 'Clay be a "pragr:Jatic ll or "negotiated" version of the 

dOwinant woral order. :Out by assuming !: Eriori t !-.e fact of "incorporationll 

or "subordire tionll , they too fail to fully accoW'lt for the formation and 

development of social consciousness . In short, the c~r.plex ruld dynamic 

r elationships between social structure and belief remain largely 

mysterious. The theoretical frameviork outlined below is addressed to 

precisely the se questions. 

4.4: To'{:ards a Theoretical Framework 

Too frequently , the nature and forms of socialism in the latter 

part of the nine teenth cent ury in this cOW'ltry are adduced from the thought 

and actions of t he IIgreat men" of the movement. Sociologists have easily 

fOllowed l abour historians in this r espect, by extrapolating from the 

politics and at titudes of trade W'lion General Secretaries and l abour 

lenders and politicians t !ie IIsocial consciousnes~1I of the I;/orking class 

r ank and file. Basic to t his s tudy is the premise that , if we are to 

. appreciate t he nature and appeal of socialism in this period , then this 

consciousness ought itself to become a primary focus of consideration. 

Put another way , one ousht to be concerned \-li th the actual conceptions of 

SOcialism prevalent at t he "grass-roots" level - that is , t he level of 

the \-Iorking class co;nmuni ty. Indeed , the work of the l abour l eadership 

Would surely have corne to nothing if t he socialism they propounded did 
( 

not stri ke a responsive chord among a wider v/orking class audience) and 
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... ·as !~o t seen to f ace up to everyda:;.r prob!ens "at t ::e le 'lel of meanir..g ." 

But nor, equally , can it be assumed t hat conceptions of sociali sm remained 

unchanged in t he transposition and diffusion from one level to the other. 

If Harxist and sociological t heories fall down in this respect, 

the n an approach to t hese questions ought pe rhaps be r eceptive to recent 

significant developn:ents in historical research in this country. This 

hi stor iography has been. distinguishe d by its fresh approach to the nc::.ture 

of English society in the nienteenth cen tury, emphasising in par t i cular 

the cultural and political role of t he vlorking class . 87 Inspired in 

part by j':arxian revisionism , t his historical line of inquiry may be 

Characterised as "derr.ocratic"; its dominant tone has been humane and 

anti-deter~~nistic, s t ressing the role of me n as active , creative and 

Conscious hun:al'l agents. It has sought to retrieve s uch negl ect ed popular 

moveme nts as peasant s trusgles , social banditry and anarchism, reliGious 

sects, crowds and rr:obs , and has distinguished itself from t raditional 

l abour history wi.th ideas like "primitive r ebelli on", "moral economy", 

and general attemnts t o r econstruct "history from below". . . This venture 

i n reconstituti ng the t exture and social meaning of popular s truGgle was 

initiated and exe:.:plified by Z. P. Tho~pso!l in his seminal \-l ork The 

!:;,akino of the 21glish ~ .. :crking Clas s . Ye t, if t he er:;phasis has been 

relocated upon the autono:1Y of !orlr.ing class nction , there is often l acking 

(as ,'las noted in chapter 1) a wider m",cro- societal frame of re'fcrence 

and sense of social structure to which these beliefs might be refcl';t·ed . 

It \Vill be suggested tha t a s ociological approach to Briti sh socialism 

must assume t his "democratic" concern, integrated within a broader mucro-

ideological and structural perspective . To this end , the theoretical 

See above chapter 1 on recent trends i n Bri tish hist orical re search. 

--
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fr ame v;ork which informs t his study may now be scher:latically outlined. 

It s hould be noted tha t at t~is st&ge t he t~e ory i s purely for mal a~d 

abstract. At tbe moment, no allusion will be made to the historical 

and sociological flesh .and blood .. ,hich would bring t his skeletal outli ne 

to life. 

(1) It should be clear fro::! t he ~receding a.na lysis t ha t a socio

logical expl anation of t he tra jectory and nature of British 

socialism mus t t ake full cognizance of both the macro-s tructural 

and ideological enviro!l.2ent wi thin whose ambit world.ng class 

bel i e fs eme::'ge, a::d t he i n!10vati ve and cultural role of \-/orking 

class people at t he ~cro- 0::' co~@unal level. Consequently. 

this t heoretical fra:!evlork will be structured around t wo 

emphases:-

(i) the evolution of social s truc ture and iedeological forms. 

including the global conception of socialism itself; 

(ii) t he working class cor:-.r:uni ty, i ts s ocial insti tutions and 

rela tionships - t he exi s tential basis of popular social 

i magery . 

(2) Any properly grounded sociological approach to sociali sm and workino 

class belief mus t begin by specifyi ng the ~~der structural and 

i deological context . 

(2.1) In Part II of t his study , t he main parame ters of t his macro-

s oci ologi cal context \dll be defined . 7:u. s will be s een to 

involve: fir s t, an account of t he evolution of the Victorian 

economy and social s tructure and t heir co~manding features by the 

l atter :part of t he last century ; se·cond , and closely related to 

t hi s s tructural analysis , the nature of t he dominant ideological 
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f orms will be discussed; and f inall y , an a;nal ysis of t he 

ch<.:.racter and. broad tra j ector y of the l abour nove::nent and sociali s t 

t hought at t he "na tional" level. 

(2.2) The se macro-societal f actors "'rill pl ay an i mportant part in sl:api ng 

workine class social consciousne ss , but t hey are in no sense 

determinant. Rat her must t hey be seen in t he sense of e s t ablish-

ing t~e context , pre concii ti o~s and pot entiali t ies for the occurrence 

of non-structural and micro-level pr oce sses - the development and 

organi sation of social groups, t he for mation of new i nt eres ts and 

values and the gener al creat i on and transformation of cult ure ~~d 

consciousne ss. Social s tructure, for ins t ance , ~ust be conceived 

no t as ultio~tely constr aining , but as itself an on- going socio-

logical process ; t here \"ould seem l i ttle r eason t o di Gsent from 

Bot tomore' s account of social s tructure, which allows "for the 

i nfluence of a varie ty of f actors in t he processes of de s t r uc turation 

and r est r ucturation." 88 

(2.3) I n similar fashi on, the normative structure of s ociety - its ideas , 

values and ideologies - ',.;ill bear upon v/orking class i magery. 

But, once more , t he donai n of i deologi cal forms - and even t hose 

of hegemonic compass - i s surely to be seen as the general frame-

\.;ork v:i t hin \'Ihich occurs cultural inter pretation and i~ovation. 

It i s fundamental to t r~s study that human consciousness be 

conceive d as an autonomous human activit y , and in Part III t he 

act ivistic processes whereby workir~ class belief is f orged are 

brought int o f ocus. 

88. T. B. Bottomore , "s tructure and His t ory", in Peter Blau, ad .; 
Approache S! to the study of Social s tructure (London 1976) 161". 
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0) As Barry Ei ndness 1'.3.5 recently arg'Jed in a study of \·:or}-.ing cluss 

poli tical behaviour, " ••• any explanation must be in terms of both 

the rr.eardngs this behaviour has for the people concerned and of 

t he social and political structure \'iithin \.,rhich they act ••• "; 

these " ••• meanings and experiences ••• exist and are i mportant 

within an already structured situa tion." 89 The macro- societal 

. perspective must , therefore, be complemented by an analysis of 

the social proce sses operative at the micro-societal level·· that 
i 

of the \'Iorking class comCluni ty. 

(3.1) As Converse has noted of the diffusion of ideologies, 90 

-

As t he meaning system is transmitted from its original 
carriers, it beco~es fragmented and its scope becomes 
narrower ••• At the same time the character of the key 
element s undergoes systematic change. They shift from 
the remot e , ger~ri c and abstract to the increasingly 
simple , concrete and close to home . 

stUdents of social imagery have often pointed to a distinction between 

working class views concerning abstract situations , and those 

appertcining more directly to their own concrete daily li.fe. 91 

To be sure , "higher-order" l c..nguage , values and political orientations 

\>/il l flow dCvIDwards from the societal level to that of the \<Iorking 

class cooWouni ty. But in acting upon and influencing social beliefs, 

t hey are emollia ted to the extent that they interact with "lower-

orderll systems founded of sentiments, beliefs and aspirations 

89. Barry Hinciness , The Decline of ,.forki ng Class :;oli tics (London 1971 ) 
11, 33. 

90 • . P. Converse, "The Tature of Belief Systems in Bass Publics", in 
DaVid E. Apter , ed. , Ideology and Discontent (Glencoe 1964) 206-61. 

91. See , for i nstance, Farlan , Class Inequality and Political Ordyr , 
94-5; J' m Cousins and Richard Brovm, n a tterns of Paradox : 
~hipbuildittg ',:orkers ' I:l;age s of Societytl , in Bulmer , ed ., lorking· 
9 ass Images of SOCiety , 79 ; RoderiCk Martin and Robert ·H. Fryer, 
Hrrhe De~erential ;'iorkers tl , ibid., 103 , 109. 
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rooted in the concrete, everyday experience of working class 

1 0f 92 
~ e. A sociological approach cannot afford to ignore t he 

existential bases of t his indigencus working class outlook. 

(3.2) It will be suggested here that workir~ class perceptions of social 

"92. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

factors will be mediated by those aspects of t he social structure 

which form the primary social nexi of the workino class co~munity. 

Cert~inly, tb~s t heme is a co~mon one in sociolo~ical inquiry. 

And thus, David Lockwood has observed that, "For t he most part 

men visuali se the class structure of their society from the vantage 

points of t heir own particular milieux ••• "; i n t his connection, 

he' stresses the i mportance of "the industrial and community milieux 

of the manual \%rkers." 93 Fre.nk Parkin is i n broad agreement 

°th thi h ° 94 \a s emp as~s, whilst I nkeles has argued that" ••• people 

have experiences , develop attitudes and form values in response 

to the forces or pressures \l/hich ne t works of interpersonal 

relations" tend to exert. 95 Similarly, Elizab t. Bott has pointed · 

to the role of "the pri mary social Horld" -. the "net\'lork of friends, 

neighbours, relatives and particular social institutions" - in 

shaping individual and group perceptions of the social world. 96 

For a discussion of "hi gher-II and "lower-order" belie f systems , see 
Nige l Harris , Beliefs i n Society : The f roble!":1 of I cology (Harmondsworth 
1971) 32-5. 

David Lockwood , "Sources of Variation in vJorking Class I mages of 
SOCiety" , Sociological ~evieVl , ;av (1966) 250 ; ens article is 
reprinted in ~ulme !' , ed ., .:orKin.} Class I r.:age s of Society , 16-31. 

Par,dn, ":'lorking Class Conservati sm", 282-85. 

A. In.1-celes, "Industrial I'ian: The Rel a tion of sta t us to .Experi ence , 
Ferception and Ve.l ue s ll , Ar.:ericnn Jo~ns.l of Socicl ogy , LXVI (1960-
61) 2. 

Elizabeth ott, "Conceptions of Classll , in Ri chard Rose , ed., 
Studies in Britis~ Politics (London 1969) 134. 
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(3.3) Within tl"..is basic orienta tion, there exists much room for furthe r 

explora tion. Recent research has highlighted the f allacy of 

assuoing ~ priori tha t a given social milieu \dll au tomatically 

call forth predicte.ble social perceptions arTlongst vlorki!1g class 

groups; clearly t he re exists ~uch indeterminacy in t he relation-

ship between objective social structure s a..'1d human consciousness. 97 

In '.'iha t fol lo'.-15 , i deal-typic:u cons tructions of vlCrking cla ss 

milieux and icagery will be eschewed , and it is propos ed that t he 

emergent properties of acturu. social situations should become the 

primary focus of attention. If t he genera tion a nd distinctive 

forms of \-Iorking class consciousness ar e to be a pprecia ted, the n 

such beli efs must be loca t ed \vi thin t he all-round primary s ocial 

and occupational experience of specific working class groups. 

In short, these beliefs must be set within the cont ext of the 

\./orking class c ot'M'!1uni ty anci its cw. ture . These terms will be 

defined in due course . 

(Lt) It is t his i rru:;edia te and localised s ocial world that forms the 

existential ba sis of working class imagery and .t he context in 

Hl;.ich ideas conflict and interact, and social cons cioUl:mess is 

forged . 

(4.1) It will be arsued in t he f olloviing chc.<.pters that s ubordi'nate 

groups do not si.r:1ply c api tula t e to a nd acquiesce in t he dominant 

mor al order of society. Rathe r, l anguage , values and ideas \'/hich 

!lfeed into" t he \'Jorking class "'fill only be perceived , t aken up 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
97. Evidence on t~is score ~!ay be gained from many of t he contr~buti ons 

to t he re r ent s~T.:posiurn on ',;or:dng class imagery edited by B~mer t 
\",'o rking Cla ss I l:lf'oes of Socie"S! , :passim . See ~urther " Horrl.~ 
Ros enbeq; , :t?ercept1:ci Obstacles to Clas s Conscl.ousness", SOCl.al 
Force s , XLIV (1965) 22-27 . 
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and acted upon to the extent t hat t hey are seen to har monise wi th 

and interpret adequa t ely t he day to day exper ience and probleos 

of t hose groups . There Vlill be manife st , therefore, a. process 

od interaction between higher-order value-systems which are 

specifically e.imed at or filter through to, and t he more or less 

concr~te er~eriential lower-order beliefs of, particular working 

class groups . 

(4.2) This interaction is an historical and active human process. It 

\ may be terme d cultural str uggle or adap t ation, for t here \dll be 

i n evidence a process whereby ideas and values are "stretched", 

transformed a.."ld t wisted more into line and harmony \d th the 

98 
eA~stential location and outlook of that working class group. 

Within given structural constraints, the perceptions of and 

meaning s attached to specific value-systems to v/hich the working 

class are exposed will shO\'1 subtle but yet perceptible changes. 

The dominant ideas and ideologies of a society are rarely passively 

i mbibed ; r a t her social consciousness ought to be seen to emerge. 

out of t his active process of cultural struggle and adaptation. 

(4.3) In any s tudy of socialis t belief, it \vould be manifestly inadequate 

to concentra te eXClusivel y upon t he generation of those beliefs 

within a given parochial working class environment . Universali stic 

values and beliefs , i njected , as it Here, f rom "outside ll t his 

i~~ediate context will play a vital part in the process . But 

their meaning cannot be appreciated divorced fr om the primary 

social environment of whi ch they are a part. Only in this situat i on 

98. Hyman Rodman ' s article , "The Lower -Class Value Stretch" , Soc~al 
Forces , LX I (1963 ) 205-1.5 , must be mentioned here as an early 
de t err::inant in the e18.boration of t he ab ove t heoretical schema. 



do sociali s t ideas begill to "make sense" for vlorking people and 

hence for t he investigator concerned to unders t and t hose belie f s . 

(5) The context in which cultural struggle and adaptation takes place _ 

and hence the genesis and sustaining of social consciousness - is 

the working class community and its culture. These terms must 

nm·/ be exardned. 

(5.1) The basis of the social institutions which comprise any working 
I 

class cJ~~unity is t he divi si on of l abour in society . 99 It is 

this single economi c division - which means that t he working man 

mus t live by his l abour and skill for which he is in receipt of 

a wa.ge - that pulls t he \'1orking class together as a group and , on 

occasions , a highly s elf-conscious group. From this, and the 

workings of the poverty cycle clas sically analysed by Rowntree, 

springs the repeated experience of hardship t hrough which most 

\tlorking f amilies passed in the nineteenth century at one time or 

another . laCking financial resources to fall back upon, the 

working class found it neces sary to turn inwards upon its own 

communclity and collectivism for help and a ssi s t ance in ti tr:e s of 

need . It i s upon t hi s economically founded mutuality t hat the 

"settled s tructurel! of the coml:1Uni ty rests. 

(5. 2) I n accounti ng for t he development of working class i magery, 

Part III of this s tudy will emphasise .various f acets of t his 

settled s tructure in l ater nineteenth century Lancashire . Firs t, 

t he i ndustrial s tructure of t he \'Jorking class communi ty and its 

99. The foll owing discussion draws upon Bri an J ackson, 1.rlorking Class 
Comr:-.unit:z .(:ilarmonds\'1ol'th 1968), part i cularly 164-69 . 
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pToductive relations appear a t all times to have been a central 

cori.Sideration. Second, home and f amily structure , and neighbour-

hood proprinquity patterns in Lancashire, will be related to 

\~0rking class social outlook. Finally, the case of popular 

religious beliefs and Konconformis t chapels in the working class 

co~munity .rill be singled out as a detailed instance of the 

processes of belief for~ation. 

(5.3) The " settled structure ll of t he working class c0mr.JUni ty is the 

context \tli thin which it s culture is forged and arises . Structure 

d- It d ' t d b 'al 't t' d 1 t' hi 100 en cu ure are me ~a e y soc~ ~n erac ~on an re a ~ons ps. 

By working class culture , then, is meant that ensemble of beliefs, 

values and goals ac t ively evolved. in the course of social relation-

ships carried on >rithin the ins titutions of that community. The 

process of conflict and adaptation of i deas alluded to above - and 

t he resultant forms of social belief - are of course part and 

parcel of t his culture and can only be appreciated by reference 

t o t he social institutions of the co:nmunity by \-Ihich the dominant 
. 

patterns of social .relationsbips are embraced. 

(5.4) All of this should not l ead us to believe that the working class 

100. 

community is a homogeneous entity , or working class cons ciousness 

a coherent weltanschauung . On the contrary , much evidence points 

to t he i mportance of social and economic di fferentiation within 

the \"orking class , to a "lack of fit" between occupati onal and 

corr:munity mi l ieux in certain instances , and to "contradictory" 

elements in the working class value syst em. These and si milar 

probl ems complicate t he i ssue and make f acile categorisation 

Leiris Cos~r, IIStructure and Conflict", in Bl au, ed ., Ap:proaches 
to Social struc t ure , 210-11. 



impossible; they are, not .. iths t anding, act~al fe atures of 

working class life and thought, and ought to be ac cepted and 

explained as such. 

(5.5) Two further aspects of the community milieu should be noted. 

First, the commup~ty can be seen in part at least as a defensive 

network, 'vlithin which \'lorking cltiss autonomy may be exerted and 

by which more or less deviant belief systems are butre s sed from 

the dominant values of society. T~~s interpretation has proved 

.an essential part of much social research concerned with sub-

101 cultural formation. In t!1is conne ction, one may notice 

John Burnett ' s contention that , 1I",':ithin what seemed a closed and 

rigid social structure, the working classes constructed t heir 

own exclusive world , ren:ote from the acquisitive , accUfi.ulative 

impulses of t he late Victorian economy. In part, it was an 

escape from the !i.arshness of the r eal vlorld, in part an attempt 

to create community i n the anonymity of the industrial to ... m •• ' 102 

(5.6) Secondly, it is often t he case t hat eac h social i ns titut:i,.on of 

101. 

102. 

103. 

t he wor king class ccr:.munity serves not so much ti singl e function 

or specialised interest, ' but acts r a ther as "fields in v/hich to 

103 develop and exte~d personal relations hips ." A contrast may 

per haps be drawn at t his point bet'>Jeen mi ddle and lOw'er middle 

cla s s , life , tind that of tr.e vlorking class . The former social 

Partic\uarly i n t he field of t he soci ology of deviant behaviour; 
see Jock Young , The DrUg t akers: The Social !':eani ng of Drug Use 
(London 1971) , 41-2. 

John Burnett, ".~ utobiographies as Hi s tory" , i n idem., ed., 
Useful Toil : Autobiogr 0.Phi eS of :';orkint; People f rom t e 1820s-
192G s (Lo:1 on 1 74) 1 • 

t 

J ackson , Working Class CO~ilr.:Uni ty , 168. 
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groups , econor:.ically fissured centr ifugally into di screte hous e-

holds , were "neither gregarious r.or collective by na ture ll , and 

whe n they participated in vol untary associa tions and ins titutions , 

104 · lIthey did so in a ene-dimensional. and almos t instrumental \·/ay .1I 

By comparison , the various ins titutions of t he ~.;orlti.n·g class 

cOr.1muni t y almos t "overlap", each expressi ng different aspects of 

t he sa~e domina nt pa ttern cf .social relationsr~Fs . It Hill be . 

s ugges t ed, fer ins tance , t hat t he Honconforr:rl.s t ch.:lpel in 

Lanca s hire working class COi:Jmuni ties was not sioply a "religious" , 

but more an all r ound s ocial institution , fir~~y r oote d in those 

communities . Religious sent iment harmoni sed i ntimately with 

other aspects of t he \'Iorking class value- system including , it 

\·/ill be ar gued , socieJ.ist beliefs . 

(5.7) ivhi l s t the vwrking class community a nd its culture i n nineteenth 

century Britain I"er e di s tinc t and recognisable social forms , t he 

i dea to be f ound in certain I-larxi s t v:ri tings to the effect t hat 

working class society was a di s cre te a nd h~rmetic sub-se t of 

. t : I ' t b . t d 105 R t' 't' t h soc~e y as a \.;no e , fiUS e reJec e • a 11er , ~ ~s e 

nature of the relationships be tvleen t he coomuni ty nnd vfider social 

for ce s 'v/hi ch \-{ill be of interest here . 

(6) Soci ali sm and socialist belie fs may nO\1 be easily i nsert ed i'lithin 

the above theor etical schema . 

104. Geoffrey Crossick , liThe ::;mergence of t!1e Lower Li ddle Class in 
Britain" , in ~., ed ., 'I' he LOvler Kiddle Clas s i n bl'i t ain , 28 . 

105. See f or instunce Charles Keith l·:a igels , " .sc.itorial" , l'e\·! ..Jdinburgh 
Rcvi evi (n . d. , tf VJorking Cla ss Culture and Cons ci ousness :C:;di tionll) 
1-3. 



(6 . 1) To the extent t hat s ocialis t bel iefs were t a..'-<.er.. up and. integr a ted 

into the value- system of ~.;orkin6 people , t he n they too must be 

int erp!'c ted as one as:;::e ct integral to the v:ol'king cla ss COw!T.ur..i ty 

and ~ ts culture . It \/ill be s u.Ggested in t he follO\dng c hapters 

tha t to s ecure sc~e r;easure of \videspread accepta.!1.ce , soci c-J.ist 

ideas r:m st mesh into the all-rou.nd outlook of Vlorking people , 

given effective expre s si on in social rela tionships and through 

t r',e ins titutions of c C::-J:1uni ty l ife . In t his 'flay one i s - ble to 

account for t he specific na ture of socia list beliefs, why t hey 

a s suoed import[~ce and the ffiec hanisms of t heir gra dual evolution. 

(6. 2) The a bove corr.rnents s u:;gest t ha t in our ana ... ysis of socialism e.mong 

the Lancashire \'lOrking class , \'Ie wot;.ld do well to f ocus upon on 

local sociali s t bra:l.c hes , the pattern . of social r ela tionships to 

be found in t hem and the conceptions of s ociali sm prevalent a t 

t he parochial or co~::r;-.unal level. Na turally , one would be concerned 

in addition iii th t heir place in the \'Iorkine class co~uni ty and 

relation to its other Bocial i ns ti t utions. According to t his 

perspecti ve , both t he forms of s ocialist belief and organisation 

might be more clearly apprecia ted . 

(6.3) If the mai n lin0s of the above f~gument a re accep ted, and socialism 

is to be rooted a nd t he refore a; p:!."e ci a t ed i n t he setting of t he 

vlOrld ng clas s cO~!l'luni ty and its cul t ur e, t he n i t s hould not be 

surprising to find t ha t popular cons ci ousness may f all s hort of 

a t he oretically pos t ulated universalis tic socialist consciousness . 

As many scholars have argued , " co:nmuneJ." consciousnes s is often 

a for m of s ub-class c onsciousness , and ma y e ve n be antithetical 

106 
to a full-blown s ocial i s t consciousness. It should by , this 

106. See for inst.a nce J ohn n. 'i;e s tergaard, liThe ' .. ;ithering ';lay of Cl ass : 
h. Conten:por 2...ry l·jy t h tf , in Perry ;'.nderson ar d ~obin Bl a ckburn, eds . t 

To\'!ards Soci G'..li s:n (London 1965 ) 1·:)4 - 8 ; liThe Rediscovery of the Ca"'h 
';exusli , in :;.~l:iliband and J ohn So.v:ille , eds., The s ccia l ict 

--_ 1:;> <:> (>"1"+,,, .,.. 1 C r;'.~) rim ...... l '"'''' 10'7() \ 1 ? 5:: _0. 
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time be clear, hOl1ever, that no hard and fast distinctions of 

t his nature can be sus tained, for the difference beb:een communal 

Ch~d cla s s consciousness is s urely one of degree, r a ther than one 

of quality. By approaching t he issue in t he fashion reco~~ended 

here, it is hoped that t he t eleological f allacy - that is, by 

which extant forms of social belief are evalua ted agains t the 

yardstick of an assurr:ed fully fledged class outlook - f:1 ight be 

avoided. Rather, one is concerned in wh~~ t follO\-Is to appreciate 

t he forms of social belief \'Ihich were forged by .. Iorking eople in 

l a ter nine teenth century Lancashire, to t reat them as actual modes 

of thought and behaviour, adequate in themselves and t hus ylOrthy 

of inves tigation in t heir own right. 

In accordance ,'lith t his t heoretical framevlOrk, the following chapters 

vlill seek to a ccount for the emergence and t he nature of socialist beliefs 

among working people in lancashire during t he period 1 890-1S~6 . Part II 

of t his study (chapter 5-7) \.,rill investigate t he macro-s tructural and 

ideological context in which the l abour movement arose in the second 

hal f of t he nineteenth century. Par t III (chapters 8-12) will f ocus ' 

upon trade unionism and socialism in the north west, with particular 

r eference t o t he 'generation of distinctive beliefs in the social milieu 

of the working c~ass co~~unity. In short, it is hoped t hat this 

j,nvestigation vlill clarify somewhat the complex historical ond sociological 

processes mediating social structure and social belief. 



=========================================:======================= 

Ph....~T II: ;.. i·:;"CRC- SCCICLOGICAL PEJSPECTIVE 

================================================================= 

An account of the broader str~ctt~al and ideological context 
of the period must be the starting point for this analysis of 
British socialism in t he latter half of the nineteenth century. 
In Chapter 5, the developffient of the economy and social 
structure is discussed , registering , in particular, changes 
in this sphere duriIl6 the clo_ing decade s of the last century. 
Chapter 6 cOClplements this \.n. th an ac count of the major ideo
logical forrrs er.d t !-leir develop:;-.ents during the se years. 
Finally, the themes of these t wo chapters are drawn together 
by Chapter 7, in which the bread tra jectory of socialism and 
t he l abour movement a t t he societal level is documented in 
relation to the foregoing analysis . 

Take~ together, the three cha.pters which comprise Part II of 
this st~dy aim to provide a general account of the sociological 
context i'li tbin , ... hich tr,e micro-level processe s . documente d in 
Part III occurred. • 

================================================================= 



====::========== =============== 

EVOLU7ICI : 07 :::CC:iOifi .':'.I"D SOCI: L STRUCT1JRE 

================================================ 

It ... iill be helpful to begin our analysis of t he macro-structural 

and ideological context wi thin \.,.hich socialism and socialist belie fs 

emerged in the l a ter years of the nineteenth century by tracing the course 

of t he capitalis t economy ano. the cha."'lging na ture of' t he British s ocial 

structure up to, G..."'ld during, this period. The subsequent di scussion 

of ideological fores and soci r-:list thought will, in l arge measure 1 hinge 

about t his a CCOtIDt of t he wid- and l a t e Victorian social structure. It 

should be made clear that the intention here is not to elevate t he concep t 

social structure 1 a s Earold Perkin \'Iould seem to f ayour, to "that central, 

1 
integrating ca u:=.: e" of British economic and ideological development; 

however I \vl. th the aims of this study firmly in mind - na::r.ely, an explora tion 

of the complex r el at ionships bet\\'een obj ective soci al situations and forms 

of social consciousness - it \lculd seem reasonc.ble for t his purpose to 

trea t the nature a.~d tra jectory of social structure a s a pivotal organising 

variable. 

The themes dealt vii th in t his chapt er are as follO\'/s. First, t he 

nature of t he mid-Victorian social structure , as it el erged over the 

course of several centuries, Hill be eXa:line d. The discussion wil l then 

turn to the Victoria n "Golden Years", r oughly bet ween 1850 and t he 1870s , 

and t he charucter of British capi tali sm and class structure dUl' ~ ng tin 

period. Economic and social. changes i n the f a ce of the "Great Depressi onll 

of t he l ast qual' te l' of t he nine teenth century provia the focus of the 

1. Harold Perkin , 'J.":~ e Origi ns of '·:cdcrn =:ns li s!l Societ~ 1780-1 880" 
(Lonaon 1969 ), 16 • 

• 
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t hird section of t t is chapter, ' .... hi ch conclucies ·r1- th a brief discuss ion 

of certain str - teg:'c social grouping s and t:, eir pl ace i n t he class 

structure - aristocra tic and m.i.ddle class rtradicalsll , and the na ture of 

t he professions and Victorian intelligensia. This structural analysis 

forms rul e s sential prelude to a fuller undcrsta~ding of t he c ours e of 

socialis.'":l in t his c ountry . 

5.1: The Path to U.d-Victorian Equipoise 

The e mer gence of t he socialist mO''{ement in the l Et ar nine teenth 

century inevitably bore t ile i r!iprint of a social s tructure v/hi ch, by 

2 mid-century , may be said to have a chieyed a condition of lIequipoise" . 

This socia l formation WE-S the r esul t of a l ong process of d.evelopment 

spa nning several centuries of \>Ii1i ch, hm-.rever summarily , t he maj or fe a tures 

must be indica ted . 

The key to be subsequent evolution of British Bocie ty would seem 

to re side in ... ,ha t BarriI"..g ton f;ocre ha s te r med the "ari s tocra t i c i mpul ses 

to'vJards t i;.e transiti6n t o ca pi talism i n t he countryside . 1I 3 11hil s t the 

4 
passage from feudali sm to capi tali s:'1 cannot be da ted wi t h any preci s i on , 

it nevertheles s see ::Js clear t ha t , as early as the fourt eenth century, " a 

modern and secular society \·;as slowly pushing i t s v/ay up through the 

Vigorous and much t ans led unde rgrowth of t he feudal and eccle s i astical 

order . " 5 Take n together , t he wool trade of t he l a t er Ei ddle Age s and 

2. The ter:n us ed bj' '.~ . L. Btu-'n , Tl e Age of :squipoi s e : '~ S tudy of the 
ttid-Victorian nene r a ticn (lon ' on 1954;. 

3. Burrington Eoore , Social Crigi ns of Dicta t or s hip an Democra cy , 
(Harmoncis· .... orth 1969 ) , 3. 

4. 

5. 

il. . Dobb, Studi es in t::,; )9velon ... ent of Capital ism (London 1972), 
33- 82 ; ~ . i 'lilten , ed ., '.::-.e 'l·.!'~nsition l'roin Feudali sm to Capib.lism , 
(London 1976) . 

ll,oorc , picta torshi p and De~c.ocracy , l~. 
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t he Tudor peace, which had brought about na tiona l unification, law and 

order, and established a s t a r:dard systeo of weights and measure s , \.;ere 

ins trumental in genera ting a pO\ierful stimulus t. o the gro· .... th ofa 

commercial, not to say capitalist, outlook in t he countryside . Ra tional 

invest ment in l and underpim:ed t he enclosure moveoent , a vlave of agrarian 

6 capitalism propelled by the landed upper classes and the Yeomanry. 

In the er..ers ing tovlnSP.i!lS, t heaccUI:Julation of bursher wealth and rr;erchant 

ca pi tal may also be detected in this period. Once secu.re, t his incipient 

bourgeois class vias alr~o st i wmec.i a tely ready to effect a compromi s e vii th 

t he old order - socially an~ economically me rging with sections of the 

aristocracy and welcoming ioee.]. gentry and t hei r s ons into membership 

of its fore most gilds. 7 ~he growth of commerce in the towns during 

the fifteenth a nd sixteenth centuries created an expand5 .. ng ma rke t for 

agricul tural Froduce , \"hicl in turn furt!:"ler intensified the lr ovement 

to'Nards corrtC~ rcial farming. 

By the early seventeenth century , an embryo~.i c capitali s t enclave 

in society i s readily discernable . Znclosures ~ ontinued apa ce - in 

1621 t he fir s t general enclos ure bill had been ena cted - whilst capi tal 

wa s increasingly being i nvested in l a nd reclamation and clearance , 

deforestation and drainage . I·!erchar.t finance for capitalist production 

may be detected in the t extile , l eather and s mall e r metal trade s , along-

side the developr::ent 0 ~ IIputting-outfl me rchant empl oyers in domestic 

cloth production. Fired by t he r apid eT o\.,.th 0 " coa.l pr oduction before . 

6. Christopher Eiill , '!'!1e Ce:ltur· of . ,evol ution , 1603-1714 (London 1974), 
24-28 ; ? efor mat io:1 to lr.,:'us:r=-c:.l. ~evolution EarmondS\'JOrth 1969) , 
65-66. 

7. Dobb , s tudi e s in Develo~=.ent of Capi t alism, 120 . 
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1640, the effect of w::ich was to stimulate cannon-founding , sugar 

refining , and pa!,er makins , and to revive old industries such as iron 

smelting, steel and copper , industry was ceasing to be the affair of 

small master craft~en and t he free criner , and the London capitalist and 

enterprising landowner were coming to play an increasingly significant 

role. The econornic do:nination of t he Eetropolis was unique in Europe; 

London merchants slo,fly per:etr<ltad ·into spheres hitherto monopolised by 

local trading oligarchies, in turn r adiating the mor~ity of the marke t 

8 outwards towards the provinces . 

TV/o aspects in particuJ.ar of t l:is economic development prior to 

the Civil \-/ar are worthy of note. First , it is of some significance 

tha t noti ons associated quintessentially with bourgeois capitalism , such 

as economic freedom and individualism , laissez-faire and frce trade , and 

so forth had arisen to the surface of English society early on, breeding 

above all amongst enclosing landowners in the years before 1640 . Second , 

commer cial. life ill both town and countryside grew up mainly, although 

not entirely, in opposition to the Crown. In t hese lie t.e specific 

features of the ED-alish Civil \'lar , 'vlhi ch pitted commer cially minded 

elements within tte l ancied upper str?.tum against the would-be-feudal 

Stuart Eonarchy of James I and Charles I , with its paraphenalia of Royal 

monopolies , forced loans and taxe s , and the burdens of wardship, purveyance 

and feudal tenures . The i ns trument s of Royal despotism such as s tar 

Chamber and High Co~~ssion Here quite na turally a fet ter upon capi talist 

rationalization i yet , if t ::is was Britain ' s IIbourgeois revolutionl
' , 

there was one crucial difference from tha t pattern experienced in Fr?~ce 

8. Hill , Reformation to Industri .:;.l Revolution, 27-28, 66, 76; N ~ Dobb, 
ibid. , 123ff . -



over a century l ater . The com~lex interpenetration of econo~ic, 

religious and cons titutional issues split t he ruling class itself , for 

many gentler.:en and peers ent;aged ir: economic activity v/m ch would have 

been unthinkable to a French noble . Underpinned by merchant capital -

lithe only true bourgeois kernel of the revolution" 9 - t his was a struggle 

wi thin the lando'tming class itself. As R. H. Ta\,mey has pointed out: 

liThe l ando',mer living on the profits 3Jld rents of coxr.:ercial f ar ming , 

and the ~erchant or banker who was a landow~er, represented no t two 

classes but one ••• Judged by the source of their incomes , both were 

10 equally bourgeois." 

The Civil 'vla,r ensured tr.at absolute monarchy vlOulrl never again be 

possible, although it has been argued that this was an lIincomple te 

revolution". 11 In spite of t he course of r adicali zation which the 

reVolution assumed (the emergence of a militant Yeoman and artisan left 

in the Ar my), there vIas no substantial legal or political reform, nor 

any legacy of redistributed property ; tithes and the s tate Church 

remair.ed intact, \'Ihils t a brief period of religious toleration viae r apidly 

curtailed. In no sense can the seventeenth century struggles have been 

said to usher in tte rule of a bourgeoisie ; yet if l anded dominance 

remained unassuaged, capitalj.st influences had penetrated t he count ryside 

long before t he Civil l 'ar . To be eure , the dividir.g line be t ween the 

enclosing l andowner and the bourgeois proper \-Ia s a t hin one . 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'9. Perry Anderson , "Origins of t he Present Crisist', Nevi Ieft Reviev/, 

24 (1964), 29. 

10. Cited by Hill , Century of . evolution , 96 . 

11. Hill, ~. , 165~. ~; .nderson tlOrigins of the Present C,risis" , 
l2..a.ssim . 
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In other respects, however, tbe legacy of the :!:nglish revolution 

afpep-rs to be less ambiguous . Firstl y, the explos ion of juridicial 

ana cor~tit~tional devices recoved t~e obstacles to t he march of 

capitalist cieveloprnent in both to'wn and countryside . The abolition of 

feudal tenures established for landovmers an absolute right to their 

property vis-a-vis the King and left copyholders at t he mercy of the 
. 12 

l andlords. By shaki!16 off t he claims of Crovlll , Church and peasantry , 

English landowners transformed lordsrdp into co~~ercial ownership, a 
I 

process syste~atised by Locke in the eighteenth century into t he concept 

of absolute F~operty in the interests of pos sessive individualism. 13 

Harket nostuns flourished in the he althy rural environment as the 

abolition of feudal tenures increased the profitability of i nvest ment in 

agriculture , stimulated enclosures, and in turn brought about far r eaching 

14 changes in milling, marketing and transport . No\.,r under the aegis of 

Parliament, t he r oute tOi'/ards full scal e er..closur e and the de s t r uction 

of the peasantry "JaS cleared . Tne legal device of strict set t l ement , 

eVolved in the 1650s in order to Freventheirs bre~~ing up e s t ates , enabled . 
l anded f amilie s to consolidate their holdings into larger and more viable 

Units. 15 T~~s continued unabated thro~ghout the eighteenth century 

and culrrd na ted t he proces s of "pr irni ti ve accumulation" which t-;ar x ar gued 

\ias the real genesis of t he capitalis t mode of production , and ' created 

12. 

13 • 

14. 

15. 

Chri stopher Hill, The EnSl ish Re volution 1640 (London 1972), 53-54 . 

. Per _i n , Origins of !';cdern :':nslish Society , 51.°56 ; E. F . Thompson, 
liThe "e culi ariti es of t he English" in Ral ph Hiliband and J ohn Saville , 
eds ., ?~e Social i s t ~ebi ster 1965 , (London 1965 ), 316-19 ; see 
fur t her-on t i.1i s C. ;5 . j':cpher son , The Folitical Theory of Possessive 
Individu~lis~ , (London 1962) . 

See further on t he se developme nt s , He.r old Perkin , "The Soci al Causes 
of t he 3ri ti:3h I ndustrial ~~volution" in 'l'r a.n3:lction of t he Royal 
~storical Society , 5th ser ., ~II II (1968) 1 ~3- 43 . 

H. J . Eo.bw'Kuk , "Ene:;l isl LandO\,ner sLi p , 1680-17LIO II , :sconomic :iistorl 
ReVi ew, J . (1 940 ) 2-17 ; Peter j·;c..t hi as , The Fir~t Inclustri8.1 b t ion: 
"n :::.::conomic :-i i s t or y of Br itai n 17:::0- 1914 (London 1j69) )It ; £r i c 
Eobsba\~'1l , ::;:nciu3t ry nd Zmpir e (:larrr. onds'l-Ior t h 1969) , 29 . 
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the unioue triadi c rural social structure of l ar ge l andcvmers , cari t a]5s t 

16 
f arffiers ~~d landless l aboure~s. 

Secondly , mov..ied and landed interests Here, as a result of these 

de velop~ents, more clearly on a par . Pe ers a nd gentlen:en VIi th :rloney to 

spare invested in trade, just as e erchants ' • ..;ho prospered had to buy l and 

if they ivished t o count in socie t y and politics. strict settleEent 

served to liI"..k more closelj' l anded ·and bOUl'e;eoi s fortune s , D-S t he scions 

of the aristocracy now received t he ir patrimony in t he for m of a capital 

sum and vlere i r.lpelle d to seek a career outs i de landlordism. The 

territoric..l interest ... ;a s in e.ny case adapting early to the vlorld of 

commerce and co~~ercial agriculture and , although t he interlocking 

betH0en aristocracy and bourt;co::'sie was le s s in the eighteenth century 

than it had been under Eliz..abeth and. the early stuart s , t he connection::> 

r . . d . bl " t" t 17 ema:rne reIIiartCa Y J: n J:ma e. Socially , too, these strata forged 

cemmon bonds , as there occurred "t .... e eleva tion of t he fr ont r ank of t he 

middle classes to the sta tus of lando'lming nobility, and their inter r.lar riage 

with t he older hO\A.s es." 
18 

Finally , a p~opitious political clin~te f avoured the ffiarch of 

capitalist r ationalization. The sovereignty of Parliament - the 

representative body of " The Fr ee" (i.e . prope r tied) - a nd t he absence of 

a l ar ge s t andingarr::y a nd c O!1tinental style bure aucra.cy , creat ed a milieu 

in which gover:unent fiscal , domestic and oreign policy might "be sub-

j uga ted to conrr.ercial ends . Under the patronage of an ari s tocra t i c 

16. Karl Harx, Ca;:;:ital , i (London 1970) , par t VIII. 

17. Hill , Ce ntury of ~e "'olution , 236; l\~oo_ e , Soci al Or igins of 
Dictators~E ~r.i !)er.:ocracy , 21-23 . 

18. ~oy Levd. "-" a'1d':"ngus l':auc.e , The "Sngl ish I·iiddle Cl~ sse s (London 1949) 
34. 
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a sser::bly, t he r oute to t he eventua l triu::.ph of bourgeois capita lism \'Ias 

secure; t he r epercussions of t his f act 'IIould be felt hlo centuries 

hence • 

. i..gai ns t t his background. , certain aspects of t he development of 

social structure must be pointed out. A key the me in the nineteenth 

century is t !':e uni que rela.tiol'lship . be t·d.:; en t he l anded interest and the 

industrial bour geoisie. 
! 

h f l . "t t ., t t h t El d l d 1 h T.e orelgn Vl..Sl.. or 0 el..gn ee n .• cen ury ng an weu sure y a ve 

not iced of the aristocracy , as Eric Hob sba\>JrJ. has reminded us, t ha t lIthe 

grandees of Britain \'lere not a nobili ty cOr.lpar able to the feudal and 

, 19 
absolute hierarchies of t he ContinentI' ; t hls VIas no rigid, c aste 

like social grouFing but, as Harold Perkin has portraycd it, " an open 

aristocracy based upon property a..nd pa tronage ." 20 Certainly , t he 

flexible structure of t he l anded classe s , as they emerged over t wo 

centurie s prior t o 1800 , provided an i deal envirom~ent for the genera tion 

of an industrial s ociety. The upper s tra ta app~ar to have been opcn 

t o some extent, &llm'/i ng a Hide measure of mobility bo t h into, and out of 1 

t heir ranl{.s . In this r espect t he structure of l a nded society itself, 

founded upon the division bet"'Jeen gentry and nobility , appears t o have 

playe d a crucial role . The gentry acted as a '''feeder '' into which 

p e,rvenu "'/ela th might be absorbed , and from which pa.ssage to the nobility 

\'1as alwayS a possibility; i n a..'rly event , gentry sta tus '.:as t he fir st 

s t age in vlhat vias usually a long process of social assimila tion . After 

t he Restoration, s ocial ascent into t he nobility in trlis f ashion became 

19. 

20. 

Hobsbawn , Industry and ~,pire , 32. 

Per kin , Origi ns of l:;odern :Snglish Society, 17. 
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a 'dell worn p&..th for mer c:-..5.:,.ts , industrialists and :-nino:c peers , a s well 

• 
as :or Lell of su"t::s:ance L0::: a ... tide variety of b <...cks rounds. 

f low of ne-vl ruen into t Le honorific elite 'das r.:atche d by a dowm/ard flow 

of younger sons who, encouraged by t he legal arransements of primogeniture 

ar.d strict s ettlc::.ent, r..ad been parcelled out by their fanlilies into 

lucra tive rr.i ddling occupations . It is t :-lis ir.-built fluidity of structure 

of t he l a:r.ded .:.~terest 'd:"_ich seens to have :pre cluded any serious conflict 

beb'lee rJ. industrial a..l1d l anded wealth and , as F . E. L . ThoClpson tas shO\·m , 

"'las to be a crucial fact01," in the gradual and pea ceful evolution of t he 

21 
aris tocracy d~ins t~e nineteenth century. 

Integrc.l to t his arranger.:ent Vlc.S t he artistocra tic conce tion of 

s ocial leadership, infused a t many points with l a issez-faire vC:tlues . 

The essence of the _ evolution settle~;ent had been that the Cro"m should 

govern in a ::.c.lU:.e r conducive to t he progress of agrarian rationalization. 

Chclry of sta te intervention , t he KinG had been cienied a per:1:anent standing 

arr.:y or effective bureaucra cJ' {r.ich r:-.ight conceivably rival the territorial 

pOlt/er of the aristocracy . Cut of pure sel f -interest , therefore , there 

hnd been imparted to ' the o..Jta te t hose free market values ger linc.ting in 

the countrysi<ie for a t _east a century before the Civil 'vlar and 'v/l~ich 

Vlculd b ecome t ne gddine; precepts of t he indu s trial order. 'he make-up 

of landed society er.sured t hat the se ideals were ciissew~nated throughout 

it s various levels , for t!-'.e precious relationship be t\'leen the nobility, 

and t hose aspirants whose route to l anded sta tus l ay through t he gentry , 

made a prime considera tion deference to the social leadership of the 

nobility. 

21. F. L L. ~ho::::;.so:u, ~::.,?: lis.: La.nded Society in t lle lineteenth 
Century (Lo~'on ; 963 ) , 21-4, et . passim ; Perkin , Origins of ' 
Ho ' ern :::::! _i~h Society , 52-62 ; E . G • . uhler Lytton , ~r. ::;land 
a d t !i.e ":::;r.;lish (1<:33) , cited by ','1. Guttsman , ed ., Tl:e ';:;~:gli sh 
-,ul:'ru,;; Cl~3S (Lor.con 1969) 27-29 . 
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This conception of le aders1~ip , inherent in and constu.ntly reinforced 

by the inst itutions, symbols and rituals of ecuntry society , 22 f anne d 

out in a n~ber of directi ons. Folitically , the social conservaticm 

of the lesser gentry and arriviste './ealth VIas deflected fref:! t~e path . 

of reacti onary intransigence by t t e i r depe ndance upon aristocra tic 

political le~dersr~p , which was often rr.ore flexible and l ess conserv~tive . 

Econcmical _y, too , t~.e laY..' o'llners ga·"e t he l ead in agricultural inve z t i:!ent 

and imFrover::ent , exerci s i ng t.leir ste\.'ardship of the na t ional pa trir.tony 

in t he fertility of the soil , ,<,hi ch they claimed a s priva t e Fl'Operty. 

Under t hese cor.ditions , rent \vas s een as no more than a return upon 

LYJ.vestrrient i n a concern in whieh t he landlord took a s ho.re of the risks 

as \>/ell as t he profits along vd.th t he tena nt. 23 Fi anlly, s ocial 

emmula tion of t he la:lded nobility bec arue an i mper &. t i ve; t his , in turn , 

proved a pO\ierful spur to enterprise and consumer demand for social 

e mmula tion gener <:. ted s::,ending , often in t he form of long term capital 

i nve s t n:ent , by r..idcilin.s entrepreneurs in t he hope of rai s i nG t he mselves 

in the standing of s ocie ty. 24 

It would seem beyond rea sonable doubt, therefore, tha t the 6Fecific 

s tructure of 3ritis~ socie t y at its upper re aches permitted the gradual 

modi fication and ada:;,t a t ion of t]-,e landed nobili t:; to t he i ndus trial 

society of t!,e nineteenth century and t he i rr, e r a tive of capital a ccumula tion . 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
22 . For a discussion of t he role of aristocratic social l eaders hip , see 

Da vi d Spri!1;'- , '2:he Landed :!:st a te i n t he I\ir.etee nt n Century , 
( cl t i more 1963) - b 1 f f. 1 . 'l'no::il)30n s ho.vs clcar y ho·,,, the 
interc O\~r s~ of c ountry socie t y , a nd pnr ti cularly huntir.o an 1 rural 
sports, s oH 'ified t he le &..di n r ole of t.c nobili ty : cr. Landed 
SOCiety in t~e ' ·ine te el1t : Centur;z: , 109-50 . 

23. J. D. Char:lbers , The ,:orkshou of t he ~;Jorl ' (London 1968) 55. 

24. Perkin , 9r i gin$ of j·:odern Ln, li s~ Society , 85-97. 
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A varie ty of f a c tcrs had contributed to the erners er!ce of indust!'i2-l 

capital in t::e tiiO c e r:.t~ies be:o!'e 1 ~CO j \\Ie r::ay notice , for exa::.ple , 

t he breakdoHn of urban locsJ.i sm and unc.ermining of t he moncFolies of 

craft gilds, whe t~er in manufact~e or domestic form, a nd t he need for 

na s cent industrial capital to be eClallcipated from monoFolies in t he 

sphere of trade \ i thin \·.!:--ic~ merchant capital ,vas entrenched . 25 Here 

lies t ::,e i mpor t c.nce of the se v.e::t ee:lt:: century Revolution ,vf. i c:l , along; i·1i th 

26 
upon which l<arx l aid great stress , t hose sour ces of Fre- industrial Wealth 

fr eed capital fer inQustrial venture . In t he l a te eighteent a nd early 

nine teenth centuries , T. S. hshtou ha s sus gest ed t hat pioneer industrialists 

"came frol:J every social class and from all Farts of t he country" , but 

recrui ts fro m t he "lm'/er levels of the middle r anks" would appear to have 

27 predominated. or San;uel Sniles ' t .. ·:enty-eight "men of invention and 

industryll , fourtee n Ca::le frO:':1 t he r aJ1.ks of small property owners or yeoman 

f armers , muster ~/eavers , stecno.kers, schoolmasters , and t he like ; six 

carr,e from quite Frosperous --i ddle class circumstances ; and of t he eight 

who becan:e ca?i t alists of ar:!j' inport al~ce , only one was of worki ng class 

origi ns . 28 David Hey ' s study of l eading ironmasters in t he nor th of 

England shows tha t many often e mer ged from a peasa nt-cra ft sman backGround . 29 

25. Dobb , st dies i n :ceve_oy:·:-.:e r-t of C r·. :~italism , 161. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

Harx , Capi tal , 751 . 

T. S . f snton , The Ir.custr: al _evolution (Londen 1973) 13; Per?~n t 
Origi ns 0: ;·:oaern :;::r.s2. is· soc:"ety , 82 ; on t he question of the 

s OCial 0 isi.r.3 of e &r l :' c .:-i : c:l:..::;ts , see furt i'!e r paul i':antou:c , The 
#}.d~ stria1 nevelutio~ :"n t:-,e 3i::;:-.tcent . Lentury (London 1 23 ) 376-
02 - T evfl.· c- ., ~,,; . " " .'; -~ o - 'y _~.; r·' . .: ' QL'l e ' l r-rcc 44 48 · 

, .- ~ (".4.1 ... "",," l · ~~ i0.4 ... ,e , _~ ....... -=.; ... .1>< __ "';' .. ;. L -!. v a _~_ 0, , , 
P . L. Payn:. , :3riti s :::' =:l';::.'e v :,er:e :.tr~r.i -..::. in t 1e l::~ne teenth Centur 
(London 1974 ) 2 - 29. 

Samuel Smiles , Hen of Irl"lent:.on ar:~ 
cited by Dobb , St ~~ieG :..~ ~evel o =~aLt of 

29 . David \ ' •. u S' .efficld Re bion: Stud~ 

n(iustry (Leices ter 1972) 
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Yet, the middling origins of many pioneer men of industry should 

not blind us to the way that finance for new forms of industrial enterprise 

"helped to link closely together the interests of the new class of 

industrial employers and those of the older wealthy classes of landowners 

and merchants ••• " 30 In the early stages of the industrial revolution 

the bulk of new capital needed for creating and working factory 

production came from merchants. Provincia~ banks, initially merchant 

bUsinesses, were channelled into the financing of industry and, by way 
L 

of acting as financiers to industrial capitalists, some were drawn on 

to drop their merchant business and c~ncentrate wholly on banking; still 

others turned into industrialists pure and simple. :31 Of the early 

capital for cotton production, quite the major part seems to have emanated 

from already established merchant sources. 32 

Wealthy landowners, enriched by the proceeds from enclosure, the 

growth of estates during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and 

increased rents during the period of the Napoleonic Wars, ... /ere often 

instrumental in fundi~ industrial ventures . Integral to the legal 

arrangement of strict settlement were better mortgage terms; estates 

Could no ... t permanently carry a very high load of debt on mortgage quite 

safely from one generation to another. A mortgage on a secure estate 

became a sound security for creditors, and landed families were now better 

placed to r aise and provide capital sums for younger sons '-'tho could not 

-
30. 

31. 

32. 

G. D. H. Cole and Raymond Postgate, The British Common People 1746-
~ (London 1961 ) 203. 

Cole and Postgate, ~., 201-2; 
Capitalism, 281~ 

Dobb, studies in DevelOpment of 

G. Unwin, "Introductionll to G. 'tl. Daniels, Early History of the 
fotton Industr~ , (Manchester 1920) xxx . 
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get their portions in land , freeing t his money for investment el se\.,rhere. 

In the early nineteenth century, much landlord capital was funnelled into 

rural investment and various kinds of improvement in agricultural technique. 

One should not be biased by the charges of inefficiency levelled by men 

like J. S. Mill and James Caird against landlordship, 33 for, as David 

Spring bas shown, an increasingly business like attitude to estate manage-

ment - which often involved ploughing in capital for returns of quite 

ludicrously small proportions - came to typify more and more landed 

aristocrats during this period. 34 

Of equal significance was the fl ·ow of l andlord capital, either 

directly through managers or indirectly through contractors to whom they 

extended credit or even lent capital, into strictly industrial venture . 

The major outlets for this form of investment would appear to have been 

coal and slate mining , quarrying and mineral extraction; participation 

in and, occasionally t the funding of railway construction; urban develop-

ment, house building and laying out streets and squares; and a miscellany 

of activities ranging from port and harbour developments to the cons truction 

of mineral lines and canals. 35 It is true that some of t his economic 

-
33. J. S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy (6th edition, 1865) Vol. 

1, and J ame s Caird , English Agriculture in 1850-51 (1 852), both 
cited by Gutt sman, The EnSlish Ruling Class , particularly 83-128. 

34. Spring , The Landed Estate i n Nineteenth Century , passim ; see the 
same authors "Aristocracy, Social Structure and Religion in the 
Early Victorian Period", Victorian Studies , VI (1963) 263-80 ; 
Thompson , Landed Society in the lineteenth Century, 151-83 . 

35. For instances of l andowner's industri al ventures , see Thompson, 
Landed SOCiety in the Nineteenth Century, 238-68 ; David Spring, 
"English Lando\mership and Nineteenth Century Industriali sm", and 
J. T. Ward, "Landowners and ~1ining", both in i dem., and R. G. \oJilson, 
eds., Land and Industr~ : The Landed Estate ana-the Industrial 
Revolut ion (London 1971 ) 1t>=62 , and 63-116 ; David Spring , "The English 
Landed Est i3-te in t he Age of Coal and Iron", Journal of Economic History, 
XI (1951) 3-24; for t \'10 case studies of aristocratic industrial 
venture, see E. H. Howe , "Coal, Art and the Beaumonts", History Today , 
XXIv (1974) 243-49 and F. M. Vather, After the Canal Duke : A Stud~ 
of the Industrial Estat es of t he Third Duke of Bride\,ater (Oxford 1970)~ 



activity was "debt-driven", forced upon recalcitrant members of the landed 

elite who had been reduced in circumstances by ostentatious consumption 

or by the legacies of improvident relatives. 

seems clear enough: 36 

But the overall effect 

In brief, what shows itself here with uncommon sharpness is 
the spectacle of large sacle entrepreneurial activity, full 
of risks and uncertainty, bringing in its train extensive 
development of natural economic resources. 

This unique combination of business acumen and lordly habits has 

led two recent scholars to independently suggest that the role of 

landowners in the industrial revolution was probably as significant as 

the part they placed in the course of agricultural change between 1700 

and 1870. 37 J. T. 'tlard and R. G. ';Jilson have commented upon this 

process that, fI ••• it was this fusion of interests, the fact that land-

~wners encouraged what happened in industry, that created the ideal 

environment for economic change. The social attitudes and economic 

responaibilitieaof the landowners were obviously closely linked ••• " 38 

It seems clear, finally, from W. O. Aydellote's careful analysis of the 

House of Commons in the 1840s that business interests were f airly evenly 

divided between the Tories on the one hand, and the vihigs, Liberals and 

Radicals on the other side, and that "a very considerable" portion of 

36. 

37. 

Spring, 'rt,anded Estate in the Age of Coal and Iron", 21. 

G. E. Mingay, EngliSh Landed SOCiet y in the Eighteenth Centt~ 
(London 1963), 1 9; M. W. Flinn , The Origins of t he I ndus t rial 
Revolution (London 1966), 44-5. 

38. Ward and Wilson, Land and Industry, 13. 
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the l anded interest were at least involved incidentally in business 

activity. 39 

In all thi s , however, one ought to keep firmly in mind 

F. H. L. Taompson's stricture to the ef fect that, "It would seem to be 

a mistake to conclude that the simple f act of a spread of economic interests 

necessarily made an aristocrat feel any identification ~nth the 

indus trialists or sympathy with middle class objectives ." 40 And equally, 

as middle class spokesmen were at pains to point out in the early and 

mid-Vic t orian periods, a profound gulf separated their values and culture 

from that of the "privileged" worl d of the l anded elite. Founded upon 

its growing economic predominance, this period had seen the emergence 

of a distinct "middle class consciousness", with its o\in scale of values 

and interpretation of economic and social life, which had been aroused 

and had come to fruition sometime between the Napoleonic Wars and the 

41 Reform struggles. If, as is now generally recognised, the Reform Act 

of 1832 had done little to undermine the sociological premises of 

42 aris tocratic rule, the r eform of t he muniCipalities - achieved for 

Scotland in 1833 and, in England and 'f/al es , by 1835 - had done much to 

provide an entree for the m·ddle classes into local government and 

39. ~J. o. Aydellote , liThe House of Commons in the 18406", lii,s torl ' 
XXIX (1954) 329- 62 ; "The Business Interests of the Gentry in the 
Parliament of 1841-47", Appendix to G. Kitson Clark, The M ldz;g 
of Victorian England (London 1962) 290-305. 

40. Thompson, Landed Society in Nine t eenth Century, 268. 

1+1. Asa Briggs , "I~ddle Class Consciousness in English Politics 1780-
1846", Past a.'I"ld Present , 9 (1956). 65-74 ; "The Language of ' Class ' 
in Early Nineteenth Ce ntury England", in idem., and J. Saville" 
eds . , Essays in Labour Historx, (London 19b0) 52-60. 

t 

42. D. C • . oore , tiThe Other Face of Reform", Victorian Studies, V 
(1961) 7-34. 



administration. 43 The relaxation of relig~ous barriers, which had 

begun with the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts in 1828, had 

helped to weld the consciousness of religious Dissent onto the middle 

class outlook, whilst spokesmen for the middling strata like James Mill 

and the Philosophic Radicals traded upon their growing sense of discontent: 

"He seconded their natural demands for better government and better 

legislation", noted Mill's biographer, " ••• to suit the extension of 

manufactures and commerce ••• and insisted on Cthe middle classesJ having 

a share of political power for their own defence.1I 44 

VIe may notice the expression of this growing sense of middle class 

awareness in only two spheres of early Victorian society although, in 

reality, its ramifications were manifold. It was, firstly, a self-

awareness which found articulation in the middle class clamour for an 

educational system more atune to their needs. If the upper middle class 

were willing to acquiesce in the classical aristocratic curriculum, the 

burgeoning middle strata, especially in the industrial regions wherein 

their strength lay, w~re the force behind moves towards more utilitarian 

curricula in such local grammar schools as existed; the establishment 

(by those who could afford it) of fee-paying proprietory schools; the 

. setting in train of day and boarding schools to rival the aristocratic 

public schools; and the move to open up the preserve of higher education 

to Dissenters and others of middle class origins. 4.5 But it was , perhaps, 

in the grow~h of a provincial middle class press that this sense of separ ate 

43. Lewis and Hauda, The English fuddle Classes , 55. 

44. Alexandre Bain, J ames Mill: A Biogr aphy (London 1882) 446. 
45 • . Brian Simon, The Two Nations and the Educat i onal Structure 1780-
~ (London 1974) 74:83 ; P. ~l . Husgrave , Society and Education 
!n England since 1800 (London 1968) 6-42; M. D. Shipman,. Education . 
and Hodernisat i on (London 1971) 112-39. 
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identity, which gained added momentum in the 1840s with Peel's economic 

and fiscal reforms and the Corn Law struggle, may be most clearly 

46 
discerned. To be found, again, in the industrial and commercial 

centres of the country, it fell to newspapers like The Leeds Merc~ 

(edited by Edward Baines), The Manchester Guardian (J. E. Taylor and 

Jeremiah Garnett), The Sheffield Independent (Robert Leader) and 

The Manchester Tim~s (Archibald Prentice) to systematise and r el entlessly 

press home the themes of efficiency in local and central government; 

Parliamentary, banking and fiscal reform; opposition to Trade Unionism; 

and the abolition of Corn Laws and all restrictive duties. Underscoring 

it all was the ubiquitous political economy - at this level often crude 

and over-simplified - of P~thus, Smith and Ricardo, which lent an aura 

of legitimacy to industrial middle class opinion. John Vincent has 

convincingly demonstrated the part played by the middle class presa in 

fusing provincial opinion into the Liberal Party in the 1860s. 47 

Yet we would err too much in the opposite direction if we were to 

follow uncritically those like Mill, Cobden and Bright whose ~ noire 

was residual aristocratic privilege, fettering, or so they saw it, middle 

class initiative at every turn. Politically, it is true, the entry 

of the "new men" into Parliament remained as yet largely for the future, 

but it cannot be assumed that the aristocracy ruled by fiat alone . 

46. On the growth of the middle class provincial press, see D. R. Read, 
Press and People 1790-1850 : Opinion in Three English Cities 
(London 1961). Fur ther detail may be fo und i n R. K. v/ebb , The 
British Working Class Reader 1790-1848: Liter acy and social--
Tension (London, 1955) . 

47. John Vincent, The For mation of t he Liberal Party 1857-68 
(Harmonds\O/orth 1966) 94-101. 

48. 'tI. L. Gutt sman, The British Political Elite (London 1963) 3L.-59. 

48 



The landed interest, mindful of its junior industrial partners in the 

country at large, could never have steered a course of narro\·/ class 

interests. Skilled in the art of judicious political concession, there 

was amongst this class no die-hard reaction against the march of progress, 

"no huge reservoir of conservative and reactionary forces that existed 

at certain points in Germany and Japan." 49 As will be suggested in 

the next chapter , the Tory l eadership from the late 1820s onward was 

prepared to countenance a "liberal" policy, geared above all to competing 

for the middle ground of the new urban and indus·erial Britain. Similarly, 

the position of the Whig aristocrats was that common to the whole of the 

landed classes and, in reality, very close to that of the Liberal Tories. 

There 'vIas a case, as Macaulay argued, for hitching the middle class to 

the Constitution; if mischief was not to come of the struggle between 

"the young energy of one class and the ancient privileges of another", 

then reform and concessions was invevitable. In practical politics, tlua 

position brought him close to that of Hill and the Philosophic Radicals. 50 

By mid-century, therefore, we may fairly say that the conditions 

making for equipoise were present. It was a settlement prendsed upon 

the balance of potentially conflict ual forces , a balance of old and new. 

vlhilst by no means overlooking the very real and often persistent, diver-

gencies of interests betvleen the new industrial classes and the old 

territorial elite, we may correctly locate that equipoise in t he compromise 

effected by t he industrial order \'lith aristocratic rule. "A precise 

49. Moore , Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy, 30. 

50. Joseph Hamburger, J ames Hill and the Art of Revolution (Yale 1963) 
33-43; and Intellectuals in Politics : J. S. Mill and the Philosophic 
Radicals (Ne'" Haven and London 1965) ; on the position of the It/higs 
in r elation' to t he Tories , see Robert Blake , The Conservative Pru.'tx 
from Peel to Churclull (London 1970) 15-16. 



51 balance of rural and urban forces", tipped by representatives of the 

former to the advantage of the latter in 1846. It is instructive to note 

how, during the Commons debate on the Corn Law issue, Peel could reaffirm 

his belief in the landed aristocracy and yet proclaim its interests to 

be inextricably linked with those of the bourgeoisie: 52 

I believe it to be of the utmost importance that a territorial 
aristocracy should be mai ntained ••• The question only is - what 
in a certain state of public opinion, and in 'a certain positi.on 
of society, is the most effectual \'1ay of maintaining the 
l egitimate i nfluence and authority of a territorial aristocracy 
••• 1 said long ago that I thousht ag:L'icultural prosperity was 
interwoven with manufacturing prosperity; and dependant more 
upon it than on the Corn Laws ••• I believe the interests direct 
and indirect of Olctnufacturing and agricultural classes to be 
the same. 

Ii; was, in brief, a social, economic and political balance of 

opposites, characterised by Barrington Moore as "aristocratic rule for 

triumphant capitalism. 1I 53 The landed and industrial interests had 

been thrown together in the upper reaches of the nationt ,s social structure 

over two centuries and had evolved a working alliance, which in turn had 

been sealed by two decades of militant working class challenge culminating 

in the Chartist fiasco of 1848. That the economic crisis of 1847 had 

been unable to topple the legacy Peel had bequeathed to the Conservative 

Party indicated for Halevy the real f oundation of the equilibrium of 

mid-century: the "true national policy of Englandll was not middle class 

radicalism, still l ess v/orking class Chartism , but "the liberalism of the · 

poli ticaJ. economists. It 54 , 

51. 

52. 
53. 
54. 

J anet Roebuck, The Mru<i of Modern E lish Societ from 1850 
(Ne\-lton Abbot 197 1; G. N. Young , "f.i id-Victoriani smll , HistoIjl 
Today (1951) 11-17; Portrait of An Age : Victor i an England (London 
1960) 83. 

Cited by Blake, Conservative Party from Peel to Churchill, 26. 
Noore, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democrac:,! , 29. 
Elie Halevy, Victorian Years, 1841-95 (London 1962) 290-91. 



It would be useful at this point to focus upon the lower reaches 

of the social structure and examine the character of the working class 

in early Victorian society. It has been found necessary to devote soma 

attention to the evolution of the landed aristocracy and industrial 

middle classes; we may deal with the working class much more briefly. 

Before mid-century it is impossible to detect a homogeneous working 

class in Britain. Far from being proletarians, the largest portion of 

the lower orders during the early nineteenth century were landless agri-
I 
I 

cultural labourers. In 1801, four out of every five people lived on 

farms, in hamlets or in villages. They were, of course, the raw work-

force for the emerging factory sector, but in the first r~f of the 

century many trades remained intimately connected with the land - pre

industrial crafts such as blacksmithing, millers, builders, shopkeepers, 

and so on. 55 This picture must be complemented by noting the survival 

of domestic production (e.g. handloom weaving), artisanal crafts 

(compositors, breeches-makers, jewellers, watchmakers and leather workers) 

and, below them , Ita bewildering range of jobs and conditions that cannot 

be entirely defined by stratification." 56 

The overriding impression cannot but be that, until mid-century 

at least, the early stages of industrialisation had little impact upon 

the vast majority of the population. The development of capitalism was 

ClassiCally "uneven", allowing for the surn val of many pre-industrial 

55. 

56. 

JohnBurnett, "Introduction", to idem., ed., Useful Toil: 
4utobiographies of Working People-irom the 1820s to the 19200 
\London 1974) 27-8. 

J. F. C. Harrison, The Early Victorians 1832-51 (London 1973) 48; 
L. G. Johnson, The Social Evolution pf Indus trial Britain (Liverpool 
1959) 10-23 and 71 has pointed to the continual references t~ the 
working class as t he "lower orders", the "poor", the "industrious 
poor", and so on, as unfortunate in hindering recognition of the 
diversity of this class in the early nineteenth century .. 
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forms. 57 In the small workshops of the metal finishing trades or in 

gunmaking, the brass foundry, saddlery and harness trades, there remained, 

even as late as the 1860s, a remarkable co-existence of a highly sub-

divided process of production with the small productive unit putting out 

work to domestic craftsmen; 58 many forms of domestic outwork and family 

production survived well into the century; 59 the petty master and sub-

contractor, rather than the large c.apitalist, was the predominant form 

60 of employer in this period; whilst most industrial production (and 

this is certaihly true in the case of the early cotton f actories) remained 

61 small scale and rurally based. For many working people, the impact 

of mechanisation was as yet in the future. J. F: C. Harrison has reminded 

us of just how much work was done, as it always had been, by sheer muscular 

62 effort in great areas of Victorian life. 

One may perhaps break down the structure of the 'tIorking class in 

these years by distinguishing between those sectors initially unaffected 

by the march of industrialisation and those whose lives were radically 

transformed by it. In the former category we s~ould include, firstly, 

those unskilled urban and rural labourers who, as noted above, continued 

to work in the manner to which they had always been accustomed. Secondly, 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

Raphael Samuel, "VJage Labour and Capital in the Nineteenth Cent ury" , 
paper presented to the Centre for the S·tudy of Social History t 
Universi ty of \rlar"tick , 14 March 1974. 

Dobb, studies in Development of CaEitalis~ , 258-81. 

For the t enacity of family employment in cotton production, see 
N. J. Smel ser , Social Change in the Industrial Revolution (London 
1959) 188-93. -

R. vI. \-Jainwright , IIIntroduction" to idem. and P. E. Razzell, The 
Vi ct orian Working Class: Selection Ir'Orii t he Morning Chron1cl;-
1849-51 (London 1973) xix-xxvi. 

G. D. H. Cole , Studies in Class struct~~ (London 1955) 27-31. 

Harrison, Ecu'ly Victori ans , 59. 
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there remed.ned the numerous older skilled trades which, with the increase 

in population and rise in national income, may well have found their skills 

in greater demand (e.g. building workers, clothing, boot and shoe making, 

cutlery, printing, bookbinders, and 60 on). The size of this category 

is frequently underestimated: in 1831 there were, for instance, about 

203,000 adult male artisans in the building trades and 133,000 adult boot 

and shoe makers and menders. 63 . such men were conscious of and well 

known for their superior status, wluch they maintained by means of elaborate 
i 

apprenticeship regulations and a network of trade ~ocieties. Wage bargain-

iug was for these groups very much a question of custom and tradition, 

set from time immemorial at twice, three times or even mora the wage of 

relational unskilled occupations. 64 

Among those groups most affected by industrialisation, a number 

of new skills had been pushed to the fore - mule spinning in the cotton 

industry, for instance, or the IInew artisans" and mechanics of the engineer-

iug trades . Such sl<111s were grafted, as it were, onto the older occupational 

grades and there occurred at least a partial fusion of interests between . 
them. FinalJ.y, one must account for those vlOrkers most radically affected 

by the industrial revolution ~ the cotton factory population, for instance, 

who numbered between 375,000 and 400,000 men , women and children in 1831; 

and those sectors thoroughly degraded by technological advance - outworkers , 

domestic producers and handloom weavers - pushed towards the margins of 

64. 

W. H. Challinor, The Skilled Artisans During the I ndustrial 
Revolution 1750-1850 (London 1969) 4:5 . 

Eric Hobsbawn, Labouring Men: 
(London 1964) 344=70. 

Studies in the History of Labour 
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existence by the relentless onslaught of factory production, and whose 

plight has been extensively documented. 65 

It is as well to recall this variety of experience and conditions 

which formed the basis of the early Victorian working class. If we 

speak, as Zygmunt Baumann has done, of a workforce divided in this period 

between a skilled, occupationally secure stratum of usually small producers 

and an "amorphous, fragmented and alienated" section, the "raw material" 

of the working, class, 66 \ve have a working schema which, whilst not 
I 

doing gross violence to history, needs to be continually qualified. 

Certainly, the complexity of the working class should preclude any facile 

generalisations about the class basis of politics in these early years, 

67 as a number of historians have been at pains to point out. 

5.2: The Fruits of Prosperity, 1850-18708 

Such in very general terms was the character of the social class 

structure at mid- century. 'vIe may nO\i add more detail to this broad 

outline, beginning with an account of the capitalist economy during what 

has come to be known as the Victorian "Golden Age". 

In the t wenty-odd years after from 1850, the economy began to 

assume more characteristically modern forms. Population was increasing 

r apidly - it had more than doubled in England and Wales between 1811 and 

65. J. L. and B. Hammond, The TOvm Labourer (London 1917); D. Bythell, 
The Handloom \Jeaver s (London 1969) ; E. P. Thompson, The Maki ng of 
The English 'Iorking Class (Harmondswor th 1972); M. Thomis , The 
TO\ffi Labourer and t he Industrial Revolut ion (London 1974). 

66. z. Baumann, Be t \.,.een Class and Elite (Hanchester 1972), ch. ' 1. 

See for ins t ance , John Vi ncent, Poll Books: 
y"oted (Cambridge 1967), "Introduction". ' 

How the Victorians 
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and 1871 (from 10 millions to 22.7 millions) and was, by 1881, to reach 

almost 26 millions - and in ccnsequence urbanisation was proceeding apace. 

In 1851, the urban population just about exceeded the rural; thirty 

years later it was more than double it. 68 In the third quarter of the 

century national product grew rapidly and it is in this period that the 

standard of living was advancing most definitely. Mechanization and the 

size of productive units increased -quite markedly and, on the whole, one 

sees the economy moving into a more mature and stable phase during these 

years. 

The Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace in 1851 was striking 

testimony to Britain's world industrial hegemony. Yet among the real 

engineering feats on display (bridge building , locomotive construction, 

ship-building, and deep mining, for instance) the overriding impression 

of the economy at mid-century remains one of petty craftsmanship rather 

than mass production. With the exception of transport and mining, most 

of the exhibits firmly suggested a system of production on quite a small 

SCale; the workshop or small factory run by a group of partners or a 

Single employer, rather than the impersonal joint stock concern, was still 

the rule in most branches of production. Nevertheless, as William Ashworth 

has Observed, "It is its astonishingly dynamic quality t hat is the out-

69 standing economic chru.' acteristic of the mid-Victorian period." The 

level of investment 'flaS high - averaging perhaps £124m annually between 

1855-65 - and certainly a glance forward in time strengthens the impression 

that this was a remarkable period of capital formation. What stands 

68. s. G. Checkland, The Rise of Industri8~ Society in England 1815-85 
(London 1964) 27-33. • 

69. William Ashworth, An Economic History of England 1870-1939 (London 
1960) 7. 
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out illost clearly I'/as the ability of t he economy to concentrate on meeting 

efficiently a fairly narrow range of basic needs. Agricul ture , employing 

over 1.5m men and around 230,000 women, was by far the largest single 

emplc)yer in 1851, followed by domestic service, v/hich employed about 1m 

males and f emales all told. Then came the buildine construction industry 

(442,000 craftsmen and 367,000 labourers), cotton production (about half 

a million male and female workers in all), coal mining (219, 000 men), and 

around 79,000 iron workers, 63,000 boilermakers, 53,000 copper, tin and 

lead ~iners ~d 27,000 iron miners. 70 

If the economy was still far removed f r om modern capitalist forms, 

it was nevertheless changing rapidly. The transition to machine production 

was intensifying, particularly in eIlf,-"ineering, textiles, heavy industry, 

railways and shipbuilding. 71 Innovation in productive technique, moro 

reliable equipment, ne\·1 modes of production and better organisation were 

all i l'!lpl."oving quality and cutting produc'tion costs. Technological 

developments, such as the Bessemer (1856) and Siemens (1866) techniques 

in bulk steel production, were becoming more widely diffused throughout 

industry. By the 1870s the country \las still concentrating upon the 

same ' basic r ange of activities, although not quite to the same extent. 

During the third quarter of the century there was a clear shift away from 

primary production (agriculture, fishing and forestry) to manufactures; 

but even more striking was the expansion of the t ertiary sector (trade 

and 8er\~ces), due particularly to the enormous investment in tho railway 

system - the pace maker of the second stage of industrialisation, just 

-
70. 

71. 

J. H. Clapham, An Economic Hi s tory ot: Modern Britain: 
~d Steel 1850-1E86 (Cambridge 1932) 24. 

Free Trade 

J ~ D. Chamber s , The Horkshop of the \'lor .d: British Economic 
~story from 1820 to 1880 (Oxford 1968) 1-45_ 
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as cotton had been the leading sector in the first stage. In all, the 

trend seems clear enough: by 1871, only 43% of the occupied population 

were engaged in agriculture, textileG, clothing, building and mining -

those basic economic activities which twenty years before had employed 

52%. 72 

Bri tain in this period was truly the "workshop of the world. tI 

No other industrial power had embraced free trade so completely or with 

such enthusiasm, or had foreign markets at quite such strategic points 

in its development. It was Britain's location in an interlocking pattern 

of world trade which proved so propitious to economic advance in these 

years. 73 Increasingly dependant after mid-century upon imports of 

foodstuffs and raw materials (such as cotton, wool, cellulose and non-

phosphoric iron ore for steel production), Britain responded by supplying 

the world with manufactures, capital, goods and services. In 1850, 

fUlly two thirds of exports comprised textiles, 18% were metal and engineer

ing products and, in all, 93% of exports comprised manufa.ctured goods 

for the same proportion of imported primary unprocessed produce. By 

1870 t extile exports had fallen to 56% of the total, a downward trend 

which was to intensify during the last quarter of the century. It was 

Britain's trading position in the world economy which, when disrupted by 

foreign competition after the mid-'70s , proved disastrous to her "distorted" 

indUstrial structure and export pattern. Even in the years after 1850, 

there seems little doubt that a mounting defecit on the balance of trade 

was being increasingly hidden by invisible earnings. 74 Yet the i mmense 

-
72. 

73. 

Ashworth, Economic F~story of Engl~~, 11. 

Clapham, Econo~ic History of Modern Britain, 217ff. 

74. l1athias, Firs t Industrial Nation, 249-52 and 290-336. 
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leap in foreign trade values under the stimulus of free trade is not in 

doubt. The major stagnation in exports would appear after 1875. 75 

For the time being, however, the mid-Victorian economy was paying 

dividends. Vast investment during the railway booms of the 1830s and 

1840s - if in the short term rather unsettling - had at least the long 

term effect of placing the economy upon a somelr/hat broader and more 

secure basis than had been provided. by textiles as the leading sector. 

The development of joint stock banking, the consolidation of the central 

banking and credit system, the provision of limited liability (1856-62), 

improvements in communications and transport facilities and the gro\'lth 

in new and more efficient forms of company organisation were nll working 

in a similar direction. These were also the years of high returns to 

landowners and farmers - the period of "high farming" - characterised 

by eA~ansion, high prices and resilient profits. 76 

From the boom which began in 1844, crO\ming the second phase of. 

railway construction and bringing the virtual completion of the main line 

system, Britain experienced almost thirty years of uninterrupted 

prosperity. 77 If the depression of 1847 brought the classic culmination 

of a domestic investment boom, another shock was registered by the notable 

climax of an export boom in 1857. But the speed of recovery was 

astonishing, hastened by the Anglo-French free trade agreement in 1860. 

The mid-'60s brought a more severe set-back in the form of the American 

CiVil War and the Cotton Famine in Lancashire , and the OVerend and Gurney 

-
75. 

76. 

77. 

See belo"d on t his point. 

E. L. Jones, "The Changing Basis of English Agricultural Prosperity 
1853-1873" , Agricultural History Revie\-], X (1960) 102-19 ; 
D. C. Noore, "The Corn Laws and High Farming", Economic HistorY Review, 
2nd ser. , XVIII (1965) 544-61; F. M. L. Thompson , Illfhe Second 
Agricul tural Revolution 1815-1880", Economic History Revielr/, 2nd 
ser., XXI (1968 ) 62-77. 

For a summary of Britain's economic performance, see Checkland, 
Rise of Industrial Society in Engl~~, 21-51. 
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crash of 1866. But recovery was again rapid, stimulated by a further 

bout of railway investment, with iron production and shipbuilding in 

particular feeling the mounting pulse. The boom of thirty years 

culminated in 1873, when the point of fullest employment and greatest 

excitement in a long trend of rising prices ruld general expansion had 

been achieved. 

It would seem useful to pause here and examine changes in social 

structure during this period; for such changes as occurred imprinted 

themselves firmly upon the course of British socialism in the last quarter 

of the century. 

The economic success of the third quarter of the nineteenth century 

provided a sound material bedrock upon which rested the mid-Victorian 

settlement, that unique balance of landed and industrial social groupings. 

These were not undifferentiated categories, and some attentioll must nO\t 

be devoted to elucidating more precisely the composition of the social 

class formation. 

During the two decades after 1850 the size and variety of the middle . 

classes increased enormously. Eric Hobsbawn has suggested that, in 

1851, "the genuine middle class \'las not large", broadly coinciding with 

the 200,000 or so, English and Welsh assessments of over £300 a year for 

income tax. 78 But between 1851 and 1871, there was apparent the 

beginnings of a large expansion in lower middle class, the "newtl white 

Collar grades, largely contingent upon the growth of the tertiary sector 

and the expansion of company organisation and public administration, as 

may be gauged from Table 5.1. Besides these newer occupations, the 

78. Hob sbawn , Industry and Empire, 156. 
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"classic petty bourgeoisie" was also expanding: in 1881, shopkeepers 

alone, for instance, numbered almost one million. 79 As will be noticed, 

these data also point to a corresponding, although less imposing, increase 

in the size of the old established professions, particularly in the field 

of education. 

TABLE 5.1: Growth of Middle Class Occupations, 1851-71: 
England and V/ales. 

(in'OOOs, and as % of occupied population) 

Professions: 

I.aw 
Medicine 
Education 
Religion 
Literature and Science 

Commerce: clerks, 
accountants, bankers 

Public Administration' 
Trade, wholesale and 

retail 

1851 

'ooOs % 

32 0.4 
60 0.7 
95 1.0 
31 0.4 

2 

45 0.5 
52 0.6 

547 6.5 

1861 

'OOOs % 

34 0.4 
63 0.7 

116 1 .. 2 
39 0.4 

3 

68 0.7 
64 0.7 

674 7.1 

1871 

'OOOs 

39 
73 

135 
44 
7 

119 
73 

838 

0.4 
0.8 
1.3 
0.4 

SOURCE: Geoffrey Best, Hid-Victorian Britain (London 1971) '105. 

Beyond merely quantitative expansion however, the middle classes 

Were cOming into their own in all spheres of society. In local government 

the opportunities for the middle ranks to make their mark had been con-

tinuously expanding since the 1830s. Their contr ol over the provincial 

79. Geoffrey Crossick, I~he Emergence of the Lower Middle Class in 
Britain", in idem., The Lower lIci.ddle Class i n Britain 1870-1914 
(London 1977) -;-:i2; G. Kits on Clark , l·~aking of Victorian England, 
122. 
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press, which really rose to new heights after the repeal of the stamp 

duty in 1855s reflected middle class influence in many areas of local 

opinion, policy and borough politics. In the national aristocratic 

press, too, one can detect quite clearly the infiltration of bourgeois 

values by mid-century. 80 The complete triumph of the middle class ideal 

throughout education was registered by the three great school Commissions 

of the 1850s and '60s, whi~h in . effect set out to create a tripartite 

system for the three calsses of the new society. 81 The reform of the 

public schools by men like Dr. Wooll and Thomas Arnold of Rugby School, 

and Samuel Butler of Shrewsbury School, sought to meet the challenge of 

middle class education by outdoing the proprietary schools on their own 

ground; if they hardly threw open their door to the scions of the 

manufacturing and trading classes, the public schools did much to instill 

in their aristocratic pupils middle class ideals and morality. 82 

Following the Royal Commission on the ancient Universities in the 18506t 

and the resulting Oxford University Act (1854) and the Cambridge University 

Act (1856), even these venerable institutions began to question their 

curricula and social compQsition and, however unsuccessfully at first, 

to recognise the need to attract more students of middling origin. 83 

80. Perkin, Origins of Modern English Societ y, 303. 

81. These were the Ne .... castle Commission (1858) 9 the Clarendon- Commission 
(1861) and the Taunton Commission (1864); see further , Perkin , 
Origins of Hodern Ehglish Society, 299ff; Simon, The T\Olo Nations 
and Educational Structure , 299-336; Shipman, Society and Education 
2:!! England , eh. 1. 

82. Raymond Williams, The Long Revolution (Harmondsworth 1971) 158; 
see further, Asa Briggs , Victorian People (Harmondmiorth 1971) ch. 6. 

83. J. P. C. Roach, "Universities and the National Intelligensia", 
Victorian Studies, III (1959-60) 131:50. 
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Above all, perhaps, it was the increasing professionalisation of govern-

ment and the opening of the Civil Service to competitive examination in 

1870 which marked the impact of middle class standards in what was an 

hitherto aristocratic preserve. 

The fact remains however that, if in these and other spheres as 

Harold Perkin has cogently demonstrated, the "entrepreneurial ideal" 

triumphed, it did so in a society .,lhose polity and social mores remained 

overwhelmingly aristocratic. One would be misled in following too easily 
\ 

those Whig aristocrats who expressed their dismay at the "infusion of new 

blood" into the House of Commons in 1846; 84 or those who, like Bagehot 

writing in 1867, argued that "the religion of gold" had already done much 

in dissolving the aristocratic premises of the Constitution upon which 

its dignity rested. However much Bagehot might rail against "The great 

capitalists, Mr. Bright and his friends ••• LwhoJ very naturally and very 

85 properly want more pO\ier for themselves", the overWhelming body of 

evidence suggests that, until well after 1867 at least, the "new men" 

made few significant ~nroads into the Commons. 8~ 
Even more importAntly, aristocratic social leadership and political 

influence, radiating outwards from the great country estates - those 

effective symbols of territorial power, 87 -remained virtually impregnable . 

84. Halevy, Victorian Year~ , 180. 

85. Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (London 1963), ed., 
R. H. S. Crossman, 175; see further, Briggs, Victorian People , 103. 

86. ~J . Guttsman, The British Political Elite, 75-108; "The British 
Political Elite and t he Class structure" in P~ Stanworth and A. Gidens t 

e~s., Elites and Power in British Society (Cambridge 1974), 22-44. 

87. Mark Girouard, "A Place in the Country", !imes Literary SURplement, 
27 February 1976, 223-26. 
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Here politics was dominated by the honorific leaders of local status 

communities, a feature \'Ihich, if anything, the 1832 Reform Act had 

underscored. 88 Long after reform, there existed a political world of 

Parliamentary seats dominated by high status individuals, and in which 

rank and property counted for much. At least 23 such country seats 

were effectively patronised by 20 peers and 3 commoners, and a further 

200 seats existed where the overwhelming influence lay with some 2.50 peers 

and 150 commoners; even after 1867, it appears that 16 country seats 
I 

were dominated by a single patron, \ihilst 23 still survived as borough 

patrons with 25 seats at their command . 89 In these years, over one 

ninth of the families of squires and large landowners were still represented 

in the Commons, and of 111 lando~mers with more than 50,000 acres, 59 

sat in t he 1868 Parliament. 90 A Select Co~mittee , se t up to inquire 

into Municipal Elections in 1868, discovered t hat aristocratic influence 

embraced a gamut of techniques, from moral and financial suasion through 

to overt coercion (eviction of tenants, shopkeepers and tradesmen ruined, 

and so on.) 91 

There emerged in Victorian England no specifically bourgeois political 

party, which might reflect and aritculate the economic position and 

88. 

90. 

91. 

D. C. Moore has convincingly demonstrated the importance of 
hierarChic status groupings in nineteenth century British politics, 
and how the 1832 Reform Act was designed t o preserve these com
munities : see further , D. C. Hoore 1I 'l'he Other Face of Reform", 
Victorian Studies , V (1961 ) 7-34; "Concession or Cure? The 
SOCiological Premises of the First Re form Act" , HiEltorical Journal, 
IX (1966) 39-59; "Political Morality in Nid-Nineteenth Century 
England: Concepts , Norms , Violations", Victorian studies , XIII 
(1969 ) 5-36, and Moore's recent work The Politics of Deference 
(London 1976). 

Thompson, Landed SOCiety in the Nineteenth Cent urI , 48-9. 

Guttsman "British Political Elite and the Class Structure", 25. 

Select Committee on Municipal Election, (1868-69) extract in Guttsman, 
~he EngliSh Ruling Class , 131- 33. 
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interests of the middling social strata; it seems that for the most 

part middle class electors positively preferred to be represented by 

t heir betters. But one cannot afford to ignore the political skill 

and pragmatic realism which aristocratic statesmen like Peel and Gladstone 

demonstrated, perversely making them appear, on many issues, even more 

representative of middle class opinion than the spokesmen of that class 

themselves were. As Norman Gash has conVincingly demonstrated, neither 

the Conservative nor the Liberal Party became exclusively and stereotypically 
\ 

class institutions, one representing the landed interest and protection, 

the other the party of industrialists and free trade. 92 Rather, both 

stood for a complex of economic, constitutio~~ and religious interests. 

The Conservative Party was the representative of or der and stabi lity, 

atlthority and theEstablished Church, 1,oJhilst the Liberals stood for 

pr ogress and reform, Low Church and Dissent. In both cases, the r ival, 

but equally aristocratic, leadership had to come to terms with i ndustrial 

middle class opinion. It seems clear that Disraeli inherited the mantle 

of Peelite "liberal" Toryism and this, rather than his vaunted social 

r eform programme , was his r eal political contribution; i r onically, it 

l ed him to countenance policies which incensed t he Tory magnat es upon 

whom it is often assumed that Dis r ael i based his appeal. 93 Similarly, 

t he context in which a variety of sectional i nt er ests crystali sed to form 

t he Liberal Party was not t he r eplacement of aristocratic by bourgeois 

rule : "It was not to r eplace the old ascendancy by a new one , but to 

92. Norman Gash, Reaction and Reconstruct ion i n English Pol itics 
1832-52, (London 1965) 128-30_ . . . . 

93. Bl ake, Conservative Party from Peel t o Churchil~, 60-130 ; 
E. J. Feuchtwanger , liThe Conservative Party under the Impact 'of 
the Second Re form Act ll , Victorian Studies, I I (1959) 289-304. 
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combine rule by consent over individuals with rule by consensus bet ween 

clearly marked groups, by keeping matters in the hands of those most skilled 

in adjusting minute particulars to make provisional agre ement possible 

those trained under the old dispensation." 94 

By the third quarter of the nineteenth century, many sections of 

t he landed elite had long recognised the need to compromise with the new 

society. The scale of business enterprise and industrial investment 

emanating from landed sources continued apace, as did the influx of 

younger sons into the world of the professions, busine ss and commerce. 

The final provision of limited liability in 1862 was a mj.lcstone in this 

r espect, for it permitted liquified assets formerly held in land to be 

converted into industrial investment without indt~trial duty. 95 So 

it was not simply a que stion of propitious political concession, although 

thj.s counted for much, but the f act that in a wide range of spheres the 

t erritorial classes were willing to jettison their paternalist system and 

meet the ne\i industrial society mor e than half way, and share in its 

spOi ls. The appare~t s t ability and longevity of ari stocratic rule 

in Britain masks this process of subt le accommodation to t he bourgeois 

mores penet rating l anded society. "There was no body of thought, no 

ideOlogy 't/hich ( as distinct frem social habi t ) cut off the aristocr acy 

f r om t hose belo\'i them", has noted vI. L. Burn, 96 

94. 

95. 

96. 

Vincent, Formation of t he Liber al Part y , 13. 

N. Harr i s , Beliefs in Soci ety (Harmondsworth 1968) 105; for changes 
within the artis t ocracy i n this period, see David Spring, liThe 
Engl ish Landed Estate in the Age of Coal and Iron", on. cit ; "The 
Role of the Aristocracyll, Vi ctori an Studies , I V (1960) 55-64 ; 
"Aristocr acy , Social Struct ure and Religion i n t he Early Vi ctor i an 
Peri od", £E . ci t. 

« 
Burn, The Age of Equipoise , 316-19. 
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••• the fact was that there were very fe\i spheres of politics 
in which there was a discernable "aristocratic" policy in 
contrast to a "non-aristocratic ll or "anti-aristocratic" 
policy. 

If superficially fragmented as a result of the Corn Law schism and 

Disraeli's High Tory po sturings, the underlying reality ()f party politics 

during the years of mid-Victorian equipoise relfects its sociological 

context - a fundamental social agreement around the tenets of economic 

liberalism and progress, around the values of the new society as against 

the old. In its upper reaches, the Victorian social structure united 

landed and industrial interests beneath a benign aristocratic tutelage. 

~Je need now to turn to examine the nature of the social structure at its 

lower extremes in t his period. 

l1uch contemporary opinion subscribed to the belief that the working 

class had shared equally in the fruits of mid-Victorian prosperity. 

"All classes have participated in t be blessings", noted a l eader in The 

Economist in ·1851: 97 

••• the national advance in wealth and all the material 
appliances of civilisation ••• has not been turned solely 
to the benefit of the more favoured children of our time, 
but that all classes of t he community , the humbler as 
\\'ell as the richer, have- participated in the blessings 
of chauge. 

Assisted by the fact that retail prices in 1870 showed about only half 

as great an increase over 1850 as wholesale prices, G. H. ~lood was able 

to estimate that by 1870 money wages had risen by one third; in terms 

of real wages for ~orkers in full employment this r epresents a rise of 

97. The Econcimist, Jan- Feb. (1951 ) cited by E. Toyston Pike , ed., 
Human Documents of the Victorian Golden Age (London 1967) 40 • . 

. -
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18% and, by 1874-75, of fu.11y one third. 98 \'!hat appears to have taken 

place for ~heat and other commodities in this period is a narrowing of 

the gap between wholesale and retail prices, due partly to improved 

transport and distributive facilities and partly to keen competition 

between traders for custom in an expanding market. 99 

To be more specific about the course of working class wages, however, 

\-Ie need to examine the structure of the labour community itself. It 

has been held, with some justification, that t he dominant feature of 

this period was the ability of a small group of skilled workers to pull 

away from the mass of their fellows in both social and pecuniary terms. 

It seems clear that between 18.50 and 1870 the surviving small crafts -

of which there were literally scores, ranging from silversmithing and 

je'i/ellery making to printing, wheelwrighting, t ailoring and shoemaldng -

to/ere supplemented by new, large scale and mechanised sldlls, thrown up 

by the process of industrialisation and based essentially upon the appli-· 

cation of metals and machines. 100 As the century progressed , some of 

the old ski~ls were overtaken and transformed by. new one . In all, though, 

there can be little doubt that the numbers of skilled workers grew rather 

than diminished. It would appear that the lion's share of the increase 

in working class ~ages ~as absorbed by this skilled stratum . G. D. H. Cole 

has estimated the wages of the skilled working class - which he numbered 

at around 14% of t he workforce in the late 1860s - to have been about 

98. G. H. Hood, "Real ~"ages and the Standard of Comfort since 18.50", 
Journal of t he Royal Statistical Society , LXXII (1909 ) 91-103; 
B. R. Vi tchell and P. Deane , Abstract of British Historical 
Stati stics (Cambridge 1962) 343-

99. ?ole and Postgate , The British Common Peopl e , 350-51. 

100. Cole, Studies in Class Structure, 31-3; Burnett, Useful TOil, 
251. 
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twice those of the unskilled. 101 In a study of "rage differentials in 

the later nineteenth century, K. Knowles and D. J. Robertson have backed 

up this assertion by arguing that n ••• it seems probable that the strong 

craft Unions of the mid-nineteenth century were able to establish a new 

wage differentiation in favour of their men:bers, although in the basence 

of national wage negotiations marked regional diversities persisted." 102 

Finally, Hcbsbawn's detailed eVidence would seem to corroborate the above; 

in the 'dorsted industry, cotton, engineering, mining and shipbuilding, 

his figures show clearly that skilled wages rose more often and sooner 

than those of the unskilled. Above all, it was in the unprecedented 

expansion of the me tal trades that "an immense reinforcement of the labour 

aristocracy occurred in this period." 103 

Such is the economic foundation of the labour aristocracy thesis. 

Its corollary would seem to be that by far the larger part of the working 

class ranked beneath this elite stratum - unskilled manual labourers, 

factory employees, and semi-skilled machine minders, routine workers, 

and the like - were ~y-passed when the fruits of - the Victor ian harvest 

were distributed. As a whole, the standard of living of the workers 

was probably not rising as fast as national income in t hese years; but, 

in addition, within the working class itself the absolute improvement of 

the standard of life of the masses took place at the same t ime as a 

relative worsening of their position vis-a-vis the elite str atum. In 

101. G. D. H. Cole , tiThe Working Classes", History Today , I (1951) 65. 

102. K. G. J. C. Knowles and D. J. Robertson, "Differences between t he 
\vages of Skilled and Unskilled Workers 1880-1950", Bull etin of 
the Oxford I nstitute of Stati stics~ XII I (1951) 115. 

103. ', Hobsbawn, "The Labour Aristocracy in the Nineteenth Century" 1 in 
idem., 4r.abouring Hen, 272-315 (quotation p.283.) 



Marx's sense of the termf exploitation would seem to have intensified 

104 in this period. 

It is in the third quarter of the nineteenth century that the 

labour aristocracy may be most clearly discerned - its phase of maximum 

florescence, so to speak. It seems possible to accept Royden Harrison's 

contention that there was a tendency for the wage differential to "hump" 

over this period, 105 whilst we have ample testimony to the exis tence of 

a distinctive arisanal culture and life-style, premised around the themes 

of religion, respectability, self-help and political Liberalism. 106 

Contemporary observers, like Henry Mayhew and the Christian Socialists 

J. M. Ludlow and Lloyd Jones, were euqlly insistent upon the social gulf 

which appeared to have opened up between the two sections of the labour 

community; 107 we may notice, in this connection, Thomas ivright.s 

observation that the working class, 108 

••• are practically and plurally classes , distinct classes ••• 
between all these sections there is difference, and in most 
cases antagoni sm of feeling . Between the artisan and the 
unskilled labourer, a gulf is fixed ••• The ·artisan creed with 
regard to l abourers is that the latter are an inferior class, 
and that they should be made to know, and kept in their places. 

104. Royden Harrison, Befor e the socialis t s : Studies in Labour and 
Politics 1861-1881 (London 1965) 23. 

105. ibid., 30. -
106. For the nature of the artisanaJ. sub- culture, and its i ngrained 

sense of occupat i onal identity, see Robert Q. Gray , The Labour 
Aris tocracy in Victorian Edinburgh (Oxford 1976), especially 
chs . 5-7. 

107. E. P. Thompson and Eileen Yeo, eds., The UnknOVIn Nayhew: Sel ections 
from the Horning Chronicle 1849-50 (Harmondswort h 1971), passim; 
J. M. Ludlow and Lloyd Jone s, The Progress of the working Classes 
1832-67 (London 1867). - . 

108. Thomas vlright ["The Journeyman EngineerJ Our New Mast el'S 
(London 1873) 3, 5-6. 
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This internal division within the labour force as a whole, 

characterised mOet vividly by the existence of an aristocracy of labour 

whose social aspirations were geared towards petty bourgeois status and 

who felt a greater sense of affinity with the new lower middling strata 

rather than with the main body of the workers, 109 defines the l~Ner 

reaches of mid-Victorian society. Vie shall have cause to examine the 

labour aristocracy thesis and its .political connotations at length. 

For the moment we may simply notice the place of the labour elite within 

the working class and social structure as a whole; for by the end of 

the mid-Victorian period, social and economic changes were affecting all 

sectors of society, including the aristocracy of labour. It is to the se 

developments that we should now turn. 

5.3: The Watershed of Late Century: The Changing Economy 

and Social Structure , 1873-1906 

The final quarter of the nineteenth century se t in train two 

fundamental sorts of change in the economic structure of the country • . 
Firstly, the "workshop of the world" ran out of steam. If the period 

between 1873 and 1896 can no longer be described with a:tl"J certainty as 

a monolithic "Great Depression", 110 it is nevertheless clear that the 

progress of capitalism was seriously checked in a whole variety of spheres . 

Secondly, these years saw certain basic shifts in the structure of the 

economy, competition and the market , and in the nature and size of 

productive units. These developments were registered in turn by changes 

109. Gray , Labour Aristocracy in Victorian Edinburgh, 100-115 cites 
evidence 0 voluntary associations .and marriage patterns to show 
how the artisan was brought into contact with petty bourgeois 
groupS, towards whom his lifestyle was shaped. 

i 

110. See, for instance, S. B. Saul, The }11th of the Great Depression 
1873-1896 (London 1969) 540 

--
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in social structure. As this period is also that of the "socialist 

revival", we shall be concerned to chart the effects of these develop-

ments upon the course of the working class movement. 

There are superficially indicators enough to suggest that expansion 

and progress in the economy were still in evidence. National income, 

which stood at t560m per annum in . 1851, had by 1900 been stretched to 

111 £2,081m p.a., or ' £49 per head of the population. Industires based 
I 

upon recent technological developments - such as motor vehicles, organic 

chemistry (plastics, soaps, drugs, etc.) electricity, communications, 

lighting, and artificial fibres and silks - automation and precision 

112 machinery were advancing apace. Urbanisation was by now far advanced, 

but signs of change were to be found in the birthrate which, after the 

population boom of the 'seventies, began a long process of decline from 

its peak in 1876. Nonetheless, the population of around 30 million in 

1871 had reached almost 40 millions by 1901. 

There were, however, mare ominous signs of change. Prices slumped 

continuously from ~ overall index of 128 in 1872 to 73 in 1896, 113 

and, ,,)hilst not all commodity prices fluctuated evenly - coal and metal 

prices, for instance, picked up after about 1881-85, but the price of 

cotton fell from 8.7d. per lb. in 1871-75, to 4.2d. per lb. in 1891-95 -

114 the general t endency seems clear enough. More serious still was the 

111. 

112. 

114. 

Mathias , The First Industrial Nation, 243. 

of Econo:nic Chan e 
(Oxford 1973) 0-77; A. L. Levine, .:;.In;;;;.d.;;.,u~s.;;.,t;.;;;r.;;;i..;..al~~ ____ _ 
Britain 1880-19 14 (London 1967) 6-10. 

Hitchell and Deane, Abstract of BrItish Historical Statistics, 
472-73. 

Saul, Myth of Great Depression, 11-15. 
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apparently relentless r elative decli~e i n industrial output and prcduct-

ivity , as may be adduced from Table s 5 ~ 2 and 5.3: 

TABLE 5.2: Growth in l'~anufacturin.g Output , U.K. and U.S.A. 1870-1907 

YEAR 

1870 
1880 
1889 
1899 
1907 

output Index 
(1 870 = 100) 

U.K. U.S.A. 

100.0 
123·3 
151.7 
175 .7 
193.3 

100 .0 
168.6 
263.2 
398. '7 
642.4 

% Increase in 
out put since 
preceding date 

U.K. U.S. A. 

0.' 
IV % 

23.3 68.6 
23 .0 56 .1 
15. 9 51.5 
10.0 61.1 

Compound % increase 
in output per annum 

U.K. U.S.A. 

% % 

2.2 5.5 
2.4 5.1 
1.5 4.3 
1.2 6.2 

SOURCE: A. L. Levine , I ndustrial Re tardation in Britain, 130 

Total net investment, as a percentage of national product , fell from a 

peak of 16.3% in 1873 to 8.5% in 1879 and , although rising again in .the 

115 ' eighties , it f ell to a low of 7.~ in 1893 . Capital formation 

followed a similarly depressing pattern and, in consequence , the mid-

1880s onwards could not but usher in a period of questioning ond 

misgiving in the face of two seemi ngly ubiquitous f actor s : low prices 

and low profits . 116 Although capital was available for borro~dng at 

low real rates , industrial recovery seemed reluctant to follow . 117 

115. Ashworth, Economic Hi s t ory o~ E~land , 88. 

116. See further, H. L. Beales, liThe Great Depression in I ndus try and Trade" , , 
in E. N. Carus- Wilson, ed., ::::ssays in Economic History , i (London 
1954) 406-15. 

117. For the whole debate on the ItGreat Depr ession", see A. E. Husson, 
liThe Great Depression i n &-i tain 1873-1896: a Reappraisal", Journal 
of Economi c Hi story, XIX (1959) 199- 228 ; idem., "Bri tish I ndus trial 
Growth dur ing the ' Great Depression' (1 873-96): Some Comments", 
Economic Hi s tory Review, 2nd ser., XV (1962-63) 529-33. . 
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TABLE 5.3: Average Rate of Productivity Increase, 1870-1913, 
Uni ted Kinedom 

(% per annum) 

1870-1880 
1880-1890 
1890-1900 
1900-1913 

1.2 
0.5 
0.2 
0.2 

SOURCE: Derek H. Aldcroft and Harry W. Richardson, The British EconoSl 
1870-1939 (London 1969) 129. 

For other reasons, too, contemporaries were beginning to suspect 

that the economy had lost much of its resilience and there was no longer 

the same assurance that each new wave of prosperity would reach a higher 

point than the last. Since the export peak of 1872, manufacturers had 

been confronted by rising tariff walls in, and intensive competition 

fronl, rapidly expanding foreign economies. "We are beginning to feel 

the effects of foreign competition in quarters where our own trade formerly 

enjoyed a practical.monopoly", noted a Royal commission in 1886, and even 

in the home market, dumping of foreign goods had turned "Hade in Germany" 

118 into a catchword of alarm. Table 5.4 clearly indicates Britain's 

worsening relative trading position and Table 5.5 the stagnation of 

export values after 1875 and mounting defici t on balance of trade: 

118. I 
Keith Hutchinson, The Decline and Fall of Brit i sh Capitalism 
(London 1951) 19. 
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TABLE 5.4: Production and Exports of }~anufactured Goods, 
1911-13 compared with 1881-85 

Volume in 1911-13 as % of volume in 
COUNTRY 

Production (%) Exports 

Uni ted Kingdom 162 175 
Germany . 363. 290 
United states 377 537 
\'lorld 310 239 

SOURCE: Levine, Industrial Retardation in Britain, 132. 

1881-85 

(%) 

Britain's share of world trade fell from 19.65% in 1876-80 to 

14.15,% in 1911-13, the effect of which was most pronounced in the nation's 

basic industries - cotton, coal, iron and steel and shipbuilding; in 

cotton, for instance, domestic exports slumped from a value of £256.3m, 

in 1872 to f216m in 1894, although the industry began to revive in the 

years irurnediately f~llowing. 119 Finally, as traditional overseas 

markets were closed off to British exports , the pattern of trade tended 

to shi.ft to\'Iards reliance upon Empire and colonial outletso 120 

The data presented in Table 5.5 also illustrate the extent to which 

the deteriorating balance of trade was being increasingly cushioned by 

a '/ariety of "invisible" earnings: "incomes from services" (by far the 

largest of which was shipping) was in itself almost sufficient to cover 

the deficit in these years. More significant were earniJl.gs \'-lhich 

119. Mitchell and Deane, Abs tract of Historical Statistics, 283-84; 
Sayers, History of Economic Change, 78-105. 

120. Studies 
• 
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TABLE .5 • .5: Balance of Payments and Export of Capital 1871-1906 

Year (annual Exports of Bellance of Income Income from Balance on Accumulating 
average for U.K • commodity fro:n interest and current' balance of 
.5 yr. period) Net Imports Products trade services dividends account credit abroad 

(a) (b) (c)=(b)-(a) (d) (e) (f)=(c)+ (g) 
(d)+(e) 

• 1871-187.5 - 62 • .5 86.8 74. 6 1,06.5 t4\ 302.0 239 • .5 .50.0 
t4\ 
C\J 1876-1880 325.9 201.4 -124.5 93.0 56.3 24.9 1,189 

1881-1885 336.6 232.3 -104.3 101.0 64.8 61.6 1,497 
1886-1890 327.4 236.3 - 91.1 94.6 84.2 87.6 1,935 
1891-1895 357.1 226.8 -130.3 88.4 94.0 52.0 2,195 
1896-1900 413.3 252.7 - 160.6 100.7 100.2 40.3 2,397 
1901-1905 471.5 296.9 -174.6 110.6 112.9 49.0 2,642 

SOURCE: Peter Mathias, The First Industrial Nation, 30.5 



accrued from the expor t of capital. "This \iaS the golden age of British 

121 capital export tl , W. Adams has noted, 

The foreign competition which vexed the exporter of British 
goocis, caused no sleepless nights i n t he City of London, from 
w~~ch the vast accumulations poured overseas to l ands where 
the rate of interest was higher and Labour movements embryonic · 
or illegaJ.. 

From as early as mid-century, the vaJ.ue of capital exports had been steadily 

grOwing to stand at around £75m per annum in 1876, by \'lhich time the total 

accumulated had l eapt to over £1,000m. From 1875 until about 1910, t he 

yield of already invested capital more than covered new lending and, by the 

turn of the century, the accumulated total invested abroad was a staggering 

4 122 
£ ,OOOm. J. A. Hobson cites statistics which suggest that, betv{een 

1882 and 1893, t he value of foreign and colonial investments had grown by 

74. 8%. 123 The export of capi tal was clearly linked to the rising proportion 

of me tal goods and engineeri ng products exported, of which railways formed 

by f ar the larger part. In 1893 , British capital invested abroad represented 

15)6 of the country' s total wealth; nearly one half was in the form ·of loans 

to foreign and colonial governments, and of the re s t a large proportion was 

inves ted i n railways , banks, t elegraphs , l and and mines . Such earnings 

masked Britain's deteriorati ng economic position, but there is much i ndication 

that they helped bre ed rentier attitudes among businessmen and manufacturers 

at home. 

-
121. \'J . S. Adams, Edwardian Heritage : 

(London 1971 ) 65 . 
A study in Brit ish History 1901-1906 

122. For details of capital export i n this period , flee Brinley Thomas , "The 
Historical Re cord of I nternational Capital Hovements t o 1913", and 
Hatt hew Simon , li The Pattern of Ne\li Briti sh Portfolio Forei gn Investment 
1865-191411, both in J. H. Adler, ed., Capi tal lovements and Economic 
Development (London 1967 ) 3-32, and 33-70. ' 

, 
J. A. Hobson , I mperialism : A St udy (London 1954 ed .) 61-3. 
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The overall picture in the last quarter of the century, therefore, 

was one of patchy economic achievement in which increments in the national 

income were sandwiched between years of increasingly severa depression 

(e.g. the late 18706, 1886, 1893 and 1903-4). The mounting clamour for 

"Fair Trade", i.e. a return to protection,was widely heard in these years, 

no less in agriculture where the competition of prairie wheat, cheaper 

transport and a series of bad harvests in the 'seventies had brought to an 

end the age of High Farming. 124 Although it \.,as possible to make adjust
i 

ments in the direction of market gardening, animal husbandry, dairying and 

the like, and those farmers on richer lands were better placed to weather 

the storm, cereal growing - and wheat production in particular - were never 

to recover from the impact of the Great Depression. . The value of agricultural 

land fell drastical ly and the area under cultivation shrank steadily. In 

all, the depression in agriculture was an enormous symbolic blo\i to the 

prestige of the l andO\ro.ing class. 

The factors underlying the watershed of late century are in r eality 

complex, but certain key features may be pinpointed. .• The effect of foreign 

Competition was undeniably a major cause of Britain's lost monopoly. The 

distorted industrial structure, in which a few great export industries 

prospered. in the very special circumstances of the world market in the first 

half of the century , was bound to reverberate seriously in this situation. 125 

Other explanations for the depression fall readily to hand. There may have 

been implications in the failure of the money supply to keep pace \v.ith the 

124. For agriculture in this period, see Mathias, First Industrial Nation, 
337-49; T. W. Fletcher , liThe Great Depression in English Agriculture 
1873-96", Economic Hi story Review, 2n~ ser ., XIII (1960-61 ) 417-32. 

125. For an examin~tion of the effects of foreign competition, see 
Hutchinsorl, Decline and Fall of British Capitalism, 17-30. 
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growth of activity in the 1880s and 1890s, accounting for the fall in 

. 126 
prl,ces. }lore significant still \-las the failure of busine ssmen and 

industrialists to press ahead sufficiently rapidly with innovation in newly 

created and expanding industries and with reinvestment in and restocking 

the established industries, where tradition rather than innovation was the 

order of the day. 127 Finally, explanations for the depression have been 

premised upon the detrimental effects of Britain's early industrialisation 

and a possible decline in the q~ity· and vigour of entrepreneurship; 128 

and upon shifts in investment patterns after 1873, bringing lower costs and 

f 1~ alling prices in the wake of faster gestation periods. 

If the root causes of the "Great Depression" remain elu.sive, one can 

be rather more certain as to its effects upon the structure of the economy. 

Foremos t amongst these would appear to have been an increase in size, 

relocating the basis of production upon a corporate, rather than an individual 

entrepreneurial, foundation. To be sure, in Capital Marx had demonstrated 
. 130 

that a process of industrial concentration was at work well before 1850 . 

This tendency had been ~urther encouraged, however, by the growth of domestic 

and colonial market s , improved transport and communication f aci lities and 

126. See, for i nst ance, P. Cagan , Determinants and Effects of Changes in 
the Stock of l-1oney 1875- 1960 (New York 1965) 250 . 

127. Levine , Industrial Retardati on in Bri t ain, 10-25 , 125-33. 

128. Saul, Myth of the Great Depression , 44- 48; D. H. Aldcroft, "The 
Entr epreneur and the British Economy 1870-191411, Economic Ristor;t: 
~eview, 2nd ser ., XVII (1964) 113-34; Payne, EntrepreneurshiE in 
the Nineteenth Century, 45-56. 

129. w. w. Rostow, British Economy of the Nineteenth Century (Oxford 1948) 
ch·3, ~. passim. 

130. Capital, it 434-45. 
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the development of a centralised banking and credit system in the closing 

decades of the nineteenth century. Similarly, the intensification of 

meChanisation and power-driven machinery was working to increase plant size 

in these years. This fact was re"gistered in the rapid growth of the joint 

stock company. The 1862 Joint Stock Companies Act had provided an enormous 

fillip to this form of industrial organisation and, between 1884 and 1890, 

the number of joint stock companies carrying on business and the amount of 

their paid up capital increased by two thirds, from 8,692 to 13,323 companies 

and from £475,551~ to £777 ,140,000 of paid up capital. 131 

The emergence of "big business" was further propelled by the threat of 

foreign competition, which had stimulated among employers a move towards 

Combination in the form of trade associations, cartelization and amalgamation. 

Starting with the Salt Union in 1888 - which eventually controlled over 90% 

of salt production in the United Kingdom - large-scale amalgamation began 

to replace free competition. Following the lead of America, cartels emerged -

amongst bleachers, Bradford dyers, calico printers and fine cotton spinners, 

Whilst conditions approaching monopoly were reached \)y wall-paper manufacturers 

and Associated Portland Cement. With the emergence of the high street chain 

store and amalgamations in shipping and tobacco, the large business unit had 

. . 132 
~ndisputably arrived. 

The tendencies towards industrial consolidation and corporate organi-

sation at home and the export of capital abroad ... rere paralelled and stimulated 

by the increasing power and centralization of finance during the '18808 and '90s. 

In the changing circumstances which displaced Britain from the position of 

-

132. 

Helen Lynd, Engl and in the Eighteen Eighties: Towards a Social Basis 
!2,.f Freedom (New York 1945) 43 ; P. L. Payne , "The Emergence of the 
Large-scale Company in Great Britain", Economic History Review,. 2nd 
ser., XX ( ~967) 519-42. 

Mathias , First Industrial Nation, 386-95. 

----~- -- -' 
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world economic leader, financial magnates began to assume a more central 

role in the economy. Supported by the vast deposits of the British banking 

system, it was men like Cassels, Revelstokes and Rothschild who were able to 

sUstain and promote exports by capital investment. As has frequently been 

observed, the bonds between finance capital, the traditional ruling class and 

the world of politics were particularly strong. 133 

In consequence of these changes, it is possible to detect a profound 

shift in the assumptions underlying business endeavour and economic life. 

The major effect of the depression and profit squeeze seems to have been to 

dissolve the belief in progress, laissez-faire and economic liberalism and 

in the beneficial distributive market mechanism, upon all of which the mid-

Victorian settlement had been premised. Above all, the failuro of traditional 

liberal tenets to effectively counter foreign competition led the business 

and governing classes to reassess and look ~dth increased favour upon the 

economic role which might be played by the state. 

It is indeed in the extent and scope of governmental intervention in 

the economic sphere which most clearly distinguishes this period. Much of 

the hostility to state intervention was beginning to subside, and even those 

Who clung to earlier views of the proper limits of governmental action had 

to interpret some of them in a wider sense. 134 Since Gladstone's first 

administration, social and economic l egislation of one kind or another had 

been steadily accumulating. In the sphere of social welfare, the inadequacy 

of traditional market nostrums had been vividly exposed by the findings of 

Booth and Rowntree and pressure from trade unions and the working class 

movement. Equally, however, industrial and business interests were coming 

-
133. Adams, Edwardian Heritage, 65-73. 

134. Sayers , E60nomiC Change in England, 121ff. On this Gee further , 
Harold Laski, "Leaders of Collectivist Thought", in Ideas' and Beliefs 
of the Victorians (London 1949) 417-22. 
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to view the state rather more leniently. It is si enificant that the demand 

for efficiently operated municipal services to be provided a t public expense -

the growth of which was such a marked feature of this period - was most 

Vociferously expressed by the business community. 135 No one did more than 

Joseph Chamberlain, the Nidlands industrialist, to popularise and promote 

the spread of "municipal socialism". 

Within the middling and upper strata of late Victorian society , these 

years saw a variety of changes: the size and corupl exi ty of the IOVier middle 

class was greatly increased; the gradual decline of the l anded interest 

beca~e both more apparent and rapid; and there emerged a new composite 

ruling class based upon the fusion of landed and big business interests. 

It was among the petty bourgeoisie, the rank and file who staffed the 

new great units of distributive commerce and services such as banking, 

insurance, transport, communications and administration, that the most 

significant expansion occurred. The final twenty-five years of the century 

saw a vast increase in the blackcoated population: . estimated at around 20% 

of families in the 1860s, they were over 40% by the 1930s. 136 Numerically, 

the largest increases were in those occupations which straddled the working 

and middle classes - clerks , typists, shop assistants, railway officials 

and commercial travellers . "Commercial occupations" leapt from employing 

212,000 people i n 1871 to 597,000 in 1901, and those employed in- public 

administration rose from 106,000 to 191,000 in the same period; but of all 

the lower middle class groups which expanded with t he structural shift of 
) 

the late-Victorian economy from manufacturing to services, clerks were by 

-
135. Henry Peiling, Hodern Britain 1885-1955 (London 1974) 39-40. 

136. Richard snannon, The Crisis of I mperialism 1865-1915 (st. Albans 1976) 
207; David Lockwood, The Blackco~ ted Worker : A study in-Class 
Consciousness (Lonaon 1969) 19-35 . 
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far the most numerous and i mportant. In 1861 only 91,733 men and virtually 

no women were employed as clerks; by 1891 there were 370,433 men and 

18,947 women but, by 1911 with 561,000 men and 124,843 women, clerks were 

one of the largest and fastest growing occupational groups in society. 137 

However, conditions of life varied widely within these social groupings. 

Increasingly, the lower middle class were moving to live in new suburban 

housing estates, where they formed, in C. F. C. Masterman's words, "a homo-

geneous civilisation - detaChed, self-centred, unostentatious", and where 

the values of respectability, home and family life were at a premium. 138 

Yet Taine saw well what the trumpery of respectability and social advance 

might mean to the poorer middle class family, 139 

The well mowed lawns , the little iron gates and painted facades 
and symmetrical plots are reminiscent of nice clean toys. The 
ornamentati on of the houses is in bad taste ••• all of it fresh 
and neat and incongruous , an equivocal and trumpery luxury like 
that of a newly rich self-made man who, trying to look smart, 
looks bedizened. 

This for many was the reality of life: only in banking and insurance were 

wages rising rapidly enough for social advancement to take place and the 

ordinary clerk, for all his middle class pretensions, was often no better 

off than the \'lel1 paid working man. 

Indeed, much evidence points to the fact that in the final quart~r of 

the nineteenth century, the economic and social position of the petty 

bourgeois was becoming every more precarious. Urbanisation, the growth in 

-
137. Geoffrey Crossick, ed., The Lower Hiddle Class in Britain 1870-1914 

(London 1977); L. Holcombe , Victorian Ladies at Work (Newton Abbot 
1973) 215; Cole, Studies in Cl ass Structure , 60-61. 

138. C. F. G. Easterman , The Condition of England (London 1960) 57 ; Hugh 
McLeod, "i hite Collar Values and the Role of Religion", in Crossick, 
ed., The kower ~iddle Class in Britain , 61-88. 

139. H. Taine , (Translated and introduced by E. Hyams), Taine ' ·s Notes on 
England (London and New York 1957) 220. 
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size of firms and retail outlets, cartels and monopoly, had all begun to 

squeeze the small shopkeeper or businessman; increasingly sophisticated 

production and management techniques restricted, and in some cases even 

closed off, the channels of upward mobility for many white collar workers; 

and the very specialised and weak labour market position of the clerk bred 

high unemployment and distress in late century, a problem which was com-

1~{) 
pounded by the threat of foreign and .female clerical labour. Fear 

and even hatred, of the working class spread rapidly amongst this stratum, 

yet there is no evidence of any generalised petty bourgeois right wing 

reaction - fed by the frustrations, insecurities and status-anxieties of 

these years - such as occurred elsewhere. The lower middle class held 

firmly to those liberal free market values espoused by their betters, but by 

this time increasingly coming into question. We should remember, in 

addition, that the falling birth rate - most marked among these groups -

helped to cushion the impact of economic change, and precluded any conflict 

between an "intellectual proletariat" and the ruling class: "By such 

limi tation of family", observed Masterman, "the sta.ndard of living is r educed 

to the level of the income, and the clerk and professional class can be 

identified with the prevailing order, instead of becoming centres of social 

upheaval." 141 

In the upper reaches of the social structure, there continued to be 

eVidenced that groving sense of identity between social groups, slowly 

bringing about a fusion of landed and industrial wealth. The newly rich 

grew as the joint stock era diffused industrial and commercial capital 
\ 

amongst ever larger bodies of inactive shareholders . But the landed upper 

-
140. For the worsening social and economic·position of the clerk in these 

years, see G. L. Anderson, "The Social Economy of Late-Victori'an 
Clerks", in Crossick, ed. , The Lower l·1iddle Class i n Britain, 113-33. 

Master~an, The Condition of England, 70. 
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classes had long since come to terms with this process; predisposed to 

profit from the new industrial society and driven by t he depression in 

agriculture into yet more frankly commercial ventures, the aristocracy con-

tinued to imbibe bourgeois values and habits and one can detect greater 

thrift and more businesslike conduct in their affairs. Horeover, the 

exapnsion of commercial, industrial and professional occupations provided 

142 lucrative openings for the sons of l~ded families in the world of business. 

It was not, therefore, a situation of conflict, but rather through a 

gradual process of adaptation, that the old l anded and big industrial interests 

143 merged into a composite ruling stratum. This symbiotic fusion occurred 

on a number of levels: in the intercourse of society where wealth and 

lineage met; by the pressures of economic change, which made even the 

greatest landowners eager for the favours of railway companies , coal managers 

and mineral magnates; and through the steady transfusion of ne\,lly acquired 

wealth into landed position. But, above all, it was per medium of the 

public schools, both new and old, that the cultural gulf separating tl~ 

bourgeois from the aristocratic, the Dissenter from the High Churchman, came 

to be bridged. Hen of business and commerce , and even those of Nonconformist 

persuasion, slowly began sending their sons to the public schools and the 

144 schools took to welcoming them. The Public Schools Act of 1868 nicely 

balanced upper and middle class wishes by maintaining the traditional primacy 

of Classics, while at the same time" replacing the already increa~ingly 

expensive "free lf places for the local poor with a system of "openll competitive 

eXamination, necessarily involving costly pre-examination preparation. 

Indicative of t hese developments was the emergence, from the mid-1880s onward, 

-
142. See the work of David Spring cited ab6ve (fn. 35 and 95). 

143. Thompson, *Landed SOCiety in the Nineteenth Centur~ , 285. 

144. Cole , studies in Cla ss structure , 64. 



of the "Beer Baron" - those elevated to the peerage from industrial and 

commercial backgrounds; by the late 1890s, those raised from the nobility 

constituted only 13% of new creations, whilst the gentry and commoners 

coined 44% and 43% of ne~ titles respectively. 145 

One should not underestimate the complexities involved here, for a 

different code of ethics and social behaviour often inhibited the formation 

of close relationships between new and old wealth. Yet, as F. H. L. Thompson 

has shown, what overt hostility there was only served to enhance this reci

procal absorption of social classes. 146 During the Edwardian era, high 

socioty life was "democratised" as industrialists were admitted into 

exclusive saloons and the permissible limits upon intermarriage were relaxed . 

Politically, too, the new men had begun to enter Parliament in large numbers , 

although it would as yet be some time before they found high Cabinet office ; 

Gladstone's Cabinets were dominated still by the established \Vhig families , 

whilst the aristocratic composition of government had been enhanced by 

Balfour's emphasis upon "the classes" . 147 Nevertheless , 10 Cabinet ministers 

.in the Conservative Government of 1900 held between them 15 directorships 

and 16 ministers not in the Cabinet held 26, all, it would appear, with 

148 
Balfour's explicit sanction. 

145. R. E. Pumphrey, liThe Introduction of Industrialists into the British 
Peerage", American Historical Review , LXV (1959 ) 6-9. 

146. Thompson, Landed Society in the Nineteenth Century, 283-85. 

147. On the question of the new men in Parliament, see Guttsman, British 
Poli tical Elite, chs. 4 and 5; idem. , "Political Elite and the 
Class structure" , .£E.~; see fUrther, idem., "The Changing Social 
Structure of the British Political Elite 1B'Bb-193511 , British Journal 
of sociology , II (1951) 122-34. 

148. Adams, Edwardian Heritage, 88. 

I~ 
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The watershe d of late century further encouraged , t he r efore , that 

process which saw the great railway financier, shipovmer, ironmaster and 

colliery proprietor join the new professions, such as accountrulCY, directors, 

engineering and architecture, alongside the established social classes at 

the apex of the social pyramid. The whole social arrangement was sealed 

in t he Conserva tive Party of the period. Coming increasingly to rely for 

its support upon the urban industrial areas and trading upon middle class 

and petty bourgeois fear of both liberal and radicalism and working class 

SOCialism, the Conservative Party welded together landed and urban political 

support for an alliance in defence of property. Once again, however, the 

right wing reaction was attenuated. This theme will be taken up in the 

foUO\ving chapter ; for the moment, we may turn to the nature of the worldng 

class in Britain during the period of the "socialist revival". 

The Great Depression years brought no less important changes within 

the working classes . As always, there were those who believed that the 

\'1orkers had never had things so good: It ••• the 'mon-ey' wages of all classes 

of l abour in Great Britain have advanced about one hundred percent", wrote 

D. A. Wells in 1898, 149 

';lhile the purchasing pO\qer of the wages in respect to most 
commodities , espe cially in recent years , has also been very 
great. The impression probably prevails very generally in 
all countries that the capitalist classes are continually 
getting richer and richer, while the masses remain poor, or 
become poorer. But in Great Britain ••• this is not the case. 

It is true that during the f inal quarter of the century the absolute living 

standards of the workers improved markedly, although the advance was 

admittedly very uneven. Generally, however, every .index of money wages 

-
Cited by R. W. Breach and R. W. Hartwell, eds ., British EconOmytrnd 
Society 1870-1970 (London 1972) 59-Go . See further , Robert Gi - en, 
The Progress of the yorking Class in the l ast Half Century (London 1884). 



bears witness to the improvement in cash bc'U'gains struck by l abour after 

mid-century. In all, money \>/age rates doubled bet ween 1850 and 1910, and 

according to G. H. Wood, were 15-16% higher in 1900 than they had been in 

1873 and their purchasing power was 42% greate~. 150 

Moreover, the range and quality of foodstuffs and commodities available 

to the working class had improved considerably. Imported foods had 

enhanced and made more varied t he diet of working class families, whilst 

the entire consumer goods market of the poor began to be transformed by· the 

rise of multiple retail outlets. Foot\>Jear and clothing, and cheap consumer 

durables such as bicycles and sewing machines, were all becoming more 

readily available, whilst sugar and tea consumption per head had doubled 

between 1860 and 1910. Finally, the leisure pursuits of the masses were 

changing too. The mass entertainment sports - f ootball, dogs and racing -

nO\i provided a convivial Saturday outlet for working people and the growth 

of seaside resorts like Blackpool had begun to cater for annual holiday 

of the textile operative. 

As Frederick Harrison recognised, however, t~e standard of living of 

the workers could not be accurately guaged from indices of wage rates alone . 151 

Whils t money wages rose during these years, Bowley calculated that between 

1880 and 1900 the distribution of the national product as between wages and 

other forms of income in actual fact changed very little . 152 And even 

thi s may have been too optimistic a view. Rising wages result ed in no 

small measure from technological changes increasing output per man by means 

of meChanisation and a steady occupational shift from lower paid to better 

150. Wood, "Real Wages and Standard of Comfort", ~. cit; Mitchell and 
Deane, Abstract of British Historical StatistiCS, 343-44; A. L. Bowley, 
W 9S in the United Kin dorn in the Nineteenth centur (1900: New' 
Jersey 1972 ed . 126 • 

• 151. Frederick Harr ison, National and Social Problems (London . 1885 ) 380. 

152. Cited by Cole and postgate , The British Common People , 443-44. 
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remunerated occupations. Above all, of course, it was due to falling 

prices that any increment in wages occurred. 

in 1885 that, 153 

Well might Harrison conclude 

••• ninety percent of the actual producers of wealth have no 
home that they can call their own beyond the end of the week; 
have no bit of soil or so much as a room which belongs to 
them; have nothing of value of any kind ••• ; have the 
precarious chance of weekly wages which barely suffice to keep 
them in health ; are housed for the most part in places that 
no man would think fit for his horse ••• This is the normal state 
of the average workman in town or country. 

When one takes into account unemployment (and the relatively new phenomenon 

of "technological unemployment"), which rarely fell below 5% during these . 

years and was indeed frequently much higher and more t.enacious amongst 

unskilled workers, and the extent of primary, hard-core urban poverty 

unearthed by Booth in London and Ro~mtree in York - submerging possibly 

25-30% of the country's population - it seems possible to agree with 

Helen Lynd that, 154 

Despite these ~age rises after the middle of .the century and an 
. accompanying advance in the standard of comfort involving 
increased consumption of such things as flour , tea, cocoa, 
sugar, rice, currants and tobacco, the total flow of wealth to 
the different segments of the population continued to be very 
disadvantageous to the working classes. 

153. Speech to the Industrial Remuneration Conference (1885), cited by 
J. H. Ste\."art Reid, The Origins of the British Labour party 
(Minnesota 1955) 8. 

154. Lynd, England in t he Eighteen Eighties , 49; D. J. Oddy ' s analysis 
of working class diets during this period adds weight'~o the sup
position that many people in the last years of Victoria's reign were 
inadequately nourished ••• ": Cf . '"tJorld.ng Class Diets in Late 
Nineteenth Century Britain" , Economic History Review, 2nd ser. , 
XXIII (1970 ) 314-23. See further , A-' E. Dingle, "Drink and Working 
Class Living Standards in Britain 1870-1914", Economic History Review, 
2nd ser., . y~V (1972) 608-22. 



The gradual recognition of the real extent of .. /orking class plight , ... as to 

do much to undermine the belief in progress and benign market forces so 

characteristic of mid-Victorian Britain. 

The actual structure of the , ... ork force lias itself changing in this 

period. The later stages of industrialisation \ ... ere characterised by the 

growing application of scientific technique and resultant economies of large-

scale production. There began to emerge a labour force with relatively 

fewer unskilled grades, many more semi-skilled, self-acting machine minders, 

calling for dexterity rather than real craftsmanship, and a high requirement 

of skill from a decreasing proportion of the workforce. 155 With the 

ever increasing application of machinery - which reduced not only the number 

of heavy unskilled manual tasks but also many of the craft slcilis - a more 

homogeneous labour force began to emerge, based largely upon semi-skilled 

machine operations involving a low level of formal technique. 

Among the unskilled lower strata, work was becoming less secure and 

more prone to the v~ancies of the trade cycle. 
,/'/ 

At this level, unemployment 

was consistently high during the last quarter of the nineteenth century and 

here its effects were most debilitating. It was, more oyer , the unsldlled 

Who felt the full impact of the employers' attempts to shore up profit 

156 margins by creating an easy market of surplus labour. Again, mechan.i.-

sation and automation had brought in their wake fresh problems for the lower 

working class. Whilst me chanisation had done away with many hazardous 

oCcupations, it was at the same time creating new ones. The more extensive 

Use of machinery meant that for many people work became noisier , faster and 

155. 

156. 

Cole, Studies in Cla~s structure, 39. 

Lynd, ~land in the Ei ghteen Eighties , 237-98. 
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. more monotonous, wi tb fe ... /er periods of rest. 157 Huch evidence points to 

a speed-up of production in these years, demanding of workers greater effort 

and output. In 1902, Herbert Samuel emphasised that, 158 

••• if the hours of labour are shorter, the labour itself is 
mare inte~se . If there is more leisure, work is more mono
tonous ••• the worker has to keep pace with the machine; he is 
often subject to more tiring strain; at an earlier age his 
powe r s become unequal to t he demand made on them, and a man 
is dismissed as superannuated at a. t i me of life when the easier 
conditions of the past would have regarded him as still in his 
prime. 

In a few trades, the mechanisation of most processes left a few still to be 

done by hand in conditions that \>Iere more arduous than ever , because of the 

mechanisation of the remainder. 

In some industries, particularly in the ens~neering trades, an ominous 

development came in the form of piecework and other arrangements - such as 

the "feed and speed" and premium bonus systems - introduced alongside the 

greater attention being paid by employers to workshop organisation. 159 

Gea't'ed mainly towards increasing productivity and output, this new manager-

ialism was bitterly r eqented by trade unionists and workers alike ; often 

t hese systems involved a kind of overseership that was apt to be viewed as 

a driving device by all 'tlorkers, and always as an affront to craft pride 

and workshop communality. In all, they contributed much t o making work 

generally more arduous and less endurable. 

157. Ash\.,rorth, Economic History of England, 203. 

158. Herbert Samuel, Liberalism (London 1902), quoted by Adams , Edwardian 
Herita~, 34; A~~e , The Effect s of the Fa~tory Syst em 
(I.Jondon 1899) 63 , and B. L. Hutchins , \'!omen in Modern I ndus t ry 
(London 19'15) 184-88 for fur ther det ail s on indus t rial speed- up in 
t his per iod. See below, Chapter 10. 

159. For detcul s , see Levine, Industrial Ret ardation j .n Britain, 97 . 



Such managerial developments were certainly i mpor tant in breaking 
t-h" i ~ 

down the craft authority and exclusivity of the labour aristocracy. In 

purely monetary terms, it seems clear that the skilled working class 

maintained a considerable differential advantage over the rest of the 

workforce until at least 1914. 160 But the authority of the labour 

aristocrats, €L~ their control both over the process of production and over 

other \.,.orkers, was gradually being eroded. Its skills were being replaced 

by semi-skilled maChinists, whilst increased social mobility had made it 

more difficult to bolster craft status by means of formal apprenticeship 

regulations. Huch of this process ~/as, of course, vehemently re sented by 

skilled workers, but in other respects they were being pushed towards closer 

identification with the main body of the working class. The relations between 

the labour aristocracy and the vastly expanded blackcoated strata 

immediately above it almost certainly worsened in these years. The intense 

white collar stat~s consciousness, and aggressive rejection of manual work 

on the part of the lower middle class, \.,.as itself manifest in, as \.;ell as 

being reinforced by, increasing residential and social segregation. If . . 

these tensions \r{ere not new, they became far more significant in a period 

when the white collar workers were no longer 
I \ 
~ thinklayer above the labour 

, 

aristocracy, but a substantial stratum '-those very anxieties exacerbated 

their rejection of those belo\,l them. 

Both from above and below itself, therefore, the economic securities 

and COmmunity reassurances of the mid-Victorian l abour aristocracy were 

being challenged. It was in the changing circumstances. of the late 

nineteenth century that a social separation emerged between the core of the 

lower middle class and the aristocracy of labour; this, to be sure, was 

-
160. 

, 
Kno\?/les and Robertson, "Differences between the Wages of .Skilled and 
Unskilled Workers", e.g. Table I, p.111 .. 



olle factor amongst a number t hat turned the elite of skilled men back 

towards a broader political identificat ion with the working class as a 

161 whole. 

5.4: Aspects of Class structure - I: Aristocratic and ~iddle 

Class Radicalism 

It may be instructive in the concluding sections of this chapter 

to focus briefly upon certain "strategic" social groups in late-Victorian 

society. \Ve may begin by examining the place of Tory and middle class 

radicals in the class structure as a whole; their importance a s regards 

socialism and the working class movement will be spelt out in the following 

chapters. 

It has been argued that the sociological foundation of mid-Victoria.n 

equipoise, and later developments in British society, was the social and 

economic compromise effected by the r epresentatives of territorial and 

industrial wealth. It has not, however, been suggested that this social 

fusion was anything like complete. Inevitably, there were sections of 

the landed elite \'1ho, anxious to turn back the clock and r evert to honorific 

aristocratic rule , would reject the social "compromi se"; and, inevitably, 

sec t ions of t he middle class existed who wer e i mpatient of t he privileged 

and cl oseted world of the landed gentleman , es sentially parasi t i c upon the 

real movement of industry and commerce . Neither group was l arge , but 

. their actions held immense importance i n Victorian SOCiety; the r easons 

for this, and the course of Tory and middle class r adicalism, may no ... r be 

briefly examined. 

-
161. Crossick, "The Emergence of the Lower Middle Class", in idem.', The 

Lower M~ddle Class in Bri t ain, 48-52; Gray , Labour Aristoeracy-rn 
Vic tori an 3dinburgh adduces evidence suggestive of the breakdown of 
aristocratic prerogatives and the emergence of a more homogeneous 
working class i n l ate century, and the ma.nner in which these changes 
turned t he l abour el ite towards socialism: 115- 20 , 165-83. 
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Those spokesmeu for the traditional ruling class hostile to the 

new industrial state were of two kinds. There were those me n who, like 

Giffard, the ultra-Tory editor of The standard, Lockhart of The Quarterll, 

Sewell, Alison and Galt, and the c~ude Toryism of Fraser's magazine, 

162 attacked Peelite Conservatism in the name of reactionary feudal privilege. 

But of greater conCern here is that otrand of Tory thought wp~ch runs 

through the nineteenth century and \'/hi ch was concerned to urgently defend -

albeit in paternalistic fashion - the working class and its standard of 

life against the tide of mid~le class laissez- faire. In the 18308 and 

'40s, one finds this type of Toryism in the manufacturing districts of 

'Lancashire and Yorkshire, where Oastler, Sadler, Stephens, Bull,- Wood and 

Ferrand led the factory movement and opposition to the new Poor Law, 

drawing Tories and proletariat together against the claimo of the industrial 

bourgeoisie. 163 Eloquent expression ofa similar concern is often held 

to be apparent in the writings of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Robert Southey's 

Colloquies on the Progress of Society ~d in the work of Thomas Carlyle 

and John Ruskin. 164 This same theme inspired the "revivified and 

spiritualised feudali sm" of Disraeli's Young England movement , which 

reached its apotheosis in his call for "the elevation of the condition 

of the people ll in 1872 and the social reforms of his 1874-80 administratione 

162. R. B. McDowell, Bri tish Conservatism 1832-1914 (London 1959) 30-34. 

163. For details of the Tory led anti-poor lai.,. movement in the north, 
see G. D. H. Cole and A. vi . Filson, British \'Jorking Class Hovements : 
Select Documents 1789-1875 (London 1965) ch. 8; P. Holli s , ed., 
Class and Confli ct in Nineteenth Century En land 1815-50 (London 
1973) 19 , 19 , 20) , 20 -9, 211-12. Early Conservative \rlorking 
men's clubs appeared in the north a t this time, inspired principally 
by Oastler: cr. R. L. Hill, Toryism and the People 1832-1846 
(London 1929) 47-57. 

164. DaVid Itoberts, "Tory paternali sm and Social Reform in Early 
Victorian Engl and", American Historical Review, LXIII '(:1958) 323. 
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A brief resurgence of t he r adical Tory ideal may be dis cerned in the 

"Tory Democracy" of Lord Randolph Churchill and his "Fourth Party" in 

the 1880s. 165 

If the linchpin of this, ess~ntially aristocratic, r adicalism lay 

in a rejection of the flaccid compromise which the bulk of landed families 

had made l/ii th the new indus trial order, 50 too was there an equally 

vociferous coterie of middle class ' spokesmen agi t a ting against residual 

aristocratic privilege. These men demanded curbs upon what they believed 

to be an outmoded conception of terr itorial power by means of Parliamentary, 

l egal, fiscal and commercial reforms in the caus e of greater "middle-clCissness" . 

Inevitably, many members of the bourgeoisie s aw only the disjuncture 

between their own productive role in SOCiety, and the monopolisation by 

the landed elite of privileges in the spheres of pOlitics, education, 

the professions and armed forces, and of honorific social esteem in 

general. 

Like its aristocratic counterpart, middle class radicalism \'/as a 

continuous theme thr~ughout the nine teenth century. 166 In the early 

years of the century, the main radical force \-las the classic artisanal 

and shopkeeping petty bourgeoisie; as yet undiffer entiat ed from the 

"'/Orking class proper, t hese intractable r adicals wer e the backbone of all 

167 
pro~~e ssive poli t ical movements. If t heir Bible was Paine 's 

165. 
166. 

167. 

Blake , Conservative Party from Peel to Churchill, 131-66. 
For an overview of r adical movements in the nineteenth century, see 
Simon MacCoby, ed., The English Radical Tradition 1763-1914 (London 1952) . 
For early pe tit bourgeois r adicalism , see Thompson , Haking of the 
English Working Class , .£E ' ~; T. J. Nossiter, "Shopkeeper 
Radicalism in t he Nineteenth Century", in idem., A. H. Hans on and 
S. Rokkan, eds., I oagination and Precision-rn-the Social Sciences 
(London 1972) ; Frank Bechhofer and Brian Elliot , IIPersistence and 
Change, The Petty Bourgeoisie in Industrial Societies", (unpublished 
paper 1975) 4-5. Another perspective on middle . class.radicalism is 
that offere d by R. S. Neale with his idea of the " •• • dynami c achieve
ment-motivated middling class :" cf. "Class and Class Consciousness 
in early Nineteenth Century England ; t hree class or five?", in idem. , 
Class and Ideology in ~he Nineteenth cent~ (London 1972). ----
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Rights of Han, petty bourgeois radicalism \'ias short-lived and, by the 

18306 and 1840s, M.d become more concerned with the rights of property. 

But by this time a more stable and enduring form of radicalism was 

emerging among manufacturers, induftrialists and aldermanic radicals, 

who were wearying of the naked class bias of Parliament - symbolised above 

all else by the duties upon Corn. Between the First Reform Act and the 

Corn Law struggles, this middle. class radicalism was articulated by the 

new provinCial press and by men like Bright, Villiers, Gibson, Fox, 

Gilpin and , abi'ove all, by Richard Cobden. 168 

By the 1860s middle class radicalism had changed again. It entered 

into a connection with organised labour that had been lacking before and 

j.t gained enormously in ·prestige and intellectUal ascendancy. Bright's 

reform agitation of the 1850s and 1860s links this new radj.calism with · 

that of the Manchester School, but its most outstanding representative 

was John Stuart Nill. By now bound securely to the Liberal Party, it 

fell to men like Dilke, Trevelyan, Fawcett, John Morley, God\'iin Smith 

and Thorold Rogers to bridge the gap between radicalism and the educated 

public. ~lidd1e class radicalism had by this time detached itself from 

crude bourgeois interests and the way was open for the development of 

Liberal radicalism after the Home Rule split of 1886. In all, however, 

the concerns of the radicals had remained r emarkably cons i s tent - namely, 

how best to secure for the individual maximal liberty of thought and action ; 

it was a goal which uncannily reflected middle class interests within a 

SOciety heavily overlaid by an aristocratic patina. 

Both Tory and middle class radicalism emerged against, but yet .... /er e 

intimately related to, the evolution of the Victorian social structure. 

~lhilst aristocratic r adicals decried the heartless tide of entrepr.eneuriaJ. 

168. Vincent, Format i on of Liberal party, 67-8. 
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progress, middle class radicals felt that the process had not gone far 

enough; frustrated by the sight of a landed elite sharing in the spoils 

of industry, their goal was nothing less than the bourgeoisification of 

society. Neither of these social I groups was large but, precisely because 

of their peripheral location in relation to the mid-Victorian settlement, 

their appeals ... Iere infused with enormous symbolic significance. Both 

were able to appeal to the "true" vocation of either aristocracy or 

bourgeoisie, a vocation obscured by the course of societal development. 

And both felt the need to appeal to the working class in the construction 

of the society for which they stood. The importance of this latter fact 

will be indicated when we turn to examine the evolution of working class 

and socialist thought. 

5.5: Aspects of Class structure - II: The Intelligensia and 

Professi onal strata 

It is often observed that, in a number of foreign countries, 

intellectuals have played an important part in socialist and progressive 

movements. Whilst often overs imply attributed to their "alienation" 

from society, it is nevertheless true that their socially marginal location 

has often impelled them to make common cause with the working class. 169 

The older continental intelligensia were bourgeois , but often hostile to 

other members of their clas s and prominent only where the class was v/eak. 170 

169. Seymour Nartin Lipset , Politi cal Han (London 1971) 310ff; Peter 
L. Berge r and Thomas Lickmann, The s ocial Construction of Reality 
(Harmondsvlorth 1971) 143-44: the cl assic statement of the r ole of 
the intellectuals i n the socialis t movement is that provided by 
Karl Kautsky, cited by Lenin in his vfuat i s to be Done?, in Henry 
H. Christman, Ed., Essential Horks of Leni n (New yor k 1966) 82. 

170. Geof frE!Y Hawt horne, "The New Int elligensia in Britain", New Society 
28 October 1976, 183. 

. I 
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In Victorian Britain, by contrast , the intellectuals were firmly wedded 

to the higher social strata and correspondi ngly weaker as an autonomous 

force, unable to transfer their allegiances with the same degr ee of 

impunity; significantly, the very l word "intelligensia" is alien to the 

English language. This concl uding section will examine the place of 

intellectuals in the Victorian class structure, within which they merged 

imperceptibly with the liberal professional stratum and its ethos. 

Perry Anderson has convincingly argued recently that the absence of 

an autonomous intellectual stratum in Britain must be traced back to the 

sixteenth century. Aristocratic control of the established public schools 

and the ancient Universities allowed this class to produce its own 

intellectuals, maiuly from its lesser, professional reaches. The absence 

of Roman Law in England, moreover, precluded the growth of an intelligensia 

based upon the legal faculties of the Universities. 171 To these con-

ditions ought to be added the deep strain of empiricism which profoundly 

impregnated nineteenth century British culture; Victorian anti-

intellectualism \'I'ould seem to rest, as Walter Houghton has pointed out, 

in the process of industrial revolution initiated, not by the insights 

of theoretical scientific inquiry, but by the empirical gropings of 

essentially practical men. 172 The empirical cast of theEnglish mind 

\'las reinforced in a variety of ways , particularly by Evangelicals like 

Shaftsbury who took pains to impress upon devotees the need to' subordinate 

"the mischief of speculation" to practical good works. 

171. Perry nnderson , "Co:nponents of the National Culture", in A. Cockburn 
and Robin Blackburn, eds ., student Power (Harmondsworth 1969 ) 227-9 , 
279 fn. 15. 

172. Walter . Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Hind 1830-1870 (London 
1973) 110-136. 
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It seeGjs fairly clear that Victorian intellectuals .... lere a particularly 

stable and well integrated stratum within society as a whole. Far from 

"alienated", the intellectual assumed his title and estate almost by the 

right of birth, his legitimacy being established by the claims of family, 

class, education, profession and remuneration. He could move in high 

SOCiety, aspire to political office, or make money without impugning his 

calling. He had not the stigmatism of intellectuals elsewhere _ 

academicism, bohemianism, or the precosity of the feuilletonist or esthete. 

Noel Annan's eloquent account of the Intellectual Aristocracy portrays a 

secure and established class, "like the re s t of English society accustomed 

to responsible and judicious utterance, and sceptical of iconoclastic 

speculation." 173 United by ties of kinship over those of social class , 

it is staggering to survey the interlocking geneologies that bind by birth 

and marriage the great names of nineteenth century English culture. As 

Gertrude Himmelfarb has noted of the Victorian intellectual: "His 

intellectuality came as naturally to him as his language , \vhich in turn 

was as natural as breathing. It was his birthright, and he was as secure 

in that as he was in his Englishness." 174 

There existed no lumpen-intelligensia in Victorian society whose 

grievances might be turned towards political radicalism 175 nor, indeed, 

any evidence of t hat process prophesied by Harx whereby a portion of the 

bourgeOis intellectuals go over to the side of the workers. 176 In all, 

-:73. Noel Annan, tiThe Intellectual Aristocracy", in J. H. Plumb, ed., 
Studies in Social History, A Tribute to G. M. Trevelyan (London 
1955) 28~. 

174. Gertrude Himmelfarb, Victorian ~dnds (London 1968) 201-2. 

175. V. G. Kiernan, "Notes on the Intelligensia", in R. Hiliband· and 
John Saville, eds., The Socialist Regi s ter 1969 (London 1969) 
·60-61. 

176. K. }:arx and F. Engels, The Communist Manifesto in idem., Selected 
\';orks (London 1968) 44. 
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there would appear to be great merit in Gramsci's analysis of British 

intellectuals which suggests that the intellectual stratum is, by and 

large, "traditional", intimately related to the landed governing class, 

although " ••• it should be added that the English aristocracy has an open 

structure, and continually renews itself with elements coming from the 

intellectuals and the bourgeoisie." 177 

A further aspect of the profound affinities between Victorian 

intellectuals and the class structure ought to be mentioned. It/hilst the 

middle classes collaborated in preserving the traditional social and 

political forms of the ruling class, they developed the morality of 

professional service into their equivalent of noblesse oblig~ and equipped 

themselves with the necessary training institutions in the reformed public 

sChools which deliberately clung to classical curricula. 178 The 

intellectuals in Victorian society became in turn closely identified 

with the ethos of liberal professionalism, indicative of their sociological 

moorings within society at large. The intercourse between the 

intelligensia and professiOns was close, bringin'g to the term "intellectual" 

wider connotations than might be the case else\ihere. It is interesting , 

in this connection, to note that Guttsman's analysis of the professional 

middle class a.nd intellectuals in British politics between 1886 and 1916, 

found among these groups no trace of tha t deep felt r esentment of 

injustices and deprivation discernable amongst the Nonconf ormist middle 

class. Indeed, 'these men entered politics "Then professional success 

177. Q. Hoat'e and G. NovTell-Smith, eds ., Selecti ons f r om t he Prison 
Notebooks of AntorJ.o Gramsci (London 1971 ) 83 ; on Grarnsci's analysis 
of t he Br iti sh i ntell igensia, see L. Salamini, "To\'Iards a Sociology 
of Intellectuals : A Struct ur al Analysis of Gramsci' s Harxi,st 
Theory''' , Soci ologi cal Anal ysis and Theory VI (1976) 13-14. 

178. Shannon, The Cr i sis of I mperiali sm , 216. 
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seemed well assured, attracted as much by the social standing and inter-

course of Parliament, as by any burning desire to initiate legislative 

reform. 179 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, just as the established 

intelligensia were in general shifting their allegiances to the Conservative 

Party, there began to emerge a new "democratic" intelligensia. The 

product of educational, Civil Service and social reforms, this group 

comprised the newly educated - social workers, teachers in the schools 

and the new Universities, technologists, scientists, adminj.s trators and 

Civil Serva.nts. 180 This ''las, of course, a period of questioning and 

doubt, and the "new" intelligensia had not that faith in progress and 

material prosperity of the mid-Victorian generation. The Fabians were 

the representatives Ear excellence of this group: "Our parents, who r ead 

neither Spencer nor Huxley, lived in an intellectual world which bore 

no relation to our own", wrote Edward Pease of their intellectual milieu, 

"and cut adrift as we were from the in·tellectual moorings of our 

upbringings ••• 

181 on trust." 

We also felt ins 'cinctively tha t . we could accept nothing 

The fa.ct remains , however, tha t even this "new" intelligensia was 

unabl:,! to\ ra~ical~Y / distanca itself from society and, conditioned by its 
r- \ 

premises, their intellectual revolt remained grotesquely attenuated; to 

Pease, for instance, salvation came in the form of Henry George 's 

Progress and Poverty. In similar f ashion, ,the highbrow Bloomsbury circle 

179. Guttsman , "Aristocracy and Hi ddle Class in British Poli tical Elite", 
particularly 27-3'1 . 

180. For an analysis of t he "new democra.tic" intelligensi a , see Dmitri 
~lirsky, The I nt elligensia of Great Britai n (London 1935) 45~f. 

181. Edward jPease, His t or y of the Fabian Societ l (London 1916) 18. 
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and the flowering of Bohemianism in late century represent no more than 

a rarefied critique of society. In the former, an escape through an 

aesthetic of personal relationships presented no challenge to late 

Victorian and Edwardian society; British Bohemia was but a pale imitation 

of its Parisian mentor, and was brought to an abrupt end by the trial 

of Oscar viilde in 1895. 

Above all, the intelligensia . had not at any time established links 

with the working class movement. It is surely ironic that the intellectual 
I 
\ 

creed of the only significant group of thinkers to align itself with the 

workers - the Positivists Beesley and Harrison and their colleagues -

was imported from France. The home grown Romanticist tradition which, 

as Raymond Williams has demonstrated, was in many respects a coherent 

and far reaching critique of Victorian capitals1m, 182 remained for 

good sociological reasons generally divorced from the working class 

movement. Only by the efforts of such maverick figures as William Morris 

and Walter Crane were these insights grafted directly onto the socialist 

movement. 

The direct i mpact of the intelligensia on the course of British 

SOCialism, therefore, would appear to have been slight by Continental 

standards. Yet t heir contribution cannot be ignored. The part played 

by the professional and intellectual strata in shaping later nineteenth 

century society, administration and ideology , formed the milieu in which 

Socialist beliefs crystalised. These themes ~dll form the subject of 

the next chapter. 

182. Mos t notably, of course, in his Culture and Society (Harmondsworth 
1971)~ 



------------------------------ CHAPrER SIX =============== 

IDEAS IN CONTEXT: 

ID.EOLOGY IN NnlETW\T'ri CEiITURY BRITAIN 

=============================================== 

In the previous chapter, the nature of economy and social structure 

in mid-Victorian Britain, and developments in this sphere during the 

latter pru.'t of the century, were examined. This outline must now be 

complemented by focusing upon ideological forms throughout the period. 

In what follows, we shall be concerned to analyse the nature of conservative 

and liberal ideology, and the role played by Evangelicalism, at mid-

century. It will be suggested that during the Victorian "Golden Age", 

the ideology of economic liberalism - embodying a belief in laissez-

faire, individualism and the free market principle - formed the central 

value system of society. Yet the structure of mid-Victorian society 

itself was such that , coupled with the economic changes of late century, 

the collectivist elements inherent in both conservative and liberal 

thought were slowly pushed to the fore. This chapter will, therefore, 

pOint to ideological systems ,Ii thin a definite structural context; and 

the impact of both macro-structural and ideological f actors upon the · 

course of the working class movement and socialist thought will be 

indicated in the following chapter. 

6.1: I deas and t he Hid-Victorian Equipoise - I: The Liberal Axis 

In mid-Victorian society, conservative and liberal thought domina t ed 

the stage of political ideas. It will be argued here that these two 

bOdies of thought converged around a ce~tral value system - the "Liberal 

"' v-:: " .......... s • This may be considered surprising as, in abstracto, their , 
fundamental assumptions as regards human nature, society, government and 
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and economic life, could not have been more starkly antithetical. We 

may begin, then, by glancing briefly at the "basic intention" of both 

conservatism and liberalism. 1 

Many of the essential themes of conservative ideology are to be 

found in the writings of Edmund Burke, and it may be useful, therefore, 

to quote in full Cecil's summary of his thought: 2 

In the first place Burke insisted on the importance of 
religion and the value of its recognition by the state. 
Secondly , he hated and denounced with his whole heart injustice 
to individuals committed in the course of political or social 
reform. Thirdly, he attacked the revolutionary conception 
of equality and maintained the reality and necessity of the 
distinctions of rank and station . Fourthly, he upheld pl~vate 
property as an institution sacred in itself and vital to the 
well-being of society. Fifthly, he regarded human society 
r ather as an organism than a mechanism, and an organism about 
which there is much that is mysterious. Sixthly, in close 
connection with this sense of the organic character of socie-t;y, 
he urged the necessity of keeping continuity \uth the past 
and making changes as gradual and \Y'ith as slight a dislocation 
as possible. 

Fundamental to conservative thought would appear to be a philosophy of 

imperfection, a secular conception of original sin which, standing in 

OPposition to notions of human perfectability, has at all times sprung 

to the defence of a limited style of politics and political change. 3 

These themes in conservative ideology fan out in a ntwber of 

directions. The organic and mysterious sense of society implies as 

much the need for an established Church - in Burke's words, "the very 

-----.---------------------------------------------------------------
1. For the concept of the "basic intention" of ideological thought, 

see Karl Hannheim , "Conservati ve Thought", in Essays on Scciolo61 
and Social Psychology (London 1953) 102-16. 

2~ Lord Hugh Cecil, Conservatism (London 1938) 48. 

3. Noel O'Sullivan, Conservatism (London 1976) -9-31. 



foundation of the whole Constitution" 4 _ as its immutable order, 

hierarchy and "a true natural aristocracy". Conceived thus by the 

conservative, society is a stable entity, ideally premised upon the 

harmonious balance of the natural estates of the realm. 5 Private 

property is integral to this world-view; there is a tendency for 

conservatives to hark back to a conception of "genuine" and inalienable 

6 property, of which the land is. th~ prototype. The belief in personal 

rights has always complemented the belief in property rights, although 

liberty for the conservative remains essentially unequal. 7 Finally, 

we find in conservative thought a veneration for history and tradition 

as the sole legitimate guides to future action; it is not reason, but 

experience, which governs the thought and action of the Tory. 

Conservatism is thus a passive and heavily integrationalist 

ideology. 8 The conservative's belief in society as an organic ~ton, 

its i mmutable gradations of status and natural leadership; . in the need 

9 for strong government but yet paterna listic concern for social welfare; 

in. a profound sense of religion and the mysteri,?us aspects of society 

4. Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France (London 1967) 
96; R. J. v..'hi te has elaborated upon the "shared understandings" of , 
conservatism, particularly its strong religiosity: Cf. idem., ed., 
The Conservati~e Tradition (London 1950) 4-5. ----

5. The classic statement is Disraelits Vindicati on of the English 
Constitution (1835), part of which may be found reprinted in Philip 
w. Buck, ed ., How Conservatives Think (Harmondsworth 1975) 68-70. 
For a recent statement of the "balanced society" , see R. A. Butler, 
Our ..,/ay Ahead (London 1956) 10-13. 

6. Russell Kirk, The Conservative Hind (London 1954) 382; Mannheim, 
"Conservative Thoughtll , 104-5. 

7. Sir Geoffrey Butler, The Tory Trad~tion (London 1957) 67-71. 

8. Nigel Harris, "Introduction" to Conservatism: The state and SOCiety 
(unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Landen 19b3). 

9. R. MacKenzie and A. Silver, Angels in Marble (London 1968) 21+-5, 
30, 42.-7. 



and human existence - all explain the Conservative Party's insistence 

on its unique historical role as custodian of the national interest. 

Conservatism is the nation; the guiding precepts of the conservativo 

10 mind are those of society at large. 

At the centre of liberal thought lies a metaphysic of individualism, 

a particular picture of the human being as separate in two distinct 

ways from t he world which surrounds him; he is autonomous, \~thin the 

mechanical and law-governed world of fact, in his ability to make and 

carry through moral choice, and essentially separate from all other 

individuals in the sense that he is self-directing, self-propelling and 

1 t . hi lf 11 comp e e 1n rose • For the liberal, too, society is a balanced 

compact, but one founded upon there being clearly defined and enforced 

legal relationships between all of its members. 12 Two themes in the 

doctrine of individualism have nourished nineteenth century English 

liberalism: the doctrine, with equalitarian implications, .of the rights 

of man, or political liberalism, and the anti-statist,. largely utilitarian 

doctrine of laissez-faire, or economic liberalism. 13 Forming the basic 

tenets of mid-Victorian Liberalism, these doctrines developed in the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in the form of utilitarianism 

~.d political economy. 

10. Andre ... t Gamble, The Conservative Nation (London 1971+) has emphasised 
the "national" role of conservatism. 

11. Anthony Arblaster, "Liberal Values and Socialist Values", in 
R. Miliband and J. Saville, eds., The Socialist Register 1972 
(London 1972) 89-90. 

12. D. J. ?-fanning, Liberalism (London 1976) 14. 

13. Koenraad \.J. Swart, '" Individualism' in the Hid-Nineteenth Century", 
Journal of the History of Ideas XXIII (1962) 77. 
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The "rigorously atomistic metaphysic" of Benthamite utilitarianism -

"the state as tbe sum of the interests of the several members ''''ho compose 

it, each viewed as a recepticle to be filled with satisfaction" 14 -

underpins Be ntham's f a'lJous happiness principle. Dedicated to the 

elimination of all fictions in government and society in accordance with 

the dictum of "the greatest happiness of the greatest number", Bentham 

believed, however, t hat legislation should impose minimally upon the 

j.ndividual. Sharing with Hobbes an almost complete indifference to the 

notion of self-improvement as a thing desirable in itself, Benthamite 

utilitarianism sought to create a favourable atmosphere for self-interested 

individuals to pursue their own ends, admittedly tempered by the caveat 

reinforced in the classical economics of ~lal thus, Smith and Ricardo -

that this could not but result in the natural and spontaneous harmony of 

general interests. 

As to its political content, the utilitarian doctrine may be said 

to have incorporated three aspects: laisse z-faire, democracy and education. 

Yet the equalitarian implications of the rights. of man \'Iere subordinated 

by Bentham, James Hill and the Philosophic Radicals to an emphasis upon 

an essentially restricted r epresentative franchise, coupled with copious 

doses of "education" to improve the moral lot of the lower orders . The 

importance of property baulked large in their minds and , in essence, the 

found &.tion of utilitarian democracy was shallow: " ••• if property were 

overthrown with tbe direct intention of establi shing equality of fortune", 

14. Crane Brinton, En lish Political Thou ht in the Ninete enth Cent 
(London 1962) 1 -17; see further , John Pl amenatz , The En~lish . 
Utilitarians (London 1958), and idem., Han and Society , ii (London 
1971) 1-36.. -



declared Bentham, " ••• society would relapse into the savage state frem 

which it has arisen." 15 

Various causes crystalised around these basic emphases to form 

mid-nineteenth century liberalism. We may nl~ber amongst these the 

cause of militant Dissent of which Edward Miall was the foremost 

eA~onent; the causes of peace and internationalism which flowed from 

the belief in free trade; and a number of sectional interests pitted 

against the weight of establishment, notably the scottish, \·Je lsh and 

Irish nationalist fringes . It fell to Gladstone to combine these 

multifarious themes into some thing like a coherent political programme. 

It i s in Gladstonian liberalism, a vague and polycentric, but yet 

p~Jerful, ethicalism, that liberalism may be said to have found its 

true expression in mid-Victorian society. 

If, hOvlever, we care to situate conservative and liberal thought 

within the broad sociological context of the period, the ideological 

divide between these bodies of thought appears less marked than the above 

account would appear to suggest. As Elie Halevy observed, " ••• the true 

national policy" of the mid-Victorian settlement lay in "the Liberalism 

of the political economists". 16 In a society in which the \'lorld of 

social intercourse, manners and privilege remained firmly entrenched 

in aristocratic hands, economic power was increasingly passing to the 

industrial bourgeoisie. If the usurpers had not yet dislodged the 

landed elite from its traditional preserTes , they had effected an 

ideological coup of quite r emarkable proportions by successfully imposing 

15. Jeremy Bentham, Principles of the Civil Code, i, cited by Lionel 
Robbins, The Theor of Economic Polic in En lish Political Econom 
(Londob 1952 11. 

16. Elie Halevy, Victorian Years "1841-1895 (London 1962) 290-91. 
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a broadly liberal free-marke t ideology upon society in general. And 

there is, in turn, much indic~tion of the willingness of the landed 

interest to be seduced by its temptations. Both social classes came 

to subscribe to a central value system which in large pvqr t overrode the 

nuances of ideology . The axial role of economic liberalis.ll was brought 

about by a combination of pressure from below and permissiveness from 

above, as may be detected in the course of conservative politics in the 

mid-Victorian period. 

By the middle decades of the nineteenth century, the bourgeoi sie , 

increasingly self-conscious and a\{are of its gro'tling economic power and 

role in municipal affairs, education and the provincial press - in short, 

as "public opinion" - were s triving to impose t heir own social vision 

upon the "natural aristocracy". In this endeavour, t hey fOtUld reliable 

allies in the Philosophic Radicals_ v/hilst by no means sporting a 

coherent and unambiguous programme , these middle class radicals !;Jere 

inexhaustible in the cause of Parliamentary reform, "efficiency" in 

government and administration, religious tolera~ion and freedom of the 

press, Church dis6e ~tabli6hment and education. 17 With their character-

istic emphasis upon justification by service , the Philosophic Radicals 

voiced middle class criticisms of aristocratic profligacy by calling 

for t he greater professionalisation of the state. 18 Nor \vere they 

simply \'orking from the outside, as it were; in men like Henry Brougham , 

a fifth column had been introduced into the ruling class itself : 19 

17. 1:iilli am Thomas , tiThe Philosophic Ra.dicals", in P. Hollis, ed ., 
Pressure from viithout in Early Victorian England (London 1974) 
53-6. 

18. Harol d Perkin , The Origins of J.'odern English Society 1780-1880 
(Londpn 1969) 286-90 _ 

19. Brougham cited by A. V. Dicey, Law and Public Opinion in England 
(1905; London 1962 ed.) 185-86. 



If there is the mob ••• ~declared Brougham in the House of 
Lords in 1831J ••• there is the pe ople also. I fJpealc no\ ... 
of the middle classes - of those hundreds of thousands of 
respectable persons - the most numerous and by far the most 
wealthy order in the community ••• By the people, I repeat, 
I mean the middle classes, the weal th and intelligence of 
the country, the glory of the British name. 

Brougham, and many men like him less consciously imbued with the utilitarian . 

ethos, indica te stirrings within the Burkean "natural aristocracy" itself: 

"Revolutions only occur when the political aristocracy is not the natural 

aristocracy", Brougham believed, for "'1'he successful manufacturer is 

20 no\V' part of the natural aristocracy of England." 

But it was not all a case of pressure from below. The British 

aristocracy, predisposed by over two centt~ies of social and economic 

development, were more than receptive to the guiding themes of a free 

enterprise society. Naturally there were misgivings, voiced by a number 

21 of reactionary right wing polemiCists . Yet there were signs enough, 

as G. H. Young has reminded us, that the aristocracy was being "moralisedlt 

and shedding, as the nineteenth century progressed, their gentlemanly 
. 22 

vices of gambling , drunkenness and sexual indulgence. By the 1830s, 

the decadence of the eighteenth century aristocracy was passing: private 

theatres and balls declined in popularity, whilst sobriety and piety -

outv/ardly at least - seem to have increased; the age of ostent atious 

consumption - l avish patrolwge of the arts , grand building, and bibliomania -

gave way to greater intellectual pursuits and concern with efficient 

estate management and agricultural improvement. 23 There is in addition, 

20. Brinton, !;p.gl ish Political Thought, 41. 

21. See further, R. B. HcDowell, British Conservatism 1832-1914 (London 
1959) 30-34. 

22. G. M. Young , Portrait of an Age , Victorian England (London 1973) 
4; s~e further Perkin , Origins of Hodern EIlE,?lish SocietJ: , 284-5. 

23. David Spring , The ~~ded Estate in the Nineteenth Century: Its 
Administration (Balti n:ore 1963); ". ristocracy , Social Structure and 
Religion in the Early Victori an Period", Victorian Studies, VI 
(1963) 263-80 . ------
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as we have had cause to note, ample evidence of their industrial and 

enterprising spirit in the early and mid-Victorian period. For all 

their misgivings, the "natural aristocracy" were soiling their handa on 

the industrial machine. 

By the mid-nineteenth century, " ••• the strong and steady currents 

of Whig and Tory opinion were splitting into eddies", making" ••• Conservatism 

a little less Tory, and Liberalism a little less Whig." 24 The ideology 

of the liberal free market economy had assumed a pivotal role in society 
, 

and the easy adaptation of the landed interest to the industrial order 

had the effect of tempering the extremes of conservative thought, bringing 

it more into line \'lith the social compromise that formed the basis of 

mid-Victorian equipoise. Karl Hannheim has suggested that it was in . 

Germany, characterised above all by the absence of a strong middling 

stratum, that conservative ideology found its purest expression during 

the last century. In Britain, by contrast, Conservatives were less 

ready to hark back to a basically sound and undisturbed social order 

sometime before the onset of industrialisation ~, instead, placed a 

greater trust in the self-adjusting forces of a free and competitive 

economy. 25 In short , the conditions of its development have given to 

British conservatism a decidedly "liberal" flavour. 'Conservative thinkers 

from Burke onward have elevated the liberty of the subject - an emphasis 

upon " freedom" from which "freedom of enterprise" was but a small step -

26 to a central place in their political philosophy. 

24. Young, Portrait of an Age , 82. 

25. Mannheim, "Conservative Thought", 79-84; see further, \volfram 
Fischer , "Social Tensions at Earl y.Stages of Industrialisation", 
in J ames J . Sheehan, ed., Industriali sation and Industrial ~bour 
in Ni Ijle teent h Century Europe (Nev! York and London 1973) 106-7. 

26. Buck, "Introduction" to 110vi Conservatives Think, 9.:128.' 



Similarly, t he ~grullC conception fundamental to conservative 

ideology has never precluded change and adapt ation in society. For 

Burke, itA state without the means of some change is without the means 

of its own conservation". 27 This idea was echoed by Peel in 1834 when 

he urged the Conservative Party to accept as complete and final the 

franchise reform; and of Salisbury, too, paul Smith has observed that: 

"He was not, ho\.,rever, a reactionary in the ordinary political sense of 

the term. He had a strong enough sense of history to know that it 

could not be put in reverse." 28 Bri tish conservatism has sho\iIl a 

remarkable ability to lean towards and incorporate t he representatives 

of the new industrial order. Burke's "natural aristocracy1l required a 

background of wealth and family, but he \'1as prepared to countenance the 

claims of talent as \'Iell. Coleridge broadene'd Burke's defence of liberty 

within a purely political ideal of bal ance to encapsulate wider social 

forces making for change and progress . Even with Thomas Carlyle, 'l-lho 

amongst English Conservatives most resembles Continental writers, the 

natural leadership he f avoured was a creative one, intended to shift 

conservati ve t hought a\'1a:;J from its traditional concentration upon the 

landed aristocracy and to assign that position, in part at leas t, to the 

°al 0 t 29 new commerc~ ar~ s ocracy. Carlyle was at pains i n this connection 

to criticise Disraeli , but it is si gnific ant that, just as he ceased to 

be an outsider seeking power, so too t he 1Inatural aristocracy" for 

Di sraeli came to brerut i ts links with the landed interest pure and simple, 

27. Burke , Reflection on the Revolution in France , 19-20. 

28,. Paul Smith, ed ., Lord Sali sbury on .Politics (Cambridge 1972) 106 . 

29. O' Sullivan , Conservatism, 84-7 , 93; Basil \;lilley , Nineteenth 
Century Studi es : Coleridge t o Arnold (Harmondswort h 1973) 137, 
139 . 
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" ••• and become those who in fact held social power, a union of some of 

the landed interest and the new group of businessmen." 30 

If, ideologically, British conservatism has not on the whole been 

marked by reactionary intransigence and obscurantism so, too, were 

Conservative Party politics in this period concerned above all to compete 

for the middle ground of liberal free market opinion. The tradition 

of "liberal" Toryism had been-ini,tiated by me n like Canning , Huskisson, 

Robinson and Peel under Lord Liverpool in the late 1820s. 31 But, 

stumbling upon the block of Roman Catholic Emancipation and the Reform 

issue, the Tory Party fell from office and, in 1832, sustained the 

greatest defeat of its history bar that of -'906. Attaining the leader-

ship of the Party, Peel determined to continue the work of the liberal 

Tories; in so doing, he rejected t\'10 alternatives - a party based simply 

upon vested and obdurate landed aristocratic interests, and the popular 

approach of the Tory radicals and that coterie of youthful aristocrats 

around Disraeli. This, broadly, i mplied acceptance of the industrial 

revolution; it meant that the Reform Bill be accepted by the Tories . 
"as a final and irrevocable settlement of a great constitutional questionl1; 32 

and, above all, it i mplied a libertarian fiscal policy. The proBTamme 

f avoured by Peel amounted to one of compromise vdth the middle classes, 

by which means the traditional constitution of Church and state might 

30. Nigel Harris, Bel ie fs in Society : The Problem of Ideology 
(Harmondsworth 1968) 105. 

31. Det a:i.ls of the Conservative Party in this period are drawn from: 
R. B. McDo\-Iell, British Conservatism, Chs . 1-2; George Kitson Clark, 
Peel and the Conservative Par t y : A study in Party Politics 1832- 41 , 
(1929 ; London 1964 ed . ); Robert Blake , The Conservative party 
from Pe~l to Churchill (London 1970); Paul Smith, Disraelian 
Conservati sm and Social Reform (London 1967) 1-36 et. passi m. - . 

32. Robert Peel , "Addre s s to the Electors of the Borough of Tam\-/orth", 
in Buck, ed., How Conservatives Think, 57. 
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be preserved and the dangers of its destruction at the hands of non-

aristocratic classes much diminished. 

The essence of Peel's new Conservatism \O/as to bring about a party 

of moderate opinion and to ... tin back ·those moderate men and the "great 

interests" in the nation alienated by the Party's stance on the Reform 

question. The 1841 election proved to be striking vindication of this 

policy and, whilst in office , . Peel sought to consolidate the support of 

the industrial middle class by means of the great free trade budgets of 
I 

1842 and 1845, the Bank Act of 1844 and , of course, the repeal of Corn 

Duties in 1846. In that year, Cobden felt 

Peel to found a new middle party out of the 

able~retly( entreat . 
ruins of the old aristocratic 

factions: "You represent", wrote the spokesman of industrial opinion 

to Peel, "the ~ of the age, and it has no other representative amongst 

statesmen." 33 

Although a Hines Act (1842) and a Factory Act (1844) had been 

placed upon the statute book, it was primarily towards the industrial 

bourgeoisie that the Conservative Party direct~d its attentions in the 

1830s and 1840s. Opposition to this policy naturally came from the 

group of Tory radicals in the northern manufacturing districts and 

Disraeli's "Young Enolandl! clique, \'1i th its programme centred upon Church 

and Cro~~ allied, by means of social reform , with the workers against 

t he industrial middle class . Yet t here was more than a hint of 

opportunism about Disraeli's policy, which was calcula ted to attack 

Peel by capitalising upon t he protectionist sentiments of the Tory 

country gentlemen. Although Disraeli continued to head the "Ultra" 

faction in the Party between 1846 and 1865, the Conservative reaction 

to the Victorian settlement was attenuated, l acking, above all"any 

33. Cited by Halevy, Victorian Years, 148. 
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~le ~chance of success. His own attachment to social reform in these 
. -_// 34 

years was shallow and, upon being elevated to leader of the Party, 

Disraeli dropped the protection issue and in essence continued to steer 

the liberal course charted by Peel. 

It is true that in 1872 Disraeli made integral to Conservative 

policy "the elevation of the condition of the people ••• no important step 

can be gained unless you effect some reduction of their hours of labour 

and humanize their toil ••• " 35 But, as Paul Smith has convincingly 

demonstrated the social reforming zeal of Disraeli's 1874-80 aruninistration -

often adduced as indication of his policy of "Peers and People" - counted 

for less than the attempt to_resurrect peelite conservatism. In this 

way, Disraeli hoped to render the Conservatives more palatable to middle 

class tastes by "fusing the defensive elements of the bourgeoisie with 

the lrulded interest in the great alliance of property which the radical 

menace had enabled Peel to initiate a quarter of a century earlier." 36 

Conservative thought by the third quarter of the nineteenth century \1aS, 

in reality, little ~fferent from liberalism, at least to the extent that 

both were broadly premised upon the liberal free market nostrums that 

underscored mid-Victorian prosperity. By this time the belief in 

protection was almost defunct among Conservatives and the accommodation 

to the liberal tenets of society was virtually complete. Of course , 

the Conservative Party could not afford to ignore altogether the claims 

of the workers, as is attested to by the social re cord of Disraeli's 

administration; but for Smith this advertised, " ••• less Conservative 

34. D. C. Somervell, Disraeli and Glads tone (London 1926) 76; David 
Roberts , IIIJ.'ory Paternali sm and Social Reform in Early Victorian 
England", American Historical Review, LXIII (1958) 330-32. 

35. B. D:LBraeli, IISpeech at the Banque t of the National Union ••• " 
(1872), i n Buck, ed., How Conservatives Think, 71. 

36. Sm1th,Disraelian Conservatism and Social Reform , 27. 
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zeal for social refo~l than Conservative empiricism in the f ace of 

concrete problems. II 37 

It need hardly be emphasised that the convergence of political 

ideology around an axial liberal value system was contingent upon the 

evolution and structure of mid-Victorian society itself. It would be 

instructive at t his point to examine the place of the wor~~ng class in 

the social structure and its relation to the liberal ideological axis. 

The simple t hesis to the effect that a brief heyday of middle class 

rule in mid-Victorian Britain \-/as progressively submergeo. , as the 

century wore on, by the sheer weight 'of working class numbers must be 

rejected; as John Vincent has observed, "Demos and the middle class 

really arrived on the political scene at about the same time , both were 

penned in and tied down by the social realities of an aris tocratic 

constitution ••• " 38 The fact that the capitalist economic system had 

of necessity to develop ,'Ii thin an overwhelmingly ari stocratic society 

meant t hat the mid~e classes could not affor d to overlook the education 

of the masse s in the principles of the new order. On the one hand, 

therefore , a sustained process of more or l ess unashamed ideological 

containment was l aunched by \'I'hich , it was hoped , working class minds 

might be tutored in bourgeois values . On t he other hand, the various 

brands of middle class r adicalism - whose leitmotiv was, above all, 

impatience with the cons trictive compromise effected with the old order -

appealed to the workers in the name of their own social ideal . 

37. 

38. 

~., 323. 
, 

John Vincent, The Formation of the British Liberal Party 1857-68 
(Harmondsworth 1972) 30. 
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The received notion that Britain became a mass democracy by a 

succession of l egislative reforms has now been coroplemented by a number 

of accounts which stress the importance of social class and ideological 

relationships underlying this process; these accounts provide a useful 

corrective to the narrO\vly political interpretations of reform. And 

thus,Johll Foster has shown that an anaesthetising process of ideological 

"liberalisation" antedated reform, . in effect making that reform a safe 

concession. 39 Trygve Tholfsen has suggested that the Reform Bill of 
I 

1867 did little to restructure the fundamental economic and social 

realities of Victorian society. 

40 prepared, 

The bourgeoisie were ideologically 

••• to impart a distinctive form to the emergence of democracy 
in England - the combination of a fairly l arge dose of 
electoral equality with political patterns congenial to an 
inegali tarian socie ty. ) 

pj -

Finally, Royden Harrison's scholarly accoun)lthe relations between the 

artisanal Reform League and Liberalism is once more illustrative of this 

concern; bl 1867, Ule predominantly labour aris-tocratic working class 

movement " ••• had attained precisely that level of development at which 

it was safe to concede its enfranchisement and dangerous to vdthhold 

"t II 41 ~ . 

39. 

40. 

41. 

John o. Foster, Class struggle and the Industrial Revolution -
Early Industrial Capitalism in Three Engl i sh Towns (London 1974) 
203-50. 

Trygve R. Tholfsen, "The Transition to Democracy in Victorian 
England", International Revie\-, of Social History , VI (1961) 228; 
see further, idem., "The Intellectual Origins of Hid-Victol'ian 
stabilitytl, Political Science Quarhrly , LXXXVI (1971) 57-9.1 .• 

Royden. Harrison , Before the Socialists : Studies in Labour and 
Politics 1861-81 (London 1965) 133 . 
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In short, attention is here being directed to the ideological 

acquiescence of the '-Iorking class - or a t least its elite aristocratic 

stratum - in the dominant liberal values of mid-Victorian society. To 

be sure, there existed in trus period an enormous range of institutions 

and techniques whose very raison d'etre was to disseminate and impart 

to the lower orders those values which both reflected and underscored 

social equipoise. Fundamental to this concern was the attempt to 
J 

natural harmoiy popularise t he various themes of political economy - the 

of capital and l abour, the "immutable laws" of the wages fund and the 

futility of strikes, l aissez-faire and free trade, etc. - and the ethos 

of self-help, respectability and personal improvement. The most forceful 

single advocate of political economy was, of course, Harriet Martineau 

(1802-76). 42 Building upon the "useful kno ... ,ledge" approach of the 

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1826) t Nartineau raised 

economic orthod.oxy to nevI heights of popularity after 1830 with a steady 

flow of didactic pamphlets and tracts, the best known of which \ ... as 

Illustrations of Political Economy. 
\ , This series of novellettes, published 

between 1832-34, rammed home the wisdoms of economic thought in the form 

of homely stories and anecdotes. Rather more subtle, although no less 

influential a propagandist , vias Samuel Smiles (1812-1905), , ... hose books 

extolled the virtues of thrift, duty, character and , above all, self-

help. 43 His books, the sales of \,rhich were truly enormous; sought 

to present " ••• a middle class social outlook as the wisdom of the ages. 

42. See furthe r, R. K. \</ebb, Harriet Hartineau (London 1960); lv1 . Blaug, 
Ricaraian Economics: A Eistor i cal Study (New Haven 1958), ch. 7. 

43. These are, in fact, all titles of Smiles' books: see further Asa 
Briggs, Victorian People (Harmondsworth 1971) 124-47; Kennath 
field~n, "Samuel Smi les and Self-Help", Victorian Studies , XII 
(1968) 155-76. I 

I 

I 
---' 
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It put the weight of tradition and comm on sense ber~nd social values 

44 and interpretations \'/hich were in reality peculiar to Victorianism." 

What may be seen here, and in the writings of many less inspired 

writers, is the whole doctrine of laissez-faire bag and baggage - the 

perfection of the competitive system; the illegitimat e and perverse 

consequences of government interference; the usele ssnes s of strikes 

and co~binations of workers; ·and -so on - all designed f or working 

class conswaption. 45 The ideologies of popular poli t ical economy, 

self-help and re spectability me rged in mid-Victorian Br itain and were 

er~hrined in numerous bodies devoted to their propagation: the Mechanics 

Institutes, the Rev. Solly' s vJorkingmens ' Club movement, 'the Savings 

Banks, Friendly and Burial Societies, \-lilliam Ellis' Birkbeck Schools , 

as well as a whole phalanx of institutions and techniques r anging f r om 

schools and reading rooms , t emperance halls and l i braries, t hrough to 

l~6 
public lectures, compet i tions and the "prize essay". 

All this cannot be seen as anything but a direct effort of 

i4eological indoctrination, al though there is some doubt as to t he depth 

47 wi th which it penetr at ed t he \rlorking clas s. Perhaps of gr eat er 

significance in the long run \-las the effect of middle cl ass r adicalism 

44. J. F. C. Harrison, "The Vict orian Gospel of Success", Victorian 
Studi es , I (1957) 160 . 

45. H. scott Gordon, "The Ideology of Laissez- Fair e", in A. \4 . Coates , 
ed., The Cl assical Economists and Economic polic~ (London 1971) 180- 205. 

46. For detail s of these various institutions , see further Perkin, 
Origins of Fodern English SOCie ty, 70, 293 , 305-6 ; Richard N. Price , 
"The ~/ orking -len's Club ·;ovement and Victor i an Reform Ideology", 
Victorian Studi es , XV (1971) 117-47; P. H. J. H. Gosden, The Friendly 
Societies i n :6n,sl and 1815-1875 (Nanchester 1961) and Self-Help : 
Voluntary hss oci ations in~teenth Century Britain (London 1973); 
Robi n Gilmour , liThe Gr acigrind School : Political Economy in. the 
Classroom", Victorian Studie s , XI (1967) 207-24 ; Brian Harrison , 
Drink and t he Victorians (London 1971). 

47. Gordon, "Ideology of Lais sez-Fair e", 192 ; R. K. \','ebb, The Britis h 
Working Class Reader 1790-1 848 (London 1955) chs. 3 and 4. 



upon the working class mpvement. It was axiomatic that those sections 

of the bourgeoisie angered by the seeming languor and inertia \.;hich 

were concomitants of the mid-Victorian settlement, should appeal to the 

workers in their campaign against aristocratic prerogative. The 

structure of British society itself, therefore, pushed middle class 

leaders to the fore of r~dica1 agitations and, in turn, they sought to 

gi ve their various carr:F,aigns a popular fluvour. Ultimately , this took 

the sting out of working class struggles. , 

Throughout the nineteenth century, it is possible to detect a 

continuous love-hate relationship between middle and working class 

d · ali 48 ra ~c sm. DUl'ing the Reform struggles of 1830-32, and the campaign 

to repeal the newspaper staop Duty in the early 1830s, middle class 

radicals called for and drew upon working class support, only at the end 

'+9 of the day to settle for something less than the \·/orkers ' had demanded. 

During the Corn La\-/ agitations, ' the middle class leaders of the campaign 

made great efforts to secure \-fOrking class support \dth the promise of 

cheap food, against what militants portrayed as, a campaign for the 

emancipat~on of the' capitalist. 50 It may, however, be instructive to 

examine the \>lay in which the radical campaign for a further instalment 

48. Early and mid-Vict orian "politics of popular radicali sln" have been 
described by G. Kitson Clark, The Hak:i.ng of Victorian England 
(London 1962) 123-25 ; the relations betv,een middle and "larking 
class r adicalism in the period 1850-67 is treated by Frances Emma 
Gillespie, Labour and Politics in Engl and 1850-67 (1927; London 
1966 ed.) 

49. On the relations betv/een middle and working class r adicals during 
the Reform crisis, see Perkin, Origins of Hodern En lish Societ , 
365-68; J. Hamburger, James Nill and the Art of Revol ution, Yale 
1963) essim. For t he s t amp Duty struggle , P~ Hollis , The Pauper 
Press (London 1970); stanley Harrison, Poor Men 's Guardians 
(London 1974) 75-102. 

t 

50. See Lucy Bro\ffl, "Chartists and the Anti-Corn Law Leagu!3" in Asa 
Briggs , ed., Chartist Studies (London '1959)31+2-71. II-
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of reform in the l ate 18.505 and early ' 60s stol e t he more far reachiIlJ! 

colours of t he \<forking class Reform League. 51 This campaign may be 

dated from 1848 , when t he mi ddle class r adi cals brought forward t he 
I 

"Lit tle Charter" - an appeasi ng programme of household suffrage, Trienial 

Parliaments and the Ballot - and erected a Na tional Parliamentary and 

Financial Reform Association (1849-52) to agitate for it. The ",orking 

class campaign continued under veterans of t he Chartist period but, by 

the 1850s, even s taunch class warriors like Ernest Jones had come round 

to the need for an alli ance "lith the mi ddle class. In this situation , 

Bright's f amous oratorical campaign of 1858-59, organised though it was 

by a middle class r adical committee, was especially f i tted to capture 

t he att ention and enthusi asm of the working class . Co-opernting "'lith 

both t he National Reform Union , \ihich was enlisting middl e class support, 

and t he more popular ~eform League , Bright and J. S. 11il1 sought to 

pressuri se t he gover~ent into granting a further extension of the 

franchise. Pr edictably, the prOVisions of the 1867 Reform Bill suit ed 

middle class tastes more than it met working class expect ations and, 

again, the sobering effects of middle c1asG co-operation had impressed 

themselves upon the \.;orking clas s ltovement . Horking class r adicals had 

to settle far household suff r age and , a s Trygve Tho1fsen h s observed, 

"The Parliamentary reform moverr.e:::lt helped t o impress a l iberal form on 

t ho poli tical consciousness of t he worki ng class , particularly the 

52 aristocracy of 1abour." 

51. For details , see S. NacCoby , ed ., The En 11sh Radical Tradition 1763-
1914 (London 1952) 145-'71 • 

• 52. Tho1fsen , "The Transition to Democracy" , 245. 
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In tel~s of poli:ical i deology, therefore, the commanding feature 

of mid-Victorian society was the convergence of ideas around a central 

liberal free-market value system. Both reaction from above and revolt 

from below were forestalled and extremes of political thought tempered, 

as the landed upper classes and at least the elite stratum of the 

\-/orking class came to subscribe to the axial liberal tenets of social 

equipoise. This whole process was underscored and reinforced by a 

moral impera tive. It is to the Evangelical ethic that we should now 

turn. 

6.2: Ideas and t he Eid-Victorian Equipoise - II: The Evangelical Ethic 

As with involve~ent in business venture, adherence to the central 

values of the new society transcended social class and formal party 

lines. It might be objected, however, that so long as the Conservative 

Party remained wedded to the High Church, and the Liberals to Low Church 

and Dissent, there could be no meaningful r approchment. In this, 
.' 

precisely, lies the i mportance of the Evangelical ethic. "Evangelical 

morality was the single most widespread influence in Victorian England", 

Noel Annan has remarked: "It pO'vlerfully influenced the Church of England , 

was the faith of the He thodists, and revived the older Nonconf ormist 

sects; it spread through every class and t aught a clear set of values." 53 

Ranging across social, economic and party political divides , Evangelicali sm 

diffused bourgeois morality throughout the various levels of society. 

In this ";ay, what began as a moral revolution genera ted, and in turn 

sustained, an economic and political revolution • 

• 53. Noel Annan, Leslie Stephen: His Thought and Character in Re l ation 
to hi s Time (London 1951) 110. 
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It was Elie Halevy in his England in 1815 \."ho focused attention 

upon t he decisive role of Evangelicalism - particularly in the form of 

i'/esleyan };ethodism - in the history of modern England. The origins of 

Evangelicalism lay in the eighteenth century religious revival. 

Between 1735 and 1760, a number of Anglican clergymen, the most famous 

of whom were John \'lesley, George Whitfield and Howell Harris, went through 

parallel, but apparently sponta.'I1e5)Us , conversion experiences 1:/hich 

involved an intense feeling of their sins being forgiven and a personal 

\ 54 
assurance of ' salva tion. All attracted large followings and were 

responsible for converting a substantial number of people. In the early 

years of the Evangelical revival, those who felt the call to embrace the 

new "vital religion" generally remained within the Church of England but 

\':ell before the end of the eighteenth century a significant minority 

had broken away, and to whom the term "Hethodists" was initially 

derisively applied. 

Evangelicali sm was a reaction against the worldliness and complacency 

of eighteenth century England, specifically a protes t against the 

prevailing attitudes to religion and morality. Against a vague and 

undemandi ng concept of Christianity, which relegated God and his command-

menta far into the background of men's consciousness , the Evangelicals 

preached an intense , urgent and all-consuming faith. Theologically, it 

was a vague doctrine, comprising little more than t he belief in the 

innate depravity of man, the conversion of the sinner and the 

sanctification of the regenerate soul through the experience of God's 

54. For the Evangelical movement in general, see K. Heasman, Evangelicals 
in Action (London 1962); Standish Heacham , "The Evangelical 
I nheritance ", Journal of British Studie s , III (1963) 88-104 ; 
Geoffrey Bes t,' "Evangelicalism and the Victorians", in A. Symondson, 
ed., ~he Victorian Crisis of Faith (London 1970) 37-56 ; Ian 
Bradley , The Call to Seriousness : The Evangelical Impact on the 
Victorians (London 1976) . 



grace . But, as a result of its inte nse soul-searching and emphasis 

upon practical good works , the Englisr~an " ••• found himself at every 

turn controlled, and animated, by the imponderable pressure of the 

Evangelical discipline." 55 Though it lacked binding doctrine, 

Evangelicalism was a serious call with firm religious and moral 

intentions; puritanical and life-denying, rather than life-affirming, 

it stressed the negative values of abstinence and s elf-control 

against the positive values of generosity and altruism. The emphasis 

upon personal salvation and rejection of the concept of elect meant that 

all men, whatever their present state, held the potential for inner 

reform. The doctrine of justification by faith led Evangelicals to 

approximate a doctrine of good works as the true route to salvation. 

Originating among the middle and lower middle class, the uns tinting 

efforts of Evangelicals in both the Established and Dissenting Churches 

diffused the ethic \'I'idely throughout early and mid-Victorian society. 

Evangelicalism was quintessentially a middle class creed, and found its 

staunchest adherents among the ranks of ciVil servants, army officers, 

56 bankers, merchants and members of the professions. But the high 

and mighty Goon found that they, too, had souls to tend. The Evangelical 

stress upon devotion, abs tinence, application and good works, upon moral 

and spiritual sanctity, fully permea t ed the upper l ayers of Victorian 

society, contributing in no small measure to the mor alisation of the 

aristocracy. Church-going became f ashionable once more in high society, 

whilst an observer in the 184015 noted with some surprise the prevalence 

55. Young, Portrait of an Age, 1. 

56. Bradley, Call to Seriousness, 51; Perkin, Origins of Modern 
English Soci et y , 283. 
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of theological talk in the great country houses. 57 The social standing 

and connections of such noted upp~r class Evangelicals as Wilberforce 

and his Clapham "Saints", the Duke of Grafton, Lord Darlington and Lady 

Huntir~don naturally assisted this process. By mid-century, there 

could not have been more than a hundred or so ariatocratic families in 

which one member at least had not heard the call of Evangelical 

Christianity. 58 

The "two nations" - not rich and poor, but rather land and 

industry - were bound ever more tightly, therefore, by an ethical 

imperative. The moral revolution had made it easier to seize the 

opportunities of social mobility linking the two worlds, and not only 

to take advantage of t hem , but also to institute those political and 

social reforms tha t opened new doors and avenues of entry. The 

Evangelical reformers themselves, like their ethic, cut across class 

and party lines; artisans and masters, clergymen and me n of letters, 

businessmen, barristers and aristocrats, Whigs, Tories and Radicals -

all found themselves toiling in common endeavo~ to abolish slavery and 
-, 

promote temperance, sexual morali ty, hard 'II/ork and thrift. In 

Evangelical effort, theological - and hence social - differences came 

to nothing: \ifilliac Wilberforce once told his son Samuel that, 59 

the differences beh.een Churchmen and Dissenters were in his 
eyes of very small consequence . They were but the scaffold
ing ••• when the building was cor2plete no one vJOuld ask what 
sort of scaffolding i t had been ••• He nowhere found in Scripture 
that it would be asked at the las t day ' Were you Churchman or 
Dissenter?', but ' \·lhat 'II/ere your works?' 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
57. 

58. 

Spring, "Aristocracy, Social struct!U'e and Religion", 265-77. 
Bradley, Call to Seriousness, 36-41. 

t 
Bradley, The Call to Seriousness , 37. 

59. ~., 58. 



No one class or party had a monopoly of Evangelical conscience or 

reforming zeal and, behind the scenes, if not in public, there was much 

collusion between ostensibly opposing groups. This gave to measures 

of reform greater fluidity than might have appeared upon the surface of 

things. 

Evangelicalism played a revolutionary role, but it was far from a 

revolutionary creed. \·lhen the fear of J acobini sm was at its height, 

Jabez Bunting was quick to declare on behalf of the Methodist connection 
i 

that "'desleyanism is as much opposed to democracy as it is to sin", ';/hilst 

the social conservatism of Wilberforce or Hannah More is legendary. 60 

t 

Above all else, it was a moral revolution in defence of property and 

economic application, rather than a subversive morality. Evangelicalism 

radiated the puritan morality of the middling strata out\Jards to embrace 

the landed elite, reinforcing the claims of superiority made by Hill and 

the Philosophic Radicals on behalf of the middle ranks. For the convert, 

the r aw stuff of emotional experience 'iJas the proof of God' B existence, 

and the Evangelical who developed a philosophical turn of mind was likely 
. . 

to be a ttracted by the Utilitarian system, which professed to base its j 

conclusions upon an empirical examination of human experience. Both 

Evangelicalism and Utilitarianism regarded their o~m versions of 

verifiable experience as final and both wer e resolutely opposed to the 

abstract speculation of metaphysics. 61 

60. For the political attitudes of the \vesleyans , see David Thompson, 
ed., Nonconformi t in the Nine teent h Century (London 1972) 10, 
28-30, 37-; E;. R. Taylor , Eethoclism and Politics 1791-1851 
(London '1935) , passim ; on l-Jilberforce and Hare, see Perkin, 
Ori gins of J·lodern English so~..!l' 282; Asa Briggs , The Age of 
l~;proveme nt (London 1974) 66-7 • . . 

61. Annart , Leslie Stephen, 112-13. 
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Evangelicalism underscored and faithfully compl emented the 

utilitarian vis i on of t he industrial middle classes but, by mid-century, 

they had both shed many of tbe rigidities of the early ni net eenth 

century and had settled into that comfortable marriage that characterised 

the period of equipoise. Both doctrines retained their pr esence, if 

now a vague liberal approach to goverrunent, economy 

and soci ety which stressed laisse~-faire, free trade , self- help and 

economic initiative was mirrored by an unsectarian, lati t udinarian 

Evangelicalian . Gertrude Hi mmelfarb has termed this t he " ••• 'central 

ganglion' of the moral life ll , which may well have been t he nerve centre 

of mid-Victorian society: "It was here that irreconcilables \iere 

62 reconciled, passions were cooled, interests and ideologie s were muted." 

We may now trace the effect upon the working class of the moral imper ative 

t hat under l ay the Victorian se ttlement. 

In a celebra ted passage, Elie Halevy described Me t hodism as the 

key to "the extraordinary stability which Engli.sh society was destined 

to enjoy throughout a per i od of revolutions and crises ." 63 His best 

known t reat ment of t his theme depicts Hethodism as "the antidote to 

J acobini sm", and argues t hat the Nonconformi s t sects "offered an outlet 

by which t he de spai r of t he prole t ar iat i n t i mes of hunger and mi sery 

could f i nd relief", i n that t hey "opposed a peaceful barri er to the 

spread of r evolut ionary ideas ." 64 Whilst not without its critics , 65 

62. Ger t rude Hi mmel farb, "The Victorian Et hos : Before and After Victoria", 
i n ~., Victorian r:inds (London 1968 ) 291. 

63. Elie Hal evy , Engl and in 1815 (London 1961) 387. 

64. ibid., 590; idem., The Liberal Awakeni ng 1815- 30 (London 1961) iv. 

65. See , j f or i ns t ance , Eri c Hobsbavm , "Hethodi sm and t he Threat of 
Revolut ion in Britai n" , i n his Labouring Nen (London 1972) 23- 33 ; 
E. P. Thor.!? son The Baki ng of t he English \v orking Class· (Harmondsworth 
1972) 41-6, 385-440 . 



the "Halevy Thesis" - to the effect tha t Evangelicalism in general, 

and Hethodism in particular - was a formative disciplining agency in 

reconciling the working class to the new industrial order - has won 

general assent among historians of the nineteenth century wory.ing class 

66 
and labour c:lovement. It would seem eminently reasonable, therefore, 

to agree with Bernard Semmell tha t, imaginatively qualified, the thesis 

67 remains strongly suggestive ~d w~rthy of further investigation. 

Certainly, there appears to exist ample evidence substantiating 

Halevy's contention that !~ethodisr.l gave "British Liberalism at the 

opening of the nineteenth century its distinctive char ac ter", and tha t 

it helped to generalise the values and social practices of industrial 

cpaitalism. W. J. \'larner has broadly followed Max ltleber in locating 

Wesleyan gethodism among those Protestant forces conducive to fostering 

the ethos of capitalism, for in it he detects the "new social values" of 

individualism, thrift and economic enterprise which formed the guiding 

t hemes of the industrial order. 68 Bernard Semmell's scholarly reading 

of He t hodis t theology arriYes at similar conclusions • Semmell suggests 
. 

that Hethodism was the British counterpart to the eighteenth century 

69 democratic revolutions, ushering in the free market economy: 

66. See Thompson, The Kaking of t he \~orking Class, and idem., "Time, 
Work-Discipline and I ndustrial Capi t ali sm", ~st and Present , 38 
(1967) 88-9; Biran Harrison, "Religion and Recreation in Nineteenth 
Century England" , Past and Present , i bid ., 98-125; Sidney Pollard, 
The Genesis of Lode rn 1 ·;anagement(Lo~ 1965) 193ff j Tholfsen, 
"The Intellectual Origins of Hid-Victorian Stability", ~. ~. 

67. Bernard Semmell, "Introduction" to Elie Halevy, The Birth of 
Nethodism in England (1906: London 1971 ed.) 1-29. 

68. w. J. larner , The Wesleyan Hovement in the Industrial Revolution 
(1930: London--19b7 ed .) 

69. Bernard Semmell, The l·:ethodist Revolution (London 1974) 3-9, 170-98 . 
I 
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The He t hodi s t synthesis, with its combination of the modern 
and t he tradit i onal and its peculic.r re s olut ion of the for ces 
making f or liberty and order, for revolution and counter
r ev'olution, may be said to be at the heart of t he success of 
Hesley and his connection as the mediator of the tradi tional 
Engl and of the ancient regime ruld tha t of the modern, industrial 
nation-sta te. 

More broadly, the Evangelical movement in general played an important 

par t in establishing those characteristically "Victorian" aspects of the 

social system. It was, of course, the chief source of t hat moral intensity 

t hat pe rvaded :Victorian culture, no less amongst the working class where 

Evangelicalism strengthened the ethic of personal improvement and imparted 

to it a distinctive emphasis upon individual virtue. The profound 

internalization of the puritan spirit of militant activism and development 

of virtuous character and conduct within the individual induced by 

Evangelicalism served to remind the working man, in the spirit of mid-

Victorian liberalism, of the great prospects for improvement that lay 

vii thin easy reach. Evangelicali sm fostered and sustained · among the 

\'Iorkers, particularly its artisanal stratum, a spirit of genuine 

independence, self-reliance and sobriety which, whilst the se virtues 

might indeed find collectivist expression, more often than not served 

to bind the "'Iorking class ever more securely to the liberal beliefs of 

'd V' t' . t 70 m~ - ~c orlan soc~e y. 

To the extent tha t the vlorking class subscribed to Christianity 

in its Evangelical form, it powerfully underscored their social subordin-

ation \"i thin the terms of Victor i an equipoise. Evangelicali sm was no 

les s an important source of the i deal of "elevating the masses" which 

defined the official social. role of the bourge oisie and enabled them 

, 
70. See f rther, Tholfsen, "The Intellectual Origins of Mid-Victorian 

Stabilityll, 79ff. 



to wield full authority and prestige in their dealings with the labouring 

population. \;1ith its demand f or good works as the outer expression of 

a soul renewed and sanctified, Evangelicalism legitimised philanthropic 

and charitable activities with all the assumptions of social superiority 

which they embodied. 71 The end result was a class endowed with an 

unshakeable faith in the moral superiority of its ideals and economic 

It is \-/orth again emphasising that the "revolutionary" role of 

Evangelicalism was effected within a profoundly conservative political 

context , and this is particularly so in its dealings \-Ii th the "'/orking 

class . The most cursory examination of the religious press or pamphlets 

of Hannah Moore, HI'S . sarah Trimmer or 'di1berforce , or of the policy 

of the Wesleyan connection as regards Sunday schools, education, or its 

more democratic off-shoots, 72 \d11 readily confirm this impression . In 

all , the role of 3vange1icalism seems clear enough: as the moral binding 

force and ce , ent of the central societal value system, the \-Iorking classes , 

too, ... /ere " ••• i mbued by the Evangelical movement with a spirit from which 
', . 73 

the established order had little to fear. " Nonconformity , in 

particular, provided in England a form of institutionalised revolt. 

channelling political di scontent which in other countries may well have 

travelled the route to atheism and thence to rePrliCaniSm or militant 

'al' 74 soc~ ~sm. 

71. Gareth stedman Jones has analys ed the social assumptions of superiori ty 
embodied in lithe giftfl in his outcast London (London 1971) 251-52. 

72. R. K. \vebb, The Br itish \\'orkin Class Reader 1790-1848 : Literacy 
and Socia l 'Te nsion (London 1955 eh . 2; Thoma s \-1 . Laqueur, Religion 
and Resne ctabi li t y : Sunday Schools and \v orldng Class Cultur e 1780-
1b50 (Ne\>l Haven and London 1976 ) 20.3-4 ; w. R. ~'/ard , ~eligion and 
SOCiety in Engl a nd 1790-1850 (London 1972) 40-44, ~. pa ssim. 

4 

73. Halevy, "The Birth of Me thodism in England", 51, 70-77.-

74. See Taylor, Ee t hodism and Foli tics , Ea ssim; R. G. Coy/herd, The 
FoU tics of :;::n51ish Di ssent 1815- tr8 (London 1956); Rupert E:J5'avies 
Eethodisn (Harmondsv/orth 1961f). 
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The analysi s of ideological forms in the third quarter of the 

nineteenth century may now be usefully summarised. contingent upon the 

social structure of mid-Victorian Britain - a ~.que sociological balance 

of traditional landed and industrial capitalist interests - the material 

foundation of which was the astonishing economic success of the capitalist 

economy, social and political thought had been attracted towards a 

dominant free market value system - the Liberal rud s of mid-Victorian 

society. Traditional Tory politics and thought, the social "carriers" 

of which was an aristocracy more than predisposed to acquiesce in the 

new order of things , were tempered in their reaction to economic ration-

alisation and relocated broadly within the ambit of liberal assumptions. 

Similarly, at least the upper stratum of workers were drawn into the 

value consensus, due in part to direct ideological inducement and in part 

to the accommodative role played by middle class r adicalism . Evangelicalism . 

cemented this ideological formation, penetrating the individual's 

psychology with a moral revolution whose implications were far from 

revolutionary • . , 

But the story is not altogether one sided. The particular social 

structure and economic environment which fostered and sustained middle 

class hegemony in the mid-Victorian period would ultimately prove 

destructive of those values in the changed conditions of late century. 

To understand this process , \.,.e must examine the tension between individualism 

and collectivism in British ideologies already present during the years 

of equipoise. 

6.3: Ideas and t he Hid-Victorian Equipoise - III: The Dialecti c 

of Individualism and Collectivism . 

The paradox of mid-Victorian society and ideology lie s in this: 

that whilst the ideological axis of that society appears as the fullest 



expression of individualistic ~iberalism, the seeds of its antithesi.s 

state collectivism - were already present. The tension between 

individualism and collectivism in Victorian thought, initially muted but 

which would become manifest \'Ii th the on-set of the Great Depression, was 

again premised upon the specific social structure of British society. 

It is often suggested that British socialism bears the i mprint of an 

antecedent liberal tradition, but .the r eality is more complex. The 

ideological environment in which socialist thought crystallised and which 

it could not to some extent ~eflect, itself contained a dialectic between 

individualistic and collectivist elements which made the imprint all 

the more ambiguous. These ideas will be taken up in more detail in the 

subsequent chapter. 

The tendency to characterise mid-Victorian society as one of 

unbridled individualism stems from A. V. Dicey's classic periodisation 

of the nineteenth century. In 1905, Dicey advanced a thesis to the 

effect that the years bet\.,reen 1825-70 v/ere those of "Benthamism or 

Individualism", whilst from 1870 to about. 1900 occurred "The period of 

collectivismll; "By collectivism is here meant the school of opinion 

often termed ••• socialism, which favours the intervention of the State~ •• 11 75 

Although he spoke of lithe debt of collectivism to Benthamism", Dicey felt 

but little compunction in trea ting the former period as par excellence 

that of individualistic thought and laissez-faire and in this he has been 

followed by a large number of contemporary historians. 76 

75. Dicey, Law and Public Opinion in En~land, 64. 

76. See, l or ins tance, Eric Hobsba\\'l1 , Indus try and Empire (Harmonds\</orth 
1972) 231-2; Thompson, P.aY-ing of t he English Vlorking Class , :eassim . 
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In point of fact, it i s only in the case of those popularisers of 

political economy, self-help and laisse z-faire tha t these ideas were 

branded around in their pure, although alrr.ost certainly over-simplified, 

form. It must be made clear at t he outset that, although overwhelmingly 

the dominant ethos of the period, at no stage did laissez-faire or 

crudely individualistic !lotions rule unassuaged. There is good precedent 

for a "refined" view of the dOininant liberal id.eology. In The Growth 

of Philosophic Radicali sm , Elie Halevy classically demonstrated the 

exi s tence of a tension between t he economic and juridicial aspects of 

Bentham's thought. The former, he argued, were premised upon the 

conception of a natural har mony of interests in society and the latter 

upon an ar;it i fiCial harmony of interests which seemed to open the door 

to a measure of legisla tive interference, albei t in accordance vtith the 

canons of utility. 77 In 1948, J. B. Brebner went to the opposite 

extreme by standing Dicey's thesis on its head. Brebner professed to 

detect in Bentham's thought a form of crypto-collectivism and suggested 

tha t British laissez-faire " ••• embraced a vigorous concept of state , . 
economic responsibility." 78 Several years l ater , Lionel Robbins 

further ques t i oned the hitherto r eceived identification of a belief in 

uncontained l aissez-faire v:ith the classical political economists. 79 

Since that time a number of scholars have shown that, although 

l a:i.ssez-faire ViaS a strongly held belief amongst the classiccil economis t s , 

it was no dogma and, i ll consequence, they seem to have been prepared to 

77. Elie Halevy , The Growth of Philosophic Radicalism (London 1972) 
15ff., 89ff., 489- 90 . 

78 . J. Bartlet Brebner, "Laisse z- Faire ·and State Intervention in 
Nineteenth century Britain", Journal of Economic History VIII, 
supple~ent (1948) 59-73 (quotation p.59). . 

79. L. C. Robbins , The The ory of Economic Policy in Engli s h Political 
Economl (London 1952). 
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allow certain exceptions to the general rule of non-interference. In 

one or t wo spheres - such as trade and defence, public works , monopolies 

and monet ary policy - Smith, Ricardo and Malthus appear to have f avoured 

some measure of governmental activity, whils t HcCulloch and Senior 

clearly s t a ted on a number of occasions the positive role which the sta te 

mi ght play in economic life. 80 Blaugh's reappraisal of the classical 

economists' attitudes to f actory legislati on serves as a r emi nder tha t 

on mos t issues their views were more complex and divided than was once 

81 \ 
thought; And E. G. i.,res t has pointed to the existence of ft ••• a remarkable 

division of opi nion among the classical economists concerning the 

applicability of the free marke t principle to education.ft 82 

It i s indisputably the case tha t state intervention in great areas 

of society may be detected in early- and mid-Victorian Britain and 

certainly during t he period Dicey believed to be one of untrammelled 

" d " "d 1" 83 ~n ~v~ ua ~sm. Factory l egislation, for instance, had been carried 

80. See , f or instance , David Roberts, "Jeremy Bentham and the Victorian 
Administrat i ve St at e!!, Vi ctori an Studies , II (1959) 194 ; Hark Blaugh, 
Ricardian Economi cs , 193- 212 ; R. L. Couch, "Laissez-Faire in 
Nineteenth Century Britai n : Hyth or Reality!!, The Nanchester School , 
xx:v (1967) 199-215; A. W. Coat es , !!Editor's Introduction" to idem., 
ed., The Classi cal Economists and Economi c Pol icy , 6; A. J. Taylor, 
Laissez- Faire and s t ate Interventi on in Nineteenth century Br ita:i.n 
~L ondoll 1972) 32-8 , ~. ;pe..ssi m. 

81. f-lar k Bl augh, "The Classical Economists and t he Factory Acts - A 
Re-exami na t i on", in Classical Economis t s and Economic Policy, 104-22. 

82. E. G. \ves t , !!Pr i vat e versus Public Education: A Classical Economic 
Di spute !!, in Classi cal Economists and Economic Polic~ , 123-43; see 
further , i dem., li The Role of Education in Nine t eenth Century Doctrines 
of Pol i t icar-Economy" t British Journal of Educational s tudies , XII 
(1964) 161-72. 

83. See Brebner, "Laissez-Fair e in Nineteenth Century Britain", 70-73 ; 
George Kitson Clar k , An Ex~anding Socie~ : Britain 1830-1900 
(Cambridge 1967) 147f f. 
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into law in 1802 and 1833, and similar statutes followed regul a ting specific 

industries (e.g. chimney sweeps, 1840; mines, 1845); the ten hour Acts 

of 1848-50 regulated hours of l abour and culminated the period of the 

Factory Movement. The Poor Law of 1834 "was not based upon laissez-faire, 

but on its opposite. It was pure Benthamism, a combination of the 

elective vlith the bureaucratic principle." 84 Tr~de union legislation 

legislation was enacted in 1824-25 , 1867, 1871 and 1875 ; economic enter-

prise was frequently prompted and regula ted by the state (e. g . Railway 

Company's Acts from 1823 onwards; Post Offi ce, 1840; telegraphs and 

telephones, 1856-69 and 1875-1911); criminal law, and legal and judicial 

procedure were reforme d (1816-73); sanitary reforms were implemented 

(1 820-47), the Central Board of Health (1848-54) and the sanitary Code 

(1875) erected; and so on. 

Now, it can hardly be maintained that state intervention in mid-

Victorian Britain stemmed from the conscious application of collectivist 

principles. Many of these measures were simply empirical responses to 

practical problems , t hrown up by the new social order, on the part of 
. 

men who held genuinely to a belief in laissez-faire . Some \..rere the 

results of t he work of particularly able and forceful individuals, dedicated 

to mitigating specific evils. Moreover, the role of the state certainly 

increased in broadly organic fashion, responding to and expanding in the 

light of ne\'l problems or information. 85 These and similar questions 

84. G. M. Trevelyan , Illustrated English Social History , iv, (Harmondsworth 
1972) 1L18 . 

85. On these point s , see further, Oliver }1acDonagh, liThe Nineteenth 
Century Revolution in Government : A Reappr aisal", Historical Journal, 
I (1958) 52- 67 ; Henry Parris , "The Nineteenth Century Revolution 
in Government: A Reappraisal Reappr aised", The Historical Journal , 
III (1960 ) 17-37; G. Kitson Clark, An "Sxpanding ,Society, cn. 8; 
Dere~ Fraser , The Evolution of t he Bri Ush \>/e l fare State (London 
1975) 91-114. 
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have mainly been debated by administrative historians, whose focus of 

a ttention has usually been confined to the role of Benthamism in the 

evolution of goverrunental administration. It will be suggested here, 

by contrast, that the treatment of individualism and collectivism in 

Victorian society and social thought ought to be widened, and itself 

located within the structure of British society as a whole. From this 

perspective, it will be argued.tha~ an ambiguity is apparent in both 

conservative and liberal ideology, the full implications of which would 

become appareht in the final quarter of the nineteenth century. 

Harvey Glickman has recently spoken of " •• ~the inherent collectivism 

of British conservatism - its 'Toryness' - which permitted its adaptation 

86 to modern \</elfare policy ••• " It is perhaps confusing - but certainly 

of supreme significance - to observe how the fundamental themes of 

. conservative ideology might bend in a collectivist direction, just as 

they had their libertarian aspects. In a propitious sociological environ-

ment, conservative ideology might easily turn to sanction state inter-

vention. 

There is no inherent contradiction between the belief in an organic 

society, authority and a stratified, ordered community, and a positive 

role for the state. It flows naturally from a belief in order and 

authority tha t the sta t e might intervene and direct the workings of society; 

as a philosopl~ of imperfection, to be sure, conservatism holds that the 

government alone might restrain man's evil proprensities. In addition, 

t he state may easily become a natural arm of the organic communi ty: if, 

86. Harvey Glickman, "The Toryness of Engli sh Conservatism", ~ 
Journ~ of British StUdies, I (1961) 111. 
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as Arthur Balfour believed, "Authority rather than reason lays the deep 

foundations of social life", 87 then there is no ingrained objection 

as to why this authority should not be vested in the state. 88 Finally, 

as regards conservative attitudes to "The People", i.e. questions of 

social reform, Toryism has not shrunk from the charge of collectivism, 89 

Ancient Toryism died hard. It lived long enough to leave time 
for the rise of a neVI '2.'oryi sm in which democratic sentiment 
deeply tinged \vith SOCiali sm , blends with that faith in the 
paternal despotism of the state which formed part of the old 
Tory creed. 

Conservative social reform ne~d not, therefore, proceed on 
purely indi~ldualistic lines. There is no antithesis between 
conservati sm and socialism ••• Conservatives have had no difficulty 
in welcorr~ng the social activity of the state. 

w. H. Greenleaf has concurred with the opinion that a tension between 

liberal individualist and collectivist sentiments may be discerned in 
90 

nineteenth century conservative ideology. 

The presence of both individualistic and collectivist themes within 

conservatism was no r andom figuration, but intimately affined to and 
, 

expressive of t he sobiological premises of mid-Victorian society. The 

str ucture of Britj.sh society in this period - an i ndustrial middle class 

society in which aristocratic influence remained predominant and in which 

there had occurred at least a partial fusion of interests between these 

two groups - gave rise to three distinct, although frequently overlapping , 

strands of Tory opinion. To a grea t er or lesser extent, each rejected 

87. "Authority and Reason", in W. vi . Short, ed., James Arthur Balfour 
as Philosopher and Thinker (London 1912) 17. 

88. Glickman, "Toryness of inglish Conserva tism", 131. 

89. Dicey, Law and Public Opinion, 39; .Lord Hugh Cecil, Conservatism, 
195. 

90. W. H.' Greenleaf, "The Character of Modern British Conservatism", in 
R. Benewick , et. al., eds. I Knowledge and Belief in Politics 
(London 1973) 177-212. 
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the compromise effected by t he r epre senta tives of t he old order with 

those of the new. Firstly, there was a humanitarian tradition of 

Toryism - rooted in sympathy for the poor and care for their moral and 

material welfare, the desire for a Christian social order and an intense 

hatred of the new industrial society and its philosophy - embraced by 

men like Shaftesbury and Oastler, the fiery Reverend J. R. Stephens, . 

¥~chael Sadler, Bull and Wood. ·91 . Secondly, there is the strong nineteenth 

century tradition of social conservative thought and criticism. In the 

later writings of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Robert Southey and John Ruskin, 

one finds the reassertion of traditional paternalist values; a hatred 

of the manufacturing order and its laissez-faire ideals; a trenchant 

cri tique of the dismal science of political economy; and an overriding 

92 concern with the lot of the "lOrking masses. Finally, one must 

consider, in addition, that essentially aristocratic ideal of noble s se 

oblige. In the press, Southey, Alison, Lockhart and Giffard attempted 

to push social concerns to t he forefront of Tory thought, and in 

Parliament Lord Ashl~y (later the seventh Early ·of Shaftesbury) and 

Disraeli and his aristocratic Young Engl and acolytes, found expression 

for their animus against the bourgeOisie in a reconstructed feudal sys tem. 

These various strands of Tory r adicalism united around a common 

concern for social reform - sani tary and housing legislation, the 

restriction of the hours of l abour, or pro'tection for factory women and 

children, sweeps and miners, and the like. ' In all, it was a po\ver f ul 

91. V/hite, ed., 'l'he Conserva t ive Tr adi t ion, 208-9, 215; Cole and 
Filson, British ;'ior kins Cl ass Hovemc nt s, 315-17 on Oastler. See 
further, Hicnael Rose , li The Anti-poor Law Moveme nt in the North 
of England l' , Northern History, X (1974) 70-91. 

92. Lord (Linsay of Birker, "The Social Conscience and Ideas of Ruskinll, 
in Ideas and Belie fs of the Vi ctorians (London 1949) 27.7-82; 
Raymond :.~illi c.ms , Culture a nd Society 1780-1915 ( Har mondsworth 
1971) 38-47, 65-84. 
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spur to positive state intervention, al though a~~ttedly no overriding 

commi tment to collectivism '~as at work. 93 The importance of Tory 

paternalism can, however, be overstated and David Roberts has provided 

a useful corrective to t his view. Roberts suggests that Tory radicalism 

or paternalism \vas but a minority strand of opinion within the Conservative 

Party and by no means held a monopoly of reforming conscience, \>/hilst 

his examination of various reform measures seems to suggest tha t support 

94 was drawn broadly from across t he party political spectrum. 

It is true that Tory r adicalism vms a force on the fringes of 

conservatism, the oainstre~~ of which had accommodated itself to the dominant 

liberal ethos; in ideological terms, it stood outside the social class 

"settlement" of !:.1id-Vic torian England. Precisely because of this, however, 

Tory radicali sm was infused with enormous symbolic sigluficance . Rather 

in the fashion of the Sorelean myth it was able to present itself as 

"true" conservative policy - its historical vocation, as it v/ere, lost 

sight of by Conservative politicians . It is not to the effecti ve but 

r ather to the symbolic role of Tory r adicalism that \ve should turn in 

seey~ng to understand t his question. This symbolic appeal perhaps explains -

why a Toryi sm of popular sympathies and s ocial reforming qualit i es was, 

if marginal, continual l y present in the conservative outlook throughout 

the ni neteenth century ; and it helps to account for the success of 

Disraeli's "One Nation ll rhetoric and his ability to capitalise upon the 

myth of " t rue" Toryism which he had adduced from a spurious reading of 

Engli sh history . Above all, it was an important contributory fact or 

pushing the Conservative Party to embrace colle ctivist opinion and policy 

in . the changing conditions of late century. 

t 

93. Whi te, The Conservative Tradition, 219-23-
94. David Roberts , "Tory Paternalism and Social Reform in Early Victorian 

England", American Historical Review, LXIII (1958) 323-37 . 
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But popular Toryism, with t he possibilities it held out of collective 

state r esponsibility in the cause of social a~elioration , was not entirely 

devoid of practical i mpact. The residual strain of Tory radicalism in 

the nineteenth century explains the peculiarly ambiguous nature of "Tory 

Democracy". On the one hand, Tory Democracy implied the assertion of 

middle class opinion \v.l thin the Conservative Party; rooted in the 

provinces a~ong the industriaL bo~geoisie, it found expres sion in a broad 

conservative ideology in defence of property against t he encroaching 

r adicalism. 95 But, on the other hand, Tory derl10cracy al so demanded 

t hat cognizance be t aken of t he claims of the workers. Gertrude 

Himmelfarb's analysis of the 1867 Reform Act is instructive here. In 

spite of the fact that Disraeli's overriding policy was a liberal conservatism 

of the Peelite variety, a latitudinarian Tory democracy was assertive 

enough in the mind of Disraeli and Conservative members for them to enact 

a household suffrage measure \'lhich went far beyond that contemplated by 

Gladstone and the Liberals and even r adicals such as Bright and Mill. 96 

The presence of Tory paternalism throughou~ the nineteenth century 

represented not so much a body of thought positively in favour of state 

re sponsibility but rather a strand of i ncipient collectivism , able to 

assert itself "'hen the situation demanded. At all times represented 

by one group or other \v.lthin a conservative tradition broadly oriented 

to the philosophy of t he industrial state , it allO\oJed t he Conservative 

administra tions of 1866-7 and 1874-80 to gr apple flexibly and undogmatically 

with social and economic problems and to countenance state activity 

95. Blatce , Conservative Party from Peel to Churchill , 1lt7-8. 

96. Gertrude Himme lfarb, "Politics and tdeology: The Reform Act of 
1867", in Victorian ?::inds , 333-92; see further, F. B. Smith; The 
Makind of t he Second Reform Bill (Cambridge 1966). 

I 
. i 
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when th~ need dictated. 97 The impressive body of social legislation 

enacted by Conserva tive governments in this period - the Sanitary Act 

of 1866, Factory Act (1874), Public Health and Artisan Dwellings Acts 

(1875), Sandon's Education Act (1876) and the Trade Union Amendment 

Act (1876), the r.:erchant Shipping Act (1875) and the Factory and \"rorkshops 

Bill of 1878 - are all indicative of the f act that paternalistic social 

concern remained a live issue for Conservatives. 98 In the hallowed 

sphere of agriculture, too, Tory humanitarians like Philip Pusey saw the 
i 

need for governmental direction through the Board of Enclosure Co~nission: 

"I begin to think decidedly that some supervision on the part of government 

i s necessary for giving energy to the present taste for improvement", 

Pusey wrote to Gladstone in 1843, "and I think you will agree with me 

t hat in t 1->.is country we carry to excess thepractice of individual 

99 enterprise." 

To sum up, then. Conservative ideology in mid-Victorian Britain 

had broadly embraced the individualistic liberal tenets underpinning 

social eq~poise. But the structure of Victorian society itself had . 
ensured t he generation of, and indeed sustained, a strand of paternalistic 

Tory t hought which kept open the option of vigorous sta te re sponsibility. 

During t his period, individualist sentiments clearly predominated oVer 

collectivist opinion: in the final quarter of the l ast century, those 

tendencies working towards enhanced governmental initiative would begin 

to assert themselves. 

97. As is made abundantly clear by Paul Smith 's scholarly analysis of 
Conserva tive social reform: cf. Disraelian Conservatism and Social 
Reform , ~. cit. 

98. cf. R. C. oK. Ensor: "It has been said tha t Di sr aeli' s franchise 
extension of 1867 was 'the death warr ant of l aissez-faire ' •. Cert ainly 
the first ftlil session ••• drove a r emarkable number of nails into t he 
l aissez-faire coffin"; England 1870-1914 (Oxford 1936) ·36. 

99. Cited by David Spring , The Engli sh Landed Est ate in the Nineteenth 
Century : Its Adminis t ration (Bal timore 1963) 141 . 
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In mid-Victorian Britain, liberal i deology appeared as the apotheosis 

of the laissez-faire ideal and the individuali stic cast of mind. Yet 

here , too, it is possible to det~ct the seeds of that collectivist 

opinion \/hich would be taken up and made integral to the "New Liberalism" 

of the early 1900s. 

So far, the discussion has emphasised the axial role of liberal 

thought in t he mid-Vi~torian period, relocating, as it were, aristocratic 

and working class thought 't/ithin its broad compass. But it was not all 

plain sailing for thos e industrial classes whose aspirations were most 

faithfully articulated by liberal ideology, for the very social structure 

wrach had brought this ideology to prominence dictated also that the 

bourgeoisie take account of an increasingly organised and self-conscious 

working class movement. I·fiddle class radical opinion vias fully aware 

that if aristocratic privilege was to be curtailed and working class 

revol t forestalled, then appeal , ... ould have to be made to this latter 

group. Ultimately t his was to undermine the stability of the middle 

class ideal itself. 

As noted abo~e, the legacy of Utilitarianism and political economy 

was by no means one of unrepentant, dogmatic laissez-faire for, in certain 

instances, the spokesmen of the se creeds were prepared to countenance 

a measure of state intervention. A number of developments in the third 

quarter of the century served to intensify t he tension between the 

individualistic and collectivist aspects of liberal ideology. A contra-

dication came to sharply pose itself between the belief in individual 

freedom, which predisposed industrial and commercial opinion in favour of 

non-intervention, and the equally ingrained principle of material progress. 

It was coming to be recognised, by the .1850s and 1860s , that the in

equalities of capitalist society represented an enormous obstacle to 
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both the moral and material advancement of the workers. This consider-

ation carried no small weight with middle class spokesmen: it i s now 

recognised that the political economists were by no means as oblivious 

as was once considered to the claims of the working class and even Cobden-

the architypical middle class apologist - held firmly to the belief that 

100 free trade would benefit both capitalist and labourer alike. 

To the conflict beh/een the canons of utili ty and progress must 

be added a second developruent \Iii thin liberal ideology. As the complex-

, ities of managing and administering a l arge scale industrial society 

increased, even those most firmly wedded to the doctrine of laissez-faire 

were prepared to assert that state initiative - albeit in clearly defined 

case s - had become unavoidable. The unconscious implications of this 

were legion. \-Jhilst much legislation - for example, the Factory Acts -

were intended to "re-vamp the legal framework in an attempt to create a 

l ·b al . t 101 ~ er soc~e yll, it carried in its wake an unavoidable paternalism 

and extension of admi~istrative machinery and professional staff. This, 

in turn, e!1lbodied its own impetus tov/ards a more_ far rea.ching collectivism . 

In short, the artificial distinction between the state and society was 

beginning to break down. 

Those mi ddle class r adicals like John Bright who, by mid-century 

had come to appreciate the i mportance of linking up ,rith labour in a 

cornmon struggle against the debilita t ing atmosphere of landed' ascendancy, 

r ealised that social reform prescript i ons were vital to the success of 

their appeal. By this time, the rathercrude ruling class response to 

100. See further, A. H. Coates, "The Classical Economists and the Labourer", 
in i dem., Classical ~conomists and .Economic Policy, 144-79; Brinton,' 
English Political Thought, 110, 113. 

101. Coucl1, ''Laissez- Faire in Nineteenth Century Britain", 211; see 
further, 'd . H. Coates , "Benthamism , Laissez-Faire and Collectivism", 
Journal of the Hi s tory of Ideas , XI (1950) 357-63; H. J. Schulz, 
"Introduction" to idem., ed., Engl ish Liberalism and the St ate: 
Individualism or Collectivism? (London 1972) xiii-xxiii . 



wory~ng class r adicalism, which comprised, in the main, moralistic 

atte ~,~pts to cOWlter subversive ideas, had given way to a more sophisticated 

102 form of social control which stressed t he social elevation of the masses. 

The futile "useful kno\'Iledge" and otoise scientific education of the M 

Hechanics Institutes was corning to be replaced by the more abstract ideal 

of "civilising", "refining" and "elevating" the lower orders, that they 

~ght play ~ useful and responsible role within society. And it 

certainly seemed realistic to the middle classes that, granted a . 

judicious measure of social and electoral reform, the "respectable" 

working man might be trusted to deport himself with credit. The staunch, 

ups tanding artisans of the northern industrial regions, \<lith their 

Co-operative and Friendly Societies, Temperance Halls, and their 

ter rc'·lced hOi.<ses and furnished parlours, and ",lith whose restrained and 

moderate behaviour during the cotton Famine the country had been so 

prof o Wldly impressed, seemed ready for co-optation into the body politic. 103 

By the 18606, therefore, educated middle class opinion seemed ready 

to accept the claims of "Rochdale Han" and the need for a degree of 

moderate legislative reform. In spite of Gladstone I 5 own dis·taste for. 

what he termed "constructivism", liberal ideology was swinging around 

tow~rds acceptance of social reform. In part this was felt to be long 

overdue, but also it was seen as a timely tactic of co-optation in order 

to dish the landowners. Gladstone IS 1868-74 administra tion \-Irote into 

the statute book the first Education Act to specify the role of government 

in 1870, the Trade Union and Criminal Law Amendment Acts (1871) and the 

102. V/ebb, The Briti sh vlorking Class Reader, 60-82; Price,"\'/orking 
Nen 's Clubs and Social Heform I de ology", . 118-20. 

103. A line of thought Royden Harrison . ha s dubbed the "Rochdale" argument: 
Cf. Before t he Soci alists : Studies in Labour and Politics 1861- . 
1881. (London 1965 ) 108-19. The i mportance of the behaviour of the 
LanCashire operatives during the Cotton Famine i n the reorientation 
of liberalism has been emphasised by stedman Jones, outcast London, 
5, 8ff. See further, F. B. Smith, The . :ald ng of t he Second Reform 
Bill (cambridge 1966) 8-14. 
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Public Health and Coal ,Kines Acts (1872), all of which increased 

measurably the role of the state in the affairs of the nation. 

In a wider respect, too, reform was one of the issues over which 

intellectual liberalism was renewed and recharged in the 1860s. Under 

John stuart ~ull, the radical wing of the Party moved into closer 

allegiance with the labour movement. Hill himself, elected as Hember 

of parliament for Westminster in 1865, was demonstrably moving to t?e 

left, stressing the distributionist aspects of his Principles of Political 

Economy in a socialist direction. In many respects, he is a transitional 

figure in tnc history of intellectual liberalism. Wi th I"'.ill, the 

tension between freedom and progress, authority and "the cultivation of 

individuality" strain to brealdng point. John stuart Hill was deeply" 

entrenched in the whole ethos of traditional liberalism .- freedom, reason, 

individuality - yet was aware of the " obsta~les to these ideals inherent 

in liberal Fociety itself and he was pushed to stressing a mea.sure of 

state intervention formerly quite unheard of. 104 \oIi th Hill \'las John 

Bright, Th,omas Hughes, Thorold Rogers, the ' young T. H. Green, John Horely 

of The Fortnightly Review, the newly founded organ of the "advanced" " 

party, the Nonconformist conscience, and - against his better judgement 

Gladstone himself. 105 

In other spheres, too, liberal ideology was vddening to embrace 

the positive state. Again, much hinged on the fact that sections of 

the industrial bourgeoisie felt themselves constrained and hemmed in by 

"the realities of landed society. The agriculturalist James Caird was 

104. See further, M. Beer, A History of British Socialism, ii (London 
1953) 232-3, 237-45. 

105. R. Shdnnon, The Cri sis of Imperialism 1865-1915 (st. Albans 1974) 
36-7. 



of this type. Quite in sympathy with the aims of the manufacturers' 

party led by Cobden and Bright and no friend of .the landowning classes, 

Caird's pamphlet High Farming under Liberal Covenants, The Best Substitute 

for Protection (1849) put forward the case for agricultural improvement 

enacted by the state, should the landowners prove laggardly in their 

106 
duty. Clearly, the representatives of industrial opinion were not 

above infusing a little life into the aristocracy by means of the state, 

should their protectionist sentiments ge,t the better of -chern. 

It is these issues within the ideology that point to and anticipate 

t he split i!.J. the Liberal Party in the 1880s. For the moment, however, 

we may recall only ho\'/ the conterminous evolution of the industrial 

middle and ~orking classes within an overwhelmingly aristocratic society 

had served to introduce the language of clocial 'reform and governmental 

initiative into the vocabulary of 1iberal.ism. 

One final aspect of the British social structure must be considered. 

The nature ,of the intellectuals and professional groups i n mid-Victorian 

society played a large part in bringing to fruition those collectivist-' 

seeds present but, in this period, as yet l a tent in conservative and 

liberal ideology. As the extent and scope of government and administration 

grew, a further breech in the ethic of laissez-faire was introduced. 

Essentially, the liberal professional ethos was meritocratic, 

premised upon the rule of talent and expertise; it bred a belief in 

efficiency and economy in tackling social problems, the abolition of 

waste in government and the extension of the administra tive apparatus 

as and \~hen social pressure required it. The professional ethic fed 

j 

106. Examined by Spring , The Landed Esta te in the Nine teenth Century, 
167-70. 
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upon and was recharged by the extension of legislation and administration 

during the nineteenth century. Social problems were increasingly 

being recognised and tackled, but often the inquiry only served to 

uncover the hidden dimensions involved; tr~s in turn necessitated 

increased powers and administrative machinery, an enlarged inspectorat3, 

further policing or regulatory laws, and so on. l-10reover, inquiries 

and commissions yielded ever larger batches of statistics and informa~ion 

about all manner of social questions and, in the process, the 

professionalisation of government was further enhanced. sanitary 

reforms dema~ded increased powers of enforcement; the Factory Acts were 

applied to more and more industries; and in numerous other fields, such 

as raih/ays~ mines, and steamship inspection, the professional ethic 

was reinforced and the collective powers of the state expanded. 107 

Now this is more than a simple model .of ganic administrative growth, 
. . 108 

as Professor HacDonagh would have us believe. Of course, there \.,.as 

an inner dynamic at \oJork here, but the whole process was fueled by the 

specificna~ure of the professional/intellectual strata. The liberal-

professional ethic which had emerged in Victorian society was admirably 

suited to carrying out these administrative tasks, and it drew in 

intellectuals and experts in various fields, unencumbered by any ingrained 

opposition to the state or its activities. Above all, the similar 

social composition and outlook of these men precluded any intellectual 

intransigence and brought these groups together in common endeavour in 

a capacity of high social standing. 

107. Perkin, Origins of Nodern English Society, 319-39; Clark, ~ 
Expanding Society, ch. b. SeG further, Eric C. Hidwinter, 
Victorian Social Reform (London 1976) for the gro.v/th of social 
legi lation and collectivism. 

108. MacDonagh, "The Nineteenth Centu..ry. Revolution in Government", ~. cit; 
parris, "The Nineteenth Century Revolution: Reappraisal",~.~. 
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The Victorian in~elligensia and professLmal stratum 'vIere, by all 

accounts, resolutely opposed to the encroachment of socialism. Yet 

between them they played a vital role in bringing about the collectivist 

atmosphere in which later nineteenth century British socialism would 

flourish. 

6.4: Ideological Responses to the "Great Depressio~" 

During the Victorian heyday, individualistic liberalism had assumed 

supreme ascendancy throughout society and, in conuequence, the collect-

ivist impulse in British ideology lay dormant. In any event, a series 

of weak governments and divided parties in the aftermath of the Corn 

109 Law schism precluded legislation of a strongly .interventionist flavour. 

This situa.tion began to change in the 1860s with the- re-emergence of 

firmly constituted parties and stable governments and, in particular, 

with the on-set of the "Great Depression" around 1873. 'l'he slide in 

the nation's economic fortunes and worsening vlOrld ind11strial and trading 

position brought into question those beliefs which had underpinned the_ 

mid-Victorian settlement: material progress no longer seemed assured; 

foreign competition and the mounting imperialist clamour made 

internatior~ist, free trade sentiments seem otoise; individualism 

\-Ias coming to be seen as outmoded ~n an age of corporate business 

enterprise; whilst the "natural laws" of the market se-emed inadequate 

to the problems of late century. In all, the moral complacency of the' 

Victorian C-olden Age gave way to a sense of urgency and questioning. 

109. On this point, see Valerie Crom/ell, "Interpretations of Nineteenth 
Century .~dministration: An Analysis ll , Victorian Studies, IX 
(1966) 245-58. 
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The foundations of party politics were undergoing change in this 

period, too. The Conservative Party had begun to attract into its 

raru(s the satisfied classes in both town and country and was becoming, 

in effect, an alliance in defence of property against radicalism or 

working class socialism. Feeding upon the vested interests of the landed 

and middle classes, the Conservatives also traded succes sfully upon the 

natural social conserva tism and insecurities of the petty bourgeoisie 

110 during these years. The Liberal P~ty had t aken a distinct turn 

towards radicalism, but it still remained in large measure the Party 

of sectional interel::lts - Nonconformity, vlelsh nationalism and Irish 

Home Rule - and championed such causes as land reform, temperance and 

Church disestablishment. The Party had, in addition, the overwhelmin~ 

support of the working class and organised labour. Right across the 

spectrum, tn~refore, political ideas . were responding to the changing 

economic and social environment. We must trace the way tha t these 

changes served to enhance collectivist sentiments in liberal and 

conserva ti,ve ideology at the expense of individualistic notions. This, 

to be sure, defines the ideological climate in \'Ihich the "socialist ' -, 

revival" occurred. 

The ideological foundation of mid-Victorian society was, of course, 

economic liberalism. In the latter part of the century this "traditional 

radicalism" found committed exponents in men like Gl adstone, Horley and 

campbell-Bannerman, even if its concerns were increasingly being submerged 

' by Gladstone's pre-occupation with the Irish Home Rule question. But 

within liberal ideology as a whole, there were emerging streams of 

110. For developments in the Conservative Party in this period, see 
Jame's Cornford, liThe Tr ansformation of Conserva tism in the l ater 
Ni neteenth Century", Victorian Studies, VI I (1963) 35-66. 



thought which seriously challenged the inherited individualistic posture. 

In a number of spheres, it is possible to detect t he gro\'1th of a more 

t d · t II' al d' l' I 111 urgen an ~n ense soc~ ra ~ca ~sml • 

A variety of factors contributed to the growth of social radicalism 

within liberal thought and its increasingly lenient attitude as regards 

t.he direct or municipal intervention of the state in the affairs of the 

nation. One may cite, for instance, the developing c ~.tique of · 

political economy in these years. Here again, J. S. ',:i ll is the 

seminal mind, bridging the middle class radi c;. ism of the 1850s and that 

of Sir Charles Dilke and Joseph Chamberlain i the 1870s and after. 

In his PrinCiples of Political Economy - particularly its subsequent 

edition~ - Mill developed an argument against orthodox economics which 

came i ncreasingly to stress the socialist and distr~butionist aspects 

of economic life: here, for instance, he formulates any early plea fOl' 

k t ·· t· 112 wor er par ~c~pa ~on: · 

The form of associRtion, however, which if mankind is to 
continue to improve, must be expe cted in the end to pre
dominate, is ••• the association of labourers the mselves on 
terms of equality, collectively owning the capital with 
which they carryon their occupation, and \vorld.ng under 
managers elected and removable by themselves. 

By the 1870s, the Ricardian economic system was being subjected 

to unremitting assault by B. new school of economists, led by thinkers 

such as Cliffe Leslie, David Syme, J. K. Ingram, Toynbee and Cunningham 

.and owing its theoretical origins to Christian SOCialism, Comte and 

111. The distinction between "traditional" and "Social radicalism" has 
been dra~Tn by H. V. Emy, Liberals , Radicals and Social Politics 
1892-1914 (Cambridge 1973). . 

112. Ci ted by Beer, History of British Socialism, 188-89. 
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English positivism an~ , tOhe German historical school of Knies, Roscher, 

Kant and Schmoller. 113 From John Ruskin, too, authors like Patrick 

Geddes and J. A. Hobson took over a moral and ethical critique of 

political economy, which even the orthodox economist Alfred Harshall 

114 felt obliged to recognise. 

By the 1880s, as Helen Lynd has shown, "exceptions" to the gener.al 

rule of laissez-faire non-intervention were becoming increasingly wide-

spread. 115 If the reassessment of political economy lay behind this, 

two further factors in particulax marked a catalyst in liberal thought: 

the land qU{;otion and the "re-emergence" of urban poverty. Demands 

for land reform, which grew out of the residual anti-landlord strain within 

the Liberal Farty, vividly illustrate the weakness of laissez-faire at 

one of its strategic points. J. S. r,:ill had classically formulated 

the doctrine of "unearned increment" o accr~ing from rents and, in 1870, 

he had foun~ed the Land Tariff Reform Association, a cmnpaigning body 

which attracted support from such prominent Liberals as Thorold Rogers, 

John Iviorley, Sir Henry FC:l\vcett, P. A. Taylor, Professor Cairns, Cliffe ° 

Leslie, Sir Charles Dill~e and Alfred Russell Wallace. The L.T.R.A. ° 

claimed the "unearned increase of the land and the produce thereofll for 

society as a whole and urged upon the nation to tru<e control of the 

land, for "the state has exactly the same right to control it that it 

has to control, for instance, the railways.II 116 The L.T.R.A., and 

113. Stedman Jones, outcast London, 1-16; Beer, History of British 
Socirlism, 231-37. 

114. Alfred Harshall, Principles of EconomiCs, (preface to first 
Edition), cited by Beer, History of British Socialism, 236-7. 

115. Helen Lynd, ED61and in the Eighteen Eighties: Towards a Social 
Basis of Freedom (New York 1945) 104. 

116. Cited by Beer, History of Brit1.sho Socialism, 241. 



numerous similar bodies concerned \uth land reform, were greatly encouraged 

by the publication in 1879 of Henry George's Frogress and Poverty and 

Alfred Russell \vallace' s book Land Nationalisation (1882), which immediately 

went through two editions. The idea was widely abroad in liberal circles 

that traditional economic nostrums held but little applicability to the 

land; Gladstone's Irish Land Act (1881) and Agricultural Holdings Act 

(1883) added fuel to this belief. 117 

In another sphere, too, the distributive mechanism of the free 

market was coming increasingly to be questioned. In the 1880s and 1890s, 

a highly publicised series of events had drawn the attention of educated 

opinion to the existence of vast pockets of urban poverty in the midst 

of plenty. Hard on the heels of the controversy surrounding The Bitter 

Cry of Outca&t London in 1883-84 came the appointment of a Royal Commission 

on \<Iorking c~.ass housing; the unemplo;yed demonstrations of 1885-86 and 

the strikes of London matchgirls and dockers in 1889 brought widespread 

debate about the wages and conditions of life and work of the lower orders; 

and General ~ooth's In Darkast England (1890) presented a veritable cata-

logue of urban poverty and deprivation. Coupled with revelations about· 

sweating in the East End of London and the investigations of W. T. stead's 

pall Mall Gazette, the repercussions of these events were felt \-/ell beyond 

the Hetropolis. There can be little dispute as to the impact upon liberal 

social theory from the 1880s onward,of the "discovery" of generalised 

118 urban poverty. Perceptions of tithe poor" began to change, particularly 

117. On the importance of the Irish question as a whole in contributinS 
to the dissolution of individualistic liberaliism, see R. C. K.Ensor, 
tiThe Recession of Liberalism", in Ideas and Beliefs of the 
Victorians, 398-400. 

118. See further, E. P. Hennock, "Poverty and Social Theory in England: 
the Experience · of the 1880s", Social Histort, I (1976) 67-91; 
Lyn.d, ' nfp.and in the Ei ghteen Ei ghties, 23- o. 
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as regards the need for enhanced state initiative in ameliorating social 

distress. 

The re-orientation of intellectual liberalism upon a collectivist 

footing was given cogent expression by a group of Balliol men, whose 

mentor was Thomas Hill Green. As the guiding light of Oxford idealism 

until his premature death in 1882, Green helped to introduce into liberal 

thought the conception of "positive freedom" based essentially upon ~he 

belief that the state is no mechanical contrivance or utilitarian device, 

but rather a projection of man's moral self and A. necessary means and 

11S implementation of his full development. For Green, the mutual inter-

dependence of indi viduali ty and its social milieu was an ethical and 

not simply a juristic conception; society was a moral entity and the 

state the most conscious and purposeful expression of .that morality. 

These themes found eloquent expression ' in his posthumous Lectures on the 

Principles of Political Obligation, where ~:e find a far reaching inquiry 

into the relationship between the individual and the state in a variety 

of spheres •. ' The most positive statement of Green's liberalism, however, 

is to be found in a lecture entitled "Liberal Legislation and Freedom of 

Contract" (1880), in which he defended Gladstone's. social reforms - and 

partj.cularly his proposal to regulate contracts between Irish tenants 

and their landlords - in the na.me of "positive freedom"_ 

Green's restatement of liberalism did away with the unnatural divide 

bet\.,reen the spheres of economics and politics by IIthich an older generation 

119. On Green and English Idealism, see further, A. D. Linsay, "T. H. Green 
and t he Idealists", in F. J. C. Hearnshaw, The SOCial and Political 
Ideas of Some Repr esentative Thinkers of t he Victorian Age (London 
1933: 1967 ed.) 150- 64 ; George H. ' Sabine , ~ Hi s tory of Political 
Theory (London 1951) 607-15; Adam B. Ulam , The Fhilos ophical 
Foundations of English ,Socialism, (New York 1964 ) 26-41; l·;elvin 
Richter, The Pol i ti cs of Consci ence: T. H. Gr een a nd hi s Age ' 
(London 1964"):----

" 
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of Liberals had excluded the state from interfering with the free market. 

Green himself was no lover of state regulation and exhibited many of the 

individualistic traits of the mid-Victorian liberal. 120 A more frankly 

collectivist spirit, ho\'Iever, was introduced by his follO'llers F. H. Bradley 

and Bernard Bosanquet, although they lacke(l. much of the ingrained 

rationalism of Green's work which had avoided subjection to. the hyp~ 

121 statised state univercal into which neo-Hegelianism might easily degenerate. 

By the 1890s, therefore, the intellectual foundations of social 

radicalism had been laid. It remains only to notice how men like 

C. F. G. Masterman, John Hobson and L. T. Hobhouse built upon this founa~r.ion 

ruld together provided for the Liberals a distinctive treatment of the 

economic problem in politics, viewing the interrelated issues as less a 

matter for separate ruld independent disciplines than as an essay in 

122 distributive Judgement. In the name of "Liberal socialism", Hobhouse 

was ready to sanction wide r anging collectivist measures; his "ethical 

basis of collectivism" depended upon a more far reaching conception of 

state and s9ciety, whilst Arnold Toynbee declared its maxims to be, 123 

120. Richter, Politics of ConSCience, 235, 295, eta passim. 

121. Herbert Harcuse , Reason and Revolution: Hegel and the ~ise of 
Social Theory (London 1969) 391-94; see in particular, Bernard 
Bosanquet, The Philosophical Theory of the State (London 1958) 
e.g. 171. 

122. On Hasterman, see J. T. Boulton, "Editor' s Introduction", to C. F. G. 
Masterman , The Condition of England (Lo don 1960 ) xxii; on Hobhouse, 
see P. P. Poirier, "Introduction" to L. T. Hobhouse , The Labour 
Hovement (1893: London 1974 ed. ) vii-xxiv, and r-;orris Gi nsberg, 
ilL. T. Hobhouse", in 'l'imothy Raison , ed., The Foundin8 Fathers of 
Social Science (Harmondsworth 1970) 154-61; · see further , Emy, 
Liber~ls and Social Politics , 106-18 ; schultz, ed., English 
Liberalism and the St ate , Pt . III. 

I 
123. Arnold Toynbee, "Are Radicals Socialists", cited by Richter, The 
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First, that where individual rights conflict \nth the interests 
of the community, there the sta te ought to interfere; and, 
second, that where the people are unable to provide a thing for 
themselves, and that t hing is of primary social i mportance, 
then again, the state should interfere and provide it for them. 

It is against this background that the challenge to traditional 

liberal iden}ogy in the final quarter of t:he nineteenth century should be 

set. This Challenge came from two quarters - social radicalism and -

Liberal Imperialism - and both, it will be argued, were fundamentally 

corrosive of liberalism's individualist foundation. 

Fin-de-siecle radicalism made its assertive appearance with the 

Birmingham municipal radical Joseph Chambdrlain and the militant atheist 

Sir Charles Dilke. The Radical wing of the Liberal Party had been 

cons olidated as the National Liberal Federa tion in 1877 and had played 

a l arge part in the Party's electoral victory in 1880. Following the 

extension of the franchise in 1884, Chamberlain advanced a "Radical 

Programme" which he proclaimed as Liberal policy: it was based firmly 

upon an ap:p~al to the working class and declared that socialism was "not 

a stigma, but a modern tendency pressing for recognition", and that "the 

path of legislative progress "in England has been for years, and must 

continue to be, distinctly socialistic." 124 Recent research has stressed" 

the tenacity with which radicalism within the Liberal Party survived the 

fall of Dilke and defection of Chamberlain and found expression in the 

Newcastle Programme of 1891. 125 Offical Liberal Party policy now 

inCluded \'Jelsh disestablishment, further registration and electoral 

124. Quoted by Cole and Pos tgate, The British Common People, 410-11. 

125. H. V •• Emy, Liherals and Social Politics , passim; Hichael Barker, 
Glads tone and ~adi calism : The ~econstruc tion of Liber al Policy 
i n nritain 18J5- 1b94 (London 1975) . 



reforms, the establishment of district and parish councils, municipal, 

l and and taxation reforms and "the direct popular veto on the liquor 

traffic. 1I 126 

Both Nichael Barker and H. V. Emy have amply demonstrated the 

vitality of "social radicalism" in the Liberal Party in the 1890s, 

regenerating the structure and orgdnisation of the Party apd indicating 

the massive udvance of democra tic radicali~ in the aftermath of the 

Home Rule schism. In social composition, the radical wing of the party 

was based not upon the business classes, but upon a wide variety of 

professional men. It gained in strength : ... nd resolve after the Liberal 

administration of 1892-95 has disappointed the radicals by its absence 

of social measures and began to forge links with the labour movement, 

the Fabians, and I. L. P. leaders like Philip Sno ... ,den and Ramsay MacDonald. 

For the first tima, perhaps, Liberals had begun to confront the "econo~~~ 

factor" in politics, and social r adicalism \vas clearly an anticipation 

of the New Liberalism .of 1906. 127 

If, on the one side, social radicalism vied vuth the traditional 

Gladstonian heritage, on the other stood the challenge of Liberal . ~. 

I mperialism. Unofficially led by Lord Rosebery and more than ably 

s~ppcrted by Gray, FO't/ler, Haldane and H. H. Asquith, this coterie of 

Liberal I mperialists vehemently opposed the flaccid cosmopOlitanism of 

Cobden, Bright and Glads tone and sought to reinvigorate the party around 

128 
an i mperialist appeal. Yet, according to Rosebery, much remained 

126. S. MacCoby, ed., The Englis h Radical Tradition 1763-1914 (London 
1952) 207-8. 

127. Emy, Liberals and Social Politics, 12-18; P. F. Clarke, Lancashire 
and t he New Liberalism (Cambridge 1971). 

128. On L~bera1 Imperialism, see further Bernard Semmell, I mperialism 
and Social Reform (London 1960 ) ch. 3; Elie HaleVYI Imperialism 
and t he Ri se of Labour 1895-1905 (London 1951) 93ff; 'tI . Adams, . 
3ci~/&.rdian Heritage : ,Study in Briti sh Histor y 1901-1906 (London 1971). 
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to be done if England was to aspire to a true imperial role. Education 
., 

must be reformed, a healthy imperial race must be bred and cared for, 

welfare and social reform must be attended to - in short, a minimum of 

"national efficiency" must be achieved. The policy which Rosebery set 

before a rejuvenated Liberal Party was precisely that of national 

efficiency, based upon methodical and scientific progress and social , 
reform and welfare prescriptions adequat~ ·';0 an "imperial race" - "a 

condition of national fitness equal to the demands of our Empire" '-a ' 

question of "public health" \>,hich could only be solved by state action. 

On the whole, it seems reasonable to conclude that imperialist 

sentiments held but little sway among the working class or within the 

socialist movement as a whole~ 129 But one organisation - the Fabian 

Society - found in Liberal Imperialism a ~rogramme worthy of support. 

For there was little, to be sure, to distinguish the 'policy of "national 

efficiency" from the state enforced "national minimum" which Sidney and 

Beatrice Webb had long advocated. 130 It is surely of more than passing 

significance that the leading Fabians - those passionat~ advocates of 

state and municipal collectivism - should find a congenial ally for a t~me 

in Liberal Imperialism. Rose bery f .S programme fitted in well with their 

intercessions on behalf of social reform and gave' eloquent voi~e ·to their 

animus against the individualistic liberal tradition of Cobden and Bright, 

Morely Gladstone and Harcourt. For a while, the Webbs courted the Liberal 

Imperialists, hoping to convert them to their own brand 'of collectivism. 

129. Richa,..d Price, An Imperial \"Jar and the British \'lorking Class (London 
1972); Henry Pelline;, "British Labour and British Imperialism", 
in Popular Poli ti'cs and Society in Late Victorian Britain (London 
1968) 82-100. 

130. Semmell, Imperialism and Social Reform, ch. 3. 
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Their "co-efficients" dining society included many promi nent Liberals, 

although i t never became anything more than an esoteric enclave of 

politicians, intellectuals and professional men and women. 

Like s ocial r adicalism, but from an entirely different direction, 

Liberal Imperialism was working to corrode the traditionally entrenched 

fear of the state in liberal thought. There was indeed little hint of 

radicalism in Rosebery's advocacy of "national efficiency", for Liberal 

Imperialism gave voice, in the main, to powerful financial interests 

in late Victorian society. 131 Yet its collectivist overtones were 

unavoidable. The influence of Green and neo-Ideulism cannot be discout: '~ed, 

but it was above all the "Prussian model" - the clearest contemporary 

example of national order, efficiency and progress i mposed from above 

which baulked large in their minds. "Take the example of Prussia", 

eulogised Ro~~bery in the House of Lords in 1900, "for I know ' of no 

other so striking, of the necessity of constant vigilance in the strict 

maintenance of a state." 132 

Altho~h in many res~cts profoundly subservise of its earlier 

stance, the re-orientation of liberal thought cannot be seen as anything 

but a continuation and development of mid-Victorian ideology. The 

evolution of economy and social s tructure, according to which mid-

nineteenth century Liberalism appeared as the exemplar of individualistic 

free market walues, had by late century shifted liberal as sumption 

decisively in a collectivist direction. The drift towards enhanced 

governmental activity may be gauged by the defect"ion of the established 

intelligensia from the ranks of the party. The fear of encroaching 

socialism was expressed by Sir J ames Fitzjames Stephens in his 

131. Adams~ Edwardian Heritage, 53-6, 65-6. 

132. Cited by Halevy, I mper ialism and the Rise of Labour, 102. 
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Liberty, Equ~lity and Fraternity (1873) and in Sir Henry Maine's 

Popular Government (1885) and the same sense of dread and disillusion was 

voiced by Liberal intellectuals such as A. V. Dicey, Henry Sidgswick and 

J. R. Seeley. 133 It was, however, Herbert Spencer \-'ho proved to be 

the most trenchant critic of late Victorian liberalism. Spencer argued 

that liberalism, whereas it formerly stood for the individual and voluntary 
· 14 

co-operatic'!), had now, 3 

••• lost sight of the truth that in 'past times ~it~ habitually 
stood for individual freedom versus state coercion ••• Liberalism 
••• has grown more and more coercive in its legislation ••• to an 
increasing extent adopted the policy of 'dictating the actions 
of citizens~ and, by consequence, diminishing the range through
out which their actions remain free. 

But to appre~iate why it was that Spencer characterised this tendency as 

the "New Toryism", we must examine changes in conservative ideology during 

this period. 

It might be considered surprising that the late nineteenth century 

did not bring about that right-wing reaction so conspicuously absent in 
, -, 

mid-Victorian England. By this time, the Conservative Party forcefully 

represented the social cohesion of landed and industrial wealth, under-

pinned by the natural conservatism of the suburban petty bourgeoisie 

f t d t ' t ' 1886. 135 and reinforced by the de ecticn of he Whigs un er Har ~ng on ~n 

Yet, no obscurantist or backHard looking policy was evidenced. 

133. 

134. 
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Conservati sm had inherited much of the vitality of the business community 

and support of those managerial strata which the Liberal Party had 

frightened off and which was to make it the true ideological representative 

of the corporate economy. But it inherited also the traditional Tory 
" 

"One Nationll rhetoric which impelled Conservatives to seek, in addition, 

popular support. In the changing social and economic conditionso! 

late century, both f~ctors came together to shift the Conservative Party 

in the direction of a more far reaching ~d fundamental collectivism. 

The tradition of Tory Democracy was by no means defunct within 

the Conservative Party, but as always it remained effectively vestigal. 

It had reappeared again in the 1880s with the antics of Lord Randolph 

Churchill and his "Fourth Party" (Churchill, Arthur Balfour, Sir Henry 

Drummond and J. E. Gorst) but, once more, the cause suffered at the hands 

of its expoLcnts. These frondeurs l~unched a clever and by no means 

unopportunistic attack upon Peelite consensus politics, by now under 

the aegis of Northcote and Salisbury. The legacy of One Nation - Peers 

and People , - was revived but, overall, Tory Democracy seemed a short-lived 

and irrelevant distraction from the true course of Conservative politics, 

which lay in consolida ting the support of the industrial and lesser 

bourgeoisie. But, if only becaus~ of the electoral considerations which 

the franchise reform of 1884-85 had pushed to the fore, the Conservative 

Party could not ig.nore the claims of the new 'vlorking class voters. 

"Tory Democracy" in its dual guise - that is, in respect of both middle 

and working class opinion - remained a live issue whose importance was 

by no means extinct. 

Both aspects of the Conservative "national" 'approach may be discerned ' 

in the g't'o1t/th of imperialist sentiment 1tti thin the party and in Chamberlain's 
, 

Tariff Reform campaign. In the 1880s, Salisbury and Balfour had seen 

in irnperial t sm a policy around which conservative support might unite 
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136 and by which the party might revive its national appeal. It 

attracted Chamberlain too, who, upon entering the Conservative cabinet 

in 1895, began to systematically expound the themes of imperialism and 

jingoistic fervour in a fashion calculated to seize the imagination of 

the country. Chamberlain's propagation of the virtues of the "Saxon", 

"Germanic" or "Teutonic" race, as representing Christian c;ivilisation 

in its most consumate form, was supported by almost the entire British 

press. 137 For Chamberlain himself, imperialism rapidly began to 

replace his erstwhile radicalism as a bid for a truly national policy. 

For Chamberlain, however, imperiali ~m had a distinct social content. 

His Tariff Reform campaign was, as Bernard Semmell has noted, "a finely 

wrapped social imperialist 'package' to bp. sold to the British electorate l1 ;138 

in return for' a protectionist fiscal policy which, he readily conceded 

would mean higher food prices, Chamberlain promised the working class 

greater security of employment, high wages and, above all, the implement-

ation of an old age pension scheme upon which he had been sitting for 

several years . The whole campaign was backed up by an enormous propaganda 

effort and vast outpouring of imperialist tracts orchestrated by the 

Tariff Reform League. There was, as Halevy has observed, more than a 

hint of the "Prussion model" in his advocacy of social imperialism, 139 

He announced his intention to repeat the experiment Bismarck 
had made so successfully at Berlin twenty-five years before. 
Like Bismarck, he believed that the way to revive Conserva tism 
vias to adopt a policy of social reform, and like him, to com
bine it with a new fiscal policy of protection. 

If Tariff Ref orm had replaced radicalism as Chamberlain'S popular cause, 

the effects upon conservative ideology were to be no less far reaching. 

136. Shannon , The Crisis of Imperialism, 228. 

137. Hale~ , Imperialism and t he Ri se of Labo\~, 53ff • . 

138. Semme 1, Imperialism and social Reform, 90. 
139. HalerJ , I mperialism and the Rise of Labour, 287. 
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There was , :wwever, another s ide to Chamberlain's i mperiali sm and 

protectionist ca 'Tlpaign, for it was by no means entir ely dicta ted by 

considera tions of popular support. "hereas the Liberal Imperialism 

of Rosebery and hi s followers r efl e cted the interests of the great 

financiers and finance capi tal , Chamber lain's i mperialist policy \o/as 

based squarely upon manufacturing opinion and industrial capital. The 

Liberals had clung to their traditional belief in free trade, and they 

f avotITed a fiscal policy which emphasised direct over indirect t axation; 

Chc.mberlain's Tariff Reform prograrcr:le , by contrast, gre\.,. out of t he fears 

of t he manufacturing and b~siness classe s about foreign competition and 

gave fresh voi ce to t hose "Fair Tr ade" protectionist s entiment s first 

expressed in the 1880s. Support for his policy came mainly from t hose 

sections of manufacturing i ndustry w!llch, like his mm na tive Birmingham 

engineering trades , had been hardest hit by "The Forei gner". Chamberlain' s 

Tariff Reform proposals na t urally favoured a "self-sus t aining Empire", 

\'Ihose na tional wealth woul d be founded firmly upon indigenous productive 

resources r ather t han upon reliance cn foreign markets and indirect 

t axation as t he s ource of revenue for social r eforms . The "two i mperialisms" 

reflect, then, a division between finance capital (backed by the cotton 

and shipping interests) wrci ch stood to benefit from t he traditional 

free trade policy, and i ndustrial capital - weakened by foreign competition 

and Britain' s declining vlOrld role - whose sent iments inclined towards 

protection. In this r espect, it was the manufacturing and business groups 

who saw their interests as being best served by Chamberlain's programme. 140 

Chamberlain 's i mperiali sm attempted to weld manufacturing and working 

class interests into a single cmapaign for protection under the 

Conservative banner. That it failed to do so is not of significance 

140. Semmell, I L.periali sm and Social Reform, ch. 7. 
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here. What is important is the fact that it represented the rejection 

of laissez-faire and free trade in the economic sphere and favoured the 

intervention of the state in protecting and fostering native productive 

resources, and in effecting a policy of social reform. Reflecting the 

economic situation of late century, Tariff Reform was an important 

collectivist tendency within conservative ideology, advertising, as 

Beatrice vJebb noted in 1903, "the need for in'ltestigation and the desiI' ~bili ty 

141 of deliberate collective legislation." The Fabians looked favourably 

upon Chamberlain's programme, whilst Robert Blatchford, a socialist whose 

army experic~r.e had taught him the value of self-sufficiency, Empire and 

social reform, was an unqualified advocate of tariff reform. 

Imperinlism was a popular cause amongst Conservatives, but tariff 

reform was rather less so. The campaign split ' the party and eventually 

floundered \-lith the upturn in the nation's economic fortunes after 1903. 

Some Conservatives, like Winston Churchill. saw it as a betrayal of the 

"One Nation" policy of Disraeli in its renunciation of free trade and, 

hence, of ,cheap food for the masses. A "national" Conservative policy. 

which included overtures to the working class, may, however, be detecteu 

in other sections of the party. Arthur Balfour, for instance, had . 

responded favourably in 1894 to Chamberlain's proposals for " social 

reform in a Conservative spirit", and thoughtful Unionists generally were 

inquiring as to whether or not judiciously conceived social measures 

might not halt the advancing socialist tide and indeed turn it to their 

142 
O\'/Il advantage. The "Prussian model" not only influenced the tariff 

141. Beatrice Webb, Our Partnership (London 1948) 267. 

142. Halevy, I mperialism and the Ri se of Labour, 226-3.1, 336ff; 
Shanpon, The Crisis of Imperialism, 298. . 
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reformers: speaking in l':anchester in 1895, Balfour declared that, 143 

Social legislation, as I conceive it, is not merely to be 
distinguished from socialist legislation, but is its most 
direct opposite and its most effective antidote. Socialism 
will never get possession of the ••• working class or any other 
class, if those \'1ho wield the collective forces of the com
munity show themselves desirous ••• tc ameliorate every legi
timate grievance and to put society u?on a proper and more . 
solid basis. 

True enough, the social record of successive Conservative adminis trations 

was hardly impressive: A Coals ~~ines Act had been passed in 1887, a 

Housing Act (1890), Free Elementary Education and a Factory Act (1890), 

the Conciliation Act (1896), the Workman's Compensation Act (1897) and 

an Education Act of 1902 virtually completes the picture. But 

notwithstanding this paucity of reforming legislation, Halevy has detected 

in two measures enacted in 1905 - the Unemployed Horkmen's Act and the 

Aliens Act - "the first outline of a code of legislation at once con-

servative, national and social - legislation conceived in the spirit of 

Bismarck, the spirit which in England had inspired Disraeli's policy." 144 

Amongst Conservatives of most shades of opinion, therefore, thera. 

no longer existed the ingrained opposition to governmental activity that 

acceptance of laissez-faire had once dictated, and it is in this sense 

that Spencer spoke of the "New Toryism". The social structure within 

which conservative ideology had evolved and was articulated meant that , 

"Tory Derr.ocracy" remained essentially Janus-faced, placing popular con-

siderations and legislation only slightly below in priority a policy 

calculated to consolidate the support of the industrial and lesser 

143. Cited by Halevy, Imperialism and the Rise of Labour, 231, fn. 1. 

144. Halevy, Imperialism and the Rise of Labour, 375. For the growth 
of. collectivism in conservative ideology , see Cecil, Conserva tism, 
ch. Lf, for the idea of the "instrumental state". See further, 
Vlhite, The Conservative Tradition, 217-23. 
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bourgeoisie. In the final quarter of t he nineteenth century, these 

changes - in particular Britain's worsening economic position and the 

challenge of a widened electorate and growing socialist movement - im!>1ied 

that the state must play a more active role in the life of a conservative 

nation. 

6.5: Conclusions: "The Collectivist Coral Island" 

The lIage of equipoise" in the mid-nineteenth century had found 

cogent ideological expression in the values 0:( self-help, individualism 

and the free market economy - the "LibernJ. axis" of society - around 

which social and political thought in general had tended to coalesce. 

This \-Ias an age of moral certitude, characterised by an unshakeable 

belief i n material progress sustained by the success ·of the capitalist 

economy and resilient profits. ",45 Yet, as Harold Laski has pointed out, 

At t he height of the period we call the age of laissez-faire, 
we can see a change taking place in the minds of men. The 
philosophers began to be critical of a state power which is 
merely a referee holding the ring. A good many people begin 
to realise that freedom of contract is a hollow mockery when 
the power to bargain on equal terms is absent. 

:.. 

It has been argued in this chapter that, if economic liberalism reflected 

the particular structural and economic conjuncture at mid-century, it 

contained, in addition, the seeds of collectivist beliefs which slowly 

assUffied greater prominence during the final decades of the nineteenth 

century. Li~eral ideology had of necessity to adapt to and incorporate 

the positive state, particularly as middle class radicals appealed to 

the working population to join a common struggle against the residues 

j 

Harold Laski, "The Leaders of Collectivist Thought", in Ideas and 
Beliefs of the VictorlCil1s , 417. 
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of aristocratic privilege. The Conservative Party, too, \ihose politics 

had been primarily geared ·to accommodating industrial free market opinion, 

was nevertheless mindful enough of a tradition of popular Toryism to 

countenance social reforms and state initiated amelioration. Under-

scoring the3~ developments was the ubiquitous factor of economic malaise -

the Great D~pression and demise in Britain's world industrial pre-eminence. 

It ViaS not only political ideology in the narrO\'I sense that VI~S 

responding to the changing social environment of the late nineteenth 

century. The 1851 religious census of Church attendance had vividly 

highlighted the absence of millions of English men and women - and part i-

cularly the working classes of the large industrial centres - from the 

pews of the nation's Churches and it had sent a shock wave throughout the 

whole of the Christian establishment. 146 In the f~llowing decades, 

Churchmen fu~d Dissenters alike began to address themselves to this 

question and to reappraise their attitudeG to the working class and social 

reform. 147 George Kitson Clark has ·shown how the Church of England-

at times reluctantly and with no great shovi of resolve, it is true - slowly 

148 began to face the problems of an urban and industrial society. 

Social questions began to dominate religious discourse, and in men like 

stuart Headlam, Rev. Richard Jones and Archdeacon Cunningham, and Toynbee 

Hall and the "Settlement" movement, social concerns and the well-being 

of the labouring population begin to assume prominence. Nonconformity, 

146. See further, K. S. Inglis, "Patterns of Religious \~orship in 1851 t1 , 

Journal of Ecclesiastical History, IX (1960) 74-86. 

147. The question of the Churches and Social Reform has been treated in 
K. S. Inglis' scholarly survey, Churches ' and the \yorking Class in 
Victorian Engl and (London 1964). 

148. See 'further, G. Kitson Clark, Churcr~en and the Condition of 
England (London 1973). 

I 
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too, was responding to the challenge and here, again, there began to 

emerge a body of opinion sympathetic to the plight of the lowly and 

anxious to carry social reforms into law. 149 Some Dissenters, like 

Hugh Price Hughes, the leader of the "Forward Hovement" in the Me thodist 

Church, . J. Scott Lidgett, Samuel Keeble, the liberal Congregationalist, 

R. J. Campbell and General Booth of the salVation Army actually propounded 

explicit s<.:hemes of social amelioration or founded organisations to 

agitate for them. 

The overall effect of these trends was to create the ideological 

environment in which British socialism re-~merged in the 1880s and which 

to some extent it came not Unnaturally to reflect. TV/o long quotations 

amply evoke the spirit of collectivism in the latter part of the century. 

The first is taken from John Horley's Life of Cobden. 150 

150. 

It cannot be seriously denied that Cobden vias fully 
justified in describing the tendencies of this legislation 
[i. e. the factory lawsJ as socialistic. It 'vIas an exertion 
of t he pO\'/er of the state, in its strongest form, definitely 
limiting in the interests of the labourer the administration 
of capital ••• In the thirty years that followed, the principle 
has been extended ... Ii th astonishing perseverance. 'vIe have 
today a compl e te, minute, and voluminous code for the pro
tection of l abour; buildings must be kept pure of effluvia; 
dangerous machinery must be fenced; children and young 
people must not clean it while in motion; their hours are 
not only limited, but fixed; continuous employment must not 
exceed a given number of hours, varying with the trade, but 
pre scribed by law in given cases; a statutable number of 
holidays is imposed; the children must go to school, and the 
employer must every week have a certificate to t hat effect; 
if an accident happens, notice must be sent to the proper 
authorities; special provisions are made for bakehouses, for 
lace-making, for collieries, and for a ,.,.hole schedule of 
other special callings ; for the due enforcement and vigilant 
supervision of t !iis i mmense host of minute preseciptions 

K. S. Inglis, "English Nonconformi.ty and Social Reform 1880-1900", 
Past and Present, 13 (1958) 73-89. 

( 

John Horley, The Life of Cobden, i (London 1881) 302-3-
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there is an immense host of inspectors, certifying surgeons 
and other authorities ••• and if we add to t his vast f abric of 
labour legislation our system of Poor Law, we find t he rather 
amazing result that in the country where socialism has been 
less talked about than in any other country in Europe, its 
principles have been most extensively applied. 

The second is a passage from Sidney \'/ebb' s The Progress of Socialism 

(1888), 151 

••• opinion turned against the laissez-faire system fifty 
years ago. Hainly by the heroic efforts of a young nobleman, 
\'lho lately passed away from us as Lord Shaftesbury, a really 
effective Factory Act was won; and the insatiate greed of the 
manufacturers was restrained by political po .... ,er, in the teeth 
of their most determined opposition. Since then the progress 
has been rapid. Slice after slice has, in the public interest, 
been cut off the profi ts of l and and capital, and therefore off 
their value, by Mines Regulations A~ts, Truck Acts, Factory 
Acts, Adulteration Acts, Land Acts ••• parallel with this progres
sive nationalisation or municipalise.tion of industry a steady 
elimination of the purely personal element in business manage
ment has gone on ••• Besides its direct supercession of private 
enterp:ise, the State noVi registers, inspects, and controls 
nearly all the industrial function.s which it has not yet 
absorbed ••• This is the rapid progress of "Collectivism" which 
is so noticeable in our generation. England is already the 
most socialist of all European communities ••• 

As early as 1887, Professor William Graham might address the 

Hanchester Statistical society on the subject of the "possible, safe and 

reasonable socialism upon ~hich ~ have already entered ~ Engl~, and 

on the lines of \,/hich he believes it necessary to go further and at a 

f aster rate." 152 The socialist tradition in this country shows a 

profound affinity with the society v/ithin which it developed, with its 

values and ideologies. It is to this question that we should now turn. 

151~ Sidney \'lebb, The Progress of Socialism (1888) cited by Henry 
Pelling, ed.,. 'l'he Challenge of .socialism (London 1954) 164-66. 

i 

152. Report of the meeting of the 11anchester Statistical Society, 
The Guardian, November 10, 1887 (emphases added). 



---------------------------- CHAPTER SEVEN ============== 

THE LI~~ OF LEAST RESISTANCE: 

THE LABOUR 110VEHENT A~'D SOCIALISN IN THE 

LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY 

============================================= 

" ••• Ho....·x was all very vlell for foreigners, but 
t his was Britain, the Unique Land." 

Emanubl Shinwell, The Labour Story (London 1963) 
p.34• 

The great irony of socialist history is tr~s: that whereas socialist 

movements are brought into existence with ~he aeclared aim of restructuring 

society upon the lines of their own theory and cosmological vision, they 

are at the same time inescapably a part of society and often come to 

reflect and embody its o\om structure, asstunptions and values. The anslysis 

of social structure and ideological thought in the later nineteenth cen":'ll'Y 

presented in the two previous chapters delimits the context in 't,hich 

British socialism evolved and was articulated. It will be argued in 

this chapter that the labour movement and socialism in this country assume.d 

the "line of least resistance": socialism did not strike out in any 

radically novel direction or, indeed, seek to challenge ~ toto the premises 

of Victorian society, but rather took over its ancestral assumptions in 

carrying forward the inner logjc of British society itself in the cause 

of labour and the working class. From this perspective, it will be seen 

that the British Labour Party and its philosophy - a labourist tradition 

powerfully underscored by a home-grown democra tic collectivism - showed 

deep affinities with and is indeed incomprehensible apart from the native 

soil of late Victorian society in which it took root. 

! 
.-.!. 
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7.1: Labour, Trade Unionism and Liberalism, 1850-705. 

It may be useful to begin by restating the main features of the 

working class during the Victorian "Golden Age". The commandine feature 

of this period, it is often argued, was the existence of an aristocracy 

of labour, an elite of mainly skilled artisans who had to some extent 
I 

drawn away from the main body of the wor!<ing class. Economically, the 

labour aristocracy had profited greatly from the success of capitalism 

and its differential wage advantage was maintained and bolstered by craft 

oriented trade unionism and elaborate apprenticeship regulations. 

Culturally, too, there is some evidence pointing to the existence of a 

specific artisanal lifestyle, distinct from and at points even hostile 

to the feckless and pub-centred culture of the proletarian. The elite 

of the labour community knew that they occupied a secure and generally 

recognised position just belo\-I that o'f their employers, but certainly 

very far above the rest. 1 The petty bourgeois stratum - which might 

conceivably pose a threat to their status - was as yet small, but, as 

we have h'a'd cause to notice, was growing rapidly. In ideological terms, 

finally, the aristocracy of labour seemed pre-disposed to acquiesce in 

the values of economic liberalism which reflected the equipOise of mid-· 

century. Certainly, the ruling classes had taken great pains to 

inculcate t he virtues of self-help, respectability and the "natural laws" 

of political economy in the minds of the workers, whilst middle class 

radicals in putting themselves at the head of popular movements had done 

much to temper \-Iorking class derr.ands and imbue the labour movement with 

bourgeois habits. Evangel'icalism, and particularly Nonconformity, 

1. Eric J. Hobsbat·m, - liThe Labour Aristocracy in Nineteenth Century Bri taint!, 
Labouting Men ; Studies in t he History of Labour (London 1972) 296. 
As noted above , EobsbaYIn I s is the cl.assic treatment of the l abour 
ar~ st ocracy thesis. 
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reinforced t his process of accommodation and there was no small measure 

of religious sentiment to be found among the elite of \'/orking men. 

On the face of things, therefore, there would seem to be good evidence 

for what has surely come to be the received interpretation of the labour 

movement in the decades after 1850, to the effect that British trade 

unionism reflected the social and economic domination of a labour aristo-

cracy infused with bourgeois values and broadly s\,.bscribing to the tenets 

of economic liberalism. And thus, Theodre Rothstein's account of the 

labour movement in these years points out that, 2 

••• the English worker fell easy prey to the organised force of 
bourgeois party ideology and became a Conservative or a Liberal, 
unconsciously introducing their ideology into his own non-
poli t~.cal trade union. 

A. L. Horton and George Tate have argued that the 1867 Reform Act signalled 

amongst the workers, 3 

••• the acceptance of capitalist ideas ~which~ had already 
des.troyed the class independence of the leaders, and the 
ex~ent to which the rot had spread dowm/ards through considerable 
sections of the organised workers themselves ••• beginning about 
1860, a decline set in, and what came to be known as the "Lib- .. ~ . 
Lab ll outlook increased. 

finally, a contemporary Harxist historian has observed how " ••• the trade 

Wlions became organisations of the 'labour aristocracy''': 4 

Politically, the new trade union leaders were committed to 
Liberalism - that is, to the classic British party of the 
industrial bourgeoisie, reposing upon the twin pillars of 
Protestantism and free trade ••• 

2. T. Rothstein, From Chartism to Labourism: Historical Sketches of the 
English orting Class l·jovement (London 1929) 202. 

3. A. L. 4 r·:o:rton and George Tate, The British Labour Movement (London 
1973) 1.21. 

4. Tom Nairn, liThe Nature of the Labour party. - I", New Left Review, 
27 (1964) 4D. 
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If this vie\v' is particularly that of Harxist scholarship, it has never-

theless secured broad assent among historians of the \'lOrking class and 

the labour movement in general. 5 The importance of this interpretation 

need hardly be emphasised here: it is suggested that the liberal heritage 

taken over by the socialist tradition - by proscribing any radical or 

far reaching socialist vision - critically coloured its eI;ltire develop-

ment and re~ched its apotheosis in the B~itish Labour Party. 

Certainly, the new ger..eration of trade unionists who laboured to 

build up the great "Amalgamations" of the 1850s and '60s seem to fit this 

picture perfectly: these were "stable and firm rooted bodies, confined 

to skilled craftsmen of sober and prudent habits ••• the new generation 

held firmly to all the tenets of Victorian liberalism." 6 In men likp 

Allen and Applegarth, George Odger of the Shoemakers, George Howell of 

the Bricklav~rs and T. J. Dunning of the Bookbinders' Society, one can 

detect the essence of the mid-Victorian labour aristocratic outlook -

prudent, respectable and, above all, moderate in all things political. 

F. M. Leventhal's biograpl y of Howell, Secret.ary of the Reform League in 

the 1860s, portrays a labour politician imbued \O/ith the typical social-· 

and political attitudes of the mid-Victorian artisan. A cautious and 

meticulous administrator, and convinced Gladstonian Liberal, his 

perspectives were shaped by "the dominant cultural values of his day ••• a 

vindication of the Smiles philosophy; tha t such aspirations existed 

suggest the extent to which the ideals of a bourgeois society infected 

5. See, for instance, Geoffrey Best, tl,id-Victorian Britain (st. Alband 
1971) 111-12. The importance of t he l abour ar.istocracy in the 
formation of t he working class movement, and in mediating accommodative 
responses on the part of the working class to capitalism, is 
emphasised by Robert Q. Gray, The Labour Aristocracy in Victorian 
Edinburgh (Oxford 1976) 144-64, 188-89. 

< 

6. G. D. H. Cole a nd Raymond Postgate, The British Common People 1746-
1946 (London 1961) 369. 

! 
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young Victorian artisans ••• Ho\</ell' s gener a tion of l abour leaders reached 

mat uri ty in the. atrr,osphere of lessened tension gener&..ted by mid-Victorian 

prosperity .1I 7 

Similarly , t he artisans themselves who comprised the membership 

of t he · "ne\v model" trade unions seem to have been of like character. 

Robert Applegarth, for instance , VTaS clear as to the kind of men his 

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners (A.S.C.J.) hoped to attract : 

"He must be in good healt h , and have worked five years at the trade, be 

a good wokman, of steady habits , and good moral character, and not more 

than forty- five years of age • • • He pays 2s. 6d . which is called ' proposition 

money ', and stands over for inquiries to be made respec ting his char acter 

and abilities." 8 The new model unions catered for the needs of the 

skilled and generally t he better paid \ ... orking man. They almos t always 

had high subscriptions - of round about 1s. a vleek - and provided a series 

of " friendly benefitsll, such as unemployment, superannua.tion , sickness , 

accident and funeral allowances. Eschewing costly strike funds or 

simil ar "wasteful" expenditure , the new model unions expressed the 

priorities of the l abour aristocrat , notably re spect ability and economic 

security . "It Has , and was meant to be, a society of skilled men , bound 

together by close ties of common craft smanship , and looking to it not 

only for t r ade protection, but equally for mutual insurance", G. D. H. 

Cole has noted of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers : IIIn short, it 

was a trade union and a Friendly Society almost in equal measure. " 9 

7. F. M. Leventhal, Respectable Radical: George HO\ve11 and Victorian 
Working Class Poli t ics (London 1971) xiv, 15. 

8. Evidence of Applegarth before the Royal Commission on Trade Unions , 
1867 , ci ted in James B ~ Jeffreys , ed., Labour ' s Formative Yeairs 
(London 1948 ) 31-2. 

9. G. D. H. Cole, A Short History of t he British V/orlti ng Class Novement , 
ii, (London 1937) 59 . 
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If the social composition of the neVI model unions in the third 

quarter of the nineteenth century was in es sence labour aristocratic, 

there is a strong body of opinion, beginning with Sidney and Beatrice 

~'ebb' s classic history of trade unionism, to the effect that in philosophy 

and spirit, too, the labour movement was tainted \OJi th the assumptions 

of liberal ideology. The \·Jebbs strongly insisted upon the moderate 

"new spirit" of trade unionism after 1850, " ••• a reaction against the 

10 policy of reckless aggression which marked the Owenite inflation", 

and which drove unionists to adopt the laissez-faire, free market 

arguments of their opponents, the orthodox political economists, 11 

They insisted only on the right of every Englishman to bargain 
for the sale of his labour ••• Freedc~ of associa tion in matters 
of contract became, therefore, t heir rejoinder to the employers 
cry of freedom of competition. 

The generous Utopian aspirations of "general" unionism were increasingly 

12 sacrificed to the " ••• crude 'self-help' of an 'aristocracy of labour''', 

and to the economic laws of supply and demand, the freedom of contract 
. 

bargaining, the concept of the "wage fund", and so on. 
, 

Certainly, many of the Amalgamations believed that by controlling 

entry into their trades by means of apprenticeship statutes and 

restrictions upon employment and hiring, wages may be shored up: "It is 

our duty then to exercise the same control over that in which we have a 

vested interest", ran the preamble to the rules of the A.S.E., " ••• as 

the physician who holds his diploma, or the author who is protected by 

10. Sidney and Beatrice \.Jebb, The History of Trade Unionism (London 
1920) 198. 

11. ibid., 294. See further, Selig Perlman, A Theory of the Labo·ur. 
EOVe'rnent (1928: New York 1968 ed.) 125-29. 

12. ~., 297. 
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bis copyright." 13 Vli.~h this belief came an unavoidable exclusivity. 

The Boilermakers declared in no uncertain terms their opposition to the 

dilution 't/hich admittance of the unskilled caulkers into their Society 

would entail, 14 whilst J. Doody, of the United Flint Glass Cutters 

Society, declared to the Birmingham Trades Union Congress of 1869 that, 15 

••• the introduction ' of an unlimited. number cf apprentices into 
any trade would overstock the labour market, and thereby cause 
men \.;ho are ready and willing to work to be tbrown idle, and -
moreover cause a reduction of wage~ to take those who may be 
retained. 

Similar cons~derations lay behind the elaborate emigration schemes advanced 

by a number of the craft unions. 16 Finally, as George Potter of the 

Builders' Svc:lety recognised in 1861, hours of l abour were equally subject 

to ecOl': mic truths: "When the \.,.orkmen in the bUilding trades discontinued 

\.,.ork for the "Nine Hours", they acted . in dccordance with the fundamental 

principles of "free Trade" and "Political Economy", they only exercised 

their legal and moral right of appraising, and offering to dispose of 

their lab9ur, at what they had good reason to believe, was its fair, and 

17 just value ••• " 

l-1any of the craft Amalgamations \.,.hich arose in the 1850s and 1860s 

placed as much emphasis upon friendly provisions as upon their strictly 

13. Jeffreys, Labour's Formative Years, 30. 

14. ibid., 33. 

15. Jeffreys, ibid., 35. 

16. \'/ebb, History of Tr ade Unionism, 201-2; Raymond Postgate, The 
Buil<ie l' s' Hi s t ory ' (London 1923) 191; C. Erikson, "The Encouragement 
of Emi gr a tion by British Trade Unions 1850-1900 11 , Population Studies, 
III (1949) 248-73; \'1. S. Shepperson, "Industrial Emigration in 
Early Victorian Britain", Journal of Economic Hist.ory, XIII (1953) 
179-~2. 

17. Jeffreys, Labour's Forl!lative Years,· 39. 
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industrial role. The new generation of trade unionists - and particularly 

those grouped around the Junta - strongly emphasised the need to build 

up and consolidate a benefit fund in the hands of full-time officials, 

rather than to accumulate a strike fund. Indeed, they often went out 

of their way to disavo\tl strike intentions, as \'I'illiam Allen made clear 

to the Royal Commission on Trade Unions in 1867, 18 

The Executive Council doe& all it possibly can to prevent any . 
strike, and \ihere t hey have the time or opportunity, generally, 
they cause a deputation of the workmen to wait upon their 
employer and represent their grievances, and then the Council 
give advice afterwards. 1,ole endeavour at all times to prevent 
strikes. It is the very last thin£:, that we ... /ould think of 
encouraging. 

The new model unionists believed, with T. J. Dunning of the Bookbinders, . 

that " ••• there should be a good understanding between Lcapi tal and lab(.)ur "7 •• ; 

that neither should 'rex or offend the other ••• Both are so essential to 

each other and so intimately connected, that one cannot be injured \dthout 

the other feeling it." 19 As schemes of conciliation and arbitration 

became the vogue in the 1860s and 1870s, trade union officials began 

Vlillingly to co-operate with those employers who, anxious to stabilise~· 

labour costs and avoid costly disputes, had erected "peace-keeping" 

1 . 20 mac nnery; as V. C. Allen has argued, the "arbitration craze" 

represented a powerful mechani~~ of responsibility and the accommodation 

of the labour elite and its caste of trade union officials. 21 

18. Jeffreys, ibid., 41. 

19. Jeffreys, ibid., 47. 

20. See further, J. R. Hicks, "The Early History of Industrial Conciliation 
in Engl and", Economica, X (1930) 25-39; I. G. Sharp, Industrial 
Conciliati on and ~rbitration in Great Britain (London 1950 ); 

G. Dot H. Cole and A. . ~.J . Filson, British ·:/ory.ing Class f·!ovements : 
Select Documents 1789-1875 (London 1965), 502-~1. 

21. V. Allen, "The Origins of Industrial Conciliat ion and Arbitration"t 
Internat ional Review of Social History, IX (1964) 237-54. 
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Running parallel \'lith the ne\" model unionists' extremely conciliatory 

and deferential attitudes to ... fards their employers \·lent an emphasis upon 

individual improvement and the self-cultiva tion of the working man. The 

Vlebbs have shown that as militant strike tactics came to be depreciated 

from the 1840s onward, "knowledge" and "moral uplift" of the members 

began to figure prominently in the outlook of the trade unionists .• 

Branches be~an to build up their own traJd libraries and to cater for the 

artisan in his pursuit of s~lf-advancement by providing savings banks, 

"scientific education" and evening classes. The trade union movement 

both reflected and, in turn, helped to sustain the essentially mid-

Victorian values of respectability and personal improvement among working 

men. Teetotalism, for instance, epitomised for the new model unionists 

working cla~s self-respect and self-realisation. 22 Temperance became 

an integral ~rt of the labour aristocratic outlook, one aspect of his 

staunch individualism and upright bearing in matters of both trade and 

politics. Often the products of Nonconformist milieux, labour leaders 

of this pe~iod could be pious and even puritanical in their union dealings 

23 and personal relationships. 

In short, there would seem to be great merit in the generally accepted 

interpretation of the labour movement in the third quarter of the nine-

teenth century. Al though this period was punctuated by a n.umber of 

bitter industrial · disputes - the lock-out of engineering workers in 1851-52, 

the London builders' strike (1859), the unrest of the early 1860s, the 

nine hour ferment amongst the engineers and other groups of workers in 

1871-72, and so on - the main body of Metropolitan trade unionists had 

22. Brian Harrison, Drink and the Victorians: The Te~perance Que s tion 
in England (London 1971) 25-6. 

\ 

23. See, for ins t ance, Leventhal's de scription of HC\-Jell in Respectable 
Radical, passim. 
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sho\'Ill themselves to be .moderate and conciliatory, anxious to avoid con-

flict by prescribing the limits of branch autonomy and centralizing 

decision in the hands of full-time paid officials. Politically, too, 

these men were of a staunchly Liberal cast of mind. The history and 

political agitation of the Reform League between 1865-67 demonstrates 
I 

clearly that many labour politicians were uninhibited in their suppor+ 

for the Liberal Party. What sympathy there was for an independent .labour 

party had dried up in the early 1870s, by which time the trade unionists 

were agitating through the offices of the Labour Representation League 

for little more far reaching than labour representation in parliament. 

The campaign to reform the labour laws between 1867-75 shows again the 

labour leadt::..rship \.n.lling and indeed amdous to operate through the 

accepted political channels, hoping to persuade by l~bbying tactics such 

Liberal M.P.s who may have been sympathetic to their cause. Finally, 

as we have ~eady observed, very little support was forthcoming from 

the trade unions or from the majority of English workingmen for Karl 

Narx's International ~/orking Men's Association • Although many prominent 

.... , figures from the labour world were members, their conception of the 

International was strictly limited to trade union purposes. Above all, 

Narx's vision of a revolutionary party and a socialist future evoked 

little response from a trade union movement elitist both in spirit and 

composition. 

There are, however, a number of problems with the interpretation 

according to which the .labour movement in the period between 1850-75 

was fundamentally artisanal in social make-up and liberal in tenor. 

Firstly, this theory shows a tendency to generalise unwarrantedly from , 
a small number of Metropolitan trades. Secondly, it tends to overstate 

the essential novelty, significance and extent of new model unionism 
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and, as a result, overlooks the character and contribution of provincial 

and other trade union forms in this period. Finally, the tension in 

which the labour movement stood with liberal ideology has not been accorded 

adequate recognition. An examination of these points will suggest 

that trade unionism during the Victorian heyday ... ,as no mere reflection 

of the dominant liberal values, but ratr.~r a refraction of those ·values: 

in all, the trade union movement was a crucial stimulant to the appearance 

of collectivist elements in British nineteenth century ideology. 

If there is strong evidence for the existence of a well paid 

labour aristocratic stratum in the third quarter of the nineteenth 

century, it cannot be assumed that all such men "/ere necessarily akin 

to that secure body of artisans - protected by apprenticeslup regulatiulis 

enforced by their SOCiety - to be found in a handful of London trades. 

To be sure, '.Iorkers in the printing ,shipbuilding and engineering 

industries and in a few small and static trades, such as cabinet makill3, 

brushmaking, silk hat manufactures, and in branches of the gla ss trade, 

',vere of t.his kind. 24 Beyond this, the existence of a labour aristocracy 

pure and simple, must be in doubt. 1:1hilst these trades would seem 

themselves to have been the exceptions in London, the \vork of Stedman 

JOl1es has pointed to the atypicality of the l1etropolitan l abour market 

wi thin the national economy as a ""hole. 25 In the provinces, trade 

unionism was far less exclusive. There was no apprenticeship in the 

cotton spinning industry, weaving trade unionism was classically "open" 

24. See Kayhe\.,r's descriptions of the "society" men in the se and similar 
trades: cf. E. P. Thompson and Eileen Yeo, eds., The Unknown l·layhew 
(Har mondsworth 1973). 

25. Gar'eth stedma~ Jones, outcast London (Oxford 1971) 19-32; Gray's 
~~ysis of Victorian ~dinburgh shows the economy and labot~ market 
to .h~ve been simil ar to tha t of London, t hus accotmting for the 
strength of its l abour ari s tocracy: cf. Labour rlri s tocracy in 
Victorian Edinburgh, 26, 28-42. 
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and precursor of the general unionism of the IG~t decade of the century, 

nor can any evidence of a labour aristocracy in the mining industry be 

26 sustained. In the manufacture of iron and steel apprenticeship was 

crumbling, whilst even the engineering industry in the provinces -

notably the textile machinery sector in Lancashire - was far less of 

the aristocra'dc type. 27 Builders only verged on the e ~ge of the 

aristocracy and even here the members of the O.B.S. were frequently 

unemployed and suffered seriously from the compe tition of the serrli-~\d.lled. 28 

There were, of course, highly paid men in these industries but, all in 

all, it seems dangerous to generalise as ~o the existence of a labour 

aristocracy upon the basis of the l'~e tropoli tan economy and labour market. 

Hand in hand "lith this tendency, hag gone a confusion in respect 

of the nature and importance of new model unionism. It seems clear 

that the Webbs ov~rstated the essential novelty of the Amalgamations, 

which in large measure embodied many of the traditional characteristics 

of the old skilled craft unions; nor was their elite composition anything 

new. As V. L. Allen has pointed out: "The greatest distortion by the 

\v'ebbs was in their phase called 'The New Spirit and the Ne\fl l·~ odel', 

covering the years 1843-1860. New model unionism r anks as a piece of 

hist.orical fiction. 'rhere was nothing new about the cons titution of 

26. See further, Henry Pelling, "The Concept of the Labour Aristocracy", 
in idem ., Po ular Politics and Society in l a te Victorian Britain 
(London 19 ) -52, and idem., nistory of Br itish Tr ade Unionism 
(Harmondsvlorth 1973) 76-7;--H. 'l'urner, 'l'r ade Union Growt h, structure 
Cl nd Folicy (London 1962) and Sidney and Beatrice "lebb, Industrial 
Democracy (London 1902) 474-75 on t he cotton unions. See further, 
Gare t h Stedman Jones, "Class Strugg::'e and the Industrial Revolution", 
NeVI Left Review, 90 (1975) 63. 

27. Pel ling , "Concept of the Labour Aristocracy", 48; see further 
James B. Jeffreys, The Story of the Engineers 1800-1945 (Lond?n 1970) 
154. 

' 28. Pelline, "Concept of · the Labour Aristocracy", 5OjPostgate , The 
Builders' History, 371. 
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29 the Amalgamated Society of Engineers." The contrast strongly 

insisted upon by the Vlebbs beh,een the earlier class conscious and 

revolutionary trade unionism, and the pacific, bourgeois-minded "new 

model" type - and which has recently received unequivocal support from 

Royden Harrison 30 - is almost certainly an oversimplification. But 

it is not simply, as G. D. H. Cole has demonstrated, that the so-called 

"new model ;! unions were less novel organisations than the '\oJebbs and 'othel's 

have ma de out and that they were not so ~eferential to the employer class, 

but also that they by no means dominated the whole of the trade union 
. 

movement. 31 - In mining,. cotton, metals, tailoring , boot and shoemaking, 

and a whole r ange of other -trades, little or no attempt was made to ape 

the "new model". Cole also suggested tr~t the Amal gamations did not 

exercise such firm or widespread control over the trade union movement 

as had been assumed by Sidney and Beatrice Webb. Indeed, much evideLca 

points to the f act tha t the initial movers of the idea of a T.U.C. were 

the provincial trade unioni s ts, whose efforts were co-ordinated by Potter 

and his f ollowers. They played a by no means inconsequential part in 

the struggle to reform the l e-.bour l a \-/s of the late 1860s and early 18706 

pr oving , as both B. C. Roberts and A. E. Hus son have demons trat ed, a 

cevere challenge to the Junta's o~m Conference of Amalgamated Trades. 32 

666 

29. V. L. Allen, "A Hethodological Critique of the \oJebbs as Trade Union 
Historians ", Labour Hi s t ory Socie ty Bulle t i n, IV (1962) 5. See 
further, A. E. Fusson , :Dritish Tr ade Unions 1800-1875 (London 1972) 
49-55. 

30. Be fore t he Socialis t s : Studies in Labour and Politics 1861-1881 
(London 1965) ch. 1. 

31. G. D. H. Cole, "Some Notes on Briti.3h Trade Unioni sm in the Third 
Quarter of the Ninet eent h Century", in E. _ 1 • Carus- V/ils on, ed., 
Essays in Economic Histor y , iii (L9ndon 1962) 202-21. 

32. B. C. Roberts , The Tr~de Union Congr ess 1868-1921 (London 1953) _ 22~6; 
A. E Husson , "The Or i gi ns and Es t abli shment of t he T.U.C.", in 
idem., Trade Uni on and s oci al Hi s t ory (London 1974) 23-63. -
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It follows that, if the accepted interpretation has r ather over-

played both the extent of the "classic" labour aristocracy and the 

significance of ne\.,. model unionism, it has also assumed too easily the 

almost complete injection of liberal-bourgeois values into the trade 

union outlook. Too little attention has been devoted to ambiguities 

in the relationship between the middle class and the vlork;ing class move-

ment \.,.hich, ae: F. E. Gillespie has obsel~"ed, were continually present 

in the years between 1850-67. 33 Significantly, Harrison himself has 

written that: "The history of working class politics in Britain during 

the last one hundred years might be written in terms of the changing 

attitudes towards Liberalism": 34 

From the 1860s onwards, the conflict between the desire to 
be assimila ted and the urge to inde?endence was continuously 
prE:sent wi thin individuals as well as within movements. 

Certainly, the labour movement evolved in an environment dominated by 

liberal-bourgeois v.:Uues but, equally, the lIurge to independence" was 

ever present. It is thi.::; -latter element v:hich pushed l abour leaders 

and the working class - not into accepting liberal ideology wholesale -

but r ather towards collectivism. 

It may be instructive, therefore, to reappraise the depth and 

intensity vdth which the central tenets of economic orthodoxy actually 

penetra ted trade unionism and worldng class thought in general. In 

the article cited above, G. D. H. Cole also seriously challenged the 

view " ••• that vlith the decline of Chartism in the l a ter 1840s the British 

33. Frances Emma Gillespie, Labour and Politics ·in ~ngland 1850-1867 
(London 1966). 

34. Royden Harrison, liThe British Vlorlci.ng Class and the General Election 
of 1868", Interna tional Review of Social History , V (1960) 424. 
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Labour movement relapsed suddenly into an acquiescence in capitalist 

conditions of employment, and even into a belief in the inexorable l aws 

of capitalist Political Economy. II 35 Certainly, t he new model unionists 

were neither socialist nor revolutionary in aspira tion, but this should 

not be taken to mean that they embraced "the philosophy of capitalism." 

Indeed, much contemporary opinion held firmly to the belief that the 

labour le aders were hardly voteries of the principles of political ~conomy. 

Far from there being even a measure of agreement about t he fact of 

economic life, G. D. Pownall in 1879 remarked on the i mpossibility of 

failing to see that 1I ••• capital and labour have pitched i n hos tile 

36 camps." 

As R~ V. Clements has convincingly demonstrated for the period 

18.50-75, trade union policy seldom complied \dth the . orthodox teachings 

of the liberal economists. 37 True enough, many trade unionists would 

borrow from the dogma of "supply and demc.nd" \'/hen and where it could be 

useful to them in improving wages or conditions of employment by strengthen-

ing their, bargaining pO\'/er: as the Christian Socialist Lloyd Jones 

explained, " ••• the working man accepts such of these views as his 

experience in the world and workshop jus tify to him. \Vhere this ex

perience does not do so, he rejects them." 38 And when it came to the 

35. Cole, "British Trade Unionism in the Third Quarter of Nineteenth 
Century", 219. 

36. G. D. Pownall, "Some Cons iderations affecting t he Relations of 
Capi tal and Labour", Transactions of the Eanches ter St atistical 
Society (1878-79) 108. 

37. R. V. Cle ments, "British Trade Unions and Popular Political Economy 
1850-1875", Economi c Hi s tory Review , 2nd ser., x:rv (1961) 93-104. 
In an earlier paper, "Tr ade Unions and Emi gr ation 1840-1880", 
popula t ion Studies , I X (1955) 167-80, Clements questioned the ,argument 
t hat t he trade uni ons ' schemes of emi gr a tion grew out of their 
gene~al accept~ce of orthodox political economy. 

38. Lloyd Jones , Tr ade Uluons (London 1877) 6. 



question of strikes, limitation of entry, Hage minima, and so on, many 

trade unionists roundly condemned orthodox teachings. In evidence to 

the Royal Commission on Trade Unions in 1867, William Allen and Daniel 

Guile, both members of the so-called Junta, proclaimed aloud their 

disbelief in orthodox theory and that "unnatural" interferences ... dth 

supply and demand were both necessary and desirable. 
I 

Allen went so 

far as to decry the much vaunted harmony v! inter~sts between capital .xnd 

labour: "Every day of the \'1eek I hear that the interests are identiCal. 

I scarcely see ho\'I that can be, while we are in a state of society which 

recognised the principle of buying in the cheapest and selling in the 

dearest market." 39 EVen George Howell, in his book Conflicts of Labour 

and cap~ (1878), firmly declared that " ••• the working t:lass have to 

fight every day for every advantage which they .have gained, and for every. 

40 privilege which they have won." 

In other respects, too, the new tactics of the working class leader-

ship in this period - the reliance upon lobbying, close organisation, 

co-opera tion, teetotalism and the savings banks - which superficially 

argue satisfaction with their environment, in reality reflect adaptati~n 

to changed conditions. Self-help, savi.ngs banks and the pursuit of 

intellectUal and cultural refinement advertise not so much capitulation 

to crudely bourgeois values and individualism, but spelt out for trade 

39. Cited by Clements, "British Trade Unions and Political Economy", 
102-3. 

40. George Howell, Conflicts of Capital and Labour (London 1878) 395. 
See further, A. E. husson, "'l'rends in 'l'rade Union Development 1825-
75", in idem., Trade Union and Social History, 20: " ••• there is 
Ii ttle truth in t he ~'iebbs I assertion tha t trade union leaders in 
t he third quarter of the nineteenth century were dominated by middle 
cla ss economic philosophy. Whatever lip-service they may have 
puid to it, when it suited t heir purposes, they d:i,.d not, in fact, 
accept the wage fund theory, or the i mmutability of the "laws" of 
supply and demand, nor did they regard strikes as harmful and 
USel ess inter f erences Yiith freeo.om.of contract". 



unionists the dignity and worth of the working man. These policies 

were often proudly a ssertive, founded as much upon a distinct sense of 

class, communality and claim to corporate social recognition, as upon 

"the desire to be assimilated". It is, in short, a mistake to a ssume 

that bourgeois values \vere gullibly swallowed in their entirety by 

\,/orking men, even those of the new model temper. 

HO\'Ie\lcr, by no means the whole of the trade union movement \'Ias ct 

the new model cast. In London, the chief resistance to the -Junta 

appeared in the building trades: Thomas Connolly, President of the 

stonemasons, and George Fotter, a me mber of an old-fashion carpenters 

club. Potter had made something of a name for himself during the 

builders strike of 1859-60 and, along with George Troup, had founded The -

Beehive newspaper in 1862. 41 Always in favour of a more aggressive 

trade policy, Potter clashed with the Junta during the unrest of 1864-h5; 

he was the inspira tion behind the formation of the London ',/orking Men t s 

Association in 1866, the precursor of the Trade Union Congress of 1867; 

42 and he led a more militant opposition tendency vdthin the L.R.L. 

During the 1860s, Potter \'Iielded a great amount of influence in both the 

political and industrial struggles of labour. In the provinces, his 

follo\dng amongst trade unionists \-las extensive and, in many respects, 

"~ •• Potter embodied the spirit of the "new unionism" of the last decade 

of the century, which was to rise up against the policy of the Junta, 

which by tha t time h03.d become traditional, and call it a betrayal." 43 

41. Cole and pos t gate, The British Common Pe opl e , 374; stephen Coltham, 
"The Bee-Hive Newspaper: Its Grigill a nd Early Struggl e s", in Asa 
Briggs and John Saville, eds., Lssays in Labour ~i story (London 1967) 
174-204. 

42. G. D. H. Cole, British Working Cla ss politics 1832-1914 (London _1950) 
51. i 

43. Gillespie~ Labour and Politics i n England, 211. 



In matters of economic theory, Potter proudly announced his 

opposition to orthodox teachings. In 1859, for instance, he argued -

very much in the tradition of the anti-capi t&.list economics of Thoma,s 

Hodgskin and i'/illiam Thompson - that the working day was divided into 

44 two parts, the larger of which being appropriated in the form of profit. 

In like fashion, the opposition of The Beehive to the northern states 

in the Ame::-ican Civil \var demonstrated the reluctance of Potter and Troup 

to compromise with the position of Bright and the radicals of the Eanchester 

School. 45 It would, however, be a serious mistake to regard Potter and 
. 

'llhe Beehive as in any sense a force for ::;.;cialism or class war within 

the labour movement. On many trade union questions Potter was in full 

accord with the Junta, as his evidence tv the Royal Commission in 1867 

made clear. 46 Indeed, it may be fairly held that the differences between 

Potter and the Junta \vere not differences in fundamental outlook, but 

in tactics, exacerbated not by rival doctrines, but by a clash of 

personalities, particularly between Potter and Applegarth. 47 Despite 

his useful work in ,.,orking class politics and trade union journalism, 

Potter contributed no new social philosophy to trade unionism and his -

militancy was a rough and ready sort, based more upon expediency than 

upon an alternative economic theory to that of the Junta. 

It i s , then, a mistake to assume that all trade unionists were of 

the middle class temper of Allen and Applegarth; Potter's following on 

44. Potterin Reynolds' NeVIS (1859), cited by Harrison, Before the 
Socic:.lists, 17. 

45. Col tham , "The Bee-Hive Ne\.,rspaper" t 199-201; Harrison, Before the 
Socialists, Ch. 2. 

46. Cole and Postgate, The British Common People, 374 • 

. 47. On £his point, see further Clements, "British Trade Unions and 
Political. Economy", 99. 
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many i s sues represented a militant and more radical body of opinion, 

and in reality not all that far removed from large sections of t he Junta 

and new model unionism itself. 48 In the provinces, too, trade 

unionism was by no means a carbon copy of the centralised Amalgamations 

of skilled ~raftsmen. In textiles and t he mining i ndustry, there was 

not the same sharp competition between the artisans and other sections 

of the labo'ur force. The Amalgama ted Association of Operative Cotton 

Spinners (A.A.O.C.S.), although limited to the adult male mule spinners, 

started as a loose federation and remained so until the late 1870s, and 

the weavers' amalgamations were both general in their recruitment and 

loosely federated in structure. In the 1860s and '70s, the cotton 

unions continued to be highly lOCalised in char acter and representa tive 

of all textile workers who came toge ther for the purposes of political 

lobbying. 49 Among the miners, the~e could be no question of separate 

unions for the different grades of men working in the pits. Like the 

textile workers' associa tions, the Einers' National Union (M.N.U.) 

establis~ed in 1858 aimed to secure regulation of their induotry and 

conditions of work by Parliament. 50 In t his, these unions far over-

stepped the bounds of economic dogma. The Factory Acts Reform 

Association (F.A.R.A.), formed by the textile operatives in 1872 to work 

for a r eduction of the maximum legal weekly hours from sixty to fifty-

four, and the agi tation of Alexandre NcDonald and the miners which saw 

48. 

49. 

50. 

Gillespie, Labour and Politics in England, 231. 

See further Turner, Trade Union Growth, structure and Polic~, passim., 
and E. Hopwood, History of t he Lancashire Cotton I ndustry and the 
Amal gamated "11eavers' Association (l-lo.nchester 1969) . 

Pelling , History of Trade Unionism, 77. 



the Hines Regulation Act carried into la\v in the same year all contemplated 

a measure of state interference which could not but breach the canons 

of supply and demand. 

It,here centralised activity was to be found among the textile and 

mining unions in the period 1850-75, it was mostly confined to efforts 

at obtaining illines and factory legislation - that is, it was political 

and not inclllstrial. ~'lhere a centralised working class organisation 

had been built up, as in the case of the Amalgamated Association of Hiners 

led by Halliday in Lancashire, it was combined with an aggre ssively 

militant policy quite unlike that usually attributed to the new model 

socieites. 51 Indeed, the constant occurence of industrial strife 

throughout the provinces belies the veracity of any interpretation 

premised upon the wholesale passivity and accommodation of trade unionism 

during these year3. The struggles of the 1850s and 1860s were as much 

against "oppression" and Ilexploitation" as were the messianic and visionary 

movements of the 1840s. The colliers' struggles of the 1860s \Olere as 

fierce as any during the "revolutionary" phase of trade unionism, whilst 

in the 1850s there had occurred the bitter strikes of cotton operatives, 

. the shoemakers, engineers, glass makers and builders. The hard fought 

disputes of the 1860s were followed by the successful strike wave in the 

north east, initiated by the engineers ill 1871. 

In view of this record, it would be difficult to pronounce the 

class character of trade unionism as being any less acute in this period 

than formerly; indeed, the conflictual aspects of industrial antagonism 

were underlined by the emergence, from t~e 1850s onwards, of organisation 

on the eillployers' side. It is in fact surprising that historians ·have 

51. For ' the A.A.H., see further, R. Challinor., The Lancashire and 
Che shire tt.iners (Newcastle 1972), asp. Chs. 5-7. 

_ .. .1 
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accepted so easily the assumed capitulation of the trade union movement 

to bourgeois capitalist values. Whilst it is true that the seeds of 

"Lib-Lab'ismll were sown during these years , Gillespie has pointed to 

the existence of tensions and ambiguities - and indeed the diametrically 

opposed opjnions as to industrial and social interests - in the relation-

ship between the middle class and the labour movement. 52 Trade union 

tactics anJ structure certainly changed after mid-century, but the class 

content of working class organisation re.mained intact, as expressive of 

corporate labourist interests as ever. 

In a number of important respects, r,herefore, the hold of liberalism 

on the working class movement as a whole was less than complete. It 

seems clear that reliance by the trade uni ons upon the Liberal Party was 

dictated more by expediency than ideals, and even the Parliamentary 

Committee of the T.U.C. had been quick to instruct their members to vot~ 

for Conservative candidates in the election of 1874 if they appeared 

favourably inclined to a reform of the labour laws. 53 The T.U.C., 

certainl~, continued under Henry Broadhurst in the 1870s a policy of 

lobbying for limited reforms through its Liberal connections but yet, i'f 

most trade unionists rested t heir hopes for the social advancement of 

the working class upon the Liberal Party, it was surely because concession 

seemed ffi os t likely from this quarter during a period of optimism and 

rising economic fortunes. In short, it was not doctrinaire individualism 

or economic orthodoxy which gained currency among t he organised working 

52. Gillespie, Labour and Politics in England, 58, 291. 

53. Philip P. poirier, The hdvent of t he Labour party (London 1958) 15; " 
V/ebb, History of Trade UniOnism , 286. 'l'he trade unionists own 
Labour Representa tion League was by no means wholly unequivocal in" 
its pJ.legiance to the Liberals: cf. A. ~/. Humphrey, A History of 
Labour Repre senta tion (London 1912) 5~. 

-----
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class, but liberal ideology in so far as it held out the promise of 

further social amelioration and industrial reform. 54 

The laggardly showing of the Parliamentary Committee during the 

18605 and 1870s, should not blind one to the fact tha t not only amongst 

the provincial unions of textile operatives, miners or builders but 

equally within the ranks 'of the skilled artisans of the new model 

Societies, the main body of working class opinion favoured governmental 

intervention and regulation of their trade, particularly in respect of 

(' \ 

hours and conditions of l abour. 55 If, during the Victorian Golden Age, 

the Liberal .I?arty appeared to many working men as being most sympathetic 

to their demands, it was to the extent that liberalism offered hope of 

collective i~itiative. The organised working class movement was not, 
. -, 

therefore, a simple reflection and~mbibition of bourgeois capitalist 
~/ -..... _---

values, but stood r ather at the collecti·~. st pole of liberal ideology. 

The ful l significance .of this \OlOuld become amnifest in the changed 

enviromnent brought about by the Grea t Depression. 

7.2: "The Unique Land": The Revival of s ociali sm in the 1880s 

As has been described in Chapter 2, t he de'cade of the 1880s brought 

a flowering of socialist activity, and has come to be known as the period 

of "socialist revival". For the moment, however, the socialist me ssage 

was to be taken up and spread - not by working me n or a~tive trade 

unionists - but by a coterie of ex-High Tory r adicals, foreign emigres, 

disaffected artists and intellectuals and socially conscious middle class 

54. Indeed, Perlman has pointed out tha t old uni onism began to lose 
f avour among working men by its failure to advance protective · 
l egislation: cf. Theor y of t he Labour l·~ovement, 133-34. 

55. Poirier, AdVent of t he Labour Par t y , 14-15. 
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men and \'Iomen; and only towards the end of the decade did the aspirations 

of the workers themselves find expression in New Unionism and the move-

ment to secure independent labour representation. These groups variously 

coalesced in the early 1880s to form the Social Democratic Federation 

(S.D.F.) and the Fabian Society. It would be instructive at this point 

to situate the socialism of these organisations in relati.on to the. 

structure of late V:tctorian society and i ts characteristic ideological 

forms. 

The history of the S.D.F. - a veritable catalogue of sectarian 

feuds and schisms, revolutionary ideals and dogmatic intransigence, an l 

wild fluctuations in membership and activity - need not be repeated 

here. 56 Yet, in spite of what appears an indifferent record, its 

importance should not be underestimated. The activists of the Federation 

carried out, lnvaluable work in preparing the ground for the upsurge of 

unskilled unionism and the cause of independent labour representat ion in 

the late 1880s and 1890s, and in pioneering the socialist doctrine 

generally when the weight of established opinion was at best indifferent 

and, most usually, overtly hostile to its reception. The S.D.F. provided 

an entree into the ... /orld of labour politics and a training school for 

a succession of the mos t giftE:d leaders of the movement: Tom Hann, John 

Burns, Hill Thorn, J. B uce Glasier, George Lansbury and even Ramsay 

HacDonald and Ernest Bevin. If ~t helped to introduce l1arxist political 

t hought to this country, it is perhaps because of t his tha t many 

historians of the labour movement have declared the S.D.F. to have been 

56. See further, H. E. Lee and E. Archbold, Social Democr acy in Britain 
(S.D. F. London 1935); c. Tsuzuki's biogr aphy of Hyndman , 
H. "~yndman and British Sociali sm (Oxford 1961) has much detail 
concerning the S. D.F. Palu Thompsen, Socialis t s , Liber al s and 
Lab~ur: The StrugGl e for London 1885-1914 (London 1967) chs . 6, 9. 



an organisation on the fringes of mainstream British thought and politics. 57 

This claim warrants some attention, for the Federation was perhaps more 

of a product of specifically British conditions than is often thought. 

At first sight, there would appear to be sound evidence for this 

particular interpretation. On the whole, the S.D.F. failed to establish 

any rooted working class support, and its version of Marxian socialism 

held but sca'lt appeal for most "'/orking men and women. The Federation's 

pretentions to doctrinal purity, its vituperative attacks upon Parliamentary 

collusion and resolute insistence upon the primacy of the class war, its 

materialism and atheism and, above all, it~ iritemperate rejection of 

trade union strugg~es, amused a few and certainly incensed most workers. 

"The average British worker", P. P. PoiriE"1"' has remarked, "anti-

revolutionary and conservative in temper, found much of the dour, dogrn~tic 

teaching of the S.D.F. incomprehensible, or was repelled by its anti-

religious bias." 58 Again, the particular version of r1arxism espoused 

by the S.D.F. leaders was rigidly doctrinaire and mechanistic, lacking 

any sense of "critique" which might have made its Marxism into a living 

doctrine 'rather than a seemingly closed and finished system. 59 Engel~ 
ViaS not alone in charging the S.D.F. \'Ii th having ossified Harxist theory 

into a stale and sterile dogma. 60 This was due in part, as Henry Collins 

has shown, to the paucity of ~iarx t sown writings at that 1;ime available 

t ' ak' 'al' t· 61 B t t d' t th' t o Engl~sh spe ~ng soc~ ~s s. u one canno ~scoun e ~mpor ance 

57. See in particular Godfrey Elton, England Arise: A Study of the 
pioneering Days of the Labour t<ovenient (London 1931) 73-101; Poirier, 
'l'he A.dvent of the Lab our Party, 24; Henry Pelling, The Origins of the 
Labour Party 1880-1900 (Oxford 1965) e.g. 41. 

58. Poirier, Advent of the Labour Party, 24-5. 
59. Henry Collins, "The Harxism of the Social Democratic Federatio~", in 

Asa Briggs and John Saville, eds., Essays in Labour History, ii 
(LonUon 1971) 47-50. 

60. Engels to Sorge (1894) in Karl Narx arid Frederick Engels, On Britain 
(Hoscow 1953) 536. 

61. Collins, "The Harxism of the S.D.F.", 52. 
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of H. H. Hyndman's O'vln personality and style of political leadership, 

for his obstina.te character and vacillating policies were further factors 

weakening the organisation and rendering it unacceptable to politically 

minded men and women in the country at large. 62 

Generally speaking, then, historians have found good cause to agree 

'vfith Godfrey Elton to the effect that S.D.F. t .. :arxism was a, foreign . 

imposition - in all essentials alien to aa tive British thought and political 

tactics. Hore sympathetically inclined scholars have emphasised the 

obstacles to revolutionary socialism which the prior existence of a 

moderate and liberal flavoured trade union movement presented. 63 In 

a number of very important respects, however, these interpretations 

demand qualification: if its revolutionary aspirations \vere blunted by 

the corporate claims of trade unionism, the socialism of the S.D.F. was 

nevertheles~ profoundly intertwined with the conditions of British society 

and affined at all points to its major structural and ideological 

interstices. 

Particularly germanb in this respect was the failure of the S.D.F. 

to attract native middle class intellectuals in any quantity, who might-

have brought committed, but critical minds to the task of elaborating 

Harxist theory. 64 In many Continental countries, it fell to intellectuals 

of bourgeois origin to join the ranks of the working class and develop 

Marxist theory and politics. In inritain, v/here the intelligensia vias 

62. See, for instance, Eric Hobsbawn, "Hyndman and the S.D.F." in 
Labouring Hen, 233ff. 

63. Cole and postgate, The British Common People, .421; Collins, "Harnsm 
of the S.D.F.", 69. 

64. Collins, "Harxism of the S.D. F.", 69; Hobsbawn, "Hyndman and the 
S. D • F. ", 234. -

( 
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socially \.,.edded to and often quite indistinguishable from the higher 

social strata, there was no evidence of that i mpr essive, albeit temporary, 

flow of disaffected young intellectuals to the call of Social Democracy -

Croce and his contemporaries in Italy, the young Sombart, Lucien Herr, 

Jean J aures, the Austro-Marxist school of Viennese intellectuals and, 

at a later date, Hilferding and Rosa Luxemburg in Germany. By 1890 in 

Germany, l1arxism was unpar alleled in intellectual ascendancy, whereas at 

home it languished, obfusca ted r a t her than clarified by pedestrian minds. 

The i mportance of this f act for British l·;arxi sm cannot be over emphasised. 

The S.D.F. lacked above all that social perspective peculiarly the 

property of an autonomous and socially unattached intelligensia and which 

ha G proved elsewhere so propitious to the development of indigenous 

revolutionary t actics. 

Those intellectUals a ttracted t .o Social Democracy ill t his country, 

like l,./illiam Morris and the t alented artist ',valter Crane , carried \.,.ith 

them the heritage of Victorian Romanticism often underpinned by their 

early flirt ation with liberal-radical politics. This l atter contention 

goes equally for the bulk of the Federa tion's membership . H. :,01 . Lee, 

for nearly fifty years an activist in the S.D.F., recalled tha t he had 

been " ••• content, in my ovm small way, with the Liberal Party, until the 

coercion Act of 1881 turned me bitterly agains t Gladstone ar.d I drifted 

into republicanism ••• " Before joining the S.D.F., J ames Macdonald had 

been "a very great admirer of Hr. Gladstone", whilst Tom Mann has r ecounted 

hOt.,. his i mbibing of the usual round of r adical concerns - ?':althusianism, 

co-oper ation, l and reform and birth control - led him on to embrace the 

SOCialist cause. 65 For a good many socialists of t he 1880s and ' 90s , 

-------
• H. VI . Lee, James Macdonald and Tom Hann in H O\'1 I Became a s ocialist 

(1 896), cited by Eric J . Hobsbawn, ed ., Labourls Turning POint 
(London 1948 ) 32-3, 35-6. 
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the bourgeois radicalism of Henry George's Progress and Poverty was a 

formative influence. 

It would be a grave error indeed to assume that the socialism of 

the S.D.F. was nothing more than liberal-radicalism writ large, for both 

Morris and Crane - and indeed all the socialists cited above - moved 

well beyond the bounds sanctioned by traditional radical politics. It 

is, hO\'1ever, the heritage of liberal raC!i~alism - which, as has been 

emphasised, was the traditional "left" expression of the mid- and late-

Victorian social structure - tha t gave the S.D. F. its peculiarly ambiguous 

character. Uncommitted to total revolution yet ~nconvinced by reformist 

demands, the S.D.F. wavered between heady socialist milenial aspirations 

66 and a more sober and limited set of demands. Beneath a veneer of 

Marxist phraseology, S.D.F. activists worked d~dicatedly and sincerel~ 

for a variety of immediate "palliatives": the progr'amme of the Federation 

included the demand for better housing , free, secular education and the 

abolition of child labour; a mandatory eight hour day, direct taxation 

and the extension of state and municipal mmership; various welfare 

67 
and pension provisions, Church disestablishment, and SO on. All 

these were very similar to the policies advocated by the "practical" 

socialists of the Fabian Society or the Independent Labour Party (LL.P.) 

in the 1890s. In addition, the S.D.F. took seriously both Parliamentary 

democracy and the possibility of using it to advance social reform. 

Hyndman, for instance, was insistent that even non-soci'alist governments 

were liable to be compelled, by the sheer "pressure of current events", 

68 to enact increasingly collectivist-type measures. 

66. Max Beer, History of British Socialism, ii (London 1953) 268-69_ 

67. Beer, History of British Socialism , 267-8; the revised (1903) pro
gr amme of the S.D.F. is to be found in R. C. K. Ensor, Eodern 
Socialism (London 1904) 350-55. 

68. H. N. Hyndman, Commercial Crises of the Nineteenth Century (1892: 
London 1932 ed.) 9. 

---
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Throughoutits existence, the S.D.F. vacilla ted in its relations ' 

\'lith the I.L.P. and, later, the Labour Representation Committee (L.R.C.) 

At times anxious to effect a policy of "socialist unity", at others it 

was downright condemnatory, scathing about the class collaborationist 

character of British Parliamentary socialism. 69 Yet, when the feverish 

revolutionary atmosphere of the 1880s had subsided, Hyndman and the 
I 

"right" of the S.D.F. began to move towards a more practical and moderate 

policy, uneasily reconciling their belief in "the final c::'ash" with the 

need for "stepping stones" to socialis.ll. If the Hyndmanite f action dre\o/ 

closer towarr!; "practical socialism" - although never able to fully 

identify \>ri th it - significantly enough the "left" of the Federation 

did not stann, for a more far reaching !1arxian socialism, but was rather 

70 an anarchist/"imposibilist" fringe, often represented by foreign emigres. 

Indeed, the interesting thing about the S D.F. - particularly its 

provincial membership 71 _ \'las the extent to which activists identified 

themselves and v/ere prepared to co-operate with the more moderate 

socialist organisations. 

stripped of its more dogmatic assertions, therefore, the main body 

of S.D.F. socialism subscribed to an immediate progr amme very similar to 

that of the other socialist organisations. In all essentials, their 

".'Palliatives" grew out of that collectivist form of liberal radicalism 

common to the whole socialist movement. certainly, some of the leaders 

of the S.D.F., notably Harry Quelch and Hyndman himself (whose natural ' 

69. TsuzuY~, Hyndman and British SOCialism, 85-6, 100-103, 135, 166ff; 
Poirie,r, ~ \dvent of t he Labour Party , 27. 

70. Tsuzuki, ibid., 136-7; see further, idem., "The Impossibilist Revolt 
in Britai~International Review of SoCIal History, I (1956) 377-97. 

71. The ·provincial branches of the Feder a tion had a "'fide degree of 
(:l,utonomy from the cent r al London l eadership : <ef . Hobsbawn , "Hyndman 
a~d the SD~I, 235: The S. D.F. branches i n Lancashire will be 
examined below. (Chapt er 9) 
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sympathies had always been more ..,Ii th the Tories 72), virulently condemned 
.. 

t he Liberal Party and favoured t hat, faux ~ mieux, S.D. F. members vote 

f C t o ,od t ° al d ° ° al 1 to 73 or onserva lve canal a es ln gener an mUnlClp e ec lons. But 

this attitude was the exception to the rule and, in pr &ctice, S.D.F.'ers 

shO\'ied a penchant for supporting Liberal r adicals whenever socialists 

were not in the running; certainly, when S.D.F. members contested such 
I . 

elections, as they frequently did, their n:d.nifesto:3 often read like those 

of the advanced radicals. 74 

Unable, therefore, to achieve that sense of intellectual detachment 

which the elaboration of a truly original Marxist politics suited to the 

conditions of British society demanded, the socialism of the S.D.F. instead 

fitted neatly into the major currents of late nineteenth century political 

thought. If superficially obscured by i t.s adherence to a rigid and 

labourered version of Xarxism, it is in th:i.s respect -that the S.D.F. is 

r&ther closer to late-Victorian politics and society than is often assumed. 

In 1884, the year in which the S.D.F. first decla~ed itself an 

explicitly socialist organisation, a party was formed \ihose influence _ 

in the long term far outran that of the Federation or the Socialist 

League, its anarchist inclined off-shoot: this .."as the Fabian Society. 

There is so~e confusion surrounding the role of the Fabians and their 

importance in the British socialist .tradition. In his account of the 

Society published in 1916, Ed\iard Pease suggested that, -"Its first achieve

ment ••• was to break the spell of Harxism in England ll , 75 and many 

72. H. M. Hyndman, Further Reminiscences (London 1912) 26. 

73. Tsuzuki, Hyndman and British Socialism, 109-10; Beer, Hi s tory of 
Briti sh Socialism, 269-71. 

4 

74. Poirier, Advent of t he Labo~~artl' 27. 

75. Edward Pease, llistory of the Fa~ian Society (London 1916) 237. 
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historians have indeed attributed to the Fabians a central role in the 
"' 

emergence of a reformist and gradualist Labour Party in Parliament. And 

thus, J. H. stewart Reid has argued that " ••• to a very large extent it 

was the Fabians who supplied the doctrine and philosophy of the new 

" 76 
Indpendent Labour Party after its founding at Bradford in 1893." 

A. L. Horton and George Tate suggest that Fabian socialism " ••• eventually 

became the foundation of the doctrine of the right wing leadership of 

the Labour Party", 77 whilst Tom Nairn }:las discerned " ••• the permanent 

hegemony of Fabianism, ideologically" within socialist thought in this 

country. 78 This is almost certainly to overestimate the direct influence 

of Fabian socialism. If Fabianism and the socialism of the I.L.P. and, 

later, the l ;.:; bour Party bear more than a passing resemblance, it is because 

both reflected and articulated similar aspects of late-Victorian society 

and ideology. vlith the Fabians, however, these factors appear in 

particularly sharp form. 

By the mid-1880s, a distinctive Fabian brand of socialism had 

begun to. emerge. Little indication of this, however, was present in 

the Society I s early programme, which called merely for "the reorganisation 

of society by the emancipation of land and industrial capital from 

individual and class ownership, and the vesting of them in the community 

for the general benefit." 79 But soon the Fabians were to be found 

debating a constitutional and gradualist version of socialism. Discarding 

such phrases as "the abolition of the wage system" or appeals to absolute 

76. J". H. stewart Reid, The Origin of the British Labour Party (Minnesota 
1955)56-9. 

77. Horton and Tate, The British Labour Hovement, 173. 

78. Nairn, "Nature of the Labour Party", 47~ 

79. See Beer, History of British Social~sm, 286-7 for early Fabian policy_ 
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equality of remuneration, hours of labour or status in society, they 

argued for a reconstruction of society through its own democratic polity 

d . l' t't t' 80 1 'd t h al t an soc~a ~ns ~ u ~ons. A ongs~ e eir gradu is interpretation 

of socialism, an economic doctrine was evolving in the 'eighties. 

Both Shaw and Webb had read }1arx's Capital in French transl ation, but 

they had been more convinced by the Jevonian theory of marginal ~tility 

espoused by Philip Wicksteed than by Harx's labour theory of value, 

whilst Hebb had remained a disciple of John Stuart Mill. 81 " " Their 

eclectic attitude towards the Harxian doctrine is evident in Shaw's 

8 ~ review (18 7) of the first English transla tion of Capital: 

••• the average }!arxi te never underRtands rent, and confuses 
employers with capitalists and profits with interest ••• For 
Narx ••• treats of labour without reference to varia tions of 
sldll between its parts; of raw material with reference to 
varia tions of fertility; and of the difference between the 
prodl-let of labour and the price (wage) of labour power, as 
"surplus value", without refere"nce to i ts subdivision into 
rent, interest and profits. 

These two concerns - evolutionary socialism and the theory of rent 

form the ' core of Fabian doctrine as it was presented in Fabian Essays 

in 1889. There can be no doubt that Webb, Shaw and Hallas considered 

the t heory of rent to have been a great contribution to socialist thought 

and, in later years, Sidney and Beatrice Vlebb were to refer to it as 

the essential cornerstone of any collectivist economy. 83 The theory 

80. For the evolution of Fabian doctrine in the 1880s, see Pelling, 
Origin of the Labour Party, 35ff; l·;argaret Cole, The s tory of Fabian 
Socib.lism (London 1961) 17-25. 

81. Bernard Shaw, "Memoranda by Bernard Sha\'1", appendix to Pease, Hi s tory 
of Fabi an Society , 258-62; A. H. McBriar , Fabian Socialism and " 
·nglish Politics 1834-1918 (Cambridge 1966) 29-36. 

82. Cited by Henry Pelling, ed., The Challenge of Socialism (London 
1954) 163. , 

83. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 162; for the importance of their 
economic doctr ine , see furthe r Sidney \-Jebb, "Introduction to t he 
1920 Reprint", in Asa Briggs, ed., Fabian ~ssays (London 1962 ) 271. 
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of rent conce!'!lS t he addi tionc;.l pr oduct over and above lleco!lon:i c wages" , 

L e. t he mi ni r;;um subsis te nce wage on "the r.:ar gi n of culti vation", without 

any elea:e nt of skill or capi tal : 84 t his surplus comprises four e l ements: 

i. !l2conomic r ent" - t he extr a product due to advantage 
of site. 

ii. "Rent of abi l i ty" - t he extra produc t accruing fr om 
superior skill or ability. 

iii. HEconomic interest" - t he extra product due to the 
use 0f mor e or superi or qual i ty capi t al. 

i v. IIRent of oppor tunity" -.. or "profi t s ll - due to 
"adventi t ious advant age". 

Tnough skilled 'vlOrkers may lay claim to a portion of the st~ "r ents", t he 

feature of capitali s t socie t y , a ccor ding t o Shaw, is t ha t t he nain par t 

is appropria ted by the O\·mers of t he means of producti on. Clearly, 

Shavi and v:ebb had ext ended t he Ri cardi an theory of r ent i n such a way 

as to e~brace t he re turn of f act or s of pr oduction other t han l and, and 

i n this wanner to i mprove upon t he "single ca t egory" garx c3.11ed surplus-

value. 85 IIRentll became for t he Fabi ans t he out s t andi ng form of 

unearned i nct'ement , but i t remai ned on t he \'lhol~ a vague and ill-f ormulated 

doctrine . t·:crely by substituting publ ic f or pr i va t e mmershi p of 

proper ty , Sha\! believed tha t t he surplus " ••• can be added dir ectly to 

the i nco e of the workers by simpl y discontimti ng its exaction f rom t hem •• • 

The economic problem of socialism i s thus solved . 1I 86 

I f the t teory of r ent 'vIas a rebuf f t o ·:arxi sm, so t oo vias the 

Fc.bian's r epudi a t ion of t he class war and t heir unabashed appeal s t o t he 

84. Ma c3riar , Fabi an Socialism and ~ngli sh Folit i cs , 37-8; Bernard 
Sha i , ttEco O~iC fl , i n :?abi an Essa, s , ·35- 61. 

85. Shaw , "Economi c", 59, f n. 1. , 
86 . i bid ., 56-9 . 
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middle class to initiate socialist change. 87 But it was primarily in 

their conception of evolutionary socialism that Marxian socialism was 

most strikingly confronted. Several of the contributors to Fabian 

Essnys gave an account of the evolution of capitalism into socialism 

which came to be spoken of in later years as "the inevitability of 

gradualness". The following passage from Webb's essay is instructive: 

88 socialists, l,~ argued, 

••• are only advocating the conscious adoption of a principle 
of social organisation which the world has already found to 
be the inevitable outcome of Democracy and the Industrial 
Revolution. 

This theory " ••• is but the conscious and explicit assertion of principles 

of social organisation which have been already in great part unconscio\~sly 

adopted." 89 For Webb, William Clarke and Annie Besant, the nineteenth 

centurJ presented " ••• and almost continuous record of the progress of 

socialism", an inexora.ble zeitgeiste to which even the opponents of 

socialism could not but succumb. These social tendencies, 1I ••• proceeding 

silently .. every dayll, were, according to Clarke, " ••• practically 

independent of our individual desires or prejudices." 90 

For Webb, "the extent to which our unconscious socialism has already 

proceeded" was advertised by the vast increase in the scope of central 

government and municipal intervention in economic and social life. He 

noted with undisguised enthusiasm 'the progress of "municipal socialism": 

"Any number of Local Improvement Acts, Drainage Acts, Truck Acts, Mines 

87. See further, "Fabians and the l"dddle Class", from The Report on 
Fabian Polic~ (1896), cited by Hobsbawn, Labour' s Turning Point, 58; 
Bernard Shaw, "Sixty Years of Fa.bianism", Fabian Essays , 295; 
MacBriar, Fabian Socialism and Engl ish Politics , 66-7; Elton 
Engl and Ari se, 94. 

88. 
j 

Sidney Webb, "Historic", in Fabian Es says, 64. 
~., 62. 

90. Clarke, "IndUstrial", in ~., 9L~-134. 
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Regulations Acts, Factory Acts, Public Health Acts, Adulteration Acts, 

Insofar, then, as the progress of socialism 

was held to be contingent upon the growth of state activity, it became 

for the Fabians primarily a doctrine of collectivism. In \vebb's hands, 

socialism might become an unassuaged eulogy to the "collective social 

organism": 92 

••• we must take even more care to improve the social organism 
of which we form part, than to perfect our own individual 
developments. Or rather, the perfect and fitting development 
of each individual is not necessarily the utmost and highest 
cultivation of his own personality, but the filling, in the 
best possible way, of his humble function in the great social 
machind. 

But the doctrine of collectivism fanned out for the Fabians to embrace 

not only municipal socialism but, in ad~~tion, .the broader concept of a 

"national minimwn" standard of life for all members of the community. 93 

Though the Fabians held to the inevitability of these tendencies 

in society they had high hopes of political democracy and, initially at 

least, believed that parliament held out the possibili~y for further 
. 4 

advance in a socialist direction. 9 Socialism, then, was identified~ . 

with collective control and planning under the auspices of a democratic 

Parliament. Fabian thought brought together in a single doctrine, as 

G. D. H. Cole has observed, 95 

91. ~., 78. 

92. ibid., 90; 
Tradition: 

see further on this point, Alexandre Gray, The Socialist 
Noses to Lenin (London 1963) 395. 

93. For the concept of the "national minimum", see Webb, Industrial 
Democrac~, and H. W. Macrosty, State Arbitration and the Living Wage, 
Fabian Tract 83 (1897): HacBriar, Fabian Socialism and English 
Politics, 107-8 for its relation to Fabian. collectivism. 

94. MacBriar, Fabian Socialism arld English Politics, 75-7. 
I 

95. a. D. 11. Cole, A History of Socialist Thought - iii (pt. 1) 
(London 1967) 1l5. 
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••• the political tendency towards the control of society by 
a government responsible to a democratic electorate, and the 
economic tendency towards the centralised planning of pro
duction, distribution and exchange. 

It is often suggested that in later years Shaw and the Webbs came to 

emphasise primarily the rule of experto: 96 it is true that Sidney and 

Beatrice Webb were wont to stress more than their colleagues the ' ''planning, 

neatness, effiCiency, economy and hygiene" of the social orga.nism but 

not, it should be noted, to the extent of overlooking' the claims ot 

liberty. 97 

In their political activities, the middle class Fabians were 

decidedly ambiguous. On the question of an independent working class 

party, they changed course on a number of occasions. Throughout the 

18805 and, until about 1893, the Fabian Society seemed hostile to the 

idea and pli:lc'~d greater emphasis upon their own policy of "permeation", 

a tactic which flowed naturally from their belief that socialism was 

the rising force in society. Intent upon shifting the established 

channels .of political opinion further in a socialist direction, the 

Fabians were prepared to work in concert with Radical organisations and' 

individuals, a form of alliance for which the Progressive Party in the 

new London County Council was the prototype. Leading Fabians, such as 

Webb, Shaw and Wallas, were closely connected with Liberal radical opinion 

in the Hetropolis, whilst a small section of the Society, headed by 

Hubert Bland, favoured permeating the Conservative Party. While some 

96. Cole has argued that "Shaw, fundamentally, did not care a button 
about democracy", History of Socialist Thought', 211; Bertrand Russell 
has also charged the Webbs with a contempt for democracy, The 
Autobiography of Bertrand Russell (London 1975) 74-6. 

97. Mac Bri ar , Fabian socialism and English Politics, 159-62. 
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of the Fabian leaders regarded permeation as merely a temporary expedient, 

the majority appear to have shared \vebb's attitude expressed in 1889 to 

the effect that, "This permeation is apparently destined to continue." 98 

steeped in the progressivism of the Metropolis, they showed little 

appreciatior. of the problems of socialists in the northern industrial 

centres, where Liberal radicals of the London type were a rarity and 

permeation an inappropriate tactic. 99 

In retrospect, Sidney Webb was to claim that from 1887 onward the 

Fabians were looking to a Labour Party to take over from the Liborals. 100 

In reality, no such change was discernabl~ until at least 1893 with the 

publication of Shaw and Webb's tract To Yours Tents, Oh Israel, which 

advocated an independent socialist party founded upon the trade unions. 

But the Fabians were unwilling to take the initiative in forming such a 

party. Shaw and de Mattos attended the founding conference of the I.~.P. 

in 1893 and were, by all accounts, anxious enough to see a Labour Party 

formed, but were pessimistic about this particular attempt which they 

101 
believed .to be premature. Though the Fabians were by no me~s 

hostile to the programme and tenor of the I.L.P., their relations with -' 

the new party remained cool. Around 1895, Shaw and Webb flirted with 

the idea that John Burns might lead a new socialist party and, after this 

102 date, their support for the I.L.P. cooled noticeably. Rather than 

98. Sidney Webb, Socialism in England (London 1889) 25. 
99. poirier, Advent of the Labour Party, 31. 

100. Poirier, .~., 30. 
101. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 114; Cole, stOry of Fabian 

Socialism, 43-4• 
102. See further, A. E. P. Duffy, "Differing Policies and Personal 

Rivalries in the Origins of the Independent Labour Party", Victorian 
Studies , VI (1962) 43-65; . Paul Adelman, The Ri se of the Labour 
Party 1880-1945 (London 1972) 23. 
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looking to a Labour Party, Webb and Pease, George Bernard Shaw and Wallas, 
., 

and indeed the majority of the Fabian hierarchy, continued to hold out 

hopes for the Liberal Party. With the formation of the L.R.C. in 1900, 

only Edward Pease deigned to represent the Fabians on the Executive 

Committee of the new organisation: for a number of years after 1900 the 

Society, 103 

••• did not greatly conCern itself with the Labour Party 
••• mycolleagues of the Fabian Society as a whole showed 
little interest in the new body. . In a sense it was not 
in our line ••• Ther efore for a good while, we remained in 
a position of benevolent passivity. 

Among individual Fabians, opposition to an independent working class 

party was st~ong. Beatrice Webb, for instance, was never able to 

reconcile herself to this eventuality and rarely sought to disguise her 

strong dislike for both Keir Hardie and the I.L.P. 104 Clearly, the 

direct impact of the Fabian SOCiety upon the Labour Party is less than 

was once common thought. According to Alan Mac Briar , tI ••• i t seems 

certain that the I.L.P. and the Labour Party would have come into existence 

without their assistance, which was for the most part equivocal and not 

105 very helpful." In all, the Fabian SOCiety does not appear to have 

taken the Labour Party seriously until Webb joined the Executive of the 

Party in 1914, and then only because there seemed to be no alternative. 

103. Pease, History of the Fabian Society, 150-51. 

104. Barbara Drake and Margaret Cole, eds., Beatrice Webb, Our 
partnership (London 1948) 110,117. 

105. For relations between the Fabians and the I.L.P., and later the 
Lljbour Party, see HacBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics, 
280-306, 307-345. 



If, then, one must discount the thesis which argues for the 

centrality of the Fabians to British socialism, it nevertheless seems 

clear that I.L.P. and Labour Party socialism was, in all essentials, 

closely ald.n to Fabian thought. And this is hardly surprising, as 

both streams of socialist opinion emerged within, and to some extent 

mirrored, a similar social and ideological environment. It would be 

instructive to locat.e Fabianism vdthin this social context for, in many 

respects, their socialism throws into sharp reflief themes which appeared 

in the 1890s with the growth of the independent labour representation 

movement. 

It is often suggested that Fabian socialism stands in a direct 

line of descent running from Bentham, Mill and the Philosophic Radicals, 

through John stuart Hill, to the Fabians themselves. There is indeed 

some indication of a kind of spiritual and intellectual kinship between 

the Utilitarians and the Fabians. Both groups saw the path to progress 

as lying through a reasoned and empirical critique of social institutions, 

educational prOvision and representative government. Both favoured 

rational scientific endeavour over political action and, abhorring 

! priori judgements, they relied upon a critical empiricism; both, 

moreover, advocated "infiltrating" established social and political 

institutions the better to guide them in a direction already discernable 

in their evolution. 106 Doctrinally, too, we may notice Beerts 

contention that, 107 

106. Mary Peter ~jack, "The Fabians and the Utilitarians", Journal of 
the History of Ideas, XVI (1955) 76-88. 

107. Beer, History of British socialism, 281; Shaw has noted that 
" ••• it is probably due to Webb more than to any other disciple 
that it is now generally known that 1·1ill died a socialist.": 
"pn the History of Fabian Economics", appendix to Pease, History 
of the Fabian SOCiety-, 259. 
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Webb stands on the shoulders of J. S. Y~ll. He is the 
direct mental descendant of the last great Utilitarian. 
He has taken on the work of socialism where Kill left it _ 
namely, half-way bet\.,teen individualism and social reform, 
and carried it a good distance further. 

The theory of rent represents a continuation of the work of Mill and 

the land reformers of the 1870s and '80s, extended by Shaw and Webb to 

the sphere of moveable capital and who, ~n widening the scope of rent 

exactions, merged this essentially liberal theory with the collectivist 

demand of vesting both landed and industrial property in public hands. 

Finally, William Irvine has detected in the Webbs' Constitution for the 

Socialist Commonwealth of Great Britain (1920), " ••• Mill's l ast version 

of the future brought into the sharp fOCIlS of a carefully elaborated 

practical detail ••• the integration of the socialistic within the 

Benthamite state." 108 

Most of the prominent Fabians had been firmly within the Liberal 

r adical camp before joining the Society, and the notion that the Fabiaas 

were the heirs to the radical tradition has also found support in two 

recent 'histories of the SOCiety. Alan MacBriar has argued that English 

liberalism - as transmuted through J. S. Mill - was the major strand of 

thought feeding into Fabian doctrine, crucially shaping its reaction to 

Marxist socialism. 109 Similarly, Willard Wolfe has professed to detect 

in the 18808 the continuity of radical themes in Fabian political thought, 

which they helped to transmit to the twentieth century Labour Party. 

That J. S. Mill blazed a trail which Webb and otherswould self-consciously 

108. \villiam Irvine, "Shaw. the Fabians, and the utilitarians", Journal 
of the History of Ideas, VIII (1947) 225-26. 

109. MacBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics , 7-8; the liberal 
inheritance of Fabiani sm has been particularly stressed by those 
or a later generation in the Society: see, for instance, C. Atlee, 
The Labour Party in Perspective (London 1937) 21, 26, 34. 



follow is the linch-pin of Wolfe's argument. Although he admits of 

other influences, notably Comte and his English disciples, Webb is held 

to have entered the 18806 as an orthodox political radical in the mould 

of John Morley ~~d J. S. Mill - individualistic, earnest and socially 

highminded. Graham Wallas, sydney Olivier and Annie Besant and William 

Clarke serve briefly as further illustrations of "the transition from 

advanced R(;I.clicalism of the Ydlli te variety to Socialism in the Fabian 

110 sense." 

Can one accept, therefore, that Fabian socialism was but old 
. 

radicalism writ large? Substantial qual~f.ication would surely be 

required, for it seems difficult to square Fabian collectivism and their 

stringent etatisma with the traditional i~dividualistic radical legacy. 

Shaw and Webb, and indeed most of the prominent Fabians, were virulently 

hostile to the "traditional radicalism" of the Cobden, Bright, Gladstcl1e 
, 

and Horely variety, with its resolutely anti-collectivist stress upon 

laisGez-faire and "do-nothingism". Again, they countered the free trade 

and internationalist predilections of the Liberals with their own version 

of Empire: Shaw's compromise tract, Fabianism and the Empire (1900) t . 

embraced "a lofty and public-spirited imperialism", and pleaded for 

':the effective social organisation of the whole Empire and its rescue 

from the strife of classes and private interests." 111 It was in this 

spirit that the Fabians were able to make common cause with the Liberal 

Imperialists, particularly as Rosebery's programme of "national. efficiency" 

seemed to all intents and purposes akin to their own "national. minimum". 

110. Willard Wolfe, From Radicalism to socialism: Men and Ideas in the 
Formation of Fabian Socialis t Doctrine 1881-1889 (Hew Haven and 
London 1975) • 

. 111. S~mmell, Imperialism and Social Reform, 71. 
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Insofar, therefore, as the Fabians took over liberal radical 

concerns, it was to the extent that they could draw out the collectivist 

implications. Hobsbawn clearly overstates his case in arguing that 

their advocacy of collectivism and concomitant rejection of laissez-faire 

pushed them well outside the Liberal tradition: " ••• their lack of contact 

with, and indeed hostility to, the liberal-radical tradition", he suggests, 
I 

11~ "isolated them from the bulk of British ~e!t-wing intellectuals." 

But Fabian doctrine was not so much a rejection of liberal ideology -but 

more a revamping of it in a collectivist direction - aligned, in fact, 

with the broader movement they professed to detect in society at large. 

To this must be added the influence of Comte and the "Prussian model". 

Like the Bismarokian collectivist R. B. Haldane, one of Rosebery's 

strongest supporters in the Liberal Imperialist. camp, Webb was moved to 

wax eloquent about the "superior efficiency" of the j'German social. 

organism". 113 If the influence of liberal ideology is discernable in 

Fabian thought, it is surely not liberalism pure and simple but rather 

its collectivist elements which vlere expressed and proragated by most 

of the prominent Fabians • 

Godfrey Elton has usefully characterised Fabianism as "the move 

towards native tactics" in the evolution of the British labour movement. 

The Fabians recognised that collectivist sentiments were It ubi qui tousl.y 

in the air" and, as Webb pointed ou:t in the Report on Fabian Policy .in 

1896, 114 

112. Eric Hobsbawn, "The Fabians Reconsidered" in Labouring Men, 253. 

113. Fabian Essays, 90; Haldane, of course, who has stUdied at G~ttingen, 
had a penchant for obscuring practical politics with German 
metaphysical srudition. 

114. Cited by Elton, England Arise, 111. . . 



Almost all organisati ons and movements contain elements 
making for socialism, no matter how remote the sympathies 
and intentions of their founders may be from those of the 
socialists. 

Some comments on the social composition of the Fabian Society might help 

explain this adherence to a native radical collectivist doctrine which, 

Whilst clearly liberal in Origin, took them beyond the simply non-laissez-

faire aspects of liberal ideology. The Society was overwhelmingly and 

salf-consciously non-proletarian. It aimed, in George Bernard Shaw's 

words, to make socialism tt ••• a constitutional movement in which the most 

respectable citizens and families may enlist, without forfeiting the 

least scrap of -cheir social or spiritual standing. 1I 115 It seems likely 

that the number of actual workingmen among the ranks of Fabians never 

exceeded 10%. 116 If in the provinces Fabian branches were more 

obViously w~rking class, 117 both the leadership and membership of the 

London Society were mostly of middle class origin and social background, 

and few conscious efforts were made to rectify this imbalance. 

The middle class membership of the SOCiety falls into two broad 

118 -categories. Among the first group were members of the traditional 

middle classes - professional people and men in business or commerce, 

---

doctors, clergymen, and those from the world of the arts - who for one 

reason or another had, like Beatrice Webb, developed a sense of social 

115. Bernard Shaw, "Sixty Years of Fabianism", Fabian Essays, 295. 

116. Hobsbawn, "Fabians Reconsidered", 257; Pelling, Origins of the 
Labour Party, 35. 

117. Pease, History of the Fabian Societl' 102. . . 

118. For further detail, see Hobsbawu, "Fabians Reconsidered", 257. 
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conscience which impelled them to rebel against their upbringings. 119 

But the second group was larger and altogether more interesting. They 

may be loosely termed "self-made professionals", comprising \</I'iters and 

journalists (Shaw and Bland), civil servants (Webb), university teachers 

(Wallas) and artists, school teachers and new professionals, as well as 

the professional organisers and politicians who may be regarded as white 

collar workers risen from the ranks. Tr •. 'ly included also a good number 

of the "new women" of the late nineteenth century, maldng their own 'way 
. 120 

in the world as writers, teachers or typists. 

This latter group was, as Dymitri Myrski termed it, the new "democratic 

intelligensia", more progressive than the established intelligensia and 

brought into prominence by the social ana educational reforms of the lat 

121 nineteenth century. They were not 01' the established middle class 

but, as Shaw and Webb often referred to themselves, an "intellectUal 

proletariat", the "literary proletariat", a black-coated or "professional 

proletariat" 122 _ men and ~omen in new or recently crea.ted occupations 

making their appearance i~ Victorian society, but standing to some extent 

outside the traditional matrices of the social structure. This group _ 

lacked the social integration of the old professional classes and was not, 

by and large, functionally related in any way to the process of capitalist 

production. It could, therefore, project the belief that it was "above" 

social classes - in some sense tangential to society at large - and 

119. For Beatrice Webb's upbringing and arrival at social inVestigation, 
see My Apprenticeship (Harmondsworth 1971). 

120. Hobsbawn "Fabians Reconsidered", 257; on the "new women" in lattt 
Victorian society, see R. Altick, Victorian People and Ideas 
(London 1973) 58-9. . 

121. D. Hirsky, The Intelligensia of Great Britain (London 1935) 45ft. 
122. G. Bernard Shaw, The Fabian SOCiety, Fabian Tract 41 (1892) 26-8; 

v/ebb, Socialism in Engl and, 37. 



Fabian socialism was usually spoken of by its propagandists as being in 

the interests of "the community as a whole". We have noticed that the 

doctrine of class conflict plays no part in the Fabian conception of 

socialism; rather, the emphasis is "national" - "national minimum", 

"national efficiency", social planning, and so on. 

In sum, the Fabians saw themselves ao rational social investigators 

and engineers, unencumbered by the baggLi¥e of class prejudice. They 

were trained, impartial scientific administrators and experts, who had 

created an alternative morality to that of the profit motive. Instead, 

the Fabians advocatej an ethic of public service and duty. This was 

surely the cornerstone of the Webbs' entire conception of socialism, with 

Its stress upon expertise; it is integral to the emphasis placed by 

Shaw upon merit and "superior brains"; and it underlies, of course, the 

wholo n t ion of a rent of ability. 123 A doctrine 'of collectivism suited 

the requirements of this social group, above all else in the role it ascribed 

to those of middling origin in bringing about socialism through its own 

impartial expertise. In short, the particular social composition of 

Fabianism was admirably suited to developing further those co11ectivis~ 

currents in British society. They were a new social group, an elito . 

of intelligence and ability recruited from below whose "socialism" waD 

especially compatible with, and indeed expressive of, the conditions of 

post-1aissez-faire capitalism. Fabian doctrine reflects the inability -, 

and perhaps unwillingness - of the people for \~hom it spoke to find ·a 

place in the middle or upper reaches of late-Victorian society. . 

123· Bernard Shaw, Socialism and Superior Brains, Fabian Tract 146 
(1909). The Fabians were, in fact, the exemplars of Selig Perlman's' 
"efficiency intel1igensia": cf. Theory of the Labour Hovement, 
284-5, 291-99. 

t 
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Ultimately, however, the "revolt" of the middle class Fabians 

was cut short to the extent that they turned inwards upon their own 

rational and impartial expertise, rather than outwards to embrace the 

broader working class movement. There existed in Britain no traditional 

bonds forged between the intellectuals and the working class upon which 

they might have drawn. But the Fabians might claim to speak ~ the 

workers, l2!;.'t: medium of a far reaching collectivist conception of 

socialism. In sum, Fabian doctrine threw into striking relief the ' 

collectivist currents wi thin British ide'ologies, manifesting in particularly 

acute form the background to the movement fo~ independent labour represent

ation of the late 1880s and 1890s which would graft this native collectivism 

directly o~to the working clas8 movement •. 

7.3: The Background to the Labour partl: the Socialism of the I.L.P. 

With the growing movement among the "advanced" trade unionists of 

the late 1880s to secure independent labour representation, the appearanoe 

ot the Labour Unions and Clubs in the northern provinces and the formation 

of the I.L.P. in Bradford in 1893, there emerged that distinctive strahd 

of socialism which would feed into and provide the inspiration for the 

British Labour Party. The campaign for independent labour representation 

signals for the first time a link developing between the growing power 

. of the working class and the spreading collectivist ideas of late-Victorian . 

society. 124 Onto these tendencies were fused the interests of the 

trade unionis.ts, the values of Protestant Nonconformity and the soci81--· 

conservative tradition of John Ruskin and Carlyle, to form a uniquely 

British blend of socialism. The socialism of the I.L.P. was at once 

practical and idealistic; visionary, but yet firmly rooted in its· native 

124. Elton, Engl and Arise, 199-200. 
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soil. We may now turn to exaxine the I.L.P. and its philosophy and 

once more attempt to situate it in relation to the social structure of 

late-Victorian Britain and its characteristic ideological forms. 

The upsurge of unskilled unioniso in the late 1890s had its most 

lasting effects in the political sphere, where it had helped to push 

socialism and the demand for independent labour representation to the 

forefront of the \.;orking class movement. 125 The cause of labour 

representation was gaining an increasingly sympathetic hearing in the 

late 'eighties and early 'nineties in the industrial areas of northern 

England rather tran in the Metropolis, where the success of progressivism 

had obstructed the emergence of an independent working class movement. 

In London, the divisions within the working class wore sr~per than in 

the provinces. The old-fashioned craft unions which dominated the 

London 'rrades Council - printers and compositors, tailors, bookbinders 
I 

and cabinet-makers, and the like - had not been drastically affected by 

industrialisation, whilst large scale factory production was much more 

common in the north. It was, then, in Lancashire and the West Riding 

of Yorkshire,. and the north east of England and ""estern Scotland that 

the socialist gospel began to spread among textile operatives, dockers, 

shipbuilders, coal miners, engineers and similar groups of workers. Her~t 

the propaganda of the S.D.F. and local Fabian Societies had no am.~l 

impact upon the working class - and particularly upon the younger and 

more aggressive t r ade unionists .. and had done much to prepare the ground 

for socialism in the late 18806. It was, however, prim~i~ through 

the new local Labour Unions, Workingmen's Clubs and trade unions .. 

125. Pelling, Ori gins of the Labour Party, 90-98. , 
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supported by campaigning newspapers like Burgess' \vorkman's Times and 
... 

Blatchford's Clarion - that the new widespread socialist agitation was 

channelled. 126 

The I.L.P. thus came into existence owing but little affinity to 

the London socialists of the S.D.F. or the Fabian SOCiety. The organ-

isational structure of the new party, agreed upon at the inaugural 
I 

conference in the Bradford Labour Institu'~e, reflected its prOvincial 

rootings. It was decided that the local Labour Unions and I.L.P. -

Branches - which the national I.L.P. had, in fact, consolidated - would 

enjoy a considerable measure of autonomy whilst tile central executive 

body, the National Administrative Council, was left with little power 

of initiative in policy matters. This basic structure - a central 

executive with few powers and divisional counc~ls and local branches 

with wide freedom of movement - mirrored, of course~ the pre-existence 

of I.L.P. branches and the strength ~f northern provincialism. 127 

Moreover, it gave to the I.L~P. a distinctly local flavo'Jr. In Chapter 9 

we shall attempt to examine the nature of socialism an~ political life 

at the local branch level in Lancashire; for the moment, however, we_. 

may concentrate upon the "national" programme and philosophy of the 

party. 

The ctated object of the I.L.P. as adopted at Bradford was frankly 

socialist - "the collective owners~p and control of the means of 

production, distribution and exchange" - although the Conference bad 

126. The local bacl~round to the emergence of the I.L.P. in the north 
has been eloquently evoked by Ed'tlard Thompson in his "Homage to 
Tom Haguire", in Briggs and Saville, eds., Essays in Labour History, 
276-316; for two local studies, see J. Reynolds and K. Laybourn, 
"The Emergence of the LL.P. in Bradford", International Review of 
social Hi story, XX (1975) 324-46 and A. W. Purdu'e, "Arthur 
Henderson and Liberal, Liberal-Labour and Labour Politics in the 
North-East of England", Northern History, XI (1975) 195-217. 

127 • . Robert Dowse, Left in the Centre: The I.L.P. 1893-1940 (London 
1966) 6. 
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prudently decided against calling itself a Socialist Party. A series 

of social and economic palliatives completed the programme, which in 

most respects differed little from that of the S.D.F. But one marked 

difference lay in the practical tenor of the I.L.P. Unlike the 

marxisant Federation, the socialism of the I.L.P. had been arrived at 

empirically and lacked any real theoretical basis. 

flexibilit~ uf doct:dne was a valuable ~v.3set to the new party. \vUling 
-

to back the whole range of trade union ameliorative demands, the · loL.P. 

neVer ran the risk of vitiating doctrinal purity and might happily 

concentrate upon forging an alliance with the trade unions: as Robert 

Dowse has remarked, 11 ••• the socialism of the loL.P. could accommodate, 

with only a little strain, temperance reform, Scottish nationalism, 

Methodism, Marxism, Fabian gradualism, and even a variety of Burkean 
. 

t ' I' 128 conserva loR!!:. Pragmatic, anti-theoretical and, above all, severely 

practical, I.L.P. socialism was admirably suited to appeal to, and rectify, 

the immediate conCerns of working men and women. From this perspective. 

it is the exemplar of "pl-actical socialism". 

The inaugural programme of the I.L.P. clearly placed social and~. 

economic demands over and above strictly political aims. The leaders 

of the party were ever wary of purely political issues and, impressed 

rather with emphasising social and economic questiOns, the programme 

included merely a general stateme~t to the effect that the I.L.P. was 

"in favour of every proposal for extending electoral rights and democrat-

129 iSing the system of government." For many years, I.L.P. leaders 

stressed that the democratic political means to effecting the sociali3t 

128. ~., 6. 

129. I '.L.P. Inaugural Conference Report (London 1893) 12. 

--
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ideal were in fact already available: 1}O 

Political freedom is obtained, the democratisation of 
our institutions is, if not complete, so nearly so ••• 
The franchise is but the key with which to unlock the 
gate that bars us from the wealth we have created. 
The vote is but the scythe with which to reap the Golden 
Harvest, the produce of our labour ••• 

Fundamental to the socialism of the I.L.P., therefore, was the belief 

that political reforma ought now to be extended into the economic sphere: 

"It seems likely that industry will have to undergo changes similar to 

those through which our political system has passed ••• Socialism will bring 

into the industrial world that same sense of freedom which we already 

experience in the political world." 131 

There were two ways in which this might be brought about. One 

was to "uring the question of socialism before the House of Commons" 132 

by contesting general elections and securing representation in the labour 

interest in Parliament. In 1895, however, the rush of enthusiasm which 

the formation of the I.L.P. had engendered 'was severely checked by the 

failure of the party to gain any seats in the election of that year, 

when 28 of its candidates had taken the field. But the second possibility 

open to the I.L.P. was to explcit the opportunities presented by the 

newly created machinery of local government and in the years between 1895 

and 1900 the I.L.P., faced with bleak electoral prospects, shored up the 

spirits of its adherents by focusing their energies and talents upon 

local politics. Local politics provided for these men and women the 

best opportunity for practical work and experience and, for the first 

130. Russell Smart, The I.L.P., Its Programme and Policy (London 1893), 4. 

131. I.L.P. "Platform pamphlets", No. 26, ~at is Socialism? (1901). ' 
( 

132. LL.P. "Platform Pamphlets"" No.2, Socialism in Parliament (1901). 
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time, attempts to secure municipal representation in the interests of 

the workers were put upon a systematic foundation in many towns, often 

linked to a comprehensive policy to extend municipal powers and services 

and to improve the pay and conditions of municipal employees. 

For small parties like the I.L.P., local government provided an 

area where its members might gain experience of administration and 

responsibDity. Often the various socialist bodies would co-operate 

closely with the town's Trades Council in contesting local elections so 

that Labour groups slo\-/ly became a permanent feature of many local 

councils. By 1897, the I.L.P. had managed t9 secure the election of 34 

representatives upon local Boards of Guardians and 51 upon the school 

Boards; they had 45 town councillors, 48 parish councillors and 24 seats 

upon Urban District Councils. In addition to these activities, I.L.P~ters 

acted as Borough Auditors in a number of areas and sat upon Burial Boards 

and Workhouse Visiting Committees. 133 Here the socialists were able 

to do much valuable work in improving municipal services - housing, 

education, health and sanitation, local employment relief and the like -

for those people for whom the services were intended. They brought 

socialism to local attention and were able to call upon the support and 

services of many working men and women who might otherwise have been 

passed over. 

I.L.P. socialism was practical socialism, therefore, in the sense 

that it stressed tangible and immediate reforms over doctrinaire 

pronouncements, but also in that it emphasised the viability and, indeed, 

the very obviousness of socialism. When challenged, I.L.P. propagandists 

would usually retort that the socialism they advocated could already be 

seen "working". Pointing to the large . and ever expanding range of 

133. Report of the Fifth Annual !cL.P. Conference (London 1897). 

" 
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municipal services and enterprises as examples of "working socialist 

insti tutions", I.L.P.' ers believed that the existence of municipal 

abbatoirs, transport, bands, allotments, museums and art galleries, 

canals, markets, warehouses, and a whole plethora of locally managed 

and maintained institutions, advertised that socialism was a "rising 

. 134 force", already firmly entrenched in society. Doctrinaires might 

dismiss this as "gas and water" socialism or as IOOTe social reformism, 

but many members of the I.L.P. were impressed. Even "public hop-· 

growing" - "the latest municipal experiment at Tunbridge ~lells" -

signalled fo~ an I.L.P. pamphlet " ••• the inevitability of municipal 

agriculture and socialism genel'ally." 135 Eschewing the revolutionary 

rhetoric of Hyndman and the S.D.F., the I.L.P. subscribed to an evolutionary 

and moderate conception of socialism in many respects akin to Fabian 

gradualism. 

A t one extreme, this belief in the "rising force" of socialism 

merged i mperceptibly with Fabian doctrine. I.L.P. leaders like Snowden 

and Ramsay MacDonald were by no means far removed from the spirit of 
. ' . 136 

Fabianism , as MacDonald himself made clear, 

The discovery which belongs to the British school of socialists 
is that the changing organi sm of society produces the fOl'c'es 
which make for ita own r e-adjustment ••• Thus, the duty of the 
socialist now is to select from the complexity of social move
ments those tending towards collective organisation and to 
marshall them for political purposes ••• 

134. See , for instance, I.L.P. "Platform Pamphlet", No.7, The AdVance 
of Socialism (1901). ' 

135. I.L.P. "Platform Pamphlet", No. 29, Municipal Agriculture (1901). 

136. J. Ramsay MacDonald, "Socialism and the Labour Party", The Socialist 
Review: A Monthly Review of Hodern Thought, I (1908) 17. 
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Far those socialists less closely tied to Fabianism, however, the 

collectivist tendencies in society were important but less consciously 

articulated. Certainly, most working class members of the I.L.P. were 

of the opinion that a socialist policy must embrace enhanced legislative 

enactment in favour of the working population and the trade unions; 

but they were less concerned to harness the "changing orf sm of society", 

than to realise socialism by independent political action. The I.L.P. 

roundly declared in 1895 its opposition to an "Alliance of any kind-with 

Liberal Plutocrats and Tory Aristocrats"', 137 and its activists saw 

that the support of ";he trad-~ unions for a broadly based "labour alliance" 

would be necessary for any policy of resolute political independence. 

A consistent theme in the work of -i;he I.L.P. throughout the 1890s 

was, indeed, the 'attempt to forge a labour alliance with the trade unions. 

This consideration had figured promine~lY in the minds of the delegates / . 

at the foundation conference when formulating the programme of the new 
, 138 . 

party and, -by 1898, Hardie was able to express as follows his belief 

in the direction in which the I.L.P. ought to be heading, 139 

\-lhat we should aim at is the Barne kind of working agreement 
nationally as already exists for municipal purposes in Glasgow. 
Trade unionists, socialists and co-operators each s elect their 
own candidates, a joint pr~gramme having been firs t agreed upon, 
and then the expense of the campaign is also borne jointly. 

It was with potential trade union support in mind that the I.L.P. concen-
I 

trated upon practical economic and social demands of obvious relevance 

to organised labour - the eight hour day, the 6d. minimum, unemployed 

relief, etc. "Practical socialism", then, was integral to the I.L.P.' s 

conception of socialism and t actically allied to their policy of courting 

the unions. 

137. I.L.P. Dir~ctory and Branch Returl~ (London 1895) 9. 

138. Pelling , Ori gin of the Labour Party, 118; POirier, Advent of the 
Labour Part1. , 51-2. 

139. LabourI,eader, 1 October, 1898. 
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There was, however, another side to I.L.P. socialism. Along with 

its stress upon "practical socialism" was to be found an ingrained 

utopianism, an often vague and sentimental appeal which embraced the 

far-off ideals of "brotherhood", "comradeship" and the like. The roots 

of this philosophy, which were diverse, usually culminated in an intense 

and heartfelt hatred of social injustice and inequality among I.L.P.'ers. 

Many activists had been profoundly infl\!cnced by the social conservative 

critics of the industrial order, notably John Ruskin and Thomas Carlyle, 

and with this merged the aesthetic poetry of Walt Whitman and the 

naturalistic philoso?hy of Ralph Waldo Emerson. Socialists like William 

Horris and Edward Carpenter had infused this backward looking vision with 

life and vitality in their own writings and had helped to graft its 

140 insights onto the working class movement. This tradition was not 

learnt second hand by socialists, but was rather an urgent and all-consuming 

faith: the most cursory examination of I.L.P. newspapers demonstrates 

that books by these social critics were widely read and discussed by 

branch activists. 

To sorne extent these ideas fused with the more rational and secular 

versions of a harmonious community which the Owenites and secularists 

141 had put about. But more often they were informed by a profound . 

and deeply felt religiosity. Many I.L.P.'ers had been brought up as 

members of Methodist and other Nonconformist chapels in the northern 

industrial regions and, whilst a number had renounced their erstwhile 

faith for the socialist gospel, they nevertheless clung tenaCiously onto 

140. For an eloquent defence of the contribution of Romanticism, and in 
particular that of William ~orris, to the socialist movement, see 
E. P. Thompson, "Romanticism, Moralism and utopianism: the Case 
of William Morris", New Left Review, 99 (1976) 83-109. 

141. stanley Pierson, Marxism and the Origins of British Socialism 
(London 1973) 39-55. 
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those beliefs they held to be genuinely religious - love, brotherhood, 

charity, justice. It was in these areas that the chapels counted for 

much in the formation of political and social opinion, as G. D. H. Cole 

. 142 
has noted: 

The ~hapels were centres of community living, as well as of 
religious worship and pOlitir; pocial loyalties. The indi
viduul or household that broe, away from chapel connection 
was 7~ry apt to feel lost an lonesome in a hostile world. 
Such outcasts - even if they were outcasts by their own act _ 
wanted a sense of 'belonging' and of comradeship in some small 
group enough for intimate personal relations. 

I.L.P. socialism prOvided just this sense of belonging, conferring upon 

the life of its adherents new meaning and overarching purpose and 

illustrating, in particular, the failure of organised religion to 

satisfy humanitarian expression for some working people. 143 

There was much about I.L.P. socialism that had the appearance o~ 

a religious cause. For Keir Hardie, socialism was "much more an affair 

of the heart than of the intellect": his socialism was above all else 

144 a cause in favour of the underdog, of love and altruism, 

Altruism, the sacrifice of self for others, is the highest 
development of the religious idea. It is the basis of 
Chri st's teachings and was exemplified in his life and death. 
And it should apply to the work of the State as well as to 
that of the individual citizen ••• Socialism means the moral
isation of industry. 

142 • . Colo, History of Socialist Thought, 140. 

144. 

On this point, see further stanley Pierson, socialism and R~ligion: 
Thei r Interaction in Great Britain 1889-1911 (unpublished Ph.D. 
Thf~sis, Harvard University, 1957) especially ch. 5. 

The Labour Leader, 30 14arch 1906; J. Keir Hardie, Ethics and 
Politics, I.L. P. "Platform Pamphtets", No. 24 (1901). For ~ 
analysis of Hardie's political theory, see Kenneth O. Morgan, 
Kbi r Hardie: Radical and s ocialist (Oxford 1975) ch. 10. 
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The cleal'est statement of Hardie's political philosophy is to be found 

in his book From Serfdom to Socialism (1907) in which, heavily overlaid 

with what he chose to term the "New Thaology", socialism was presented 

as more than a mere economic theory but as embracing also a generous 

ethical vision. 14.5 It was the spirit of selflessness and altruism 

that Hardie found most laudable in the activities of the l.L.P.ters: 

"Never did the pioneers of a movement shvw :nore of the true spirit of 

self-sacrifice than did the I.L.P. supporters ••• It was ~l inspiration · 

to come into contact with them, so pure, so disinterested were the motives 

146 impelling tr~m.1t 

A profoundly moral or religious rhetoric was basic to the perorations 

of most of ~he socialist leaders during this period. Philip Snowden 

was well known for his "Come to Jesus" aiJpeal, . and "the Christ that is 

to Be" - "a vision of what the world wil.,.., be when the spirit of love 

and sacrifice which has actuated noble spirits in all ages, and which 

attained full glory and full perfection in the life and example of Jesus 

of Nazareth" 147 - was his favourite theme. The "New Women': of the 

socialist movement, Rachel and Margaret NacMillan, and Kate Conway, were 

148 equally insistent that theirs waa a religious crusade. In 1919, 

145. J. Keir Hardie, From Serfdom to Socialism (London 1907) 

146. J. Keir Hardie, Young Hen in ·s Hurry, (n.d.) 3. 

147. Philip Snowden, "The Christ that is to Be", in the I.L.P. Annual 
Conference Handbook (London 1903) 22. 

148. See further, Margaret HacMilla.ll, The Life of Rachel MacNillan 
(London 1927) and D. A. Cresswell, Mar garet EacMillan: A Memoir 
(London 1948). · A recent biography of J. Bruce and Katherine 
Glasier is useful here: cf. Lawrence Thompson, The Enthusiasts: 
A Biography of John and Ka.therine Bruce Glasier (London 1971) 
88-91. 
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J. Bruce Glasier, too, described the socialist movement in the following 

149 terms, 

It is in the justice or equality of the relationship which it 
seeks to constitute, rather than in the degree of quantity of 
wealth itself, t hat the essential principle of socialism is 
to be found. Thus the great wrong of the existing social 
cond5.tions does not lie in the mere circumstance that many are 
poor while few are rich; but in the injustice and degredation, 
in the assertion of superiority and inferiority, in the denial 
of "tI"'otherhood, which these conditions i mply ••• Thus, once agaiu~ 
we see that fundamentally socialism is a question of right 
human relatj.onships and is essentially a spiritual principle; 

As one reads the autobiographies of this generation of I.L.P. leaders -

Joseph Burgess, Ben Jowett, Ben Turner, ~. R. Clynes, Percy Redfern and 

1.50 . 
many others, - the same all pervading sense of religiosity and moral 

righteousness is readily apparent. 

For many working class members and branch activists, I.L.P. sociaIiam 

became not unlike a religious quest for communality, and they found in 

shared socialist endeavour precisely that sense of meaning and comradesbip 

absent from their everyday lives. Only in this way is it possible to 

explai~ the wholehearted enthusiasm with which they thr~w themselves 

into political activity. In the mid-1890s, the loL.P. was financially 

and numerically weak but the party was carried along by a groundswell 

of popular enthusiasm. Philip Snowden has evoked lithe spiritual 

exaltation and religious faith" of socialism in his native Yorkshire: 151 

150. 

151. 

J. Bruce Glasier, The Meaning of Socialism (London 1919), cited by 
Pelling , The Challenge of SOCialism, 364=66. 

Joseph Burgess, A potential Poet: His Autobiography ' and Verse 
(Ilford 1927); Fenner Brockway, Sociali 5~ over Si xty Years: 

. Jowe tt of Bradford 1864-1944 (London 1946 ); Ben Turner, About Myself 
(London 1929); J. R. Clynes, Nemoirs 1869-1924 (London 1937); Percy 
Redfern, Journey to Under s t anding. (London 1946). For the religious 
influences on I.L. P. leaders, see further, S. Mayor, The Churches 
and t he Labour tJ.ovement (London 1967) 308-14. These socialis ts 
provide a clear example of Perlman's "ethical. intelligensiall : cf. 
Theory of t he Labour Novement, 289-91. . 

Philip Snowden, An AutobiograEh~ (London 1934) 67. 



It was like a revival gathering. Sociali sm to these men 
and women was a new vision, a new hope of r elief from the 
grinding toil and hard struggle with poverty which had been 
their lot. 

Inspired in this way, I.L.P. activists laboured unstintingly to spread 

the socialist message. Sam Hobson, for instance, has recalled It ••• the 

sublime faith these men and women had in the I.L.P. creed - for it was 

more than a political doctrine - there cc.n be no doubt. It 152 , J. R. Clynes 

attributed the devotion of the I.L.P.'ers to the fact th~t the party, 153 

••• offered something quite different from t he promises of the 
existj~ t wo parties. We were out with a spiritual appeal, 
as well as to win material concessions. We urged that man 
did not live by bread alone. We wanted more than wages. 
We demanded a share -for all in freedom and beauty, and a 
syste~ of life that should be organised, not left to the 
accidents of birth and environment. 

This, without doubt, was the Ite'tlucal" component of I.L.P. socialism. 154 

The formation of the Labour Representation Committee in 1900 had 

symbolised the achievement of that "labour alliance" ftor which Hardie 

and the I.L.P. had laboured unceasingly throughout the 1890s. The 

Committee, which within only a few years would cons titute itself as the 

British Labour Party, was less a socialist body than one brought into 

existence to represent the interests of the trade unions. In the final 

quarter of the nineteenth century, the elite of skilled working men had 

slowly begun to turn towards identification with the broader working 

class movement as the effects of the Great Depression and social change 

152. Sam Hobson, Pilgrim to the Left: 
(London 1938) 39. 

153. Clynes, Memoirs, 103. 
i 

Memoirs of a Modern Revolutionis t 

154. See further , Pierson, Marxism and British Sociali sm , 140-73. 



generally had stripped away their former privilege and authority, whilst 

the assault on the legal position of the trade unionists had proved the 

deCisive factor in influencing them in favour of independent labour 

representation. 

It is this fact - that the IoLoP. and later the Labour Party were 

anxious to accommodate their socialism to the ameliorative programme of 

the trade unions - that has predisposed u~st historians to accept the 

view that Labour party soci~ism represented the final capitulation to 

bourgeois liberal ideology. With its "gas and water" socialism and 

moralistic ethics, Marxists in particular have readily followed Lenin'~ 

stricture to the effect that: "The Independent Labour Party is preCisely 

the party of Liberal-Labour politics. It is quite justly said that trJ.s 

party is ti~dependent' only of socialism, and very dependant indeed upon 

liberalism." 155 Many, like Joseph .clayton writing in 1926, have taken 

the view that the "decline" of socialism may be dated with the decision 

of the IoL.Po in 1893 to court the trade unions. 156 Ralph Miliband t 

for instance, takes as hib starting point in a critique of Parliamentary 

socialism the retreat from socialism Which the IoL.P.'s accommodation ' 

to the trade unions in 1900 represented • Thereafter t 157 

••• the history of the L.R.C. is largely the history of political 
rnaneouvre to reach electoral accommodations \~th the I~berals ••• 
Given the history of the L.R.C., there was never any likelihood 
that the new Labour Party in. Parliament, however incisive the 
individual contributions of some of its members might on 
occasions be, would assume the character of a militant and 
independent opposition, with distinctive, let alone socialist, 
policies. 

155. V. I. Lenin, British Labour and British Imperialism (London 1969) 99. 

156. Joseph Clayton, The Rise and Decline of Socialism in Great Britain 
1884-1924 (London 1926) 113-17, 126ff. 

157. Ralph Miliband, parliamentary Socialism: A study in the Politics 
of Labour (London 1972) 19, 21; see further , David Coates , The 
Labour Party and the struggle for Socialism (Cambridge 1975)-ch. 2. 
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It ought to be clear by now that this simple explanation, premised 

around the themes of ideological capitulation and containment, under-

states the real processes at issue. There were, to be sure t a number 

in the I.L.P. hierarchy who had progressed to socialism ~ liberal 

radicalism, but who remained closely allied to their erstwhile political 

faith; for his own part, Ramsay HacDonald believed there, to be no 

"profound gulf" between Liberalism and socialism, which marked for hi:! 

"the growth of society not the uprising of a class" and was naturally 

to be furthered by close collaboration with all progressive forces. 158 

Socialism, he argued elsewhere, "must bee-i.n With the fact of social 

unity, not with those of class conflict, because the former is the 

predominant fact in society." 159 To put the matter in this way, 

however, is to overlook the state of tension with which I.L.P. soci~.sm 

stood in relatio~ to liberal ideology. The socialism of the I.L.P. 

represented a further elaboration of the collectivist sentiments already 

apparent in late-Victorian society and ideology and, by appealing to 

the working class on a large scale, had moved one step beyond liberal 

ideology pure and simple. 

There seems to be good evidence that for those working men for whom 

so(;ialism in ' the 1890s held most attraction - young, skilled men, usually 

trade unionists of the "advanced" school - liberalism had fOl" some time 

160 been declining in popularity. Evoking the atmosphere of the 188os, 

Frederick Rogers has recalled that, 
161 

158. Cited by Miliband, parliamentary Socialism, 18. 

159. J. R. MacDonald, Syndicalism: A Critical Examination (London 1912) 
50; for MacDonald I s socialism, aee further J. R. MacDonald, :£!:!!. 
Socialist Movement (London n.d.) , 

160. Gole, Histo~y of Socialist Thought, , 136. 

161. Frederick Rogers, Life, Labour and Literature (London 1913) 138-39. 
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The intellectual awakening of the workshop came with the 
spread of social·ism. Liberalism was a salt that had lost 
its savour, though the working class of the 'eighties and 
'nineties hardly knew that; they only knew it was differ
ent to the taste. The younger generation of workmen saw 
no outlook along its lines, and to them the platform 
orator of the Liberal Party was a vendor of commonplaces, 
and Liberalism itself little more than a note of inter
rogation. But the new gospel of the collective ownership 
of the means of production, distribution and exchange 
flashed like a bright bewildering vision into the minds of 
Labour, and it seemed as though the seeds of revolution 
were being sown. 

Indeed, the philosophy of the I.L.P. was admirably suited to attract 

towards socialism those once liberally inclined working class men and 

women: the very vagueness of Hardie's appeal, for instance, added to 

his effectiveness as he worked to detach from the Liberal fold its strongly 

Nonconformist labour section. 

I n Chapter 9 of this study, we shall examine in seme detail the 

concepti,on of socialism \,/idespread among working class activists at the 

branch leve~ in Lancashire and it will be suggested there that the urge 

to indpendence from the two major parties was strongly felt throughout 

the rank and file of the movement. We know, of course, that among tho 

leaders of the I.L.P. there was much vacillation as regards their relations 

with the Liberals, symbolised most vividly by the secret electo~a1 agree

ment between HacDonald and the Liberal Chief Whip, Herbert Gladstone. 162 

But even at the leadership level, it cannot be simply assumed that I.L.P. 

socialism was but liberal radicalism reincarnate. Kenneth Morgants 

recent biography of Keir Hardie is instructive in this respect, for he 

seeks to demonstrate preCisely the ambiguity of Hardie's socialism 

vis-a-vis liberal ideology. 163 Hardie had no love for the Liberal 

162. For details, see Frank Bealey and Henry Pelling, ' Labour and Politics 
1900.-1906: The History of the L.R.C. (London 1958) 125-59. 

163. . Morgan, Keir Hardie, passim • 
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Party, but at times he showed clear affinities with a radical version 

164 "' 
of liberalism; yet at other times he would attack the Liberals 

fiercely, declaring on one occasion that " ••• there can be no national 

socialist party in Parliament so lcng as there is a Liberal Party to 

confuse the issue." 165 

In this respect, H~die was typical of many I.L.P. socialists of 
I 

the period. He had, of course, begun ~~b career as an advanced 

Radical and for many years had seen little or no conflict between his 

desire for social reform and support for the Liberals. 166 By around 

1887, howevpr, Hardie had arrived at the conclusion that the working 

class could only benefit from the implementation of a specific 

Parliamentary programme, uninhibited in its demands for StRte int.ervention 

on behalf of his own native Lanarkshire ~iners " by liberal assumptions 

of personal ~esponsibility and self-help ~d backed "by a political party 

comprising the trade unions. And thus, having evolved through liberal 

radicalism and owing for his own political outlook no small debt to it, 

Hardie had come to embrace collectivist solutions to \\''Jrking class 

problems which took him beyond the bounds of unfettered liberal ideolQgy. 

British socialism in the 1890s, then, represented the continuation 

of ideological themes deeply embedded in the labour movement during the 

past half century. It was a socialist creed with deep affinities to 

the structure and ideological form$ which had given it birth, particularly 

in that it brought together the working class movement ' and those 

collectivist ideas gaining currency in late-Victorian Britain. It is, 

of course, undeniable that the attempt to forge an electorally independent 

164. Miliband, Parliamentary Socialism, 20. 

165. Hardie, Young Hen in a Hurry, 4 (all italics in "original). 

166. See further for Hardie's route to socialism, Fred Reid, "Keir 
Hardie's Conversion to Socialism"-, in Briggs and Saville, Essays , 

, in Labour History, ii, 17-46. 



force based upon the trade unions had meant that strictly socialist 

aims were tempered by the need to accommodate trade unionism itself. 

But this is not to say that it was a captive of liberal ideology. Rather, 

it was a labourist philosophy underscored by a native collectivism and 

as such had moved beyond purely liberal assumptions. 

7.4: Conclt'sions: The Trajectory of B~j.tish Socialism 

The three chapters which comprise .Part III of this study have sought 

to demonstrate the manner in which the global trajectory of British 

socialism in the latter half of the last century was profoundly affined 

to the evolution of social structure in this period and developments 

wi thin the dominan't ideological forms. If the broad thesis advanced ~n 

these chapters is accepted, it would seem necessary to dissent from 

Henry Pellin~'s judgement expressed in his Origins of the Labour Party. 

Referring to lithe 'socialistic' and humanitarian sentiment which was 

common in political circles and which accounted for the spasmodic and 

hapha~d action of the legislature in extending the sphere of state 

activity", Pelling has suggested that, 167 

This tentatively collectivist outlook was so widespread and so 
vague that it cannot be sa;.d to have had any special significance 
in the development of the Labour Party. It is interesting to 
observe that the political theory of T. H. Green, who modified 
the doctrine of Liberalism as if to fit in with the contemporary 
change of attitude to the function of the State, had an influence 
upon the intellectUals of the older political parties, such as 
Balfour and Haldane, but his work was not read either by members 
of the working class SOCialists, who rarely proceeded further 
into philos9phical speculation than was required to appreciate 
the ethics of Comte or Spencer. 

Admittedly, lilt would, indeed, be difficult. to rraintain that any 

of the British labour leaders at the end of the nineteenth century, 

except for a very few Marxists, were able to build their political views 

167. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 11. 
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d hil l,.,':':'" b' 168 b t t upon a reasone p .osop:..w.Ca..!. as~sll, u hi s is hardly the point. 

It has not been argued here that British socialism was founded upon a 

coherent and articulate state collectivist philosophy - Idealist, neo-

Hegelian, Bismarckian, or whatever; rather, it has been suggested that 

SOCialism was shaped - perhaps unconsciously for many working class 

activists of the labour movement, it may be conceded - by the structural 

and ideological environment of late century, and in which "socialism" 

was ubiquitously in the air." 

Pelling has clearly underestimated the deep sociological rooting 

of collectivist sentiment in the actual make-up of British society itself. 

In Chapters 5 and 6, we have sought to demonstrate how collectivism 

gradually came to the fore in both con .. c,ervative and liberal ideology in 

the latter half of the nineteenth century, a tendency which can only be 

understood by reference to the structure of society at mid-century, and 

its subsequent evolution. "Tentative" and "vague", possibly, but the 

increasingly l enient \iay in \ihich the "instrumental state" was coming to 

be regarded had firm SOCiological moorings. The broad trajectory of the 

laboUr movement - wbich we have sought to illustrate ill the r ... 1.turaof 

trade unionism in the quarter century after 1850 , in the S.D.f. and the 

Fabian society and in the socialism of the I.L.P. in the 18906 - reflects 

this structural and ideological environment. But it was not a mere 

imbibition of liberal ideology - ·a capitulation, as many hi atorians would 

have us believe , to the philosophy of bourgeoi s capitalism - but rather 

a further elaboration of the characteristic ideological forms of late 

century in a collectivist direction. 

These remarks conClude the discussion of t he macro-sociological 

context in ,.,hich socialist thought crystallised during the second half of 

168. ~., 11-12. 
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the nineteenth century, although our understanding of British socialism 

is still incomplete. It remains for us to trace the way in which 

socialist ideas at the "national" .level were transmitted to, and trans

muted within, 'the micro-sociological level of the working class community. 

The remaindar of this study will focus upon working class social life 

in later nineteenth century Lancashire and, in particular., the reception 

and interp ... ·~tation of these ideas in the working class community milieu. 

, 
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=========================================================== 

PART III: A MICRO-SOCIOLOGICAL PERSpmTIVE 

=========================================================== 

The macro-structural and ideological formation of later 
nineteenth century Britain, as documented above, providos 
the overall context for the third part of this study -
an examination of the workings of certain micro-sQciological 
processes. Here, the focus of attention will be upon . 
socialism ·and working class life, work· and religion in 
Lancashire between about 1890-1906. 

Chapter 8 sets the background to political change in the 
north west between 1868-1906 and doc~~ents the course of 
labour organisation and politics in the period. Chapter 9 
comprises a detailed examination of the activities, agita
tions and conceptions of socialism prevalent at the branch 
level in Lancashire - in short, an account of socialist 
branch culture. Chapters 10-12 aim tr situate these 
socialist forms within the working class communities of 
later nineteenth century Lancashire. ~ttention is here 
devoted to, firstly, industrial str·ucture, wages and work 
processes; secondly, home, family and community patterns; 
and thirdly, Nonconformity and popular religious belief. 

=========================================================== 



==================== CHAPTF~ EIGHT ================~==== 

POLITICS I N THE NORTH WEST -AND THE GRO\'lTH OF SOCIALISN: 

THE BACKGROUND TO POLITICAL CF.ANGE I N LATER 

NI l\"ETEENTH CEI ~TURY LANCASHIRE 

=====;======================~=================:======= === 

As a prelude to the detailed analysis of the err.e rgence and ~pread 

of socialist i deas in later nineteenth century Lancashire, and the 

relationship between those ideas and the working class communities in 

which they were root ed - all of which form the subs tance of the f inal 

part of this study - it is i ntended that the present chapter should 

provide an overall picture of the more i mportant f actors shaping the 

cours e of politi cs in general , and labour politics in particular, in the 

north \O/est. It has not been considered necessary here t o provide a 

general historical account of industrial Lancashire in the nineteenth 

century, which would in any case be to repeat mater~_al amply document ed 

1 elsewhere and t o which sources the interes ted r eader may turn. 

Rather, we shall be concer ned in what fol lo\,/s with t hose f actors bearing 

specifically upon t he course of poli t i cal change i n the north west in 

the l atter part of -the nineteenth century. The first section f thi s 

chapt er will, therefore , examine the electoral SOCiology of Lancasru re 

in t hi s period , concentrating upon t he soci al and economic backgr ound 

t o politics in gener al , as well as those elements in t he si tuatioll 

i nfluencing the devel opment of soci alism . The discussion will t hen 

1. See, for exampl e , Talbot Baines , The Indus t r ial Nor th in t he Last 
L~ cade of the i neteent h Century (Leeds 1928) ; Leo H. Grindon, 
La .cashi r e : Erier Descriptive and Hist orical Notes (London 1892); 
Henry F'i .shvfic ~~ , A. History of Lancashire (LO don 1894) j A. P o adswort h 
~~d J ulia de L. }lann, The cotton Trade and Industrial Lancashire 
1600-1780 (P.anchester 1931 ); r 0 \ . Freeman , H. B. Rog&rs md 
R. H. Kinvi g , Lancashi r e , Cheshire and the I sle of Han (London 1966); 
Christopher A.spin , Lancc.shire : The Fir s t Industrial Socie t l 
(Helmshore 1969) j David !.j . Smith , 'i'he lorth \vest (Newton Abbott 
1969); J ohn hatshall, Lancashir e (1 e'v-/ton Abbott 1974) 0 
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turn to offer an account of the politics of organised labour - with 

particular reference to textile, mining and engineering trade unionism -

the growth of the socialist bodies during the 1880s and 18908 and, 

finally, the gradual conversion of the trade unions to the idea of 

independent labour representation. 

8.1: The Sociological and Economic Background tc Lancashire Politics, 

1868-1906. 

Upon the minds of the mid-Victorian generation, Lancashire was 

firmly impr'i,lted as the home of cotton, free trade and laissez-faire, 

and Liberalism: the names of Peel, Gladstone, Cobden and Bright were 

indissolubl:,- linked with Lancashire, and they knew that when Hanchestet" 
. 2 

spoke she " ••• spoke with the voice of the Anti-Corn Law League." The 

identification of economic liberalism wit~1 Lancashire had, of course, 

been classj~ally stated by John Bright in the Manchester Free Trade Hall 

in 1851: "Now we are called the 'Manchester Party' and our policy is 

the 'Hanchester Policy', and this building I suppose is the schoolroom 
I 

of' the Manchester 'School." 3 For a century or more, her politics had 

been tied to the vicissitudes and fortunes of t~e cotton interest, an 

economic feature of such ubiquity in the make-up of Lancashire as to 

unite both labourers and masters around the principles of the day - free 

trade, self-help and individualism~ 4 In short, the mid-Victorian 

generation knew that Lancashire was Liberalism. 

To later generations, however, this characterisation will suffice 

only as a gloss. The.re were, as H. J. Hanham has reminded us, three 

2. Asa Briggs, Victorian Cities (Harmondsworth 1975) ~18. 

3. G. B. Smith, The Life and Speeches of John Bright, i (London 1881) 345. 
I. 

4. G. B. Hertz, The Manchester Politician 1750-1912 (London 1912) 51. 
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Lancashires whose capitals were Liverpool, Manchester and Preston. 5 

The Manchester district, comprising in addition the cotton spinning towns 

of south Lancashire, was solidly Liberal and between 1832-67 Bolton had 

been the only town to consistently return a Conservative member to 

Parliament. Liverpool, by contrast, whose economy revolved around the 

great merchants and shipowners, was a Tory stronghold where Liberalism 
I 

was fatally tinged with the cause of the !'t'ish CE~·cholics. The rest c.f 

Lancashire was more diverse, but it was in the north of the country ' that 

territorial influence bore heavily upon its political complexion. Country 

families nearly always provided Conservative candidates for Preston, 

Wigan and Burnley, while in Blackburn and Warrington Liberal manufacturers 

vied with Conservative manufacturer-landowners like the Hornbys, Fieldens 

and Sir Gilbert Greenall. Many of the large landowners in the north 

6 were themselves of indigenous Roman Catholic extraction. In all, at 

the dissolution of the Parliament elected in 1865, the Lancashire M.P.s 

were evenly divided between the Conservatives and the Liberals, although 

there were of course variations from district to distr:i.ct. 

If Liberalism had not, therefore, entirely consumed Lancashire 

before 1867 - asa superficial reading of some of its more energetic 

proponents might suggest - it was, nevertheless, ' decisively relegated 

into second place in 1868 when, standing out against tha national trend, 

the Conservatives captured Lancashi!e. Allowing for the effects of the 

redistribution of 1867, the Conservative Party came out· of the election 

5~ H. J. Ffanharn, ~lections and Party Hanagemen'c: Politics in the Time 
of Disraeli and Gl ads tone (London 1959)~87. 

6. Lancashire was much less affected by the Reformation than elsewhere, 
and in the eighteenth century was a primary redoubt of High Toryism 
and Jacobitism. See further, Marshall, Lancashire, 37-41. 



with 24 of Lancashire's, 38 seats. 7 The Manchester School of politics 

had given way to that of Tory Democracy, for that essentially it was: 

there can be little doubt about the fact that, in the years after 1868, 

conservatism came to be strongly rooted amongst the urban working claas 

in Lancashire. "What do you strj' to the elections in the factory 

districts", wrote Engels to Narx in the aftermath of the election: 8 

Once again the proletariat has discredited itBelf terribly. · . 
Manchester and Salford returned three Tories and two Liberals 
••• Bolton, Preston, Blackburn, etc., practically nothing but 
Tories ••• Everywhere the proletariat is the tag, rag and bob~ 
tail of the official parties, and if any par~y has gained 
strens~~ from the new voters, it is the Tories. 

It seems clear that the strongest Conservative support was located in ~he

older, poorer and most densely industrialised p~rts of the boroughs. 9 

The Conservatives again scored notable successes in Lancashire in 1874 

and, in the north west as a whole (i.e. Lancashire and Cheshire, and -the 

High Peak division of Derbyshire), their ascendance remained remarkably 

secure up until 1900, as the following data make clear: 

TABLE 8.1 Distribution of 11.P.s in the North \vest, 1885-1900 

Conservative Liberal Irish Nationalist 

1885 46 24 1 

1886 59 11 1 

1892 45 25 1 

1895 60 10 1 

1900 56 14 1 

SOURCE: P. F. Clarke, Lancashire and the New Liberalism (Cambridge 1971) 10. 

7. Richard Shannon, The Crisis of Imperiali sm 1865-1915 (st. Albans 1974) 73. 

8. Engels to Narx,· November 18, 1868, in Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, 
On· Britain (Moscow 1953) 499-500. 

Hanham, Elections and part:r Mana~err:ent, 319-20; R. L. Greenall, "Popular , 
Conserva.ti sm ~n Salford 1668-188 ", Northern History, IX (1974) 123-38 . 
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It will be noticed that this strong Conservative tradition was more or 

less maintained in the face of the Liberal victories of 1885 and 1892, 

whilst in the traditionally Liberal cotton spinning districts the actual 

"swing" to the Tories in 1892 was about 1.0% as against 1885. 10 

\v'hilst, as J. R. Vincent has argued, the Tory triumph in Lancashire 

may be attributed, in part at least, to boundry alteration.s and the 

creation of new seats in 1867, 11 one ca~ot afford to ignore the 

sociological premises of this vigorous Tory tradition. Conservatism in 

Lancashire during this period was genuinely popular, seemingly able to 

appeal to and tap the support of the working class and embrace the 

institutions characteristic of popular life - the pub, workingmen's clubs, 

Friendly Society, etc. As P. F. Clarke has demonstrated in his scholarly 

Lancashire and the New Liberalism, "In mid-Victorian Lancashire the mOre 

successful party would be that which could unbend most easily towards the 

working class sub-cultures which were the world of the new electorate." 12 

It was of some significance for the development of socialism that politics 

in later nineteenth century Lancashire showed many of t:le "commw:lal" 

features of intere~t based poli~ics, drawing the working class upon th~· 

basis of sectional concerns or deferential attitudes into an alliance 

with the Conservatives and overriding the strictly social class basis of 

politics upon which socialism is premised. 

"Communal politics" - or what .D. C. Moore has recently termed "the 

politics of deference" 13 were the foundations of mid-Victorian political 

10. Henry Pelling, social Geograph~ of British Elections 1885-1910 (London 
1967) 253. 

11. J. R. Vincent, "'rhe Effects of the Second Reform Act in Lancashire", 
The nistorical Journal, XI (1968) 84-94. 

12. Clarke, Lancashire and the New Liberalism, 34. 
13. D. C. Moore, The Politics of Deference: A Study of the Mid-Nineteenth 

Century poli ti1cal System (London 1976). 
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behaviour. Moore has demonstrated how the provisions of the Reform Act 

of 1832 were geared to restoring the cohesion of local hierarchical 

communities within which honorific elites might wield power and influence, 

" ••• the social foundation prerequisite to 'that sta te of habitual social 

14 discipline' \>Ihich Burke had idealised ••• tt Between 1832 and 1867, the 

role and influence of the landed interost in the country divisions, often 

meshing closely with the social and poli ti\" al role of Church dignitaries, 

continued to lead public opinion "united within a social s tructure com

prising a mosaic of interest or deference ' communities. 15 The influence 

of local status elites was clearly part and parcel of those "social 

disciplines" - the "disciplines of dependance tl - which 'vi . L. Burn has 

discerned as fundamental to mid-Victorian equipoise, 16 and such political 

inf luence WaR shared, although by no means in equal measure, by the 

manuf -ct uring ~lnterests in the boroughs. John Vincent's analysis of 

electoral politics in mid-Victorian Rochdale demonstrates in particularly 

sharp form the deference accorded to permanent elites and local interests 

in the town, notably family tradition, the drink interest and the Church, 
" 17 

and to the owners of industrial property. Other studie s show clearly 

hO~1 local landowners or manufacturers in Lancashire might carry inordinate 

weight in a constituency through their economic and financial, religious 

or organisational influence. 18 

14. D. C. Moore, "Concession or Cure: The Sociological Premises of the 
First Reform Act", The Hi storical Journal, I X (1966) 46; see further 
idem., "The Other l"ace of Reform!!, Victor i an Studies , V (1961) 7-34. 

15. D. C. Moore, "Social Structure, Political Structure and Public Opinion 
i n Mid-Victorian Engl and", in R. Robs on, ed., Ideas and I ns ti tutior.,s 
of Victorian Britain (London 1967) 20-57. 

16. VI. L. Burn, " The Age of Equipoise: A Study of "the Mid-Victorian 
Gener a t i on (London 1964) 232-94. 

17. J. R. Vincent, The Formation of the British Liberal Party 1857-68 
(Harmondsworth 1972) 131-53. 

18. H. A~ Tayl or, "politics in Fami ne-Str icken Preston: An Examination "of 
Liberal Party Management", Transacti ons of the Historic s ociety of 
Lancashire and Che shire , CVII (1955) 121-39. 
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Received historical interpretation has tended to the view that an 

individualistic political democracy, reoriented along the lines of social 

class over those of status and voiced most eloquently by the advocates 

of middle class opinion such as James Hill, was brought into bej.ng in 1867 

and given mOl:e or less explicit recognition in the principles underlying 

the 1885 redistribution settlement. 19 Yet much evidence attests to the 

tenacity of status and interest groupings in British politics after ~867, 20 

and certainly the survey of constituencies carried out by George Howell 

and the Reform League in 1868 at the covert behest of the Liberals revealed 

that in many divisions the influence of "cas tle and cathedral, the great 

landowners and large employers" remained as yet little affected by the 

21 Reform Act. As late as the final two dacades of the nineteenth 

century, social class in politics might still be overlaid and obscured by 

the workings of a variety of sectional · interests: "In a period. which wa~ 

dominated by the Irish question more than ~y any other single issue, we 

have to accept that British political behaviour was far more sectional 

than it is today, and that social class was not as much a political water-

22 shed as it has been in r 'ecent years." We may now turn to trace the 

workings of these political processes in the north west during the period 

under consideration here. 

19. .See, for instance, J. Hamburger, "James Hill on Universal Suffrage and 
the Niddle. Classes", Journal of Politics, XXIV (1962) 167-90. 

20. D. C. Hoore, "Political Morality in ~'iid-n..i.neteenth Century England: 
Concepts, Norms, Violations", Victorian Studies, XIII (1969) 5-36. 

21. Royden Harrison, "The Bri tish \~orking Class and the General Election 
of 1868", i, International Revie\t/ of Social History, V (1960) 42~55. 

22. Pe11ing, Social Geo~aphy of British E1ecti~, ~18. 
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There would seem little cause to dispute Clarke's contention to 

the effect that, "In the north west, religion was probably associated 

with politics more closely than in other parts of Britain." 23 Lancashire 

boasts a strong and vital tradition of Nonconformity which may be dated 

24 back to the seventeenth century. So enduring was this tradition 

that, in 1843, Edward Baines Jnr. was able to summarise his survey of 
. I 

religion in the manufacturing districts by .:ommenting upon the prevalel1t'e 

of Nonconformist chapels and Sunday schools in Lancashire, a conclusi"on 

largely borne out by the census of religious worship in 1851 which pointed 

to the leadi~ role of Dissent, and especially the 'i1esleyan Hethodists, 

in the "chief manufacturing districts." 25 Wesleyanism, closely tied to 

the established Church, was notoriously strong among the petty bourgeoisie " 

and the lower middling shopkeeper ranks ann not unnaturally had a conservative 

tradition in the mid-nineteenth century. ~he off-shoots from the 

Wesleyan connection - the Primitive and Independent Methodists, for instance -

were by contrast based far more solidly upon the working class, and both 

were particularly well represented in the n~rth west. ~he Baptists had 

something of a working class following, 26 whilst Old Dissent - the 

Unitarians, Quakers and Congregationalists were, by and large, the sects 

of the wealthy, the so-called aristocracy of Dissent and inclin~d · towards 

Anglicanism B.nd Conservatism. ;:n 

26. 

Clarke, Lancasp~re and the New Liberalism, 53. 

See, for instance, Robert Halley, Lancashire: Its Puritanism and Non
conformity (Manchester 1872). For further detail, see Chapter 12 below. 

Edward Baines, The Social, Educational and Reli ious State of the 
Manufacturing Districts l ' : London 19 9 ed. 1; K. S. Inglis, 
"Patterns of Religious worship in 1851", Journal of Ecclesiastical 
History, XI (1960) 85-6. 

John Lea, "Baptists and the ~Jorking Classes in Mid-Victorian Lancashire", 
in S. P. Bell, ed., Victorian Lancashire (Newton Abbott 1974) 59-82. 

For the social composition of Dissent in the l ater nineteenth century, 
see David M. Thompsbn, "Introductionfl, in idem., ed., Nonconformity 
in "the ~ineteenth Century (London 1972) 13-15. 
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Lancashire had become thought of as the centre of Nonconformity 

in the days of the Manchester School and, by late century, the politics 

of Dissent were unashamedly Liberal, ready to spring to the defence of 

all traditional Liberal shibboleths, notably internationalism, temperance 

and Church disestablishment. By this point in time, however, the situation 

had begun to change somewhat, as the Church of England seems to have 

experienced a revival in parts of Lancashi:r-e, where a large number of 

Church schools were built. Some credit for this may be fairly attributed ' 

to James Fraser, Bishop of ~1anchester from 1870-85, who was responsible 

for putting Church educational provision in his diocese upon an espe cial~.y 

vigorous footing and whose sympathies \v.ith the working class were well 

28 known. By late century, Lancashire Anglicanism had come to rely upo~ 

the working class more than in any other part of the country: "Democratic 

Churchmanship", as Clarke has termed it, "buil t upon the Curch schools, 

had a rabidly evangelical tone which made for a solid Conservatism." 29 

In the religious geography of nineteenth century Lancashire perhaps 

lies the explanation for the Anglican - and hence Conservative - bias of 

large sections of the wQrking class. In the north, north-east and east~rn 

parts of the county, where population growth owed much to the influx of 

workers from Yorkshire and elsewhel'a, Nonconformity and the various 

Hethodist sects were most prominent; Anglicanism led the field in the 

south and west, and around Preston where the immigration of Irish born 

Catholics had been the greatest. The vast exodus of Irish into Lancashire 

had been a feature of almost the whole of the century - peaking, perhaps, 

28. See further T. Hughes, James Fraser: The Second Bishop of Manchester 
(London 1887). 

29. Clarke, Lancashire and the New Liberalism, 63. 
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in the decade 1840-50 - but ",hich by 1881 had brought more than a third 

of all the Irish born in England to Lancashire alone, making it the most 

Catholic county in the nation. 30 There was a long tradition of antagonism 

between the Irish and the Lancashire working classes, reflected in the 

fact that the two groups had on many occasions to be separated at the 

place of work and exacerbated by the frequent use of the Irish as strike 

breakers. 31 It was a hostility which M~cx regarded as no less than 

"the secret of the impotence of the English working class", and which 

certainly accounts for the rabid Anglicanism of many workers, as a local 

observer noted just after the 1868 election, 32 

••• nowhere is the illiberal notice 'No Irish need apply' more 
fully carried out in the social and political relations of 
life ••• Lancashire has contracted towards the Irish much of the 
feeling which actuates the Orange Protestants in Ireland. 

In those constituencies where the Roman Catholic population was 

predominantly Irish, religion intervened decisively in politics. The 

main issues for the Irish - who were often active in the United Irish 

League in Lancashire - were at all times Home Rule and education in that 

order, and which predisposed them to support the Liberals. "The Irish 

leaders are not only dead against socialism", bemoaned H. H. Hyndman of 

Burnley in 1895, "but they are absolutely bound to the Liberals and will 

. never break away." 33 Above all, however, the indigenous "forking class 

reacted against the Irish by voting Conservative. In Blackburn in 1868 

30. 

31. 

32. 

For details of the Irish influx into Lancashire, see A. Redford, 
Labour ~ugration in England 1800-1850 (Manchester 1964) chs. 8-9; 
Pelling , Social Ge ogr aphy of British Elections , . 241. 

Redford, Labour ~tigration in Eng~, 161-3. 

Marx to S. Meyer and A. Vogt, April 9, 1870, in Marx and Engels, On 
Britain, .507; "One Who Knows Lancashirell,'f'he Times, November 23-;-1868. 

H. M. Hyndman, Further Reminiscences (London 1912) 67. 
i 
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the Irish, comprising about 10% of the town's population, had proved the 

catalyst in sparking off a Protestant backlash, 34 whilst in Salford 

Ita gale of hysterical Protestantism" was aroused by Gladstone's proposal 

to disestablish the Irish Church; 35 elsewhere, Fenian agitation had 

done much to prejudice the working class against the Liberals. 36 

Religious xenophobia was fueled by Church organisations of various types 
, 

in Lancashire, such as the ' Low Anglicanism of the Church Lads' Brigade 

which had its greatest strenth in the Duchy. 

Closely related to religious divisions was the question of education, 

which figured prominently in Lancashire politics. All the denominations 

built their own schools in large numbers and, of the nine county boroughs 

in England and Wales which never had Board schools, seven were in this 

region. 37 Even in the towns which had established Board Schools the 

voluntary institutions were ascendant and there appears to have been 

keen competition between the denominations. Churchmen and Dissenters 

alike were determined to fight for their own schools, but the rivalry 

was sharpest where the Catholic minority was largest, or where anti-Catholic 

feeling was rife. It was not in the interests of even the Nonconformists 

to support Liberal education policy and, in such areas, Toryism and the 

schools were identified in terms of Protestantism. The general prevalence 

of voluntary schooling in Lancashire proved an area of intense xenophobic 

l'ivalry, the strength of the Church schools in those areas of high Irish 

population being a aure foundation for the Conservative Party to build 

Upon. 38 In addition, many middle aged operatives recalled that under 

-
34. 

35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

See J. C. Lowe, tiThe Tory Triumph in 1868 in BlaCkburn and in 
Lancashire", The Historical Journal, X)lI (1973) 733-48. 
Greenall, "Popular ConservatiSlll in Salford", 131. 

Hanham,Elections and Party Management, 3O~10. 

Pelling, Social Geography of British Elections, 242. 
t 

Clarke, Lancashire and the New Libel~alism, 64-9. 



the half-time system only the Church schools would admit the factory 

children, and here it was that "they were cordially welcomed." 39 

Deference to traditional family influence was another factor which 

played no s mall part in shaping Lancashire politics and here too opinion 

was often divided upon religious lines. The old landowning families 

were most i mportant - and seem to have been remarkably successful in 

illfluencing voting - in the belt of county divisions running from North 

Lonsdale through Blackpool and Chorley to Ormskirk, shading off into the 
i 

aining areas of Vlesthoughton, Newton and Ince. Though l andlord influence 

was much tempered by the urban character of large parts of Lancashire, 

magnates such as the Duke of Devonshire in North Lonsdale, the Earl of 

Derby in Blackpool~ Westhoughton and Ormskirk, the Earl of Crawford and 

Balcarres (near Ince and Chorley) and the Earl of Ellesmere in Ince itself, 

and the Earl of Selbourne and Lord Newton, both in the Newton division, 

\l[ere effective in the Conservative and Anglican interest. In these 

40 divisions the Liberals encountered much difficulty in securing support. 

In many of the agricultural constituencies, notably North Lonsdale, Chorley 

and Ormskirk, Nonconformi ty ~las weak and large sections of the population 

were of indigenous Catholic origin, not unnaturally reinforcing the 

tendency of the agricultural districts to vote Conservative. 

In a large number of constituencies, traditional family political 

leadership was based not simply upon territorial grandees, but emanated 

also from a wide variety of local men with a stake in the town, or land-

owners turned industrialists. The Conservative cotton manufacturer 

Sir .Harry Hornby at Blackburn, whose family had represented the borough 

at Westminster for most of the nineteenth century, carried with him an 

39. The Times, December 25, 1891. 
t 

40. Clarke, Lancashire and the New Liberalism, 249-52. 



enormous local following until his retirement in 1906; in Darwin, John 

Rutherford, a wealthy Blackburn brewer, had managed to secure much support 

by means of his philanthropic activities. st. Helens and Ne\"ton, where 

the borough and county divisions formed a single political unit, were 

effectively patronised by the Conservative Pilkington family and the 

Liberal Unionist Gambles, whilst in yJarrington two rival families vied 

with each other for control - the Conservative Greenalls, landowners ' 

with a substantial connection with the local bre\Olery, and the Crosfields, 

a Liberal family whose wealth was founded upon soap making. In the more 

industrialised county divisions, similar possibilities for political 

leadership were present. In Birkenhead, where the Irish vote made the 

constituency firmly Conservative, W. H. Lever (later Lord Leverhulme) 

carried such local weight that he almost captured the seat for the Liberald 

in 1895. In Lancaster, the opposition of town and country interests was 

reflected in tIle rivalries of Colonel vi • . H. Foster of Hornby Castle and 

the local linoleum manufacturer, Norval Helme. 

Though such conflicts were not uncommon, in many areas the alignments 

of political loyalties ' were more straightforward. In the agricultural 

divisions, the Liberals were unlikely to be able to challenge the landed· ~ 

interest at all effectively. There existed, moreover, one or two pockets 

in 'Lancashire where the Tory Radicalism led by Oastler in the 1840s had 

survived; Oastler's fOllower, J. R. Stepehens, lived on in stalybridge 

until 1879 and where the operatives retained a deep sense of gratitude 

to the Conservatives for enacting factory legislation. 41 On the other 

hand, the strongly Nonconformist constituencies of the weaving belt -

Accrington and Clitheroe, Rossendale and Darwin - sustained a marked 

Liberal complexion, due in part to their similarity to the Dissenting 

41. Hanham, Elections and Party Management, 314; Hertz, The Manchester 
Politician, ch. 5; The Times, December 25, 1891. 
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communities to be found in the \Vest Riding of Yorkshire and in part to 

the absence of Irish born Catholics, whose strength was on the western 

side and in the large towns and in which areas the Conservatives tended 

to fare best. 

~/hilst the political influence of urban industrial families could 

hardly rival in exte~sitythat of the tr<9ditional landed magnates, in 

its own domain it could be quite as effective. The Conservative leanings 

of many working people is often attributed to an ingrained hatred of their 

Liberal-Nonconformist employers, and 'r/hich led to the Conservatives coming 

42 to be regarded as the party of the working class. In actual fact, 

the situation would appear to have been xather more complex. By no means 

all cotton manufacturers were of Nonconfo~mist persuasion; indeed, after 

mid-century there had occurred something of a drift to the Church of 

England as manufacturers prospered and hankered after social standing. 43 

Nor , ... ere they as uniformly I.iberal as is often supposed; a large number 

of employers displayed Conservative sympathies and cel·tainly the cotton 

bosses in Lancashire were by no means as unfailing in their devotion to 

the traditional free trade policies of the Liberals, particularly in the 

late nineteenth century and early decades of the twentieth century. 44 

The hatred of the operatives for their masters may have been real 

enough, yet there remains good evidence, as patrick Joyce has shown, for 

the ability of local employers to command political allegiance upon a . / 

42. Hanham, Elections and Party Hanagement, 308ff. 

43. Tony Howe, "Cotton Factory Masters 1830s-1875", unpublished paper 
(Oxford 1976). 

44. P. F. Clarke, "The End of Laissez-Faire and the Politics of Cotton", 
The F~storica1' Journal, XV (1972) 493-512. 
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. 45 
factory basis. Exercising the whole gamut of dependency obligations -

which might range from coercion and economic power, through patronage, 

the control of clubs, chapels and Friendly SOCieties, to education, 

influence and moral suasion ~ employers were able to call forth widespread 

political commitment throughout all grades of workers in their factories, 

once more indicative of the fact that "The Second Reform Act in Lancashire 

enfranchis~~ communities as much as, and rather more profoundly than, 

it enfranchised individuals." 46 Tory employers, whose paternal touch 

was frequently more deftly popular, seemed most able to command the 

political sympathies and loyalties of the~r workers. Evidence of employer 

paternalism is fairly widespread in Lancashire, where cotton families 
, 

like the Ashworths seem, by their humane and "new model" attitudes, to 

have evoked a fair degree of working class deference. 47 

Among the cotton operatives themselves, political allegiances · 

varied. The spinners were, of course, redoubtable Conservatives. The 

ordinary ... /orking man in south Lancashire was both conservative and 

• resolutely independent in everyday life, often owning his own house or 

buying it through a building society, a member of a co-operative or 

friendly society, and perhaps owning shares in one of the freehold land 

48 and housing associations so strong in the north west. The cotton 

45. Patrick Joyce, "The Factory Politics of Lancashire in the later 
Nineteenth Century", The Historical Journal, XVIII (1975) 525-53. 

46. Joyce, ~., 553. 
47. Rhodes Boyson, The Ash\vorth Cotton Enterprise: The Rise and Fall of . . 

the Family Firm 1~1~-1880 (Oxford 1970) 91-3, and chs. 6-7. 
Christopher Aspin, ed., :.ngus Bethune Reach: Hanchester and the 
Textile Districts in 1848 (Helmshore 1972) 65-9; P. E. Razzell, 
"Introduction", to idem., and R. \0/. Wainwright, eds., The Victorian 
Working Class (London 1973) xxix-xxxix. 

48. F. B. Smith, The Making of the Second Reform Bill (Cambridge 1966) 11; 
Frank Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character (n.d.) 45-7; 'vI. A. Abram 
"Social Condition and poli tical Prospects of the Lancashire \yorkinan" t . 

The Fortnightly Review (1868), cited by E. Royston Pike, ed. ,. Human 
Documents of the i ctoriarl Golden Age (London 1967) 73. 
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weaving districts were more staunchly Liberal. Here Nonconformity was 

stronger and radical politics more deeply entrenched in the smaller 

communities and firms *of the weaving sector. If, hO\'iever, the weavers' 

amalgamations were keener than the spinners in pursuing Liberal, and 

later Liberal-Labour politics, it is nevertheless the case that labour 

relations in cotton were normally calmer and less embittered than in 

other heavily unionised industries. Not surprisingly, the Conservativds 

were able to find among the trade unionists themselv~s a number of able 

lieutenants. 49 In the engineering districts of Lancashire, conservatism 

was less deeply rooted and here the Liberals tendeti to find much support. 

The miners, too, inclined towards the Liberals, but there was no small 

measure of Conservative sympathy to be found in the pit towns; though 

the mining vote predominated in Wigan, the town returned a Conservativa 

membel' : u every election bet\'Ieen 1885 and 1910, whilst Newton, st. Helens, 

Ince 0.f.d Chorley could also boast strong Conservative records. 50 

The 1867 Reform Act had initiated within the two major parties that 

process which saw their gradual adaptation to the world of a mass 

electorate and we may notice finally the manner in which politics was . 
conducted at the popular level in Lancashire, sealing, as it were, the 

political alignments outlined above. Both parties, working through their 

influential families or employers, sought to effectively patronise the 

political allegiances of all the major working class institutions, notably 

the Temperance, Friendly and Burial Socieites, the Co-operative shops 

and Societies, and the Volunteers - this latter of particular importance 

on the Tor y-Anglican side. Large employers showed but little compunction 

49. Hanham, Elections and Party Hanagement, 316. 

50. Roy Gregory, The Miners and British Politics 190~1914 (OXford 1968) 
Appendix B, 19a:201. 



about engaging in religious or educational philanthropy for political 

motives, but it was above all around the workingmen's clubs that political 

organisation revolved. Immediately after 1868, steps were taken to 

bring the new working class voters into the party ranks, either by 

creating Conservative or Liberal workingmen's clubs or hoisting the party 

colours in already extant clubs. 51 

The w~>1tingmen I s clubs were usually patronized by leading employers 

in the localities '''ho also headed the pyramidal election .,/ard organisation. 52 

Although the Liberals began to extent their club movement in the wards 

in the 1860s, it appears to have been the Conservatives in Lancaslure 

who responded most acutely and effectively to the exigencies of mass party 

organisation. 53 Indicativ'e of this was the fact that, backed by the 

highly orgu~sed drink interest, most Conservative workingmen's clubs 

sold alcohol, one of the major features determining their attractiveness 

to the \-/orking class. Ostrogorski's comment to the effect that " ••• it 

is the TOries who are the past masters in the organisation of the 'social 

meeting' and in the art cf making them attractive ••• " ,,,ould seem parti-

cularly apposite in the case of Lancashire, where a Toryism of popular .. 

complexion had effectively embraced large areas of working class life. 

8.2: Trade Unionism in the North vlest in the 1880s 

. 
In the previous section, the political. attitudes of workers in the 

textile, mining and engineering industries in Lancashire were briefly 

51. M. Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Organisation of Political Parties -
i (London 1902) 425-6. , 

52. Joyce, "The Factory Politics of Lancashire"," 547; Lo\.,.e, "The Tory 
Triumph of 1868 in Blackburn"; for a discussion of politics and the 
Workingmen's clubs; see further, John Taylor, From Self-Help to 
Glamour: the "Horkingmen's Club 1860-1972 (History vlorkshop Pamphlet 
7" n.d.) 44ff. 

53. Ostrogorski, ,Democracy and the Organisation of Parties, 427, L~32; 
Joyce, "The Factory Politics of Lancashire", 549-53. 
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noted. The remainder of this chapter will be concerned to examine the 

growth of socialism in the north west and the politics of the organised 

working class in the later nineteenth century. It may be helpful to 

begin, therefore, by analysing the character and politics of the main 

working class organisations active in Lancashire up to the period of the 

18806. 

(a) Textile ~lorkers 

We may usefully document the course of labour politics amongst the 

textile operatives by examining in turn the organisation of the cotton 

spinners, the weavers' amalgamations and the unions of cardroom workers 

and piecers. 

Dating from at least the later eigtteenth century - for which period 

we have evidence of combinations of spinners agitat~ng for standard piece-

prices - the continuous existence of ' a variety of spinners' organisativna 

may be discerned. Exhibi ting a high degree of what H. A. Turner has 

termed IInatural" vitality - that is, almost informal associations founded 

upon "occupational stability and an inherited or adaptable organising 

4 " tradition" 5 _ these unions were sporadic, often exclusive and sectional 
\ 

in character, but well to the fore of trade union militancy in the early 

nineteenth century. In 1818 the spinners took the lead in forming, 

even before the repeal of the Combination Laws, the general "Philanthropic 

SOCiety", the formation of which to agitate for wage improvements and 

reduced hours precipitated a two month long strike of 20,000 spinners 

in the Manchester area. 55 During the 1820s, the spinners were t.o be 

54. H. A. Turner, Trade Union Growth, structure and Policy: A Comparative 
Study of the Cotton Ur~ons (London 1962) 107. 

55. Henry Pelling, A History of British Trade Unionism (Harmondsworth 
1973) 36; A. A SRi naIl , ed., The Early English 1Tade Unions (London 
1949) 246ff. 



seen pioneering renewe~ attempt~ at national organisation under the 

leadership of John Doherty, 56 whilst in 1829, the year iu which Doherty's 

Grand General Union of all the Operative Spinners in the United Kingdom 

was set in train, a six month general strike of Manchester and Stockport 

spinners against wage reducation, and, in 1830, large scale "turn-outs" 

in the Hanchester and Bolton areas and the formation of the National 

Association for the prot~ction of Labour, occurred. 57 strikes of Cldham 

spinners took place in 1833, in which y~ar we find Doherty prosecuting 

with his usual vigour the agit.:..·avn for an Eight Hour Day initiated by 

his Societ~ for National Regeneration, and in 1837, whilst 1842 saw the 

formation of a Lancashire spinners' Federation in Bolton. 58 

In cc~~on ~dth the whole of the trade union movement in this period, 

there was precious little organisational stability amongst the Lancashire 

spi '~:rl ' .... $ whose policies were frequently -..ri.ldly revolutionary and 

apocalyptical. Yet, eVen during the early years of the century the 

cotton workers cherished notion of reducing their hours of labour by means 

of Act of Parliament was at all times apparent. The l~ational Regeneration 

campaign for a shorte'l" working day in 1833 was followed by the formation 

of numerous local short time committees to agitate for the Ten Hour Day 

and, in the early 1840s, to lend support to Oastler's campaign for a 

legal reducation in the working day. 59 It was in their belief that the 

56. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, History of Trade Unionism (London 1920) 
116; see further, R. G. Kirkby and A. E. Musson, The Voice of the 
People: John Doherty 1789-1854 (Manchester 1976). 

57. G. D. H. Cole and A. W. Filson, eds., British Working Class Movements: I 
Select Documents 1789-1875 (London 1965) 247-51, 251-53; Turner, . 
Trade Union Growth, 387. 

58. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 132. 

59. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Indus·trial Democracy (London 19(2) 338, 
348, 364. 
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remedy for unemployment and glutted markets lay in the reduction of the 

working week that the cotton spinners distinguished themselves from the 

weavers, whose first concern, as we shall observe, was always with the 

issue of wages. 

By the 1850s, more stable forms of organisation had begun to develop 

among the cotton workers. The short time committees had to some extent 

co-ordinatec the activities of the local associations and seemed to 

suggest that further progress in that direction might be advisable~ But 

it was the lock-out in Preston, a bitter dispute which saw the men 

defeated after a seven month struggle spanning 1853-54, which had first. 

brought the district associations to act in concert and paved the way 

for future organisational advance. 60 In 1853, the district societies -

were loosely knit together by the formation of the Amalgamated Association 

of Operative cotton Spinners (A.A.O.C.S.), a federal organisation for 

which the term "Amalgamation" was something of a misnomer for a body with 

fe\'/ central powers, and in which branch autonomy and locally controlled 

finances and strike fund~ were paramount. The characteristically federal 

structure of the cott:>n unions, reflecting the many local and distric~ 

Variations in skills and work process in the industry, had thus been 

61 given explicit recognition in or~anisationa1 form. 

Unlike the weavers' amalgamations, which relied almost exclusively 

upon collective bargaining, the first priority for the spinners was to . I 
I 

secure their own controls over the working team of one mule spinner and 

62 his two male assistants - the "big" and "little" piecers. The battle 

60. R. P. Bradshaw, The Preston Lock-Out: A Case ' Study of a Mid
Nineteenth Century Cotton Strike, and its Role in t he Devolo ment of 
Trade Union Organisation among Textile ~orkers unpublished B.A. 
dissertation, . Univer sity of Lancaster, 1972). 

Webb, Industrial Democracy, 38, 124-5, 146. 
. I 

H. A. Clegg, Alan Fox and A. F. Thompson, A History of Briti sh Trade 
Unions since 1889 (Oxford 1964) 27; s. J. Chapman, "Some 'Policies 
of the cotton Spinners' Trade Unions", The Economic Journal, X (1900) 
467-73. 
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for the control of the workgroup, which gave to the spinner the right of 

hiring and firing his piecers and determining their wages, had been fo ught 

out before t he Amalgamation was given its final shape in 1870, and the 

spinners' victory accounts for the formidable strength which it r apidly 

attained. The provision of a generous range of benefits appears to have 

taken precedence over the negotiation of wage rates until the 1870sat 

the earliest. The spinners were paid on a piece rate basis , and in 

Lancashire there emerged the elaborate wage lists regulating pay~ent for 

, t f ' ~ l' t 63 Th l' ttl varYlIlg coun 6 0 yarn on a s~ngl.e ~s. esc ~s s were ex rema y 

c o.~plex, necessitating the emergence of a specialist trade union official 

able to interpret the list in question in the event of dispute , although 

by 1887 there had emerged two dominant lists: the Oldham list, a !lspeod 

lis t" which made allowance for the increased effort demanded of the 

spinner, and the Bolton list, adjusting piece prices according to the 

character and quality (llcount") of the yarn. 64 

Established by the 1870s and 1880s upon a sound organisational 

footing, the spinners' unions and the A.A.O.C.S. began to extend their 

lobbying tactiCS, relying upon political pressure to comple~ent the purely 

industrial struggle. The textile unions had actively supported the Junta 

in the campaign to reform the labour laws in the late 18606 and early 

'70s and, i ncreasingly l ed by officials selected upon the basis of 

compe titive exaoination, the cotton operatives had recommenced their short 

time agitation dt~ing these years. In 1872, for instance, delegates 

63. For the background to, and emergence of, the wage lists, see S. J. 
Chapman , "The Regulation of \'lagf.) s by Lists in the Spinning Industry" t 
The EconomiC Journal , IX (1899) 592-99. 

64. For a discussion of the various wage lists and their operation, see 
John Jewke s and E. h . Gr ay, \\'ages and Labour in !,he Lancashire Cotton 
Spinning Industry (Manchester 1935) chs. 4-7; \'Jebb, Industrial 
Dernocrac~ , 195 . 
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from the local societies had established the Factory Acts Reform 

Association (F.A.R.A.) for the purpose of reducing the working week from 

65 60 to 54 hours, a measure ostensibly for the benefit of women and 

children in the factories although it was clear that the men would also 

benefit from its implementation. The scope of the spinners' political 

demands may be gauged by the intentions behind the Northern Counties' 

Factory Actd Reform Association, a body established by the district 

unions in 1886 to lobby for further factory inspection and more stringent 

regulations governing the conditions of their trade. 66 In a number 

of spheres, then, the textile operatives were,seeking legislative enactment 

by seizing the political initiative. 

By 1889, the spinners' amalgamation comprised some 17,000 operativ~s, 

the largest single district being the Oldham province (5,649 members) 

followed by Bolton (4,062), in all representing around 90% of all cotton 

spinners in the region. 67 The spinners' amalgamation was a clear 

instance of that form of union organisation the \vebbs characterised as 

68 "the purely trade society": a "closed" and relatively e,xclusive 

association, the amalgamation and its various loeal societies imposed 

heavy membership contributions but provided in return the most comprehensive 

and generous system of benefits in the country. Whilst these were mainly 

unemployment, accident and sickness payments - and often breakdown pay 

and emigration grants - "dispute and out of work pay" was nevertheless 

conside~able. 69 If labour relations in the cotton spinning industry 

65. Pelling, ' History of British Trade Unionism, 77; v/ebb, History of 
Trade Unioni sm, 309-12. 

66. Webb, ibid., 371. 
67. Clegg, History of British Trade Unions, 29; Roland Smith, A History 

of the Lancashire Cotton I ndus t r y 1873-1896, (unpublished Ph.D. 
Thesis, University of Birmingham, 1954) 366. 

68. vlebb, His tory of trade Unionism, 415. -, 
Clegg, History of British Trade Unions, 27; 
and Labour in the Cotton Indus trt, 157-58; 
J,e:lcashir e Cot ton Industry, eh. • 

Jewkes and Gray, Wages 
Smith, History of the 



v/ere relatively harmonious, it is still the case that a l arge number of 

minor and localised di sputes occurred, reflecting , of course, the wide 

measure of autonomy in trade and industr~a1 matters which r ested in t he 

hands of the district associations. 

Above all, however, the spinners' amalgamation wore a distinctly 

moderate, not to say conservative, hue. Though they were consistent 

supporters of factory legislation and threw their weight behind tho 

Eight Hour Day movement of the late 1880s, they were on the whole impervious 

to the militant ideas which the "advanced" delegates to the T.U.C. were 

putting about during the course of the 'eighties. The Amalgamation had 

refused to have any part in the strike-oriented Federation of Organised 

Trade Societies set in train mainly by the iron and building trades 

ufter the Sheffield Congress of 1874, whilst t he cotton oper a tives con-

sistently rallied to the defence of the Parliamentary Coomittee of the 

T.U.C. when it faced at tack from the New Unioni s ts. 70 Reflecting t he 

conservative proclivities of many of their members, a large number of 

t he perrz:~Ulent officials of the spinners' amalgamation were t hemselves 

Tories. J. T. Fielde n, a Liberal of disti nctl y moder ate complexion, 

spoke for many official s in the Amalgamation i n the terms of economic 

orthodoxy in pronouncing t hat: "The lavJs that govern ultimately the 

r a te of wages as well as the profit s of capital are inexorable in t hei r 

operation;" 71 \o/hilst James Mawdsley, a Conservative candidat e on a 

numb er of occasions, was quite explicit about his political preferences : 

"I am wit h the Conse r vative Party", he declared , "because I believe, on 

the whole, tha t they are the leas t hypocri tical of the t wo parties." 72 

70. We bb, History of Trade Unionism, 356, 40 '1. 

71. J. T. Fielden, SBeech on Foreign Compe titi on in t he Cot t ol'} Trade 
(Blackburn 1879) 5. 

72. Speech by Hawdsley , 2;ldharn Dail y Standard, 28 June 1899. 
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In a number of important respects, the development of labour organi-

sation among the weavers provides an instructive contrast with that of 

the operative cotton spinners. Although the early forms of weavers' 

combinations were like the spinners in their volatile structure and often 

desperately militant tactics, stability and growth of organisational 

forms occurred earlier, the weavers leading the spinners in developing 

their trade unionism roughly between the years 1840-70. 73 Like the 

spinners, the weavers organisations displayed a large measure of "natural" 

occupationally-based vitality, often emerging around Friendly Societies 

or "box clubs" affording protection for the trades against the repressive 

Combination Acts. It was, of course, the unfortunate handloom weavers 

who were in the van of trade union developments; organising against the 

disastrous effects of the power1oom - which, after about 1806, had 

relentlessly depressed wages in the weav:i r...g sector - combinations of 

weavers llad arisen to combat their worsening position. A manifesto of 

the "Association of vleavers" had been issued in 1799 and, thereafter, 

there fol1owed o a long series of appeals and petitions c.amanding a minimum 

price for their gOOdSe, 74 . ' . 

The handloom weavers took the lead in the "B1anketeers" march for 

reform in 1817 and, again, they were to be found in 1819 petitioD1ng for 

the enforcement of a minimum wage. But the complete degradation of the 

handloom weavers was signalled by the improved looms increasingly being 

marketed during the 1820s. Throughout the 'twenties, a number of violent 

demonstrations occurred in which weavers smashed powerlooms and attacked 

f actor ies, and such desperate measures continued to be employed through 

73. Turner, Trade Union Growth; E. Hopwood, History of the Lancashire 
cotton Industry and the Amal arnated 'l'Jeavers' Association (Manchester 
1969 for the general background to the weavers' amalgama tions. 

71,. W~bbt History of Trade Unionism,- 56:"'9. 

. ~ 
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to 1842 when the "Plug Plot" and Chartist-inspired "general strike" 

occurred in Lancashire, for which the weavers evinced marked enthusiasm. 

But, alongside these doomed organisations, the new powerloom weavers 

were slowly forging their own trade unions. Between 1834-37, there 

occurred repeated attempts in Preston and elsewhere to get weavers' 

associations ~ff the ground, whilst the first attempt to form a federation 

of powerloom weavers occurred in 1840, in the hope of supporting the 

stockport strike of that year. 

It was the emergence of piece-work l~sts in the weaving sector as 

early as the 1840s which precipitated the formation of more stable 

District Associations among the weavers. Gkilled permanent officials 

were needed to enforce these lists by which the rate for each job was 

calculated. In this the weavers led the w~y, boasting by 1878 some 

twenty to thirty paid officials as against perhaps half a dozen in the 

spinners' unions. 75 By the 1850s and '60s, stable District AssociaticUR 

had been formed in most of the towns in north and north east Lancashire 

and, in 1858, the "First Amalgamation" - the North Lancashire Power Loom 

Weavers' Association (N.L.P.L.W.A.) - was set in train. The Amalgamation 

was a federation of 10c8.J. weavers' societies mainly around the Blackburn~' 

area, the objects of which contained little else beyond wage matters. 

Bember-ship at first grew only SlO\l11y - by 1863 it represented just seven 

societies - but the Amalgamation was clearly here to stay. In 1878, in 

which year there occurred the "Great Strike" of almost 100,000 north 

Lancashire operatives against wage reductions, the Amalgamation, which 

by this time had over 15,000 members, was re-organised and placed upon a 

more secure organisational footing. But the weakness of the body was _. 

apparent to all and soon steps were taken to create a much more compre-

hensive organisation. The "Second Amalgamation" came into being in . 

75. Turner, Trade Union Growth, 5Off., 76, 120, 137; Webb, Industrial ' 
Dem~S~£l' 16, 106, 196. 
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1884, when" 57 delegates representing 28 districts meeting in Bury agreed 

upon an organisation whose first priority would be at all times to 

76 maintain a "fair rate of wages." 

The main concern of the weavers' organisations was always to 

improve wages. The background to the formation of the second amalgamation, 

for instance, was the strike of some 30,000 Blackburn operatives in 

1880 for a return of the wage cuts effected two years previously. In 

contrast to the spinners, whose craft-orien~ed unionism sought to entren~h 

their position by controlling labour supply in the industry, the weavers' 

associations were "open" and, in many respects, precursors of the new 

unionism of ti"~ late 1880s. The weavers' amalgamation emphasised far 

less than the spinners the friendly side of trade unionism and, always 

seeking to con~rol wages by direct collective bargaining and strike tactics; 

they paid no benefits other than strike and lock-out pay. 77 Like the 

A.A.O.C.S., however, it was a federal body ~~lich gave pride of place to 

branch autonomy; there was no standard rate of contribution for the 

membership, which was levied by the local unions and which was, in any 

event, quite " low. 

In policy matters, ' therefore, the weavers' amalgamation was less 

exclusive and, in politics, far more militant than the spinners. By 1884 

the weavers union could number some 200,000 operatives in its r~~s, by 

far the majority of whom were women. 78 In this, there is no stronger 

contrast with the spinners, " whose organisation was almost exclusively 

male dominated. Reflecting the aspirations of a workforce living in 

small ,~eaving villages, working in smaller factories than the spinning 

-
76. Hopwood, History of the Lancashire Cotton Industry, chs. 6-8. 

77. 

78. 

For details of the weavers' amalgamation's income and expenditure, 
see Smith, History of the Lancashi::'e Cotton Industry', ch. 6. 

For female composition of the weavers' amalgamation, see B. L. HutChins, 
~~OClen in Modern Indubtry; (London 1915); vJebb, Industrial Democracy;, 
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operatives and overwhelmingly Nonconformist in religion, tho \-leavers' 

amalgamation pursued a consistently Liberal policy. But as with the 

spinning operatives, the weavers were often concerned to mobilise their 

political strength in favour of Parliamentary regulation of the trade. 

We may conclude tr~s brief survey of labour organisation and policy 

among the cotton operatives by focusing upon the Card and Blowing Room 

workers - the preparatory grades of the spinning industry - and upon the 

developme nt of trade unionism a~ong the spinners' piecers. 

The exclusivity of the spinners is vividly illustrated in their 

dealings with the cardrocm amalgamations . The decisive event in the 

history of cardro OOl organisati ons was the great Oldham lock-out of 1885 

and the formation of the Amalga:nation in 1886, which grew gradually until 

it · could claim 15,000 members by 1889. 79 In that year the Amalgamation 

felt itself secure enough to callout its members, mainly in the Oldham . 

axea where its greatest strength lay, in an unsuccessful attempt to 

increase the level of earnings in the preparatory cotton process. In 

its formation and early struggles , however, the cardroom amalgamation fotmd 

li ttle support forthcoming from the spinners and it is hardly surprising 

that their attempt to federate ~th the spinners in 1890 proved abortive . 80 

The cardroom operatives coreprised semi- and unskilled male, but 

predominantly female and often juvenil e , labour and, like the weaver s , 

their Amalgamation was inevitably concerned with wages above all else. 

In this respect, the amalgamation had been reasonably happy when, in 1890, 

79. Clegg , History of Briti sh Tra.e Unions, 112; for details of the 
carding room process and crganisation , see A. P. Wadsworth, "The 
Cotton Trade Unions" , in G. D. H. eole ed., Bl-i ti sh 'rrade Unionism 
Today (London 1945) 386ff. 

Bo. Clegg, ibid •. , 112; Turner, Trade Union Gro\'Ith, 144- 47; Chapman, ' 
"Some Policies ' of the Cotton Spinners ' Unions" , ~. ~. 
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a· new general list was drawn up for Oldham which appears to have given 

increases to most cardroom operatives. Less conservative in temperament 

than the spinners, the cardroom amalgamation concentrated upon building 

up a strike fund for use against the employers' associations, although 

81 per capita contributions were low and once more set at the district level. 

The history and fate of the Piecers' Union is much more dilatory. 

The piecers were traditionally members of t:1e spinners' amalgamation but, 

with the exception of the Bolton district, \'1ere never more than 50-60%. 

organised. There \'1ere, however, several attempts made under socialist 

inspiration to form an independent union for these male workers. In 

Oldham, J. R. Clynes initiated a movement in the late 188os, for instance, 

whilst in 1890 the Bolton piecers attempted organisation. 82 Both 

attempts proved futile, although they paved the way for the Lancashire ' 

Pie.:;-': r: .. ' .• s sociation "'/hich came into being in 1891-92. _ Again, the 

piecers faced much opposition from the spinners ,.,ho were, in effect, 

their immediate employers. They had not the slightest desire to see 

the piecers in a separate union - whose policy might be to improve the 

wage levels set by the spinners and possibly act as strike breakers in 

the spinners' own disputes. Again, the contrast with the weavers, who 

were more ready to encourage general unionism throughout their sector 

of the industry in the interests of wide solidarity, is instructive. 83 

(b) The Miners 

In several respects, the development of labour organisation among 

the coal miners was similar to that of the textile operatives. In the 

-
81. Webb, Industrial Democracy, 105-6. 

82. See further, J. R. Clynes, Memoirs 1869-1924 (Lo~don 1937) 47-9; 
Chapoan, "Some P.olicies of the cotton Spinners' Unions", .£E. ~. 

83. Webb, Industrial Democracy, 475, 494, 497, for relations between 
t ~ he spiru~ers ~~d p~ecers. 
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first place, there was no apprenticeship system in either cotton or 

coal, in both of which the industrial revolution had S\iept away protective 

customs; the "little" piecer could be promoted to "big" piecer and 

thence to spinner as vacancies occurred, just as in the mines the haulage 

worker might work his way to the coal face. 84 Again like the cotton 

unions, the miners' organisations in Lancaol1ire were distinctly local, 

wi th much inter-branch rivalry tending to '."'eaken the overall solidarity 

of the union. 85 In most colliery districts, the miners tended to live 

in villages and small towns occupied mainly by other miners and often 

cemented by the ties of Nonconformity. 86 In Lancashire the pits and 

seams were smaller and the miners themselves less isolated and much more 

interru1ngled with workers employed in other industries, particularly 

textiles. Only in Vligan and st. Helens ..... e:!'e the miners the single 

largest occupational group. The absence of the self-contained pit village 

in Lancashire tended to fragment the various district unions and, in 

shaping their policies, the miners were open to influence by a variety 

of factors which elsewhere might not have played the same role. 87 

Up to the 1860s, at least, the development of trade unionism in 
' . 

the mines was marked by violent s\dngs and upheavals in both organisation 

and membership, a persistent rudimentary organisation amon the miners 

which might have provided the basis for rapid growth was often undermined 

b wid d t fl t t ' . th II' 'of coal. 88 yean recurren uc ua 10ns 1n e se 1ng pr1ce 

84. Clegg , History of Briti sh Trade Unions, 15; ' • .,rebb,~., 474-5. 

85. The point is emphasised by Raymond Challinor, The Lancashire and 
Cheshire Hiners (Newcastle 1972). 

86. G. D. H. Cole, Labour in the Coal-~~ining Industry 1914-1921 (London 
1923) 7. 

87. For further detail, see below Chapter 10. 

88. The cest concise history of the miners' union is Robin Page Arnot, 
'r ho Hiners: A History of the Miners' Federation of Great Brl tain 
1889-1910 (London!1949). 
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Evidence suggests that the first miners' union in Lancashire was founded 

in 1794 at Pemberton and, by the end of the eighteenth century, at least 

ten similar organisations had been established in central Lancashire. 89 

In 1818 a dispute involving thousands of miners in the Lancashire coal-

field broke out, but until 1830 - in which year the south Lancaslrlre 

colliers formed the Friendly Society of Coal Miners in Bolton - strikes 
, 

had been far too disorganised and unco-crd.inated to be at all effect~.·,e. 

The F.S.C.M. proved, however, to be shortlived and it collapsed during 

a strike in 1831. 90 

By th~ time of the formation of Hartin Jude's Miners' Association of 

Great Britain and Ireland in 1841, strong county unions already existed 

throughout the Lancashire field, 91 and these provided a sure foundation 

for the success of the new organisation in Lancashire. By 1844. under 

the leadership of David Swallow the miners had built up a large member-

ship and were able to playa leading role in determining the union's 

national policy. A successful strike in st. Helens in 181+4, which was 

repeated in other parts of the county, occasioned the transfer of the union's 

headquarters to Lancashire. The strength of the Lancashire UnioniD-. 

this period contrasted vividly with the position of the unions in mos'l; 

other coalfields. 

Though the National ~tiners' Association had collapsed in 1848, in 

1851 the Lancashire and Cheshire District of the Association had been 

set in train with an extensive range of friendly provisions. Although 

there remained much local disarray in the north west, with the locus 

of union ~ctivity firmly rooted at the district level, many of the 

89. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire Hiners (Newcastle 1972) ch. 1. 

90. Challinor, ibid; Aspinall, ~ly English Trade Unions, 303ff. 
---r 

91. vlebb, His·tory of Trade UnioniSm, 181-82. 
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leaders of Alexandre MacDonald's National Y~ners' Association (1858) 

were recruited from the Lancashire coalfield. The N.H.A. was a federal 

organisation, pacific in character and attaching great importance to 

bringing pressure upon Parliament. 92 In this it offended the more 

militant Lancashire miners, who took the lead in forming the Amalgamated 

Association of Hiners in ,1869. Under the authoritative leadership ot 

Thomas Halliday, it was decided that the A.A.M. should have centralisei 

funds and an aggressive industrial policy. By 1873, the N.M.A.had 

seme 123,000 members whilst the A.A.M., centred upon the north west, had 

around 99,000 members. 93 

For a while, the militant tactics of the A.A.M. proved highly 

successful. But during the early 1870s, when prices began to fall 

rapidly, miners throughout the country w~re forced to responde defensively 

to wage cuts and in Lancashire the A.A.M collapsed amid a resurgence of 

local separatism. 94 The adoption of sliding scales in the 1870s, agreed 

'1 between the miners and the coal owners, favoured the N.M.A. which began 

.. " 

to expand, although overall this was a bad period for the miners' unions. 

It was, however, in this period that the miners secured their first 

representatives in Parliament. But in contrast to Burt and MacDonald, 

who had been elected as miners' M.P.D with Liberal backing, Haliiday and 

the A.A.M. favoured a policy of electoral independence, although the 

failure of William Pickard at Wigan in 1874 demonstrated that there was 

as yet no large body of miners who wanted working class M.P.s. 95 

92. G. D. H. Cole and Raymond postgate, The British Common People 1746-
1946 (London 1961.) 374. 

93. For details of the A.A.M., see Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire 
Miners, chs. 5-7. 

94. Clegg, History of British Trade Unions, 18ft. 
I 

95. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire ' }~ners, 142-46; R. Gregory, 
The Miners and British Politics, (Oxford 1968) ch. 1. 
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The years bet, ... een 1874-80 were lean ones for the Lancashire miners, 

but things began to pick up when the strike of several Lancashire districts 

in 1881 had the effect of bringing together about a dozen of the d:i. !.,~~ i ct 

unions in a closer federation. Though a number of areas, including 

v/igan, were as yet not ready to join, the Lancashire Miners' Federation 

came into being and soon after its formation an increase in wages was 

I secured in most parts of the area. The secretary of the new organisati~n, 

as yet little more than a collection of autonomous dietricts often with 

their branches far away from the pits, was ~ne Thomas Ashton, a collier 

from Openshaw in Manchester. 96 In 1883, the delegates of the Lancashire 

miners resolved: "That the time has come when the working miners shall 

regulate the production of coal", although finding it impossible to secure 

their object by strikes, the Lancashire men turned to the policy of 

legislative regulation which had long been advocated by MacDonald and 

the N.M.A. Although the Lancashire Federation remained ''leak, dogged 

by fI ••• the north west miners' intense love for localism", 97 the 

Lancashire miners played a laudable role in intiating the formation of 

the Hiners' Federation of Great Britain in 1889. 

As was the case with the cotton workers, then, there was much 

sympathy among the Lancashire miners for the Parliamentary policy which 

the N.M.A. had exemplified and, after 1889, would become a major string 

98 ir.. the bow of the M.F .G.B. By 1886 the miners had 5 H.P.s in 

Parliament, all of them of the Lib-Lab stable. In Lanca~hire, however, 

the miners were by no means as committed to the Liberals as was the case 

96. Arnot, The Niners, 63, 297; \>Jebb, History of British Trade Unionism, 
433. 

97. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire Miners, 180. 
98. Both the cotton operatives and the miners aimed to secure a mandatory 

minimum wage: cf. J. W. F. RO\'Ie, l"'ages in Practice and. Theory (1928: 
London 1969 ed.) ~62-63. 
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else\'1here. Though ad~ittedly less than the cotton spinners, there was 

no small amount of Conservative sentiment amongst them; indeed, until 

the coming of the Labour Party the Conservatives were consistently 

successful in Wigan and Newton, two of the constituencies where the miners 

were most heavily concentrated. Like the cotton workers, the Lancashire 

and Cheshire Hiners' Federation (as it soon became) was divided in itc 

political loyalties between the two major parties and this was naturally 

a hinderance to its effective political functioning. For the Lancashire 

miners, anxious to secure Parliamentary representation but hamstrung by 

divisions am~ng the membership, the new Labour Party - independent of 

both Conservatives ana Liberals alike - would offer obvious attractions. 

(c) The Engineers 

As was noted above, the A.S.E. founded in 1851 is often cited as 

the exemplar of a labour aristocratic craft union, pacific in temper and 

exclusive in its composition. To the extent that this picture is at all 

accurate, however, the development of the engineers' organisation in this 

.... ., way was dependant upon a specific economy and labour market, of which 

London and old-fashioned trade centres such as Birmingham and Edinburgh 

were the prototypes. Here, engineering shops were smaller, the proportion 

of millwrights (the old-established all-round craft workers in the industry) ' 

was larger and firms generally less capitalised and sho~ing a high degree 

of traditional craft practices. In Lancashire the situation was somewhat 

different. The development of the textile machine and steam engine 

sector - particularly in the south Lancashire spinning region around Bolton 

and Oldham - powerloom engineering and the manufacture of locomotives 

and the production of machine tools hud all served to shift the centre of 
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the trade away from London to the more intensely mechanised and large

scale workshops of Lancashire. 99 

By mid-century, therefore, Lancashire was in the van of technological 

change in the engineering industry. Here the growth in size of individual 

firms and specialisation within the process of production, both of which 

were concomitant upon the replacement of handicrafts by machinery, .were 

100 moat in eviaence. Large firms like nibbert and Platt of Oldham, 

Dobson and Barlow and Rethel'ington of Manchester, and particularly machine 

tool manufacturers like James Nasmyth and \vhitworth of Manchester, 

displayed a high level of capital intensity which created conditions of 

production more akin to that of unified factory enterprise and whose 

meChanised techniques destroyed the all-round skills and workplace 

authority of the millwrights. Keith Burgess has recently shown the 

proportion CL millwrights in engineer~ng to have been indicative of local 

differences in the nature of the industry. According to the 1841 census, 

millwrights comprised only 7% of all engineering workers in Oldham, but 

101 as many as 18% in Edinburgh. Significantly, James Nasmyth I s new 

methods had been pioneered in a small engineering workshop in Edinburgn' 

before he moved to Lancashire. 

It is not, therefore, surprising to find that in Lancashire engineer

ing employers had been well placed to introduce new techniques of workshop 

production, notably piece-working, '''/hich had done much ' to dissolve the 

99. For the development of textile machine enginGering alongside the 
cotton industry, see D. A. Farnie, The English cotton Industr 1850-96 
(unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of hanchester, 1953 ;Pt. 1. 

100. James B. Jeffreys, The Story of the Engineers 1800-1945 (London 1970) 
51-67. 

101. Keith Burgess, ' The Origins of British Industrial Relations: The 
Nineteenth Century Experience (London 1975) 5ff; Robert ~ . Gray, 
The Labour Aristocr&cy in Victorian Edinburgh (Oxford 1976) 38. 



traditional craft authority and pride of the engineers. A survey con-

ducted by the A.S.E. in 1861 had revealed that piece-work was ascendant 

in the large scale textile machinery and stationary steam engine 

manufacturing districts of Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale and Bolton: in 

these areas, some 25% of all workers in the industry were subject to pay-

ment by, the piece, whilst 75% of all piecemasters were to be ound in 

Lancashire. 102 Unlike the small scale, highly skilled and versatile 

craft workshops of London, piece-work occasioned many bitter disputes 

between masters and the men essentially revolving around wages and 

dilution struggles. 

Certainly, the 1852 lock-out in the engineering industry had been 

mOst fiercely contested in Lancashire, where labour militancy varied 

directly with the size of firm and level of capitalisation. 103 Here 

the militancy of the engineers was based not only upon their oppositiun 

to piece-work, but also upon their hostility to the introduction of semi-

skilled, "illegal" machine workers and to the systematic overtime which 

employers had been strong enough to enforce. Engineering bosses like . 

Nasmyth had occurred the disapprobation of the men by a policy of 

introduCing less skilled workers to operate machines , thus replacing 

104 
the more expensive skilled engineers. 

It is this background which helps explain the consistent mill tancy 

of engineering workers in Lancashire. The Lancashire men had followed 

up the successful nine hour movement in the north west of England in the 

102. M. and J. B. Jeffreys, "The Wages, Hours and Trade Custans of the 
Skilled Engineer in 1861", Economic History Review, XVII (1947) 27-44. 

103. K. Burgess, "Technological Change and the 1852 Lock-Out in the 
British Engineering Industry", International Review of Social His tory, 
XIV (1969) 215-36. ' . 

104. K. Burgess, "Trade Union Policy and the 1852 Lock-Out in the British 
Engineering Indus try", International Review of Social Hi.story , XVII 
(1972) 645-60. 
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early 1870s with a series of wage demands,by means of which l arge gains 

had been made. At Hetherton's in Hanche s ter, for instance, a dispute 

was terminated in 1873 by the first important arbitration in engineering 

on a demand for a 2s. increase as an alternative to a threatened lock-

out by thp. employers. 105 Throughout the whole of this period, the 

question of piece-work and issues attendant to it proved a constant thorn 

in the side of ind1.lstrial relations in t he industry. For example, in 

Hay 1887 a bitter dispute occurred in the engineering industry in Bolton 

in which the town was sharply divided over the question of "knobsticking", 

and which was accompanied by some of the most violent scenes since thA 

days of Chartism. 106 

Like the miners, the engineers in Lancashire tended to support the 

Liberal p~ty in line with the national poliCy of their society but, 

again, thN-e was a sizeable minority for whom popular Toryism held a 

great deal of attraction; in stalybridge, for instance, where there was 

a large textile machine engineering industry, the political allegiances 

of the town were distin~tly Conservative and a LiberRl was returned there 
. ' 107 

only in the landslide election of 1906. Once more, we cannot discount 

the influence of the cotton industry and the operatives working in it -

with whom the engineers were often closely associated - upon the political 

attitudes of this group of industrial workers in the north west. 

105. Jeffreys, The story of the Engineers, 90-1. 

106. the Trade Unions and Workin Class 
unpublished N.A. dissertation, Universit 

107. Pelling, Social Geography of British Elections, 256-7, 259. 



(d) The Trades Councils 

A brief analysis of the Trades Councils in Lancashire may help to 

round off this account of the politics of the organised working class 

up to the 1880s, and afford some indication of the nature of labour 

organisaticn in those trades not mentioned above. Although Sidney and 

Beatrice Webb were wont to emphasise the political role of the Trades 

Councils ia the struggles of labour, there is every indication that 

outside London - and particularly in Lancashire up to the 1880s - the 

political role of the Trades Councils was strictly subordinated to an 

industrial function of providing mutual b"pport for local societies in 

dispute by their inability to present a united political face. 

Prior to the upsurge of new unioni FTtl in the late 1880s, the Trades 

Councils in the north west were, on the whole, moderate bodies which 

spoke on behalf of the skilled workers comprising the major part of tneir 

membership. The Manchester and Salford Trades Council, which had been 

formed in 1866 at the instigation of W. H. Wood and S. C. Nicholson of 

the Jvlanchester Typographical Society, both of whom had been delegates . 

to the conference of trades in Sheffield in that year, represented only 

the skilled male trades in the two towns - bookbinders, tailors, plasterers, 

joiners, 

spinners 

ironfounders, painters, lithographers, bakers, sadlers and 

108 
comprising the first council members. In Liverpool, too, 

the history of the Trades Council between the 18606 and the ·' 80s was, 

according to E. L. Taplin, scarcely distinguished: "Dominated by a 

handful of men representing the skilled trades, they represented tho 

108. A recent history makes t his skilled composition abundantly clear: 
cf. Edmund and Ruth Frow, To Make. Tha t Future Now!: A F..istory of 
the Nanchester and Salford Tr ades Council (Hanchester 1976 ) .12-13. 
The Fir s t report of the Ol dham trades council, too, claimed 3,500 
members, all <rf ... thom were skilled workmen: cf. Oldham Trades and 
Labour Council Centenary 1867-1967: Hanubook (Oldham 1967) 8. 
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. 109 
prevailing a ttitudes of t he labour aristocra cy ." In Bol ton , the 

Trades Council \iaS controlled by a group of men around the r.:odera te 

spinners ' leader J. T. Fielden, whilst in Barrovi the council r er.:ained 

in Lib-Lab hand s well into the ' nineties . 110 

But it was not si~ply - as was the case at Eccles , where the A.S . E. 

i mbued the Trades Council with a policy of quietude - that the skilled 

unions r epresented were disinclined to t ake a strongly political role, 

but t hat also these men were frequently divided among themselves. At 

i\~anchester, where the Trades Council '>las split bet'v'een Conserva tives and 

radicals, t he orgar~sation took a decision to avoid identifica tion with 

any political movemen t in 1867, at v/hich point the r adicals seceeded to 

form a "Trade Union Political Association" to agitate for reform of the 

f hi 
111 

. ranc see In Liverpool, the Trades Council could OlUY stand aside 

and "deplore the present misunderstanding" which sa", the great strike of 

serur.en and dockers paralyse the port in 1879. 112 At least until the 

challenge of unskilled unionism, therefore , many of these provincial 

Trades Councils, repre senting workers whose sympathies \I/ere often divided 

be tween the two major parties, esche\'Ied political initia tive. In this 

situation , the attraction of a Labour Party independent of other political 

ties is once more apparent and in many Lancashire towns the Trades Councils 

and eli visional Labour Party came eventually to merge, combining both 

industrial and political functions. 113 This, hO\'lever, is to anticipate 

109. E. L. Taplin , liThe Liverpool Trades Council 1880-1914", Bulletin of 
the N . ld . Labour History SOCiety Group, 3 (1976-77) 12. 

110. Harris , Cla ss Confl ict and \"lork:in Class Poli tics in Bolton, op _ cit; 
Ni gel Todd , li The Labour I<ovement in North Lancashire c.1890-1911"-;-
Bulletin of the N. l;j'. Labour r:i stO:X:Y Society Group, 2 (1975-76) 9. 

111. Frow, To t·;ake Tha t Future, 15. 

112. Taplin , ItLiverpool Trades Council"t 12. 

113. Cole, Trade Unionism Today , 184. 
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the impact of new unionism and socialism upon the trade unions in 

Lancashire in the 'eighties and after, and it is to this question that 

we should now turn. 

8.3: SOCialist Currents in the 18806 and 1890s 

The previous section has sought t~ describe the nature of labo,v 

organisation and politics in the north west up to around the decade of 

the 1880s. By this point in time, hov/ever, a new factor had been intro-

duced into the political make-up of Lancashire in the form of socialism 

and trade unionism among unskilled workers. It would be useful here 

to trace the progress of socialism in Lancashire in the 1880s and 1890s 

and, in the final section of this chapter, to ~ocument its impact upon 

trade unionism and labour politics up to 1906. 

Nationally, the 'eighties had witnessed a revivification of socialist 

activity, revolving in the main around the Social Democratic Federation 

and the predominantly middle class Fabian SOCiety. Iu the metropolis 

the S.D.F. had to wait until the unemployed demonstrations of the mid~ 

'eighties provided a ,chance for its members to propagate their case, but 

in Lancashire the opportunity presented itself e'arlier. The formation 

of the Federation had almost coincided with the massive and bitter strike 

of Lancashire miners in 1'881 again~t the coal-owners decision compelling 

them to contract out of the Employers' Liability Act. . \'I'riting in the 

Pall Mall Gazette in January of that year, H. N. Hyndman strongly 

supported the miners, whilst several days earlier he had written to 

M 
114 arx, 

11L~$ Hyndman to M~Xt 15 January 1881, ,cited by Challinor, Lancashire 
and Cheshire Miners, 185. 
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Matters are ripening in the North of England. This \.,reather 
will push them yet faster. Poor creatures with the pits 
closed and their children crying for food and warmth! ••• ',ve shall 
be into revolution before we kno\-/ it. That indeed is coming, 
but I want to see it come peacefully. I am going to see some 
of the leaders of the working classes ••• The movement has begun 
for which you have so long waited: now it has to be guided to 
grow. 

As in London, the S.D.F. was able to expand by exploiting the 

distress of the workers in Lancashire ar.~ turning it to political 

advantage. In 1884 the Salford branch of the S.D.F. had be~n founded 

at the instigation of Henry Musgrave Reade, 115 whilst in March, 1885, 

Justice reported that S.D.F. literature was being read with interest b:' 

st. Helens miners, at that time reduced to four day working; later accounts 

describe the formation of S.D.F. branches in Eccles, Oldham and Pendle~on, 

where " ••• m.'ltly more would join, but they are afraid of the local magnates, 

116 the colliery proprietors." Accord.:i.ng to Dona Torr, "South Lancashire 

early became and always remained. the strongest provincial centre of the 

S.DS." and, if so, this can be attributed to the activities of Tom Mann, 

who spent most of the ye~' 1888 in Bolton agitating the trades and 

speaking from the steps of Bolton Town Hall and in nearby towns on behalf 

of the Federation. 117 In actual fact, however, it was in north 

Lancashire, where in 1884 the Federation had launched a campaign during 

the cotton strike in the Blackburn area and, by 1886, some ~ozen or so 

S.D.F. branches had sprung into be~ng, that the Federaticn was able to 

establish ita most rooted support. Hyndman himself begun a long standing 

115. Heru'y Musgrave Reade, Christ or Socialism?: A Human Autobiography 
(n.d.) for the formation of the Salford S.D.F.. 

116. Justice, 28 March, 1885; 19 September 1885. 

117. Dona Torr, Tom 11ann and his 'rimes 1856-1890, i (London 1956) 239; 
Tom Hann, Memoirs (London 1923) 68-70. 

( 
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association with the town of Burnley with a propaganda mission in 

1883, 118 and by the late 'eighties Lancashire had undoubtedly become 

the strongest provincial redoubt of the S.D.F. 

Although pre-eminently a London body, the Fabian Society too had 

begun to t~e root in the industrial north west, particularly between 

the years 1890-92. In September 1890, the Fabians had launched their 

"Lancashil'e Campaign", a series of carefully orchestrated lectures and 

talks throughout the industrial north of England delivered for the most 

part to Liberal or radical clubs, Co-operative Societies and other 

interested bodies, and focusing upon a \i ~ lOle range of poll tical, social 

and economic questions. 119 The campaign did much to stimulate the 

growth of provincial societies, which iu the early 'nineties was rapid. 

The lecture tour was considered to have been such a success that Fabian 

lecturing in the north was made more, oX' less permanent and, in 1896, a 

120 second Lancashire campaign was considered and duly executed. There 

continued to be great demand from the provincial Societies for Fabian 

lecturing, many of which closely overlapped with the other socialist 

. ' 121 
bodies, notably the I.L.P. 

In all, Fabian lecturing and the propagandizing activities of the 

local Societies in Lancashire had proved a great spur to socialist 

advance in the early 1890s. The S.D.F. was able to strengthen its 

foothold before the I.LP. was founded and, through the efforts of its 

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

See Hyndman, Further Reminiscences, 60ff. for details of the , 
Burnley campaign. 

Edward Pease, Hist017 of the Fabian Society (London 1916) 95-8; 
Alan M. MacBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics 1884-1918 
(Cambridge 1966) 179-80. 

Henry Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party 1880-1900 (Oxford 1'965) 
184. 

Pease, History of the Fabian Society, 97, 102. 
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two organisers J. J. T~rrett and Dan Irving, its position in the Duchy 

was consolidated. In 1893 Irving had accepted an offer from the Burnley 

S.D.F. to become the branch's full time organising secretary whilst in 

the same year Terrett is reported as having campaigned extensively through

out Lancashire, delivering 363 lectures and establishing some 24 new 

b h . t h ' t 122 ranc es ~n he nort wes. All this organising effort did not 

go unrewarded: in 1892 Justice Epoke of " ••• the !"emarkable spread of 

Social-Democracy among the weavers and spinners - men who have hitherto 

acquiesced in the reactionary ideas of their Conservative leaders," 123 

and in Auguct 1893 there was established a Lancashire District Committee 

of the S.D.F. comprising about 20 branches. By the end of the year, the 

Burnley Socialist was founded as the organ of six local Federation 

124 branches, whose aggregate membership had now reached nearly 2,000. 

After tan years of continuous socialist activity in Lancashire, it was 

decided by the S.D.F.Executive in 1892 that the moment was propitious 

for a candidature in the general election of that year. Hyndman was 

selected to contest Burnley for the Federation and, although he did not 
, 125 

win, he secured a creditable 1,500 votes. 

The growth of socialist agitation on the part of the S.D.F. and the 

Fabians in the 1880s and early '90s in the north west had, in its turn, 

done much to encourage t he formation of trade unions among many groups 

of unskilled workers. In Manchester, it was mainly the socialists who 

began the task of organising the unskilled. Alf Barton and William Bailie 

of the Socialist League had assisted the carters there to form the 

122. C. Tsuzuki, H. M. Hyndman and British Socialism (Oxford 1961) 96. 

123. Justice, 30 April 1892. 

124. Tsuzuld, Hyndman and British Socialism, 97. 

125. "Hyndman, Further Reminiscences, 64-70. 
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Hanchester and Salford General Union of carters in 1889 and a branch of 

the Platelayers' and General Railway Labourers' Union was also formed. 

Gas workers in Salford, dissatisfied with the 12 hour . shifts which they 

were then working, send a deputation to the Salford S.D.F. asking for 

assistance in forming a union. In Septecber 1889, the new union was 

set in train with Hilliam Horrocks, a member of the Federation, as ii:s 

first secretary. 126 The socialists also assisted in the formation of 

a Shop Assistants' Union and Navvies' ·and General Labourers' Union in . 

Manchester in 1890, and a Cabmen's Union (1889) and General Labourers' 

Union (1890) in Bolton. 127 The General Union of Railway V/orkers and 

the National Union of Dock Labourers had opened branches in Barrow in 1.890, 

and the Gas workers followed suit in 1893. In Lancaster, there wero 

labourers' strikes at Storey Bros. linoleum factory and the wagon works 

in 1890. 128 Finally, the upsurge of new unionism in Liverpool had the 

effect of reinvigorating the Trades Council, which benefitted from the 

affiliation in 1888 of the Mersey branches of the National Amalgamated 

Union of Seamen and Firemen and in 1890 of the five Liverpool branches 

of the National Union of Dock Labourers; and in Oldham, socialists were 

the driving force behind the formation of the Oldham Gas \yorkers and 

General Labourers' Union, and unions of Railway workers, Shop assistants 

129 and spinners' piecers. 

Throughout Lancashire in this period, S.D.F.'ers were well to the 

fore in unskilled agitation, and it was this ferment which provided the 

126. For details of new unionism in Nanchester, see Frow, To lvlake That 
Future, 28-30. 

127. Harris, Class Conflict and Working Class Politics in Bolton, ch. 3. 
128. Todd, uThe Labour Hovement in North Lancashire", 3-4 for details 

of new unionism in Barrow and Lancaster • 

. 129. Taplin, "The ],iverpool Trades Council", 13; Oldham Tradeo a."l~ 
Labour Council Handbook, 15-24. 



background to the formation of the Manchester I.L.P. Towards the end 

of 1891, John Trevor had taken the initiative in forming his Manchester 

Labour Church. Dedicated to the principle of "God in the Labour 

Movement", the Labour congregation liaised closely with' the other 

socialist organisations in the city emphasising the spiritual component 

of socialism~ In that same year, Robert Blatchford had begun publication 

of his pic!'!.eering labour paper The Clarion. In 1892, a move was mad~ 

to organise a united Hay Day demonstration in Manchester, following the 

lead which London had shown the previous year. A number of unions 

decided to join forces with the socialist sOGieties and, on Sunday 1 May, 

the march from Stevensonts Square to Alexandre Park took place. Laurence 

Thompson hds memorably eVOked the atmosphere in Nanchester on that first- . 

Nay Day: 130 

Into Alexandre Park they. went, where the buds were bursti~ 
on the trees, and the sun shone, and the Police stood stolidly 
about the six platforms. There wpre Comrade Sidney Webb of the 
London County Council, and Don Roberto, Conningharne Graham, with 
his pointed beard and his silver wit, lOOking as if he had just 
stepped from a Valasquez painting. William Johson, the dashing 
Prince Rupert who commanded the Shop Assistants t Union, the little 
fighting cock Alfred Settle, Horsfall of the \'I'orkmens Times stat:~, 
and half a dozen more. They spoke and the crowds cheered. No 
matter what they said, the crowds cheered, for it was May Day, 
and the banners curled bravely in the wind. 

Blatchford was Chairman at the first platform, a covered 
cart like a camels cage, through the bars of which he smiled his 
heart out upon the happy crowd. He had a headache and a bad 
cold, and no-one heard his speech except the police. But when 
he cried, "Hands up for Socialism", every hand was raised. 
Before nightfall, between sixty thousand and a hundred thousand 
working men and women had committed themselves to demanding 
nationalisati on of the land, an eight hour day, payment of M.P.s, 
shorter Parl i ments, adult suffrage and an Independent Labour 
Party • . 

130. Laurence Thompson, Robert Blatchford: Portrait of an Englishman . 
(London 1951) 87. 
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At John Trevor's insistence, a Manchester and Salford I.L.P. was founded 

by Blatchford a few days later: "It was able to enrol at once almost 

seven hundred members", Thompson observed, "May Day had been a triumph 

indeed. II 

Following the lead of the Manchester I.L.P., local branches began 

to emerge throughout Lancashire; by 1895 there were 18 local I.L.P.s 

in the Manchester and Salford district E(1one, 10 around Liverpool an~ ., 

in all, some 73 branches through(·-...t the whole of Lancashire and Cheshire. 131 

During the 1890s, the S.D.F. proved a serious competitor to the I.L.P. 

in Lancashire, particularly as in some areas it ~as an older and more 

firmly established body whereas the I.L.P. had grown up quickly and had 

not yet developed a solid organisation. But from the start there w~s, . 

by all accounts, close co-operation between the S.D.F. and I.L.P. in 

matters of organisation and propaganda and, after 1900, between the S.D.F. 

and local L.R.C.s. The Lancashire branches of the S.D.F. always stood 

to the right of the national executive of the Federation. Many of ita 

members were trade \mionists in the spinning and particularly the weaving 

towns and were anxious to maintain the S.D.F. link with the unions through 
, -. 

the L.R.C. When the S.D.F. met in conference in Birmingham in 1901 and 

agreed to 'Kithdraw from the L.R.C., the motion was apparently opposed 

by the Lancashire branches and an Accrington delegate declared the 

proposal to be "foolish", suggesting that Federation policy ought to 

132 aim to "permeate and capture the trade unions." 

Certainly, by this pel~od the socialists of the I.L.P. and the S.D.F. 

had made much headway in the trade unions. In Bolton, the socialists 

were able to build successfully upon new unionism, but remained resolutely 

131. I.L.P. Directory and Branch Returns (1895) 6. 

132. Cited by Tsu·zuki, Hyndman and .Bri·tish Socialism, 136. 



opposed by the Trades Council which was domi nated by Liberals and 

Conservatives. 133 In Barrow, by contrast, the upsurge of new unionism 

had led to the growth of socialist ideas within the Trades Council, and 

this may have been behind its decision to contest the mUniCipal elections 

of 1892 in the labour interest. 134 In Eccles, the Trades Council really 

got off th~ ground only after the socialists, and particularly Leonard 

Hall, an ea'rly organiser of the navvies working on the new Manchester 

Ship Canal, had begun to agitate the unskilled trades and from the 'start 

it took a resolutely socialist line. 135 By 1895, five out of the nine 

members of the Executive Committee of the Manchester and Salford Trades 

Council were socialists and the body began to play a more active and 

136 foreceful role in industrial disputes. As always, the S.D.F. 

remained strongest in the north of the county, where a Federation memher 

had been elected Vice-President of the Burnley Weavers' Association in 

1895. 

The socialist effort in Lancashire during the 1890s found additional 

expression in the Clarion Clubs and Associations and through Labour Church 

congregations. Blatchford's socialism appears to have caught on in _ 

a big way in Lancashire, where The Clarion was widely read by the 

fa~tory folk in the cotton industry. 137 The various aspects of the 

133. Harris, Class Conflict and Working Class Politics in Bolton, chs. 3-4. 

134. Todd, tiThe Labour Hovement in North Lancashire", 6; see further, 
idem., "Trade Unions and the Engineering Industry Dispute at Barrow
in-Furness", Interna tional Revie \'i of Social Hi s tory, XX (1975) 35. 

135. John Smethurst, "The Eccles TradeE Council", paper delivered to the 
N. \'J. Labour History Society Group, 18 October 1975. 

136. Frow, To Hake that Future, 36. 

137. See below, chs. 9 and 13 for further detail on both the Clarion 
and Labour Church movements. 
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Clarion Fellowship - the Cinderella Clubs launched in 1890, the Clarion 

Clubs, choirs and bands', Glee Clubs, Clarion Scouts and Field Clubs _ 

were virtually confined to Lancashire and the \Vest Riding of Yorkshire, 

where they overlapped closely w:i.th the I.L.P. and other socialist 

bodies. 138 Such was Blatchford's influence that during the South 

African war his patriotic vie\.,rs encouraged the emergence of "jingo 
I 

socialism" in S.D.F. and I.L.P. branches in Lancashire in opposition .,.) 

the national leadership. 139 Soon after the formation of his Hanchester 

Labour Church, John Trevor saw his idea being taken up by working men 

and women throughout the whole of the industrial north. Labour Churches 

sprang up in about 30 towns in Lancashire during the course of the 'nineties 

and, often associated with or off-shoots of Labour Church congregations, 

socialist Sunday schools were established in mo~t centres. 140 

In all, therefore, Lancashire \.,ras vlell to the forefront of socialist 

agitation and the movement for independent labour representation in the 

1890s, second only indeed to the West Riding of Yorkshire. Tom Mann, 

now secretary of the I.L.P., described Lancashire and Yorkshire in 189't 

as "the stronghold. of the movement", and recent research has confirmed 

that there was no manifest change in this geographical distribution of 

141 strength between the 1890s and 1910. Lancashire was also the main 

138. David Prynn, "The Clarion Clubs, Rambling and the Holiday Associations 
in Britain", Journal of Contemporary History, XI (1976) 66-9. 

139. Tsuzuki, Hyndman and British Socialism, 111. 

140. D. F. Summers, The Labour Church and Allied Movements (unpublished 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 195~) 312-13; Fred Reid, 
"Socialist Sunday schools in Britain 1892-1939", International Review 
of Social History", XI (1966) 18-47_ 

141. I.L.P. General Secretary's Monthly Report, National Administrative 
Council Hinutes, March 1894; see further D. Hopkin, liThe Membership 
of the I.L.P. 1904-10: A Spatial and Occupational Analysis", 
International(Review of Social Historl, XX (1975) 175-97. 



source of the Social Democratic Federations's strength outside London. 

Of the Federation's 82 branches in 1894, some 27 were in Lancashire and 

1l~2 thirty in London. In the general election of 1895, the I.L.P. had 

put into the field 28 candidate s , of whom 8 contested constituencies in 

Lancashire; the candidates included George Barnes (Rochdale ), Fred 

Br ocklehurst (Bolton), Pete Curran (Barrow), J. E. Johnson (N.E. Manchester) , 

Dr. Pankhurst (Gorton) and James Sexton at Ashton-under-Lyne and, in all, 

they secured some 14,810 votes, a creditable proportion of the 44,000 or 

so votes casi for socialist candidates in the \ihole election. 143 For 

the fi rst time in British history, the socialist message \'las being put 

across to a widel' audience; we should nOvl turn to trace the effects of 

this socialist current upon the trade unions in Lancashire and the course 

of labour politics up to 1906. 

8.4: Labour Politics and Trade Unionism in later Nineteenth 

~tury Lancashire 

The period 1890-1906 saw a number of i mportant developments taking 

place within the trade union movement i n Lancashire, due in part at l east , 

to the impact of the gro\ ing s ocialist a\ .. areness. But overall, a 1Irl de 

r ange of f actors I;Jere at \'Iork, shifting the policies of the cotton 

operatives, the miners and the engineers t owards l abour i sm and the notion 

of independe nt labour representation. 

In most respects, the cotton spinning IDlions continued very much 

upon the moderate course which el evated the close regulation of the 

142. Justice, 3 February 1894. 

143. For details of I.L.P. electoral showi ngs in Lancashire , see 
G. D. H. Cole, British "" orking Class Politics 1832- 191L~ (London 
1950) 272. I 



144 supply of labour to pride of place. This moderation is perhaps 

reflected in the pattern of industrial relations which prevailed in the 

industry. There was a long tradition of associations of employers 

as well as of workers in cotton, and the revival of trade unionism among 

the spinners had precipitated the formation of several employers' organi-

sations which by the late 1880s and 18906 had emerged as comprehensive 

bodies: the United Gotton Spinners Asscciation (1888) and the Federation 

of }1a6ter Cotton Spinners AGsociation (1891) in spinning, and the United 

Cotton ~1anufacturers Association in the weaving sector. 145 It was in 

concert with the F.M.C.S.A. that the spinning operatives concluded the 

Brooklands Agreement in 1893, the compact " ••• which regulated the spinning 

section of the industry without dispute for about twenty years." 146 

In 1890-91 there had occurred a rash of "bad spinning" disagreements 

which arne +.~ a head in 1891 with a dispute at Sta~ybridge. After a 

loc. - out imposed by the employers, an agreement was reached providing 

th.:. ~ work should begin again and stipulating that, where bad spinning 

147 was proved, the men were entitled to compensation. The employers, 

however, were not 'satisfied; in September, 1892, the Federation imposed 

a 5% wage cut and in November a lock-out began. In March, 1893, an 

agreement was concluded between the employers headed by Charles Macara, 

a well known Manchester manufacturer, and the operatives, whose leader 

was James J;jawsdley, at the Brooklands Hotel on the outskirts of Manchester. 

Though a reduction in wages was agreed upon, the most important aspect of 

144. S. J. Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry: A study in Economic 
Development (Manchester 1904) ch. 9. . 

145. For details, see Smith, History of the Lancashire Cotton Industry, 
ch. 5. 

146. Cole and postgate, The British Common People, 438. 
I 

147. For details, see Smith, History of the Lancashire Cotton Industry, 
ch. 9; Clegg, History of BritiGh Trade Unions, 114-15. 
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the deal was that which for the first time provided the spinning industry 

with central and systematic machinery for negotiation and conciliation. 

General adjustments in wages were to take place annually within prescribed 

limits, whilst a procedure was laid down for referring lIDsettled mill 

disputes to arbitration. 148 Without doubt, the Brooklands agreement 

initiated a new phase in industrial relations in the cotton industry. 

It was, Macara recalled sometime after the event, "the dawn of a ne\'/ erc.:. 

breaking upon us", 149 whilst on the side of the ~peratives, too, there 

was widespread agreement that Brooklands was liThe Magna carta of the 

cotton Trade", and Charles Hacara a man in \-/hom they could " ••• place 

implicit confidence, who is absolutely fair in all his dealings, takes 

a broad and liberal view of the trade, and is always anxious to consult 

the welfare of both employers and employed.1I 150 

The Brooklands conference governed the spinning industry from 189; 

to 1905, in which year it \'1as formally terminated by the unions on the 

grounds that the arbitration machinery was too cumbersome, and tended 

to work against them. But in the interim, the total number of recorded 

disputes fell from 135 in 1890 and 156 in 1891, to 52 in 1898 and 44 

in 1899; although there was a tendency for the number of unofficial 

disputes to increase, there was no dispute of any size in the industry 

between 1894-1900. 151 In 1892, the weaving sector had instituted a 

new Uniform List and this, too, tended to abate conflict ~dthin the 

industry, at least for the time being. Although strikes did occur in 

148. Smith, ibid., ch. 9; Clegg , ~.~ 116-17; Webb, Industrial 
DemocraCY;-200-204. 

149. 

1.50. 

151. 

Charles \'1. Macara, Recollections (L<mdon 1921) 26. 

Cotton Factory Times, 23,30 January 1903. 

Clegg, History of British Trade Unions, 119; . Burgess, Origins of 
Briti sh I ndustr ial Re l a tions, 274ff;--
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picketing was not normally required an they remained, in a sense, domestic 
., 

matters rarely exciting wider public interest. 

In all, then, the general mood of the operatives during the 1890s 

seems to have been quiescent. The weavers' associations continued to 

thrive and in 1900 they claimed a membership of 109,000, 81,500 of whom 

were in the Amalgamation. The spinners had fallen from their peak of 
I 

19,662 in 1891 to around '18,000 in 1900 but, \dth an overall density of 

over 95%, they were certainly one of the best organised trades in the 

country. The membership of the cardroom associations fluctuated at 

around 25,000. The cotton operatives continued to place their faith in 

the efficacy of parliamentary activity and, to this end, these three unions 

had come together in 1889 to form the United Textile Factory \vorkers' 

Association (U.T.F.W.A.), a body formed exclus~vely for parliamentary 

purposes and, focusing the very considerable political influence of the 

workers, it was next to the I'liners' Federation of Great Britain perhaps 

the most powerful labour organisation in the country. 152 

The tradition of Parliamentary activity on the PRrt of the cotton 

operatives was, Of course, well established. We have already noted tl).at, 

in 1872, the cotton unions had revamped their Factory Committees as the 

Factory Acts Reform Association to lobby for the ' 54 hour \ieek; 'in 1883, 

the Association was resucitated and in 1886 there had been set in train 

the Northern Counties' Factory Acts Reform Association to press for better 

legal enforcement of factory legislation. Growing out· of this latest 

experiment, the U.T.F.\,I.A. \iBS a federation of the major cotton unions 

whose sole object was, according to the \'iebbs, " ••• the removal of any . 

grievance ••• for which Parliamentary or Governmental Interference is 

required", 153 and beyond which the constituent unions were in charge 

152. Webb, His tor y of Trade Unionism, ~35; idem., Industrial Democra cJ:, 
.123-24, 258-60. 

153. \tIebb, Industrial Democracl, 258. 
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of their own affairs. However, split as it \-Ias between the Conservative 

spinners and the Liberal weavers, the U.T.F.VI.A. could press no settled 

or united political line and rarely came into conflict with the cotton 

bosses. 

The U.T.F.'d.A. was, in actual fact, remarkably successful in lobby-

ing for industrial reforms. In 1889 the Cotton Cloth Factories Act, 

which contrc.1led IIst~aming" in the weavir.g sheds by stipulating maximum 

humidities, had been ~ecured, whilst the weavers had successfully -

agitated for the inclusion of the "particulars clause", appertaining 

specifically to text~le production, in the Factory Act of 1891. As a 

Tory stronghold, Lancashire was of some importance to the 1895 Conservative' 

administration, ",ho sought to propitiate the operatives when steaming 

again became a problem with a second Cotton Cloth Factories Act in 1897. 

If by the end of the century, as Hugh Clegg and his 'colleagues have 

Observed, " ••• the cotton unions, unlike the Miners' Federation, could 

look back over the pa~t decade with some satisfaction", 154 it was not 

simply due to the skilful lobbying of the U.T.F.H.A. leaders but also 

because the body was divided bet\-Jeen support for the two major parties, 

and there were many seats in Lancashire which either party might hope 

to win. Unlike the miners, therefore, the cotton operatives were able 

to curry favour wi'eh governments of all shades and particularly the 

Conservatives, by \oJhom most of the major victories of the workers had 

been conceded. 

As regards its relations with the employers, the U.T.F.W.A. was 

usually on good terms. On the one occasion that the Association took 

united and effective political action - namely, in' the agitation which 

began in 1894 againstthe Indian cotton duties - it was in concert with, 

, 
154. Clegg, ~istory of British Trade Unions, 245. 
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and not in opposition to, the employers. Nor were the operatives in 

fundamental disagreement with their masters over the Half-Timers Bill 

of 1899, for both parties were opposed to tr~s mildly progressive measure, 

the workers on the grounds that raising the age limit at which children 

could go to the mills from 11 to 12 would result in loss of earnings. 

The instinct of the cotton unions had always been to sus~ect the intrusion 

of party r('litics into their affairs and they remained on the sidelines, 

as it were, applying pressure as and \>/hen necessary to both of the major 

parties. Besides being divided between the Conservatives and the Liberals, 

the cotton workers - unlike the miners - \~erE! not concentrated enough 

to dominate the vote in any one constituency, rarely in fact exceeding 

30% in those areas in which the U.T.F.VI.A. was strongest. 15,5 

There was, initially at least therefore, little s~npathy to be 

discerned among the cotton unions for independent labour representatio~, 

let alone socialism. The weavers were perhaps the keenest section oi 

the operatives in this respect yet, even as late as 1900, the General 

Council of their Amalgama.tion insisted that "the question of Labour 

Representation in ' Parliament so far as this Amalgamation is concerned~ . 

be not entertained." 156 Divided in their political loyalties, the 

cO'i;ton unions did not seem receptive to the idea of the L.R.C. when that 

body was first established in 1900; they would have preferred, perhaps, 

labour representation along the lines of their own abortive bi-partisan 

scheme mooted in 1895 - Mawsdely, the secretary of the spinners' 'union 

to stand as a Conservative and David Holmes of the weavers to be put up 

as a Liberal. The cotton \>,orkers had 1:0 grudge against labour 

representation as such but they feared, as Thomas Ashton noted during 

155. \'lebb, Industrial Democracy, 258-64. 

156. Cited by Hopwood, History of the Lancashire cotton Indus try, 59. 
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the debate at the 1899 T.U.C. to establish independent labour represent-

ation, that because the Lancashire workers were deeply divided, "if 

their society were , to intervene in politics, it would go down immediately.,,15, 

Moreover, the cotton unions had been instrumental in warding off 

the socialist challenge to the T.U.C. Parliamentary Corr:mittee during the 

'eighties and 'nineties. Seemingly impervious to the new ideas being 

put about 11 the "advanced" delegates, the cotton unions had rallied 

around Henry Broadhurst and the Committee \.,hen they came under fire in 

1889. 158 In 1895, they were one of the big battalions firmly supporting 

the exclusion of the Trades Councils and ~he'revised card system of 

voting which could only have worked to their own advantage. Yet, although 

the textile unions were by no me ans conv~rted to co-operating with the 

I.L.P. - the major socialist body comprising the L.R.C. - a number of 

factors occurring after about 1900 were instr\~ental in pushing them 

to embrace the idea of independent labour representation in Parliament. 

Dissatisfaction with the lobbying methods had begun to arise in 1899 when 

the Half-'rimers Bill was passed; as noted above, the operatives were 

virulently opposed to this measure and the failure of lobbying to aver-t 

its passage undoubtedly strengthened the case for the Parliamentary 

representation of labour. 159 

In 1900, Ramsay NacDonald, as secretary of the L.R.C., had begun 

what would surely have been the arduous task of convincing the district 

unions in thd textile industry to affiliate to the new body, had there 

not occurred the so-called Blackburn Picketing Case. The indignation 

157. Cited by Pelling, History of British Trade Unionism, 117. ' 

158. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 401. 

159. F. Bealey and Henry Pelling, Labour and Politics: A History of 
the L.R.C. ( London 1958) 100. 



of the cotton unions to the affront of Taff Vale had been muted until 

an incident at Blackburn, which sho\-/ed that even when no question of 

intimidation arose picketing could make trade unions liable for civil 

160 damages, brought the legal assault nearer to home. Gradually, concern 

over the union's liability for dareages grew and, as a result of this 

episode, the Northern Vleavers requested the U.T.F.W.A. in January 1902, 

"to take tr.~ necessary steps to secure direct representation in Parli8.1icnt. tt 

The following month, another obstacle to the political conversion of the 

cotton unions was removed with the death of Hawsdley, \'Ihose Conservative 

predilections inclined this influential figur~ in the cotton world to 

distrust the I.L.P. and indeed the whole idea of politics intruding into 

the affairti of the unions. 

In Juue, 1902, there occurred a vacancy in the Clitheroe constituency 

and the weavers seized the opportunity to put forward their own man, 

David Shackleton, who was returned unopposed as Labour M.P. for that 

Shackleton's candidature, which had been supported by the 

D.T.F.W.A., proved to be a catalyst in shaping relations between that 

body and the L.R :C. From this point onwards, all doubts as to the 

wisdom of mixing politics and trade unionism vanished. At the instigation . 

of the weavers, the U.T.F.W.A. held a ballot of all its members which 

showed an overwhelming majority to be in favour of Parliamentary 

representation. The supposedly Conservative spinners voted by more 

. 161 ' 
than three to one in favour of the motion and, as a direct consequence, 

160. For details, see Bealey and Pelling, Labour and Politics, 78ff. 
161. Cotton Factory Times, 6 February 1903: the voting figures were, 

Cardroom workers 
Spinners 
Beamers, Twisters and Drawers 
Weavers , 
Overlookers 
Bleachers and Dyers 

~'-----.-. -- -. - . 

TOTAL 

For -14,173 
9,978 
2,509 

54,637 
1,210 

647 
84,154 

Against 
4,573 
3,057 

377 
11 ·,352 

170 
327 

19,856 

j 
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t he U.T.F. VI .A. affiliated to the L.R.C. in January 1903 . 

The conversion of one of the most pO·vlerful and best organised !lold" 

unions to a political role and support of the L.R.C. was underlined by 

the selection of t"./o further candidates to contest Parliamentary seats _ 

A. lie Gill at Bolton and Thonas Ashton a t Oldham, both of t hem spinners ' 

officials. In no sense, ho\-/ever, can the shift in the policies of the 

cotton unions be seen as a victory for socialism. "Labour repreGentationll 

remained for them to be interpreted in a sectional light, but above all 

it was the expediency of representation by a political party independent 

of both the Conservatives and the Liberals \,.,hich had been the overriding 

consideration in the minds of the union officials. It was, nevertheless, 

an important shift in political strategy and one v:h:i.ch reDected the 

increased favour 1t!it h which the ideas being propagated by the socialists 

in Lancashire \"e1'e coming to be held by the factory population. 

The 1881 miners ' strike in Lancashire had l eft the men impoverished 

and union funds depleted yet, in spite of the fierce locali sm which often 

characterised union policy , the Lancaslure men were in the va~ of the 

movement to secure some effective form of unity amongst the miners in 

162 the country at large . By the mid- ' ei ghties, the L.C.M •. F. had seemed 

to be ailing ; membership had fallen from 16,526 in 1884 to 7,968 in 1886 

and the financial position became equaJ.ly precarious. 

the coal trade generally vIas experiencing some improvement. and the fortunes 
\ 

of the Federation revived without recourse to sliding scale agreements, 

vlhich \-rere in any case being terminated by this time in most other areas . 

As noted above, the initial impetus behind the forma tion of the H. l!·'o G. B • 
. 

in 1889 had come from Lancashire and Yorkshire , "'hose secretaries, 

162. · Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire l'liners, 184-8. 
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Thomas Ashton and Ben Pickard, had worked together closely in informal 

collaboration since the early '80s. When the price of coal had begun 

to rise in 1888, the Lancashire miners called a national conference on 

wages and it was out of the subsequent agitation that the Federation 

163 emerged. By 1892, trade union membership in the mining industry 

stood at around 300,000, more than half of whom were in the Federation; 
I 

of this figure, Lancashire and Cheshire provided about 30,000, a.lth{J~·.gh 

there remained a significant minority of miners in the region as yet 

unaffiliated. 164 

No county benefited more than Lancashire f :';'om the formation of the 

M.F .G.B., where the union gained visibly in strength and the coal owners 

came to treat it with greater circumspection. The Federation continued 

to advance in La.ncashire during the 1890s, but the experience of the great 

lock-out of 1893 had shown that the pronounced localism of the district 

associations remained a threat to solidarity in the north west and, as 

a consequence, the Lancashire Federation was revamped in 1897 with a 

new centralised structure. As a sop to localist sentiment the district 

unions were still permitted to exist, although they lost most of thei~ 

16.5 real p01f/ers. 

If the miners' organisation in Lancashire ' perhaps resembled that 

of the textile operatives in its distinctly local, not to say parochial, 

foundations, a second similarity lay in " ••• the constancy with which 

both the miners and the cotton operatives have adhered ' to the legislative 

protection of the Standard of Life as a leading principle of their trade 

166 unionism. II The M.F .G.B. \'las pledged from the outset to secure 

163. For the background to the M.F.G.B., s ee Page Arnot, The Miners, ch. 3. 

164. Clegg, History of British Trade Unions, 99. 

165. Chcllincr, I Lnncashire and Cheshire I"'d.ners, 202. 

166. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 313; see also 415. 
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the Eight Hour Day for the miners, and it is their Lib-Lab politics, 

geared to lobbying for this and similar legislative advances, that most 

obviously characterises the policy of the miners in this period. The 

miners, of course, had their own H.P.s elected with Liberal backing and 

support and on the whole they were hostile to the movement for independent 

labour representation. 167 But the Federation was not as subservient 

to the dictates of the parliamentary Committee as perhaps the textile 

unions might on occasions be, as was shvwn by the way in which they 

roundly turned upon Broadhurst and the "Old" Front Bench over the question 

of the Eight Hour Day at the Liverpool Congress of 1890. 

Durir~ the 1890s, however, the ~uners' Federation was coming 

increasingly to question its Lib-Lab orientation. For one thing, its 

lobbying t~ctics had proved .nowhere ' near as successful as those of the 

textile operatives. Persistent lobb~lng by the miners had achieved 

improvements to the Mines Regulation A~t (1887) by amendments in 1894 

'-and 1896, but these gains were entirely over-shadowed for most of the 

membership by the failure to carry an Eight Hour Bill. 168 Moreover, 

the miners' Lib-Lab' ism seemed to be paying fewer and fe\oIer dividends • 

.. , In 1886, five ' miners' H.P.s had joined Thomas Burt on the backbenche_~ 

and, ,dth the miners' vote growing all the time, there seemed every 

reason to expect more successful candidates in the very ne~ future. 

But, by 1900, the number of miners' M.P.s had actually been reduced to 

five, and the whole of the period 1885-1900 had seen only nine 'new 

candidatures. Considering the miners' fervent commitment to achieving 

the Eight Hour Day this is perhaps surprising, ' although one reason was 

167. Pelling, History of British Trade Unionism, 109. 

168. Clegg, History of British ~~ade Unions, 240 • . 
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undoubtedly that the co-operation and goodwill of the Liberals, upon 

which miners' candidates were dependant, had simply begun to evaporate. 169 

Towards the end of the 1890s, the miners, in line with the whole 

of the trade union movement, had begun to recognise the need for more 

aggressive political action. The Liberal administration of 1892-95 

had proved itself to be supine in the fiel1 of social legislation and the 

kno\>/ledge that strike action might very '.Iell entail legal risks in the 

wake of Taff Vale served only to strengthen the miners' officials in 

the belief 'that the '1lay to Eight Hour legislation lay through political 

action. There was little sympathy for the newly formed L.R.C. on the 

part of 'the miners' union, confident of their ability to elect their 

170 own M.P.s. But, between 1900 and 1902, there occurred a major 

shift in policy and the M.F.G.B. embarked upon an ambitious scheme designed 

to secure Parliamentary representation on a much increased scale. This 

scheme remained in operation until 1909, at which point the Federation 

belatedly decided to 'affiliate to the Labour Party. 171 

The Lancashire min~rs were the exception within the Federation, 

however, and they had opted to affiliate to the L.R.C. as early as 1903. 
" 

Here, the demand for independent labour representation as advocated by 

the socialists had gained a morc sympathetic hearing than at pit-heads 

elsewhere in the country. Certainly, the attraction of an independent 

third party to the Lancashire miners' leaders who, like the bulk of their , 

membership, were divided as between the Liberals and Conservatives was 

considerable. Sam Woods, Thomas Aspinwall and Robert Isherwood were all 

169. Gregory, l~iners and Briti sh Politics, 14-27. 

170. Pelling , History of British Trade Unionism, 117. 

171. Gregory, 1he Hiners and British Politics, 19-2'"/. 
i 
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of Lib-Lab sympathies, Jesse Butler and Tom Grenall were socialists, 

Whilst Thomas Ashton was favourably placed as Federation secretary to 

espouse r~s Conservatism. But, more than this, the socialist organisations 

in Lancashire had been able to make much headway among the miners. The 

I.L.P. and the S.D.F. remained strongly placed in Lancashire throughout 

the 'nineties and, as has been noted, both were active in the coalfields. 

The unity Df the socialists and the miners was displayed -during the 1893 

lock-out in the north west. Both socialist organisationscompris~d a 

number of miners who figured prominently in the union and those not 

connected with the industry still endeavoured to identify themselves with 

the miners' struggle by holding meetings, raising funds or helping with 

relief work. The dedication of the socialists during the dispute helped 

endear thelil to large numbers of miners, and they soon began to reap 

electoral rewards. In 1893, Jesse Butler successfully stood as the 

loL.P. candidate at Opensha\'/ for the Hanchester City Council, whilst &. 

local correspondent to The \tlorkman's Timc::s credited the victory of the 

S.D.F. in securing a seat on Burnley council to the miners: "Comrade 

A. G. Wolfe perm~ated socialism among the miners. They not only voted 

for us, but worked with an enthusiasm and determination never excelled.It 172 

By the mid-1890s the Lancashire miners remained divided in their 

political loyalties - in 1893 a short-lived Conservative Labour Union 

had actually arisen in Lancashire - but the attraction of Liberalism 

was visibly waning; after 1895 no miner stood for Parliament under 

Liberal colours in the county. The miners had been coming up against 

the It ••• stupid and grudging attitude of local Liberal Associations" 173 

and, in 1900, the Lancashire Federation resolved to run its O\~ candidates. 

172. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire Miners, 218-19; Workman' s Times, 
11 November 1893. 

I 

173. R. C. K. Ensor, Engl and 1870-1914 (Oxford 1936) 222. 
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"I am afraid that we are moving too fast", complained the cautious 

Thomas Ashton, but even so the Lancashire miners had made provisional 

arrangements to put forward three candidatures by 1902, and of course 

they had little or no compunction about contesting seats already held 

by the Liberals. This obviously raised the question of their relations 

with the L.R.C. and, in consequence, the Federation agreed to affiliate 

to the full extent of its 37,000 member(;;l,ip in 1903. The Lancashire 

miners were not only, therefore, far ahead of the other constituent· unions 

of the H.F.G.B. in the extent to which they had embraced the need for the 

independent representation of the working class at \<Iestminster and 

degree to which they had been permeated by socialist ideas; but they 

were also to some extent ahead of the L.R.C., in that there was little 

sympathy ~ong the miners for any electoral arrangement between Labour 

and Liberal candidates. 

The poliCies of the A.S.E., which led that SOCiety to affiliate to 

the L.R.C. in 1903, may he dealt with here much more briefly. Once more, 

there is some indica tion that engineers in the north west, where piece--. 
\'lorking, machine tool production and the dilution of skills were primary 

conCerns, were well to the fore of the agita tion calling for labour 

representation in parliament. 

The erstwhile solid Liberalism of the A.S.E. had begun to be shaken 
I 

.. 
in the 1880s by the agi t .ation of the "advanced" unionists like Tom Mann 

and John Burns, with their calls for a more aggressive trade policy and 

\~triolic attacks upon Broadhurst and the Old Front Bench of the T.U.C. 

For the 1890 Congress, the Society chose both sqcialists as two of their 

five delegates, impressing upon them all a recommendation to vote for the 

legal limita tion of the hours of work, whilst in 1891 Mann was · only 
I 

narro1tlly beaten for the secretaryship of the Al:lalgamation by John 
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174 
Anderson. Hann' s campaign, which was fought around a policy of 

opening up the Society to the less qualified workers in the industry, 

had its effects in the changes to the union's structure effected by the 

Leeds Delegate Heeting of 1892. Here, according to the historian of 

the A.S.E: "S\V'eeping changes were made in the rule book in an attempt 

to bring the structure and policy of the Society into line' \dth the 

tremendous growth which had taken place in the industry and in the Society 

since the framework of the organisation had been laid down in 18.50." ":75 

The number of full time officials was increased and entrance barriers were 

lowered with the express purpose of opening the ranks of this hitherto 

aristocratic union to practically all the workers in the industry. The 

effects of ne\V' unionism can be seen here clearly at work, advertising 

"the develc~ment of a spirit of militancy greater than had been seen 

176 in the Society for twenty years." 

This was the background to the great l.ock-out in the engineering 

industry of 1897, \ ... hich pitted the union's "ne\,/ spiri til - symbolised by 

the election of George Barnes, an I.L.P. member, to the general. secretary-

ship of the A.S.E. in that year - against the intransigent Employers' . 
Federation of Engineering Associations, founded in 1896 with the obvious 

intention of countering the Amalgamation. In 1897, the Federation had 

intervened in a dispute in London \'/here the engineers and a number of 

other unions were striking for the institution of an Eight Hour Day. 

The Federation ordered a national lock-out, thus precipitating a struggle 

which was to last six months and brought into issue the whole question 

174. 

175. 

\~ebb, History of Trade Unionism, 408. 

Jeffreys, story of the Engineers, 136; ' Eric Hobsbawn, ed., Labour's 
Turning Point (London 1946) 10b.· 

176. ibid., 136; see further, Clegg, History of British Trade Unions, 
"138ff. 
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of trade unionism itself. Assisted by the systematic use of blackleg 

"free" labour, the employers proved too strong for the men, who decided 

to sue for terms in January of 1898. Not only had the demand for the 

Eight Hour Day to be withdrawn, but the employers insisted in addition 

upon their right to determine what class of workmen should be employed 

on new machinery. 177 

The terms of settlement of the 1897-98 lock-out, which were haroh 

and were to colour industrial relations in the industry up until 1914, 

had the effect of intensifying the more ' important issues confronting the 

Lancashire section of the industry. Every Fede~ated employer was to 

be allowed to introduce piece-work, whilst the regulations surrounding 

overtime working were so lax as to give the employers almost complete 

control in this field. The "machine question" still loomed large allcl 

dilution of skills remained a hotly contested issue. Not surprisingly, 

it was the workers in the textile machine districts of Oldham and Bolton, 

where piecework was most extensively practised and meChanisation most 

fully advanced, who took the lead on these issues around the turn of the 

178 century. 

In common with the whole trade union movement, the engineers' 

freedom of action had been severely circumscribed by the Taff Vale 

decision, one of the more important factors leading an active section of 

- -- --, 

the Society to look to Parliamentary action. The rules permitting pOlitiCall 
action by the A.S.E. had also been widened in 1892 and, in 1900, the 

177. Pelling, History of Trade Unionism, 112-13. The growth of the 
engineering employers' aSSOCiation, and the "free labour" que s tion, 
is treated by John Saville, "Trade Unions and Free Labour: The 
Background to the Taff Vale Decision", in Asa Briggs and idem., 
Essays in Labour History (London 1960) 317-50. See further, 
R. o. Clark, "The Dispute in the British Engineering Industry 1897-98" 
Economica, XXIV (1957) 120-37. 

178. Jeffreys, story of the Engineers, 154; ' for the full terms of 
se ttlement, see A. Harsh, Industrial Relatio.!:,.s in Engineering 
(London 1965) 73-4, 250-55. 
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Society ",as represented at the foundation conference of the L.R.C. In 

1903, the membership of the Society endorsed the Committee and in the 

following year the first levies \'1ere taken in its support. In all, this 

represented an enormous shift in policy on the part of what was once the 

most exclusive and consistently Liberal union in the country, a shift 

which can only be understood by reference to wider economic changes in 

the later half of the nineteenth century and, in particular, the conditions 

in engineering facing the workers. 

8.5: Conclusions: The Election of 1906 in Lancashire 

As noted above, the victories of the Labour Representation Committee 

in the general election of 1906, which brought into being the Labour 

Party in Parliament, were a milestone in the history of labour represnnt-
-

a-cion. Moreover, the success of the Committee in Lancashire, where ~o 

less than 13 of the 29 L.R.C. members were returned, securing there some 

103,263 votes - or about 41% of the popular vote cast in those con

stituencies 179 _ is indicative of the extent of political change in the 

north west over 'the past half century. We began this chapter by 

notiCing the emergence of popular Toryism among the urban working class 

after 1868 and some of the more important factors contributing to this 

phenomenon. By 1906, however, the swing against the Conservatives in 

Lancashire was enormous. In 1900, the Conservatives held 47 out of the . 

58 seats in the DuChy, with around 56.6% of the vote in the north west 

as a whole; after the 1906 election, they held only 15 seats, and their 

share of the vote had fallen to 43.5%. 

Part of the explanation for tni ! ... remarkable shift in political 

allegiances must lie in the conjunction of socialist influence and trade 

179. Calculated from Cole, British Working Class Politics, 283. 
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union strength in Lancashire during these years. Unlike the West 

Riding of Yorkshire, where unionism was on the whole much weaker, the 

strength of the socialist organisations in Lancashire was complemented 

by the support of the powerful textile and mining unions, both of which 

by 1906 had thrown their weight behind the demand for .the independent 

representation of working men. But another reason may be, as P. F. Clarke 

has cogently argued, that the Labour victory in Lancashire must be seen 

as part and parcel of the revitalisation of the Liberal Party in 1906-

and 1910, and the reawakening of both intellectual and organisational 

forces within the Party which resulted from ,the replacement of communal 

180 politics by the alignments of social class. 

It ~s true that, in 1906, traditionally Tory Lancashire spurned 

many of its ancient allegiances to both the landed and manufacturing 

interests. At Newton, J. A. Seddon of the Shop Assistants defeated a 

member of the famous st. Helens glass manufacturing family, the Pilkingtons, 

whilst at Westhoughton W. Tyson Wilson of the Carpenters resolutely saw 

off Lord Stanley, the heir of the great estates of the Earl of Derby. 

At Barrow in Fur~ess, the socially and religiously fissured workforce of 

the shipyards and steelworks voted more or less as a unit for the first 

time in 1906 in electing Charles Duncan in preference to C. W. Cayzer, 

the weal thy shipowner ~/ho had held the division for the Conservatives 

since 1892; whilst the predominantly working class North East Manchester 

diVision, 't/hich had never elected a Liberal before 1906, in that year 

180. Clarke, Larlcashire and the New Liberalism, ch. 13, et. passim. 
Ho\~ever, Alan Fowler has disputed Clarke's claim that the Uberal , 
Party not only accomrr.odated, but was also revitalised by, the 
resurgence of class politics before 1914. POinting to the "advance 
of labour" in Lancashire bet\'ieen 1900 and 1910, Fov/ler argues that I 

the "clear shift" in working class support from both the LiberaJ.s 
and the Conservatives to Labour could only "herald the end of the 
t\o[o party system and the creation of a three party system~": cf. 
"Lancashi~e and the Ne\.f Liberali smll , Bulletin of tha N. if. Labour 
llistory Society Group, 4 (1976-77) 36-62. 
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sent J. R. Clynes to Westminster to serve on behalf of the Labour Party. 

In Preston, a town with a high proportion of Roman Catholics of both 

indigenous and Irish extraction, the Conservatives had been consistently 

successful until J. T. Macpherson captured one of the borough's two 

seats in 1906. 181 

To a great extent,. therefore, the specific concatenation of social, 

ethnic, religious and economic factors hhich had helped to shape the 

complexion of Lancashire politics in the latter half of the ninete~nth 

century were wew<ening. And yet if "communal" politics \-Iere, by this 

time, givirz way to the more modern exigencies of social class, it 

nevertheless remains true that the success of the Labour Party in 

Lancashire was founded upon the weakness of Liberalism in the county, a -

legacy of the popular Tory tradition. The electoral arrangement con-

eluded betv/een Ramsay HacDonald and the Liberals in 1903 \.Jhich determined 

that, as far as possible, L.R.C. and Liberal candidates should not 

split the vote by opposing one another, worked particularly well in 

Lancashire where the Liberals were weak in most placeJ and in no position 

182 to resist the claims of labour. At the same time, both the tex~ile 

operatives and the miners, the two str9ngest groups of industrial workers, 

were ready to put up L.R.C. candidates. I t was in Lancashil'e ~ there fOl'e, 

that the electoral arrangements worked most effectively •. The Liberals 

proved most accommodating in the matter of candidatures and, in con-

sequence, not one of the Lancashire seats was won by the L.R.C. without 

at least the tacit support of official Liberalism. 

181. Details from Pelling , Social Geogr aphy of British Elections, 244, 
261, 268-9, 275. 

182. For details of the electoral arrangement, see Bealey and Pelling, 
Labour and PolitiCS, ch. 6. 
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If the advent of socialism in Lancashire advertised, therefore, 

the desuetude of communal politics before the pressure of class alignments, 

it must be recalled that the old allegiances - a labour community 

divided in its support for the two major parties - vlere crucial in 

precipitating the rise of the new party. Though the doctrinal purity 

of the L.R.C. had been undeniably vitiated by the electoral compact · 

with the L!.berals, the extent and deptp. of political change in Lancashire 

between 1868 and 1906 should not be underestimated. To appreciate 

this fact in full, we should now turn to examine socialism at the grass 

roots level in the north west - the level of the socialist branch. 



======:::::====== CHAPI'ER NINE ============== 

SOCIALISH AT BRANCH LEVEL, 1890-1906 

============================================== 

••• one of the effect6 of the I.L.P. movement is 
to create a capacity for enjoyment in the men and 
women connected with it. 

The Labour Echo, 1 January 1898 

An attempt was made in the preceding chapter to outline . some of the 

general, but more important, social and e'conomic factors influencing the 

course of political change in later nineteent~ century Lancashire and' 

the broad character of labour politics in the same period. This background 

analysis mu~t be kept in mind when, in this and the remaining chapters of 

this .. '·~.:dy, ";'e turn to a detailed examination of socialist politics and 

bali .: ,: 5 a t the local level during the years 1890-1906. The present 

chapter aims to explore the nature of ' political life and beliefs, activities 

and agitations - in short, the all-round socialist culture - to be found 

at the branch level in Lancashire. 1 Having clearly specified the con-

ceptions of soci~ism held by working people in the north west, subsequent 
. -, 

chapters will trace the genesis and rooting of these beliefs in the social 

milieu of the working class community. 

A theoretical frame\'Iork for tho analysis of working class social 

belief was advanced early on in this study and by reference to which, it 

was argued, the evolution of socialism might be more fully comprehended. 

It 'f/as suggested there that the structural and ideological environment 

in which British socialism emerged - the substance, in fact, of Part II 

1. This chapter represents a revised version of my article, "Aspects of 
Socialism at Branch Level, .1890-1906: Some Notes Towards Analysis", 
in Bulletin of the N.t·l. Labour. History Society Group, 4 (1976-77) 6-35. 



above - ought to be complemented by an appreciation of the active and 

innovative role played by working men and women themselves, an on-going 

micro-sociological process to be located within the social relationships 

of the working class community and its culture. To this end, we now 

turn to examine in some depth the nature of socialist belief and activ:!.ties 

in later nineteenth century Lancashire, before accounting for the crystal-

lisation of those beliefs at the commwlity level. Although the broad 

trajectory of the socialist movement during this period was examined in 

Chapter 7, it remains necessary to account for the character of the move-

ment in the :ucalities: in keeping with the theoretical precepts proposed 

above, working class social and political ideas cannot be simply extrapolated 

from the "ne.:~ional" level - the level of the labour and trade union leader-

ship, Parliamentary politics and pronunciations~ or whatever - but must 

be specified in their own right, and eitudted within a distinctive social 

milieu. 

Our main focus in this chapter will be, therefore, the socialist 

2 branch in Lancashire and, by way of an examination of branch newspapers, 

minutes and similar sources, it is hoped that the distinctive flavour o~ 

the movement in Lancashire might be clearly evoked. Most of the material 

presented here appertains to I.L.P. branches and clubs, Labour Church 

congregations and the Clarion movement founded by Robert Blatchford, 

although allusion will be made at a ·number of points to local S.D.F. and 

Fabian Society branches. 

2. Deian Hopkin has compiled a useful checklist of local . I.L.P. newspapers 
and t heir location: cf. "Local Newspaper s of the Independent Labour 
Party 1893-190611 , Labour Hi s tory Society Bulletin, 28 (1975) 28-37. 
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9.1: The Socialist Movement 1890-1906: National and Local Bearings 

As has already been observed at a number of points above, the socialist 

inflation of the 1890s and the movement to secure independent representation 

for working men at Hestminster drew most of its support from the northern 

industrial regions of the country, notably Lancashire and the West Ridj.ng 

of Yorkshire: in Edward Thompson's pithy phrase, "The loL.P. grew from 

the bottom up: its birthplaces were in those shadowy places known as 'the 

provinces'." 3 In spite of the fact that, within only a few years of 

its forma tion, moves were made by the National Administrative Council of 

the I.L.P. t ,· give the new party greater cohesion by centralizing its 

organisation and administration, the characteristic pattern of a weak 

centre but yet burgeoining periphery remained with the party throughout 

this period. 4 Similarly, what little central'organisation there was 

to be found in the Labour Church movement, or the Clarion associations, 

\'1as rarely in evidence and, once again, both socialist bodies were largely 

carried along by the groundswell of local sentiment and enthusiasm. 5 

The effect of this particular pattern of development was to give the 

socialist movement 'of the 1890s and first decade of the present century'" 

a distinctly local flavour. Socialists in these areas, unencumbered by 

the imposing hand of central office, were free to respond by shaping 

t~eir creed to auit local conditions and grass roots opinion. 

3. E. P. Thompson, "Homage to Tom Haguire", in Asa Briggs and John Saville, 
eds., Essays in Labour History (London 1967) 277. 

4. Robert Dowse, Left in the Centre: The Independent Labour Party 1893-
1940 (L"ndon 196b) 6-9; Henry Pelling , Origi ns of the Labour Party 
1'EBO-1900 (Oxford 1965) 148 , 155; idem., "The Story of the loL.P." 
in popular Politics and Society in rate Victorian Britain (London 1968) 
121-29. 

5. Both John Trevor and Robert Blatchford were content, to wait upon 'local 
initia tive in developing their movements. "Although a central Labour 
Church Union w s formed, it resolved at the outset that the local 
congregation should be left quite autonomous. See below Chapter 12. 

' I , 



The character and appeal of socialism in the regions cannot, there-

fore, be adequately appreciated if it is treated as merely incidental to, 

or an unaccountable spontaneous upheaval somehow on the periphery of, 

the national scene. In Lancashire as elsewhere, socialists were broadly 

guided by their leaders and national party policy, but their politics 

emerged in equal measure, however, as a result of local pressures and 

they felt l i ttle compunction in adapting their creed to embrace the 

in~ediate concerns of working people in the locality. As with the -policy 

and orientation of the I.L.P. nationally, socialism in Lancashire was, 

as we shall see, at onCe "practical" and lIethical", but the meaning of 

that socialism for activists in the north west cannot be understood apart 

from the economic and social realities of working class life in the regio.n. 

In a number of important respects, therefore, socialism at the branch 

level in Lancashire was a distinct variant upon that -espoused by the 

national leadership. This fact may be registered at the outset by means 

of a brief comparison of the social composition of the movement nationally 

and locally, for clear differences stand out in the social make-up of 

both centre ' and p~riphery. The LL.P. drew almost all its recruits 

from the working class. Hany of its most effective propagandists were 

hard-headed, practical trade union officials and included such men as 

J. R. Clynes, Ben Turner, James Sexton, Robert Smillie, Pete Curran, Tom 

Mann, G. N. Barnes gnd Ben Tillett. There was also to be found " ••• the 

. idealistic, somewhat · romantic, grass-roots leaders of the ne\'! union move-

ment and working class socialism ••• associated with the era when the 

movement spread to the masses, when the mass of workers awoke and when 

6 a poli tical movement with a class base was born" t and of whom James 

Keir Hardie was the foremost example. 

6. 
, 

Zygmunt Bauman, Bet\veen Class and Elite: 
Labour }-oveme nt (Nanchester 1972) 216. 

The ~~olution of the British 
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For leadership and intellectual outlook, however, the I.L.P. o\.,.ed 

as much, if not more, to professional men and women of the middle classes 

as .to its working class adherents. Although the party was ever anxious 

to effect an alliance with the trade unions during the 1890s, it: 7 

••• stubbornly resisted the suggestion that Labour candidatures 
be limited to men actually engaged in a trade. The I.L.P. 
frowned on this 'hoary-handed son of toil' idea ofa Labour 
Party. Thus, paradoxically, the I.L.P. socialist despite his 
more vociferous insistence upon a strict independence was often 
far less class conscious in his attitude to\oIard Parliamentary 
representation than his non-socialist trade union ally. 

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the·labour and socialist activist 

Frederick Rogers should profess to have distrusted the I.L.P. because of 
. 8 

its "large middle class element", for the inner circles of the party 

included men such as R. M. Pankhurst, the Manchester lawyer and John 

Lister, a member of one of Yorkshire's oldest landed families; Fred 

Brocklehurst, a university graduate who had originally hoped to enter 

the ministry; Russell Smart and Edward Marsden, both men of busines~; 

A. E. Fletcher and Ramsay HacDonald, both of whom were journalists; and 

Philip Snowden w~o, until his full-time involvement in the movement, h~d 

been a civil servant. Horeover, many of the "new women" of the movement, 

such as Carolyn Hartyn, Rachel and Margaret Macl"J.llan and Katerine st. John 

Conway were of impeccably middle class background. 

Although the bulk of Labour Church members in the north west were 

working class, it was often the case that the support of well-off middle 

class people was crucial in launching and providing leadership for the 

various congr~gations. 9 It is well known, too, that the London leadership 

7. P. P. POirier, The Advent of the Labour Party (London 1958) 50. 

8. Frederick Rogers, Life, Labour and Literature (London 1913) 210. · 

9. stanley Piersdn, "John Trevor and the Laboll!' Church Movement in 
England 1891-1900", Church History, XXIX (1960) 468. 
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of the S.D.F. and the Fabian Society was predominantly bourgeois. After 

the bulk of Netropolitan radical working men's clubs had disaffiliated 

from the Federation in 1883, the executive of the organisation remained 

thereafter thoroughly middle class, with the workers represented by only 

one or two adherents of great energy and loyalty, such as J. E. \~illiams 

10 
and James NacDonald, From their earliast days, the Fabians had been 

largely dra~n from the middling social a trata , although the dra\dng 

room environment in which the Fabians conducted their business - \'ihilst 

it effectively ostracised the proletarian - in fact attracted a very 

miscellaneous audiel.ce. 11 Throughout the whole of our period, both 

socialist organisations remained overwhelmingly middle class in their 

leadership, although the S.D.F. made strenuous efforts to enlist working: 

class supporters and \"as indeed more successful in this respect than 

were the Fabians. 

Locally, hO\'iever, all these socialist bodies were based far mora 

squarely upon working class support and membership. Certainly, there 

is some indication that rrofessional middle class men - including la~~erB, 

accountants, architects, surveyors and doctors - were over-representeq. 

relative to their national size in I.L.P. branch activities. 12 Henry 

. Musgrave Reade, for instance, brought up in a staunch middle class and 

strictly Anglican family but who had rejected religion and progressed 

through republicanism, positivism and secularism to socialism, became 
I 

a prominent figure in the Salford S.D.F. and,later on, the Manchester 

10. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 25; C. Tsuzuki, H. }~ . Hyndman 
and British Socialism (Oxford 1961) 68-9. 

11. Pelling, ibid., 35; see further George Bernard Shaw in Margaret 
Cole, ed.-;Tiie Vlebbs and their "-/ork (London 1949). 7. 

12. Deian Hopkin, · "The Membership of the I~L.P. 1904-10: A Spatial 
and Occupati.lOnal Analysis", International Revie~1 of Social History, 
XX (1975) 190. 
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I.L.P. during the 'nineties. 13 Similarly, Dr. Pankhurst and his 

redoubtable wife, Sylvia, were leading lights in the I.L.P., their 

comfortable ~'lanchester home becoming something of a centre of socialist 

14 
activity 'and discussion in the city. Slightly lower down the social 

scale, the contribution of the lower middle classes to the early history 

of socialist branches has often been underestimated. The ne\'I culture 

of sociali.'3!": - cycling and rambles, geneJ'al free thinking and the flouting 
. 

of respectable norms - seems to have been particularly strong among some 

of the clerks, teachers, shop assistants, telegraphists and the newly 

emancipated population of young white collar workers generally in and 

around Hanchester during these years. 15 The mild rebellion of the 

Clarion clubs, too, appears to have provided a less than conventional 

16 outlet for the undoubted earnestness of some of these men and women. 

Norman Swindon, for instance, a draughtsman who had -moved to live and 

work i n ~anchester in 1901, has vividly described t~e attraction to men 

and women like himself of Blatchford's socialism and the appeal of 

. 17 
political activity in the Jackson Street S.D.F. Club. 

However, a+though men and women of middle or lower middle class .. 

origin certainly seem to have been active in I.L.P. or other socialist 

branches in Lancashire, most accnunts powerfully attest to the overwhelming 

18 
predominance of well paid, sld.lled workers in the ranks of the movement. 

In 'his autobiography, Sam Hobson wrote that he could not " ••• recall the , 

13. Henry lusgrave Reade, Christ or Socialism: A Human Autobiography (n.d.) 

14. For the Pankhurst's activities in the moverroent, see E. Sylvia Pankhurst, 
The Suffl'agette r10vement (London 1931) 116-70. 

15. See, for instance, C. S. Da.vies, North Country Bred: A \4orking Class 
Family Chronicle (London 1963) 82-5. 

16. Hugh NcLeod, " If/hite Collar Values and the Role of Religion", in Geoffrey 
Crossick, ed. t The Lower Hi ddle Class in Britain (London 1977) 78. 

17. No;-man Swindon, Engineering Wi thout Wheels (London 1962) 24-67. 
18. Hopkin, "Membership of the I.L.P.", 192; Stanley Pierson, Harxi sm 

and the Origins of British Socialism (London 1973) 209-10. 



name of a single socialist or Labour leader who had graduated from 

either the slum dwellers or the lower middle class. Both of these social 

groups got the worst of both worlds. Socialist propaganda was gladly 

received by the better paid workers. tt 19 After nearly a decade of I.L.P. 

activity, a Labour candidate in Manchester found the poor working class 

areas especially unsympathetic: "One of the peculiarities ••• which struck 

me as pasclng strange, was the poorer the district, the greater the 

amount of blue bunting (Tory colours) was displayed and my appearance 

was greeted by howls and jeers - by the women in particular." 20 
. 

Local studies, too, would appear tv bear out the general impression 

that I.L.P.'ers were drawn, on the whole, from the ranks of the skilled 

manual working class, often of Nonconfor~st bent. They were the 

" ••• intelligent respectable working trade unionists of the new labour ' 

21 clubs", men like \>/illie Pickerill of Stockport, a talented and 

ambitious engineer whose family had always been deeply involved in 

religious affairs, and \O/ho himself \'/as active for many years in the 

22 I.L.P., Clarion and Labour Church movements. Peter Firth's important 

study of the I.L'.P. in Nelson has revealed that this small, but active", 

branch comprised in the main young aritsans and skilled weavers, usually 

educated in the local Nonconformist voluntary school and frequently 

regular chapel attenders. 23 No I.L.P. candidate for municipal post 

in Bolton during these years can be classed as having been socially less 

19. Sam ' Hobson, Pil~rim to the Left: 
(London 1938) 3 • 

Hemoirs of a Hodern Revolutionist 

20. John Hodges, Workman's cottage to Windsor Castle (London n.d.) 148. 
21. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 116. 

22. Norah'lv. Johnson, Willie Pick (V/ehsyn 1973). 

23. Peter Firth, Socialism and the Ori ins of the Labour Part in Nelson, 
and Distric~ 1 90-190 unpublished H.A. Dissertation, University of 
Narlchestel' 1975) ch. 1. 
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24 than a "superior" working man and, overall, the social composition 

of the typical I.L.P. branch in Lancashire during the first two decades 

of the party's history would seem to have been remarkably similar to' 

the branch in Scotland described below: 25 

Except for an odd teacher and a few shop assistants, the 
members were all \.,rorking men and their wives. For the most 
part the men belonged to the skilled trades as in England and 
were nearly always knO'lIn as good and steady workmen. They 
were active trade unionists to a man. The I.L.P. was not 
attracting as yet what are called the 'unskilled workers' •.•• 
the great majority were total abstainers. There \"as a strong 
element of Puritanism in their make-up. It was to these 
qualities that the I.L.P. owed its extraordinary influence. 

A number of accounts clearly suggest that Labour Church congregations, 

too, drew mainly people from the working classes: "A Labour Church is 

thus seen to be a church of workers", pointed out Seth Ackroyd: "It 

26 is emphatically the poor man's church ••• " Again, however, men an1 

women from the upper reaches of the labour community would seem to have 

predominated. JameS Simms commented upon the presence of " ••• the self-

respecting working men, the shopkeeper and the lower middle class man" 

in his Bolton congregation, 27 whilst an observer of an early Labour" 

28 Church service in Manchester noted that the hall was, 

Packed with a respectable, responsible looking audience, not 
to be confounded with one of the Salvation Army type ••• the 
bulk of the audience was composed of men, decently dressed 
artisans and mechanics, some of a higher grade, all, unless 
their looks belied them, full of earnest expectancy ••• 

24. the Trade Unions and \'/orkin Class 
unpublished N.A. Dis sertation, University 

25. John Paton, Proletarian Pilgrimage: An Autobiography (London 1935) 199. 

26. The Labour Prophet, January 1897. ' For further details of th~ class 
composition of the Labour congregations, see ibid., February 1892, 10; ' 
November 1892, 84; November 1893, 88; JanuarY~3, 8; March 1895, 47. 

I . 
27. The Labour Prophet, June 1898. 

28. Evelyn March-Pldllipps, The Spectator, 21 April 1894, 533. 



On a number of occasions, John Trevor was moved to bemoan the absence of 
., 

and difficulty in attracting members of the unskilled working class to 

Labour Church congregations. 29 

From all this, however, it cannot be simply concluded that the 

appeal of socialism was confined to the labour aristocracy pure and 

simple. The question of the applicability of the labour aristocracy 

thesis to conditions in the north west during th~se years will be taken 

up in subsequent chapters. For the moment we may notice only J. R. Clynes' 

recollection of the character of the early socialists in Lancashire which, 

whilst perh!>.ps suffering all the defects of retrospective evocation, is 

notwithstanding a useful corrective to the monochromatic "labour 

aristocrac~': interpretations of the movement: 30 

••• the fact is that most Labour supporters were illiterate 
youngsters who had left school. at ten or twelve years old; 
whose parents could not read or write ••• Collarless, money
less, almost wordless, we earnestly believed that it was 
wrong for the ill-educated to be exploited. 

Not surprisingly, Clynes suggests, these "Iorking men profoundly distrusted 
\ 

the " ••• white-faced intellectual lad of the better class to which Karl-

Marx has always appealed." 

There is strong evidence that working class support for the other 

socialist organisations, too, was stronger in the localities. As a 

consequence of the Fabian "Lancashire Campaign", there had suddenly 

arisen a cluster of local Fabian Societies throughout the Duchy. The 

social composition of these local Societies was often in striking contrast 

to that of the parent body for, as Edward Pease observed, their membership 

29. See, for instance, Trevor cited by Laurence Thompson, Robert 
Blatchford: Portrait of an Englishman (London 1951) 80. 

30. J. R. Clyen~ , Hemoirs 1869-1924 (London 1937) 59-60. 
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was almost entirely drawn from the working class. 31 Unlike the aloof 

and self-consciously middle class London Fabians, the Lancashire Societies 

were closely related to the Trades Councils or to the other socialist 

bodies in the region. Both the S.D.F. and the Socialist League had 

been instrumental in bringing many of these Societies into existence, . 

whilst within a few years a number of them had been succeeded by, or 

merged int~, I.L.P. branches. 32 

The S.D.F. in Lancashire, as noted in the previous chapter, drew 

heavily for its support upon working trade unionists in the textile and 

mining industries but, interestingly enough, there is some indication 

that the Federation was also able to recruit many ex-Conservatives of 

AI~lican predilection. Throughout the country as a whole, the S.D.F. 

tended to he strongest in those areas of Anglican influence, 33 and a 
-

fair proportion of its membership would appear to have comprised socially 

mobile working men risen from the ranks, or those of essentially petit 

bourgeois station - self-e~ployed men such as shopkeepers, small trades-

men, newsagents, tobacco.:ists, ironmongers and shoemakers. In municipal 

elections in Bo~ton between 1889 and 1895, the Federation's candidates 

included a Fish and potato Dealer, a fruiterer and a greengrocer, two 

boot and shoe makers, ~ manager of a shoe shop and a hosiery manufacturer; 

by contrast, only one candidate - Charles Booth, a carter who contested 

the town council in 1887 - was of,obviously working class status. 34 

31. Edward Pease, History of the Fabian Society (London 1916) 95. 
32. Pease, ibid., 95, 102; Pelling , Origins of the Labour Party, 94. 

In st. Helens, for instance, t he local S .D. F. branch turned itself 
into a Fabian Society in 1892: cf. The Clarion, 27 August 1892. 

33. Frank Bealey and Henry Pelling , Labour and Politics: The story of 
the L.R.C. (London 1958) 9. 

34. Harris, Class· Conflict and ~/orking Class Politics, 60-63; see 
further, l'~rth, Sociali sm in Helson and District, eh. 2. 

I 



Overall, therefore, socialist branch membership in the north west 

was predominantly upper working class and, although representatives of 

the higher soci~ strata were to be found among the ranks, there was 

nowhere near the same bourgeois element as was discernable in the national 

leadership. This did not mean, however, that socialism was greeted 

with any degree of tolerance - let alone being accepted ~ by large sections 

of the lahl)Ur community. Robert Roberts has recalled of pre-war Salford 

that socialism continued to make little impression on the lower working 

class, whose adherents were dubbed by them as "agitators" and "red rags." 35 

Similarly, Joe Toole, also \"riting about the' Salford of his youth, has 

noted the gulf which separa ted the socialists from many of the workers: 

I1About this time anybody who became a socialist was regarded pretty much 

as a Bolshevik was regarded ten years ago", he commented, " ••• or as your 

extreme Communist is today." 36 Upon his own conversion to socialip.~t 

Toole was forced to endure charges of atheism, free-love and "treason". 

Certainly, it was often the case that, by embracing and espousing 

the socialist creed during these years, the working man would be marked 

out from his fellows. "The I.L.P. 'er, with his circular red-enamel < 

button in his lapel - a gold S, for Socialism, twined round the party 

initials - was an easily recognisable figure before the 1914 war", 

Raymond postgate has observed: 37 

If a man, he was often r ather 'vlhite faced, voluntary asceticism 
adding to t he effect of the under-feeding and overwork common 
among the British working class; if a woman, straggly-haired 
and given to 'sensible' clothes ••• But a profound earne stness and 
independence of thoug~t was the I.L.P. 'ers most distinguishing 

I 

35. Robert Roberts, The ClassiC Slum: Salford Life in the First Quarter 
of the Century (Harmondsworth 1974) 28-9, 177-78. 

36. Joe Toole, Fi ghting Through Life (London 1935) 79. 

37. Raymond Po~tgate, The Li fe of George Lansbury (London 1951) 95. 



characteristic ••• the I.L.P. was indulgent to oddities and to 
indiscipline, thinking that the truth would come out through 
the least experienced mouth-pieces. 

Although themselves of the working class, the pioneer socialists were 

sometimes a breed all on their own. Their penchant for book-learning 

and asceticism, their high-minded earnestness and espousal of unpopular, 

not to say freakish, causes and their flouting of respectable social, 

political and religious mores, occasionally divorced them from the m'i$S 

of the working population. 

"One some time s gets the impre ssi on", wrote George Or\"ell in 1937, 

" ••• that the mere words 'socialism' and 'com.munism' dra'tl towards them 

with magnetic force every fruit-juice drinker, nudist, snadal-'tlearer, 

sex-maniac, Quaker, 'Nature Cure' quack, pacifist and feminist " in EnglaIld.,,38 

One unfortunate effect of the "early socialist movement, \d th its esoteric 

causes and self-imposed puritanism, was that on occasions it tended to 

remove the socialist from the everyday world of his or her peers. Alice 

Foley of Bolton has recalled with some misgiving her sister's conversion 

to the movement, one " consequence of which was " a preference for early 

morning cold bathsS: 39 

We all shared somewhat in the embarrassment of our sister's 
neVi found assumption of independence and aloofness ••• Sha had 
drifted away from her factory companions ••• and the present 
circle was a group of sedate young ladies from shops and 
offices, all seduously imbibing socialist ethics and culture. 

But, overall, there seems little doubt that by far the larger part of 

the intense enthusiasm and loyalty which sustained and nourished branch 

socialism in Lancashire emanated from the working class, albeit the 

more "respectable" and better paid section of that class. 

38. George Or\'1ell, The Road to Wi gan Pier (Harmondsworth 1967) 152". 

39. Alice Foley , A Bol tun Childhood (Manche ster 1973) " L.6 • 
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9.2: Activitie s and Agitation a t Br~~ch Level 

The distinctly local rooting of the socialist movement \ias under-

scored by a number of factors at work during the 1890s. For one thing, 

none of the socialist organisations seemed particularly concerned to 

centralise and orchestrate the activities of their various branches to 

any great extent and, in consequence, there grew up a tradition of br.anch 
I 

autonomy in the movement. We have already observed that the I .L.P., 

in Joseph Clayton's phrase, " ••• was created by the fusing of local elements 

into one national whole. 

establish the centre. II 40 

From the circumference its members came to 

Certainly the pre-existence of local Labour 

Clubs and Unions ensured that 10calist sentiment flourished una11ayed. 

The Labour ~hurch and Clarion movements embodied little or no central 

organisation, for both John Trevor and Robert Blatchford were anxious 

to encourage local initiative in developing the parent ideal. In the 

Fabian Soc:tety, a " ••• somewhat detached attitude, combined with the 

recognition of the differences between the parent society and its off-

41 spring, led to the adoption of a system of local autonomy.II Though 

the London Society supplied local branches with literature, f act sheets 

and "Fabian News", in all other respects - and particularly that of 

po1i tical policy - complete autonomy 't/as accorded •. Finally, much 

independent S.D.F. political and trade union activity took place at the 

local level. . Here, Federation broanches and their members had a great 

deal of latitude in collaborating with local I.L.P.'s or engaging in 

jOint campaigns for representation on the municipalities. 42 

40. Joseph Clayton, The Rise and Decline of Socialism in Grea t Britain 
1884-1924 (London 1926) 82. 

Pease, History of the Fabian Society, 102° • 

• Tsuzuki, Hyndman and British Socialism, 274. 
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During the 1890s, the socialist movement was kept alive by the 

activities and agita tions of t he membership at the grass roots level. 

This came to assume particular importance after about 1895, when the 

movement as a whole entered upon something of a period of quietude. 

No socialist candidate was returned to Parliament after Keir Hardie's 

victory in 1892 until 1900, and socialist politics languished for a 

while as s~pabbling between the various leaders and the hardening of 

sectionalism replaced the earlier enthusiasm. 43 It was, therefore, 

by harnessing the enthusiasm of the local membership in the branches 

around matters of l~cal concern that the movement was carried through 

the doldrums. In Lancashire, as in most regions, branch activities 

and agitations were of three main kinds~ educational and propaganda 

activities; industrial agitation and tho support for local groups of 

workers in dispute; and municipal or national electioneering and 

campaigning. . 

For the pioneers of the socialist movement, there could be no more 

important activity than educating the public in the principles of their 

creed and propagating widely its fundamental tenets. Educational 
, 

provision, both for the activists who were already branch members and for 

those "Conservative and Liberal Working Hen" in the local community who 

were potential converts, was thus a central activity to branch socialism. 

The minute books of the Central Branch of the Manchester I.L.P. reveal 

that much attention was devoted to the question of wider educational 

provision, 44 whil~t D. F. Summers has ranked the propaganda service 

43. Pelling, Origins of t he Labour Party, ch. 9; . see further A. E. P. 
Duffy, "Differing Policies and Personal Rivalries in the Origin of 
the loL.P.", Victorian Studies, VI (1962) 43-65. 

44. Minutes of the Central Branch of the Hanchester I.L.P. 1902-1905, 
passim, (Mapchester Central Reference Library H42/1/1). 
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performed by the Labour Churches as being foremost among its contri

butions to the movement. 45 The Clarion activists, in particular, 

placed great store by educating ,,,orking men and women. Their revolution 

was to be, in Blatchford's words, " ••• a revolution of thought": "Let 

us at once get the people, or a big majority of the people, to understand 

socialism", he had written, 1I ••• to believe in socialism, and to work 
. 46 

for social.ism, and the real revolution is accomplished." Repreeenting, 

as they did, a minority strand of opinion vdthin society, it was -

imperative that all the socialist organisations fully attended to their 

educational protiston. 

Huch emphasis \Olas placed by activists upon educational and study 

facilitieu within the branch, partly in order that the rank .and file of J 

the m ' -ement might acquire a broader grasp of social and political 

que~:ions generally, but also because the socialist valued intellectual 

and cultural' refinement as not only worthy in itself but, in addition, 

as presaging the new SOCiety. Branch newspapers in the north west 

attest to the value attributed to personal study by the amount of space 

given over to th~ discussion of literary themes. 47 Members of the 

Manchester I.L.P. branch, for instance, were encouraged to read and study 

authors as diverse as Sir Thomas More, John Ruskin, \>Jilliam Blackstone, 

. Ralph 'vlaldo Emerson, Blatchford, V/illiam Morris, J. A. Hobson, H. G. vlel16, 
. 48 

Edward Carpenter, Shaw and even Nietschze. Wi thout doubt, ho\.,.ever, 

the most single influential book among socialists was Merrie England 

by Robert Blatchford and its arguments became a standard feature of 

45. D. F. Summers, The Labour Church and Allied Hovements (unpublished 
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Edinburgh 1958) ch. 7. 

46. The Clarion, 12 February 1898. 
47. See, for instance, "Books to Read" in ·f.1anchester: The Honthly 

Journal of the t> anchester and salford I.L.P., 15 July 1900,. 2. , . 
48. Manchester, 2 June 1899, and 5 October 1899. 
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branch publications in this period. Lectures and study groups would 

also be arranged by the socialist branches, and these embraced a vade 

range of social, political and economic questions. From its inception, 

the Kanchester Labour Church held a variety of study classes, the most 

popular of which was by all accounts the Political Economy Class which 

met each Thursday at the Labour Church Institute in the city; 49 whilst 

in January; 1894, the Bolton congregation announced its intention of 

establishing classes in English grammar and composition and political 

economy. 50 study sessions such as these were especially popular with 

the socialists dur:i.ng the winter months, when the dark nights rendered 

open-air speaking and outdoor meetings and activities impossible. 

Fostering study and education \'ia~ a means of involving members 

more deeply in the activities of the branch and meant that the committed 

socialist might be giving over several evenings of -the week to the party. 

A number of I.L.P. and Labour Church branches endeavoured to build up 

their own libraries, Whilst in 1896 the Bolton Church reported that its 

bookstall "does pretty fair in business." 51 In addition, most branches 

relied heavily upon the "book-boxes" ''Ihich the Fabians circulated as , 

a service to the movement on receipt of only a small fee. Comprising 

chosen books on political or economic themes, or tracts and pamphlets 

on subjects of importance in local government, such as health, housing, 

public education, the provision of allotments and so on, most book-boxes 
I 

went to I.L.P. branches and clubs 'and to ~bour Church congregations. 52 

Almost the only intrusion on branch autonomy ' in these years "/ould be a 

50. 

51. 

52. 

The Labour Prophet, December 1892, 96. 

~., January 1894. 

ibid., April' 1896. 

Out of a t~tal 100 subscriptions for Fabian book-boxes durirlg 1896-97, 
46 were from I.L.P. branches: cf. Fabian Annual Report (London '1897). 



visit from one of the socialis t lecturers, although the arrival of a 

well-known speaker was a highlight in the life of a provincial socialist 

branch. The I.L.P. had an itinerant group of famous lecturers -

including a number of women, whose sentimental appeal was well-loved 

by branch members - and when they visited branches in the north they 

drew large crowds, in turn boosting the membership'of the branch which 

was able t~ recruit many of those who had been attracted to the meeting. 53 

Not all these lectures were of a serious nature, and socialists always 

looked forward to a visit from one of the Clarion team with their 

humorous anecdotes and lantern ' slide-sh~~s. ·54 

Of perhaps greater importance, however, were those activities \-Ihich 

took the socialists outside their branch hall into the streets of the 

local community in propagandizing their case among the unconverted. 

Most branches pubB.shed their o\·m newspapers or broadsheets \ihich arl:":'ed 

articles of both national and local interest, and these they \'/ould 

usually try to sellon the streets. Occasionally such newspapers were 

joint ventures, like the Nelson Socialist Journal, founded in 1893 as 

the organ of the I.L.P. and the S.D.F. in that town. 55 The best 

opportunity for activists to sell their papers, or the special cheap 

1C1. edition's of Herrie Engl and and similar socialist literature', was 

when they held open-air discussions and meetings, which they did nearly 

every evening during the summer months. Open-air speaking and meetings 

were the very life blood of branch socialism, its most intimate and 

effective link with the body of workers on whose behalf it claimed to 

53. Keir Hardie, for instance, drew a crowd of 3,000 at a Yanchester 
I.L.P. and Labour Church meeting in 1894: cf. The Labour Prophet, 
February 1894. 

54. See any edition of The Ciarion, or the "Reportsr! in The Labour 
Prophet fr m the various congregations, for further details. 

55. Firth, Socialism in Nels on and District, chI 1. 
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speak. During the 1890s, the socialist street corner ora tor \1aS a 

common sight in the towns of the industrial north west. Twice a week, 

the ,salford S.D.F. held meetings on a piece of waste ground in the city, 

whilst on Sundays the Hanchester LL.P. held regular meetings on the 

corner of Tibb Street. 56 The Clarion activists played their part, 

too, by taking to their bicycles and "invading" en masse the towns and 

villages sl!rroundir.g Lancashire, distrihuting their books and literature 

on the way. 

Early in January, 1892, John Trevor and the Hanchester Labour Church 

congregation began holding open-air services at Trafford Bridge: "There 

is no pulpit in the land more sacred than Trafford Bridge!', he commented, 

" ••• where for years past a gro\dng banci of Salford socialists have 

proe aimed their message, in season and out of season ••• " 57 Later 

on, t he open-air \'/ork was continued at the Ordsal Fair Grounds, where 

the lecturers would address large crowds, whilst activists engaged those 

on t he outskirts of the gathering in conversation; still others would 

move through the people assembled, selling copies of the Labour Prophet 

to all who had ~ penny to spare. 58 The I.L.P., too, appear to hav~ . 
been particularly adept in the art of open-air propaganda. Brass bands 

would be used to attract a crowd for the l ecturer to harangue and 

socialist choirs would enliven the meetings by singing songs by Edward 

Carpenter, or from the Labour Songbook. As J. H. Stewart Reid has 

pointed out, the lecturers seem to have been fully in tune with \'I'orking 

class aspirations and often evoked an enthusiastic response: 59 

56. Toole, Fight i ng Through Life, 76ff; 1- inutes, t1anchester LL.P. central 
branch, 21 July 1903. 

57. The Labour Prophe~, February 1892. 

58. S:ummers, TlJe Labour Church ~1 ovement, 435. 

59. J. H. S te\iart Reid, The Origins of the &i tish Labour Party 
(Hinnesota 1955) 67. 



~/hen the I.L.P. lecturer began his appeal to the crowd 
assembled before him, he very seldom made the mistake 
that members of the S.D.F. were so prone to - that of 
talking above the heads of the audience. Instead, he 
fixed upon some simple object of grievance and based 
his case upon it, couched in terms of homely colloquialism. 

Finally, the socialist organisations attempted to capitalise upon 

local issues by holding meetings, demonstrations and marches and using 

the opport~nity to press their case. In 1896, Fred Brocklehurst of ti.e 

Bolton I.L.P. led a crowd of no less than 20,000 people in a- march ·over 

Winter Hill protesting against the closure of local beauty spots to the 

60 public • In that srune year occurred the ramous free speech agitation 

. at Boggart Hole Clough, near Manchester, which found all the socialist 

bodies united against the imprisonment of three of their comrades for 

public speaking at this well-known local venue. 61 In 1897, the 

socialists instigated a right to hold public meetings agitation in 

Nelson, \ ... hich culminated in a series of free speech rallies addressed 

62 by Tom Hann and which excited considerable local interest. All these 

issues brought welcome publicity for the socialists, which they were not 

slow to exploit. , ' 

A second set of bran~h activities and agi tation stemmed from the 

fact that the socialists were ever anxious to encourage and develop the 

industrial side of the movement. The close links which grew up between 

the trade unions and many of the socialist branches in the provinces 

60. Harris, Class Conflict and 'dorking Class Politics , ch. 4. 

61. For details of this issue, see Pankhurst, The Suffrage tte Hovement, 
136-39; Clayton, Rise and Decline. of Soci al i sm , 84. 

62. Firth, Socialism in Nelson and District, ch. 1. 
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was, once again, an invaluable source of strength locally for the move-
• . 1 

ment during the 1890s and first decade of the present century. With 

the departure of Pete Curran from the Council of the I.L.P. in July 1898, 

the old direct link with new unionism was severed at the leadership 

level. Hereafter, the party leadership would be dominated by men like 

MacDonald, Snowden and Giasier - full-time journalist-politicians without 
I 

trade union affiliations. ' 63 Only Hardie seems t.o have regretted the 

change and, as always, he favoured a greater proportion of trade unionists 

on the Council. Locally, hOlt/ever, the honds between the trade union 

movement and the socialists remained intact, more so in Lancashire than 

in the West Riding of Yorkshire, where unionism \'/as on the whole only 

weakly developed. 

It was, therefore, at the local level that the rapport and goodwill . 

bet\ofeen socialists and trade unionists - the essential founda tion for 

any "labour alliance" - was brought about. It was also the provincial 

socialists who seemed to be most free of many of the prejudices as regards 

trade unionism which characterised the London socialists. The Fabians, 

for their part, ~ad rarely shown any interest in the trade union move-

ment, whilst Hyndman regarded new unionism rather patronisingly as 

"unconscious strugglings towards socialism", which he thought should be 

64 made conscious by socialist propaganda among the workers. Such 

prejudices were, on the whole, abse.nt in Lancashire where loL.P. and 

S.D.F. branches, Labour Church congregations and local Fabian Societies 

comprised mainly working trade unionists. In consequence, the socialists 

made great efforts to report industrial developments in their branch 

newspapers and most carried reports of local Trades Council proceedings, 

63. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Party, 176'-

64. Justice, 11 January 1890. 
j 



presented social and industrial articles in the form of "labour notes" 

and sought to give full and sympathetic coverage of local disputes. 

It was, in fact, the involvement of local socialist branches in 

strikes and disputes that helped to keep the movement alive during the 

'nineties ~1d certainly did a great deal to endear t he socialists to 

working trade unionists. Industrial conditions and local wage rates 

and grievances - particularly those of municipal employees - were given 

full publicity and, wherever practicable., activists rendered all assist-

ance in struggles directed to,'/ards improving these conditions. During 

the strike of Nanchester Hat Halters in 1892, for instanCe, the Labour 

Church in the city played an important role in co-ordinating and 

suppor 1~ing the union in its struggle. J0hn Trevor addressed several 

meetings of the mat-makers, a number of whom were members of the Hax.chester 

congregation, and acted as mediator between the men and the employers; 

as the dispute dragged on, the Church lalli~ched an appeal through the 

Labour Prophet to assist the workers and to establish a co-operative 

shop for the dismissed men. 65 In Ashton-under-Lyne, an I.L.P. branch 

came into being after a series of disputes in the cotton industry had 

resulted in the workers there being locked-out in November, 1892. During 

the last month of t he lock-out, the newly formed I.L.P. actively sought 
I 

to permeate the vlorkers with t.heir views, particularly the need for an 

independent party of labour. Acting in concert with the S.D.F., several 

public meetings in support of the locked-out workers were arranged by the 

66 
LL.P. These two socialist bodies were also to be found closely co-

operating in Nelson in an agitation against unemployment following a mill 

65. Summers, The Labour Church Movement, 430-31. 

66. Shelia Cartclt , liThe I.L. P. in Ashton-under-Lyne, 1893-1900'1, 'Bulletin 
of the N. W. Labour History Society Group, 4 (1976-77) 66-9. 
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strike in that same year. Both organisations were vociferous in demand-

ing action on the part of the municipality to ameliorate distress. 67 

The socialists were also well to the fore during the great lock-out 

of 1893 in the Lancasrure coalfield. When the S.D.F. called for a 

minimum wage, the Eight Hour Day and the nationalization of the mines, 

-
their stirring language ~choed many colliers' feelings of frestration 

I " 

I 

and hostility and there emerged a close relationship bet...,een the miners 

and the S.D.F. branches in the pit towns. Although the I.i.p., too, was 

fully engaged in agitating the miners, the existence of two socialist 

organisatiors did not create discord, diminishing the power of the socialist 

appeal; ins tead, they tended to complement each other, the I.L.P. gaining 

members where the S.D.F. could not. Although their leaders rarely saw 

eye to eye, there are few instances of these disagreements being trans-

ferred to the local level and, as the Lab0ur Leader reported, "The S.D.F. 

and I.L.P. in Lancashire are working together splendidly." 68 In Ashton, " 

the prosecution of a group of tailors for picketing a mrulufacturer who 

had been supplying sweat-shops in Hanchester in 1895, :iyrecipitated a 

campaign by the I.L.p.'ers in f avour of the right of peaceful picketing 

and which ended in the me n being vindicated. 69 Again, the Labour Church 

in Bolton was fully involved in the strike of iron workers during 1897 

and the need for relief collections among the members called heavily 

" " 70 
upon the congregation's financial resources. 

Throughout the whole of this period, then,the socialist bodies in 

the north west were at all times ready to assist in trade union struggles 

67. 
68. 

70. 

Firth", Socialism in Nelson and District, ch. 1. 

The Labour Leader, 8 June 1895; see further, Raymond Challinor, 
The LancCl.shire a nd Cheshire I~iners (Newcas tle 1972) 218. 

Carter, "I.L.P. in Ashton-under-Lyne ll , 74-5. 

Summers, Th~ Labour Church Hoveme nt, 353. 
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of any kind. The close links between trade unionism and the socialists 

may be gauged from developments in Lancaster, where a branch of the 

Fabian Society had actually been set in train by members of the Gas 

Workers' Union and left wing Trade Councillors in 1892. The Society 

united socialists who were active in the Trades Council with unaffiliated 

unions and the product of this new relationship was the creation, of the 

Lancaster branch of the I.L.P. in 1894. ,71 Thereafter, the Fabian 

Society played an importan~ role in marshalling support for the I.L.P. 

The socialist bodies found some support for labour representation among 

the engineers in Lancashire and, during the lock-out of 1897 in the 

industry, they did much to tap the pent-up militancy of the workers. 72 

On occasions, industrial agitations might prove to be violent. Duri1lg -

the strike of the Oldham Electric Traction Company workers in 1900 in 

portest aga.inst the unfair dismissal of nine men, a demonstration march 

led by the Oldham and Ashton branches of the I.L.P. had been baton charged 

by the police. 

\'Iere made. 73 

Seventy-three marchers were injured and seven arrests 

It would be fair to say that the "labour alliance", which was 

realised in the formation of the L.R.C. in 1900 and its subsequent pro- , 

gress, was forged as much at the grass roots level as by the leadership 

of the working class movement. It was here that an essenti~ understanding 

emerged between organised workers,and the socialists, due in no small 

measure to the importance attached by the latter to their agitations 

71. 

72. 

Nigel Todd, "The Labour f.1ovement in North Lancashire 1890-1910", 
Bulletin of N.iv. Labour History Society Group, 2 (1974-75) 4-5. 
Although there was apparently some disagreement among the men them
selves as to the role which ought to be played by socialists in the 
djspute: cf. Nigel Todd, "Trade Unions and the Engineering Industry 
Dispute at Barrow-in-Furness 1897-98", International Review of 
Social History, XX (1975) 37-8. 
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against unemployment and demands for unemployed relief. If one issue 

dominated branch socialism during this period, it cannot have been other 

than that of unemployment. Branch newspapers consistently fulminated 

against the human waste that unemployment represented, taking up on the 

local level the crusade against unemployment and distress which Hardie 

had so successfully prosecuted as Nember of Parliament during the period 

1892-95. At any or all of the Labour Church services throughout 

Lancashire, whenever there was a need, a collection would be taken ' to 

aid striking or unemployed workers. Many of these appeals, such as 

that to assist unemployed Card and Blowing RQom hands, were adopted as 

special Labour Church concerns. 74 In their broadsheets and handbills 

the soci alists advocated, like activists in Rochdale and Manchester, a _ 

, ,oJ.. municipal programme of unemployed r elief by the institution of 

l l)~::-U. l abour bureaux. 75 In those areas in which the socialists had 

secured muniCipal representa tion, activists worked insistently through 

the offices of the Poor Law Guardians to alleviate suffering occasioned 

by unemployment. No issue was dearer to the hearts of trade unionists 

than unemployed .relief and, through their agitations, the socialists 

won over many converts to the cause 'as well as fostering close ties between 

thp. various ,bodies of the movement. 

Electioneering and' campaigning was the third area into which branch 

activists channelled their talents and energies. Although much of the 

work that the branches were doing in local government held little or no 

immediate relevance to the grand object of the socialist commonwealth 

74. The Labour Prophet, April 1895; SWn.-'ners , The Labour Church 
Movement, 435. 

75. Rochdale Lqbour News, 7, January 1909; Hinutes, Hancheoter ' I.L.P. 
central branch, 23 December 1902. 
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espoused by the movement, the task of sustaining constant pressure on 

the authorities to exercise the limited municipal powers afforded them 

by non-socialist governments \ias a vi tal one in t he life of the provincial 

branches. Once more, municipal electioneering and politics created a 

reservoir of goodwill between the various socialist organisations 

locally for, while relations between the leaders were strained during 

the 1890s, the branches in Lancashire mnde commo.'} cause in agitating f.or 

improved local amenities. 

Local elections were taken very seriously by branch activists in 

the north 'rlest as affording an opportunity by which practical expression 

might be given to many of their ideas. They were also concerned to note 

that the established parties had previously monopolised these positicas, 

with the effect that important services \'iere being executed less 

efficiently than the socialists might have wished. In Blackburn, for 

instance, the I.L.P. had decided to contest the post of Borough Auditor 

after the town's LaboUr Journal had revealed that much money was being 

squandered by council officials, \'lhose conduct - particularly in the 

matter of sobriety - left much to be desired. 76 With the entry of the 

socialists into the fray of local politics, many posts which had hitherto 

remained uncontested became the focus of keen political rivalry.: in 

1894, the Ashton Reporter noted with no small indignation that the I.L.P. 

had "forced" an election for the Board of Guardians by nominating four 

candidates. 77 For the first time in many towns, the · proceedings of 

the local council were fully reported by branch newspapers. 

"Education", announced the Manchester and Salford I.L.P. paper, 

" ••• enunciates truly the great moral as well. as Christian principle of 

78 respecting our neighbours as ourselves", and it was to the School 

76. 
77. 
78. 

Blackburn Dabour Journal, 1l~ J~:r .1898. 

The Ashton Reporter, 8 December 1898. 

Hanches ter, 20, December 1894.' 
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Boards established under the Education Act of 1870 tha t branch activists 

devoted much of their attention. In Nelson, the I.L.P. and S.D.F. 

contested the School Board election jointly in 1892 and successfully 

secured three seats. The S.D.F.'ers - unlike the I.L.P., which tended 

to favour the voluntary schools of the Nonconformist denominations _ 

were strongly opposed to sectarian education, but both organisations 

worked unstintingly for free, compulsory education and sought to incre-9.6e 

the number of school buildings, improve the quality of education for 

working class children and increase the' , ... ages of School Board teachers. 79, 

The S.D.F. were also keen to contest the Schpol Board election in Bolton, 

where they recorded something of a triumph when, in 1892, J. Shufflebottom 

secured OVdr 12,000 votes on behalf of the Federation. 80 

One area in , ... hich the socialists could gain much local sympathy 

was in their attempts to humanize the workings of the Poor Law system. 

The S.D.F. and the I.,L.P. in Burnley successfully engineered the election 

of a socialist sympathiser, Hrs. Selina Cooper, onto the Board of 

Guardians in 1902, who thereafter resolutely pressed for a number of 

socialist policies. \~ith the backing of the sOCialists, I'Irs. Cooper 

sought to abolish pauper clothing and the Guardians' policy of separating 

married cou~les in the workhouse; she claimed exemption from work on 

behalf of the aged poor, ended the stigma of pauper burials and made 

great strides in improving tne sanitary standards of the Burnley work

house. 81 In these sorts of activities, Labour Church members were 

of ton anxious to render every assistance. In spite of Trevor's reserva-

tions about the congregations involving themselves too deeply in purel~ 

79. Firth, Socialism in Nelson and Dis~rict, ch. 3. 

80. Harris, Class Conflict and Working Class Politics, 62. 

81. Details fr 6m Firth, SOcialism in Ne l son and Dis t r ict, ch. 3. 
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political affairs - a movement which, he felt, mi ght vitiate their 

emphasis upon the spiritual component of labour - activists took a keen 

interest in and usually campaigned for the socialis t candidate during 

local School Board or Poor Law elections. 

The fervent belief in "municipal collectivism" was a defining 

feature of branch socialism during these years and activists in Lancashire 
I , 

were instrumental in pressing for the adoption of a whole r ange of lO.:ally 

managed services and institutions. \-Ie find socialists in Bolton in 

1895 advocating public control of wash houses and coal supplies, as well 

as the " ••• municipalisation of all thos e things that can be done better 

cOlle'ctivelY than by private management." 82 In Pendlebury, . the 

I.L.P. Pioneer argued that houses built with privvy middens ... /ere unp]ea~ant 

and unsanitary and so they pressed with real vigour for the installatj,on 

of ~ter closet systems in all new council houses. 83 Manchester . 

soci al ists were active in advocating the municipal control of the "drink 

traffiC", telephones, hospitals, insurance and canals, 84 whilst in 

1900 ... Ie find labour men in Rochdale standing out for municipal milk and 

food supplies. 85 
, I . ~. 

These agitations helped to focus local attention upon issues of 

real popular concern, as well as providing activists ... Ii th practical 

experience of campaigning and responsible administration. Not all the 

socialist branches, however, enjoyed successes in this field; in Ashton, 

I.L.P. candi dates came bottom of the poll in all municipal elections 

during these years, but they continued to put up candidatures largely 

82. Bolten and District I.L. P. Pioneer, 10, July 1895. 

83. Pendlebury I .L. P. Pioneer, Narch 1899. 

84. Nanchester, 4, August 1899; The Social Re former: The Honthly Journal 
of t le ~ ianchester and Salford I.L.P., 28, Au.sus t 1901. 

. . 
85. Rochciale Labour News, 9, Harch 1900. 
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86 for propaganda and educative purposes. All this \-Iork came in useful 

at general election times, when branch activists would rally around the 

campaign of the local candidate. During elections, many of the branches 

came out Vlith their own election ne\,/spapers in which they sought to 

present the issues clearly for the local population, . as \>lell as outlining 

the progr~me of their own candidate. 
I 

Inevitably, perhaps, national election candidates put up by tho 

socialists included the more prominent names in the movement. In 1900, 

for instance, Hardie had contested Preston for the LL.P. and Philip 

Snowden had entered the field in Blackburn. Where a local candidate 

was put up it is noticeable that the campaign was fought around issues 

of Obviously local relevance, as was the case in Bolton in 1895 where 

Fred Brocklehurst stood for the I.L.P. Brocklehurst's legislative 

programme included local unemployed rel;cf, a legal reduction in the 

working day, the implementation of a scheme of old age pensions and 

reform of the Poor Law, increased employer liability, iI'ee, unsectarian 

education, the taxation of ground rents and the abolition of government 

contractors and. middlemen as " ••• a preliminary step towards nationalization", 

as well as promising support for " ••• every progressive measure of Social, 

87 InduGtrial and Political Reform." 

The programme was typical of many socialist· candidatures in the 

industrial north during this period. Brocklehurst secured 2,694 votes 

and the .local party declared itself well s~tisfied \cith that result, 

announcing that " ••• the future is with the LL.P·. if its members will 

but rise tv the height of the glorious cause ••• " It is noticeable that 

during general elections the \-Ihole movement - I.L.P. branches, 

Clarionettes, Labour Church congregations, Trades Councils and even the 

. . 
86. .Carter, "LL.P. in Ashton-under-Lyne ll , 71. 

87. Bolton I.L.P. Pioneer, 10, July 1895~ 
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purists of the S.D.F. - pulled together in common cause, tha t of the 

independent representa tion of the working class in Parliament. It is, 

therefore, with the notion of independent l abour repre seritation tha t we 

may begin our analysis of socialist ideas in the north west - for this 

demand was integral to the conception of socialism current at branch 

level. 

9.3: Conceptions of Socialism 

In Chapter 7 of this study, the importance of both "practical" and 

"ethical" strands in the overall make-up of I.L.P. socialism in the 1890s 

and early tvJentieth century was highlighted. This will provide a con-_ 

venient fb:t:nework for an analysis of socialism at branch level in Lancashire . 

in which both emphases were well to the fore. Socialism at the local 

level, however, was no mere rehearsal of the arguments propounded by the 

leadership of the movement but, vlithin the broad guidelines of official 

party policy, took on a distinctly local flavour, responding to and 

articulating the social and economic conditions of working class life . 
in the north west. By identifying the specific conceptions of socialism 

prevalent at the grass roots level, we shall be well placed in subsequent 

chapters to account for the generation of those beliefs within the social 

milieu of the working class community. 

Central to the argument of the prese-nt study is the contention 

that the broad trajectory of British socialism was not shaped, in any 

simple or monochromatic fashion, by the injection of liberal-bourgeois 

values into the working class movement, but may best be appreciated as 

a further elaboration of collectivist themes deeply embedded in the 

evolution of social structure and ideo~ogical forms, an articulation 
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essentially effected by the harnessing of these tendencies to the growing 

power of the labour movement. This is not to deny, of course, that 

prominent socialists like MacDonald or Snowden did not feel a close 

spiritual and ideological kinship with liberalism itself, nor can the 

fact be avoided that, especially in Lancashire, the electoral victory 

of the L.R.C. in 1906 was secured in particularly close liaison with 

the Liberals, under the terms of the covert agreement concluded in 1903. 

In view of the fact that many historians have uncritically assumed that 

the liberal "contamination" was equally in evidence at the local branch 

level - where activists were, it is held, drawn mainly from the aristocracy 

of the working class and most frequently of Nonconformist upbringing -

it would seem imperative to begin by emphasising the very real commitment 

to labour independence which working class socialists in the north west 

undoubtedly felt. 

Among rank and file activists, the starting · point of their socialism 

could not but be independent labour representation, vigorously advocated 

by men and women who had, in their everyday lives, first hand experience 

of those they contemptuously termed "Tory aristocrats" and "Liberal 

plutocrats". In the · opinion of Joseph Clayton, the cotton operatives 

in Lancashire were unencumbered ill their reception of the socialist 

doctrine by any enthusiasm for ~he Liberal Party, due in large measure to 
. 88 

the Liberal's scant regard for factory legislation in the past. The 

theme of working class. independence was sternly insisted upon by the clause 

in the rule book of the l-ianchester and Salford I.I..P., which held that 

all membel's of the party should " ••• pledge themselves to abstain from 

voting for any candidate for election to any representative body who i8 

in any way a nominee of the Liberal, Liberal-Unionist, Irish Nationalist, 

88. 
, 
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or Conservative Parties." 89 There could be no escaping the full 

implicationa of the so-called Hanchester "Fourth Clause": 90 

vIe have had enough of \drepulling and negotiation, of plot 
and counter-plot, in the past; and the last thing desirable 
for the Labour Party to do is to shape itself on the old 
party lines and mimic the old des9icable type of time
serving politician the political parties have bred for us. 

At the foundation conference of the national I.L.P., a severe tussle had 

been occasioned by Blatchford's motion to the ~ffect that the Hanchester 

Fourth Clause be adopted as official party policy and, in the end, an 

amendment moved by a Bradford delegate placing the decision as to 

electoral policy with the local branches was carried. 

It is frequently asserted that this rumpus sealed the fate of the 
. 

"dogmatic" Manchester I.L.P.'ero 91 but, in actual fact, the spirit of 

independence which the F'ourth Clause embodied was a feeling which fully 

permeated branch socialism in Lancashire. EVen the most cursory survey 

of branch newspapers reveals how frequently and insistently the theme 

of independence was advocated in both national and lccal politics . At 
. 

A shton-under-Lyne, where Blatchford and several members of the Manchester 
. ' p " 

party had helped to found the I.t.P. branch in February 1893, socialists 

there adhered to the Fourth Clause until as late as 1906 when, ent5.rely 

in consequence, the] decided to abstain from the general ·election of 

that year. 92 The Barrow I.L.P. Journal summed up the aims of the 

socialists in the north west by its insistence that it spoke for " ••• the 

89. Rule Book of the Manchester and Salford I.L.P. (1891) 4. 

90. "Elihu" (Samuel \~ashington), The Case for the Fourth Clause 
(Manchester 1893) 2·. 

91. Pelling t Origins of the Labour Pa.rty, 121. , 
92. Carter. "LL. P. in Ashton- under-Lyne " , 65. ' 
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large and ever-growing party of workers in this town who are opposed 

to both political parties, Tory and Liberal ••• " 93 The hopes and 

aspirations of activists are brought out in the letter cited below from 

a local socialist: 94 

I'll tell you why I hope so much of the I.L.P. It is the 
only party yet which has proved tllat it cannot be bought by 
the intriguing Liberals and Tories. Officials may be 
bought. But the rank and file a:e honest, and are not to 
be t~Ulpted ' by compromise - not yet awhile. 

There were a number of aspects to ' this insistence upon independence 

by branch activists~ First, the belief was about that Labour stood in 

some sense above "mere" party politics, that is to say above the incon-

sequential squabblings of the Tories ana Liberals which skirted over 

the issues of genuine concern: according to the Rochdale Labour News 

in 1900, ft ••• any man who claims to represent Labour ,must do so free from 

party political prejudice." 95 The ' underlying assumption discernable 

here is that the cause of labour entailed the pursuit of "higher" ideals, 

an emphasis we shall note recurrent elsewhere. Activists would, 

therefore, have fully agreed with Shaw Maxwell when he declared in 1892 

that, " ••• the days of mere political questions are over. The machine is 

at last in Cthe working cla8ses~ power, and it is now their' business 

to use it. Party government on the old lines is practically over." 96 

Second, the urge to independence seems to have follo,wed naturally 
, 

from an - at least implicit - theory of Liberal demise, which comes 

through strongly in branch publications. According to this view , it 

was argued that social, economic and political progress had overtaken 

93. Barrow I.L.P. Journal (N.D.) 3. 

94. The Clarion, 5 January 1895. 

95. Rochdale La1bour News, 1, 26 May 1892. 

96. The Labour Union Journal, 1, 26 May 1892 • 
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the erstwhile party of reform, whose real vocation must now devolve upon 

the forces of labour. Activists believed with Russell smart that 

" ••• the old party of progress has accomplished its mission, it refuses 

to advance further on the path of social reform," and that "true" Liberal 

principles, encapsulated in the demand for enhanced social and political 

reforms, were now firmly on the agenda of the labour movement. 97 Again, 

in the opinion of one labour columnist writing in 1898, " ••• the Liberal 

Party has exhausted its mission, and is not prepared to step forward in 

accordance with the true spirit of Democratic progress." 98 This whole 
. 

question is highly pertinent. Whilst brunch activists forcefully 

rejected the machinations of Liberal politicians - more staunchly, 

certainly, than some quarters within the Labour leadership itself - their 

conception of socialism embodied in no small measure the development and 

further elaboration of an indigenous Liberal inheritance. 

Why was this? The received orthodoxy which attributes the vitiation 

of socialist purity to the "betrayals" of the Labour leadership is, whllst 

no doubt of considerable importance, in itself an inadequate explanation. 

Rather, branch activists believed that socialism was the rising force -0 

in society, that tendencies and trends working towards inevitable emanci-

pation were already visible and these they must harness in their own 

chosen direction. This evolutionary conception of socialism owed as much 

to broad social and economic changes in late nineteenth century Britain 

than to the influence of Fabian doctrine or right wing labourism. In 

the first place, a long tradition of civil and political liberties in 

Britain and a history of working class and democratic struggles had 

culminated in the widening of the franchise nationally and the opening up 

of local government by measures enacted in 1888 and 1894. "In that 

t 
97. Russell Smart, The I.L.P., Its Programme and Policy (London 1893) 5. 
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political liberty is the germ of a far greater liberty ••• ", observed 

one I.L.P. correspondent, 99 arguing that democracy was proceeding 

apace and offering hitherto unforseen opportunities for socialists. 

Again, socialists recognised that legislation of a more or less 

progressive nature, dating from at least the great Education Act of 1870, 

was being cumulatively enacted by non-socialist governments and these 

they must surely work to extend to embrace industrial reform and yet 

more comprehensive social provision. But, above all. else, the growth 

of municipal enterprise was a potent influence on socialist thinking. 

Activists ~~uld Bce in their own localities the community taking control 

of a whole range of activities. From allotments, abbatoirs, baths and 

cemeteries; . gasworks, tramways, electricity generation and markets; to 

brass bands, art galleries, canals, war6house5 and golf links, socialists 

sincerely believed and propagated wi,del; to the effect that these represented 

socialism in action and striking practical testimony to the emerging 

efficacy of municipal ownership. Bearing in mind what Elihu had te~ed 

100 
"~1ilk and Postage stamp Socialism", acti vists beJ.ieved with Enid 

stacey, writing 'for the Bolton loL.P. Pioneer, that "The growth of 

modern socialism may be likened to the flowing onwards of a mighty river, II 

and is now " ••• a strong and inevitable current carrying us irresistibly 

101 on towards the sea of a fuller and happier humanity." 

The embryo of socialism was thus perceived within the womb ot 

capitalist society and socialists saw themselves, by extension, as tho 

midwife present to ensure a safe birth and vigorous development. Not 

99. ' Labour Union Journal, 3, 9 June 1892. 

100. Elihu (Samuel \vashington), "Milk and postage Stamps" (1893) cited 
by Henry Pelling, ed., The Challenge of Socialism (London 1954) 
189-92. 
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101. ·Bol t .on loL.P. Pioneer, 7, ,April 1895. 
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surprisingly, therefore, we find current in branch discussions and 

publications a fairly simple conception of capitalism as a social forma-

tion. Socialists located the root evils of the incumbent social system 

either in "competition" or "private ownership" (significantly, the term 

"commercialism" was most frequently employed to characterise the existing 
102 . 

social order ) and in /which case the solutions readily - and, we can 

see in retrospect, too simply - presente~ themselves: these lay in 

substituting IIpublic" for private ownership and "co-operation" in place 

of the competitive system. Precisely because it was assumed that 

socialism wr.B the evolving force in society, we find but little detailed 

discussion of what the future society might look like, or indeed how 

municipal c~ntrol - upon which that society was held by the socialists 

to essentially re~t - might be practical:y managed and administered; 

and t } .re existed small inkling among act.ivists in the 1890s that tho 

achiu :,::1ent of socialiSm might be more complex than suggested here. In 

one 01' two cases, certainly a more realistic conceptUalisation of capitalism 

may be discerned as, for instance, in 1,899 when Manche..;ter declared that 

" ••• the system of private ownership depends ultimately upon the armed-. 

force. of the State." 103 In general, however, the nature of capitalism 

as a totality - its full institutional and ideological ramifications and 

concomitant obstacles to socialist development that these must imply -

104 was not as yet perceived, nor allowed to dampen socialist ardour. 

102. See, for instance, The Labour Prophet, January 1892, 6. 
103. Manchester, 1, May 1899. 

104. It is, of course, a truism that in times of quietude and retreat 
socialist theory has tended to emphasise the obstacles to revolutionary 
potential, whilst during periods of rising fortunes these are rele
gated to second place. If, during the period under consideration 
here, socialism was conceived as the rising force in society, it is · 
understandable perhaps that activists should fail to perceive the 
material obstacles to th~ achiev~ment of socialism: ef. Lucien 

. Goldman, The Human Sciences and P'hilosophy (London 1969) 82. 
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It was entirely in consequence, however, that socialists did not 

construe their creed as class based - at least in any rigorous Marxist 

sense. Admittedly, one finds frequently stated the fundamental opposition 

of interests which existed between the capitalist and the working man. 

But proponents of the movement were no~ prepared to push this belief, either 

practically or theoretically, to its logical conclusion: namely, socialism 

as the ne~ hegemol~ of an erstwhile subordinate class. On the contrary, 

their conception of the "worldng clas~" - or, more frequently, "labour" _ 

was flexible enough to allow socialism a broad based appeal. Here, 

two points deserve mention. First, it was widely assumed that, aa 

Manchester I.L.P.'ers put the matter in 1901, tI ••• the socialist idea is 

gradually ainking, perhaps to Bome extent unconsciously~ iuto the li!"s 

105 of the nation, and is permeating all classes of society." Implicit 

once more is the notion of an evolv~ng and overwhelming socialist force 

in society, a higher truth, as it were, eclipsing mere party opinion. 

Second, although socialism would benefit primarily the working population, 

sentiments of class warfare were anathema to the activists of the I.L.P., 

Clarion or Labour Churches. ' They advocated, rather, a vision of 

fellowship, a "bro·therhood of common humanity:" IIFor the ~lork we have 

in hand," announced Trevor, Ii ••• the distinctive qualities of all classea 

106 are needed." Or again: IIIn working for this vast social change," 

107 declared the manifesto of the Nan'chester and Salford I.L.P., 

••• the I.L.P. welcomes the help of any person, in any class, 
""ho sees the injustice, or feels the misery of the present 
day social arrangements. It does not seek the triumph of 
one class over another: but the merging of all class 
distinctiona in a practical brotherhood. 

105. The Social Reformer, 26, June 1901. 

106. The Labom! Prophet, August 1895. 

107. Manchester, 1, May 1899. ·1 



It is by no means unusual, moreover, to find echoed the sentiments of 

a resolution passed by the central branch of the ManChester I.L.P. in 

1905, suggesting " ••• meetings to be held in well-to- do suburbs, with a 

108 view to propagating socialism among the rich." 

For branch activists, then, socialism was premised upon the needs 

and interesta - not so much of the "world.ng classes" - but of "labour" 

and which :,1.11 include, as the Labour Chronicle put it, " ••• all honest 

members of society." 109 Socialists believed that their creed was 

110 calculated to exalt all those engaged in "useful social service," 

the industrious majority of society whose well-being was frustrated and 

toil expropriated by a small minority parasitical upon the main social 

body. The dispute at the founding conference of the I.L.P. over 

nomenclature, when the term "Socialist" was rejected, assumes in this 

connection far more than symbolic significance. It should be clear 

that the conception of socialism embodied in branch socialism was 

logically implied by the wider analysis of capitalism and the "evolving 

socialist force." 

Current at ,I.L.P., Clarion or Labour Church branch level and, i~ 

all its essentials, fully accepted by the purists of the S.D.F., was a 

diRtinctive conception of socialism, above all distinguished by its local, 

not to say parochial or even neighbour1y, rooting and orientation. 

Exampled by the emergence and growth of municipal collectivism, activists 

ascribed to a brand of "practical socialism," intimately related to and 

expressive of local conditions and experiences. The flavour of practical 

socialism at branch level may be c1ear1~ evoked by citing several of the 

111 precepts contained in an article ventured by Rochdale socialists in 1900: 

108. Minutes, l1anchester I.L.P. central branch, 21 Harch 1905. 

109. The Labo~ Chronicle, 1, May 1893. -. 

110. Manchester, 1, May 1899. 

111. Rochdale Labour News, 9, March 1900. 
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"Socialism in a Nutshell" 
., 

Socialism does not declare for equality of man, but 
demands equality of opportunity ••• 

Socialism does not advocate "sharing out", but that 
work should be provided for all, and wealth produced for 
the benefit of all ••• 

Socialists do not advocate revolution. They believe 
in peaceful and gradual evolution, and they point out that 
this evolution has been going on for centuries, until today 
we have socialist institutions in almost every town, village 
and aprish in the country. 

Socialist institutions include waterworks; gasworks, . 
tramways, electric lighting, markets, baths, cernettlries 
and burial grounds, working class dwellings, piers, quays, 
etc ••• 

A sec~nd component integral to socialism at branch level is less 

tangible than its practical strand, but no less powerful: the essentially 

moral r.,::,"itique of capitalism powerfully ~\Jiced, as we have seen, by many 

of t he more prominent leaders of the movement gave birth to a widespread 

belief in the "religion of socialism" and its ethical potential among 

local activists. This conception of socialism - almo~t, in fact, as a 

new and higher religiosity - was able to call forth devotion and unflinching 

service from the adherents to "The Cause." 

The main focus around ,,,hich this conception of socialism emerged and 

r.evolved was the belief on the part of activists, whose development 

reflected the ingrained religious traditions of many Lancashire oommunities, 

that their creed embodied in full the generous teachings of the Christian 

faith. "Ethical" socialism undoubtedly crystallised a variety of impulses. 

First, it is common to find socialists oriticising the established church~s 

for failing to live up to their own glorious teachings, for manifest cant 

and hypocrisy - the difference between what activists ~iked to term 

"Christiani ty" and "Creedia,ni ty". 
t 

In 1892, the Labour Union Journal 

decri~d the " ••• utter lack of Christ like attribute of sympathy among 



the religionists," 112 whilst Fred Benson of the Bolton I.L.P. spoke 

for many working men and women when he denounced, 113 

The travesty of Christ's teaching which today passes for 
Christianity ••• the result of 1800 years of psuedo-Christianity 
••• the religious denominations are among the wealthiest 
corporations in the world, and an unholy alliance is thus 
established between Christianity and Mammon. 

It had been, of course, the seeming insensitivity of the churches towards 

social questions that had prompted John Trevor to found the Labour Church 

movement in Manchester in 1891 and many erstWhile chapel-goers to fervently 

support this venture. Advancing the idea that " ••• the Labour Hovement 

is a Religious Movement", and that " ••• the Religion of the Labour Movemont 

is not Sectarian or Dogmatic, but Free Religion ••• ," the Labour congrega-

tions, too, drew a sharp distinction between orthodox theology and genuine 

114 roligious impulse. Secondly, activists insisted that socialism, 

far from being anti-religious, was in fact perfectly compatible with full 

freedom of worship. In spite of what detractors of the movement were 

given to protesting, professing Christians need have no fenI' on this 

count: "Socialism has nothing to do \·11 th a man's religion", declared the 

11 Rochdale I.L.P. 'ers reassuringly, ',', ••• socialism does not attack religion." 

Many, h~wever, were ready to go further than this in arguing that 

socialism was, in reality, the practical application of "true" Christian 

prinCiples, with the promise of fellowship and brotherhood, love, charity 

and justice that the latter held out. The Bury Light of Labour - in 

many respects an uncharacteristically militant and class consciouB paper -

'112. Labour Union Journal, ' 4, 16 June 1892. 

113. Bolton I.L.P. Pioneer, 4, 1 January 1895. 

114. See, for instance, The Labour Prophet, January 1897. 
I ' 

115. Rochdale Labour News, 9, March 1900. 
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was nevertheless at pains in 1896 to make crystal clear its social 

idealism: 116 

Socialism is in harmony with Christ's teachings. Therefore, 
a man to be a Christian must be a socialist ••• The men who are 
serving God most - whether they know it or not - are the 
socialists; who, by peaceful and honest means, are trying to 
bring about a system of society fo~~ded upon justice and love. 

The point wa,J re-emphasised later on in t hat same edition: "When socialism 

is realised, then will practical Christianity be possible - then can we 

begin to build up our higher man on a satisfactory basis." Commonly, 

socialists drew upon the "Sermon on the Mount" for their inspiration, 

the generous message of which cast into sharp relief the dismal SCience 

of capitalist economic doctrine: "Christ s£l3s, 'Love your enemies'; 

political economy says, 'Undersell your friends'," was the way in which 

one I.L.P. writer saw the issue in 1895. 117 Similarly, George Froggatt 

allUded to Christ's concern for the "blessed poor" in condemning privata 

ownership in land: 118 

It is undoubtedly God's intention that the meek should inherit 
the earth, but modern land laws are such, that the class Christ 
called ble~sed have to pay the landed proprietor for the 
privilege of living on it. 

Conceived thus, socialism was given new meaning and many activists 

found, in a very real sense, a new faith. Only in this manner can be 

explained the atmosphere of enthusiasm and perfervidity that suffused 

branch life, the very real and heart-felt emotion that signified commitment 

116. The Light of Labour (Bury), 12, Hay 1896. 

117. The I.L.P. Elect~on Herald (Huddersfield), 10 July 1895. 

118. George H. Froggatt~ Christ and the Labour Movement (Bradford n.d.) 2; 
see also, Henry Lees, A Chri stian ' s Duty TOv/ards Socialism (Hanchester 
Labour Pre s n.d.); R. \tlood, soci alism, Chris t and C!U'i 8tiani~ 
(Glasgow, Labour Literature Society 1b94 ). 



to the cause and the pure comradeship of socialist endeavour that ran 

through all these men and women did. For a brief period in the 'nineties 

and early years of the present century, socialism for some working people 

in the north came close to being a religion and many, indeed, spoke 

unashamedly of their "conversion" to the movement. Whilst we cannot 

simply assuma that the rank and file members of the LL.P., or Labour 

Church co~r.regations, were inevitably as devoted to the ethic of individual 

spiritual uplift as perhaps were some of the leaders of the movement, 119 

activists nevertheless endorsed the ethical perorations of the Labour 

leaders, prepared in fact to carry into t he everyday dealings its full 

implications: "The keynote of Snowden's utterances is an ethical one", 

120 enthused the Liverpool I.L.P. branch newspaper: 

He is no mere 'bread and butter' socialist. . He aims at 
nothing less than the fullest possible development of all 
man's potentialities, physical, mental and moral. 

This conception of socialism broadened out into a rounded moral 

olltlook whose antecedents lay only partly in the Bible and partly in the 

wri tings of Ruski'n, Carlyle, Morris, Carpenter and Robert Blatchford. -· 

Ethical socialism ran parallel to and infused with genuine motive force 

the more practical side of the movement and we can detect its influence 

at branch level in a number of ways. Firstly, there was a strong strain 

running through socialist propaganda to the effect that social and political 

reforms were ineffectual - indeed, nothing more than mere material 

palliatives - unless complemented by individual and personal regeneration. 

The Labour Churches were insistent, of course, that social and political 

emancipation were inseparable: " ••• the development of Personal Character . 

119. See below, Chapter 12, for further discussion of this point • 

. 120. The LL.P. 'er: The Honthly Record of the Liverpool Branch of the 
I.L.P., February 1904. 
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and the improvement of Social Conditions are both essential to man's 

emancipation from mo~al and social bondage." 121 The belief was 

current throughout the movement as a whole. "Manners makyth man", 

declared Manchester: 122 this is " ••• the personal spirit of socialism", 

and one may perceive this emphasis as being in mrulY respects basic to 

branch life where indiVidual cultivation and refinement - educational, 

moral and spiritual - was well to the fore. 

Secondly, and even more forcefully, this stran.d emerges with the 

frequent assertion that socialism holds out the promise of a "higher" 

way of life, a cleaner, healthier, happier and more wholesome existence. 

It is not without significance that the Blackburn Labour Journal of 1898 

decrying, in the passage alluded to above, the wastage and inefficiency-

of local government under the old partip.s, declared that " ••• the members 

of the socialist party are resolved to purify our municipal administration.'~ 

In their day to day agitation, this concern with man's spiritual and moral 

well-being was often apparent. loL.P. activists throughout Lancashire 

consistently championed the cause of temperance and the munj.cipalisation 

of the drink business was always well to the fore of their demands; they . 
campaigned for wider educational provision, for " ••• true education 

124 consists of the acquisition of good habits, good customs, purer views;" 

health, housing and sanitary reforms were, of course, positively beneficial 

in themselves but, in addition, as The Labour Prophet saw it, 125 

The first essential of life is health and wholeness ••• The ideal 
of the Labour Movement is the growth of men and women into what 
God meant them to be ••• when a man's body, mind and spirit are 
all at one - then and only then will the Labour Movement have 
done its work. 

121. Labour Church principle V: cf. any edition of The Labour Prophet. 

122. l-1anchester, 15, July 1900. 
123. Blackburn /Labour Journal, 14 July 1898 (emphasis added). 

124. . Manchester, 15, July 1900. 

125. The Labour PrOphet, May 1893 •. 
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Finally, it is possible to detect further expression of this 

conception of socialism in the wholesale rejection of ugliness and the 

unmitigated changes wro~ght by laissez-faire capitalism commonly voiced 

by socialists. A standard feature of branch newspapers in this period 

was a nature or country column, wherein which the beauty of the country-

side was exalted. This same impulse drove the youthful Clarion 

Cyclists Poach weekend during the summer months into the country areas 

surrounding the industrial towns, and sent the regular loL.P. or Labour 

Church branch rambles and piCnics to breath the clean atmosphere of the 

Lancashire moors. Again, Clarion, I.L.P. and Labour Church activists 

founded Field Clubs as an important adjunct to their other activities, 

the aim 0: which was to enhance the love and study of nature. "The 

keynote of Merrie England", wrote The Scout (a Clarion magazine), ".-.is 

the revolt of a beauty loving man from the sordid ugliness of modern 

126 competitive commercial lifo." It is noticeable, also, that when 

many loL.P. branches held their annual "Merrie England" fund raising 

bazaars, the centre of attraction would often be a simulated medieval 

English village, complete with Maypole dancing and all the trappings .~f 

this supposed ideal existence. In 1895, for instance, tho Bolton 

I.L.P.'ers called their village "Nowhere tt , after William Morris' account 

of his socialis'l; utopia in News from Nowhere. This seemingly trivial 

detail of branch life speaks volumes about what socialism meant to the 

men and women of the Cause. 

In all, therefore, the "religion of socialism" characterises a 

distinctive phase in the social history of socialism, " ••• a phase of 

revolutionary evangelicalism", as Stephen Yeo has termed it, " ••• a temper 

which was not just the abberation of a few eccentrics who had not yet 

'matured' enough to divest themselves of religious language, but which 

126. The Scout: A Journal for Socialist Workers, 1, 30 March 1895, 3. 
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is central to the understanding of those who called themselves socialists 

c.1885-1895. 11 127 The ethical component of socialism was clearly . 

evinced by all the socialist organisations of industrial Lancashire, 

no less by local activists of the S.D.F. or Fabian Society, whose national . 

leadership was particularly hostile to the "problem of sentiment". 

The IIreligion of sociaiism" was, for many socialists, the deeply-felt 
I 

motive force behind the more practical branch ac·Civities and agitat:l.('.ns: 

both aspects of the movement, however, were taken up by activists and 

woven into the all-round culture of socialist branch life. 

9. l.: The Movement at Branch Level: The Socialist Culture 

For ~he men and women who took up the socialist cause dt~ing th~ 

final decade of the last century, day to day branc~ life embraced a wide 

range of social and cultural, as well as purely political, activities. 

Of course, the business of politics - meetings, committees, discussions, 

propaganda, electioneering, and the like - was ever present, but far 

more than this was entailed. For here, indeed, was a rich cultural 

association into which many were drawn and felt understandably attracted -

in some cases as much as to the formal politic8~ programme itself. 

Within the socialist clubs and branches, activists created a whole and 

distinctly new way of life, pre-figuring in their everyday activities 

the higher forms of social relationships which their creed espoused. 

The striking feature about the socialist movement in this period, 

and the key to its early growth and strength, was the amount of local 

initiative and vigour. it was able to evoke. As has been observed, the 

national organisation of the I.L.P. was weak, but this local vitality 

127. Stephen y~o, "A Phase in the Social History of Socialism, c. 1885-
1895", Bulletin of the Labour· History SOCiety, 22 (1971) 6. 



was in turn "the result of characteristics which made the party unique 

in British history until this time. Paradoxically, the secret of the 

I.L.P. success was in part its non-political chaxacter, its ability to 

enrol all members of a working class family into new and deeply textured 

social relationships. In the Clarion Q~sociations and Labour Church 

congregations, too, we may notice the existence of an all-round appeal 

which attracted the women and children of the male members. The Labour 

Prophet carried many articles written e,specially for children in which 

religious and socialist ethics were presented in a simple and straight-

forward manner, whilst most branch newspapers contained articles of 

obvious relevance to the womenfolk. 128 There were clear affinities 

bGtween the socialist cause and the rising expectations of women in 

late-Victorian society. The "new women" of the movement found their 

counterpar,~ at the local level in Lancashire, w}wre confident and 

ambitious young women like Stella Davies, Hannah Mitchell, Annie Kenney 

and Alice Foley 129 threw themselves wholeheaxtedly into the movement, 

as at one time they might have found in church or chapel a similar 

outlet. 

In a whole variety of spheres, the socialist movement - and 

particularly the I.L.P. and Labour Churches - provided a constant form 

of expression for working men and women. Social gatherings, dances 

and games were regularly held at 'branch level, sustaining that common 

fellowship that was in truth the very cement of the movement. Branch 

128. 

129. 

For a while, The Labour Prophet carried a "Cinderella Supplement" 
usually written by Blatchford especially for the children: cf., 
for instance, ibid., Hay 1893. For articles for women, see for 
instance, ibid., February 1892; March 1892; February 1893; etc.,etc. 

Davies, North Country Bred, ~. cit; G. Mitchell, ed., The Hard 
Way Up: he Autobio Hannah Hi tchell (London 1968); Annie 
Kenney, l~emoirs of a London 192 Foley, Bolton 
Childhood, .2£. cit. 
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newspapers regularly carried a diary of forthcoming social events, to 

which the families of members were cordially invited to attend. 130 

During the summer months, the branches organised outings and rambles, 

or perhaps a large picnic involving several neighbouring clubs or 

congregations, in which activists had an enjoyable day exploring the 

local countryside whilst at the same time distributing their propaganda 

.and literature. Activities like these and, in particular, the new 

vogue of cycling on the 1890s, were especially popular with the . 

Clarionettes. By 1895. there were some 32 Clarion Cycling Clubs 

throughout the industrial north and the large and active membership of 

the Clubs, as well as enjoying themselves on their cycling trips or 

Clarion "mdets", also distributed leaflets and spread their message in 

the towns cmd villages throughout the region. 131 

With the more active socialist groups in Lancashire during this 

period, the club hall in which the branch was based would rarely be 

free from activity of one sort or another. In the evenings, I.L.P. 

brass bands. choirs or Clarion Vocal Unions would rehearse their repertoire 

and the musically gifted would provide concerts for the other members, 

or to promote the Cause. The I.L.P. used music to good propaganda 

effect: brass bands and fervent hymn singing would usually advertise 

their public meetings and, when the Manchester I.L.P. band became 

moribund, a correspondent was quick to advocate the ~eformation of a 

socialist brass ensemble, It ••• as I consider music and labour should go 

hand in hand. It 132 "It is time labouring folk had their own songbook", 

130. 

131. 

132. 

For an overview of branch social D.ctivities, see The Labour Leader, 
7. 14, 21 April 1894, or the congregation reports in The Labour 
Prophet. 

David Prynn, "The Clarion Clubs, Rambling and the Holiday Associations 
in Britain since the 1890s" , Journal of Contemporary Hi s toEl' XI 
(1976) 66 __ 9. 

l1anchcster, 22, February 1901. 



wrote i1illiam Hines in his Labour Songs for the Use of Itlorking ~1en and 

Women, one of the favourite songbooks with the activists of the I.L.P. 

and Labour congregations: "There is no other way of keeping up fellow

ship and good spirit between labouring folk than by song and music." 133 

Song and music revived an old custom of the Chartists and it encouraged 

the Nonconformists of th~ Free Churches to identify more easily with 
I 

the labour movement. The Labour Churches were anxious that their 

Sunday services should be spontaneous and joyous events undto thi's end 

music was of central importance: in the opinion of John Trevor, 

"Probably no feature in our meetings is more marked and more important 

than the regular use of music. 1t 134 Early in 1894, the Hanchester 

congregation attempted to broaden its appeal by instituting Sunday 

afternoon recreation: "The Labour Church service is to be improved and , 

social intercourse facilitated by the provision of tea. The whole 

family is encouraged to come along to the recreation service." 135 

Much of this was spontaneous and light hearted activity - seemingly 

far removed from the serious world of politics - but :n reality an eager 

anticipation of. the grand future these men and women advocated; for t ,he 

Bolton I.L.P. 'ers, branch life was one round of " ••• eating, drinking 

, 136 
(aerated), speechifying, reCiting, singing and general hilRritY ••• " 

"I cannot say that we youngsters of the Socialist Fellowship were unduly 

depressed," remembers one of these, early activists, It ••• for in essence 

we were tas full 'of spirits as the month of May'." 137· But, by the 

same token, much branch activity was more serious and of earnest 

133. 

134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 

v~lliam Hines, Labour Songs for the Use of Working Men and Women 
(1895) cited by Clayton, Rise and Decline of SOCialism, 94. 
The Labour Prophet, September 1894. 
~., January 1894. 
Bolton 'I.L.P. Pioneer, 12, September 1895. , 
Foley, Bolton Childhood, 69. ' 
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character. We have already observed the rounded literary culture which 

flourished at branch level and the sense of collective self-education 

which prevailed as members of the socialist organisations debated 

literary and political themes in their discussion groups. For Alice 

Foley, as for many young men and women of her generation, conversion to 

the Cause opened up a whole new cultural world and brought, for perhaps 

the first time in their lives, the exper~.ence of theatre and classical 

music. 138 Throughout Lancashire, men and women like Annie Kenney found 

intellectual stimulation through the Labour press and particularly the 

writings of Blatchford: "His writings on Nature, Poetry, Philosophy, 

Life, were my great weekly treat. Thousands of men and women in the 

Lancashire factories owe their education to Robert Blatchford." 139 

On the local level, socialist branches provided not only a large 

menu of recreational, educational and religious activities, but also a 

blueprint for the ideal community. In opposition to an economic 

system founded upon the principles of greed and wasteful competition, 

activists set up their own co-operative trading concerns and encouraged 

other members to deal only with tradesmen known for their sympathetic . ..... . 

views or high quality goods. In a number of branch newspapers one finds 

a regular "Fair Traders" column, comprising a list of local reta1lera 

and manufacturers complying with trade union rules and standards and 

themselves favourably disposed to the movement. Some of the socialist 

branches set up their own trading departments with the intention of 

supplying good quality food. or products at reasonable prices in order 

to beat commercial profiteering. The prospectus of the Liverpool I.L.P. 

trading department, for instance, announces its aim to have been 

138. Foley,~. ·, 68-73 • . 
, 

139. Annie Kenney, Memoirs of a Militant, 23. 
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" ••• the supply of coal on the undermentioned favourable terms" to all 

140 
the members. In Salford, socialists responded by establishing a 

"People's Bank", in which the workers might save whilst at the same time 
. 141 

supporting the movement. 

As Eileen Yeo has remarked: 142 

I 

The idea that the working class, through its o\-In collective 
efforts, could build a culture which allowed for active 
participation and control in social as well as economic 
life persisted through the mid-century in the Co-operative 
movement. 1,o/ith the later nineteenth century socialist 
revival, it flowered vigorously again in the Blatchford 
Clarion movement and in the local branches of the S.D.F. 
and t ile I.L.P. It is a proud and peculiarly indigenous 
tradition that British socialism and radicalism have been 
concernsd not only with structural shifts of economic and 
political power, but with the very quality and excellence 
of all dimensions of human existence. 

I.L.P., Clarion and Labour Church branch life, in its concern for " ••• the 

very quality and excellence of all dimensions of human existence" as 

against emphasising a purely economic or political creed, came in this 

way to embody a distinctive life style, an alternatiVe and more wholesome 

existence whose dimensions may be gauged from a careful scrutiny of branch 

publications. A cursory glance at advertisements carried by the labour 

press, for instance, immediately suggests that these were clearly directed 

at a self-conscious socialist market. A wide range of commodities aimed 

at the socialist life style were advertised by local tradesmen and which, 

in turn, sustained the self-conception of this distinctive sub-culture: 

hats, coats, bicycles and even food and drinks - like "Christopher Bros. 

140. Prospectus, I.L~P. Trading Department, Liverpool (West Derby) Branch. 

141. Toole, Fighting Through Life, 90-91. 

142. Eileen Yeo, "Robert Owen and Radical Culture", in Sidney pollard and 
John Salt, eds., Robert Owen: Prophet of the Poor (London 1971) 107-8 • 

• 
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Equality Tea", or "Cox's Anti-Burton Non-alcoholic Ales - to combat the 

speed of Commercialisni" 143 - all marked out the socialist and created 

a fraternal and identifiable bond \iith his fellow members. 

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the socialist culture at 

branch level during these years was the total identification of the whole 

person with the movement and its culture, an involvement which in turn 

was able to call forth enormous enthusiasn and do\rotion on the part of 

the membership. It was, of course, nothing less than the sheer hard 

work of branch activists which kept the movement alive during the 1890s, 

but from which socialists gained much satisfaction and a deep sense of 

comradeship. As J. R. Clynes has recalled of his period of socialist 

agitation, high spirits on more than one occasion compensated for low 

finances: " ••• the camaraderie of Labour was such that workmen in the 

towns we visited clubbed together and gave their tobacco money to help 

with railway and fares; others, going short of food themselves, offered 

meals; others, again, would sleep in cellars, garrets and outhouses so 

144 as to free a bed for the Union delegate." This same sense of 

comradeship and dedication occurs time and time again in recollection~ , 

of the movement by activists in Lancashire. Hannah Mitchell, for 

instance, wrote that " ••• our hearts were glad • . ',lIe were young and full 

of hope, thinking that we had only to broadcast the socialist message' 

and the workers would flock to our banners." 14.5 Again, Willie Pickerill's 

biographer has noted with some regret the difficulty in conveying to 

later generations some sense of the often simple, but nevertheless wholly 

fraternal, social and cultural. activities of this early breed of labour 

activists: 146 

143. The Clarion, 21 November 1896; The Labour Leader, 31 March 1894. 

144. Clynes, Memoirs, 66. 

145. ' Mitchell, The Hard Way Up, 108. 

146. Johnson, Willie Pick, 51-2. 
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• •• there were lighter moments in plenty. Popular Saturday 
evening concerts ••• concert parties and light opera ••• everyone 
was s\>/ept up by the exci tement of the l-:errie Engl and Bazaar 
••• Ho\'/ to convey to the present sophisticated generation the 
excitement of such an event as that Merrie England Bazaar? 
A revolution has taken place sine then, in nothing so much 
as the pleasure s of the people. woen the l-ledi terrane an sun 
is available to almost all, when the working man can travel 
in his own car to find scampi and chips, when hi s wife attends 
'coffee mornings' that have not only money raising objectives, 
but snob value as well, how are we to understand the lure of 
the homespun, even pathetically trivial entertainments of those 
days? 

Socialist branch life was in reality, then, an all-~ound culture 

collectively forged by working people themselves and which allowed for 

and fostered a meaningful sense of control and autonomy - not simply in 

the field of economiCS and politics - but over social life in general. 

Branch socia:!.ism repres ented a flourishing sub-culture wi thin society as a 

whole, an alternative life style in anticipation of the glorious future 

which the socialists envisaged. 

writer, 147 

"Club-liie", according to one I.L.P. 

••• haa awakened and developed the self-governing powers of the 
members, 'thereby assistine , however unconsciously, in the 
evolution which shall yet present us with the higher power of 
soci al and political government. 

This vigorous local culture was, of course, the product of a specific 

phase in the history of socialism - a phase in which the initiative in 

politics had passed temporarily from the national to the local level -

and there is much indication that this was shortlived. . By 1899, the 

Manchester l .L.P.'ers were faced with the problem of apathy among the 

. --

148 
members and they anxiously sought to rekindle the "old spirit" once more. 

By 1906, the initiative ' had returned once more to the level of the 

Parliamentary leadership. 

147. The Labour Echo, 1 January 1898. 

148. Manchest ar, 4, September 1899. 
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"Practical socialism" or "practical Christianity" - as socialists 

variously termed their movement - was embodied in the wider series of 

activities that constituted branch socialism during this . period. This 

culture is one pointer to the nature of working class social consciousness, 

for it was lirmly rooted in the social patterns of Lancashire communiti5s . 

An investig~tion in this direction will form the substance of the follow

ing chapters. 



.. ~ 

=======~========= CHAPTER TEN ================== 
SOCIAUSM AND THE WORKING CLASS COMHUNITY - I: 

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTpRE, WAGES AND \vORK PROCESSES 

================================================== 

It will be recalled that the heuristic framework outlined in 

Chapter 4 above, the theoretical precepts contained within which under

score the approach to socialism and working class belief adopted in this 

study, was insistent that the analysis of macro-structural and ideological 

factors shaping the broad trajectory of the socialist movement must be 

complemented by taking into account the cultural and essentially innovative 

role of working people themselves at the local level. It was suggested 

there that t~c social relationships and institutions of the working class 

community may be said to form the milieu within ' which occurs an on-going 

process of cultural struggle and adaptatio:l - a "stretching", as it were, 

of ideas, values and beliefs in accordance with the existential location 

and perceptions of that working class group. To the degree that socialist 

beliefs were taken up and woven into the value system of working people 

then they, too, must surely be analysed as one aspect no less integral 

to the community than any other. 

In consequence, we turn in this and the subsequent two chapters to 

an analysis of working class community and culture in later nineteenth ' 

century Lancashire. It is of some 'importance that the distinctive structure 

and flavour of community life in the north west be clearly specified, 

for it was in this context that broad structural and ideological processes 

operative at the macro~level were interpreted and infused with meaning 

in the light of everyday working class experience, and within which the 

distinctive socialist beliefs analysed in Chapter 9 were generated and 

sustained. \tJe mty proceed analogically, perhaps, by viewing the working 

cla~s community as a form of social filter, a mediatory level sifting 
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and reworking normative systems feeding into that milieu to fit in with 

the rounded outlook of working class life. 

The ultimate intention of Chapters 10-12, therefore, is to consider 

socialist beliefs in Lancashire in relation to working class life in the 

round. The present chapter will consider the economic foundations of 

the community by referring to industrial structures, wages and w9rk 
. . 

processes, ~~ying pal'ticular attention to the cotton textile industry. 

Closely related to economic life will be seen to have been the home, 

family and community patterns of the Lancashire working class: these 

themes will be treated in Chapter 11. Chapter 12 will continue the li~e 

of inquiry initiated here in a much more detailed fashion by focusing 

upon one particular aspect of the working class community in the north 

II 
I' ,'I.. west - name~y, religion and chapel life - concentrating once more upon 

-
the interact~ons with the emerging socialist ccnsciousness of the 1890s. 

I n a word, the whole discussion will seek to demonstrate the importance 

for any mapping of working class belief of the contours and general topo-

graphy of the local socia:. milieu wi thin which such beliefs are situated 

and from which they are indeed inseparable. 

10.1: Industrial structure, Wag6s and Work Processes 

(a) The Lancashire Economy in the 1890s 

A brief overview of the indu'strial make-up of Lancashire as a whole 

in the later nineteenth century will serve as a prelude to the detailed 

analysis of the structure of, and wages and work processes in, coal mining, 

engineering and, particularly, the cotton textile ~ndustry. 

Indeed, it is hardly possible to begin other than by noting the 

predominance of cotton spinning and manufacture, by far the larges t single 

occupational category in the region and most forcefully shaping the 
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character and structure of industrial Lancashire in general. Often 

closely related to and, indeed, at points juxtaposed upon the main lines 

of cotton production were coal mining and engineering - in short, the 

three great basic industries of the Duchy, around and between which had 

emerged a t·hick web of subsidiary occupations . The 1891 census reveals 

that almost 200,000 men and over 300,000 women were engaged in the various 

preparator;, spinning and manufacturing processes of the cotton industry, 

representing approximately 15% of the m~e population of the county at 

that point in time, and as many as 38% of all occupied females. 1 This 

is almost certainly, however, to understa~e the secular experience of 

cotton in working class life. Being heavily reliant upon both male and 

female juvenile labour, it is true to s~- that employment in cotton had 

at some time, usually during adolescence, been the lot of a much larg~r 

section of the population, not to mention the fact that its subsidiar~ 

and supportive processes (chemicals, bleaching and dyeing, finishing, 

transport and warehousing, communications, etc.) intimately affected the 

lives of vast numbers not themselves directly engaged in either spinning 

or weaving. Even within Lancashire, cotton production was, moreover,-

extremely lOCalised, to such an extent in fact that it wholly dominated 

cer~ain towns: in Bolton in 1891, 23,054 found employment in the staple 

industry, or 2~~ of the town'e occupied male and 31% of its occupied 

female population; in Oldham, the proportions were 27% and 35%, rising 

2 to 40% of occupied males and 43% of all occupied women in Burnley. 

11uch employment in other spheres revolved naturally around the twin 

foci of cotton spinning and manufacture. Engineering works were to be 

1. Parliamentary Papers (pp) , 1891 Census of England and \~ales, c .• 7058, 
v. CVI, 1893-94: Division VIII, North Western Counties. All figures 
calCulated from Tables VII. 

t 

2. EE 1893-94, Table VII. 

1,1 

II" 
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found in most towns in Lancashire servicing the adjoining cotton mills, 

but the industry was most obviously concentrated to the north east of 

Manchester, centring upon Oldham, and in a broad belt running west and 

north of Nanchester through Bolton, where the production of textile 

machinery predominated and engaged almost half of the total. 44,000 men 

who found employment in' the industry in Lancashire. 3 The main locus 

of the industry was, therefore, virtuall; conterminous with the majc~ 

workings of the Lancashire coalfield, and from which some 88,000 colliers 

made their livings in 1891. Comprising around 225 square miles between 

the river Ribble and the Mersey, the predominantly mining region centred 

upon Wigan, Westhoughton, st. Helens and Ince, the bulk of whose output 
, 4 

was, of course, consumed by the contiguous co'tton industry. 

As to the remainder of industrial Lanca~hire, we may briefly notice 

only the following. 5 Manchester was the centre o~ the cotton finishing, 

printing anc lothing industries, although small firms were to be found 

carrying on these trades in such towns as Liverpool, Wigan, Blackburn 

and Preston. Bolton had justly earned something of a reputation for 

the quality of her bleaching, Whilst textile dyeing and calico-printing 
, -. 

were important minor industries widely scattered throughout the county. 

These sectors of the Lancashire economy, along With the chem,cal industry 

based in st. Helens, were stimulated by and had grown up next to the 

4. 

PP 1893-94, Table VII; John Jewkes, "Industries",. in Henry Clay and 
K7 Russell Brady, ~~chester at Work (Manchester 1929). 

PP 1893-94, Table VII; Annon, A Survey of the History, Commerce and 
ManufRctures of Lancashire (London 1897). 

See further, Leo H. Grindon, Lancashire: Brief Historical and 
Descriptive Notes (London 1892); 11. \v. Freeman, H. B. Rogers, and ' 
R. H. King, Lancashire, Cheshire and the Isle of Man (London 1966); 
David M. Smith, The North West (Newton Abbott 1969). 

I II 



cotton trade, although st. Helens was, in addition, an important centre 

of glass production. The extraction of iron ores was mostly confined 

to Ulverston and Furness, supplying the smelting and shipbuilding trades 

of Barrow on the north west peninsula. Finally, one or two towns had 

emerged as specialist centres, such as Horwich, which had mainly grown 

up around its engineering sheds, paper-making in Bury and linoleum manu-

- facture:i 1', Lancaster. 

By the closing decade of the nineteenth century, the industrial 

structure of Lancashire was wholly reliant upon its staple industry - -I 

"a closed economic area", as John Jewkeli retrospectively characterised I 

it - in which there was a particularly intimate inter-dependence between 

cotton and the finishing trades, textilp. engineering, coal and ch~micals, 

and the clothing industries. 6 For the moment, it was an economic :to 

s.ymbiosis which paid dividends, but within which the diseconomies of 

over-reliance upon cotton and specialisation were already apparent -

disintegrative forces which appeared during the years of depression in 

the final quarter of the century and were to assert themselves with a 

vengeance afte~ the 'Great War. \'Ie should turn now to a closer investi-

gation of each of the three major industries of Lancashire 'in this period. 

(b) The Cotton Industry 

It has been justly observed of cotton production in Lancashire 

that the " ••• unique socio-economic situation of the cotton operative 

emphasised the importance of work in both its economic and social contexts, 

creating a total life-style that mediated the worker's relationship with ' 

the wider society." 7 Indeed, it seems clear that, in spite of the many 

and variegated local specialism embraced by the industry, cotton worked 

6. John Jewkes,. Re-adjustment in Lancashire (London 1935). 
I ----~--------------------

7. Keith Burgess, The Origins of British Industrial Relations: The 
Nineteenth Century Experience (London 1975) 246. 
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to impose a certain uniformity upon the towns of Lancashire and foster 

a homogeneity of vision among the working class, one intimately tie.d to 

the conditions of production themselvcs. By 1850, the basic technological 

foundations of the industry, which had advanced cotton from domestic to 

water-powered and thence to steam-powered production, had been laid; the 

latter half of the nineteenth century saw a consolidating of firms in 

the industry, but a process in which spa\-ialisation and localisation of 

production were the guiding themes. 

Contemporaries and historians alike have readily accepted Engels' _, 

contention that there was evidenced in the cotton industry of the 1840s I 
an " ••• ever-increasing concentration of capital in fewer and fewer hands." 8 

It does indeed seem likely that the mechanisation of weaving and the 

automation of spinning during the previous twenty years had tended towards 

increasing fixed ' capital inputs, a classic case of labour saving techno

logical change, in fact, which went ~n until the 1860s 9 and served to 

concentrate capital in the hands of large producers able to reap economies 

of scale. - S. D. Chapmar has observed that, by mid-century, " ••• the 

small, uneconomic mills were gradually declining, and the industry inc~~as-

. 10 
ingly concentrated upon the Lancashire coalfield", and corroborati va 

8. Frederick Engels, The Condition of the Working Class in Engl and (1892: 
London 1972 ed.) 56; the tendency to\.,rards concentration in cotton is 
noted, albeit with some degree of scepticism, by G. R. Porter, "On the 
Accumulation of Capital by the Different Classes of SOCiety", Quarterly 
Journal of the Statistical SOCiety, XIV (1951) 193, 199; J. H. Clapham, 
An Economic Histor.y of Modern Britain, i (Cambridge 1926) 185. 

9. M. Blaug, "The Productivity of Capital in the Lancashire Cotton Industry 
during the Nineteenth Century", Economic History Review, 2nd ser •. " 
XIII (1960-61) 359-60, 364, Appendix C, 379. 

10. S. D. Chapman, The Cotton Industry in the Industrial Revolution 
(London 1972) 33. 



evidence suggestive of the trend to scale in this period has been marshalled 

by a number of historians of the cotton industry. 11 The tendentious 

pattern of consolidation and concentration by mid-century was real enough, 

but one should not overestimate the size of firms in the industry. In 

a major revisionist essay, V. A. C. Gattrell has recently pointed to 

" ••• the SU\"ival into the 1840s of a familiar pyramidal hierarchy of firms 

in which large firms were still few, and smal:l to middling (and single 

12 process) firms were preponderant." Small capital remained ascendant 

in the industry in spite of the obvious structural drift towards size: 

the average primary process firm in Mancr.ester employed 260 hands in 1841 

and a quarter of all firms employed fewer than 100 operatives; the typical 

weaving shed in 1850 might employ 100 h~ds on around 160 power looms. 13 

I 
I 

I 

II 

The decades after 1850 saw nothing like the same scale of technological 'I" 

innovation as that which had revolutionized the industry in the previvus 

half-century. A number of advances rendered the preparatory processes 

more automatic, particularly in carding and combing where the intr'oduction 
, ' . . 14 

of new machinery occasioned something of a revival in fine spinning. 

The self-acting mule remained almost ubiquitously dominant in the spinning 

sector, although by late century the ring spinning process pioneered in 

America was beginning to make some small headway. In weaving, warping 

was greatly facilitated by the invention of the warping frame in the 

1840s, but the major development here was the advent of the Northrop loom 

. in the final decade of the century. The growth in the size of firms 

11. John Jewkes, IlThe Localisation of t~e Cotton Industry", EconomiC 
History II (1930), 95; A. J. Taylor, "Concentration and Specialisation 
in the Lancashire Cotton Industry", Economic History Review, 2nd ser., 
I (1949) 119-22. 

12. V. A. C. Gatrell, "Labour, Power and the Size of Firms in Lancashire 
Cotton in the Second Quarter of the Nineteenth Century", Economic 
History Review, 2nd ser., ,XXX (1977) 97. 

13. Gatrell,ib~d., 125; D. A. Farnie, The English Cotton Industry 1850-
96 (unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of Manchester, 1953) pt. 3. 

14. For technological developments post-1850, see Farnie, ibid., pt4 1. 

1 

l 
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during the second half of the century was not matched by any similar 

trend in capitalisation; after the 1860s, the impetus towards capital 

inputs and labour saving technique declined and labour costs per unit 

of output began to rise steadily. 15 Any increments in labour productivity 

discernable during this period are to be largely explained, therefore, 

as accruing from work intensification and speed-up, rather than ·from 

technological innovation. 

other trends during this period are less equivocal. There was a 

decided movement in the cotton industry after mid-century towards ur~ 

isation as country mills, usually reliant upon water power and produci~~ 

poor quality low count yarns, were forced to the economic margin and 

16 increasingly replaced by the steam powered urban factory. The pe:c:tod 

after 1850 had also witnessed the steady demise, after a brief period 

in ascendfu1ce, of the combined spinning and weaving concern. 17 Hereafter, 

the industry began to polarise much more sharply as between the weaving 

sector of north Lancashire and spinning in the south. Intense lOCalism 

and specialisation, always associated with the industry, became now more 

than ever its luillmarks. Improved transport facilities - the county'·S 

railway system was virtually completed by 1850 - easier access to capital 

and a rapidly expanding market, all underscored the impetus to differen

tiation within the industry and the reassertion of old-est~bI1ehed centri-

fugal forces which had been deflected, if never wholly obscured, by the 

brief regime of the combined concern. 

15. Blau, "Productivity of Capital in the Cotton Industry", 360, 364-67 • . _ 

16. Taylor, "Concentration and Specialisation in the Cotton Industry", 
114-19; Farnie, The English Cotton Indus tIl" pt. 2. 

17. Taylor, ~ .. , 119-22. 

1" 



By late century, the broad partition of the industry between tr.o 

spinning and weaving sectors was all but complete: in 1884, some 62% 

of looms were concentrated in north Lancas~tre and over three-quarters 

of the spindles were to be found in the area to the south of Rochdale. 18 

The tendency towards grouping by process is starkly registered in the 

fact that, by 1900, the building of combined spinning and \.,eaving mills 

nad virtually ceased. 19 By late century, than, spinning was concentrated 

in a belt of towns innnediately north and east of Hanchester, especially 

in Bolton and Oldham, and weaving in a second belt further to the north. 

and embracing Blackburn, Burnley and a number of smaller centres. We11 

defined though these divisions were, by 1911 they had been further 

reinforced, at which point in time 73% of looms were in the north and 

fully 88% of spindles in the south. 20 

A number of broad differences are immediately apparent between the 

t,.lO sectors of the industry~ The towns of the north were generally 

smaller, where many weavers lived and worked in centres such as 

Rawtenstall, Nelson, Colne and Padiham; the spinning tO~1n8 of the south 

were, by contvast, larger communities, sprawling into one another to form 

the vast agglomeration that was rtHetropolitan Lancashireu • Again, al thougl 

a handful of mills in the north employed over 500 operatives , in 1890 a 

typical weaving shed comprised 390 looms worked by around some 200 hands. 

Many of these concerns were o\-Ined by small capitalists, or remained in 

the hands of family employers, and in which quasi-patriachal labour 

18. Jewkes, "Industries", 96; H. vr. Odgen, "The Geographical Basis or 
the Lancashire Cotton Indu.stry", Journal of the Textile Insti tute~ 
XVIII, (1927). 

19. S. J. Chapman and T. S. Ashton, "The Sizes of Businesses, mainly in 
the 'l'extile Industries", Journal of the Royal Statisti.,cal Societl'l 
LXXVII (1913-14) L~91-92. 

20. J e\'/ke 8, 'Ind ustrie s", 96. 
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relations were reinforced by the personal ties of deference and obligation; 

it cost much less to float a specialist weaving firm, both in terms of 

fixed and circulating capital, and this clearly worked to encourage 

21 
small scale enterprise. In the spinning sector, the comparatively 

standardised character of the product, \dth long production runs, tended 

to increase capital and overhead costs and firms were on the whole much 

larger. \/hereas only 144 joint-stock weaving ventures had been promot&d 

between 1869-96, around 32l~ large spinning mills had been set in train 

upon joint-stock lines, including a small number in the Oldham area which, 

by 1900, had a capacity of 100,000 spind"'.es 'or more and employed more 

than 10,000 operatives. 22 

Even within these broad divisions, however, the nature of the 

cotton industry was such as to differentiate production and industrial 

process still furth~r, as a plethora of local skills, specialisms ana. 

products branched outwards, superimposing one line of demarcation upon 

another. Paradoxically, perhaps, the process of centralisation in 

c~tton was countered as the century wore on by the consolidation of 

already deeply .entrenched localisms, tending to variegate the industry 

within an over-arching uniformity. No doubt due in part to variations 

in geographical conditions, the localisation of cotton production 'was 

as much tradition bound, combining the custom of habit with the economies 

which result from the grouping of similar processes. 23 There inevitably 

followed from the broad division of the industry between the spinning 

and weaving sectors a further devolution towards specialisation by 

21. Farnie, The English Cotton Industry, pt. 4; Burgess, The Origins of 
Industrial Relations, 236. 

22. Farnie, ibid., pt. 4; Burgess,~." 236. 
23. s. J. Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry: A study in Economic 

Develcfmen't (Hanchester 1904) 156-58. 
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product, firm and market. 24 In the north, Preston emerged as the centre 

of light fancy and plain goods, Chorley of muslins and calicos and the 

famous Burnley "pick" made that town the home of printing cloths of low 

and medium quality; coarse and staple products were to be found in 

Blackburn, finer goods were woven in the Nelson and Colne areas, whilst 

Darwin and Accrington were famed for their shirting and dhooties bounn 

for export. In the spinning sector, the finest yarns were spun in 

Bolton and Oldham, the former in particular being renowned for its fine 

quiltings and fancy cotton dress goods. Coarse and medium yarns were 

centred upo~~ Oldham, calicos and fustians were to be found in Rochdale, 

whilst Bury and Leigh were once again the home of fine count products. 

Such variations in industrial organisation, process and market were, not 

unnaturally, reflected in the character of laboUr relations prevailing in 

cotton. 

As with coal-mining elsewhere in the country, cotton was concentrated 

. in certain areas which it dominated. The localisation of the industry 

proved to be remarkably static and pervasive and the high degree of 
-. 

specialisation meant that the cotton towns were homogeneous to an extent 

unrivalled except perhaps by the pit villages. 25 "These demarcations 

are not absolutely observed", Sidney Chapman pointed out, "but they are 

sufficiently clear to give each town in the area covered by the cotton 

26 industry a distinctive place in its ·general organisation." This 

markedly local diversification at the base of the cotton industry is 

central to our concern: we shall trace in due course its social and cultural 

concomitants among the working class in the north west. 

24. See further, Farnie, The English Cotton IndUstry, pt. 3; Jewkes, 
"Industries", 97-8. 

25. P. F. Clarke, Lancashire and the· New Liberalism (Cambridge 1971) 76. 

26. Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry, 157. 
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It would be instructive at this point to turn to an analysis of the 

work processes and rela tionships in which the cotton operatives were 

engaged. Here, one is immediately confronted by the vast range of tasks, 

grades and statuses which the industry comprised. Like coal mining, there 

was little intrinsic skill in cotton production in the sense that other 

trades required a recognised period of training and distinctions between 

jobs were largely determined by experience. As the following brief 

account of the major processes will show, the work was mostly machine

minding, demanding varying degrees of wa'tchfulness and dexterity. 21 

The cotton spinning industry may be conveniently divided into the 

preparatory stages and the ,spinning operation itself. 28 According to 

Sidney and Beatrice Webb, a typical cotton mill at the turn of the cent~y 

with 40 pairs of mules, would employ about 90 preparatory cardroom 

operatives, mostly juvenile and female labour, 40 adult male mule spinners, 

each 'rl th t'lIO male assistants, and several overlookers whose task was to 

supervise the whole m!ll. 29 Raw cotton arrived at the mill in tightly 

packed bales of fibre and, before ready for spinning, had to undergo a 

variety of prep~~atory processes executed mainly by women and girls. 

After willowing - a rough process intended to open out and clean the cotton -

the raw material was further purified on the lap frames, from which it 

went to the card and blowing rooms. Here the cotton was separated by 

means of rollers fitted with teeth, blown, and finally drawn out as a 

"sliver" onto bobbins by the drawing frames. Blowing room and drawj,ng' , 

frame tenters were the highest female grades in these processes, below 

27. H. A. Turner, Trade Union Growth, structure and pOlicy: A Comparative 
Study of the Cotton Unions (London 1962) 110-11. 

28. For general accounts of the work process in cotton spinning and weaving, 
see J. R. Barfoot, The Progress of Cotton (1843: Helmshore 1973 ed.); 
C. Miles, Lancashi re Texti les (Cambridge 1968); L. H. C. Tippett, . 
The Lancashire Texti le Industry (London 1969); and H. Catling, 
The Spinning Mule (Newton Abbott 1970). 

29. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Industrial Democracy (London 1902) 105. 



them being ranged a hierarchy of assistant tenters, who would usually 

be young girls. It was li~ely that the head carder and under carder 

would be adult male workers, whilst stripping and grinding - by late 

century a highly mechanised preparatory operation - would again be carried 
• 

on by the men. 

As to the spinning operation, in Lancashire mule spinning wheels 

were alway~ arranged in pairs, both supervised by three operatives - the 

mule spinner or "minder" and his two assistants, the "big" and "little" 

piecer - the latter being in all likelihood a young boy. 30 All three 

operatives were concerned to ensure the smooth running of the automatic 

mule, whose spindles twisted and wound the yarn in alternation, by joining 

broken threads, removing completed cops from the spindle ("doffing"), 

replenishing the supply of roving ("creeling") and generally oiling an.d 

cleaning their machine. Ring spinning, a comparatively simple method of 

imparting the twist and winding the yarn onto the bobin at one and the 

same time, was only just being adopted by manufacturers in the 1890s and 

was almost always carried on by unskilled female labour. In the spinning 

sector, the minder was the only operative to be paid by the piece and ~t 

was therefore much to his advantage that the whole operation should be 

executed as quickly and efficiently as possible; he was responsible for 

paying the other two members of the spinning team and he held the right 

of hiring and firing his piecers. 

On the manufacturing side, the operations involved were equally 

complex. When the cotton left the spinning machines it was wound onto 

bobbins, and had first to be prepared to form the weft and warp of the 

loom. This involved a whole series of operations, some relatively simple, 

employing girls and your.g women, and others the skilled crafts of men. 

I 
30. For a de scription of' the mule operations, see 

E. M. Gray, Wa es and Labour in t he Lancashire Cotton S 
Indus try (Manchester 1935 3-11 • 
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Some part of the preparation of the yarn might have been done in the 

spinning mill or, alternatively, by the manufacturer in his weaving shed. 31 

\·linders would first rewind the yarn onto larger bo': ~ )ins, and beamers and 

tapesizers, the latter category being almost universally adult male 

workers, were engaged in strenthening the thread to be used for the wa~p. 

Some part of the yarn would be twisted by the doublers to form a single 

thread comprised of two or more strands. Host of these Operatives \;tJre 

paid by the piece with the exception of the sizers, who received a fixed 

weekly wage. 

In a ";eaving shed proper comprising, say, 800 looms which alternatively 

raised and lowered the warp so that the weft may be passed between them 

by means of the shuttle, there would be about 200 male and female weavers 

whose main task lay in renewing the supply of weft and re-joining broken , 

threads, as well as number of children r~ing from a dozen to 50, employed 

by the weavers as tenters and paid small sums. 32 There would be, in 

addition, a number of ancillary 'r/orkers employed by the manufacturer at 

various times, 33 textile warehousemen, and a small number of overlookers. 

These operative's were paid by the piece, whilst the overlooker would , ~ , . 

receive a fixed proportion of the weaver's wage. The whole process was 

completed by the finishing trades, usually bleaChing, dyeir.g and printing. 

All considered, therefore, there might be as many as 25-30 grades 

of operatives employed in cotton spinning, and some 15-20 in manufacture, 

ordering· whom was a distinct and diurturnal hierarchy as to authority, 

status and remuneration. Differentiation based ' upon occupational function 

31. A. P. 1;ladsworth,' "The cotton Trade Unions", in G. D. H. Cole, ed., 
British Trade Unionism Today (London 1945) 390. 

32. Webb, Industrial Democracy, 105. 

33. For the c aracter of ancillary workers in weaving, see E. M. 'Gray, 
The Weaver's Wage (ManChester 1937) 39-40. 



was further amplified by the heavy reliance of the industry upon female 

and juvenile labour. The Lancashire mill lass had long been, of course, 

a stock literary figure whose work conditions provided much ammunition 

for -those critics whose animus was directed ag~nst the factory system. 34 

Dr. Hewitt has estimated that around 58% of all women over 20 years of 

age in Lancashire were engaged in cotton in 1851 and there ' is some 

indicatio!! -~hat the numbers involved rO;Je steeply in the subsequent two 

decades. 35 By 1901, no less than three-quarters of unmarried women in 

the mill towns worked outside the home and, for those under the age of 

25, the figure was around 90% - indicative, in fact, of a virtually 

ubiquitous working class practice. 36 The data in Table 10.1 illustrate 

the distribution of female labour as between the various processes of 

the industry: 

TABLE 10.1 Female Operatives in the Lancashire Cotton Industry, 1901-1911 

Cardroom operatives 

Spinning 

Winding, warping 

vleaving 

1901 

46,135 

34,553 

64,742 

175,158 

1911 

55,488 

55,448 

59,171 

190,922 

+20.) 

+60.5 . 

- 8.6 

+ 9.0 

Source: B. L. Hutchins, \'Iomen in Modern Industry (London 191.5) 87. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

Wanda F. Neff, Victorian "'/orki ng Women: A Historical and Literary 
Study 1832-50 (1929: London 1966 ed.) 20=87. 

Hargaret Hewitt, \~ives and Hothers in Victorian Industry (London 
1958) 16. 

Clarke, L~ncashire and the New Liberali $ffi , 76. 
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One obvious effect of this high level of female employment was to intensify 

the dependance upon and experience of cotton production among working 

class families in the mill towns, as well as reinforcing the pre-existing 

degree of specialisation among the men. 

If women ranked below men in the occupational hierarchy, even lower 

down were to be found the children. The future was prescribed for the 

sons and d,Rughters of the factory folk: "Children leaving school who 

intended entering the factory almost invariably entered the spinning 

first", recalled one woman operative; "There are, of course exceptions, 

but very, very few." 37 A young girl might,begin as a "sweeper out" in 

the mill, a little tenter in the card and blowing room, a weaver's piecer, 

or as a geileral "scavenger". The boys would almost always seek to secure 

a position as little piecer, for some of whom - but obviously not all -

advancement to big piecer and thence to minder was always a possibility. 

Even less than the women, ' juveniles in cotton had few rights and were 

generally dependant upon adult operatives for both their employment and 

38 wage. 

This empl~yment pattern was universal in the cotton industry although, 

again, there were many local variations. The ratio of males to females, 

and of persons of different ages; varied considerably with the locality 

and the branch of the industry. Family employment in the strict sense 

was most prevalent in weaving although, as a general rule, the work group 

was larger where the process was coarsest and heaviest and the wages 

least. The numbers of children employed and their specific tasks also 

showed much 'diversity, although the spinning .team of three opera'l;ives 

37. "Textile y/orker", in Margaret Pollock, ed., Vlorking Days (London 1926) 
231. 

38. For the p'osition of the juvenile piecers, Bee Jewkes and Gray, V/ages 
and LaboJ r in Cotton Spinning , 172-92. 
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was inviolable in its composition. 39 Whatever the parochial variations, 
., 

the fact remains that the industry as a whole was hierarchically structured. 

each process or sector embodying its own distinct gradations of status 

and chain of authority. 

The effects of these occupational relationships may, however, be 

overstated. Seizing up,on the importance of the industryts inner authority 

structure and, in particular, the fact 01' sub-con.tracting as between the 

minder and his piecers, John Foster he.s argued for the emergence of an 

aristocracy of labour comprising mainly spinners and adult male carders, 

whose role in the unmanning of the labour movement has been alluded to at 

40 several points above. It is true, certainly, that sub-contracting 

was prevalent as an early industrial form of managerial control which 

41 survived the factory age in the cotton industry. Whilst there is 

some indication that large employers wouJ.d on occasions contract work 

out to small capitalists, 42 the most prevalent form of sub-contract 

in cotton involved placing skilled spinners in charge of extensive machinery 

on the understanding that they recruited and paid thei~ piecers. The 

practice soon became widespread and, as noted above, remained a key feature 
• 

of the work process in the later nineteenth century. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry, 158-60. 

John Foster, Class str Ie and the Industrial Revolution: Earll 
Industrial capitali sm in Three ~nglish Towns Lonuon 197 ) 229-3 • 
Burgess, 'lIne Origins of Indus trial Relations, 244-46, has also stressed 
the differentiation of the cotton workforce and the embourgeoisement 
of the minders. 

Sidney Pollard, The Genesis of Modern He ement: A study of the 
Industrial Revolut ion in Grea t Britain London 1965) 43. 

Angus Bethune Reachts report from Oldham for The Korning Chronicle, 
in 1849, spoke of " ••• a great number of small capitalists renting 
floors or small portions offactories."; C. Aspin., ed., Manchester 
and the Textile Dis tricts in 1849 (Helmshore 1972) 79. 
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Now, whilst it may be conceded that the vigour of the cotton 

operatives' political attitudes was indeed sapped by the existence of 

important status distinctions within the workforce, there is nevertheless 

much that is questionable about the main lines of Foster's thesis. To 

the extent that they were at all important, for instance, these workshop 

characteristics would be mostly confined to the spinning sector. cotton 
. . :._1 -:: 

weaving was far less of a differentiated process, at least to the extent 
- -

.. --- -
that authority holding within production was strictly delimited. Although 

occupational gr~~iings were certainly complex, authority was largely vested 

in the overlookers - strictly speaking, an arm of management rather than . " - ~ . • .. • _ . _ _ Jt/.; 

a sector of the labour community proper - and based upon their power of 

" hiring and firing. " 43 Weaving was, moreover, no labour aristocratic 

prerogative buttressed by the full force of apprenticeship; a boy acting 

as a weaver's tenter would, after only two or three years experience, be 
- .; ~~ 

ready to assume control of a power-loom and many 15 and 16 year olds w"ere 

indeed to be found in such 
. ~ -~ " " 44 " - . -- - .' 

a position. In spite of its highly complex 

structure, it seems likely that there existed in the weaving process a 
" - - .. - - ~ :: 

strong sense. of communal identity. Margaret McCarthy has evoked the 
. " 

ambiance of the weaving shed aroUJ!.d the turn of the century in the 

following terms: 1I ••• there was a strong sense of communality in those 

early factories, inherited from more bucolic days, and the weaving shed 

was, as often as nQt, a real commune of neighbours, friends and even " 

close relations." 45 

.. -. - . - ._--.- -..... .-
43. Patrick Joyce, "The Factory Politics of Lancashire in the later 

Nineteenth Century", The Historical Journal, XVIII (1975) 531. 

44. \t/. A. Abram, liThe Social Condition and Political Prospects of the 
Lancashire h'orkman", The Fortni ghtly Review, October 1868, cited by 
E. Royston Pike, ed., H~~an Documents of the Victorian Golden Age 
(London 1967) 74. 

45. l-f..argarJ t HcCarthy, Generation in Revolt (London 1935) 18. 
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In spinning, too, it is at the sarne time open to question as to 

whether divisions in the workforce were as important as credited by 

Foster and, indeed, whether work authority played a significant role at 

all in occupational differentiation. For one thing, the compass of the 

minder's authority was severely Circumscribed, holding sway only over 

their juvenile piecers. 46 This latter category cannot be held to con
I 

stitute an exploited sub-group within thb working class as a whole, i:lr 

some piecers soon became spinners themselves, whilst many more left the 
' 4 

industry altogether as they grew older. 7 Subjection to operative 

authority r~mained the lot, then, of only a smali adult minority. Most 

other grades, including the adult male carders, experienced authority 

through the orthodox chain of over1ooker supervision flowing directly 

from management. The mule spinners were the . "natural" leaders of the 

occupational community, but in no sense ~onstituted a labour aristocracy. 

There was no apprellticeship in the industry and little skill t?0mponent 

other than manual dexterity; the general social standi~g of the minders 
. . 48 

was, moreover, tatnted by the presence of a sizeable 1rish minority. 

All this is not to deny, of course, that real divisions based upon 

occupational function and reinforced by the age and sex composition of 
. . 

the workforce were not operative; rather is it to suggest that Foster's 

wholesale construction of a rounded labour aristocratic subculture - a 

phalanx of distinct social and cuJ,tural associations which sealed off 

the spinner from his fellow workers - constitutes an Unwarranted general-

isation from what was in fact a fairly attenuated authority relationship. 

46. Joyce, "Factory Politics of Lancashire", 532. 
47. Henry Pel1ing, Po ular Politics ~~d Socie t y in late Victorian Britain 

(London 1968) 4 -7; ~uchae1 Anderson, Faoi ly structure in Nineteenth 
Century Lan cashire (Cambridge 1971) 26-8. 

48. Robert Roberts, The Classic Slum: Salford Life in the First Quarter 
of the Century (Harmondsworth '1974) 20. 
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Nevertheless, it is true that the distinctive occupational structure 

of the cotton industry was of singular importance in shaping the outlook 

and attitudes of the working class, as may be gauged from the pattern 

of labour relations and wages prevailing in the industry. Although 

broad generalisations are possible, recognition must once more be 

immediately accorded to the vast range of local traditions and practices 

in these s~heres. Wage payment was uj.iversally conducted according to 

standardised lists which codified piece-rates against such well-defined 

criteria as the size and speed of mules, the "count" or degree of fine-

ness of the yarn t o be spun and the particular nature of the product, 

and which dated from the early stages of industrialisation when the price 

agreed for each commodity was largely customary. 49 By the later 

nineteenth century, wage payments were dominated by the Bolton and 

Oldham lists in spinning and the "Uni verBal List" 'adopted by the weaving 

sector in 1892, 50 but there remained many local nuances and special-

isations to be taken into account, in effect rendering payment for each 

process or product unique in itself. In like fashion, the pattern of 

i ndustrial relations varied enormously, ranging from the depersonali,sed 

conflicts of capital and labour which plagued the Oldham coarse sector, 

to the intimate relations betw~en masters and men which might prevail 

in some of the smaller ... ,eaving sheds, where small capitalists operating 

upon the "room and pO\'ler" system may well have only recently been 
I 

operatives themselves. 51 

49. S. J. Chapman, "The Regulation of Wages by Lists in the Spinning 
Industry", The Economic Journal, IX (1899) 592-99. 

50. Jewkes and Gray, \lJages an.d Labour i n Cot ton ' Spinning , chs. 5-6; 
E. Hopwood, Hi story of the Lancashi r e cotton I ndus try, and the 
Amalgamated Iveaver s ' il s sociation (hanchest er 1969). 

51. Janet '.o/einroth, "The Nelson Weavers 1870-1900", paper presented to 
N. W. Group of the Labour His tory Society, April 1976; Reach noted 
tr~t in tOldham, too, r el ations between the men and small capitalists 
might be extremely cordial: Hanchester and the Textile Di s tricts, 80. 
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The course and policies of labour organisation in cotton have been 

detailed in Chapter 8 above and need not be reiterated here. It may be 

instructive, however, to explore a number of relationships between trade 

union forms and attitudes and industrial structure, particularly with 

regard to t.he intense localism and inner different'iation of cotton 

production. All the cotton unions elevated local autonomy in political 

and trade !IJa t ters to pride of place; both the spinners' and the weavers' 

amalgamations were premised upon parochial foundations which accorded 

consideI'able autonomy in recognition of regional specialisation. This 
. 

was strikingly advertised in the federal character of the United Textile 

Factory Workers' Association which united the several amalgamations, a 

purely political pressure group covering all cotton operatives and which 

lacked any power of initiative without the prior consent of the 

constitutive unions. The two most important unions in the spinners' 

amalgamation - those formed at Oldham in 1870 and Bolton in 1871 - were 

fundamentally distinct in structure and intention and, as the Webbe 

observed: "The partial autonomy of the "provinces" of Oldham and Bolton 

is not a case ~f geographical, but of industrial specialisation. Each 

"province" has its own peculiar trade, spinning different "counts" for 

widely different markets. Each is governed by its own peculiear list 

of piece\'Iork prices, based on different considerations." 52 

The Webbs were also concerned to note that the occupational division 

of labour which prevailed in cotton precluded the formation of a single 

amalgamation which might embrace all the diverse grades of the industry, 53 

and it is true that, in their rate of growth and policies, the textile 

organisations diverged markedly, depending largely upon the different 

52 • . Webb, Industrial Democracy, 125. 

53. ~., 105. 
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concerns and bargaining positions of the several grades within spinning 

54 and weaving. As was observed in Chapter 8, unionism took root first 

among the spinners and only later on spread to the predominantly female 

and juvenile card and blowing room operatives. The minders' primary 

concern with regulating the supply of labour and, in particular, controlling 

promotion from piecer to mule spinner according to seniority within the 

mill, their high su.bscriptions and friendly benefits, all made for 

characteristically "closed" unions reflecting the minority status of 

the spinners as the "natural leaders" of the family employment situation. 55 

Lacking these prero~atives, the piecers and preparatory operatives sought 

to dir ectly advance wages, and their amalgamations were correspondingly 

more militant in temper. The character' of trade unionism in the weavi~ 

sector, by contrast, advertised the fact that l~re the labour force was 

more homogeneous. Although the tapesizers were highly paid workers, 

they constituted only a fraction of ·all operatives, the overwhelming 

majority of whom, both male and female, were themselves weavers. In 

weaving the family economy was not based upon job differentiation according 

to sex and, beyond the sizers, few grades were the preserve of adult 

male \'Iorkers. In consequence, trade unionism appeared initially among 

the less skilled and lower paid, spreading only to the privilegod sizers 

at a later date. Their policies were above all concerned with wage 

rates and unionism among the weavers was classically "opeu", if only 

because they lacked the strength to restrict the supply of labour to 

the job. 56 

54. 

55. 

56. 

See Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Relations, 253-6'0. 

Burgess, ibid., 253-57; 1Urner, Trade Union Growth, structure and 
Policy, 114, 209-12; Sidney J. Chapman, "Some Policies of the Cotton 
S!)inners' Trade Unions", The Economic Journal, X (1900) 467-73. 

Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Relations, 257; Turner, Trade 
Union Gr~wth, Structure and Policy, 206, 1 '12-23, 150-51; the whole 
question of trade union policy and labour r elations during this period 
is treated by Roland Smith, A Histor of the Lanc ashire cotton Indust 
1873-96 (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of Birmingham , 195 

~""'''t--~ ... _.- ...... -_ ... ", -~----~ ___ "'-'""--.. _ .. ___ ~_ 



Further indication of the importance of industrial structure is 

afforded by a consideration of wage rates and differentials. Between 

1860-1906, the average weekly earnings of all cotton operatives rose by 

almost 70%, standing by that late date at 19s. 7d. 57 There were, 

however, many local variations in "/ages, as the following data dra ... m 

from the spinning sector make clear: 

TABLE 10.2 

Oldh.atn 

Rochdale 

Bolton 

Leigh 

Hanchester 

Ashton 

Preston 

Full Time Earnings of Hinders and Piecers in 
Various Spinning Districts, 1906 

% of 
Big minder's Little 

Hinders Piecer wage Piecer 

s. d. s. d. s. d. 
41 10 19 4 46.3 14 0 

41 1 19 6 47.4 13 0 

45 9 15 5 33.7 10 7 
47 6 15 0 31.6 9 9 
47 0 15 9 33.5 7 10 

41 10 17 11 42.8 11 5 

39 3 , 16 9 42.7 9 2 

% of 
minder's 
\-Iage 

33.5 

31.6 

23.1 

20.5 

16.7 

27.3 

23.4 

Source: Je ... ,kes and Gray, ""ages and Labour in Cotton SEinning, compiled 
from Table IV, 30, and Table VI, 32. 

In cotton manufacture, too, there existed wide diversity in wages as 

between the localities. As a general rule, however, earnings tended 

to be higher with fine count yarns throughout the industry, al thoug~ . 

under the Oldham list, before its revision in 1907, the coarse counts 

brought the greatest rewards. 

57. G. H. Wood, The Histor of Wages in thp. Cotton Trade durin the Past 
One Hundred Years London 1910 133; A. L. Bowley, \'1ages in the 
United Kingdom in the tlineteenth Century (19CO: New Jersey 1972 ed.) 
115-19; Robert Giffen, The Progl'ess of the Working Classes in the 
La~t Half bentury (London 1b~4). . 
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There is some indication, hOvlever, that the general advance in wages 

was by no means equally apportioned between the various grades of worker 

in the industry. In the spinning sector, adherence to the list system 

maintained the relative differentials between each category of labour 

and, for precisely this reason, the well-paid spinners consistently 

opposed any form of flat-rate increase. 58 In spite of this, however, 

it seems l11:ely tha.t the semi-skilled wOi.'kers, particularly the strippers 

and grinders, made scme headway in the hierarchy of relative earnings, 

whilst unskilled female labour, as well as the piecers, fell back some-

what. The followir~ figures appertaining to the Manchester district 

have been calculated to illustrate these wage movements: 

TABLE 10.3 Cotton Spinning: Average \~eekly Earnings of Various 

Grades Expressed as % of that of the Self-Actor Spinners: 

Manchester and District 1871-1906. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1871 100 40 70 42 ' 49 51 40 40 23 . 

1874 ,100 36 69 43 46 48 39 42 25 

1877 100 41 64 47 50 50 39 41 25 

1880 100 41 69 46 48 48 38 45 . 29 

1886 100 38 65 47 49 49 40 44 31 

1891 100 36 73 51 50 50 38 42 29 

1900 100 35 73 50 48 48 38 42 28 
I 

1906 100 34 71 48 47 46 37 43 28 

Source: \'/ood, History of Wages in the Cotton Trade, calculated from 
Table 1+2, 131. 

Key: 1. Self-actor spinners. 

58. Wood, ibid., 9; J. W. F. RO\"Je, v/age s in Practice and Theory (1928: 
London~9 ed.) 166; H. A. Turner, "Trade Unions, Differentials 
and the Levelling of Wages", The Hanchester School, XX (1952) 245. , 
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2. Card and Blowing Room Females. 
3. strippers and Grinders 
4. Draw Frame Tenters 
5. Slubber Frame Tenters 
6. Rover Frame Tenters 
7. Throstle and Ring Spinners 
8. Big Piecers 
9. Little Piecers 

In cotton manufacture the range of differentials was less acute although, 

once more, the follOwing data would seem to suggest that the unskilled 

winders, reelers and weaver's helpers lost ground in theirrelativ~ earning 

power: 

TABLE 10.4 Cotton Weaving: Average Weekly Earnings of Various 

Grades Expressed as a % of that of Weavers: Lancashire 

1871-1906. 

1 2 . 3 4 5 6 

187'\ 92 92 100 100 214 35 
1874 91 86 100 100 246 35 
1877 82 76 100 106 235 32 
1880 81 84 100 100 218 32 
1886 76 76 106 100 206 30 ' 

1891 78 72 104 100 201 32 
1~ 76 71 105 100 194 31 
1906 74 67 102 100 195 30 

Source: Wood, Hi stor~ of Wages 
Table 42, 131. 

in the Cotton Trade, calculated from 

Kel: 1. Winders 
2. Reelers 
3· \'/arpers 
1+. Weavers - _. -
5. Dres sers and Sizers 
6. Weavers ' Helpers 

Although earnings were subject to considerable local diversity, 

they would nevertheless seem to have broadly reflected . the complex 

division of labot~ which chara cterised the industry. The exception 
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appears to lie with the semi-a~lled operatives, whose earning power 

relative to the other grades of labour advanced noticeably. 59 

For those concerned to relate working class social imagery to 

occupational patterns, the cotton industry would seem to present a 

difficult - not to say invious - case: an industry which, on the one 

hand, imposed an overall homogeneity upun the mill towns and yet which, 

on the other, dissolved into a plethora of local specialisms, products 

and practices; and a working community which, if hardly fractured as 

bet\"een lar~ur aristocratic and proletarian sub-cultures, was nevertheless 

hierarchically graded by a complex occupational division of labour. 

However, c~anges in occupational structure and work processes in late 

century are highly pertinent to this COllcern and help us to make sensa 

of an apparently confusing situation. 

It would have required a prescient observer indeed to predict in 

the 1890s the fate which lay in store for the cotton industry in the 

years immediately after 1918; in retrospect, however, the 6eeds of demise 

appear all too clearly. It is true that the industry continued to. -. 

expand right up until the Great War, whilst the first decade of the new 

60 century in particular had proved to be a period of unrivalled prosperity. 

But there had been few major technological innovations during the past 

half century, and the reluctance shown by employers to capitalise upon 

new developments suggested to many the fact that a regime of tradition . 

rather than innovation would continue to govern the industry. 

59. Rowe, Wages in Practice and Theory, ,45. 

60. For generally optimistic account of the cotton industry in this 
period, see B. Bowker, Lancashire under the HaIJ"I.mer (London 1928) 
12-16; R. E. Tyson, "The Cotton Indus try", in D. H. Al dcroft, ed., 
The DeveJlopm~nt of Briti sh Indus t r y nnd Foreign Compot :i.tion 1 ~?5-1914 

.100-127. 
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There were, however, yet more ominous portents. No sector of the 

economy was as dependant upon exports as cotton, absorbing a record 85% 

of total output during the period 1876-80. 61 The industry was thus 

highly vulnerable to the foreign competition which had concussed Britain's 

monopoly in the decades after 1870, particularly as the relatively 

simple technologies involved in cotton production had been exported in 

vast quantities by Lancashire manufacturers themselves. By 1880, tariffs 

and competition abroad were proving se~ious fetters to the indUstry's 

growth potential. The rate of increase in the export of cotton piece-

goods fell from 66~51~ between 1865-69 and 1880-84, to 13.8% between 

1880-84 and 1896-1900; dUring the same period, yarn exports fell from 

an increase of 65% to well below zero. 62 More and more, cotton maL~-

facturers were coming to rely upon the sales of traditional lines in 

the markets of the Near and Far East and, from this point in time, the 

contraction of export markets continued unabated. 63 

Home demand, too, had reached a peak in 1860 that was not exceeded 

64 until 1925 and the effects of which were to prove equally calamitous. 

Whilst the home market was expansive, the industry had been able to_ - ~-

contain the "piecer problem", by which only a small proportion of boys 

were able to graduate to opeI-ating their own mule spinning wheels. As 

growth in the spinning sector decelerated, there built up an ever larger 

reservoir of piecers who had either to accept their position as permanent, 

61. Farnie, The Engli sh cotton Industry, 420-21. 
62. Smith, History of the La.ncashire cotton Industry, 53. 
63. Smith, ibid., 16-17; Farnie, The English Cotton Industry, 400-404; 

Tyson, "The cotton Industry", 'fable I, 105, Table IV, 110; H. A. 
Turner and Roland Smith, "The Slump in the Cotton Industry 1952", 
Bulletin of Oxford University Institute of Statistics, XV (1953) 
106-7,113-16. 

64. Farnie, ibid., 390. 

-, 
I 

I' 
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or leave the industry altogether - by late century, the fate of at least 

half the juveniles entering the cotton industry. 65 For the industry 

as a whole, the depression of 1877-79 proved climeratical; in the face 

of falling mill margins, employers came to concentrate upon the production 

of fine and medium goods at the expense of the coarse end of the market, 

whilst the trend of investment towards labour rather than capital 

utilisaticn was further intensified. Both readjustments were to hav~ 

profound effects on labour relations and conditions of work in cotton. 

By late century, the industry was reeling under the combined 

assault of three seemingly ubiquitous factors: low profits, falling 

prices and technological stagnation. The rapid decline in the price 

of raw cotton and yarns compressed mill margins - particularly in the 

years 1873-78 and 1889-95 in spinning and 1878-80 and 1882-92 in manu-

facture - and during which periods labour relations- were especially 

strained. 66 The trend towards labour utilisation increased the proportion 

absorbed by labour costs in the total price of the final product and, 

with their bargaining power in consequence enhanced, it was during this 

period that t~e centralized amalgamations came to be recognised ~or 

collective bargaining purposes by employers under pressure to contain, 

if not resolve, industrial conflict. There is much evidence, however, 

that the demands of the operatives were hardly assuaged, let alone 

satisfied, by the highly bureaucratic and pacific cotton unions so 

eulogistically described by the Webbs. 67 ~/orking class frustration 

thus boiled over in a series of unofficial disputes during these years: 

65. Je'>lkes and Gray, Wages and Labour in cotton Spinning, 172-92; 
Burgess, The Origins of Industria l Relations, 240. 

66. For declining mill margins, see Rowe, vla.ges in Practice and Theory, 
115; Smith, History of the Lancashire cotton Industry, paseim., . 
treats labour relations as a whole in the context of falling profits; 
see furt er, Burgess, ~., 233-34, 264ff. 

67. Cf. Industrial De mocracy, 203; "The machinery for collective 
bargaining developed by the cotton operatives, in our opinion, 
approaches the ideal. 1I Burgess, ibid., 264-90. 

" 
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in spinning, the piecers struck against their \>/orsening position vis-a-vis 

the minders, whilst stoppages involving both groups occurred because of 

bad spinning and increasingly onerous \o[ork loads; in cotton manufacture, 

68 disputes centred upon "driving" by the overlookers, bad work and steaming. 

At the very root of working class discontent in late century were 

wage rates and the condition of factory em?loyment, themselves reflecting 

the straight~ned ci,:t';'cumstances of the i:a~~U5try. Formerly, the nature 

of overhead costs in the industry had been such as to make possible 

recourse to short-time working during lean economic times, rather than 

cutting wage rates. But with the trend away from capital utilisation 

after the 1860s, employment began to rise faster than net output and was 

matched, in proportion, by an increase in the industry's wage bill. 69 

It now beca~e possible for the cotton masters to counter falling mill 

-
margins by c~ipping away at the list piece-ratos and, if wages in general 

rose during these years, such increments were secured only at the coat 

of extra effort on the part of the workforce. Some indication of this 

is afforded by the follo~~ng list of standard piece-rates in both sectors 

of the industry between 1870 and 1905: 

68. Burgess, ~., 288-89. 

69. Rowe, Wages in Practice and Theor~, 11; Blau.g, "Productivity of 
Capital in the Cotton Industry", 366-69. 

I . j , , ,., 

" 
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TABLE 10.5 Changes in the Levels of Standard Piece Rates, 1870-1905 

Blackburn Oldham Bolton Ashton 
and Uniform Spinning Spinning Spinning 
Weaving list list list list 

1870 100 100 100 100 
1875 100 100 100 105 
18~ 85 85 95 90 
1885 90 85 90 90 · 
1890 90 90 100 100 
1895 ~ 92 100 97 
1900 9~ 100 105 105 
1905 97 100 105 105 

S~: G. i-l. Wood, History of 'tlages in the Cotton Trade, Table It 3-4. 

As piece-rates fell, the operatives were goaded to increase their output 

and advances in their earnings came to depend upon their subjection to 

an intensifying pace of work using existing production methods, rather 

than by way of new technologies. G. H. Wood's figures would seem to 

confirm the impression that improvements in wages in the latter half of 

the ~a6t century were due preponderantly to increased efficiency and 

application on the part of the cotton operatives. 70 

Few workers in the industry were able to escape the debilitating 

effects of work intensification and speed-up. The absence of basic 

technological innovation logically implied that, in the ' competitive 

international market at that time prevailing, established methods had to 

70. Wood estimated that the advance in wages between 1860-1906 - a period. 
it should be recalled, characterised by labour rather than capital 
utilisation - was due only about 7% to increases in rates of pay, 
13% to the employment of more adl11ts over children, and fully 49% 
"to increased efficiency of operative and machine ll : His tory of \vagea 
in the Cotton Trade, 139. 

: 

1. 
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be pushed to the limits of their productive capacity. IndiVidual work-

loads rose in both sectors of the industry; the operative was encouraged 

to spend less and less time waiting between operations and free time and 

dinner breaks were progressively curtailed in flagrant violation of the 

factory acts; whilst increased speeds brought more yarn breakages to 

further irk tte worker. In 1885, the Cotton Factory Times recalled that 

twenty yea:l'f: preViously: "The operative at that time often used to be 

able to leave the mill in the morning and the afternoon - much was the 

ease of working methods"; but now, 71 

••• there is no break in working eith~r in the morning or in 
the afternoon. The number of spindles attended to by a 
minder and two Piecers have been increased by 30 per cent on 
weft mules, and 12 per cent on twist. The speed of the mules 
has increased 15-20 per cent. The tendency is to reduce price 
list prices as the length and speed of the mule is increased. 

In 1896, the complaint was forcefully reiterated by a correspondent to the 

operatives' journal: 72 

The race during the last ten years has been increasing pace by 
pace from a workman's point of view ••• Increased speed, stricter 
attention to work, causing more anxiety and a greater strain 
upon nerve and strength ••• meal hours work gives an opportunity ' 
for the unscrupulous and the avaricious to strive against their 
fellows, compelling them to do the same ••• 

There was no disguising the fact that the rate of exploitation had 

increased measurably. The number of spindles per operative on self-

acting mules rose from 109 in 1850 to 234 in 1890, whilst mule speeds 

more than doubled in the same period. 73 It is remarkable to note how, 

71. Cotton Factory Times, December 4, 1885. 

72. Cotton Factory Times, February 14, ' 1896; Allen Clarke, The Effects 
of the Factory System (London 1899) 62-3. 

'73. Farnie, The 'English Cotton Industry, 41. 
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despite greater inputs of labour, the amount of yarn produced per hour 
-, 

by each worker rose from 0.883 lb. in 1845, to 2.267 Ibs. in 1892, whilst 

at the same time labour costs per lb. fell from 2.3d. to 1.6d. 74 In 

cotton manufacture, too, the advent of the power loom had meant that an 

operative tended 4-6 looms in 1893 whereas in 1850 the average per 

operative was 1 or 2. 75 Loom speeds increased from 110-120 picks per 

minute in 1833 to 222-240 picks per minuto in 189J. The weight of 

piece-goods manufactured per hour rose in relation from 0.539 Ib~ in 1845 

to 1.352 lb. in 1892 and, once again, labour costs fell from 3.5d. per lb. 

to 2.59d. 76 The operative's life was now dominated - not to say 

tyranised - by the machine and the overlooker to a quite unexampled extent, 

as a female textile operative recalled: 77 

Work inside the factory is now much harder than it used to be 
owing to the great speeding up of machinery_ The toil is now 
almost ceaseless; the ~achinery de~ands constant attention ••• 
Production has increased without the corresponding increase in 
hands, showing that Inachinery has largely superceded human 
labour. Whether spinner or weaver, the textile o~eratives are 
on their feet from the first turn of the wheel in the morning 
till the last turn in the evening. Their feet ~e never still, 
their hands are al\O/ays full of tasks, and their eyes always on 
the watch. For forty-eight hours a week, year in and year out, _. 
one is expected to keep up to the great machine monsters • 

In the later nineteenth century, the worsening conditior.s ·of factory 

employment were beginning to break down the ties of paternalism by which 

some factory masters had been able to command allegiance on the part of 

74. Blaug, "Productivity of Capital. in the Cotton Industry", 366; 
F. Nerttens, "The Hours and Costs of Labour in the Cotton Industrytl, 
TranSC'ctions of the Hanchester Statistical Society (1893-94) 128. 

75. ibid. t 131. 

76. Blaug, "Productivity of Capital in the Cotton Industry", 366; 
Hert tens, "Hours and Costs of Labour in Cotton", 128. 

77. "Textile Worker", in Pollock, ed., Working-Days, 234. 
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their workforce, and to fatally taint the pattern of industrial relations. 

Although there is some" evidence that the burdens of work intensification 

78 fell disproportionately upon the piecers and preparatory grades, no 

worker was exempt from the orrendous demands of the new regime. For, 
I 

in spite of legislative enactment of one kind or another, the cotton mills 

and weaving sheds remained monstrously unhealthy and brutalizing places. 79 
I 
I 

Of all the accounts which exist, Roland K':mney's indictment of the sp~nning 

80 mills during this period is perhaps the most eloquent: 

The clatter of the eight pairs of spinning jennies in the room 
where I worked merged into one devil's roar that haunted all my 
wakinS and sleeping moments. Each jenny had one thousand 
spindles, and ••• In my not infrequent nightmares I found myself 
under this covering of threads, like a lark in a cage, unable 
t o get out, waiting for the return run of the jenny to crush me 
to bits. There were other horrors. The sanitary arrangements 
~ere such that our bare feet sometimes brought back from the 
conveniences - which were open to the spinning room - traces 
of the filth into the jenny-gate where we worked. The stench 
was horrible. The cotton dust was SO thick that the occasional 
sunbeams that visited us through the windows in the summer-time 
looked as if they ~ere white with tiny, dancing particles of snow. 
The factory distilled some fearful poison into my blood. I hated 
to work there. I hated the great barrack-like building. I 
loathed the dust and the grease and the stink of the place. Two 
of the minders \.,rere brutes to us Learners and Litte Piecers ••• 1 
developed a morose and dissatisfied nature ••• Within a few weeks 
of starting work I saw with horror that the fresh pink of my fle'sh 
was turning to an unhealthy pallor and that the pleasing curves 
of my limbs were fading. I looked on the other factory folk and 
noted that they also were pale and wan ••• · 

Occupational differentiation remained a real feature of the work 

process in cotton and a not uncommon ·reaction on the part of the minder 

to the new conditions was to bully their piecers towards ever greater 

81 effort. But the overall effect of the depression through which the 

78. Jewkes and Gray, Wages and Labour in Cotton Spinning, 34; Wood, 
Hi s tory of 'yJages in the Cotton Trade, 139-41. 

79. Clarke , Effects of the Factory System, passim. 

80. Roland K nney, \vestering : An Autobiography (London 1939) 22-3. 

81 • . Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Relations, 241. 
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industry passed in the final quarter of the nineteenth century was to 

diffuse widely throughout all grades of operative the Conwon experience 

of frustration and exploitation. For, by this time, the opportunity 

of social mobility for even the most privileged workers had been effectively 

82 sealed off. The Oldham Limiteds provided more openings for promotion, 

it is true, but the conclusions drawn recently from a study of Bolton, 

which appe&r to indicate that in the pe~~od 1898-1911 no spinners became 

employers and very few rose to manager, although less important super-

visory grades were usually dra\ffi from the shop floor, would seem to hold 

good in general. 83 Far from the mule spinners constituting a privil: ged 

labour aristocracy, able to effect social closure against those below 

them, they were subjected to the same indignities as any other 'vlorkerp I 

whilst in terms of earnings they were clearly losing ground to the semi-

skilled ad111 t male grades of labour. Indeed, their plight may well have 

been worse than that of other 'vlorkers for, by the 1890s, mule spinnera 

were beginning to be throvffi out of work by unskilled female labour 

operating the ring spinning process - an incursion which this supposed 

aristocracy of- labour seemed powerless to resist. 84 

"The signs are that the Lancashire cotton trade has seen its best 

days", \-Irote Allen Clarke in 189.5, and for whom the repercussions "/ere 

crystal clear: during the halcyon days of the industry, " ••• no spinner 

82. Roland Smith, "An Oldham Limited Li ability Company 1875-96", Business 
History, IV (1960-61) 39-40; S. J. Chapman, and F. J. Harquis, "The 
Recruitment of Employers from the Ranks of the Wages Earners in the 
C0tton Industry", Journal of the Royal s t a tis tical SOCiety, LXXV 
(1911-12) 296-7. 

83. Ellis Thorpe, Indus trial Rela tions and the SOCial structure: A Case 
study of Bolton Cot t on Hule Spinners 1684=1910 (unpublished H.Sc. 
Thesis, Univer sity of Salford, 1969) 160. 

84. Webb, Industrial Democracy, 242; A. L. Levine , Industrial Retardation 
in Britain 1880-1914 (London 1967) 95. 
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with any respect in his stomach would drink beer in the taproom \dth a 

common labourer"; but times had changed, for: ''Later on, when trade 

declined, all sorts of workers, high and low, began to join together to 

do something remedial." 85 The last twenty-five years of the nineteenth 

century had witnessed, therefore, the start of that process which by the 

1920s and '30s, as Allen Hutt has shown, had reduced the cotton workers 

86 to an explo:Ued working mass whose clas~ combativity was second to none. 

One effect of this process had been to unify the workforce to some extent, 

forging between at least skilled and semi-skilled operatives a greater 

sense of identity - 'the desire Itto join together to do something remed:t91" 

which Clarke noted - based upon their shared perceptions of the conditions 

of cotton factory production. This, in turn, was to have important 

implicatio~ for the development of the labour movement; and we shall 

also need to trace the impact of industrial str'ucture and work process 

on the family and community milieu of the Lancashire working class in the 

subsequent chapter. 

(c) Coal Hining 
. -. 

It was, perhaps, inevitable that the fortunes of the Lancashire 

coalfield should be closely linked to those of the cotton induotry, as 

an adjunt to which its major growth had been stimulated during the course 

of the industrial revolution. Most of the output from the Lancashire 
, 

field was consumed locally by the textile industry, to which it served 

as the main supplier, and the small amounts exported were mainly for 

. 87 
bunkers. Although a number of large concerns like the Wigan Coal 

85. The Clarion, February 16, 1895. 

86. Allen Hutt, The Condition of the Horking Class in Britain (London 
19)3) 91-6. 

87. D • . A. Thom,ast "The Growth and Direction of our Foreign Trade in Coal 
during the las t Half Century", Journal of the Royal statistical 
Society, LXVI (1903) 511 •. 
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and Iron Company had arisen by the 1860s, most colliery firms in the 

north west operated on a fairly small scale, lingering on producing for 

local needs ; 58% of collieries in the west Lancashire coalfield around 

Wigan in 1851 yielded less than 100 tons daily and the major part of 

the district's output was accounted for ty a handful of relatively large 

firma. 88 Partly due to the nature of coal outcroppings in the region, 

and in part contingent upon its intimate relationship with the staple 

industry, the mining communities in Lancashire were in a number of respects 

distinct from those to be found elsev/here in the country. The solid, 

homogeneous pit village was absent from Lancashire, where the miners 

lived and worked in towns and villages also occupied by workers employed 

in other industries, particularly textiles. In 1891, over one third 

of Lancashire miners lived in the seven large towns of Manchester, Burnley, 

Oldham, Bol~cn, Blackburn, i-ligan and st. Helens, but only in the last 

two were they the l"argest single occupational group. 89 And even hera 

the men were closely related to cotton by way of their wives and daughters, 

who almost invariably worked in the mills. 90 

Coal mining was quite unlike cotton production, however, in that 'it 

displayed only a low degree of automation and capital intensity. Because 

of early industrialisation, most colliery firms in this country during 

the nineteenth century were small-scale and, as a result, were particularly 

prone to diminishing returns which'sst in as the more accessible and 

easily worked seams were exhausted and which, in turn, limited the extent 

88. A. J. Taylor, "The Wigan Coalfield in 1851", Transactions of the 
Lancashire and Che shire Hi storical Societlt CVI (1955) 117-19. 

89. ~, 1893-94, Table VII. 

90. Comment by John Smethurst in discussi on ·of his paper "Thomas Halliday 
and the Lancashire Miners" I pre sented to the l'lanchester His tory 
Workshop, April 12, 1976. 



to which the ratio of capital to labour might be increased. Only a 

small number of companies were large enough to realise economies of 

scale, with the effect that there were fe\i major technological innovations 

in mining. Employers were reluctant to adopt mechanised means of coal 

cutting to counteract the onset of diminishing returns and, in 1900, 

less than one-fiftieth of the total British output of 225 million tons 

was underc'l'c mechanically and the producti vi ty of the British miner W<iS 

about half that of his American counterpart. 91 Mining remaine d in 

large measure, then, a labour intensive industry, in which the wage bill 

comprised by far the major part of total ~roduction costs. Much, there-

fore, depended upon the efficiency and application of the miners in 

increasing output, and so the industry was particularly shaken by the 

. 92 steep fall in labour productivity which occurred after about 1883. 

In the old-established Lancashire coalfield these problems were 

particularly acute. By the second half of the nineteenth century the 

more easily worked seams had been long since exhausted. There was 

widespread flooding and ~ubsidence and the seams 'trere difficult to mine, 

varying greatly in quality, thickness and density. It was a distric~. 

seemingly ripe for the extensive employment of the ·coal cutter, but the 

prevalence of faulting and the difficulties presented by steeply pitched 

seams, presented formidable obstacles to enterprise; and long haulage 

distances from the coal-face to the pit-bottom, and the great depth of 

many of the shafts, all tended to increase production costs and depress 

91. A. J. Taylor, "The Coal Industry", in Aldcroft, ed., British Industry 
and Foreign COlr.petition, 56. 

92. A. J. Taylor, "Labour Productivity. and Technological Innovation in 
the British Coal Industry 1850-1914", Economic History Review, 2nd 
ser., XIV (1961-62) 48-71. 
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output. 93 In conseq¥ence, earnings were low in the Lancashire coal-
94 

field and hours of work long for the colliers. 

There is some indication that declining productivity had been a 

problem in the north west from as early as the 1870s. With surface coal 

exhausted, colliers were compelled to go deeper and the ratio of "dead" 

work to actual digging increased in proportion. 95 Like the long 

worked Durham field, the downward momentum of labour productivity was 

well established by the 188os: the average amount of coal raised annually 

in Lancashire bet\ieen 1884-88 and 1909-13 declined by almost 30%. 96 

In a desper~te bid to shore up production, the coal-owners had responded 

by hiring more workers and the industry was claiming an increasing share 

of the naticn's labour force. Employment in coal mining increased by 

220% between 1881 and 1911, in which same period the total occupied male 

population was expanding by less than 50%;- 97 by that latter date, the 

industry ac~ounted for around 6% of national income, but almost one in 

ten of adult male workers was a miner. 98 The recruitment of more and 

more colliers did little to improve productivity in Lancashire as many 

'iere older men, or those inexperienced in mining. 

93. N. Simpkin, "The Lancashire Coalfield", Institute of Fuel, v/ar-time 
Bulletin, December 1945; Taylor, "The Coal Industry", 57. 

94. For the colliers' hours of labour in Lancashire, see B. McCormick 
and J.E. Williams, "Hiners and the Eight Hour Day", Economic History 
Review, 2nd ser., XII (1959) 233. 

95. Raymond Challinor, The Lancashire and Cheshire Miners (Newcastle 
upon Tyne) 116. 

96. B. R. Mitchell and P. Deane, Abstract of British Historical Statistics 
(Cambridge 1962) 'calculated from Table "Coal 3", 115. 

97. Taylor, "The Coal Industry", 49. 

98. Christopher Storm-Clark, "The Two Faces of Coal", New Society, 
June 30 ( ~ 977) 649. 



Although it is true that labour relations in the smaller Lancashire 
., 

collieries may well have been less depersonalised than else\'/here, company 

paternalism of the sort and scale practised in the east Midlands was out 

of the question, even had the employers been so disposed. 99 The 

employers' only hope of survival lay in depressing production costs, the 

most important element of which were wages. On the eve of the First 
I 

World War, the Lancashire miners - who Wb::-e not even granted the traa..l• tional 

perquisites of free house coal and an explosives al10wance~ were bitter 

and frustrated at the conditions which had prevailed in the industry for 

many years. The \-/igan Observer reported a contI'ast bet'r/een the Lancashire 

and Derbyshire coalfields in the following terms: 100 

\vigar, , the Lancashire coal centre, and Chesterfield, the Derbyehire 
coal centre, are only fifty miles apart .as the crow flies. They 
might be five hundred if a diffp.rence in spirit depended upon 
geography. In Derbyshire the demand for a minimum wage is based 
on economic theory supported by a ~ense of comradeship with the 
less favoured districts. In Lancashire, the men will tell you 
that it is a matter of life and death. For years the history of 
the Lancashire coal industry has been a history of miserable strikes 
and actions at law. The cumulative effect is an estrangement . 
between masters and men such as exists nowhere else except in South 
Wales. For this, the nature of the coalfield even more than human 
being is to blame. 

Sur,h conditions were the backdrop to labour relations and wage rates 

prevailing in the industry and which, inevitably, coloured the workers' 

own social and political attitudes. Before turning to this question, 

however, it would be useful to examine the major work processes and 

relationships in coal mining. 

Although embodying a highly differentiated work process, it was 

argued above that the labour aristocracy thesis holds but little app1i-

cabi1ity to the cotton industry in the later nineteenth century; this 

99 • . Roy Gregory, The Ydners and British Politics (Oxford 1968) 57. 
100. Wigan Obser~er, March 2, 1913, cited by Gregory, ~., 57. 
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is equally so in the case of coal mining. John Foster appears to 

recognise the ambiguous standing of mining in this respect, but it is not 

allowed to deter him from pointing to the emergence of an aristocracy 

of labour in the Oldham coal industry. 101 The crucial points in its 

development, according to Foster, appear to have been the statutory 

appointment of checkweightmen in 1860 - creating with the full approval 

of the coal-owners a new authoritative grade of production workers aoll3 

to act as an arm of management - and t he introduction of sliding scales 

in the 1870s, wInch automatically pegged wages to prices in obedience to 

the "laws" of supply and demand. others, ~ike Eric Hobsbawu, have seen 

in the sub-contracting arrangements of the "butty" system a form of 

labour aristocratic co-exploitation, by which skilled workers had a 

102 financial interest in keeping the wages of other 'tlorkers low. This 

claim warrants critical scrutiny for, to the extent that an aristocratic 

stratum was evidenced in mining, it would seem once more necessary to 

exempt Lancashire colliers from this broad generalisation. 

It is of course true to say that mining exhibited a gradation of 

occupa tional tasks and statuses • In line with most coalfields in the . 
country the Lancashire miners worked on the longwall system, whereby a 

cause\'1ay was driven a short distance from the pit-bottom, exposing the 

coalface on either side; this was then hewed, the gaps left behind being 

packed with debris and pit-props. 103 It would appear that under this 

system, the hewers - always an elite minority of those employed about 

101. Foster, Class Struggle and the Industrial Revolution, 234-37 •. __ ~ _ 

102. Eric Hobsbawn, ed., Labour's Turning point (London 19/+8) 6-7; 
Storm-Clark, "Two Face s of r·ining", 651. For an explanation of the 
butty system, see A. J. Taylor, "The Sub-Contract System in the 
British Coal Industry", in L. S. Pressnell, ed., Studi es in the 
Industrial Revolution (London 1960) 215-35. 

103. Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Relations, 159, 161. , 
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the mine and the key men of the whole system - had a section of the face 

to themselves. The hewers were responsible for tearing away the coal 

with their picks and shovels and, where conditions permitted, gunpowder 

charges helped to free the coal from the surrounding rock. In cramped 

conditions and oppressive heat, the strength and agility of the hewers 

104 became legendary: 

The best hewers have to learn to do their work in quick time, 
and it is curious to watch them shifting their po~tures and 
strangely adapting to the exact form or figure required to 
bring down the coal with the advantage of speed. I have never 
seen any labour like it; but its duration and voluntary extent 
must be measured against its intensity. 

The nature of their work thus assured the hewers a large measure of work 

control an~ job autonomy. It was impossible for the employers to super-

vise the work process and, in consequence, both they and the men insisted 

upon payment by the piece; for the miner, piece-working was an added 

safeguard egainst exploitation by the owners. 10.5 

Another class of underground workers were the putters, hauliers, 

fillers and trammers • As their names imply, these workers had to collect 

• 
the hewed coal, stack it in the coal tubs and move them along to the pit-

bottom. Many of these tasks were executed by boys, the youngest of whom 

would be trappers, whose job was ,to open and close the ventilation doors 

to ensure a steady current of air through the shaft. 106 Some were 

piece-workers and others were paid by the time. AIso .to be found under-

ground would be inspectors and firemen as prescribed by the Mines Acts, 

104. "A Traveller Underground", Our Coal and Our Coal-Pits: The People 
in them and Scenes about Them (London 18.53) 166. 

10.5. Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Relations, 1.59. 

106. Our Coal and Coil-Pits, 1.52-.58, 186. 
t 
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although they were more properly officials of the colliery and were paid 

a standard weekly rate. Above ground there were the surface workers, 

mostly labourers engaged in spading, hauling and sorting the coal. In 

Lancashire, a fair proportion of these workers were women - the so-called 

"pit brow lasses" - almost invariably themselves the wives or daughters 

of colliers. The work and conditions of these women was vividly 

portrayed by John Nonk Foster, a Wigan ~ollier, in his novel The Pit Brow 

Lassie: 107 

No work that ~ woman or girl could do would be found in the 
hands of a boy or a man. There was a woman helping the banks
man at the cages; women and girls were running full and empty 
tubs in all directions across the pit-brow ••• women and girls 
were bu5,Y in the shots and screens, freeing the coal from dirt 
and slack. At the end of the great coal stack, where coals 
were stored when trade was bad, a group of women, with only 
here and there a man among them, were busy with spades and 
riddles filling railway wagons, and each woman handling her 
imple~ent as easily and deftly as a man. On the other side 
of thd pit brow, where the Leeds and Liverpool canal ran, 
another group of women were filling a boat with coal in the 
colliery basin under the guidance of a man. 

By an Act of Parliament 1f 1887, all females over 12 years of age were 

allowed to continue to ... /ork at the collieries and, although comprising 

only around ~~ of the total surface colliery force, their continued 

108 presence was a source of much concern to the trade unions. 

The various grades of the mining industry were clearly reflected 

in wage rates, although much cau~ion is advised in analysing the earnings 

of coal miners. Piece-rates varied from region to region in accordance -

with the availability of labour locally, whilst much "on the spot" 

bargaining, which took in account such factors as the accessibility of 

107. The \;Jigan Comet, 12 February 1889, cited by Challinor, Lancashire 
and Cheshire ~tiners, 70-71. 

108. Angela V. John, "The Lancashire Pit-Brow Lasses and the Campaign 
to Remo\'e Women from Surface Labour", Bulleti.n of N.W. Labour 
History Society Group, 3 (1975-76) 1-5. 
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the seam, its thickness and the quality of the coal, was conducted; 

again, the large proportion of labour costs in the total cost of production 

led to wide fluctuations in wage rates in line with general economic 

movements. 109 On balance, however, it is probably fair to say that, 

in common with most other fully employed workers, the miners shared in 

the general prosperity of the years between 1850-80, in which period 

their wage= advanced by something like 20% 110 After the bad decade ~f 

the 188os, the fortunes of the industry revived and, by 1906, the average 
. 111 

yearly earnings of coalface workers stood at £112. The Ie ss skilled 

time workers, like the hauliers, putters and ~illers, would earn perhaps 

112 
3O-~~ less per shift than the hewers on piece-rates. The movement 

of wages ~or skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled workers in the mines is · 

suggested by the data contained in Table 10.6. For the industry as a 

whole, differentials certainly Shq' d no tendency towards narrowing in 

t his period and ,there is indeed some evidence of the fact that they may 

have widened as between mcilled and less skilled workers. 113 

The evidence for Lancashire is scanty, but certain clear trends 

may nevertheleps be picked out. Until the 188os, wages here were mor~ 

or less on a par with those prevailing in other coalfields, if not slightly 

better, and the hewer's position relative to other fields was at least 

as favourable as it had been in 1850. Between the mid-'eighties and 

1914, however, Lancashire seems to have lost ground, by which point in 

time the hewer's average earnings per shift stood almos t 2s. below those 

114 of the well-paid Yorkshire field. By 1891, colliers in Lancashire 

109. Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Rel a tions, 161; Rowe, Wages in 
Practice and Theory, 10-11. 

110. Bowley, Wages in the United Kingdom, 96":109. 

111. Guy Routh, Occupation and Pay in Great Britain 1906-60 (Cambridge 
1965) Table 38, 88. 

112. Burgess, ' The Origins of Inductrial Relations, ' 163. 

113. Rowe, VJages in Practice and Theory, 45. 

114. Gregory, The I·tine r s and Politics, Table 9, .57. 
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TABLE 10.6 True Weekly Wages Rates in Coal Hining, 1886-1913. 

1886 1913 

Skilled v!orkers 

Hewers (piece-work) 24s. 6d. 50s. 4d. 

Semi-Skilled Workers I 
Putters, fillers, etc ~ 
(time-work) 2Os. 8d. 36s. 10d. 

Unskilled \vorkers 

Surface labourers 
(time-work) 18s. Ode 33s. Od. 

Source: Rowe, Wages in Practice and Theory, 31. 

might count upon a daily wage of around ,?s. Od., whilst the semi-skilled ' 

putters were able to command 5s. 6d., a d~fferential advantage much less 

than that operative elsewhere. 115 In addition, it must be recalled that , 

much of the work in the north west was done by daywagonmdn, colliers less 

well paid than those on piece-work. Lancashire coll1'rs were also 

expeoted to find from their own pockets the money for various other 

necessities - powder, ripping, timbering, etc. - which in other areas 

would be provided by the employers. 116 J. W. F. Rowe has concluded that 

the Lancashire collier's net pay was less than that of most other coal-

" 117 
fields and was won only at the cost of extra effort. 

There is little here to support the thesis to the effect that a 

privileged and well-paid labour aristocracy dominated the Lancashire coal 

mining industry. Certainly differentials were greatest in the industry 

115. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire Miners, 212; Bowley, Wa~es in 
the United Kingdom, 108. 

116. Challino);-t LancaShi're and Cheshire Miners, 191. 

117. J. W. F. Rowe, 1tIa~es in the Coal Indust::z (London 1923) 62. 
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where the butty sub-contracting system was in operation, giving a small 

elite of butty masters an income of between £3-4 and £15 a week. Yet 

the system was virtually unknown in the north west where only one firm, 

that of Andrew Knowles and Son of Pendlebury, appear to have adopted 

the system of sub-contract labour, and even here it was eventually abandoned 

following trade union and socialist pressure. 118 Similarly, slidiv~ 
I 

scale agreements, held by many to advertii'ie the a.cquiescence of the m~ ,ners 

to free market principles as well as tending naturally to increase -wage 

differentials, never really caught on in Lancashire, where the Federation 

held out against the implementation of sliding scales until their general 

duesitude in the early 188os. 119 Finally, we must recall that the 

recruitment of large numbers of men into the industry, by which meana 

Lancashire coal-owners had sought to counter the decline in labour 

productivity by drawing upon a pool of cheap unskilled labour, could not 

but \o{ork to dilute skills and further corrode the prerogatives of the 

120 "privileged" grades. 

It should be noted, too, that checkweigh men were wholly unrecognised 

by the coal-o~ers in large areas of Lancashire, particularly in the ~ 

north east. This had the effect not only of removing an authoritative 

grade of worker from the occupational hierarchy ' but, in additton, 

121 
subjecting the colliers to possible coercion from the employers. 

As to the skilled hewers, their authority within the labour community was 

severely delimited by the absence of "cavilling" in Lancashi.re - the 

118. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire Ydners, 205-6; Burgess, ~ 
Origins of Industrial Relations, 161. 

119. Challinor, ~., ' 189-92. 

120. Taylor, "Labour Productivity and Technological Innovationll , 54; 
Taylor, "The Coal Industry", 54-5. 

121. Burgess, The Origins of Industrial Rela tions, 209-10; Challinor, 
Lancashi r e and Cheshi r e Hiners, 81. • -
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method employed elsev/here by which the hewers decided between themselves 

as to the allocation o'f sites and work mates - a fact \ihich gave to the 

employers a large measure of control, as well as enabling them to dis-

criminate against particular men in the distribution of workplaces and 

allocate "fancy men" to the best sites. 122 

The development and policies of thE: Lancashire and Cheshire Miltt"rs' 

Federation in the later nineteenth century reflects not so much the fact 

of a workforce fissured between proletarian and aristocratic cultures, 

but embodied rather a collective response to the narsh conditions, low 

wages and coercion of the coal owners on the part of the workers as a 

body. The Federation was concerned first and foremost with wage 

bargaining and securing regulation of conditions of employment in the 

industry, rather than "lith controlling the supply of labour or maintaining 

-
apprenticeship - for no such system was operative in the mines. The 

Lancashire miners were, theref~re, a particularly advanced sector within 

the industry as a whole, for whom socialist ideas and the goal of state 

intervention came to hold much appeal during the course of the 1880s ~d 

1890s. 123 

An intensive and assertive localism characterised the development 

of labour organisation among the miners in the north west, due in no 

soall measure to the nature of the ,pits in the region and to the mining 

family's close ties with the particular branch of the textile industry 

in the locality. This localism had not prevented the formation of the 

Amalgamated Association of Ivliners in 1869 - although it was certainly 

a factor contributing 'to its ultimate demise - with its aggressive and 
, 124-

centralised wage bargaining policy. The militant legacy of the A.A.H. 

122. Burge6B, ' ~., 165-66,209-10; 9hallinor, ~., 211 •• 

123. 'See above, Chapter 8. 

124. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire ~uners, chs. 5-7 on the A.A.M., 
180 on localism. 
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stood the Lancashire men in good stead during the depression years of 

the 1870s. 125 By 1880, however, the scattered local unions in the 

north west were patently struggling, with a membership hardly in excess 

of 1,000 and little, if CL~, co-ordinated activity to boast of. But the 

dispute of 1881, precipitated by the coal-o\vners' decision to force the 

colliers to join the employer dominated Lancashire and Cheshire Hiner's 

Permanent Relief Society, led directly to the formation of the -Lincashire 

Federation and the strike of that year, in which general wage advances 

126 . 
were secured. 

Broadly in line with the political predilections of the ·major:tty 

of the rank and file, the leadership of the Miners' Federation in 

Lancashire was divided in its loyalties as between the Conservatives and 

the Liberals. 127 As has been observed, however, a more militant temper 

had begun to permeate the miners during 'I;he 18~s and '90s and, rooted, -

in their work situation, were a number of factors swaying the colliers 

tOv/ards recognition of the need for gl'eater state intervention and 

regulation. First among these was the question of safety conditions ' 

-
in the mines. Faced with declining productivity .and profits, the coal 

employers had sought to save money ' over the years by scrimping on safety 

precautions. The accident rate in the Lancashire mines \.,ras in con

sequence horrifying, fully 40% above that of Northumberland in 1898. 128 

A second major demand on the part of the miners was that of the statutory 

Eight-Hour Day. Wi th the chronic problem of diminishing returns 

125. Burgess, Origins of Industrial Relations, 199. 

126. Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire t<1iners, 164-71; Robin Page Arnot, 
The Hiners: A History of the t,, :-:L<'.G.B. 1889-1910 (London 1949) 62-4. 

127. Gregory, The lvUners and P(\liti~'2.' 63-1~. 

128. ':Jigan Observer, Ja..'1uary 29, 1898, cited by Challinor, Lancashire and 
Cheshi4re i-liners, 213. 
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confronting the coal-owners and their inability or um.,rillingness to 

introduce new capital intensive technologies, little option remained 

other than recourse to longer working hours. Hours of labour were higher 

in Lancashire than in almost any other coalfield and, against the 

rectitude of the bosses, legislation appeared to the miners to be the 

only method of securing the statutory working day. 129 

A problem peculiar to the Lancash:.:,:'e coalfield was the ability of 

the employers to escape the provision of the Employers' Liability Act 

of 1880. After the paSSing of the Act, many coal-owners compelled the 

colliers to contract out and join the Lancashire Permanent Relief Fund 

as a condition of employment. This flagrant violation of the law was a 
" 

13(: 
further factor pushing the miners towards an increasingly militant sta.!\ce. :: 

Finally, t~e absence of cheCkWeigh! men at many Lancashire mines during 

the 1890s p:esented the employers with opportunities to cheat and exploit 

the workforce by using loopholes in the law to prevent their appointment. 
I 

Even where checkweightmen were permitted, much evidence suggests that 

the employers frequently contrOlled their election by means of bribery 

-131 and dismissal ~ 

As was the case with the cotton industry, it would seem reasonable 

to conclude by noticing the way in which the development of coal mining 

during the final quarter of the nineteenth century had served to weld 

together to some extent the workforce in the north west. There would 

seem to be little substantiating evidence - at least appertaining to 

Lancashire - for the existence of a privileged and authoritative grade 

129. McCormick and Williams, "Hiners and the Eight-Hour Day"; Challinor, 
Lancashire and Cheshire ~jiners, 214. 

130. Challinor, ibid., 214. -
131. Challindr, ~., 214. 
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of production workers in mining which might be held to constitute an 

aristocracy of labour. Rather, the severe problems of the industry in 

the region confronted all grades of labour in the form of low wages, long 

hours and harsh conditions. The militancy of the ~ancashire colliers -

the mood 'v/~ch drove them to affiliate to the L.R.C. well before their 

counterparts elsewhere in the country - grew directly out of these 

conditions and from the effects of which few workers in the industry 

were able to escape. 

(d) The Engineering Industry 

The engineering industry and, in particular, the Amalgamated Society 

of Engineers founded in 1851 is broadly agreed upon by Marxist and non-

Marxist hi~torians alike to have been the locus classicus of the laboUl' 

aristocracy during the last century. Huch of the evidence adduced in 

support of this claim, which shows clearly the emergence of a skilled 

and privileged grade of engineering workers after about 1850, is indeed 

incontrovertible. Engineering also provides the main prop for Foster's 

analysis of working class politics in Oldham, according to which the 

development of a collaborationist aristocracy of labour is located in 

the erosion .of craft skills and their replacement by a small group of 

skilled piecemasters, acting as pacemakers over the rest of the workforce, 

in an era in which capital exports were coming to characterise the 

industry. 132 There is much of value in this analysis and yet, as was 

noted in Chapter 8 above, by late century the engineers in the north 

west had become a particularly militant and refractory group. An 

examination of industrial structures, wages and work processes in the 

132. Foster, Class Struggle arid the Indus trial Revolution, 224-29; ' see 
further, Hobsbawn, "The Labour Aristocracy in the Nineteenth 
Century', 278-84 for the aristocracy, i ncluding t he engineers , 
during this period. 

" , 
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industry may help to account for this transition from aristocratic 

quiescence to labour -'militancy. 

There seems good reason to believe that the development of the 

engineering industry in Lancashire was once more largely contingent upon 
'J 

servicing the needs of the cotton trade, the subsequent eT~lution and 

fortunes of the two industries beir~ closely interlocked. As a distinct 
I 

industrial form, engineering would appca":' to hav~ emerged in the nor-~h 

west in the latter half of the eighteenth century, drawing upon 

indigenous mechanical skills and pioneering the techniques of textile 

machine engineering, steam engines and boilers. 133 Fired by a rapidly 

expanding market, there are signs that the industry early on developed 

a high degree of specialisation as well as an advanced machine tool 

technology. 134 The trade prospered alongside the cotton industry and, 

by mid-century, engineering, metals and textile machinery constituted -a 

small, but important, adjunct to the staple industry, employing around 

, 3% of the country's adult male population. 135 

As Keith Burgress has recently demonstrated, the development of 

British engi~ering in the nineteenth century falls into three principle 

phases. 136 Before 1830, the industry was largely labour intensive, 

revolving around the skills and expertise of the millwright-s. Between 

1830-50, the trend of investment turned towards the injection of capital; 

this period saw the development and diffusion of machine tools and 

engineering machine tecIDlologies and fitters and turners emerged as 

" . 

j' 

.. 
" :: :, 
f 

" 
" 

133. G. Tupling, "The Early Metal Trades and the Beginnings of Engineering 
in Lancashire", Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian 
Society, LXI (1949) 1-34. 

134. A. E. Musson and E. Robinson, "The Origins of Engineering in 
Lancashire", Journal of Economic History, XX (1960) 209-33. 

135. Anderson, Family structure in Lancastdrej 23. 

136. Origins tof Industrial Relations, ,1-5, et. seq. 
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specialised job categories in the place of millwrighting . The trend 

of capital investment slowed down after 1850 and, until 1880 or so, 

complete specialisation was still rare, but makers of locomotives, textile 

machinery and heavy machine tools came closest to it. 137 The 18908 

saw a further advance in labour-saving machinery and the r atio of capital 

to labour began to rise once more. Burgess clearly documents how 

these yecu's during vhich capital inputs rose also saw acute conflicts 

in the industry, centring upon such issues as piece-\'Iorking, "systematic" 

overtime, workshop practices and managerial control, apprenticeship/ 

journeymen ratios, ".;he "machine question", and so on. 

As noted above, in Lancashire the large-scale and capitally-

intensive machine technologies were weli advanced and, in consequence, 

such issues assumed critical importance and were to colour labour relations 

in the north west virtually throughout the whole of ' the second half of ' 

the nineteenth century. It was in the textile machinery, stationary 

locom.oti ve and machine tool sectors that skills and craft autonomy had 

been most radically confronted. The Oldham textile machine firm of 

Hibbert and Platt, for instance, upon which the 1852 lock-out had cent~ed 

exemplified the "abuses" which aroused the hostility of skilled men. 

In 1850, the firm consisted of two plants that together employed more 

than 1,500 workers; its capital assets exceeded £150,000 and, in all, 

the firm was the paradigm of capital intensive engineering organisation. , 

By 1914, Platts employed some 12,000 men and its output was equal to that 

138 of the whole American textile machine industry. In the later 

137. S. B. Saul, "The Engineering Industry", in Aldcroft, ed., British 
Industry and Foreign Competition, 186. 

138. Keith Burgess , "Trade Union Policy and the 1852 Lock-Out in the 
British Engineering Industry", International Review of Social Hi s tory 
XVII (1972) 645-60; Origins of I ndus t r i al Re l ations , 22; Saul, 
"The Engineering Industry", 191-92. 
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nineteenth century, engineering in Lancashire was dominated by the l arge 

textile machine and specialist machine tool engineers itemised in 

Table 10.7: 

TABLE 10.7 Principal Textile Machinery and Specialist Nachine 

Tool Engineering Firms in Lancashire 

NAME 

Textile ~1achine!2 

Hibbert ' and Platt, Oldham 

Howard an~ Bullogh, Accrington 

Dobson and Barlow, Bolton 

Brooks and Doxey, Manchester 

Hetherington, ~~chester 

Asa Lees, Oldham 

Hachir.e Tool Makera 

Muir, Manchester 

Hulse, Hanchester 

Craven, Manchester 

Kendall and Gent, Manchester 

Smith and Coventry, l1anchester 

Cunliffe and Groom, Manchester 

Richards, l1anchester 

Ho~royd, Rochdale 

DATE 
FOUNDED 

1821 

1853 

1790 

1859 

1837 

1790a 

1842 

1852 

1853 

1857 

1859 

1864 

'1880 

1887 

NUHBERS 
EI/lFLOYED 

12,000 (1913) 

6,000 (1914) 

4,000 (1908) 

4,000 (1913) 

4,000 (1913) 

3,000 (1913) 

400 (1894) 

300 (1880) 
. '. 

1,000 

400 
500 (1894) 

200 (1892) 

500 
250 

Source : S. ' B. Saul, "The Harket and the Development of the Mechanical 
Engineering Industries in Bri'tain 1860-191411 , Economic 
His tory Review, 2nd ser., XX (1967) 112, 121. 
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These large engineering factories stood in marked contrast to the 

small, versatile and all-round craft workshops which characterised the 

engineering trades in such old-fashioned centres as London, Edinburgh 

and Birmingham. In spite of the size of engineering works in the north 

west, however, in no town was the industry the single largest employer 

and, like the coal miners, the engineers would live and work among other 

workers, p~i~cipally those in cotton. ')ldham was the largest engineering 

centre in Lancashire, but even here its 4,500 employees in 1891 fell far 

short of the 13,000 men and 17,500 women engaged in cotton. A similar 

pattern prevailed in the other engineering towns like Bolton, Manchester 

and Rochdale. Only in Barrow, with no cotton industry to speak of and 

dominated by the shipyards, were the metal trades ascendant. 139 

In no other part of the country were engineers to feel so fully the 

effects of the "abuses"which accompanied the progressive mechanisation 

of the industry as in Lancashire. The development of the slide lathe 

and the marketing of an accurate planer before 1840 had, early on, begun 

to revolutionise textile machine manufacture, the effects of which along 
• 

with the wider diffusion of machine tools had been to strip away skill and 

craft controls. Foster's analysis of the census data would appear to 

indicate a marked decline in the proportion of skilled workers in the 

Oldham industry, from 71% in 1841 to 41% in 1861, and a corresponding 

gro'i/th in the semi- and unskilled sectors from '% and 2% respectively 

in 1841, to 23% and 20% thirty years later. During the same period, 

140 the number of juvenile jobs rose from about one-seventh to one-quarter. 

As the trend towards capital investment levelled .off after about 1850, -

however, the skilled grades were able to consolidate and, in the case of 

• • 139. EE 1893-94, Table VII. 

140. Foster, Class struggle and the Industrial Revolution, 226-7, 327. 
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the pattern makers to actually increase their wage differentials. 141 

By 1891, fitters and turners had more or less completely replaced 

millwrights as the skilled and specialist grades in the industry and who, 

along with spinning and weaving machine makers, constituted the largest 

category of engineering workers in Lancashire: 

TABLE 10.8 Categories of Engineering Workers in Three " Lancashire 

Towns, 1891 

Bolton (%) Hanchester (%) Oldham (%) 

Engine and Machine makers 13 20.5 11 
Hilh/rights 6 3 2 
Fitters and Turners 30 33.5 39 
Boiler makers 7 15 2.5 
Spinning and weaving machine 
makers 38 27 44 
Others 6 

TOTALS 2,368 7,143 4,451 

Source: ~ 1893-94, Table VII. " ~ . 

Beginning around 1890, however, the trend towards capital injection in 

engineering gained momentum once more, precipitating in turn what can 

only be described as a revolution in machine shop tools. The impact of 

these changes were to .be particularly felt among the skilled fitters and 

142 turners. In the machine shop, the appearance of the capstan and 

turret lathes, the vertical, horizontal and later universal milling 

141. J. B. Jeffreys, The stOry of the Engineers 1880-1945 (London 1970) 
62. " 

142. Jeffreys, ibid., 119-24, 150-57; RO\'/e, \'/ages in Practice and 
, - 6 Theory, 87-103, Appendix III, 2 3-70. 
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machine, the external and surface grinder, the vertical borer and the 

radial drill, may all be dated to this period. In the fitting and 

erecting shops, too, chwlges were abroad at least equally as great as 

those which had taken place in the machine shop and perhaps far more 

reaching in their effects upon skills. Accurate machines to a great 

extent eliminated the need for fine adjustments by the fitter with hiR 

scrapers, files and chisels, and the job became less like "fitting" and 

more akin to "erecting" pre-made parts wi ttl the aid of a spanner and 

hammer. 

The effects of these changes may be registered by an analysis of 

the major wJrk processes in the industry. The tendoncy towards mechani-

sation could not as yet obscure the highly differentiated occupational 

hierarchy 't::1ich characterised engineering, but it certainly altered 

considerably this division of labour by challengin'g the preroga ti ves of . 

the skilled grades, whilst at the same time interposing an enlarged semi-

skilled l ayer in the process of production. With the demise of millwright-

ing, the fitters and turners - who set up and supervised the machinery -

had rise'n to prominence as specialist skills. Turning came into being 

as a job category with the introduction of metal turning lathes and, until 

the 1890s at leas t, the lathe worker had to master the all-round skills 

of metal machining operations: alongside all forms of plain turning, a 

proficiency in boring, reamering, broaching, screw-cutting, tapping and 

drilling were expected of the turner. The fitter, too, was a skilled 

workman, principally occupied in assemblies leading to the finished 

product. 143 Although these remained real, tangible skills in the later 

nineteenth century, it was undoubtedly the men in the machine or the 

fitting and erecting shops whose skills had been most severely confronted 

by the introduction of the new machinery documented ab9ve. 

143. H. L. yates, 'vIa es and Labour 'Condi tions in British En 
' (London 1937) 17- ,22-23. 
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Pattern-makers and moulders were two further categories of 

144 skilled workmen in engineering. The wooden patterns required for cast-

ings were made by the pattern-makers and the general run of metal castings 

were the work of the moulders. During the 18906, the revolution in 

machine techniques had little or no adverse effect on the skill of the 

pattern-maker, as indeed was the case with the skilled platers and , 
I 

riveters, to be found principally engaged in boilur-making or shipbu5.1ding. 

The changes had, however, brought into existence a range of semi-skilled 

"machine men", who at one time were engaged mainly on planing, shaping, 

slotting and drilling machinery, but by late cent·~y had assumed 

s~pervision of semi-automatic capstan and turret lathes, drilling on 

radial machines, boring, grinding and milling machines, as well as 

145 shaping machinery, all to be found in the machine shop. Below them, 

finally, were to be found the unskilled labourers whose number would 

vary according to the operation, but were generally in evidence in all 

146 sections of engineering work. 

Wage rates and earnings in engineering naturally followed this 

occupational division of labour, but there is some indication that the 

technological developments of late century compressed differentials 

slightly and certainly served to generalise more arduous and intensive 

work condit1ons throughout all grades of labour in the industry. It 

seems clear that, between 1850-80" t he differential wage advantage of 

the skilled man was materially advanced by the strong craft practices 

'147 of the A.S.E. After this date, however, the intensification of 

144. Yates, ~., 23; Rowe, Wages in Practice and Theory, 93. 

145. Yates, ~., 19-22; Rowe, ibid., 98, 103. 

146. Yates, ~.t 26. 

147. K. G. J. C. Knowles and D. J. Robertson, ' "Differences behleen the 
Wages oft Skilled and Unskilled vlorkers 1880-1950", Bulletin of the 
Oxford University Ins titute of Sta tistiCS, XIII (1951) 115; John 

. Burnett, "Skilled ivorkers", in idem. ed ., Useful Toil : Autobioilraphies 
of Working People from the 1820s-tOthe 19205 (London 1974) 269-(1 . 



capital substitution began to erode the position of the skilled fitters 

and turners by introducing a grov/ing body of machine men who, in some 

firms, ~ecame the largest single occupational category. At the same time, 

mass production methods and the trend towards inter-changeability of parts 

increased the speed and intensity of work and enabled employers to devote 

more attention to workshop planning and supervision. One important 

effect of t;'lis was a noticeable speed-up in work. The time taken to 

make part of an engine bearing in an efficient engineeril~ workshop was 

cut from 98.2 minutes in 1890 to 28 minutes in 1900, a reduction greater 

than in any other decade between 1880 ann 1930. 148 Overtime working 

increased but, most catastrophic of all, was the capitulation of the 

skilled men to piece-rate working, impos~1 by the employers who sought 

to maximise the productive output of their new machines. In 1886, ~ 

of turners and 11% of machinists were paid by the piece; by 1906, th~ 

respective figures stood at 32% and 42%. 149 

Between 1886 and 1906, the average weekly wage rates of -turners, 

fitters, moulders and pattern-makers advanced by something like 10,%. 

But the wage differential distinguishing all but the most skilled workers 

from the semi-skilled machine rninders had begun to narrow, as may be 

gauged from the data presented in Table 10.9 below. If, prior to 1894, 

the trend towards narrowing wage differentials was only marginal, 1.50 

it was already clear that the growth in numbers and organisation of the 

semi-skilled workers had begun to disturb the old conception of the proper 

wage differential between skilled and unskilled, reducing in turn the 

148. A.E.U. Monthly Journal, February 1932, 55, cited by Burgess, 
Origins of Industrial Relations, 27. 

149. Yates, Wages and Labour Conditions, 97. 
150. Knowles and Robertson's figures would appear to suggest that the 

main narr~wing of differentials in engineering occurred only after 
1914: c1'. "Difference in 'v/ages of Skilled and Unskilled", Table I, 
111; for the position by the 19205, see R. Spicer, British 
Engineerin& viages (London 1928). 
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efficacy of wage bargaining upon the basis of custom. 151 Although this 

was ominous enough, it was the question of skilled labour substitution 

and machinery that most radically affected skilled men and which heralded 

the demise of an erstwhile labour aristocracy. 

TABLE 10.9 Relative Positions of Different Grades in Engineering, 

1886-1906 

Smiths 

Pattern makers 

Moulders 

Turner <I 

Fitters 

Machine men 

Labourers 

- • I 

Source: Rowe , Wages in 

According to Time · 
Rates 

1886 1906 

100 100 

107 110 

107 109 

103 100 

101 102 

76 80 

62 60 

Practice and Theo.r;z: , 105. 

According to Full
Time Earnings 

1886 . 1906 

100 100 

102 99 

104 101 

99 97 

98 96 

74 78 

60 56 

The defeat of the A.S.E. in the 1852 lock-out in the engin~ering 

industry in Lancashire and elsewhere was an enormous setback to the union's 

campaign against dilution, piece-working and systematic overtime. 152 

During the next thirty years, however, the issues v/hich had plagued labour 

relations in the 1830s and '40s fell into abeyance; piece-work ~~d over-

151. Rowe, Wages in Practice and Theor~, 157. 

152. Keith Burgess, "Technological Change and the 1852 Lock-out in the 
Bri tish EFgineering Industry", International Review of Social 
Histo2 , XIV (1969) 215-36; "Trade Union Policy and t he 1852 Lock
Out", ~. cit. 

,, ' 
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time practices came to be normalised with th~ capital/labour ratio in 

relative equilibrium and the A.S.E. turned to consolida ting the prerogatives 

of its skilled membership. Although piece-work was most prevalent in 

Lancashire, even here by 1867 it was nowhere near as common as had once 

been the case. 153 But this period witnessed, in addition, a shift in 

policy-making within the Amalgamation, for the 1850s and '60s were marked 

by the rise of the A.S.E. district co~mittees and a reassertion of local 

154 autonomy. And thus, when the "machine question" once more became 

an issue of contention in the 1890s the struggle was to be found most 

resolutely w .... ged in those localities in which abuses were most widely in 

evidence. 

Lancashire was, of course, one such region, and here the abuses bi~ 

deeply and were vociferously countered by the district committees. The 

defeat of the men in the 1897-98 lOCk-out ':Ias, in this respect, nothing 

less than an unmitigated disaster for engineers in the north west. The 

terms of settlement upon which the dispute \'Jas concluded granted to 

Federated employers almost all the prerogatives against which the A.S.E. 

had been campaigning; employers secured the right to introduce whatever 

class of labour they wished into Federated workshops, they gained full 

freedom of selection, recruitment and training , provision fer ~vertime 

and piece-working was accorded and all limitations on apprenticeship 

ratios were lifted. 155 In a word, full managerial authority and freedom 

153. Burgess, Origins of Industrial Relations, 26; M. and J. B. Jeffreys, 
"The Wages, Hours and Trade Customs of the Skilled Engineer in 1861", 
Econowic History Feview, XVII (1947) 27-44. 

154. Burgess, ibid., )6-7; the Webbs' Industr ial Democracy, 48-9 noted 
tha t the trend towards decentralisation in the A.S. E. was still 
important in late century. 

155. R. o. Clark, "The Dispute in the British Engineering Industry 1897-98", 
Econom~ca, XXIV (1957) 120-37; A. Hars h, Indus trial Relations in 
Engineer i ng (London 1965) 73-4 , 250-55. 
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of action was assured. For the men the settlement signalled a further 

round of skill dilution, machine sUbstitution and, above all, an 

intensification of work from which not even the most privileged grades 

were immune. 

Taken together, the effect of all these changes in occupational 

relations and work processes was to give rise to two contrary tr~nds. 

On the one hand, they stiffened the resel.ve of the skilled men to withstand 

the onslaught of the semi-skilled machine minders. The compromise policy 

of the A.S.E. of enrolling after 1893 the semi-skilled men, . and throwing 

the combined strength of labour in an attempt to establish one . or two 

definite semi-skilled rates, was not as yet attractive to the skilled 

er~neer with his pride of craft and trade union customs. 156 But it was 

surely, if ')nly slowly, coming to be recognised that sectionalism of this 

nature weake~ed the collective response of the workers to the abuses which 

confronted all engineers. As Nigel Todd has shown, in Barrow-in-Furness 

the hostility and divisions between artisans and labourers fatally weakened 

the union's struggle duri~ the dispute of 1897-98. 157 As apprenticeship 

regulations became more and more difficult to enforce the A.S.E. was ferced 

to compromise, however, and in 1901 a new class of membership was 

instituted, which allowed any mall who had been working for not less than 

tv/o years on one type of machine, and \>/ho was receiving not less than 

. 158 700/J of the standard rate for turners, to join the un~on. 

The second tendency at work, therefore, but of which only the initial 

signs were apparent before 1914, was towards the emergence of a common 

156. Jeffreys, stOry of the Engineers, 136-39. 
157. Nigel Todd, "Trade Unions and the Engineering Industry Dispute at 

Barrow-in-Furness", International Review of Social History, XX (1975) 
32-47. 

158. Rowe, Wages in Practice and Theory, 110. 
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identity as between skilled and semi-skilled workers. The gradual 

compression of differentials and the dilution of skills slowly eroded the 

sectional outlook of the aristocratic grades, whilst the subjection of all 

engineers to the shared experience of piece-working, overseership and 

work speed-up helped forge a united response. By the 1920s and '.3Oso, the 

period in which Walter Greenwood's classic novel of working class life in 

Lancashirp. Love on the Dole is set, the subjugation of the erstwlule 

aristocrats of labour was complete. The years under consideration here 

marked the st~t of that process which, as Harry Hardcastle, Greenwood's 

young engineering apprentice slowly cam~ to recognise, had denuded 

engineering of craft skills and rendered apprentices to skill as vulnerable 

to the capricious policies of the bosses as any unskilled labourer: 159 -

vlould Harlowe' s re-engage Billy Higgs and the- rest of the 
displaced time-served men? Or \'1ould more machinery be 
i.nstalled, everybody find themselves promoted and the gap 
at the bottom filled by hordes of raw boys just left school? 

His spirits withered. Remember the installation of 
t hat new automatic machinery previous to the wholesale dis
missal of Billy Rigg's generation? At that time it held no 
significance for him, except that it had meant promotion; 
it was merely newer and more up to date machinery whose 
functions were marvellous, whose capacity was manifold and 
infinite. The screw-cutting lathe that needed only the 
assistance of a hand to switch on the current; that could 
work,ceaselessly, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a 
week without pause for meals: a Thing that fed itself, 
functioned with mathematical preCision, 'could do anything 
except talk', as someon~ had put it. 

The novelty of such machinery was gone now; they were 
commonplace, established; their predecessors were antediluvian. 
They made of inexperienced boys highly skilled men. And the 
latest boys knew of nothing else; were as to the manner born. 

Every year new generations of school boys were appearing, 
each generation pushing him and his a little nearer to that 
incredible abyss of manhood and the dole. 

Why, the supply of boys was inexhaustible; there were 
millions of them at school; MarlO\'1e I s could keep going for 
ever. v/hat was to become of him and his \'/hen their time was 
served? Where would openings occur if every firm was playing 
Marlowe's game? Ifl A horrible suspicion clutched lum ••• , 

159. walter Greenwood, Love on the Dole (Harmondsworth 1974) 91-2. 
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10.2: Conclusions 

The analysis of industrial structure, wages and work processes in 

the three staple industries in later nineteenth century Lancashire is but 

the first stage in our exploration of the relationship between socialist 

ideas and working class community life. The following chapters will con-

tinue this line of research by examining working class family and communi ty 

patterns which, not unnaturally, were closely related to the economic 

foundations of the community described ,in this chapter. At this inter-
,~ 

medi y stage of the analysis, therefore, it may be permissible to summarise 

the broad ~gument advanced above in a series of points. 

1. The structure of the Lancashire economy was such that by late 

century almost its entire operation revolved around ~otton. a 

perhaps unexampled case of industrial over-dependance. Not only 

was cotton the largest single employer in the region, but the 

experience of cotton was diffused widely throughout a much larger 

number than those directly engaged by the industry. Both mining 

and engineering were closely linked to the fortunes and vicis-, 

situdes of the staple industry; the men in these trades did not 

live in closed communities, but would live alongside textile 

workers in the mill towns and might even have had experience of 

cotton through their wives and daughters. 

2. The conditions of cotton production in Lancashire imposed an 

overall similarity upon the mill towns but, at the same time, 

fostered a distinct parochialism, based upon local specialisma of 

process or product. It was a parochialism of outlook which to 

some extent spread to other industries; in any event, it found 

expres9ion in labour organisation among the miners and engineers, 

no less than the cotton operatives. 

~- .. . - --- -.~ ........ ~.,.-.. - .... - .. ---.--... ----~----~---~--,----
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3. The development of each of the three industries under consider-

ation here in the final quarter of the nineteenth century, was 

such as to confront all grades of labour with the common experience 

of work speed-up and productivity intensification, worsening 

conditions at work, long hours and a reassertion of managerial 

control. In cotton, these changes were rooted in the depression 

which began in the late 1870s and brought falling profits and 

mill margins; in coal mining, they stemmed from a crisis of ·. 

productivity in the particular context of the Lancashire coalfield; 

and in engineering from a growth in cap~tal intensity and mechanised 

production. Overall, industrial conditions in late century 

coloured labour relations, engendered hostility and resentment 

withi~ the workforce and reinforced trade union demands for legis-

lative intervention in their industries. 

4. The common experience of industrial crisis to some extent began to 

corrode the sectional attitudes rooted in the highly complex 

division of labour characterising each industry. Working in a 

similar direction was the movement of wage relativities. In cotton 

and eugineering, and against the national trend in the Lancashire 

coalfield, one might generalise by saying that semi-skilled rates 

were advancing more rapi.dly than skilled rates, and unskilled 

rates tending to lag behind the rise in skilled rates. The 

industrial structure of the north west would not appear to provide 

evidence for the labour aristocracy thesis. Differences between 

skilled and unskilled remained endemic in all three industries, 

yet there is evidence of at least the beginnings of that process 

which saw skilled and semi-stilled workers drawing closer together. 

Only in this much broadened sense - . a "flattening" out of the 
t. . 

aristocracy of labour, as it were - may the theory be accepted. 
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5. Finally, changes for the worse in wages and work processes did 

much to strip away the veneer of paternalism which had made for 

those "communal" forms of politics in Lancashire, exposing more 

clearly the class alignments upon which the socialist movement 

might build • 

.. - .• ~- .. ~ -,.---- . --. ,.' .--__ ~ ____ ~~_'.......__._ _ ... ...,.... ... _ ....... _~ _ _ ... _ ........... . -r-___ _ 
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===================== CHAPTER ELEVEN ==================== 
SOCIALISM AND THE HORKING CLASS COMHUNITY - II: 

HOME, FMIILY AND COHHUNITY PATTERNS 

=========================================================== 

In the preceding chapter, an attere9t was made to describe the nature 

of industrial structure, occupational processes and wage rates confronting 

the working class in later nineteenth century Lancashire. Work cannot 

be other than of central importance in lower class life, its structure 

and relationships being the economic imperatives of everyday living; 

those features of the work situation documented in Chapter 10 form, in 

short, the real foundation of the working class community. When we t,.!rn 

in the present chapter to examine home and family relationships, as well 

as a number of aspects of the general community milieu, it should be no 

surprise to find that these social patterns are to a large extent shaped 

by the industrial structures undergirding community forms. 'l"he ",[orking 

class community is, however, no mere reflection of economic forces. As 

has been continually stressed throughout this study, the social relation

slups and institutions of the community embody the innovative and creative 

impulses of working people. It is here that ideas, values and beliefs, 

and the rounded culture of the community, are consciously created and 

adapted. 
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Our knowledge of working class community life during the last 

century, despite having been considerably augumented in recent years, 1 

remains as yet in large measure speculative and there is great need for 

further exploration in this area. Yet, what evidence we have almost 

invariably attests to the importance of the communal, as well as the 

personal and concrete, qualities of working class life. 

Richard Hoggart has observed that: 2 

And thus, 

The more we look at working class life, the more we try to 
reach the core of \'lorking class attitudes, the more surely 
does it appear that the core is a sense of the personal, 
the concrete, the local: it is embodied in the ideas of, 
first, the family, and second, the neighbourhood. 

Your£8 and 'Nilmott, too, noted the importance of kindred and community 

associations in their study of East London: 3 

Either length of residence or localised kinship does some
thing to create a network of local attachment, but when they 
are combined, as they are in Bethnal Green, they constitute 
a much more powerful force ' than when one exists without the 
other. 

, 1. The v/ork of the History \,yorkshop group of Ruskin College, Oxford, has 
done, and ought to do, much to illuminate many aspects of nineteenth 

I 

century workil~ class life: see, for instance, R. Samuel, ed., Village 
Life and Labour (London 1975), and forthcoming studies in the same 
series. \vorking class diaries and autobiographies are novi coming to 
be recognised as valuable source material - see, John Burnett, ad., I, 
Useful Toil: AutobioP'ra hies of Horki People from the 18205 to the 
1920s (London 197 - as is oral his tory: forthcoming work by Patu 
Thompson and Thea Vigne will utilise this latter method. Also useful, 
if impressionistic, is Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy 
(Harmonds\-/orth 1973), and Robert Robert s , '11119 Classic Slum: Salford Ufl 
in the First Quarter of the Nineteenth Century (Harmondsworth 1974). 
The work of novelists such as Disraeli, Elizabeth Gaskell, Charles 
Dickens, George Gissing, Arthur Morrison and Robert Tressell can also 
be useful in affording insights of working class life. For more r ecent 
studies, see for instance J. B. Priestly, English Journey (London 1934); 
George Orwell, The Road to ';:igan Pier (1937: Harmondsworth 1967 ed.); 
N. Dennis, F. Henriques and C. Slaughter, Coal is Our Life: A Study of 
a Yorkshire r·~ining Corr.munity (London 1956); F. Zweig, 'llhe vJorker in an 
Affluent Society (London 1961); M. Young and P. Wilmott, Family and .' 
Kinshi p in East London (Harmondsworth 1969) and Brian J ackson, Working 
Class Community (Harmondsworth 1968). 

2. Hoggart, ~.t 33. ' 
3. YO\lllg and Wilmott, ~., 116 • 

~ .. -.......... --........ ~ .. -------..------ _ .. _--- .---- .. --~--
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Finally" Brian Jackson has described working class institutions (societies, 

clubs, etc.) in the follovang terms: they are, 4 

••• not so much the centre of a particular skill or interest as 
fields in which to develop and extend personal rela tionships ••• 
This certainty about \'iho you are and what the world around is, 
t his practise of acting out personal rela tionships, and the 
concrete, documentary habit of thought produce that 'directness' 
of sperucing and that inCipient metaphorical life which could be 
50 rich a ground for any developed culture. 

I 

There would appear to be little question, therefore, as to the 

centrality of kinship and neighbourhood patterns to working class life. 

In the context of the 'present study, the importance of communal association 

is further cuhanced by the manner in which these patterns mediate the given 

economic structure of the community and its broader culture - of which 

socialist t~liefs may be considered an integral feature. 

11.1: Home and Family structure in Lan<.ashire vlorking Class Life 

As one factor contributive to working class social imagery, there can 

be little doubt that the importance of the home and family situation has 

been largely overlooked, for both Marxists and sociologists alike have 

concentrated almost exclusively upon the rooting of working class perceptions 

of Eociety in the mode of productive relations.' A recent symposium entitled 

Working-Class Images of Societl makes no mention of the home or family 

variables, 5 whilst Jean-Paul Satre has bemoaned the scant attention that · 

'Harxism has accorded to this dimension: "Today' B Marxists are concerned 

only with adults: reading them one would believe that we are born at the 

age when '''6 earn our first wages"; and he emphasises " ••• the point of 

insertion for man and. his class, that is, the particular family as a 

4. Jackson, ibid., 168-69. 
I 

5. Hartin Bulmer, ed., Working-Class , Images of Societ;r,: (London 1975) • 

. ~ ·~--.-~~·~-_-ra ____ , __ .. _.J. r, ___ ' . _ _ ._~ ___ ~ __ ~ 
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mediation between the universal class and the individual." 6 This omission 

would appear all the more surprising when it is recalled that sociological 

inquiry has long recognised the place of the extended kin network in 

traditional \oJOriting class life, 7 whilst for many years a fundamental 

psephological dictum has insisted upon the strong relationship bet\oJeen 

8 family background and electoral and more ~roadly political orientations. 

Community studies of nineteenth century or more recent ''lorking class 

life - notably those by Hoggart, Young and Wilmott and Jackson cited above, 

and others - have invariably pointed to the overarching sense of kinship 

structure and sentiment which characterises these social groups, a dense 

network of family feeling which, if on occasions romanticised, was nev~ ... ·-

theless of pervasive economic and wider social relevance to working people. 

There has been an unfortunate tendency in social and historical resear~h -

towards over-stressing the political dimensions of working class life, 

concentratinc upon labour movements and organisation, trade unionism and 

labour politicians, and the like, at the expense of the indigenous communal 

bulwarks of the worlting class. It is rarely appreciated that during the 

last century the working class family was one such bulwark, a front line 
. 

of defence against the incursions of a hostile world. A sociological--

study of socialist belief would be manifestly inadequate \-Iithout consider-

ation of this dimension, for these beliefs were to a significant extent 

generated and harboured \Oli thin the family and broader community milieu. 

6. Critique de la Raison Dialetique (1960), cited by J. H. Haravall, 
"Subjective Conditions and R~volutionary COl1flict: Some Remarks", 
British Journal of Sociology, XXVII (1976) 31. 

7. Young -and Wilmott, Family and Kinship, 48, 60-75, 82-3, 87-8, !!. passim; 
C. C. Harris, The Famil} (London 1970) 82-7; S. Cotgrove, The Science 
of SOCiety (London 1967 43-7. 

8. H. H. Hyman, Political Socialisation (Toronto 1959) 52-64; F. Greenstein 
Children and Politics (New Haven 1965); M. Rush and J. Althoff, An 
Introduction to Political Sociology (London 1971) 38-42, 51-4, 58=bo; 
David Bulter and Donald Stokez, Political Change in Britain: Forces 
Shaping E~ectoral Choice (Harmonds, ... orth 1971) 65-89; R. E. Dowse and 
J. A. Hughes, Poli ticru. Sociolog:t: (London 1972) 182-89; ~. t "The 
Family, the school and political Socialisation", Sociology, V (1971) 21-4 
idem., "Girls, Boys and Politics", British Journal _of Sociology, X.UI 

_ (1971) 53-67-
-'t'-r..-~~~ ...... ~._. __ ...... __ ....... _~. __ • _______ • ___ "' __ ... _ ..... ____ • _.____ .... _ .. __ .. ____ -...-__ .. _._-""t 
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Such an emphasis should not, however, be allowed to distract attention 

from those links conjoining economic life and the '.>/orking class family and 

community. This point would seem to be particularly germane to the case 

of later nineteenth century Lancashire under close consideration here, for 

the extent of female and child employment in the region - particularly, of 

course, in the production of cotton textiles - advertises a peculiarly 

intimate relationship between the home and work situations. In a stt\d:v 

of Metropolitan working class culture between 1870-1900, Gareth Stedman 

Jones has plausibly argued that the waning of class lcombativity may to a 

great extent be located in the progressive diyorce of home and work. 

Whereas the old radical artisan culture in London had been squarely founded 

upon occup&~ional groups, this work-centred life-style had begun to yiel~ 

during the ~~cond half of the century to social patterns premised upon the homE 

and family which, Stedman Jones argues, " ••• tended to become a depoliticized 

haven." 9 Although persuasive, this analysis cannot be uncritically 

generalised; in the industrial north west, much evidence attests to the 

continued tenacity of those bonds which linked the work and family situations. 

By way of a sophisticated application of the functionalist theory . ' 
of structural differentiation to the cotton industry and the working class 

family, Neil Smelser has effectively demolished the widespread contemporary 

belief that technological change between 1770 and 1840 had dissolved the 

10 cohesion of the cotton family. \Vhilst he cogently demonstrated that 

the working class family responded and adapted to change by itself moving 

9. Gareth Stedman Jones, "Working Class Culture and "lorking Class Politics 
in London 1870-1900: Notes on the I<emaking of a vlorking Class", 
Journal of Social History, VII (1974) 484-89. 

10. Neil Smelser, Social Change and the Industrial Revolution (London 1959) 
180-312. A summary of Smelser's argument is to be found in his article I 

"Sociological History: The Industrial Revolution and the British 
Working Class Family II , in idem., Essays in SOCiological Explanation 
(New Jerst::Y 1968) 76-91. -
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onto a new level of differentiation, there is some indication that Smelser 

overstated the survival of the family economy and, particularly, patterns 

of family employment in the cotton industry. Although surveys conducted 

by the Factory Commissioners in 1816 and 1833-34 indicated that well over 

50% of children employed in the cotton mills of Lancashire were directly 

engaged by other operatives - and, in the spinning sector alone, the 

numbers involved were far in excess of this figure - perhaps not more than 

10% were to be accoun~ed for by parents directly employing their own 

children, although the practice would certainly be more co~mon in the 

11 rural areas. The remaining children were frequently those of other 

operatives, or poor law orphans recruited from the neighbouring counties 

or even further afield. 12 Michael And~rson has concluded from a study 

of mid-nineteenth century Preston that 'the practice of allo\dng operatl ves 

to employ assistants in the cotton industry can at no period have resulted 

in a predominantly parent-Child pattern of employment. Indeed, non-

relatives 'v/ere probably always in the majority, although where ' possible 

the recruiting of kin was to be preferred as being more reliable, \dth 

the child's wage contributing directly to the family purse. 13 

Whilst direct parental employment in cotton should not, therefore, 

be overestimated, the extent to which the family economy persisted is not 

always appreciated. During the later nineteenth and early twentieth 

11. 

12. 

13. 

H. M. Ed''o'ards and R. Lloyd-Jones, liN. J. Smelser and the Cotton Factory 
Family: a re-assessment ll , in N. B. Harte and K. G. Ponting, edse, 
Textile History and Economic Ri s tor (London 1973) 315; S. Pollard, 
The Genesis of l10dern Hanagement London 1965) 43. 

Frances Collier, The Famil~ Economy of the \.Jorking Classes in the 
Cotton Industr y 1784-1833 Nanchester 1964); . C. Stella Davies, 
Living 'l'hrough t he Industrj.a1 Revolution (London 1966) 65-9. 

Hichael Anderson, Family Structure in Nineteenth Century Lancashire 
(Cambridge 1971) 113-17. 



centuries, the incidence of children following their father's occupation 

has been put at 61.7% of occupied male children in cotton textiles and 

at more than 80% among the girls. 14 The localisation and distinct 

specialisms of the industry naturally brought many variations in the 

pattern of family employment. 15 A weaver's f amily generally provided 

a labour group of greater numerical strength and with a larger number of 

children eDbaged than in a spinner's family, although patrimony among 

males 'f,as most prevalent in the spinning districts of Oldham and Boiton, . 

16 where the mule team frequently comprised fathers and sons. The 

family economy was of greater importance in cotton manufacture owing to the 

lower average earnings of the adult male workers and the need to consolidate 

the family income, but in spinning, too, it was by no means uncommon for -

the wives &.ild daughters of the minders or the big piecers to be employed 

17 in the prer::"~'atory grades. 
-

Al though there 'f,ould appear to have been 

a steady fall in the numbers of children employed in cotton in the second 

half of the century, the striking constancy of the. female labour force, 

and the small range of vc..riation in the proportions of adult male labour, 

suggests that" the distribution of skills was largely governed by the . __ 

18 technical character of machinery. The data in Table 11.1 illustrate 

the distribution by age and sax of the cotton operatives between 1850 and 189; 

14. · S. J. Chapman and vJ. Abbott, t "The Tendency for Chil.dren to Enter their 
Father's Trades", Journal of Royal Statistical Society, LXXIV (1912-13) 
Table I, 599-600, 603-4. 

15. S. J. Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry: A Study in Economic 
Development (Hanchester 1904) 158-60. 

16. Chapman and Abbott, "The Tendency to Enter Father's Trades", Table II, 
601. 

17. Keith Burgess, The Origins of British Indus trial Rela tions: The 
Nineteenth Century Experience (London 1975) 244. 

18. H. Blaug, liThe Productivity of Capital in the lancashire Cotton Industry 
during the Nineteenth Century", Economic His tory Review, 2nd ser., 
XIII (1960-61) 368. 



TABLE 11.1 Sex and Age Composition of the Cotton Operatives (U.K.) 

1850-1895 (%) 

1850 1867 1885 1895 

Male and fe.Jale 13 or 
under 4.6 10.4 9.9 5.8 

Male: 13-13 11.2 8.6 7.9 7.9 

Hale: 18+ 28.7 26.0 26.4 27.6-

Female: 13+ 55.5 55.0 55.8 58.7 

Source: S. J. Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry O'~anchester 
1904) 112. 

Female and juvenile labour was in every respect crucial to the ~'ell-

being and standard of comfort enjoyed by most .... orking class families i)"l 

Lancashire during the later nineteenth century. 
I 

Anderson's study shows 

clearly how mothers and children in Preston were forced to work outside 

the home by the pressure of sheer economic want, 19 and the fact that in 

the 1890s many Lancashire women .... ere ready to break the law by resuming 

employment within only four weeks of confinement would surely suggest that 

their husband's income alone .... as inadequate to stave off hard times. 20 

Evidence as regards the incidence of family poverty in Lancashire, however, 

is at best sketchy. John Foster's analysis of household income data in 

Oldham would appear to suggest that, in the relatively prosperous year of 

1849, 41% of the town's population had a weekly income below, or less than 

10s. above, the subsistence level; in ~ slump year such as 1847, the 

19. Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, 72-6. 

20. Margaret He'rlitt, ',ives and Nothers in Victorian Industry (London 
1965) 127-29. 



figure might be vlell in excess of 6oc,.6 . An outright ma jority of working 

class families in Oldham were too poor to buy basic foodstuffs, or were 

able to survive only " ••• by choosing alternative forms of impoverishment: 

economising on living standards, sending mothers and children out to work, 

and forming combined households with relatives.1t 21 

The cccurrence of family hardship \oJas inextricably related to the 

secular cycle of \'1orking class life. As Foster points out, only about 

one in seven of all working class families in Oldham were permanently free 

from the clutch of primary poverty: " ••• poverty was not so much the special 

experiences of a particular group wi thin the labour force as a regular 

feature of the lif~ of almost all working families at certain stages in 

their development, especially in old age or before young children could 

t t . II 22 s ar earIUTlg. The world.ng of the ~overty cycle was, of course, 

classically analysed by Rownt~ee in ·his study of York around the turn of 

the century 23 and, taking over Rowntree's scale, Anderson marshalls 

corrobornting evidence from his 1851 Preston sample. If poverty characterisf 

the early stages of the life-cycle, the skilled factory worker might live 

fairly comfortably during the middle and later stages, although old age 

24 invariably brought penury. In any event, the earnings of wives aiid 

children were at all times crucial to the family's standard of living. 

As indicated in the previOUS chapter, wages in the staple industries 

in the north west had risen considerably by late century, yet there is 

little evidence that the relative poverty of large sections of the working 

class "las to any great extent alleviated. Booth's report on the conditions 

in London during the 1880s, and Rowntree's study of York alluded to above, 

21. 

22. 

John Foster, Cla ss Struggle and the Indus trial Revolution: ~arlY 
Industrial Capitali sm in Three Engl ish Towns (London 1974) 9 • 

~.t 96. 

23. B. S. Rowntree, Poverty: A Study of Tovm Life (London 1901) 136-38. 

24. Anderson, Family struct~re in Lancashire, 31-2. 

-.. -.'-...--~-------'- --_ .. '\"-"'----...... "'_._--........'. 
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seemed to concur in finding about 28-30% of the population (representing 

some 40-43% of the working class) in poverty, 25 and studies carried 

out in Hanchester and Salford during these years provide subs tantia ting 

evidence. And thus, a survey of the old working class di s tricts of 

Manchester and Salford conducted by Fred Scott in 1882 found 50% of those 

in the Hanchester sample and fully 66% in Salford to have been "very pcor", 

and a further 2;ft6 and 18.,6% respectively to have been "poor". 26 

Similarly, T. R. Marr found little reason to doubt the veracity of Booth's 

and Rowntree's figures for Manchester and, upon this basis, calculated 

that over 200,000 in that city alone in 1904 stood in the grip of poverty. 27 

Elizabeth Robert's survey of working class life in Lancaster and Barrow-

in-Furness between 1880-1930 confirms this impression; the experience 

of childhooa poverty would seem to have been widespread among her 

respondants and, once more, the incomes of mothers and children wer e of 

first importance in helping the family to eke out a living. 28 

The effects of widespread poverty among the working class are all 

too obviously recorded in appalling housing conditions and the l evel of 

sickness ~,d mortality rates prevailing. In 1882, the Medical Officer 

"-' of Health in Hanchester commented to the following effect upon working' 

class housing in the Ancoates district of the c~ty: 29 

25. Charles Booth, ed., Life and Labour of the People in London, iii, 
(London 1892); Rowntree, Povert y , ~. ~. 

26. Fred Scott, liThe Condition and Occupation of t he People of Hanchester 
and Salford", paper presented to the Hanches ter Statis tical Society, 
Hay 8, 1882; see further, Manchest er City News , May 11, 1889. 

2:1. T. R. l1arr, Housine Conditions in Iv:anchester and Salford (London 1904) 
19-25. 

28. Elizabeth R oberts, "Living and Learning - socialisation Outside School" 
Oral Hi story, III (1975) 14-28. 

29. Cited by Scott, "The Condition of the People of J.1anche s ter", 15; for 
further detail on working class housing, see Enid Gauldie, Cruel 
Habitations : A Hi s tory of Horking Class Housing; 1780-1918 (London 
1974 ); 'David Rubins t ein, cd., Vi c tor i an Homes Zr ewton Abbott 1974). 

. ' 



Nearly the whole of the houses vlere built before 1830 ••• The 
houses ••• have no ventilation spaces under the floor. They 
rise directly from the ground ••• They smell fUsty. The ceilings 
are only six feet from the floor. The timber in many cases is 
in a state of decay. Houses in such a condition, and so 
erected, cannot be othervdse than damp. The absence of any 
provision to prevent the moisture of the ground rising into the 
walls. and the thinness of the latter affording so little 
defence against rain, the interior can seldom be or never be 
as dryas a home should be. 

Such abominable conditions were by no meens confined to the old working 

class districts of the large to\tTns. In 1874, the Lancet reported the 

conclusions of the Local Government Board inquiry into Skelmersdale, "a 

colliery village having a population of four thousand": 30 

The statement made in evidence as to the condition of the village 
shows that, even among colliery villages, Skelmersdale must have 
a pre-eminence in filth. The houses, many of the most miserabl~ 
construction, are almost buried in the filth of the inhabitants; 
the privvies so foul as to repel even those most familiarised 
with them; the drainage accumulated in horrible puddles, fed 
also by the liquid abominations of the pig-sties and middensteads. 

It is hardly surprising that under these conditions sickness and 

mortality rates were high. Stomach disorders were literally part of 

everyday life and could only be accepted stoically when even the better 

placed working family " ••• 1ived almost entirely on porridge, hot-pot, sheep's 

bead broth, boiled cod, herrings, rice pudding and suet dumplings." 31 

For many more, ho\·/ever, the staple fare would be bread and margarine or 

dripping, treacle, jam and tea, whilst dinner was rarely a two course 

meal. 32 Occasionally, epidemics 'Of a more serious order - cholera, typhus 

and typhoid - occurred, and scarlet fever, measles, whooping cough, 

30. Cited by Challinor, The Lancashire and Cheshire Miners (Newcastle upon 
Tyne 1972) 244. 

31. C. stella Davies, North Country Bred: A Working Class Family Chronicle 
(London 1963) 71; Roberts, The Classic Slum, 124=28. 

32. Eunice M. Schofield, "Food and Cooking of the Horking Class about 1900", 
Transactions of the Historic SOCiety of Lancashire and Cheshire, CxxrII 
~197 1) '151168 . 
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smallpox and tuberculosis were common lethal diseases. 33 Condi tions 

in the cotton mills played a large part in spreading disease and 

disability: high tempera tures and abnormal humidity (induced artificially 

through the process of steaming in the weaving sheds) precipitated such 

respiratory diseases as bronchitis, pneumonia and pleurisy - these three 

alone contr'ibuting to almost 7,000 deaths in Lancashire in 1894. 34 

Bet\'/(;en 1881-90, life expectancy in England and Wales stood at 43.66 

years for men and 47.18 years for women, whilst in rural areas it might 

be as high as 51.48 and 54.04 years; in Hanchester, by contrast, the 

figures were 28.78 years and 32.67 years respectively. 35 Again, the 

death r a te of 20.27 per 1,000 in Oldham and 23.49 per 1,000 in Bolton 

in the 1890s, was manifestly in excess of that prevailir~ in the rural areas 

around Blac!<pool (13.8/1,000) and Turton {10.6/1 ,000). 36 Poverty was 

most savagely reflected" however, in the extent of infant mortality, 

which clearly varied in direct relation with the incidence of female 

employment outside the home: ' 

33. Anderson, Faoily structure in l a ncashire, 34. 

34. Allen Clarke, The Effects of the Factory System (London 1899) 61. 

35. l1arr, Housing in Hanchester and Salford, 18. 

36. Clarke, Effects of the Factory System" 42. 

, t 



TABLE 11.2 Infant Hortality in Areas of High and Low Female Employment 

1895-1905 

Total 76 of women Total per 1,000 
occupied Infant mortality 

High 

Burnley 75.4 208 
Preston 73 .. 8 208 
Blackburn 76.5 _ 183 _ 
Oldham 7Q.4 170 
Bolton 71.7 166 
Bury 73.7 164 

Low 

S\O/ansea 42·,1 160 
Lincoln 47.2 157 
South Shidlds 34.9 155 
Cardiff 43.6 147 
Barrow-in-Furness 40.7 144 

Source: Hewitt, viives and Hothers in Victorian Industry, Appendix II, 222. 

Although hours of work had been progressively shortened during the 
- -, 

nineteenth century, in 1900 most cotton factory operatives still worked 

around ten hours each day, their usual hours being 6 a.m. to 8 a.m.; 

8.30 to 12.30 p.m.; and 1.30 to 5.30 p.m. Moreover, the strain of work 

had been heightened measurably by the increasing speeds of machinery , 

documented above. As B. L. Hutchins pointed out, the strain was nowhe-re 

as painfully felt as runong the female operatives, whose income was vital 

for the family economy. Overstrain and sickness was common among the 

'v/omen, for: "The whole system is like an elaborate mechanism to extract 

37 the last unit of effort from each worker ••• " Accidents and ill-usage ' 

I 
37. B. L. Hutchins, \·/omen in Hodern Indus try (London 1915) '184-88. 
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of children seem to have increased in the later decades of the century, 

and what Allen Clarke 'termed "the system and its slave-driving tendencies" 

made many overseers - dependant for their own wages upon the output of 

the operatives in their charge - outright bullies. 38 It is indicative 

of the straightened economic circumstances that the factory population 

had but little choice other than to acquiesce to the new regime and strive 
I 
I 

to increase their output~ 

The evidence o~ poverty among the Lancashire working class must, 

in all fairness, be set against testimonies - of ',,,hich there ",ere not a 

few - to the comparative affluence and material well-being of the 

operative class. As noted above, it was indeed possible for a family 

with all its members in full-time employment to be temporarily relieved 

from the demoralizing poverty which characterised the early and later 

stages of the life-cycle. E. H. Hunt has recently argued that, relative 

to other groups of female and juvenile workers, the Lancashire cotton 

operatives \"ere reasonably well placed and, in consequence, family earnings 

as a 'I/hole mupt be counted as hving been high. 39 By late century, family 
, ~. 

incomes of £3-4 a ",eek were normal and wages in excess of £10 were 

occasionally encountered, although individual earnings were indisputably 

40 low. High family earnings were bolstered by the relative absence of 

short-time working or unemployment in cotton and, as Sidney and Beatrice 

Webb observed, the willingness of the low paid grades -to unhesitatingly 

support the wage claims of the spinners, the two groups in the industry 

41 being frequently joined by bonds of kinship. 

38. Clarke, Effects of the Factory System, 71. 

39. E. H. Hunt, Regional Hage Variations in Britain 1850-1914 (Oxford 1973) 
114-15, ·117. ' . 

40. Burgess,. Qrigins of Industrial RelatiOns, 244. 
41. . Sidney and Beatrice \ajebb, Industrial Democracy (London 1902) 323. 
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In 1849, Angus Bethune Reach reported approvingly the comfortable 

42 and affluent bearing of the Lancashire Itlork people: 

The Hanchester operative in prosperous times need never want 
and seldom does \'lant, a dinner of what he calls' flesh meat' 
••• The outdoor dress of the men is comfortable and re spectable 
••• The people are uniformly \'Iell shod and their general appear
ance is that of unostentatious comfort. 

As to the housing of the better class of operative, Reach was loqu~cious 

in praise of the mahogany furniture and well appointed parlours and the 

"pleasure and pride in their dwellings" shown by the operatives in Hulme. 43 

Later in the century, too, we find no shortage of commentators willing to 

enter evidence on behalf of the Lancashire work people's privileged 

station. Fr nk 0 d f i t . t d out that •• 44 a rmero, or ns ance, po~n e 

It is a notable fact that it is not the factory people who 
d1r/ell in slumland, or bring slums into existence; one must 
go to a stratum of 1r,orkers much below the cotton operative 
for the dire evidences of poverty . The mill-hand is generally 
very fairly, if plainly, housed. 

Charles Rowley, for many years a voluntary worker among the poor of 

Hanchester, similarly recalled in his autobiog".£'aphy that " ••• the mass of 

the people are well housed on the whole, and their wages are, as a rule, 

good and steady. One supposes there is no other industrial community 
1 

that is so uniformly so well-off on the bread-and-butter side of existence." 

TIle high level of earnings which characterised some of the cotton 

families during certain stages of the life-cycle has suggested to at least 

one recent historian that there was evidenced among this group an inCipient 

42. C. · Aspin, ed., Angus Betune Reach: Hanchester and the Textile Dis trict 
in 1849 (Helmshore 1972) 17-18. . 

43. ~., 4. 

44. Frank Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character (London n.d. (1910?», 6. 
45. Charles Rov/ley, Fifty Years of \'!ork , . .,i thout "lages (London 1912) 4. 
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f b . t 46 Tb ' b process 0 em ourgeo1semen • 0 e sure, t nere are a num er of 

features of Lancashire 'working class life which superficially argue for 

the veracity of this interpretation. The popularity of friendly and 

building societies with the Lancashire work people - among whom the extent 

of home ownership was perhaps without parallel - is frequently adduced as 

indicative of the prevalence of middle class values of thrift and self-
I 

advancement among them. 47 They were al~o keen ~upporters of and re~ular 
48 investors in the savings banks, whilst a feature of the northern 

manufacturing districts was the great number of profitable co-operative 

stores dealing in drapery goods as well as food, ?~d with their trade 

49 confined almost entirely to the operative class. According to Ormerod, 

the co-operative "diVi" (share dividend, distributed in proportion to 

purchases at the end of each financial quarter~ was exalted to a fetish 

by Lancashire working men and women, displacing the 'original idealsof 

mutuality and collective solidarity. ·5O Again, the coming of limited 

liability diffused share ownership widely in a textile centre like Oldham, 

where many opera tives - not simply, it should be noted, those engaged in 

cotton - held shares in their employers firms, if not directly, then , 

indirectly as members of savings banks, friendly, building and co-operative 

46. Burgess, Origins of Industrial Relations, 244-46. 

47. For the prevalence of these institutions in the north west, see 
P. H. J ~ H. Gosden, self-Hel~: Voluntary Associations in Nineteenth 
Century Britain (London 1973 13, 40, 43, 116, 144, 159. 

48. Albert Fishlow, "The Trustee Savings Banks 1817-61", Journal of 
Economic History, XXI (1961) 26-40, shows that cotton spinners and 
weavers comprised 6.1% of all depositors in the ~1anchester and Salford 
Trustee Savings Bank in 1842; Smelser, Social Change and Industrial 
Revolution, 358-77; Gosden, ibid., 228. For an interesting discus
sion of friendly societies an~dicalism, see Trygve Tholfsen, 
Working Class Radicalism in ~tld-Victorian Britain (London 1976) 281-304. 

49. Gosden, ibid., 186-89 • 
. . , 

50. Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Char acter, 46-7. 
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societies and even trade unions. 51 

Such evidence as this must be tempered by recalling once more the 

essentially precarious and transitory "prosperity" of family earnings, 

but it provides a useful corrective to any monochromatic interpretation 

of the Lancashire working people as a depressed and homogeneous proletariat. 

As to whether or not there is sufficient evidence here in support of the 

embourgeoise~ent thecis is an issue which \dll be confronted in due course; 

for the moment, however, we may only notice that in 1903 the secretary 

of the Co-operative Union reported that many members of the societies 

earned less than £1 e. week - hardly, it must be conceded, an adequate 

income to support middle class pretentions. 52 

The material background to working class life documented above ia 

crucial to a fuller understanding of the structure and functions of the 

working class" family in later nineteenth century Lancashire. It will 

be seen that a combination of family employment and material want in 

certain stages of the life-cycle served to heighten the importance of kin 

relationships in working life. 

The preponderance of mill employment in Lancashire, and the need 

in cotton for many young male and female workers, is often considered to 

have provided considerable motivation to early marriage with the operatives. 

51. D. A. Farnie, The English Cotton Industry 1850-96 (unpublished M.A. 
Thesis, University of Manchester, 1953) 261-62, 301-2; Roland Smith, 
A Hi s tory of the Lancashire Cotton Industr 1873-96 (unpublished Ph.D. 
Thesis, University of Birminghwn, 195 191; s. J. Chapman and F. J. 
Marquis, "The Recruitment of the Employers from the Ranks of the \tJage 
Earners in the Cotton Industry", Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society, ~v (1911-12) 302. Theodre Rothstein argued that, by 
investing their accumulated strike funds, the craft unions rendered 
them less accessible to the rank and file for militant strike purposes: 
From Chartism to Labouri sm : Historical Sketches of the En l1sh 
\-J orking Class Hovement (London 1929 212; t his seems an extreme 
judgement. 

" t 
52. Cited by Henry Pelling, Popular Politics and Society in l ate Victorian 

Britain (London 1968) 55. 
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It is of course true that factory work gave many young men and women a 

measure of financial independence quite unknown in other areas, and which 

many contemporaries found deeply distressing. 53 Coupled with the fact 

that wages were likely to rise only marginally with the onset of adulthood, 

this seems to have persuaded a number that early marriage was the most 

. 54 
advised course of action. 

I 
The evidence on this count is, however, 

ambiguous. Dr. Hewitt's' data would seem to suggest that female textile 

operatives married at much the same age as women in other occupational 

groups - that is, at around the age of 23 - with the exception of the 

collier's \11 'res, who married on average slightly ~arlier. 55 

He can be rather more certain about the size and cohesion of the 

Lrulcashire working class family in this period, which was invariably large 

and tishtly knit. It seems to have been the Gase that the employment of 

women outside the home in the latter half of the century resulted in a 

discernable diminution in their fertility, particularly among weavers 
. 56 

where the demand for female labour was most marked. There can be 

little doubt, though, that if the working class nuclea~ family in Lancashire 

was not notioeably larger than that prevailing elsewhere, the extent ~~ 

kin contacts, co-residence patterns and propinquity argue for a 

predominantly familistic society. Foster has demonstrated that the 

formation of combined households ,·lith relatives was a common defence against 

poverty employed by working people . in Oldham. Basing his case upon 

household composition data, Foster suggests that the sharing of homes 

and economic resources by parents and other kin families and young children -

53. Hewitt, Wives and Hothers in Victorian Industry, 35-38. 

54. Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, 132. 

55. Hewitt, Wives and Mothers in Victorian Industry, 45. 
i 

56. ibid., 87-96 • 
. -
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"huddling" together as he aptly terms it - could emollify the periods 

of hardship wluch most families might expect to experience by obtaining 

support from younger siblings and parents. 57 Co-residence and joint _. ___ : 

household formation was indeed a common practice with working people in 

the face- of material need 58 and Anderson's study of Preston, which --

found the . number of persons living with relatives of one kind or another 

at some stage in their lives to have been around 95% of tho to~m's : 

population, provides further evidence of this social pattern. 59 ~ 

Indeed, Anderson's detailed research points conclusively to the . 

importance of co-residence and kindred propinquity for the U4"1cashira 

working population. As many as 23% of families in his sample of Preston 

households contained related persons other than members of the nuclear - -' 

60 family, the mean size of households in the town behlg around 5.5 P?rsons. 

CO"",: residence \1a5 found to have been closely related to the economic life";' 

cycle for, while the overwhelming majority of married couples eventUally 

established their own homes, in the early days of marriage or in old age -

\'1hen the material constraints ... Jere greatest at least half of the couples 

61 opted to lodge with their kinsmen. Those offspring who deliberately 

left home, either as individuals or· ,as ne~/1y married couples, seem to 

have been in a decided minority. The predominance of mill employment as 

against domestic service in Lancashire meant that for most boys and 

57. Foster, Class struggle and Industrial Revolution, 96-7. 
58. See, for instance, M. Loane, From Their Point of View (London 1908) 

for evidence from London, e.g., 52: "The joint household s ometimes 
represents family life at its highest, and often it gives a stability 
to the working class home which' it could not otherwise possess, 
enabling periods of sickness or unemployment to be safely tided over ••• " 

59. Anderson, Family Structure in Lancashire, 43 • . . 
60. Michael Anderson, "Household Structure and the Industrial Revolution; 

r"'id-Nineteenth Century Preston in Comparative Per spective", in Pe ter 
Laslett and R. v/all, eds., Household and Family in Past Times (Cambridge 
1972) Table 7.1, 219. 

61. Anderson, Family Structure in Lancashire, 48, 53; idem., "Household 
Structure "ll:d Industrial Revolution", 223. 
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particularly, of course, girls, work was available locally, and they 

tended to stay in the parental home at least until marriage. 62 A by 

no means insubstantial minority of families also took in lodgers, usually 

comprising both adult and juvenile migrant workers. 63 In Preston, three 

generation families were not uncommon, and Anderson has concluded that: 64 

The urban-industrial revolution, then, seems, contrary to all 
expectations ten years ago, to have been aseociated with a 
considerable increase in co-residence of pa~ents and married 
children. 

The magnetic attraction of familial propinquity and, in particular, 

the classic watrilineal pattern of working class life noted by observers 

like Young and Vlilmott in East London, would seem to hold good for 

-nineteenth century Lancashire. Working class autobiographies and recol-

lections from this period invariably attest to ' the importance attached by 

ne\'Ilymarr1ed couples of living nearby to the~r rel~tives. 65 Subsequent 

moves of ho~se rarely removed them from the family sphere of influence, 

and especially that of the mother. "Northern society, for all its lip-

service to 'him', was largely matriarchal", Norah Johnson has recalled of 
• 

" -'"t her Lancashire background: "It was always to 'mi' Mother' tha t everyone 

66 went for comfort". Anderson's da ta, which argue for a noticeable 

tendency for related persons to congregate in closely defined areas, is 

once again apposite; he concludes of these "clusters of co-villagers" 

that " ••• many, perhaps even a majority, of people did deliberately live 
., 6 

near one or more of their kinsmen, and many others probably tried to." 7 

62. 
63. 
64. 

65. 
66. 

67. 

T. w. Pateman, Dunshaw: A Lancashire Background (London 1948) 49-51. 
Anderson, Family Structure in Lancashire, 45-55, 101-2, 124-32-
Anderson, "Household Structure and Industrial Revolution", 223. 
Davies, North Country Bred, 35. 
Norah vi . Johnson, '.'I'illie Pick (vlehJYn 1973) 17. , 
Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, 61. 
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If the stability and cohesion of familistic ties in Lancashire belie 

the argument which attributes their disruption to the process of industrial-

isation, it is precisely in the economic life of the region that we may 

locate the strength and functions of the working family. The high level 

of female and juvenile employment in cotton turned every member of most 

families into a breadwinner in his or her own right, even if the head of 

the family was not himself engaged in text:les. This fact gave to the 

family a remarkable ~conoUlic cohesion, fl'·r its well-being depended upon 

the wages of even the humblest member. Elizabeth Robert's respondants 

tell of the t'lay in v/hich both boys and girls were initiated at a very 

early age into the world of adult employment and soon acquired a sense 

of their own economic importance to the family. For working class 

children, the move from school to work was seen as more of a natural and , 

obvious transition than a disruptive period in their lives. 68 

The f amily in turn was able to provide crucial employment services. 

In spinning, the minder was in a position to secure work for juveniles 

as piecers and, when they did not employ their own children, the spinners 

would try to engage the rounger relatives of other kin, or the children 

69 of neighbours and friends. It was certainly a common practice fo~ 

the minders to ensure that the older female members of his family worked 

in the sama mill in the preparatory card and blowing room processes. 70 

In cotton manufacture, particularly, employment opportunities were closely 

guarded by the family, v/here lower individual earnings made it imperative , 

that as many kin as possible should contribute to the family purse. 71 

68. Roberts, "Living and Learning", 17-19. 
69. Anderson, Family structure in Lancas~, 116-18. 
70. Burgess, Origins of Industrial Relations, 244. 
71. Burgess, ibid., 257; Chapman, The Lancashire Cotton Industry, 158; 

H. A. Turner; Trade Union Growth, s tructure and pol icy (London 1962) 
160 • 
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In a wider sense, too, kinship ties might frequently be helpful in 

securing work. Hany -employers consciously set out to recruit \'Ihole 

families, or took on as a matter of course the younger members of a 

family as they attained employable age. 72 Perhaps the bulk of recrui t-

ment would be effected by informal soliciting of kin, or by kin of friends 

on behalf of their O\'m relatives. 73 
I 

The pattern of family employment was not without its problems, 

however, and it fell to the wider kinship network to offer help an~ 

solutions. The high level of female employment meant that many wives 

and mothers - perhaps as many as two out of every three occupied married 

women in the region - were absent from home during the mill hours of 6 a.m. 
- 74 

to 5.30 p.m., or thereabouts. The womenfolk had, therefore, but little 

time or energy to devote to household or family chores and it was common 

for relatives or neighbours to help out about the h_ouse. Even before they 

began work, young children were integral to the domestic economy and would 

be encouraged to assist in household duties of one kind or another, or 

support. the family's v/orking members by taking drinks or meals into the 

mill during the breakfast and dinner breaks. 75 Washerwomen, needlewomen 

and dress makers were crucial for working mothers and, if a relative 

could be persuaded to take on these tasks, the .female operative's lot 

might be greatly eased and her expenditure on these vital services muc~ 

reduced. 76 

72. Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, 118-20. -

73. For an instance of infor~al contacts at work in securing employment 
in t~e spinning mills, see Joseph Burgess, A Potential Poet? His 
Autobiography and Verse (Ilford 1927) 30, 39. 

74. Hewitt, \olives and Hothers in Victorian Industr;!, 29-30. - .-- .... ~ -
75. Roberts, "Living and Learning", 18. 

76. Hewitt, ~lives and Hothers in Victorian Industr;!; 63f£. 

~ -'-~-"-""'-------- .~-________ 1"~"'-"'~~ ..-....... _ _ ._-...---__ ..... ______ ._-Y"~.-... ............-~-- ... 
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The most serious problems for the working mother Vlere t hose surround-

ing childbirth and childminding and, once again, friends and kin could be 

of incalculable service. In most working class districts there was to 

be found a handful of middle-aged women who would assist during childbirth. 77 

After the mother's return to work, infants might be tended by elder sisters 

or \oJidowed relatives living-in, or by a nurse-girl employed by the family 

and \lho might also assist about the house. \'Jorking mothers often had to 

rely upon the services of a day-nurse to look after young children but, 

as these women were charging around 5/- a week for their services in the 

1890s, many women looked to relatives for assistance. 78 Anderson noted 

tr~t the co-residence of elderly or widowed parents typically found in 

the cotton to\'I!lS \'1as a vital part of the domes tic economy for, by minding_ 

children or generally assisting in the r~~ning of the home, they added to 

rather than detracted from the family purse. 79 

In fact, in a whole variety of spheres the kinship network was of 

central importance in the day to day family economy of the Lancashire work-

people. In an age when bureaucratic forms of relief were either minimal 

or non-existent and in all likelihood tainted with the stigma of charity, 

the working class family became a front line of defence in times of crisis. 

Young couples or aged relatives were welcomed into the home and in return 

they carried out a range of services, such as cleaning, shopping, cooking, 

childminding, and the like. . Later on, when t heir familiee became too 

l arge to allow actual co-residence, this mutual pattern of assistance seems 

to have been a strong motivation for married couples themselves to live 
. 80 
near the parental home. Kin mutuality was of particular importance 

77. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 46-7. 

78. Hewitt, ',vives ~d Nothers in Victorian Industry, 132i Roberts , "Living 
and Learning", 15-16. 

79. And-erson,' "Household structure and Industr ial Revolution", 227-28. 

80. Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, 141. 
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during times of crisis, such as sickness in the f amily or when unemployment 

or short-time working temporarily reduced the family's earning power. 

There is much evidence, as Peter Townsend has shown, tha t kin support for 

elderly relatives is still a common working class practice, but again this 

may be held to have assumed especial i mportance for the Lancashire family 
, 81 

economy in which the aged in their turn ought play a vital role. 

The overriding impression would sevm to be, then, that of a high 

level of reciproc,al iLteraction with kin \t/hich grew out of the pecu;Liar 

demands and exigencies of life and work in the north west, and \'4'as in large 

measure contingent u,pon the typical life-cycle of the working class family. 

"The obligation to 'weigh in and help''', as Stella Davies recalled, was 

greatest in periods of family crisis and "'/ant, during \'4'hich time relatives 

82 would dutifully r ally round. But a vast range of day to day servioes -

often simple services like passing down children's clothing, offering 

adVice, assistance and comfort, and so on - were regularly carried on. 

One should be chary, however, of retrospective romanticisation. Robert 

Roberts has provided an important corrective to any cosy evocation of 

working class family life by pointing out that close propinquity, together 

... dth the brutal hardships of material poverty, could lead as often to 

emnity as it did to fellow feeling, and in the lower reaches of the working 

class relations between parents and their children might be harshly 

, 83 
authoritarian. . Again, it will be noted that kin relations might be 

characterised by a strong disapprobation of deviants or those families 

which had slipped down the status hierarchy of working class society. 

81. Peter Townsend, The Family Life of Old People (Harrnonds ... /orth 1970) 
186-87. 

82. D vies, North Country Bred, 35. 

83. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 50-51. , 

.:. 
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Nevertheless, two factors stand out as regards the family structure 

of later nineteenth century Lancashire. First, the imperatives of work 

and material need bound the working class family together as a single 

economic unit; if this, in turn, posed serious problems for the "/orking 

family, many responded by turning inwards upon kindred associations for 

relief, a movement which served only to strengthen family cohesion. 

Second, the domestic economy of the Lan~ashire workpeople embraced a 

"natural" hierarchy - from the male breadwinner at the top down . through 

the women and children in the family - 'which once again rested upon ... ,ork 

processes 'with all their local variations and specialisms. But the 

hierarchy could not obliterate the importance of women and children, whose 

contribution to the very \-fell-being of the working class family was in 

all respects critical. . 

11.2: The Horking Class Neighbourhood and Aspects of COIlll'llUni ty Life 

As we turn our attention from the· working class family in later 

nineteenth century Lancashire to the community milieu, it will be 

important to ' keep in mind the interrelations between these t\-fO dimensions 

of "/orking class life. The wider community setting of friends and 

neighbours, streets and institutions, was a logical and natur&.l extension 

of the family. Whilst this broader setting will form the focus of -

attention in \.,.hat follows, referenc~ must perforce be made at a number 

of points to the place of the family in the community. 

In the early years of the nineteenth century, cotton spinning and 

manufacture \'/ere t ypically carried out in small communi ties, such as the 

villages and small weaving towns of the Rossendale Valley and north 

Lancashire, in country mills outside the larger centr~s of the south 

or in the largely independent outworker colonies like Brookhouse, Nova 
I 

_ ... ,..... ... ... -...-----_.-.......-----....,...-,-... ------_.--,-
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Scotia and Audley in Blackburn, the ~1est End and Hurst in Ashton, or 

84 El ton in Bury, and around \-/hich the towns had eventu~ly expanded. 

As the century wore on, many of these communi ties v/ere swallowed up by 

the rapidly expanding towns of industrial Lancashire, swelled by the in-

flux of immi grants to the cotton trade which, by 1850 or so, had meant 

that in almost all the large centres migrants from elselt/here outnumbered 

the indigerlous population. 85 Bet\'Ieen 1801 and 1851, the population of 

Nanchester rose from 75,000 to 303,000, and stood in 1891 _at 505,000; 

in Bolton, . the respective figures It/ere 18, coo, 61,000 and 156,000, and 

in BlaCkburn 12,000, 47,000 and 120,000; Oldham's popula tion of 12,000 
86 in 1801 had reached 131,000 by the end of the century. 

In spite of the disruptive effects \."hich such enormous popula tions 

movements cannot but have wrought, the evidence for a continuity of 

neighbourh0od feeling is striking. By the second -half of the century, 

there seems to have occurred a slackening off in local population turn-

over and a consolida tion of communities. Anderson's \-Iork on Preston 

points to a high degree of population movement, but mostly confined to 

the small "charmed circle" of the local neighbourhood and he conclude.~ 

by noting that even " ••• the continual residential mobility of these towns 

87 seems to have only rippled the surface of the neighbourhood feeling". 

84. For the development of weaving communities in north Lancashire, see 
G. H. Tupling , The Economic 'History of Ros sendale (London 1927) ch. 7; 
descriptions of small spinning communities in the south are to be 
found in Collier, Family Economy of t he Working Classe s, ch. 4; see 
further, J. D. Yarshall, "Col onisation a s a Factor in the Planting of 
Industrial Towns in north west England", in H. J. Dyos, ed., The Study 
of Urban History (London 1968) 215-30. 

85. Anderson, Family Structure in Lancashire, 34-41; A. Redford, Labour 
Hi gr ation in Engl and 1800-1850 (Manchester 1964). 

86. B. R. Nitchell and P. Deane, eds., Abstract of Briti sh Hi s torical 
Statistics (Ca'1lbridg0 1962), Table "Population and Vital Sta tistics", 
8, 24-7. 

8 . I 4 7. Anderson, Family Structure in Lancashire , 10 • 
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Patrick Joyce's comparison between the pollbooks for 1868 and 1871 census 

enumerators' schedules suggests what may have been a steadying of local 

88 population movements in the Lancashire towns. l-foreover, the local 

specialisms and reputations of the old occupational communities survived 

even in the large centres of Hetropolitan Lancashire where, after mid-

century, thera occurred a settling of the population around the colonies 
I . 

in the form of "to\,;,nlets". or "urban villag~s" - sub-sets of the larger 

connurbation within which community life might flourish. 89 The adult 

male cotton workforce and, particularly" the pattern of family employment 

was a further important factor making for continuity and stability •. 90 

Urban village or townlet life broke down the anonymity of the 

connurbation and formed a local social milieu in which personal interaction . 

was genuinely possible. As Reach observed, cotton in Lancashire imposed 
. . 

an overall uniformity upon the mill towns: " ••• these towns wear a 

monotonous sameness of aspect, physical and moral ••• in all essentials a 

description of one is a description of all." 91 Yet this uniformity 

. embraced a diversity of local patterns and communal forms. "Every 

industrial city, of course, folds within itself a clutter of loosely 

9; defined overlapping 'villages''', Roberts has recalled of Edwardian Salford: 

88. Patrick Joyce, "The Factory Politics of Lancashire in the later Nineteen 
Century", The Historical Journal XVIII (1975) 530. 

89. Joyce, ibid., 528-30; Marshall, Colonisation in .north west England", 
~. cit:--

90. Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, Table 2 (b), 29, shows the 
incr0ased likelihood of COttO~1 \"orkers staying in the industry as 
they aged. 

91. C. Aspin, ed., Angus Bethune Reach: Manchester and the Textile 
Districts in 1849 (Helmshore 1972) 71. 

92. Roberts, The Classic sium, 16. 
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Those in the Great Britain of seventy years ago \iere almost 
self-contained communities. Our own consisted of some thirty 
streets and alleys locked along the north and south by two 
railway systems a furlong apart. About twice that distance 
to the east lay another slum which turned on its farther side 
into a land of bonded \iarehouses and the city proper. West 
of us, well beyond the tramlines, lay the middle classes, bay
windowed and begardened. We knew them not. 

Many such communities were incompletely absorbed into the urban sprawl 

and retai~ed a strong sense of their own colonial identities as the true 

work and social centres of community life and within which even rural 

traditions might have survived. 93 

Whilst this pattern of urban development ensured that community 
. 

feeling survived in the mill tot.ms, there is some indication that it may 

have helped to undermine paternalist and other forms of communal politics. 

Joyce has sought to demonstrate that eru!Jloyer influence and authority, -

based upon economic power and operative within the factory workforc<i as 

a whole, remained effective during. the latter part of the century. 94 

But it must be recalled that from as early as the 18306, the industrial 

and commercial classes had begun moving out of the towns into the 

burgeoning suburban areas, districts like Rusholme, Broughton and Pendleton 

adjoining Manchester. As these areas were in their turn overwhelmed by 

the city's growth, the richer businessmen began to move ever further 

away from the urban sphere of influence - to rural Cheshire, or the Fyide 

coast. 95 As P. F. Clarke has pointed out, this was not purely a 

93. See, in particular, Marshall, "Colonisation in north west England". 
for an important analysis of the surviving autonomy of the old out
worker colonies. Anderson, "Household structure and Industrial 
Revolutionll , 215, in fact describes the mill t01lms as sta."1ding mid
way between a predominantly rural, and an urban-industrial community. 

94. Joyce, Factory Politics of Lancashire", .£E. ~. 
95. Engels noted the social segregation of classes in Hanchester as earl, 

as the 1840s: . cf. Condition of the Horking Class, 78-80; . for. the 
position in l ate century, see Rowley, Fifty Years, 9; Davies, North 
Cou~try Bred, 88. 



Hanchester phenomenon: "All over Lancashire, proud burghers were 

succeeded by generations less committed to the smokey towns." 96 By 

late century, the pattern of urban social apartheid h~d begun to prove 

corrosive of the old ties of deference ~/hich contiguous residence had 

once successfully underscored. 

The distinctive feature of working class community life in the mill 

towns of the north west was, then, a bounded parochiality rooted i~ the 

local traditions of the old industrial colonies, and around which the 

towns had expanded - a mosaic of urban villages which went to make up 

the larger connurbation. People born locally deliberately clustered 

together ill. the same streets or parts of the town, and these "co-villagers" 

provided Ct range of reciprocated services which \'/ere a natural extension 

of those characterising kinship networks. It was not only relatives who 

~/ould try to live in close proximity' to each other. YJigrants to the GOwns-

particularly, of course, the Irish - huddled together in groups or joint 

households where supportive interaction facilitated the adaptation to urban 

living. 97 Workmates and lodgers, too, resided in the same localities, 

perhaps because the established residents had taken them in to their own 

homes or had been instrumental in finding accommodation. 98 

has concluded from his study of Preston: 99 

As Anderson 

-
96. P. F. Clarke, Lancashire and the New Liberalism (Cambridge 1971) 30. 

97. Anderson, Family structur~ in Lancashire, 101; J. Haslett and W. J. 
Lowe, "Household struc ture and Ov€:rcro\'/ding among the Lancashire 
Irish 1851-1871", Histoire sociale-Social History, X (1977) 58. 

98. Anderson, ~., 101-106. 

99. Anderson, ~., 103. 
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The sense of community that seems sometimes at least to have 
built up in these communities was probably reinforced by the 
fact that neighbours, ':Jorkmates, co-villagers, friends, and 
even fellO\., church members, \.,.ould usually have been the same 
people, so that the attractions and solidarity 't/hich developed 
in one relationship would reinforce the others and make it 
that much more difficult to break community norms ••• 

Such "community norms" were operative precisely because community 

life in Lancashire shaped the attitudes and perceptions of many residents 

who, in all likelihood, .would rarely venture outGide the familiar te::.: .• itory 

of their own locality. Until the cOming of electric tramcars in the 

first decade of the present century when, for the first time the majority 

of working ~eople were able to take advantage of cheap urban transport, 

the population remained generally immobile. 100 As J. R. Clynes haa 

recalled o~ his native Oldham, most men and women " ••• died in their own -

towns and villages without ever having travelled five mi~es from the spot 

where they were born. To them the rest of the world was a shadowy place, 

101 merging into the boundaries of unreality.1t Most working men and 

vomen were tied by their place of work, but they might have established 

in addition their own place in the community - a cer~tin position in the 

local pub, a credit account with the corner ahop, . and so on - and su~h 

relationships were not lightly relinquished. 102 A survey of the working 

class autobiographies recently compiled by John Burnett reveru.s that much 

house movement was extremely localised, rarely, in fact, taking the migrant 

outside the boundaries of his own. community; whilst Anderson found that 

100. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 146. 

101. J. R. Clynes, Memoirs 1869-1924 (London 1937) 33; in his auto
bicgraphy Fighti ng Through Li fe (London 1935) 6, Joe Toole describes 
the streets of Salford as a IIprisontl, from which few !'arely escaped. 

102. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 29. 



over 40% of his Preston sample vlere to be located in 1861 in the same 

house, or within 200 yards of that house, they had occupied ten years 

I , 103 ear ~er. 

Huch first hand evidence attests to the fact that neighbourhood 

contact in the mill to\-InS \Olas both frequent and familiar. 

104 streets of Ancoats of an evening, according to Reach, 

And thus, the 

••• p • .'o:lsent a scene of very considerable quiet enjoyment. The 
people all appear to be on the best of terms with each other, . 
and laugh and gossip from window to \.,rindo\\', and door to door. 
The women in particular, are fond of sitting in groups upon 
their thresholds sewing and knitting; the children sprawl about 
beside them, and there is the amount of m.,reethearting going 
for1tlard which is naturally to be l O:Jked' for under such circum
stances. 

Alice Foley of Bolton recalls that the cc~ner shop in her community was a 

recognised neighbourhood meeting place, where the women would spend mtch 

of their time simply sitting and chatting. 105 The prevalence of 

sobriquets in Lancashire life is further illustration of this sense of 

community; one frequently finds that working men and women used nick-names 

in addressing or referring to their friends and neighbours to such an 

106 
extent that their real names might on occasions allude them. 

other pieces of evidence seem to support the 'proposition that 

neighbourhood solidarity was often strong. Anderson, for instance, reports 

cases of neighbour endogamy in mid-nineteenth century Preston. 107 Another 

witness tells of how the r~sidents of Trafford street, Salford, carne to 

the aid of a family \ofhose main bread\dnner had contracted tuberculosis, 

103. John Burnett, Useful '1'oi1: Autobiogra hies of ~lorking Peo Ie from . 
the 1820s to the 1920s (London 197 292; j,nderson, Family structure 
in Lancashire, 42. 

104. Reach, 1~anche6ter and the Textile· Districts, .8. 

105. Alice Foley, A Bolton Childhood (hanchester 1973) 20. 

106. Ormeroq, Lancashire Life and Character, 18. 

107. Anderson, Family structure in Lancashire, 104 • 
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108 by arranging a collection to finance his recuperation. During difficult 

times in the \iorking class community, " ••• old street quarrels were at 

109 once forgotten, and the poor did indeed help the poor." Roberts' work 

on childhood in later nineteenth century Lancashire has revealed that: 

"Virtually all the children witnessed their mothers and neighbours helping 

each other in times of need; neighbours' washing was taken in if it 
I 

rained and they were out, newly confined women and their families were 

110 given bowls of soup, dying neighbours \'1ere sat with through the nig~t." 

One of the respondants in this study is cited by Roberts to the follo\'ling 

effect: 111 

11y grandma was a wonderful woman, she was always looking after 
people. There was a man had TB and eight or nine children and 
they '..-ouldn' t have a thing. She used to tear cloth up and 
there was always napldns. She was making scouse one day and 
she said to me, 'NO\of put another bu.sinful of water, there's some 
kids to feed.' It was thinner. But the neighbours all helped 
each other. A christening go~ w")'u.ld go right round a. street. 

As noted above, the community of neighbours and friends would usually 

provide a supply of mid\'rives and childminders', washerwomen, tea'ofomen and 

dress makers for the working family. In the Hankey Park of Greenwood's 
. -, 

classic novel, credit and pawn was arranged informally by neighbours for 

112 the purpose of buying new clothes. 

In all this, a pervading sense of local identification was ever 

present. outsiders like F. B. Smith, for many years a clergyman in the 

108. Toole, Fighting Through Life, 30-31. 

109. Toole,~., 3. 

110. Roberts, "Living and Learning", 20. 

111. Roberts, ~.t 20. 

112. Walter Greenwood, Love on the Dole (Harmondsworth 1974) 102-9. 
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mill towns of Lancashire, were immediately impressed by the pronounced 

nffini ties of the vIOrk people with their OVID locale. 113 Huch of this 

identification was closely related to the particular product or specialism 

of the textile industry prevailing locally; although only five miles 

separated Nelson and Burnley, their industrial traditions were quite 

distinct, and no more pejorative epithet could be applied to a Nelson 

. 114· working mar. than that of his being a "Bu. nley waver". Parochial 

affiliations and identities are to be found evinced in Lancashire f9lk 

humour, much of which involved ridiculing the dialect, temperament or 

intelligence of people in neighbouring towns, or even the weather in those 

areas' 115 

It is crucial to set against the p~cture of solidaristic community 

life in Lancashire, however, the many accounts which testify to the acuity 

of status differentiation within the working class. _ The theme is recurrent 

in working class autobiographies: 116 

It is a mistake to look upon the working class as a sort of 
block, as a solid mass, when in fact it is composed of an 
infinitude of levels and grades and ranks, clearly recognised 
and quite as sharply differentiated as those .."hich exist in 
more exalted spheres of society ••• There were, too, the separa- . ' _ 
tion between the sldlled craftsman and the labourer and the . 
vast gulf which cut off from one another the people living in 
separate streets, attending the different schools and worshipping 
at the various chapels und churches. 

"vie were all poor in Trafford street", Joe Toole remembered, " ••• Yet we 
, 117 

had our class distinctions as in other walks of life." status symbols 

113. F. B. Smith, Parsons and Weavers: A study in Lancashire Clerical 

~ (London 1897) 3. 

114. I am grateful to Janet Weinroth for this point. 

115. Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character, 32; Pateman, Dunshaw, 45. 

116. Bargar,et HcCarthy, Genera tion in Revolt (London 1953) 21. 

117. 

~ -----

Toole, Fi.~hting Through Life, 4; 
~, 13- 1. 

see further, Roberts, The Classic 
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pervaded all aspects of "/orking class lif9: ·clothes and f amily possessions 

k d t th .. f th· d 1 t· th ·t 118 th mar e ou e asp~r~ng rom e ~n 0 en ~n e commum y; e 

presence of a drunkard or an illegitimate birth in the family would occasion 

much adverse local comment; 119 and those who shopped at the co-operative 

stores - in which credit on purchases was strictly disavowed - were in 

everybody's eyes a cut above those who lived from hand to mouth on the 

120 tick of the corner shop. Even the annual wakes \'1eek holiday signalled 

the activation of social differences, as Stella Davies recalled: "I 'J':\dly 

wrulted to go to Blackpool ••• but Blackpool was 'common', co I was not 

taken. 1I 121 

In all working class communities there were certain areas or streets 

which, by general assent, were deemed "rough", and where the sense of 

release of ~turday evening - helped along by heavy drinking invariably 

brought street fights. Violence was cOlumonly . found among the colliers, . 

whose rowdy pastimes in this sense merely mirrored their harsh work situa

tion. 122 But the hierarchy of the community which separated the rough 

from the respectable took in a range of occupational and ethnic factors. 

At the apex of the pyramid were to be found shopkeeper3, publicans and 

skilled tradesmen, and slightly below them the semi-skilled labouring ~ . 

popula tion. Cotton workers were themselves SOCially graded. Weavers 

were counted as "top" of their class, followed by winders and di-awers-in, 

and then came the spinners, who lost standing because of the presence of 

a strong Irish element. Female operatives in the finishing trades or 

118. Roberts, ~., 20, 32-33, 37-41. 

119. Some indication of the shame faIt by respectable families with a 
drunken r elative is afforded by Hargaret Penn, l.funchester 14 Hiles 
(Cambridge 1947) 28; for working class attitudes to illegitimacy, 
see Davies, North Country Bred, 46; Roberts, ~., l~7. 

120. J. Lawson, A Han's Life (London 1944) 31. 

121. Davies, North Country Bred, 48. 
122. Raymo d Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire t·1iners, 245-50 • 



dye-works filled the lowest bracket. At the base were to be found the 

un&~lled labourers, themselves apportioned into plainly defined groups 

according to occupation, possessions and family connections. By common 

assent, the lowest groups included the rough Irish, idlers, beggars, fallen 

women and recidivist petty thieves. 123 

Nost families were well aware of their position and standing in the 

community and which they jealously guarded, mindful of the fact that an 

untoward a~~, a drunken row or an improvident husband or mother, might all 

too easily reduce them in the social estimation. No profound anal-ysis 

was needed for the social hierarchy of everyday life was subtly reinforced 

and sustained in all day to day dealings. The public house, for instance, 

faithfully mirrored these community patterns: the status of the mule 

spinners was registered in the designation of II}1ule Spinners Onlyll bars,-

124 whilst the epithet IIhe's only a tap-room man" was a common slur. In 

the north Lancashire tovm of "Dunshaw", the least respectable public house 

\ias called "The Ragpickers" - as its name suggests, frequented only by the 

scavengers and the lov/est grades in the cotton industry. 125 The social 

inferiority of the tacklers - by general agreement an unskilled and menial 

occupation in cotton manufacture - was constantly reinforced in jibes .. about 

their "gawmlessness" or stupidity, and is harshly· evoked in a popular 

dialect poem by William Barton: 
126 

His heyd's not o'erstocked wi' much knowledge, or brains, 
But a tackler requires nooan, yo know, 

An' if he's as numb as a greyt lump 0' wood, 
He'll nobbut be t'smac as 'em 0; 

\-/od he's lacking i' knowledge, he has t ' conceit, 
He's a mighty big mon, in his way, 

An' if suppin' flat pints meks a qualified mon, 
He's fit for a tackler today. 

123. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 17-21. 

124. S. D. Chapman, The Cotton Industry in the Industrial Revolution 
(London 1972) 58; Roberts, ibid., 19. 

125. Pa temb , Dunshav/, · 18. 
126. Pateman, ibid., 45. 
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Two features of working class community life in later nineteenth 

century Lancashire thus stand out. First, the existence of parochial and 

strictly circumscribed patterns of behaviour and thought, closely related 

to the particular features of occupational and work situations locally, 

may be held to characterise these communities. Second, there was in 

evidence at all times a tension, between working class mutuality and 

differentiation and which must, in the interests of accuracy, be acc~rded 

due weight. It is no contradiction to assert tha'c working class life 

was at once solidaristic and stratified'; the two poles of social behaviour 

"/ere ever-present, their relative strength ebbine: and flowing as the 

si tuation warranted and in response to changing circumstances, as may be 

gauged from the analysis of selected aspects of working class COmIDunjty 

Itfe in the north west to which we shall now turn. 

If, as was noted at the outset of this chpater, the defining features 

ofworY~ng class life lie in its concrete, immediate and, above all, 

distinctly personal qualities, then it is surely to everyday social 

patterns and institutions that we should turn in seeking to appreciate 

the full flavour of the \-/orking clas/;"; community in Lancashire. In \.,Ihat 

follows, certain aspects of community life in the region will be discussed 

and which, whilst by no means aspiring to a rounded picture of this rich 

and varied culture, may nevertheless highlight some of those features of 

popular life which were recreated in political form by the socialist 

movement which gained currency in the north west. 

W~ may begin by examining one everyday - but often neglected - facet 

of Lanca&lire popular life, namely, the community of the street. Against 

the privatised and home-centred ethos of the middle classes, working class 

street life is frequently deprecated as unruly and anarchic. Nothing 

• OJ" ........... - .... b _.,.. ......... ~ _ ..... -.-...... _ ......... ---. ... .,.-...-~___ ~,,~.'"' ...... _,_ ....... _~ _ _____ ~ .... _ ... ____ .... 
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could be further from the truth. For working pe ople , the community of 

the street was but a natural dimension of familial and friendship netvlOrks, 

displaying its own deeply textured social patterns and inviolable norms 

of conduct. The front door of the typical working class terraced cottage 

of the northern manufacturing centres opened out of the living room 

directly onto the street and, in consequence of this fact and that of over-

- 127 -crowding, 'femily life spilled naturally out onto the street. The 

links bet'tleen the two dimensions of \'Jorking class life were noted by Reach: 

"In most cases the doors of the houses stand hospitably open, and young 

128 children cluster over the thresholds and swarm out upon the pavement." 

"Neighbouring" from house to house "las thus a natural activity, although 

it should be recalled that a subtle cod~ of conduct dicta ted when the 

129 moment was propitious for a person to en'ter a neighbour's house. 

Working class street life flourished in the evenings after work, when 

the operatives would mingle in the streets or alleys, gossiping with each 

other, smoking, or perhaps placing a friendly wager on a game of Itpit~h 

and toss". 130 At weekends, the streets would be cro"/ded, for on 

Saturdays it was customary for the womenfolk in Lancashire to utilise the 

half-day holiday by cleaning about the house - their penchant for scrubbing 

and whitening the doorsteps, "dth much coming and going by the children 

in and out of the house, made this work much more than a privati sed 

131 -activity. The men of the family might lend a hand with repairs and 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131 • 

See further, Haslett and LO\'Ie, "Household Structure and Overcro\>/ding" t 
.£E. cit; Hoggart, Uses of Liter acy, 58. Working class housing in 
south Lancashire is analysed by 'vI . J. Smith , "The .r.rchitecture of the 
Dome stic System in S.E. Lancashire and the Adjoining Pennines" ~ in 
S. D. Chapman, ed., A Hi s tory of ':/orki ng Class HousiDQ (Ne\O/ton Abbott 
1971) 249-75. -
Reach, Hanches ter and the Textile Dis tricts, 6. 
Haggart, Uses of Literacy, 58-71. 
Roberts, "Living and Learning", 20; Toole, Fi ghting Through Li.fe, 56. 
- ( 

Reach, Manchester and the Textile Di s tricts , 8; Pateman, Dunsha~, 49. 
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suchlike but, if 'tie fo11o\" Thomas Wright's account, then these dome stic 

chores w~uld appear to have involved neighbours and friends alike. His 

description of the working man's Sunday, too, sho\</s clearly the importance 

of the social life of the street. 132 

For working class children, street life was a logical extension of 

-
the home. Alice Foley has recalled that: ItThe street in which I was 

-
nurtured as a small girl had little to boast of, except that in an odd 

. -
\'iay we regarded it as Our street, and rich in its O\'/D quality of communal 

life." 133 The typical games and sports of' the children were adapted . 
. - ~. .... 

to the confines of the cobbled streets and the composition of gangs and 

rivalries would usually go by streets. For ~o.rking class youth, thel~e 

was al\'1ays something of interest abroad in the street: It ••• the man with 

the Polar Bear; a German Band, a tipster, Horris Dancers, the Salvation 

Army, Nigger minstrels, weddings, funerals ••• A Birth, a bra\il, a christeningI 

a visit to the Band of Hope for prayer, all made life interesting.1f 134 

As they grew older, so the courtship rituals of working class adolescents · 

had to be adapted to street life. Hannah l1i tchell tells of the way in 
. . ~ . 

It/hich young men and \-/omen would parade along the streets, passing each 

other at regular intervals a t which points introductions might be effected; 

--
it \-/as, she laconically observes, "The working girl's equivalent to the 

London .season." 135 

132. Thomas \.Jright ,CThe Journeyman EngineerJ, Some Habits and Customs 
of tdorking Classes (London 1867) 184-248, for accounts of the working 
class Saturday and Sunday. 

133. Foley, Bolton Childh~, 15. 

134. Toole, Figh tins Throu~h Life, 33-4; Roberts , "Living and Learning". 
23. 

135. G. Hi tchell, ed., The Hard Way Up: The Autobiography of Hannah 
Mi tchell (London 1968) 83. 
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Life for working people in Lancashire centred upon the communal 

group life of a small number of kno\~ streets; here it was that the 

individual secured a place in the community, where idiosyncracies were 

recognised and tolerated or special talents valued and shared. The 

richly social character of street life brought a rarely accorded dimension 

to worldng class behaviour which those viewing from outsi.de the communi t-y 

have been apt to miss. The alleged embourp.:eoisement inherent in the 

factory operatives' attachment to the friendly and building societies 

noted above, for instance, carries less weight when it is recalled that 

these inst:i."';.utions gre\". out of \vorking class l;fe, rather than imposing 

upon it paradigmatic patterns of bourgeois thrift or individual advance-

mente For these institutions were more akin to communal activities; 

the subscriptions to the friendly society or the clothing clubs were paid 

weekly and \'1erc collected by the "club ~~.,,, who called from door to door, 

becoming himself a recognised part of the community and even an intimate 

confidente or adviser on domestic matters. 136 Lodge meetings viera 

usually arranged informally, in neighbour's houses or in the local public 

house, and were as much a social occasion as dictated by consideration of . 

self-improvement. 

Shops and marketing provide another instance of the manner in which 

the community of the street brought a vital social colouration to what 

outsiders might otherwise regard as a unidimensional economic transaction. 

Most of the time, working women relied on the local corner shop which 

became in many communities a gregarious social centre. Robert Robert's 

account 01 Ed\vardian Salford life - itself written from the vantage point 

of a corner shop - amply corroborates this impression. 137 

136. Toole, Fighting Through Life, 66. 
t 

137 •. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 42-3, et. passim. 

Again, in many 
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mill towns it was the local clos gers shop - clogs being an important item 

of clothing for the cotton operatives - which took on a similar role as 

a meeting place, where workers congregated and gossiped, smoked or read 

138 the newspapers. For the menfolk the barbers shop would, in like 

fashion, be a local institution where Sundays might be passed in the 

company of one's workmates. 139 

This e~nse of communal activity may&so be discerned in Walter 

Tomlinson's memorable evocation of "Harketing with the Poor on saturday 

Night." 140 Saturday evening was the favoured time with Lancashire 

families for visitin3 nearby markets to purchase the food for the weekend, 

old clothes or tools. Markets like the famous "Flat Iron" market in 

Salford were crowded on Saturday nights and, whilst much bargain hunting 

undoubtedly went on, a carnival atmosphere flourished. Husbands would 

accompany their wives to the market and then congregate in "another place" 

to await their spouses. Even those vd thout money would nevertheless go 

regularly to the market to imbibe the colourful scene, while " ••• the mill 

girls trouble less than usual about their headgear ••• and seem to be 

thoroughiy enjoying their fashionable parade." 141 This was clearly more 

than an account of shopping pure and simple: as Tomlinson v~yly observed, 

as the evening wears on, "the beer is now getting abroad." 

The above discussion of v/orking class street life, shops and marketing, 

though necessarily brief has sought to highlight the deeper, distinctly 

social qualities of these seemingly mundane activities, patterns of 

behaviour which mirrored the community setting. Once more, however, the 

138. Pateman, Dunshaw, 48. 
139. Hright, Some Habits and Customs, 219-24. 
140. v/alter Tomlinson, Bye-ways of Nanchester Life (London 1887) ch. 10; 

see also Thomas \'Jright, The Grea t Unwashed (London 1868) 201-16. 

11t1. Tomlinson,~., 107. . , 
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communal aspects of working class life must be tempered by recalling the 

status divisions and hostilities which permeated community life. In the 

street or the corner shop it might be manifested in malicious gossip, moral 

disapprobation or even ostracism of disfavoured individuals or f amilies. 

Different shops had t heir o\Yn status rankings , material possessions 

clearly marked off the respectable from the rough working class f amily, 

and so on. 

The typical leisure pur sui ts of the Lancashire working class are 

again useful in affording some indication of the qualities of popular life 

for they, too, grew out of community pat terns and reflect its structure 

and assumptions. For many working men and women, the public house was 

the centre of their lives. Lancashire was, of course, the home of the 

teetotal movement and due to its influence, together ~th that of th~ 

Band of Hope and the Nonconformist denominations, not a f e"'l Lancashit'.) men 

142 shunned all contact with intoxicating liquor. For very many more, 

however, drink was truly the quickest 'flay out of Manchester. It has 

been calculated that in the latter part of the last century, the average 

working class family spent one fifth of its total income on alcoholic 

drink - an outgoing which sorely depressed living standards - although 

143 t he proportion would obviously vary in particular cases. There is 

142. For the temperance and Band of Hope movements in Lancashire, see 
Brian Harrison, Dr i nk and t he Vi ct orians : The Temoer ance Question 
in Engl and 1815-1872 (London 197 1) 109 , 148 , 192-94 , 219 ; Lilian 
Lev/is Shiman, "The Band of Hope Hoveruent: Respectable Recreation 
for \>Jorking Class Children", Victorian St udi es XVII (1973) 49-74; 
Roberts, The Classic Slum, 152- 53 . 

143. J. ROvmtree and A. Sher\oJell, Temper ance Problem and Social Re form 
(London 1900) 10ff; A. E . Dingle, "Dr ink and )jorking Cl ass Living 
Standards in Britain 1870-1914", Economic Histor y ReVi ew, 2nd ser., 
XXV (1972) 608-22. 
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little cause to assume that the north west was any less well served by 

public houses than elsewhere in the country. In fact, in 1902 there 

were 486 public houses and 2,39L~ beer. and wine houses in Manchester alone _ 

or one licensed premises for every 189 persons in the city. 144 \fuen 

James Fraser assumed the Bishopric of Nanchester and moved to Lancashire 

in 1870, he was shocked at the prevalence of drunkenness: "I had no id~a 
f 

of the extent of the ravages caused by i~temperance till I came to 

Lancashire", he wrote to Glads tone in that year: "Here I see the demon 

in the fulness of his power - demoralising, corrupting, criminalising a 

145 noble people ." 

Working class drinking was pre-eminently a social activity, for it 

was an esc8ge from the harsh reality into the bright and brash conviviality 

of the public house. But it is again an accurate guid~ to status 

differentiation within the working class community. Those inhabitants 

of the districts surrounding Northenden, near Manchester, who made the 

trip to the weekly "Sunday Saturnalia" went primarily tc spend the whole 

146 day drinking, but also to enjoy the outing and sense cf occasion. 

Tomlinson t s . description of this event is distinctly one of rough "'/orking 

class life, but a much broader spectrum of the working class community 

\"ould go regularly to the "free and easysll t "Harmonic Heet:i.ngsll or 

147 
"singing saloons" held in the public houses on saturday nights. Here 

the audience v/ere encouraged to join in the singing and general merry-making 

144. Harr, Housing in l-1anchester and Salford, 28. 
145. Citp.d by Harrison, Drink and the Victorians, 363. 
146. 
147. 

Tomlinson, Bye-ways of Hanchester Life, ch. 17. 
N. B. Smith, "Victorian Entertainment in the Lancashire Cotton Towns". 
in S. P. Bell, ed., Victorian Lancashire (Newton Abbott 1974) 174-77; 
Toole, Fighting Through Life, 50-51. 
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and, not surprisingly, some of these establishments gained bad reputations 

and would only be patronised by the wilder sections of the labouring 

population. Nevertheless, the free and easy was a generally popular 

social diversion, although it is noticeable that many artisans and future 

labour leaders who left autobiographies and memoirs rarely mention the 

role of drink and the public house in their lives. 148 Certainly, for 

th t l ' ki f 11i th b t b t' 149 e mos asp rlong wor ng am es e pu was a a 00 pas lome. . . 

The most important social institution in Lancashire working class 

life, after the public house, was undoubtedly theatre and msuic hall and 

here, by contrast, the appeal \Olas genuinely wide. Repertory theatre was 

extremely popular in the north west and there were well established 

theatres in al~ the major towns in the region by the second half of the 

150 nineteenth century. Performances at the working class theatre mieht 

range from the unpretentious "penny reading" through to more ambitious 

productions, and \ ... hich usually attracted a fair spread of people from the 

neighbouring communities. It seems clear from accounts presented by 

Thomas i'/right and others that the audience ranged from the unruly "roughs" 

to the more se~ious minded "orderlies". 151 Joe Toole from Salford, 

certainly of' the latter category and himself an intelligent and studious 

148. The attitude is nicely expressed by Philip Snowden, An Autobiography 
(London 1934), 22; "The Sunday school and the Chapel, and, I regret 
to add, the public house, were the centres of what so~ial life there 
\O/as in the parish." . . 

I 

149. Margaret Penn's aspiring family were anxious to avoid any contact 
\dth drink: Manchester 14 Miles, 28; from another point of view, 
articulate working men like Roland Kenney, condemned drink for its 
stupefying effects: cf. \'/estering : An Autobiography (London 1939) 23. 

150. Smith, "Victorian Entertai!l!Ilent in Lancashire", 170-72; Eric ltl.idwinter, 
Old Liverpool (Ne\O/ton Abbott 1971) 23-39, for the history of the 
Liverpool Royal Court Theatre. 

151. \<Jright, Some Hubi ts and Customs, 152-80. 
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man, devotes much space in his autobiography to discussing the place of 

theatre in popular life and, for many like him, it was by all accounts 

a formative cultural experience. 152 

Another form of entertainment was the music hall, which had almost 

universally replaced broadside street ballad singing by the 1850s and 

attained its apogee in the 'nineties. The music halls of the Hetropolis 

were rigidly stratified by clientelle but, in the industrial provinces, 

they were genuinely popular and expansive: their public was the fide_serving 

poor" - "labourers, artisans, porters, navvies, street-sellers of all 

kinds •• • 1I/i th their \dves, their sisters or their sweethearts. II 153 The 

association between music hall song and jingoistic fervour is, of course, 

well known but, although many songs embodied "a true-blue ultra-conservative 

declaration of loyalty or a knowing bit of sarcasm", there is little 

indication that such sentiments had much impact upon .the, 'working cla::;;s: 154 

rather, the attraction of music hall for the Lancashire work people lay 

in the f act that it " ••• indicated, with a bitter humour or sentimentality, 

the everyday life and romantic hopes of the working class and their relation

ships with other soci~ groups of Victorian society." 155 . ~ . 

The popularity of the music hall with all sections of the Lancashire 

working class is advertised in the life of Willie Pickerill, a skilled and 

intelligent engineer who in early life had hoped to make stage and song .his 

152. 

153. 

154. 

155. 

Toole, Fighting Through Life, 69-73, et. passim; Johnson, Willie 
Pick, I'assim. 

C. E. B. Russell and E. '1'. Campagnac, "Poor Peoples' Music Halls in 
Lancashire", The Economic Review, X (1900) 290-91. 

Laurence Senelick, "Politics and El'.tertainment: Victorian Nusic Hall 
Sones", Victorian Studies, XIX (1975) 151; Stedman Jones, "Hotes 
on the Remaking ••• ", 490-97; the i mpact of jingois tic music hall song 
on the workers is questioned by Henry Pelling in his "British Labour 
and British I mperialism ll , in Popular Politic s and SOCiety, 87-8; 
R. Price, An I mperial Har and t he Br iti sh ;:ior lcins Cl ass (Lond'on 1972). 

Smith, "Victorian Entertainment in Lancashire ll , 179. 
I 
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career. 156 His biographer points out how, 

Lancashire folk were mad about music hall •••• Add to the dead pan 
Lancashire humour the physical surroundings of the Halls - red 
plush gilt, engraved glass, the Bar, and above all the great 
curtain finished "vi th gold light rising slowly to reveal a world 
vastly different from that of everyday. Outside there were rows 
of dingy streets, pavements blowing with dark dust, the rain
sodden winds of the north "'lest, the certainty that 6 a.m. would 
see you, dinner tin /in hand, already clocking on at .the 'shop' 
••• As by a miracle, troubles becrune transmuted into delight. 

Music making was ingrained into the life . of the Lancashire work people, 

gro\dng out of and sweetening the drab and dreary surroundings of everyday 

life. In [,:i.s autobiography describing Lancashire life in the earlier 

years of the nineteenth century, the cotton spinner Moses Heap tells of the 

intense lov~of the Rossendale people for music, and of people who tramped 

over the hills in all weathers to join friends in cottage concerts lasting 

well into the night. 157 

Much opportunity for music making and song lay in connection with 

the church or chapel which, as we shall see in the next Chapter, provided 

a unique outlet for working class cultural expression. But music was 

also, of course, secular in inspiration and sprang directly from the' . lives 

of the Lancashire ~/orking class. We learn, for instance, that singing 

was a popular street activity during the summer evenings in the working 

class districts of Salford. 158 Choirs and ."glee clubs" were extremely 

popUlar, often being arranged infor@ally, and ... dth practice sessions being 

held outside . mill hours; 159 whilst "bands of music" paraded the streets 

156. Johnson, 'dillie Pick, 29. 

157. Mose's Heap, Hoses Heap of Rossendale (1821~1913): l ·~y Life and Times 
(n.d.), typescript in the Hanchester Central Libraries. 

158. Toole, Fighting Through Life, .'52-3. 

159. Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character, 61-7, for the place of music 
and singing in Lancashire popular life. 
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upon the least excuse and their numbers were legion. In 1853, the first 

organised brass band contest had been staged at the Belle Vue Zoological 

Gardens in H,lllchester and, by the 1860s, "banding" had become tremendously 

160 
popular ... lith Lancastrians. Brass bands sprung up everywhere - in 

neighbourhoods, mills, trade unions, and so on - and were vociferously 

supported at contests with the kind of ze ,~ that was later to be accorded 

to football teams. Each summer, the industrial towns of .Lancashire staged 

brass band contests which became popular events unrivalled in their 

excitement and carnival gaiety, and even, the employers were known on 

occasions to shut down their mills for the duration. 

\f.hen Bacup Old Band competed at Belle Vue in 1864, the whole to~ . 

was by all accounts fiercely partisan in its loyalties as Isaac Leach, tho 

band's historian, has recalled: 161 

The excitement in the neighbourhood was intense, and for days 
before the contest the fate of .the band at Belle Vue was the 
sole topic of conversations. The rehearsals in the yard of 
Broadclough ~till on the Sunday before the contest were attended 
by thousands. On the morning of the contest special excursion,' 
trains were run from Bacup and the mills had to stop. 

Words are too weak to describe the scene inside the large 
hall inside Belle Vue when the Bacup board was hoisted as the 
winner of the first prize. The excursior~sts from Bacup were 
frantic with joy and could not tell how to express their feelings. 
It was after midnight when the band reached Bacup ... ,here the whole 
of the inhabitants were out a\vaiting their arrival. Along 
Nevlchurch Road the band played John Brown t s Body and the crovlds, 
thousands in number, joined in the strains. 

Mills were known to rival each ot4er for the quality of their bands and 

reputations \iere jealously guarded. There can be little doubt as to the 

spontaneous enthusiasm ."lhich local brass bands generated. They were, above 

160. For the background to the ' brass band movement, see John F. Russell 
and J. H. Elliot, The Brass Band Hovement (London 1936). 

161. Cited by C}~i6topher Aspin, Lancashire, The First Industrial SOCiety 
(Helmshore 1969) 172-73. 
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all else, rooted in working class life and they allovled working people to 

control their music making in a democratic fashion: the minutes of the 

Dobcross band " ••• may well have been articles of association, laying dovln 

democratic processes and purposes '(ho\'/ many committee men, ho\'l elected, how 

long for, etc.) but they are evidence of a feeling of belonging to a 

general movement, and of \rishing to conform to accepted standards and 

. 162 
practices." 

A similar sense of distinctly local rooting and expression may be 

detected in many of the pastimes and sports popular with Lancashire working-

men. Brass bands, bowling clubs, pigeon rac~ng, greyhound and whippet 

racing, ratting, football and cricket teams, often growing out of the 

informal aosociation of factory, pub or neighbourhood had, by late cent~, 

come to replace the more brutal working class sports like bull baiting, 

dog fighting and cockfighting common during the Lanoastrian wakes. 163 

"Purring", or clog fighting, remained popular in the mining districts but 

it reflected the rough edges of vlorking class life that were gradually 

164 being smoothed over. Tne rise of the mass spectator sports during 

the later nineteenth century must, of course, figure in any account of 
. ~. 

working class life. The popularity which organised football soon attained 

with the working population is often noted and, as R. Q. Gray has recently 

shol,om, its wide appeal was indicative of the emergence of a more homogeneous 

165 working class culture. 

162. Henry Livings, That the l'.edals and the Batons be 
story of a Village B<lnd 1 75-1975 Nev/ton Abbott 

The 

164. 

165. 

For the decline of the brutal working class sports, see Har.rison, 
Drink and the Victorians, 32-49; pateman, Dunshaw, 184ff. 

Challinor, Lancashire and Cheshire Niners, 246-49. 

R. Q. Gray, The Labour Aris tocracy in Victorian Edinburgh (Oxford 
1976) 116-18; Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character, 84-91. . 
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It seems clear, hO\;lever, that the early development of football 

embodied a large measure of participatory democracy. "The great majority 

of the league clubs of today", one commentator has recently noted, "grew 

out of the concern of groups of working men to develop their primary group 

relationships in \"/hat leisure time they had." 166 v/i th the coming of 

the Saturday half-day holiday, \;lorking men now had more time to enjoy 

and play b~orts, and particularly football, attracted by its relative 

cheapness and simpliCity. Many of the early football clubs grew directly 

out of occupational groups (such as Nanchester United, formed by workers 

on the Lancashire and Yorkshire railway; or' Darwin F .C., a team of mill-

\"lOrkers who reached the fourth round of the challenge cup in 1878), chapels 

and Sunday schools (Everton), and schooLs and factories. 167 In like -

fashion, it is rarely appreciated that bowling and cr~cket, too, were 

genuinely \"/orking class games in the mill to\'Jns; here they had few, if 

any, of the genteel middle class overtones which accompanied these games 

in the south~rn couties of England. 168 

By late century, the annual wakes week holiday in Lancashire was 

\;lell established and \-Ias a jealously guarded and eagerly anticipated 'Period 

of relaxation for the factory population. It is well known, of course, 

that the coming of cheap transport had opened up the north west seaside 

resorts of Blackpool, Fleetwood, Morecambe and New Brighton to the mass 

al d f th t ' class. 169 Th L hi k annu exo us 0 e opera ~ve e ancas re wor ers 

166. Ian R. Taylor, "Soccer Consciousness and Soccer Hooliganism", in 
S. Cohen, ed., Images of Deviance (Harmondsworth 1971) 139-40, 140-43. 

167. James \'lalvin, The People t s Game (London 1975) 50-68; Midwinter, 
Old Liverpool, 131-48. 

168. For a comparison of crown and flat green bowling , see J ackson, 
Working Class Community, 106; Hervyn Jones, "Crown Territory", 
Ne\'1 St atesman, 19 August (1977) 241. 

169. Harold Perkin, liThe Social Tone of the Victorian Seaside Resorts in 
the North \>Jes t" , Nor thern Pi-story I XI (1975) 180-94. 
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regularly formed clothing clubs, saving schemes and co-operatively arranged 

"going off" clubs to save for the coming holiday. 170 Wakes ",Jeek was 

the major annual break for the work people in Lancashire, but one should 

not overlook the importance of traditional holidays and festivities in 

working class life. Easter and Hid-summer were two such popular dates, 

when pleasure fairs and ,circuses were regularly held in the north west. 171 
I 

As Frank Ormerod shows in his account of popular Lancashire life, fai~s 

were one of the more important features of working class society during 

172 this period. 

We may observe only one final feature of urban \'/orking class culture 

in later nineteenth century Lancashire. Paradoxically, perhaps, rural 

influences and traditions had by no means been obliterated without trace 

from working class life. The pattern of urban development in the north 

west around the traditional outworker colonies pos~bly aided the survival 

of old-established practices, but even th~ large to",ms there is some 

indication that Naturalist Clubs were popular with working men and ... romen. 173 

T... i ;:- valence of animals in working class life, suggested by a survey of 

Sunday leisure pursuits conducted in 1905, 174 is further indication of 

the survival of these traditions, whilst many working men went fis hing 

regularly, or grew vegetables on small allotments to supplement the family 

d ' t 175 J.a • In the towns of north Lancashire in particular, there was a 

170. The Textile Mercury, 31 August 1889, 343; 7 Sep~ember 1895, 197. 

171. Pateman, Dunshaw, 195ff; Smith, "Victorian Entertainment in Lancashire 
179-80. 

172. Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character, 22-4. 
173. Pateman, DUnsha1:/, 141. 

174. Daiiy Telegraph survey of 1905; cited by H. HcLeod, "Class, Community 
and rleligion: The Religious Geography of Nineteenth Century England", 
in H. Hill, ed., A Sociological Yearbook of Religion in Britain, 6 ' 
(London 1973). 

175. Roberts, "Living and Learning", 16-17, found that half of her sample 
from ancaster and Barr OI:l had allotments, or reared poultry. 
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strong attachment to the surrounding moorland areas \'ihere the work people 

could easily t ake walks to "get out on to t'tops for an airin"'. 176 This 

facet of working class life provides an interesting corrective to the idea 

that the Lancashire envirorunent was uniformly grey and urban and the working 

class inextricably divorced from the lan~. 

11.3: Industrial and Community structures - Conclusions: 

Socialism and Working Class Culture 

Finally, we may conclude the discussion presented in this and the 

preceding chapter by relating socialist belief and organisational forms 

in the north west to working class industrial and co~munity milieux. 

It has been argued that .indus trial structures and work processes cannot 

but form the material foundation of \>/orking class life, from the demands 

of v/hich no working man or women was free. But the wider culture of any 

working class group - its ethos, values and ideas and social practice&, 

and as part of ""hich we mus t count socialist beliefs - is no mere reflection 

of economic life but is mediated by everyday social interaction and 

community forms. It is in the context of community life that worldng 

class social imagery is genera ted and sustained responding , not unnaturally, 

to economic imperatives or wider ideological forces yet embodying ultimately 

the creative and innovative impulses of working people. In what follows, 

then, it vlill be necessary to recall the specific forms of Eocialist 

belief and organisation in later nineteenth century Lancashire outlined 

in Chapter 9 and relate these to the industrial and community s tructures 

documented in the two subsequent chapters. 

176. Pateman, Dunshaw, ch. 2. , 



vie may begin with a number of cOr.1ments as regards the social com-

position of the socialist movement in Lancashire during the 1890s and first 

decade of the present century. It was demonstrated above that the branch 

level activist would, in all likelihood, have been a skilled or at least 

reputable \.;orking man, perhaps a chapel goer and certainly an active trade 

unionist, but by no means the "aristocrat of labour" that a number of 

commentators have given us to understand. The movement was, then', one 

wluch held out much appeal to a broad band of working people tending towards 

the upper reaches of their class. This social composition is, in part 

at least, rendered explicable when the occupational experience of skilled 

and semi-skilled grades in the Lancashire cotton, engineering and coal 

mining industries is recalled. The erstwhile status and authority of 

skilled labour was, by late century, being undermined by technological 

change and the growth and organisation of semi-skill:ed' t asks, while both 

categories of labour were being subjected to the common experience of 

economic and productivity crisis in the form of work intensification, the 

reassertion of managerial authority, pieceworking and the systematic use 

of overtime. Evidence has been presented which suggests that, by this 

point in time, the l abour community was beginning to unite around its 

upper levels, the lines of demarcation between once privileged gr ades and 

semi-stilled - but yet by all accounts "respectable" - working men slowly 

dissolving and a common outlook gradually emerging a s a result of shared 

industrial experience. 

There can be little doubt about the f act that, during the deprension 

years of the final quarter of t he nineteenth century, the structure of the 

working class \lIas changing and a more homogeneous ~pper portion was in the 

making. These changes are reflected in the recrudescence of labour 

mili tancy and the fact tha t once aloof working men ... Jere slowly t urning toward, 

the broader jworking cla ss movement; and they were premi s ed around s uch 

'--~~---,- -~----.. -- ---~--...-:.:-
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typical leism'e pursuits as the brass band movement, choirs, pigeon

fancying and dog racing, and the mass spectator sports. This is not to 

suggest that the consciousness of craft practices or the traditional 

hostility between artisans and labourers had altogether vanished, for 

much emphasis has been placed upon the continued relevance of occupational 

differentiation. Again, varying attitudes on the part of different 

sections of the workforce to drink and the public house, theatre and music 

halls, register the fact that "rough" and "re~pectable" remained perenial 

divides. But the general impression that a more unified worlcing class 

outlook was slowly coming into being is undeniable, and it was precisely 

from these strata that the pioneer cadres of the sociali'st movement were 

dravm - "respectable" men and women, to be sure, but during a period of 

industrial and structural transition in which the term ' can no longer be 

confined to a small aristocracy of \'lorking men. 

The importance ' of industrial structures in Lancashire may also be 

discerned in the intense localism of outlook which pervaded working class 

life. It was argued above that the defining features of cotton production 

lay in the existence of a plethora of local skills and specialisations of 

process and product - a distinct parochialism, in short, which found 

expression in the pattern of urban development on the north "lest. A 

localised outlook is also to be found, as Raymond Challi.nor has demonstrated, 

in the development of labour organisation among the coal miners in 

Lancashire. This parochiality of vision and social patterns could not 

but recur in the development of socialism particularly during the 18900 

v/hen, for various reasons, the political ini tiati ve had passed temporarily 

to the local level. It has been argued that the socialist movement 

flourished in a di s tinctly local environment, its activities and agitations 

being direc ed towards the rectification of immediate concerns by municipal 

means. If, in part, this emphasis may be attributed to the strictly bounded 



outlook fostered by occupational and community experiences in the north 

' west, i"l; was also from this perspective that activists discerned in the 

growth of municipally administered services and institutions locally 

the vindication of their new political creed. 

Contrary to the tendency discernable in certain quarters of the 

labour leade~ship to seek accommodation vdth official Liberalism, it was 

observed t!1.at a premise basic to grass roots socialism in Lancashire ~llS 

that of resolute independence in electoral and wider political action. 

In seeking to explain this fact we may turn once more to working class 

community patterns. By the end of the century, occupational experiences 

and the pattern of urban development in the region had begun to corrode 

the paterr~ political bonds and hierarchic groupings which had for long 

characterised Lancashire politics and which may be held to have underpinned 

the indigenous Conservatism and, to a lesser extent~ Liberalism of the 

working population. As more obviously class based politics began to · 

assume predominance, these old allegiances were spurned and the attraction 

of a "third" party, as it were, independent of traditional alignments and 

resolved to further measures of collective industrial regulation was 

immediately recognised. 

Lying behind these political developments during the period 1880s-1906 

was the fact that industrial workers - facing the threat of ever-increasing 

job intensification, longer ' hours and worsening conditions of labour - wore 

becoming progressively conscious of the need for regulatory intervention 

in their ovm particular industry. The progress of the great trade unions 

of cotton operatives, miners and engineers in this period to\'1ards the call 

of independent labour representation was documented in Chapter 8, and their 

traditional concern to secure industrial intervention eventually found 

expression in support for the Labour Representation Committee. Interest-

ingly enoug~ , then, "communal" forms of politics themselves helped to give 
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rise to an independent socialist force, and this situation may be 

ins tructively contrasted to tha t prevailing in the west Riding of Yorkshire 

where the absence of a strong trade unionism, and the s trength of 

Li beralism among t he \'I'orking class, made the socialist movement there 

much more equivocal in its independent resolve. 

Turning from ideas and beliefs to the organi sational forms c1ispll:1Jed 
I 

by the socialist movement 'in Lancashire it will be noted th~t here, to<." 

many of the characteristic cultural and community pa~terns ofworlCLng 

people were recast or, more correctly, re'crea ted by t hem in political form. 

Socialism cannot be i mposed upon but, to t ake root, it mus t r a ther grow 

directly out of working class life; it would, therefore, be surprising if 

the "practical democracy" of the Lancashire work people ... Jas not to inform 

their political beliefs: 177 

To political methods they look for ": 1103 adjustments of their 
grievances and t he bettering of 'their kind, and t hough bred 
to be extremely conservative in habit, they are yet among 
the most practically democratic people on the earth. They 
are staunch friends and helpful neighbours, hospitable to 
the last degree among their own. 

We may recall, for ins tance, the way in which socialis t branch culture ~ . 

attracted not only working men but, also, th~ir wives and f amilies into 

a broader and richer association. One clearly finds here a pol itical 

expression of the "natural" family economy of t he region by which all 

members of the working family VJere considered to play an important role 

in it s general well being - as 'tlell as of the i mportance attached to 

kindred ties in working class life, and it was logical for Lancastrians 

that their socialism should be similarly premised. Children were \'Ielcomed 

into the oloveraent and considered to have been equally valid participants, 

just as s ome of the weavers' dis trict unions had speci~ juvenile sections. 

177. Ormerod, Lancashire Lif e and Character, 32. 
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Similarly the women in Lancashire who were demanding that their political 

role ought to be commensurate with their economic role. 

In a very real sense, the rounded socialist branch culture described 

in Chapter 9 above \.,ras a recreation by working people of the social 

patterns familiar to their day to day lives. It is not without some 

significance that a number of activists have recalled their initially 

apolitical ~ttracti.;n to the movement, i"')r there was indeed much of a 

cultural nature to excite their enthusiasm. Socialist branch life was 

not simply "political" but, as has been explained, provided in addition 

a forum for all-rour-d working class expression. Their dances, social 

occasions and musical gatherings, socialist brass bands, choirs and glee 

clubs, and even their penchant for rambles and picnics on the Lancashire 

moors, faithfully mirrored \'Iorking class community patterns. The 

popularity of Blatchford's Clarion newspaper with Lancashire working men 

and \'Iomen was surely due in no small measure to its extensive coverage of 

theatre and music hall, and even sporting fixtures, as a cursory glance 

at that paper will confirm. A fuller understanding of the appeal of 

socialism i~ this period must take into account the communal dimension -, 

the "practical democracy" of group life - as \O/ell as the for~al political 

programme. This dimension was well to the fore in the socialist movement 

and it perhaps begins to explain the intense devotion and enthusiasm which 

it was able to evoke from its working class adherents. 

It would be possible to continue in their vein but the point ought, 

by now, to be well taken; the attraction of socialism in Lancashire during 

these years can surely only be completely appreciated once situated within 

the community milieu of \"hich it was an expression. Of course, that 

many - indeed by far the majority - of working people were as yet uncon-

vinced by the need for socialism perhaps deserves repetition. \{e may 

• notice only Sidney and Beatrice 1ebb's unflattering reference to the cotton 



operatives in their Industrial Democracy: 178 

Absorbed in their chapels and co-operative stores", eager by 
individual thrift to rise out of the wage-earning class, and 
accustomed to adopt the views of the local millovmers and 
landlords, the Cotton Operatives, as a class, are not remarkable 
for their political capacity. 

The point is a valid one, if somewhat exaggerated; yet changes were abroad 

in late C~]ltury which impelled a number of working men and women - that 

they were as yet a minority may be "readily conceded - to kick over the 

traces of their former political allegiances and seek a new outlet of 

expression. 

For those \,,,i th \'ihom the ne\"r political creed did take root, it was 

to the extent that it harmonised with other aspects of their life style -

and was seen by working people to express their own deeply felt emotions 
-

and aspirations. Within given economic constraints, working men and 

women in the north west created a socialist movement deeply impregnated 

by "the structure and assumptions of their community life. It will have 

been noticed that no reference has as yet been "made to the "ethical" strand 

of socialist· beliefs during these years. To understand fully the process 

by which political beliefs are generated within and adapted to the 

rO\l.nded outlook of "lorking class community life, the final chapter of this 

study vnll comprise a detailed analysis of just one aspect of these 

communities - namely, religion and the chapels - and trace the way in 

which deeply held beliefs shaped the socialist movement. It is to this 

discussion that we should now turn. 

.. . ~" - -

178. Industr"ial Democracy (London 19(2) 260. 
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-================= CHAPTER ~HELVE ================= 

SOCIALISM AND THE \.,rORKING CLASS CXn·1}lUNITY - III: 

THE NONCONFORNIST CHAPEL AND POPULAR BELIEF IN 

LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY LANCASHIRE 

=======================::==:=====::======:===:====== 

With all its faults and hypocrisies, England has .a 
religious conscience and a religious consciousness 
wr~ch gave her a distinct place aud mission among the 
nations ••• lf Karl Marx could say that England was the 
only country in which the social revolution could be 
realised without violence, it was largely because of 
our religious life and history that he could say it. 

John Trevor, Address to the International Socialist 
Congress, July 1896, in The Labour Prophet, August 1896. 

The Lancashire mind is indeed essentially a believing, 
perhaps an over-believing one. Fanaticism rather than 
scerticism is the extreffie into which it is most likely 
to hurry. 

Angus Bethune Reach, in The Morning Chronicle, 1849. 

The final chapter of this study will conclude the discussion initiated 

above by narrowing down the focus to one particular aspect of the working 

class community in Lancashire - religion and chapel life - and by tracing 

its impact upon the emerging socialist consciousness of the leta nineteenth 

century. 1 If the argument elaborated above, to the effect that socialist 

beliefs must be located within the broader community milieu, is to be 

pursued, then to the extent that chapel and religious sentiment were at 

all important in working class life they too would be closely affined to 

the new socialist awareness. In short, the chapel provides one institution 

in which we may trace in detail the process of cultural adaptat~on - . the _ _ 

1. This chapter represents a revised version of my article "Religion in 
the Working Class Community and the Evolution of Socialism in later 
Nineteenth Century Lancashire: A Casa of 'i·;orkingClass Consciousness''', 
to appeai in a forthcoming edition of Histoire sociale-Social Historz. 

I 
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"stretching" of certain values and notions by \~orking class groups to 

harmonise with everyday social life and its native forms of expression. 

To this end, the analysis of religion in the working class community 

is highly pertinent. It was argued in Chapter 6 that religious ideas, 

and particularly Evangelicalism, provided a form of moral or psychological 

astringent within the wider Liberal axis of mid-Victorian society. If 

by late cent:u...-y the l'abid evangelical eth'i.c had slowly decomposed, it can 

hardly be maintained that organised Christianity as a whole was any more 

favourably inclined to the emerging socialist movement. As is often noted, 

most of the Nonconformist denominations were by this point in time solidly 

middle class in composition and politically identified with Gladstonian 

Liberalism. Where it informed the socialist outlook, therefore, religion 

provides a cood illustration of the adaptation and stretching of beliefs 

by working p~ople to their own ends, and particularly so in Lancashire where 

denominational allegiances had "been a major factor in determining political 

orientations. 

This chapter will a~gue, then, for the deep rooting of religious 

belief and institutions among the working class of the north west and, .. in 

consequence, their importance in the crystalisation of "ethical socialism". 

In arguing thus, however, two questions must be immediately confronted. 

First, since the appearance of Professor K. S. Inglis' Churches and the 

Worki~ Classes in Victorian Engl~, and drawing upon sources of religious 

attendance such as the 1851 census of worship,it has become commonplace 

to suggest that the churches had but little impact upon the masses of the 
" 2 

provincial manufacturing centres. Contemporary historical orthodoxy 

2. K. S. Inglis, Churches and the Working Class in Victorian England 
(London 1961+); . for the 1851 census, see Religious Worship (En8land 
and Wales), Report, Parliamentary Papers, 1852-3, LXXXIX. i. (There 
waa· a 6~parate report for scotland.) 



subscribes broadly to the opinion that religion among the working class 

of late-Victorian soci~ty was confined solely to its artisanate or labour 

aristocratic stratum, co-existent, in fact, v.i.th the urge to "respectability" 

which marked off these workers from the main proletarian body. Marxist 

historians in particular have been inclined to follow Lenin and Trotsky's 

obersvations on British 'labour in explaining the emergence ot ethical 
I 

socialism, most obviously exemplified b,' '~he I.L.P., Labour Church or 

Clarion movements, by reference to the domination of the working ' crass by 

an aristocracy of labour. 3 Religious predilection is generally held, 

therefore, to have advertised the embourgeoisemen':; of those sections ot 

the working population by whom it was most clearly evinced. 

Secondly, if in this schema working class religiosity is confined 

to a small elite stratum of the' labour cOIlununity, ideologically predispt)s~d 

by its economic and social location, non-Marxist historians equally have 

tendod to zr.inimise the depth and intensity of religious sentiment wi·thin 

the main body of the working class. Arguing from the assumed secularisation 

of socie·ty in the closing decades of the last century and the concomitant 

rechannelling of moral fervour, a number of commentators have followed , 

Sam Hobson who, in recalling his involvement in the socialist movement 

during these years, suggested that the I.L.P. appeared just at. the moment 

that Nonconformity was losing its hold on the working class of northern 

England. To this fact he attributes " ••• the sublime faith these men and 

4 women had in the I.L.P. creed." More recently, Henry Pelling has 

elaborated upon this argument. Pelling outlines the processes whereby 

4. 

V. I. Lenin, British .Labour and British ' Im erialism (London 1969) 98-9; 
George Novack, ed., Leon Trotsky on Britain New York 1973), 54ft. The 
argument may be traced back to lrederick Engels' The Condition of the 
Working Class in England (London 1972), 155, where Engels considers 
religion among the workers to have been confined to " ••• the halt
bourgeois, the overlookers, foremen and the like." , 
Pilgrim to the Left: Memoirs of a 'Modern Revolution.ist (London 1938) 
3S:9. 
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It ••• religion seemed to be departing from the life of the lower classeslt , 

and alongside which occUrred " ••• as a symptom of religious decline ••• the 

,transference of religious enthusiasm to the political sphere." 5 

The present argument will ques'tion, in revisionist fashion, the 

adequacy of these explanations by exploring the place and role of 

Nonconformity among the Lancashire working class 6 and by focusing upon 
I 

the Labour Church movement of late centu\7. It '.dll be suggested below 

that religious sentiment and institutions were perhaps more deeply founded 

in working class life than is often assumed. statements based upon 

statistics of attendance or non-attendance are little real indication of 

the true depth of feeling; 7 'rather, we shall be concerned to situate 

religious belief and the chapel within the rounded social life of the 

working class. Only in this way is it possible to fully appreciate the 

relationship between religious and socialist ideals in the overall make-up 

of working class consciousness. 

12.1: Religion, . Respectability and the Workers 

Most historians have been content to follow the broad conclusions' of 

Inglis' study in identifying a profound alienation in mid- 'and later 

Victorian society between the churches and the urban working class. The 

general absence of the labouring population, particularly in the "chief 

manufacturing centres" of industrial England, had been strikingly confirmed 

by the census of church attendance of 1851 whose enumerator, Horace Mann, 

5. Henry P~lling, The Origins of the Labour Party 1880-1900 (Oxford 1965) 
130, 142. 

6. It will not be the concern of this chapter to evaluate the contribution 
of any particular Nonconformist denomination in working class life or 
SOcialist politics. Methodism, and in particular ,the more demccratic 
Off-shoots from the parent body, such as the Primitives, and to some 
extent the Baptists, were the more influential among the working 
population in the region. 

7. For the limitations of attendance statistics, see Hugh McLeod, Class and 
Religion in the late Victorian City (London 1974) 24-5. 
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had concluded that the neglectors belonged largely to "the labouring myriads 

of our country ••• the masses of our working population ••• These are never or 

but seldom seen in our religious congregations." 8 The years after mid-

century had initiated a wide ranging debate within orthQdox Christianity 

regarding its relations with the urban proletariat and, in some instances, 

vigorous efforts to rectify the imbalance, although by the turn of the 

century the- churches could claim but little success in increasing their 

lower class attendance. 9 The worst fears of clergymen were reinforced by 

the protestations of infidelity often voiced by working men and their 

representatives. Engels had professed to detect in 1844 It ••• almost . 
universally a total indifference to religion ••• 1t among the masses and, in 

1855, Marx portrayed English anti-clericalism as having " ••• the character 

10 of a class struggle waged by the poor against the rich." 

There was indeed no shortage of criticism from \iLthin the ranks of 

organised labour and the working class. "Marxianlt in The 't/orkman's Times, 

for instance, had made public the feeliDgs of m~ workingmen about the 

Sincerity of religion and church-goers in 1891: . "If Jesus were to revisit 

this world, at say, st. Paul's or Trafalgar, those middle class Christians 

would be the first to yell for his blood"; whilst A. M. Thompson considered 

that, until the emergence of the Labour Churches, religion 'i ••• had become 

so identified within my observation with black clothes, kid gloves, tall 

11 silk hats and long faces, that it and I appeared to have parted for ever." 

8. Cited by K. S. Inglis, "Patterns of Religious Worship in 1851", Journal . 
of Ecclesiastical Historx, IX (1960) 77. 

9. See further for details, Inglis, ~urches and the Working Classes. 

10. Engels, Condition of the Working Class, 155; Karl Marx, "Anti-Church 
Movement ll , in idem., and Frederick Engels, Articles on Britain (Moscow 
1971) 240-41. ----

11. The Workman's Times, 7 November 1891; The Labour Prophet, No.,ember 
1893, 105. 
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Even Keir Hardie had been moved on one occasion to declare that, " ••• 1 

cannot accept current theology as being other than a travesty of what 

Christ taught", and many of these themos were echoed in various socialist 

tracts and pamphlets of the time which addressed themselves to the question 

of labour's relationship with orthodox religion. 12 In 1906 George Haw, 

in a book entitled Christianity and the Working Classes . which portrayed 

a wide mE:,:.I,sure of indifference and hostility to church institutions, cited 

a "workman from Newcastle" to the follo\'iing effect; 13 

Is it not because true, genuine Christianity is very little 
practised by the clergy of today, and'consequently not under- . 
stood or practised by the great majority of the people ••• Again, 
is it not a fact that in most churches today the great majority 
of the so-called "better class" people look down upon the work
ing man, who spends his life in toiling for their necessities 
and luxuries and do not associate ~dth him as a brother? 

There would seem, prima facie, little evidence exempting later 

nineteenth century Lancashire from this general picture of popular irreligion, 

or at least mere indifference. The religious census had clearly shown the 

provincial manufacturing centres to have been areas of lowest church 

attendance,) and this included every large town in Lancashire with the. sole 
~ 

14 exceptions of Wigan and Rochdale. A survey conducted by the Bolton 

W~ekly Journal in 1896 found, that of 80,000 who might have attended church 

12. Keir Hardie, Can a Man be a Christian in a Pound a ~leek? (Labour 
Leader pamphlet, n.d.) 1. See further, Tom Hann, A Socialist's View 
of Religion and the Churche~ (Clarion pamphlet 1896); M. Gass, !h! 
Socialism of Jesus (Glasgow 1893); James Leatham, Was Jesus a Socialis' 
(London 1896); T. Russell \v'illiams, Should Chris tians be Socialists? 
(Bingley 1904); J. Bruce Wallace, Chri s t and Social Problems (Belfast 
n.d.); George H. Froggatt, Christ and the Labour l,jovement (Bradford. 
n.d.) ; R. 'v/ood, Socialism. Christ and Christianity (GlaSgO\1 1894); 
Henry Lees, A . Christian D"uty Towards Socialism (Hanchester n.d.); 
Katherine and J. Bruce Glasier, 'l'ne Religion of Socialism (London n.d.) 

13. George Haw, ed., Christianity and the ',Jorking Classes (London 1906)_. 3-4 

14. Inglis, "Patterns of Religious Worship", 84-5. 
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or chapel on Sunday, 22 December of that year, only 14,000 chose in 

15 actual fact to do so • . , Robert Roberts, too, has recalled of Salford 

around the turn of the century that the processes separating religion 

from the working population were clearly in evidence: 16 

••• it seemed that by the early years of the twentieth century 
churches and chapels had little to offer that would attract 
much longer those from the lower multitudes ••• the moral authority 
of religious establishment, though still not openly questioned, 
was at least being quietly ignored by more and more members of 
the manual working class. 

Finally! a woman from Burnley is reported by Haw in 1906 to have suggested 

that unbelj",r and distrust of the church was coming to be increasingly 

marked among the population of the Lancashire mill towns. 17 

Lancashire was traditionally, of course, a stronghold of the ndddle 

class Nonconformist "Alliance" of the second half of the nineteenth century 

but, insofar as religion had attracted the workers, -it had suffered a 

number of setbacks by late century. The revival of popular Anglicanism 

in the Duchy, fueled by xenophobic and ethnic rivalry precipitated by the 

Irish influx, had predisposed many working men to fav~ur the Church and 

. 18 
Conservative Party. It is certainly true that Lancashire working,.men 

and women were coming to be increasingly suspect of Nonconformity as being 

all too clearly associated with the employer class: "The Nonconformist 

manufacturers of Lancashire and Yorkshire", remembered one socialist _ 

activist of the time, "pr~ed for .and generally with us on Sund~s, and 

preyed on us for the rest of the week." 19 Nonconformists seemed in any 

case out of touch with working class life. They appeared rigid and 

15. Cited by Allen Clarke, The Effects of the Factory System (London 1899) 
142. 

10. Robert Roberts, The Classic Slum: Salford Life .in the First Quarter 
of the century (Harmondsworth 1974) 175. 

17. · Haw, Christianity and Working Classes, 6. 
18 •. See Above, part 8.1, Chapter 8. 

19. Hobson, Pilgrim to the Left, 24. 
r--~r~_~_ .... ~ __ ....... ...,... ..... ' .... _ ...... ~. __ "'-'_~..---..---__ ......-........... 
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and puritanical, bent on frustrating the working man's legitimate pleasures 

with their agitation to restrict the licensing hours, against the music 

halls and theatres so popular in the mill towns, Sunday railway excursions 

and oP3ning of art galleries, public libraries and museums on the Sabbath. 20 

As socialist ideas began to gain currency in the 1880s and '90s, Nonconformity 

further distanced itself from the working class by insistence upon its 

traditional i.ndividual.istic ethic. 21 I~ might be plausibly argued, then, 

that commitment to the various Dissenting denominations was singularly 

laCking in Lancashire by the end of the century, displaced by a popular 

Anglicanism whose appeal was xenophobic rather than strictly religious. 

Such conclusions would be hasty. Whilst possibly the case that 

22 hostility to religious establishment was greater than it once had been, 

it cannot bn glibly assumed that ideas and sentiments of fundamentally 

religious Bienificance had been expelled without tra"ce from working class 

life and it becomes imperative at this point to explore a number of con-

fusions surrounding popular religiosity. In the first instance, that 

aspect of the Itseculari8a~ion" thesis propounded by sociologists of religion, 

which has d~clared the increasingly marginal social role of the church~s 

to be an inevitable concomitant of the processes of industrialisation and 

urbanisation, warrants careful attention. 23 Lancashire, home of the 

20. D. M. Thompson, ed., Nonconformit in the Nineteenth Century (London 
1972) 13; Tom Mann, Tom Hann's Memoirs London 1923) 69, for an 
account of opposition from Nonconformists in Bolton to the opening 
of libraries on sundays. 

21. John F. Glaser, "English Nonconformity and the Decline of Liberalism", 
American Historical Review, LXIII (1958) 358. 

22. Although care is advised in pronouncing the Victorian age one of 
increasing unbelief: cf. Susan Budd, Sociologists and Religion (London 
1973) 124. 

23. For the secularisation thesis, see B. R. Wilson, Religion in a Secular 
Society (London 1966); Alasdair HacIntyre, "Secularisation", ~ 
Listener 15 February 1968, and Secularisation and Moral Change 
(NewcaAtle 1967); Budd, Scciologis~s und Religi~, ch. Vii. 



industrial revolution, cotton, and Engels' "classic soil" of the capitalist 

mode of production, has frequently been pictured as the locus classicus 

of large scale industry with all its attendant features - the mill towns, 

a proletarianised work force, poverty and squalid housing and, in consequence, 

popular religious indifference. It needs to be recalled that a surprising 

variety of productive situations existed well into the nineteenth century 

and the large industrial town - Manchester and Salford, Liverpool, Bolton, 

Preston or Oldham, for instance - was bY ,no means typical nor as uniformly 

grey as is often suggested. 

By far the majority of early cotton concerns were cotmtry mills, 

situated in the industrial villages and small towns in the north and east 

of the county, on the Pennine foothills, or in the industrial colonies which 

24 surrounded the larger towns. Angus Bethune Reach r .eported of Lancashire 

for the Morning Chronicle in 1849 that, 25 

••• thickly sprinkled amid the oak-coppiced vales of Lancashire, 
wi th the ",hi tewashed cottages of the workpeople gleaming through 
the branches and beside the rapid stream, or perched high on the 
breezy forehead of a hill, are to be seen hundreds on hundreds 
of busily working cotton mills. In the vicinity are , no foe tid 
alleys; no grimy courts, no dark arens or underground cellars. 
~~en the smoke from the tall chimneys passes tolerably innocuously 
away - ' sometimes, perhaps, when the air is calm and heavy, dotting 
the grass and the leaves with copious showers of 'blacks', but 
never seriously smirching nor blighting the dewy freshness of the 
fields and hedgerows, through which the spinner and the weaver 
pass their daily toil. 

Even in late century, mill workers like Annie Fernhead, who worked at the 

Rheddish mill in Gorton, near Manchester, and Rowland Kenney's father, a . . ... ... 
, ~' 26 

factory hand at Spring Head, might live and work among rural surroundings, 

24. See H. Clay and K. R. Brady, Manchester at Work: A Survey (Manchester 
1929) 94. 

25. C. Aspin, ed., Angus Eethune Reach: Manchester and the Textile ' 
Districts in 1849 (Helroshore 1972)65. 

26. Norah W. Johnson, Willie Pick (Welwyn 1973) 7-9; Rowland Kenney, 
Westering (London 1939) 3-5. 
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and in many similar areas throughout Lancashire a traditional way of life 

co-existed with the partial domination of the new mode of production. 

It is true, of course, that the size of towns grew rapidly after mid-

century fired by the progressive centralisation of the cotton industry, 

but the pattern of urban development was intensive rather than extensive 

and, as noted in Chapter ,11, the old productive colonies retained much ot 

their identity and where, in any case, a recent semi-rural past ensurArl 

that traditions deeply rooted in popular life might survive~ · Religion 

was integral to these communities and retained much of its vitality even 

as late as t~)e turn of the century. 27 

Nor can it be assumed, as it so often is, that infidelity inevitably 

follows fro= the fact of large scale urbanisation, although formal worship 

was undoubtedly least popular in these aJ.'eas • . Misunderstanding has in . 

addition surrounded the restricted and pqjorative imputation of "respecta-

bility". There exists a clear tendency among historians of the working 

class and nineteenth century labour movement to confine ~espectability, 

or the hankering after it, to a small upper section of the lower strata 

whose life 'style was geared more towards that of the lower middle clas~es. 

It is suggested that religion and church-going were more correctly features 

of this, as against that of broader proletarian, culture. Cortainly, 

religiosity was one strategy for the aspiring world..ng man, who found in 

church association forms of primary social relationships which elevated 
28 . 

him above the common lot. But there is a sense in which respectability 

21. 

28. 

For the strength of Hethodism in one such area, the Rossendale Valley, 
see William Jessop, An Account of Methodism in ROBsendale and Its 
Neighbourhood (London 1881). 

See, for instance, the life of James Hopkinson: J. B. Goodman, ed., 
Victorian Cabinet Maker: Memoirs of James Hopkinson 1819-1894 (London 
1968). , 
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was wider than is implied here and may indeed be seen as one response to 

the very conditions of working class life. For the term ought also to 

embrace "self-respect", and comprehend the struggles of many ordinary 

people to remain afloat with some measure of dignity in a hostile world. 

Richard Hoggart haa detected in working class life, 29 

••• a clear dignity in that reactlon to the pressures of the 
out~lde world which takes the felm of insisting on 'keeping 
y' self-respect'. And the moment this idea of 'self-respect' 
and 'self-reliance' comes to mind, it begins toflower into 
related ideas: int~ that of 'respectability' first, which 
itself spreads outwards and upwards from some thin-lipped forms, 
through the pride of a skilled workman, to the integrity of 
those who have practically nothing except a determination not 
to allow themselves to be dragged down by circumstances ••• There 
is, I think, a tendency among some writers on the working classes 
to thiruc of all those who aim at thrift and cleanliness as 
imitators of the lower middle classes ••• But cleanliness, thrif~ 
and self-respect arise more from a concern not to drop down, 
not to succumb to the environment, than from an anxiety to go 
up ••• 

In the anonymity of the urban environment, a number of the working 

population sought to actively confront the forces bearing upon their lives 

by establishing for the[~selvee an aim in life and sellse of purpose, by 

maintaining a stable horne and family life in the face of disintegrati~e 

forces, by escaping the drunkenness and fecklessness of the "rough" family 

and, above all, by ascribing to some vague standl;U'ds of "decency" and self-

respect. Such working men and women sought to bring a feeling of order 

into their lives and a small measure of autonomous control in the midst 

of seemingly imponderable pressures. They would certainly not be the 

poorest sections - whose passivity in the face of grinding poverty is 

generally recognised - or the rough working class; but they were not simply , 

Confined to the better paid, upper sections of the labour community. 

For it was precisely for those who had just enough to escape the hand to 

29. The Uses of Literacy (Harmondsworth 1973) 77-8. 
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mouth existence of the bread line - .but precious little else - that selt-

respect became imperative. Too frequently the worlClng class is pictured 

as passive and inert, the victim of and unable to transcend ~ocial forc~s : 

and ideological pressures. On the contrary, a large number ~ perhaps : 

even a majority - of workers sought IIrespec.tabilitylt as _in some sma;tl .way 

surmounting factors seemingly beyond their control and establishing social 
_ 4 _ . .~ • • _ . - • . - ~ - • - -

distance between themselves and those who had capitulated to such force8. ~~ 

~lere existed a number ot strategems by which one's i~~egr~ty _~$ht 

be maintained. Religious. ideals \iere just orie such form of higher focus .. . 
# - - • .. .. ... • .. - I" 

and coherence, something "above" the squalid daily struggle and. b7 
-: _ . • 4 .... _ _ 4 • - - - • ., -_ .. 

. " ---:.' 

ascribing to which, working people were able to establish a goal and senae . . . . .... 

of overarching purpose in their lives. We should not be surprised to find 
. _ .. ... . - '" 

that socialism held 'out a similar attraction to these working men and women, . 
and often the two went hand in hand. 31 It would be instructive at this 

point to turn to examine the place of religious sentiment and .institutions 
I 

within the broader social life of the working class for, although a feeling 

of hostility -co the insincerities and nepotism of the churches and their 
.. .. ~. '" \\' .... ~ 

representatives was doubtless widespread, we would be wrong in assuming 
~ 

this to be indicativ~ -of irreligion -or that the churches 'had but litti~-- 0; 

no impact upon working class life. 
:- .;:. 

Ideas, ' beliefs and "practices of a 
- .' . - -.. ' 

basically religious nature appear to have been more prevalent than is often 
.. -... • _T " _ • ... '\ 

thought, and intimately bound to working class conditi ons of life. 

30. Evidence substantiating the contentions contained in this paragraph comes 
from two sources, although remains in large measure qualita tive . First, 
a number of the worldng class autobiographie ~ ci te.d else,.,here :in this _ 
study seem to support the interpretatj.on of working class r espectability " 
offered above. Nore importantly and more informative, however, were a 
series of interviews carried out with ve terans of t he l abour movement 
in Lancashire. My thanks are due to Nr. Arnold Tweedale of the Oldham ':', 
Trades and Labot~ Council for arranging these interviews . 

.. ~ -

31. Tlt/O novels provide evidence of the way in which sociali sm brought J. .a - -. 
sense 0 meaning and coherence to t he l ives of its advocates , standing 
in marked contrast to everyd~- working class lifp.: see the portrait of 
Owe n in Robert Tressell t s The Ragged Trouser ed Phil ant hropist s (r,ondon 
1955) and Larry He at h in Al"'t"hu:.t· Greenwood t s ,Love-on the Dole: (Hat'lnond6'-
worth, 19(4). 



12.2: Nonconformity and Popular Belief in lancashire Life 

The tradition of popular Anglicanism in later nineteenth century 

Lancashire has perhaps distracted attention from the deep rooting of 

Nonconformi ty in many \'1orking class communities, the strength of which 

cannot be divorced from the specific religious history of the county. 
I 

Contemporary historians were fully cognisant of the vigorous Dissenting 

traditions to be found in the north west: 32 

More distinctly than any other English county, Lancashire has 
a religious history of its own. Its Puritanism has been 
remar~able for many peculiarities, its Nonconformism has been, 
in many respects unlike the Nonconformism of other parts of 
England. 

The growth of Nonconformity in Lancashire owes much to the development 

in the seventeenth century of unendowed chapels to ~eet the religious needs 

of a population sparsely served by Anglican Churches. 33 The occupation 

of chapels and meeting houses during the Commonwealth by ejected ministers 

ensured that, by the Act of Toleration and the years following 1689, 
, ~ , 

Nonconformity was able to establish a degree of permanence~ Nonconformis' 

• 
.. '.. came to be associated with dissent in politics as in ~eligiont staunch 

defenders of civic and religious liberties and implacably opposed to the 

High Church Tories and Jacobites. 35 The new Dissent of Hethodism and 

32. R. Halley, Lancashire: Its Puritanism and Nonconformity (Manchester 
1872) v. 

34. 

w. Shaw, "The Religious Life of Lancashire During the Commonwealth".,. 
in E. Axon, ed., Bygone Lancas~ (London 1892) 10-12; E. Axon, 
''Nonconformity in Lancashire in the Seventeenth Century", Transactions 
of Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society, x:t.Y:V (1918). 

For an account of Nonconformity in Lancashire during the period, see 
W. Brockbank and F. Kenworthy, eds., The Diary of Richard Kay 1716-51: 
A Lancashire Doctor (Hanchester 1968). 

Richard vlade, The Rise of Nonconformity in Manchester (Manchester 1880); 
Lt. Col. Henry Fish\·dck, A History of i.ancashire (London '1~94) 22b-240. , . 

.' -
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Congregationalism of the Evangelical revival preserved and fostered the 

principles of religious self-government and, by the later eighteenth century, 

centres such as l1anchester, Liverpool, Bolton (tithe Geneva of Lancashire"), 

Blackburn and Lancaster " ••• were the sources from which evangelical 

Nonconformity were diffused throughout all parts of the county", and many 

of these chapels made impoftant contributions to Lancashire civic and 
, . 

cultural life. 36 In 184·3, Edward Baines Jnr. reported that in Lanca~ldre 

there existed church and chapel accommodation for 42% of her population 

as against only about 30% in London. 37 By mid-century, Hanchester 

had emerged a~ the home of bourgeois Nonconformity, but it is well to recall 

that the religious census had shown the Dissenting denOminations, and 

especially the Wesleyan Methodists, to have been most influential in the 

popular religious life of the manufacturing districts. 38 

It is further beyond question that the Sunday school movement in 

Lancashire was significant in touching at a number of points the lives of 

working people. "The system orginated by Mr. Raikes some seventy years 

ago", noted Reach in his reports, 39 

, 
..... • •• took deep root in Lancashire, and grew with the growth of 

m~ufacturing industry. The serious cas t of the Lancashire 
mind, and it~ earnestness and zeal, acting upon the f acilities 
afforded by the order and discipline which it is the vary riature 
of the factory system to install, formed a soil in which the 
Sunday school system took very deep root and bore rich harvests. 

36. Halley, Lancashire Nonconformity, 526; Rev. Benjamin Nightingale, 
Lancashire Nonconf ormit or, Sketches , Hi s torical and Descri tive, iii; 

37. 

London 1 92 1; H. McLachlan, "Cros s Street Chapel in the Life of 
Mancheder", Memoirs and Proceedings of t he Manche s ter Literar and 
Philosophical Soci.e tX' LlJOO:V 1939- 1 • 

E. Baines, The Social, Educational and Religious state on the 
Hanufacturing Districts (1844: London 1969 od.) 18. 

38. Inglis, "Patterns of Religious Worship", . 8~6. 

39. Manchester and the Textile Districts, 43-4. 
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· In his classic History of Lancashire, Edward Bqines observed that no less 

than 7,200 scholars attended the various denominational Sunday schools in 

Bolton in 1824. In the 1830s, there existed in Manchester and Salford 

some 34 Anglican, 72 Dissenting and 11 Catholic schools and, by 1849, there 

were to be fOlmd in attendance from 40,000 to .50,000 scholars and between 

4,000 to 5,000 teachers, inspectors and visitants. 40 In the report cited 

above, Baines Jnr. found one Sunday school pupil for every' five iDhabitants 

in Lancashire, as against one in ten in the Metropolis. Much of the 

initiative behind the movement was due to the Methodists, whose Sunday 

schools - often managed by ordinary mill workers - made extensive efforts 

to reach a section of the population for whom educational provision had 

41 hitherto been negligible. 

In a recent scholarly study, Thomas ;-;. Laqueur has demonstrated that 

the Sunday schools represented in all respects autonomous working class 

institutions, their membership being overwhelmingly drawn from the labouring 

population who themselves controlled the schools and attuned them to their 

42 own needs. By mid-century, they were particularly strong in the north 

. west where " ••• the sheer numbers that attended Sunday schools ••• imply that 

almost all children of the working class or the 'lower orders' must at one 

time or another have attended Sunday school." 43 In 1857, it flaB estimated 

that, of nearly 3,000 people in Haslingden, almost one in three attended 
" 44 . 

Sunday school, and there is much evidence that the habit persisted 

40. A. P. \vadsworth, "The First Manchester Sunday Schools", Bulletin of the 
John Rylands Librar*, XXXIII (19.51) 326; Reach, Hanchester and the 
Textile Districts, 4. 

H. F. Mathews, Nethodism and the Education of the People (London 1949) 
47-.51. 

Thomas W. Laqueur, Reli~on and Respectability: Sunday Schools and 
Working Class Culture 17 0- '16.50 (New Haven and London 1976). 

Laqueur, ~.~ 89. 

1..4 C "j· 1 - shi ,.. • ~spl.n, LSllca 1'e: The First Industrial Society (Helmshore 1969) 109. 

--.-.--" 
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among the working class until late century. Around 1900, the Bennett 

street Sunday school in Manchester was attracting over 2,000 scholars 
. 45 

weekly, whilst Elizabeth Roberts has concluded from her study of 

Lancashire life between 1880-1914 that the experience of Sunday schooling 

was virtually universal with working class children. 46 That the Sunday 

schools remained largely working class institutions controlled by their 

members is a~teeted to by a clergyman familiar with the region: 47 
I 

The Sunday school is a great institution in Lancashire, but 
it is not necessarily regarded as the handmaiden of the church. 
In many places t.he Sunday school is in silent but stubborn 
opposition to the church. The clergyman's teaching is 
systematically countered. 

Thero was a wide measure of agreement among working class parents that 

attendance by their children was to be encouraged and it is in their attitude 

towards the Sunday schools that the w~rking population, as Henry Pelli~ 

has suggested, most clearly displayed their religious tolerance. 48 

To progress beyond merely quantitative statements of accommodation 

and attendance, however, w~ need to situate religion within the wider 

framework of .working class life. It is true that traditional, ritualistic 

or even frankly superstitious practices survived in some working class 

communities, particularly in the more remote areas of Lancashire: Rushbearing 

customs, ghosts or "boggartsll, soteriological "love-feasts" and the emotional 

revivalist meetings periodically he~d in Lancashire towns and villages all 

45. C. Rowley, Fifty Years of Work Without Wages (London 1912) 31. 
46. Elizabeth Roberts, "Living and Learning - Socialisation Outside S<"hool", 

Oral History, III (1975) 14; Laqueur, Religion and Respectability, 247. 
47. F. B. Smith, Parsons and Weavers: A Study in Lancashire Clerical Work 

(London 1897) 34. 
48. Henry Pelling, . "Popular A tti tudes to Religion", in idem., Popular 

Politics and Society in Late Victorian Britain (London 1968) 30-31. 
t 



· evince the tenacity of vestigal traditions or superstitious customs. 49 

But religion could not be in the main other than severely practical, and 

it took on forms among worldng people rooted in their conditions of life 

and expressing the dominant patterns of community life. Questions of 

abstract theology or doctrinal disputation were irrelevant for, as Alice 

Foley of Bolton recalled, 50 . 

••• eve~~day life in the home, schoel and in the streets 
healthily conspired against such a conception of religiosity. 
The force of environmeat and nurture gradually decreed that 
contentment and fulfilment would be found, if at all, in 
kinship with the lowly and simple of this world ••• 

It is, then, in relation to patterns of social life that religious practices 

and forms among the working class are to be rendered explicable. 

Religious beliefs had to earn their ' stay by confronting the most 

pressing problems of working class life, and there was offered in the 

final analysts hope of something better than the present round. stemming 

from a life's toil but sparsely rewarded on this earth, working men commonly 

expressed a belief in heaven', in a life after death and future salvation. 51 

Many believed in a supreme Being whose judgement, whilst it might appear 

perverse at present, would nevertheless prevail in the end - a final aribter 

of "eternal justice". 52 Above all, in an age when the worldng class 

had of necessity to turn upon itself for relief, to the network of familial 

49. For instances of traditional or superstitious religious practices in 
Lancashire, see F. Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character (London nd. 
(19101» 14-18, 140-47; T. W. Pate man , Dunshaw: A Lancashire Background 
(London 1948) 195; G. Mitchell, ed., The Hard Hay UE: The Autobiography 
of Hannah Mitchell (London 1968) for an account of the "love-feast". 
See further, A. Smith, "popular Religion", Past and Present, XL ('1969) 
181-86, and for the earlier period, stuart Me't's, "Reason and Ernotj on in 
vlorking Class Religion", in D. Baker, ed., Studies in Church History 9 
(London 1972). 

50. Alice Foley, A,Bolton Childhood (Manchester 1973) 36. 

51. Haggart, Uses of Literacy, 114; for salvation in lower claSG religious 
beliefs,' see 1,1ax .,Jever, rho Sociology of Religion (1922: :r..o~don 1965 ed.) 
ch. 7. 

52. On this aspect of popular religion, see further Thomas wright, Our Ne~ 
}-'asters .(London 1873) 88. 

--~--,.,.- .. .--.-.- ---- - ... --___ ~ _________ - · .. ____ · •• _w _ __________ • __ _ 
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and neighbourhood relationships which were basic to community life, religious 

beliefs sprang directly out of these social patterns. And thus, the 

"Christian" thing to do was to offer help and assistance in times of crisis 

to one's friends, workmates, neighbours and especially to one's kin. In 

so far as Christianity was important to the working class it was as a system 

of ethics, a concern with morals as against metaphysics. Such behaviour 

was no more nor less than "decent" behavi:mr, a vague but yet not 'undemanding 

conception intimately related to everyday life. Equally, the patte~ns of 

reciprocation which underscored working class morality might be circumscribed 

by denomination and ethnicity and, in a number of communities, Irish Catholics 

rarely found themselves the reCipients of such charitable concern. 53 

Although doubtless ill-defined and lacking in coherence, working olass 

religiosity revolved around certain core themes, simple but intensely h~ld 

values oomprising a loose system of morality and ethics. Religion was not 

something for Sundays alone, to be forgotten during the rest of the week, 

but was primarily for working men and women a guide to "right" and "wrong" 

in life. A basic commitment to love, brotherhood, charity, justice and 

attendant notions were frounded firmly in everyday life and their applioation 

• 
equally bounded by cowmunity patterns. The social equivalents of these 

ideas - which lay in living a "deoent" life, in being a "good" neighbour 

and friend to others when in trouble, in "sticking together" and lending 

a hand to one's family in the faoo of life's many orises - were inesoapable. 
I 

That a whole philosophy of life might be reduced to a working maxim made 

suoh sentiments no less signifioant. Hannah Mitchell's father was a 

religious man and she recalled that: "He considered that the whole duty 

of man was contained in the Golden Rule, 'Do unto others as ye would they 
, 54 

should do unto you', and he certainly lived up to his belief." Tho 

53. Roberts, The Classic Slum, 14, 22-3; Margaret McCarthy, Generation in 
Revolt (Loudon 1953) 21-6, on the treatment of Catholics in working 
class c6mmunities. 

54. The Hard Way Uf, 55~ 



focus of working class religion might in this sense be narrow and inward 

looking, located within and reflecting the parochial social outlook and 

practices of the community. 

\'Jhat working men and women took to be genuinely religious was in 

all essentials practical, its primary focus of concern the immediate and 

concrete. An expansive conception of high~r purpose helped people to 

bear the trasedies and setbacks endemic in their lives and, whilst perhaps 

infrequently resorted to, prayer was a comforter in the face of death and 

disaster. 55 Such sentiments were practical in that they faced up to 

real problems but also in that they tended to be pragmatic and antithet~cal 

to theological nuance, and often non- or supra-denominational. It was 

by no means unusual for members of the same family to belong or at least 

express attechment to chapels of differing persuasions, or to attend a 

Nonconformist school. 56 It mattered more that they found a congenial 

atmosphere there rather than this or that interpretation of the scriptures 

and, with this in mind, they might express a deep attachment to the local 

chapel whilst rarely in f~ct attending formal religious worship. Well 

might one wOFking class woman recall her mother's religious predilections 

as "creedles8 and pewless". 57 Expressed religious opinion was not simply 

undogmatic but also fluid, and might vary depending upon the social context 

58 in which it was profered. 

55. This aspect of religious life may lend support to the functionalist . 
approach: cf. Kingsley Davies, Human Society (New York 1949) ch. XIX 

56. Working class autobiographies tell frequently how working people would 
change their place of worship for other than strictly religious reasons: 
see, for instance, Hoses Heap, My Life and Times 1824-1913 (n.d. type
script in the Hanchester Central Libraries). , See further, M. Loane, 
The Queen's Poor (London 1905) 35, for evidence from London, and 
Pelling, "popular Attitudes to Religion", 22-3. 

57. Foley, A Bolton Childhood, 23. 
58. ' This aSJ>Cct of working class religion has been noted by McLeod, Claso 

and Rel~gion, 55. 

I 
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Religion for the working class in addition sanctified the special 

occasions in life. It was almost Wlthinkable that christenings, weddings 

and burials should not be done properly - that is to say, given a religious 

seal - and this would be the case for even the hitherto laxest attender. 59 

Joe Toole tells of an almost exaggerated morality to be found in the poorer 

quarters of Salford during this period which demanded nothing less than 
. 60 

legitimacy in marriage. At these important dates in life, working 

people turned to their religion as providing an appropriate marker and 

imbuing such occasions with a higher significance far removed from the 

ordinary workaday world. 

Host working people were convinced that life ought to conform to 

certain basiC ethical maxims. These rar~ly fOWld coherent or systematic· 

articulation, or comprised a rOWlded philosophy of li~e and after-life, 

but were flexible precepts which, by .their very nature, could not be c'jufined 

to the "religious" sphere alone. If, as noted above, the working class 

conceived the spirit of religion as implying in part at least certain social 

obligations and relationships, these might easily inform and merge with 

\odder economic or political beliefs. In those parts of the COWltry where 

Nonconformity had gained a foothold among the labouring population we can 

see ~learly how religion has frequently impinged upon political ideals. 

George Edwards of the Norfolk farm labourers, for instance, described in 

his autobiography the way in which Primitive Methodism opened his eyes to 

social injustices and, in consequence, the need for socialism: "\~ith rrry 

study of theology, I soon began to realis3 that the social conditions of 

59. Hoggart, Uses of Literac~, 115-16; see further, "The Diary of John 
\<lard of Cli theroe, "'/eaver" t Transactions of the Historic Socie t of 
Lancashire ~d Cheshire, cv 195 1 1, which mentions his at~ending 
church only on the occasion of his daughter's wedding. 

co. Joe Toole, Fighting Through Life (London 1935) -55. 
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61 the people ware not as God intended they should be." Again, Hargaret 

HcCarthy from Lancashire, an acth-:ist in the early yccu's of the l abour 

movement, has recalled hO"'1 the growth of her f ather's sociulist beliefs 

and sense of class solidarity could not b e divorced from ~is equally heurt-

f el t Methodism. 62 That political consciousness might emerge in this 

way , embodying and fortified by religious sentiment , is to be located 

precisely in the flexibility of popular religiosity. In 1911, Conrad Noel 

pointed to the intimate relationship bet~,een the SOCialist appeal and what 

he termed the 1I1ukewarm thei sm" of the British t-lorldng class: 63 

F~lish democrats do not think out what they mean by authority, 
and , therefo:~:e the idea of Heavenly Authority can!lot clash "lith 
t he loose and unanished earthly scheme~ : their political 
vagueness fits in well enough with a lukewarm theism ••• 

It should be no surprise to find, then, that the precise nature of socialist 

i deas in Lancashire o\ied much to antecedent r eligious form03 ruld beliefs . 

At one extreme" working class religion might lapse into utop.ianism 

and certainly had its sentimental side. 'de can tI'ace a vision of fello\lsld.p 

or a longing ,for a better and more harmoniQus order in their beliefs which 

has fre quently inspired working class poli ticiar.s and socialist r hetoric. 

But if the New Jerusalem was a vision, the ultimate test remained prosically 

concrete. For everyday activity, "practising" and not simply "preaching" 

\>/e1'e the hallmarks of a good Christian. Inherent in worki~~ · class religion, 

therefore, was an in-built suspicion of the established denominations and 

mistrust of clergyme n and ministers who preached Christian virtues but yet 

61. George Ed"/ards, From Crow-Scaring to vlestciinster (Lo:r.don 1922) , cited 
by Thompson , Non~in t he Nine~ntfi"'"'CentU!'.2: ' 198. 

62. Generation i~ Revolt, 13. 

63. Rev . Conrad Noel, "The \1orking Class", in \V . K. Lovrth.cr Clark, ed. t 
Facing the Facts, or, an Englishman 's ,Helis;i;on (London 1911) 94. 



seemed more often 'than not concer ned only '.vi th r:lim.stering to the needs 

of the rich, or ingratiating themselves with the bosses . 64 It became 

a common socialist complaint that the churches vJere f ailing by the very 

standards of thrdr own creed and yet, as Thomas Hri ght noted, workingmen 

nevertheless clur~ tenaciously onto and counterposed wha t they believed to 

be genuinely religious: 65 

Uneducated though they may be, i gnorant of theoloBY as they mostly 
are , t heir com::on sense still t ells t hem t hat to make church-going 
the be-all and end- all, as a te st of religion, with the observance 
of one of its mere mechanical rites ; to put a premium upon hypocrisy 
and cheap s elf-ri ghteousness ••• ln the esnent ials of Christianity -
the feelings of brotherly love and kin t4 ness, t he virtue of 
patience - the \VOrkillb classes are not l acking . Their non-attendanc~ 
at places of worship has not the grave mearane that even many of the 
more chari tably inclined in the othel' classes may attach to it ••• 

How widespread were such religious conceptions? It seems clear that 

active, principled secularism among t he working class was r are , 66 although 

the poorest secti ons and t he rough working class \'/ould have little t o do 

\ii th religion. At t he other extreme, we can certailuy find pat terns of 

lower class religiosity which may be more correctly located wi t hin. a labo\U' 
. 6 

aristocratic world vie'll e 7 Again, a small number conceived r el igion 

primarily as an intense and deeply personal r elationship ~~th t heir God. 

Such faith would usually inform the whole l ife style of t he "devout" \'Jorking 

68 man, which was apt to be puritanical and censorious . 

64. Walter Greenwood, ~lca6hire (London 1951) 33. 
65. Our New Mas ters , 87-9. 

standing between 

66. Haw, Chri s tiani t y and t he I:Jorkin.g Clas ses , 1: "The aggressive agnostic 
belongs more to t he mid<i1e cl ass t han to the \'/orking class . II ; Pateman, 
Dunshavl , 175. 

67. See , for instance, the life of J. R. La.~cashire: cf. F. Hall , 
A Northern Pioneer: The Life of J . 'R. Lancashire (London 1927). 

68. See , for i ns tance , the life of J ames Hopkinson: Goodman , Victorian 
Cabine t Maker , passim . 
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these extremes was a large section of the working class fer whom religion 

brought a measure of hope, order and self-respect. It was, quite simply, 

part of their way of life, not devout or theological religion but a working 

ethical code by which life might be lived and ultimately judged. If at 

its worst religion might foster intolerance and bigotry, " ••• at its best 

it yielded to the faithful a simple certainty about the ends of life and 

helped them to live in honest, kindly and sober wayS." 69 If such religion 

caused some to distance themselves from the established churches, this 

cannot be taken to indicate that they lacked entirely any sense of identity. 

The chapel was often approached as an all round social institution, and 

in this sense its influence might be pronounced. Again, '. we need to widen 

our conception of the role of religious institutions in working class life. 

12.3: The Chapel as a Working Class Social Institution 

In many working class communities in later nineteenth century 

Lancashire - no less in the larger towns where we should not de'precate 

their contribution to working class life - Nonconformist chapels were 

frequently vital parts of the community, offering a variety of attractions 
. ' , . 

on a number of levels. As is often noted, Nonconformity was more 

democratic and flexible in its structure than the Church, offering greater 

participation through lay involvement of various kinds for ordinary people 

in the day to day running of their chapels and an increased sense of control 

t · 1·· li 70 over he~ own re 1910US ves. 

69. Pateman, p~nshaw, ' 168., ' 

70. See, for instance, J. L. and Barbara Hammond, The Town Labourer (London 
1919) 270-71; Thomas Wright, The Great Unwashed (London 1868) 93; 
Noel, "The Working Classes", 107-10; Thompson, Nonconformity in the 
Nineteenth century, 161; Pateman, Dun shaw , 170. 
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In the most general sense, tr.e place of chapels in the social life 

of · working class communi ties may be grasped from the manner in which 

activities tended to revolve around t he vari ous seasons of the ecclesiastical 

calendar. Hargaret Penn I s engaging account of life in Noss Ferry , near 

Manchester, shows clearly how the pattern of events in this i ndustrial 

village focused upon the occasions of the religious year. 71 Christmas , 

for instance, was the sparkling climax of the northern year and was marked 

by parties and festivities in t he chapel and hearty carol singing t}1.rough 

the night. 72 In other co~~unities , the local gathering of f amilies for 

the traditional New Year Party held in the chapel hall \'1as similarly 

popular. 73 In the north west, Easter was a popular date of some local 

significance. The festival was marked in Hoss Ferry with chapel IIdaffodil 

servicesll which symbolised the passage of winter and,' elsev-Jhere, with 

pace-egging garnes , plays and mUJ!1~ery, \1hilst a number of areas held 

traditional Easter fairs throughout this period. 74 other popular dates 

in Lancashire included Shrovetide and mid-Lent Sunday, when the tradition 

was for the people to bake simnel cakes. 75 

Perha~s the most eagerly anticipated annual event, hOloJever, \lias 

1,./1'1i tsuntide, which in Lancashire was marked by processions and celebratlons. 

In most areas, the Catholics held t heir walks on \ihit Friday and the 

Anglicans and Nonconformists t he folloving Monday, an expediency arrived 

at so as to preclude possible religious antagonism. 76 Hoses Heap , a 

weaver from Rawtenstall , remember s of the. earlier part of the century that, 77 

71. Margaret Penn, Manchester 14 Hiles (Cambridge 1947) 64-80, 95. 
72. Ormerod, Lancashire Life and Character, 147. 
73. Annie Kenney, Me :.:loirs of a ~:ilitant . (London 1924) 9-13. 
74. Ormerod, Lancashir e Life and Characte~, 142-47; Pa teman , Dunshaw, 196. 
75. Ormero, ibid., 147. 
76. Greenwood, Lancashire, 21-2. 
77. 'My Life and Times , 6. 



Whi t Friday was our ' Red Letter Day '. The day \.,.as spent by the 
scholars in procession t~xough t he village stre ets, accompanied 
by hJO bands of music, and banners of various shapes , sizes and 
designs, visiting the gentry on our way, and r eceiving presents 
in the shape of oranges, sweets and cakes. 

The occasion retained much of its obvious appeal and accounts of Lancashire 

l1.fe in late century suggest that the Whitsun walks were as popular as 

evor. Whitsun was traditionally the time when new clothes were purchaccd , 

~ld Joe Toole tells of how poor families in Salford formed saving clubs to 

buy new clothes in order lito walk with pride in the \'/hit-week religious 

78 processions." The labour pioneer Joseph Burgess evoke d in verse the 

meaning of Whitsuntide in Lancashire popular life: 79 

Who are these in dainty dresses?, 
Tell me why t his rich axra:y? 

stranoer, you would never guess; . 
Daushters of the poor are they. 

These are they v/hose mothers 6pin, 
All t he winter and the spring, 

Raiment to adorn them in, 
At t be Whitsun \4alk and sing. 

Those commentators who have stressed the general absence of popular 

religious sentiment cannot account for the rich fascination which religious 

ceremonies, processions and anniversaries held in working class life. 

Alongside these celebrations of fundamentally religious intent were 

to be found weddings, christenings and burials ",hich, as noted above, liare 

rarely allowed to escape sanctification by 'llorking people. A r ecent 

theory proposed by W. S. F. Pickering to explain the per~.stence of rites 

of passage in secular SOCiety, and stressing the social setting and content 

of such ceremonies, is of wider appli cability to those aspects of working 

80 class religiosity under consideration here. 

78. Fighting Through Lif~, 8. 

For while these. occasions 

79. Joseph' Burgess , A Potential Poet: His Autobiography and Verse CI1!ord 
1927) 175. 

80. ~/. s. F. Pickering, liThe Persistence of Rites of Passage: to\.,rards an 
explanation" , British Journal of sociology , XXV , (1974). .1 

.......> 
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clearly retained a vestigal religious :impcrtC>.Ilce they \oJcre often turned 

into real neighbourhood events , affording t he opportunity not only of 

religious expressi.on but al so for demons tra tions of collec 'civa sentiment 

and social relationships basic to community life. The se events were, 

therefore, at once religious and social, usually embracing family and wider 

kin groupings as well as friendship networks in a solidifying soci al 

occasion. The attraction of these traditional dates and events i n the 

religiOUS calendar and the persi stence of rites of passage in working 

class life cannot be separated from the parochial community patterns t o 

which they were intimat ely r elat ed , and in t\~n afforded an additional 

means of express ion. 

In a wider sense, too, religious institutions harmonised with other 

f acets of working class community life in the north \iest. Throughout 

Lancashire during these years - and t his is especially true of the smaller 

to','ms and industrial colonies in the Duchy - the leisure and social 

patterns of the community would often focus upon the chapel, for here \vas 

one institution ~dthin which members might make and control t hei r own 

acti~rities . Sometimes associated wi th the chapel anniversary , sometimes 

an event in its own right, the Sunday school outing \ias an eagerly anti-

81 cipated occasion in the year. Sunday school outings grew enor mously 

i n popularity after mid-century when t eas , parties and field days wer e 

provided for the children and social functions for the adults . Feast s 

were one of the earliest Sunday school i~~ovations and, in l a t er life, a 

number of working men have fondly recall ed the trips and outillg s oI'ganised 

by the chapel. or Sunday school as providing a \OlelconJe break fI' om the 

f d "1 t " 82 monotony 0 ~ y rou ~ne. For \%rking cl ass ch:i..ldren , the Sunday 

81. Laqueur , Religion and Re s~ectability , 177-79. 
82. An exapple fr om Yorkshire , where i n many r espects popular Nonconformi t y 

was similar t o I~nca6hire , may be found in the autobiogr aphy of t he 
traae unionis t Ben Turner, bout Myself (London 1930) 40 . 



school ~uso provided almost t he only means of convivial diversion , and 

it was in the s chool sports teams or children's parties that many remember 

the h~ppiest time s of their youth. 83 The Band of Hope movement flourished 

in Lancashire and enrolled countle s s working class children. Though its 

aims were peculiarly censorious - the movement aimed to ins till in working 

class youth the twin virtues of teetotalism and bourgeois respectability _ 

they provided recreation and distraction, the memory of which far outlasted 

th . al .. 84 
e~r mor sermO~aLngs. 

Adults, too, found in their chapels a community of like-minded 

people with whom probl ems might be aired and points of concern discussed. 

Wor king class chapels became centres of support and assistance and men and 

women felt that they could turn with confidence to their fellow members 

for help, both material and moral , in times of need.' There is much evi-

dence, too, that Sunday SChools developed a wide r ange of social services, 

autonomous and self-directed forms of relief as against the organised poor 

law or philanthropic assistance. Many Sunday school~ had highly organised 

and "'/ell-financed s ickness, burial or clothing clubs attached to them , 

Whils t a number of Nonconformis t chapels also acted as a savings bank, 

, .. here working people might save for the annual wakes week holiday and other 

special occasions , or t o safeguard against emer gencies . 85 The i nformally 

consti tuted services of the Sunday school or chapel \'Iere wider still and 

might often embrace assistance ~y fe110"'1 members in securing employment 

or housing. 

83. Johnson, 1,o/il1ie Pick, 27-8. 
84. On the Band of Roue in Lancashire, see further Bl'ian Harrison, Drink 

and the Victorian~ : The Temperance Question in Engl and 1815-1872 
(London 1971) 192-4; Lilian Lewis Shiman, liThe Band of lope Movement : 
Respectable Re crea tion for 'Norking Class Children", Victorian Studies, 
XVII (1973) 49-74 ; Roberts, The Classic Slum, 161. 

85. Laqueur , Rel i gi .on and Respe ctability, 172-76; RO\"ley, Fifty Years of 
\~or!:, 31. 
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The chapel would also be an outlet for cultural and sporting 

activities, providing opportunities for working people starkly absent 

from their day to day r01.ttine. Euch opportunity for maldng music or 

song lay in connection with the chapel and, as Edwin 11augh noted of tho 

Lancashire wory~ng people during the cotton famine of the 1860s: 86 

I believe there is no part of England in which the practice of 
sacred music is so \ddely and so lovingly pursued a:nongst the 
working class as in the counties of Lancashire and Yorkshire. 
There is no pa.rt of England , where, until recently, there have 
been 60 many poor men 's pi a...'1os, which have been purchased by a 
long course of careful savi r>.g ••• It is not uncommon to ~eet vlork:ing 
men 'I!a.nderins over the hills \'lith their musical ins trur..1ents to 
take ~~t in some village oratorio many miles away. 

The chapel choir gave to many worki.ng men and women a unique chance of 

cultural expression; though herself quite untutored in music, Joseph 

Burgess tells of ho"" his mother sung leading soprano in the Holl:i.nsworth 

Primitive He t t odist chapel and how, in consequence, music making and song 

came to play an i mportant role in the life of his family. 87 

In the years following the concession of the free Saturday afternoon 

to the factory operatives, churches and chapels began to spawn sports 

teams, and inter-cbapel sporting rivalries became intense. As late as 

1885, 25 out of t he 112 football clubs in Liverpool had religious COIU~c

tiona. 88 The many sided attraction of the chapel reminds one of Jack 

Lawson's description of working class religious life in another part of 

89 the country: 

86. Ed\O'in \'iaugh, Horne Life of the Lancashire Factory Folk during the 
cotton Famine (Loncton 1881) 76. 

87. Burgess, ~tentiaJ. p~~, 9. 

88. Eric Hi dwinter , Old Li ver poo,! (I~ewt';n Abbott 1971) 131-l~8; ~ames 
\'/alvin, The Peopl e ' s Game (Londen 1975) 50-68. 

89. Jack Lawson, A gan ' s Lif e (London "\94L~) 69: the de script:l.on is, in 
fact, f the north east of England. 



The chapel was t heir first social centre. Here it was that 
they drew together , found strength in their weakness and 
expressed to each other their hidden thoughts and ne eds. The 
chapel gave them t heir first music, their first literature and 
philosophy to meet the harsh life and cruel impact of the 
materialistic age . Here these men first formed the language 
and art to express their antagonism to grim conditions and 
injustice. 

Religion frequently set the seal upon family socials and gatherings , and 

a visit to the chapel would be an accepted part of the occasion. 90 As 

a social institution in this rounded sense, however, the chapels faced in 
I 

the larger towns the competing pull of the public house, theatre and music 

hall. For many , though, the chapel retained its appeal as a centre of 

holesome conviviality, and it is noticeable that when working people like 

Hannah lid tchell moved into the towns from the surrounding districts they 

turned before all else to the chapel for friendship and assistance in their 

new environment. 91 

For many 'tlorking men and women, and especially those "/ho were in tho 

closing decades of the century the first converts to and cadres of new 

unionism and the evolving socialist movement , the chapel and Sunday school 

might have been a format i ve cultural and educational experience, and it is 

often forgotten that this remained an important source of ilwtruction for 

many years even after the provision of full time formal schooling in 1870. 

Laqueur has demonstrated in the earlier years of the nineteenth century 

t he existence of a highly developed culture of self-instruction and secular 

education to be found in \-Iorking class Sunday schools, a tradition which 

90. c •. Stella Davies, North Country Bred: A Working Cla~s Family Chronicl e 
(London 1963) 68. 

91. Hitchell, The Hard 1tJay.Jl£, 75-80. 
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nurtt~ed many l abour and trade union leaders of late century. 92 ' • .Jorking 

class autobiographies of the period, too, frequently tell of how a little 

learning was acquired at the chapel or the Sunday school, where l essons, 

stories and anecdotes were imprinted upon impressionable young minds , ethics 

and recitations imbibed which might be recalled in later life. 93 The 

Lancashire working man J. R. Lancashire acquired his training in the local 
. 4 

chapel and, as his biographer notes, 9 

There, as at many Sunday schools of that day, there was secular 
as well as religious instruction, and it was at this school that 
J. R. L(ancashire ) as a boy and a youth learned r eading , writing 
and arith:r.e tic by me ans of Sunday morning l essons ••• The Sunday 
afternoon instruction largely took the form of addresses on 
natural history, geography , t he beginnings of science ••• 

Some adults learned to read and write spurred on~ perhaps, by lay involve-

ment in their chapel; a number, certainly, ' had, been taught to read from 

the Bible, their first groping enquiries directed by the reading material 

most conveniently to hand in an age when books vlere byond the limited means 

of most men and women. 95 

In many homes before the availability and use of public libraries 

bec~e widespread among the working class, only religious books and tracts -

usually awarded a s Sunday school good work or attendance prizes - would be 

possessed by the family . 96 Most households would have a copy of the 

92 . 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

Religion and Respe ctability, 148ff ; among l abour politici ans who mention 
t he role o f Sunday School s in t heir educati on , see John vals on, Memoi r s 
of a Labour Leader (London 1910) 204-8; William A. Dalley , The Li fe 
Story of \/ . J . Davies (Birmi ngham 1914) 14; Hann, Hemoirs, 4; Ben ' 
Tillet t , f·;eI:1oirs a.'"ld Re fle ctions (London 1931) 26-8 ; Thomas Burt, 
An Autobi~oraphy (London 1924) 44 . 

See exampl es in John Burnett, ed., Useful Toi~ : Autobi o raphie s of 
\vorking Pe opl e from t he 1820s to t he 1920s (London 19'74) 101 , 291, 297. 

Hall , Lancashire Pioneer , 69. 

See, for ins t ance, t he autobiogr aphy of Thoma s \iood (1822-&:» , part of 
which is in Burnett , Use ful Toil , 305. 
Beforet 1870 , only 35 l ocal authorities provided public librari es , althougt 
during the next twenty ye ars around 118 did so: cf . W. A. Hunf ord, Pen::ly 
Rate : As ects of British Public Libr ar Histor 1850- 1950 (Lond on '195 1) 
33-4 ; see furt her, Penn , !·ianchester Four teen M.les , 'Ib - tl9 ; Roberts, 
The Classi c Slum, 170 . 
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Bible - it was often known simply as liThe Book" - which had been handed 

down through the family and usually found pride of place in the home . 97 

Education was variously encouraged in other \'iays, too. According to 

F. B. Smith, Sunday schools in Lancashire were unique in the large number 

of adults who came to ardently discuss and debate various issues. Here, 

education would be pursued in a vigorous dialectical rather than strictly 

didactic manner: "No political candidate on the hus tings has to endure 

a worse heckling than a fresh teacher in an old-established Lancashire 

Sunday school men 's class." 98 Some chapels, like the \,'esleyan l-~ethodists 

in Moss Ferry, founded or made space available for mutual improvement 

classes in which a sense of collective self-education might flouri sh . 99 

Evidence exists to suggest that others occasionally organised speaking 

and elccution lessons and, as the century progressed, we learn of working 

men and women pressing to have social and political. :i.ssues treated in their 

chapels and discussion groups set up to thrash out issues of topical con-

cern. 100 It should be little surprise to note, then, that a number of 

socialist groups in Lancashire during this period were based, or held 

t heir meetings and di scussions before acquiring premises of their own, in 

the local chapel hall . 101 

It may now perhaps be more clearly appreciated how much wider might 

be the influence of the Nonconformist chapel in working class life than 

can be simply ad.duced from statistics of Sunaay worship . Above all, the 

97. Pa t eman , Dunshaw, 53-4. 
98. Smith, Pars c:ns and \'leavers, 37. 

99. See Penn, Hanches t er Fourteen Hiles, 7L~-80. 

100. Beatrice Webb, liy hppre!l~i ces~~ (Ila.rmonds'tlorth 1971) 174. 

101. See Peter Firth, Sociali sm and t he O~igin6 of the Labour Party in 
Nelson and Distr ict 1890-1966 (unpublish", d 1'J . f.. . Dissertation, Universi ty 
of Manchester, 1975) ch. 2. 
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enor mous i mpact of ~vmns, prayers and sermons on working people cannot be 

overstClted; before the advent of mass c hannels of communication, religious 

pronunciations of this nature were the most significant means by which a 

specific and coherent pr~losophy of the world reached them. If the Vlorking 

population of t he northern manufacturing centreG did not seem outwardly 

religious by attending regular worship , it must be recalled that the all 

round role of the chapel in Lancashire commu.~ities might evoke allegiance 

and identification as strong as \>lith those who were church-goers in the 

accepted sense. 

It was in this fashion that many Nonconformist chapels became social 

institutj.ons in the life of the working class, offering involvement and 

part icipation in a variety of spheres. In t his l ay the attraction of 

t he Dissenting denominations to ordinary people, for they allo ... red much 

scope in the running and control of their religious affairs. The local 

lay preacher was a vital part of the structure of Nonconformi ty; many of 

these preachers were, like their congregation, untutored working men whose 

extempore pr ayers would frequently be delivered in a broad Lancashire 

102 brogue. On a per sonal level, it Vias an ins titut ion through which 

might be r ealised worki ng class self-control and expression, imbuing the 

l ife of t he par ticipant with a sense of meaning . But the chapels in t hese 

communities had in addi tion a wider social role . In her f ascinating account 

of northern ,,·wrlting class l i fe, C. Stella Davies has r ecalled how the s trong 

sense of familial responsibility and cohesion, solidarity and mutual self-

help basic to \>Iorking class life, extended to embrace members of the local 

103 chapel. Au atmosphere of genui ne camaraderie grew up in some chapels , 

to which "lorking men and ,.;omen felt understandably attracted • . 

102. Pateman , Dunshaw, 170; Ormerod, Lancashire Lif e and Character, 68ff. , 
103. North Country Bred, 69. 



As a f ocal poj.nt of community life , chapels reflected its dominant 

social patterns and (lerved to define the boundaries of t he community. 

The various levels of chapel involvement ultimately suggest a single ll \'1ay 

of life tl • Noting its prevalence in Lancashire, Robert Halley observed 

. 1872 h N f"t 104 J.n .ow loncon ormJ. y, 

••• having litt le of t he stiffness or formality of t he Independenoy 
prevalent i n the southern and eastern counties, has accommodated 
its working with r emarkable facility to the feelings and habits 
of t~e manufacturing population ••• and with as little int erference 
as possible allow them to do , what cotton spinners male and female 
love to do - to manage their religious concerns in their own k/ay . 

This sense of self-determination ... rhich chapel life afforded combined, as 

the YOUllg Beatrice Webb noted of Nonconformity in Bacup in 1883, personal 

d . al t If t d unal spirit.o 105 an sOCJ. au onomy, se -respec an comm 

Eaoh chapel, even of the same denomination, manages its own 
affairs ; and there are monthly meetings of all the members 
( ~ale and fe male ) to discuss questions of expenciiture, etc. 
I n fact , each chapel is a self- goverrdng community , regulating 
nct only chape l mat ters but overlooking the private life of 
its members. 

-Ie should -hardly expect the forms of socialism that emerged among these 

people to be divorced from t his way of life. 

12.4: Socialism, Religion and Cor:ln1Uni t y Life : The Case of the 

Labour Churches 

finally t \-Ie may turn our attention to tracing the V/ay in which 

r eligious beliefs and institutions rel ated to and bore upon the evolution 

of sociali sm in l a ter nineteenth century Lancashire . Robert Hoore has 

correctly noted in a r ecent paper that the importance of religious ideas 

104 . HallfY ' Lanca'shire Nonconformity, 533. 

105 . }loY A;p;'renticeshi12 ' 174-75. 
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is frequently unciere stimated in the analysis of working class social 

106 
imagery, and his own study of the Durham coalfield locates Nethodism 

as an element contributing to the class harmony and generally pacific 

attitudes to industrial relations of the trade union leadership. 107 The 

focus here, by contrast, will be \'lpon the adaptation and "stretching" of 

religious beliefs in the context of the working class community, and their 

relationship to the "ethical" strands in the overall composition of branch 

socialism discussed above (Chapter 9). 

In many respects, the case of religion is particularly pertinent to 

any study concerned with the innovative ideological role of working class 

groups. Considered on the level of macro-societal formation and process , 

there can be little argume nt as to the contributive ,role of religion - in 

its Evangelical and nonconformist guise particularly - to the consolidation 

of the dominant ideological patterns of l ate century. The value of 

Nonconformi ty - especially, of couroe, ~1ethodism - as a potentially 

efficacious means of social control and community di scipline was fully 

recognised early on during the industrial revolution. Local manufacturers 

in Lancashire were particularly ~UDd ous to patronise chapels and Sunday 

schools, quick to sense the disciplining role that these institutions 

might pe rform; this, to be sure , was the fullest embodiment of Andrew Ure's 

Ilmoral ruachineryll. 108 There is little reason to assume that the 

106. Robert S. Noore , IIReligion as a Source of Variation in \vorking Class 
Images of Socie ty", in H. Bulmer, ed ., Irlorking-Cl ass Images of 
Societ,r (London 1975) 5L~. 

107. Robert S. Noore , Pitmen, Preachers and Politics (Cambridge 1974). 

108. See Andrew Ure apology for t he factory system The Philosophy of 
Nanufactures (1335), cited by patricia Hollis, ea.. , Clas s and Conflict 
i n Iilleteer:.t h CentUI' En"land 1815-1850 (London 1973) 344:45 ; for t e 
r ole of 1'~ethOdism an' r eligion generally in industrialisati.on see 
Sidney Pollard, IIFactory Discipline in the Industrial Revolutionll 

Econprr.ic History Review, 2nd ser ., XVI (1963-64) 254-71; E. P. 
Tholllpson , "Til!ie , '. ork-Discipline and Inqustrial Capi talism ll

, Past and 
Pre sent, 38 (1967) 88-9. For Lancashire , see Davies , North Countr;! 
Bred , 21, 27-28. 



channelling of patronage and social control through religi ous ins titutions 

by powerful social groups eased up as t he century wore on and, indeed , 

considering the i mportance of denol1'aination in determining the political 

alignments of Lancashire in t he second half of the century , it may well 

have increased. 109 Poli tically aware working men like Rowland Kenney 

pl aced the anaest hetising pO'o{er of religion on a par t'li th that of drin.~ 

d th bli h .. b ' t 'ne 1 b ·t "th . t d 110 an e pu couse:tn ~rn u~ng a our comm~ y W~· qu~e u e . 

Yet, this monchromatic picture must be complemented by recognition of the 

8,t least partial autonomy of working class social imagery . To the extent 

t hat ordinary men and women had a measure of control over their religious 

lives, as Nonconformity seems to have offered ; and to the degree that 

the chapels merged into working class life, as they seerr.ed to do in a 

number of communities, t hen the reception and interpretation of theil' 

message manifested a subtle transformation, exhortations to quietism and 

deference twisted to fall more clearly into line with t.,rorking ClaBG 

perceptions. 

Expressed another way , "le can perhaps say that the ,,,orking class ira 

not the hapless victim of bo\~geois ideology sometimes portrayed but will, 

through the institutions characteristic of popular life - Guch as chapels 

and Sunday schools often were - formulate belie fs which ar~ in concordance 

\"i th their conceptions of social life. The proce ss is doubtless complex 

and perhaps i~perceptible , but in consequence no ideology is ' absorbed 

wholesale but \ci.ll decompose into manifold streams to merge vii th those 

beliefs and practices indigenous to t he working class situation: "In this 

way" , E. P. Thompson has noted of the earlier part of the century, "even 

the 'fortress ' of the Sunday school might breed rebellion. 1I 111 This is a 

109. PatricK Joyce, liThe Factory Politics of Lancashire in the Later 
Ni nejteer.th Century", The Hist orical Journal , XVIII (1 975) 543, 547-49. 

110. Kenney , Hesterin , 23. 
111. E. P. Th omps on, The Maki ng of the English 1t-Jorking Clas s (Harmondsl1ol'th 

1968) 432. 
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judgement which finds support in Wadsworth's analysis of the early ~!anche ster 

Sunday schools: "They \<Jere begun as a form of police precaution imposed 

from above, and i mbued with authoritariani&~. l~ey w~re transformed by the 

genius of ordinary people into a vital part of a democratic society." 112 

'!'he nineteenth century affords nUl!Jerous examples of changes \.;rought 

fr~~ below in the meanings attributed to religious belief systems. The 

Ov:e l"..ites held "socialist" Sunday services and adopted hymns, readings and 

even the pattern of the Christian year to their Ovffi ends. 113 The Chartists 

founded their own churches in a number of places and they, too, turned 

orthodox hymns and prayers to their own advantage 't/hilst at the same time 

b . f t' v th di t th' . t · 1: f 114 \"ith' th OrrO\'I~ng rom ne I·le 0 s S e~r orgamsa J.ona orms. 'I J.n e 

orthodox denoninations, too, the struggle has been no less apparent, for it 

was sQ~ely conflict over the control and organisation of their religion -

exacerbated by a social class divide - that lay behind a number of the schisms 

. th t d' t h t'd t 115 ::m e Me ho J.S c. urch up 0 mJ. -cen ury. We can interpre t ethical 

socialism in like manner. Throughout Lancashire tOv/ards the end of the 

nineteenth century , the working class - and young men and women in particular -

'tlere responding to the changing econorr.ic and social conditions and the 

weakening paternal bonds of which relig~on had provided a crucial astringent 

by challenging anew relizi ous authority and relevance . Sceptically, the 

demanded that their chapels and preachers face up to the changing realitie s 

112. vlads\.;orth, "The tt1aDchester Sunday Schools, 1I 325. 

113. Eileen Yeo, "Robert OV/en and Radical Culture", in Sidney Pollard and 
J. Salt, eds., Robert 01:fen: Prophet of the Poor (London 1971) 97-103. 

114. See fur ther, H. U. Faulkner , Charti sm and the Churches (Ne\'i York 1916); 
R. F. Vlearmouth, Methodis and the ·orki ng Class Novements of England 
1800-1850 (London 1937). 

115. W. R. Ward, Religion and soc~ety in Engl and 1790-1850 (London 1972) 
135-76; Thompson, Nonconformity in the Nineteenth Century, "'34-43. 
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of iiorking class life and respond to the chnllenge posed by the advancing 

socialist and democratic ideas. And some did indeed take up the challenge, 

like the Rev. ~l . Barnes of Nelson, \"ho expounded from his Nethodist pulpit 

upon the theme of tlWhat Socialism can do for the People" in 1894, and was 

116 
by no means the only one to do so. 

This is not to suggest, ho\"ever, that the "/orking population in the 

north west was becoming irreligious, or that religion no longer held any 

meaning for them. Certainly, a number of working men came to reje'ct entirely 

t he religious beliefs that they had once adhered to, turning instead, perhaps, 

to the ethical or secularist bodies for spiritual fulfilment. 117 But as 

yet it ,.,as only the most advanced working men to whom Bradlaugh I s secularism 

app~aled and, for very many , chapel and religion remained firmly part of 

their lives and they sought to recharge their O\'In religious idealism "lith a 

new vitality and greater relevance, adapted to their own needs and attitudes. 

In this precisely lay the attraction of ethical socialism, for by this 

means the personal integrity and self-respect ",hich religion afforded might 

be extended to the political plane and those vague, yet deeply felt, religious 

i mpulses rooted in \'IOrking class life might find renel-led expression. The 

question is frequently posed as if the emerging socialist consciousness 

could not but be antithetical to its religious antecedents. This, ho't/ever, 

i s almost certainly to mis conceive the nature of popular religion, for 

most working people who turned to socialism in these years did not seethe 

question in tlus light but believed, rather, that the new creed might more 

forcefully express those beliefs they held as basic to true Christianity. 

Of course, t ilis i mpulse be riind the socialis t consciousness itself gave rise 

. 
116. Firth, Socialism in Nelson and DiEtric~, 26. 

117. Rowland Kenney rejected reli gion , but his sister's spiritualism held 
a deep l fascination for him: Cf. ~Jestcring , 86 . 
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to a n~~ber of forms. Only a few working men remained chapel-goers and 

coupled this I: rith their political activities • . Nany more, indeed , distanced 

themselves from the established religions to wh:i.ch they might once have 

belonged, only to counter that "true" religion might best be practised 

outside the churches. Yet others attempted to forge religious structures 

more within their grasp and control, and they founded and worked through 

t he Labour Churches and socialist Sunday schools in seek.i.ng out their social 

s alvation. From one perspective, hOHever, the unifying themes underscoring 
I 

t he various organisations and tendencies embraced by "The Cause" lay 

precisely in those sentiments fundamental. to working class religiosity. 

The close affinity with relig:i.ous ideals which ethical socialism 

embodied becomes perhaps more cooprehensi ble \IIhen it is recalled that it 
. . 

hud been initially in the chapels that many Lru1cashire working men had 

learnt their politics. "One cannot help feeling" , wrote Beatrice Webb in 

the 188os , "\'/hat an excellent thing the se dissenting organis:.3.tions have been 

118 for educating this class for self-government" and , as has often been 

noted of the Nonconformi s t denominations and in particular of the more 

democratic Methodist sects, they were indeed veritable breeding grounds 

for the political activists and trade unionists of the future. 119 Here, 

men and \Yonen \1ere schooled in the principles of self-government and co-

operation, learned the skill s of organisation and developed t echniques of 

public oratory. The labour movement has tr~ditionally borrowed a variety 

of organisational forms from the religious bodies and, in this period , we 

may notice only ho'tl the socialists in Lancashir e adopted the fervent hymn 

118. }tr hPErenticeship , 175. 

119. On the contributi ~n of Methodism to.the working class movement , s ee 
Robert \~earmo\lth, Eethodism and t he Str ~gle of the Worki plasses 
1850- 1900 (Not tingham 1955 . l!.Tic Hobsbavm has writ ten of the Primitive 
Hethodi s ts t hat " ••• it is not too much to think of them as primarily a 
sect olf trade union cadres": ct: . !!The Labour Sects ", in i dem. , 
Primitive Rebels ( ~~anchester 1959) 1.38. -



singing of the Dissenters; nothing seemed more natural to the labour 

activist and pioneer suffragette Anni~ Kenney than t o raise funds for the 

movement by carol-singing, " ••• as we used to do ""hen I attended Sunday 

sc hool." 120 Some working men, like ',\'illie Pickerill of Stockport , arrived 

at socialism under the influence of raci.ical and reforming ministers like 

Hugh Price Hughes, J. scott Lidgett, Samuel Keeble, the Rev. F. L. Donaldson 

('the friend of the unemployed'), and local men like John Trevor, James Sims 

and the Rev. B. J. Harker of Bolton. 121 

The popularity of Robert Blatchford's Clarion movement in the north 

west provides an indication of hO\y the i deals and sociul patterns that the 

Lancashire working population found in chapel life were recreated in a new 

and higher form. The simultaneously social and religious appeal of the 

movement is advertised in the fact that the various bodies which compri sed 

the Clarion association should corne to be spoken of in later years as a 

"social fellowship". Rowland Kenney spoke for many ordinary men and ' .... omen 

when he recalled the responsive chord which Blatchford's writi~gs had 

struck with him: 122 

After morning Sunday School r had to read my old Grannie a 
tic-column t wo page article in the Sunday Chronicle , signed 
' Nunquam' . Those articles were a revelation to me . Here 
child as I was , I was uplifted by t hose Sunday morning read
iI".gs, and myoId Grannie was moved a..'1d uplifted also . They 
brought to both of us a sense of beauty and betterffient. 

Hen and ''lomen of differing backgrounds and disparate Viet<ls joined, \'lol'ked 

for and lived the Clarion Fell01lfship, united by the vision of socialism 

120. l1emoirs of a Y.ilitant, 35. 

121. Jolmson, Willie Pick, 39. 

122. vlestering, 20; see also, Kenney, l-:err.oirs of a. Hilitant, 23 . 
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\>/hich Bl atchford had offered them. 123 The "sentiment of altruism", or, 

as he sometime s described it, the "religious senti ment", was t he basis of 

t hi .. 124 s vJ..Sl.on: 

Sever t he socialist movement fro:n altruistic sentiment and it 
is a lost cause . Never without the impe tus of human l ove can 
socialism be es t abli shed l Losing t he sentiment of human love 
it coul d never l ast . Reduced to a mechanical system of cold 
justice and economic organisation , it would become more hateful 
and less endurable , than the anarchy which now prevails. 

For Blatchford, the term altruism me ant simply the command to IlLove thy. 

neighbour as thyself", an epithe t \ .. hich " •• _probably o\-Ied its origins to 

Ch . t 125 
1 rJ.. s ••• " All this l ed Blatchford to a specific conception of sociali sm : 

III f socialism is to live D.."1d conquer it must be a religion. If socialists 

are to prove t hemselves equal to the task assigned to , them they must have a 

126 faith, a real faith, a new faith.1I 

It is ironic that Blatchford who, after 1900, l aunched a series of 

stinging attacks upon orthodox Christiani ty and was regarded by clergymen 

and other luminaries as the great est infidel at l arge, should l end inspira

tion to a "religious" movement. 127 . To be sure , hi s "religion" had li ttle 

enough in common wi th the IIcant" and "formalityll s o manifestly displayed 

by the churches . "I do not attack religion", he \'1I'ote, "but only the 

pretence of reli gi on ••• "j 128 or again: "Our new r eligion turns its back 

upon t he chur ches , with the symbolisms and ceremonies and di splay , and 

123 . I" or t he Clarion Felloi'/ship , see A. Neil Lyons , Rober t Blatchford : The 
Sketch of a Personality (London 1910) 11 1-13 ; Lav1I'ence Thompson, 
Robert F.,latchford : Portrai t of an Englishman (London 1951) 157- 60 . 

124. 

125. 
126 . 

127. 
128 . 

Al trui srr. : ChriBt ' s Glorious Gosnel of Love agains t Nan ' s Dismal 
Science of Greed (Clarion PaIliphl~t 22 '189<5; 6. 
The Labour Prophet, iay 1897. 

The Clar~ , 25 pril 1896. 

See Tge Clarion after 1900 for details of t he r eligious controversy . 

Socialism: A rtepl y to t he Encyclical of t he Pope (London 1892) 18 . 
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teaches us that love and mercy <md art aI'e t he highest f orms of \vorship . " 129 

As was t he case ·iith the I.L. P. during these years, described in 1924 by 

William stewart as 1I .. .. a great social fello.'t'ship, joining together ill 

bonds of friendship all of its adherents in every part of the land and 

forming a communion comparable to that of some religious frat ernity whose 

members have t aken vo',"s of devotion to a common cause", 130 ethical 

socialism gave practical expression to and made strikingly relevant themes 

basic to working class life , chapels and religion, embracing a distinc tive 

political consciousness that cannot be understood apart from the "religion 

of socialism": 131 

••• the Relidon of Socialism is a phrase fir s t used, I think, 
in 1885 in the manifesto of the Socialist League ••• We have 
the right to refuse the n~~e of socialist to those who have 
not grasped the econonic truth. But an economic theory alone , 
or any number of econooi c theories will not ma\{e o. religion. 
I f you want socialism to be a religion, you must 1triden your 
definition of socialis~ . You must draw out all the ethical 
and spiritual implications of these de sires and efforts for a 
j uster social order . .. new conception of life is taking sh<''l.pe , 
to which it is affectation , if not felly, to refuse the name 
of Religion ••• 

The appeal of Blatchford 's Clarion or loL.P. socialism to worldng 

people in the north west lay not simply , hOlt/ever, in the fact that these 

movements took up and reworked traditi onal religious themes , but more that 

they recreated patterns of broader social and cultural association to be 

found in working class chapel life and which themselves grew Qut of the 

working class conimuni ty milieu. It was in the La.bour Church movement that 

this may be most clearly discerned and oU!' concluding remarks \dll, there-

fore , explore the relationship between the Labour Churches and the general 

129. 

130. 
131. 

The NevI Religio~ (Clarion Pamphlet '9 , 1891./ 5) 4. 

vlilli am J . stewart, :!.: Keir Hardie (London 1924) 71~. 

Rober Blatchford auoted by steven Yeo , "A Phase in the Soclol History 
of Socialism, c. 1885-1895" , Labcur History SOCiety Bu1~, 22 
(1971 ) b. 
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working class comr.;u..tri. t y of \.,.hich t hey ",:ere a poll tical and r eligious 

outgrowth. 

In what follows it has not been considered necessary to provide a 

general historical account of the Labour Church movement; the formation 

and growth of the movement was outlined in Chapter 8, whilst some indication 

of their activities and agitations, and the ethical conception of socialism 

which t he various congregations in Lancashire espoused, was presented in 

Chapter 9. The Labour Church movement has , in addition, been explored 

by a number of r~storians in recent years and to which sources the interest ed 

132 reader may turn for background material of a f airly detailed nature . 

The intention here will be r at her to "situate" and interpr et this singular 

religio-political experiment in tlt/O respects : first,. the "theology" .and 

religious practices of the Labour Church congregations will be considered 

in relation to the nature of popular belief as documented above ; and , 

second, t he broader social and cultural fe atures of the movement vdll be 

set against some of t he features of working class community life explored 

in t he previous t wo chapters . 

John Trevor's aut obiography - a garrolous book, but nevertheless one 

of the mos t remarkable personal st at ements of ethical and religiOUS 

uncertainty t o emer ge in this period - t el ls of a devout an~ sincere man 

",hose disillusion \d t h r eligious or thodoxy and his concer n for the r el i gio·l.ls 

132. stanley Pierson , Sociali sm and Reli gion: Their I nt er action i n Great 
Br i t ain 1889-1911 (unpubl i shed Ph . D. 'fhesi s , Harv' r d University, 
1957) j i dem. , "John Trevor and t he Labour Church Hover-lent i n Engl and 
1 891-190~Church Histor~ , XXIX (1 960 ) 463- 80 ; K . S. Ingl j.s , "The 
Labour Church t·iovement" , I nter nat i onal Revie\-! of Social Histo~y , III 
(1958) 445-60 ; idem., Churches and t he -Jorking Cla sses , 215- 9 ; 
D. F. SUlnmers , 'I'ne Labour Church and "lliad 'iovement s (unpubli shed 
Ph .D. Thesi s , Universi ty of .t:dinburgh , 1958) ; Hobsbawn, Primiti ve 
Rebels , 142-45 ; S. Hayor' , The Churche s and the Labour Iover.Jent 
(London 1967) 66-9; Henry Fel l ing , Ol~gins of t he La bour parti , 
132-3p. 



13: needs of the lower classes i mpelled him to "find God with a closed Bible . 1I 

As his 0~1 spiritual vicissitudes intensified, his views on the need for 

social reforms became clearer during his time as assistant to the London 

Unitarian leader Philip H. YQcksteed in the l a te 1880s. 134 \dcksteed IS 

advanced views had influenced Trevor profoundly by the time he accepted 

the pulpit of Brook Stree t Unitarian Church, situated in an old working 

class district of Hanchester, in 1890. Trevor's doubts about the adequacy 

of Um tarianism grew as he quickly became aware of the " ••• frightening 

gulf between the Churches and the world, and of t he helplessness of the 

C~urches in facing the world's problems." 135 In 1891 he resolved to 

make a cle&n break with all religious es t ablishment. "What l abour needs", 

he wrote to his congregation in that year, i s to be "inspired with a strong 

religious life of its OHn, which shall save it from f inding t he hour of 

its success the hour of its ruin." 136 Dedicat~d to the principle of 

flGod in the Labour Moveme nt - working through it as he once '>lorked through 

Christiani ty for t he further salvation of the \'/o1'ld ••• II , 137 Trevor 

addressed the fi rst meeti ng of hi s Hanchester Lahour Church in October , 1891. 

Lacking f ormal dogma or overarc lii ng philosophy, the Lubour Churches 

were from the s tart theologically imprecise and resolutely opposed to defini-

ti e doc trinal pronunciation. In 1891 Trevor drew up a set of precepts 

upon \!Ihich he believed the new church ought to be fo unded and , as eventually 

adopted by the Labour Church Union, these formed the sole guiding principles 

of the movement : 

133. 

134. 

135 . 

'136 . 

137. 

John Tr evor, Hy Quest for God (London 1897) 64. 

On ' i cksteed , see further C. H. Herford, I:hilip Henry Hicks t eed 
(Lonq.on 1931). 

MS Quest for God , 220 . 

Letter from Trevor , ci ted by Summer s , The Labour Church, 499. , 
~~ quest for God, 241. 
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The I,abour Church is based on the following Principles: 

'I. That the Labour Hovement is a Religious Movement. 

2. That the Religion of the Labour Hovement is not a Class 
Religion, but unites all members of all classes in working 
for the Abolition of COffirr,ercial Slavery. 

3. That the Religion of the Labour Hovement is not Sectarian 
or Dogmatic , but Free Religion, leaving each man free to 
develop his own relations with the PO'·lor that brought him 
i nto being. 

4. That t he E:nancipation of Labour can only be realised so far 
aG men learn both the Economic and Moral Laws of God, and 
heartily endeavour to obey them. 

5. That t he development of Personal Character and the Improvement 
of Social Conditions are both essential to man ' s emancipation 
from moral and social bondage . 

It ,-.rill be seen then that Labour Church theology, such as it ,o/ns, rested 

upon an affirmation of divine evolution and a denial of any doctrine of 

original sin. The notion of a universal brotherhoQd replaced that of 

class supremacy, and the need for personal regeneration was elevated to 

complement the demand for social reconstruction. Finally, the Labour 

Churches were testi mony to Trevor 's conception of a doctrinally shifting 

"free r eligion": "Free religion means man's own .natural and free deve10p-

ment", he .,Yrote in 1896: "It is not based upon teachings , books or 

Churches , but on i ndividual conclusions dra ... m f rom all phases of human 

experience ••• The Labour Hovement i s the field for free and na tural religious 

138 development ••• " 

Although lacking a coherent and rounded theology , of one thing the 

Labour Churches were certain: that "true" Christianity vias no longer to 

be found practised by t he established churches, \"/hose abstruse "creediani ty" 

and manifest class bias ·had rendered them treasonable to the or i ginal 

. glorious cause. "The churches of today are based not only on traditional 

138. "The Relation of the Labour Hovement to Free Religion", Seed-Time , 
Janu ry 1896 , 7. 
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religion", inveighed Trevor, "but also upon c<::.pi t alist purses: and t hose 

who pay the piper '1'ill naturally desire to call the tune." 139 The 

divisive social assumptions of r eligious orthodoxy naturally went hand 

in hand with the subsumption of real Christ ian sentiment beneath a veneer 

of sterile dogma: according to Seth Ackroyd, ltThe Labour Church tells men 

that theology is one thing, and religion quite another. Theology divides, 

1 " 't" 140 re 191on ~ es. It was not therefore, as detractors of the movement 

were given to stress, \dth malicious intent that a ne\>1 \>lOrking man' a 

church had been brought into being , but as a necessary re sponse to the 

already heavily class conditioned attitudes of religious orthodoxy. 

Replying to one critic, B. J. Har ker of Bolton wrote, 14'1 

••• as if the capitalist church did not already exist, and haa 
existed till labour has been shut out from the churches ••• A 
capitalist church always follows the c~pitalist ••• I could point 
out many a Wesleyan Church, and many a Congregational Church, 
tha t is nothing but a capitalist church . II ~ ~ £<:.pita1i~. 
Church tha t necessitates t be labour Church • 

. Undergirding what little "of ficial" t he ology there \vas to the move-

ment lay an unashamed reassertion of fundamental Christian virtues, a plea 

for love and brotherhood, charity, justice and mutuality, a s against the 

claims of tte competitive system and its clerical apologists. Of con-

temporary society, Ben Tillett observed disparagingly in The Labour Prophe,t 

of 1892 that, "Individualism is the God, selfishness its r el i gion, beggar-

142 my-neighbour is · its gospel." Trevor recognised the embodiment of 

true religion in "those ,.,ho have working men' s hearts in themll and \.,rere 

ready to put into applicntion the grand spirit of fellowshi p and brotherly 

love. 143 still others s a,'1 the role of the Labour Church to be that of 

. 
139. The Labour Prophe t, September 1892. 
140. The Labour Prophe t, January 1897. 
141. Bailey J. Harker, Chri stiar.:l t y and the T' e\</ Social Demands (London 

1892) 7. 
142. The Labour Prophet, April 1892. 
11.3. ~., 1arch 1893. 
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11+4 · 
"restoring the true teachings of J esus." As Hargaret Nac~1illan 

correctly observed, it was preci sely because of the f act that the Labour 

Churches "depart ed from all t he cus toms of the other Churches", that IlThe 

comradeship and co-operation of all concer ned in t he movement ~ere like t hose 

of the early Chriatians." 145 In the religion of the Labour Church t'love-

ment was to be found, therefore , a higher recreation and expression of 

all those vague yet fundament ally idealistic beliefs \vhieh working men 

and women held to be the essence of true Christianity. 

Yet Trevor and the leaders of the movement - t he prominent figures 

in the localities whose views are t o be fO tll1d regularly in the columns 

of The Labour Prophet - \~er e insist ent in addition that t he "Religion of 

the Labour l-Jovement" should not lose sight of the i mportance of individual 

uplift, the ethical and spiritual component of. sociali sm being in their 

opi nion of equal, if not gr eater, i mportance t han mere social r econs truction. 

This theme reoccurs time and time again in Labour Church discussion. 1hen 

Fred Brocklehurst entered a plea in 1893 for greater political involvement 

on the part of t he Labour congregations , Trevor 'vas quick to retort thaI; 

they must ' also develop "faculti es for Geeing far more deeply into the f acts 

of life ••• and the significance of our moral struggles and defeats." 

Trevor criticised t hose l abour speaker s who i gnored man ' s inner needs , 

and maintained t hat unless they could blend social religion with personal 

uld t · t 'f 't 't " 146 f aith, the movement fiCO no JUs 1. y 1. S GXJ.S ence. It "Jas ",ri.th 

t his in mind that he sought to maintain the sense of separate identity 

of the congregations wi t hin the broader ... Jorking class movement : 147 

144. ~., November, 1896. 
145. Hargaret l1acHillan, T11e Life of Rachel MacNillan (London 1927) 77, 82. 
146. The Labour Prophe t, October 1893. 
147. ~., Harch-April 1894. 



The close alliance I have always \io rked for , but it must not 
re sult in \.,rant of consciousnesz of a distinct mi ssion. The 
Labour Party exists for t he attainment of TTUNGS . The Labour 
Church exists for the attainment of LIFE , without \<Ihich the 
attain-nent of things 'iill never avail for our well-being . 

This belief in man 's essential spirituality and a strong convi.ction that 

this spirituality could find more adequate expression than that provided 

by traditional religious life fou.nd continued outlet :i.n Labour Church 

services. During the 'nineties, the movement became the catch-all for 

most of the diver se ethical r eforming tendencies of t he period. Lectures 

on behalf of "anti-vivisection", "theos ophy", "ethical culture", 

"Tolstoyis:n", "vege tarianism", "socialism and the moral life", and so on, 

were co~~on enough, although they brrulched out to embrace more secular 

148 thenes as well. 

It was entirely in consequence of this emphasis upon individual 

reger..eration that Labour Church leaders were anxious to rebutt criticisms 

to the effect t hat their movement was inspired by class motives . Once 

more, this is a question ''Ihich continually recurred in The Labour Prop~t. 

Philip V1icksteed, for instance, argued in 1892 that t he Labour Churches 
. 11+9 

envisaged the i ndividual, 

••• as living a full 
and fellow-livers. 
CLASS, but to fight 
The Labour t·:ovement 

life, in fellowship with his fellow-workers 
To strive for this is NOT TO FIGHT FOR A 

against classes on behalf of society itself ••• 
and the Labour Church, then, are not a class 

movement and a class church ••• 

A similc~ concern was shown by t he Rev . W. E. Atack , \oJriting in The Labour 

150 Prophe t in 1893: 

148. For detail s of Labour Church lectures, see LlIly edition of The Labour 
Fronhet for the reports from the various ccngregnt::i.ons . 

& --

149. ~rhe Labour Prophet , J anuary 1892. 

150. ibid ., 'ovember 1893. 
- t 
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I may as well confess at once that my first thoughts on the 
subject were full of distr ust ~~d di slike ••• I could not rid 
myself of the thought t hat it VIa s a class movement. •• I·:y eyes 
were blind to t he fact t h'-',t, as vw all ous ht t o be l abourers, 
it \lIas i mpossible for t :-.is movement to be in any r eal s ense 
a "class movement ", 1. e. if it be only true to the full 
meaning involved in the \yord 'Labour'. 

Trevor, too, was equally insistent in this respect: "One class cannot 

save another class", he '-Irote in 1893: "They must work out their own 

salvation until there are no longer any classes"; and again, "For the 

15 ~ work we have in hand, the di s tinctive qualities of all classes are needed." 

This emphasis upon individual spiritual uplift becorr!e s comprehensible 

\yhen \ ... e recall that Trevor and t he regi onal leaders of the movement had 

often been devout, and occasionally fiercely transcendental, Christians in 

the past, but 't/hose. erst''I'hile certainty had been sh~en and who found in 

the Labour Churches a more positive outlet for their ethicalism. Hen 

like Trevor himself, A. J. ~a1degrave of London, James Sims at Bolton, 

R. A. Be ckett, sometime editor of The Labour Prophet and who had once been 

a Unitarian lay preacher, A. \;i. Hildreth of Darlington e..nd James stott of 

Bradford, both of whom had been brought up in the Anglican faith and Fred 

Brocklehurst, a Cambridge t heology gr aduate, were among the prominent 

figures whose di sillusion with t he orthodox denominati ons - usually, 

although by no means invari ably, t he Nonconformists - had i mpelled them 

to seek their own and the salvation of others t hrough t he Labour congre-

gations. Wben one also t akes i nto account s uch popular Labour Cburch 

spe~'<ers as Rachel and 1 argare t MacHillan , Enid stacey or Carolyn Mart yn , 

it bec'omes readi ly apparent tha t most of the leaders of the movement were 

moved above all else by religious zeal and an ethic of personal uplift . 

151. lli2:., Harch 1893; August 1895. 



It is of no little interest to inquire how far the IItheologyll of 

the Labour Churches harmonised with the religious views of their working 

class adherents i n the north \Olest. It may be conceded at the outset 

that for some working people the appeal of an ethically charged and spiri-
, 

tually aware socialism wa<;> profound. A working man - "\.,.i th perhaps an 

indifferent educa t i on" - wrote to The Labour Prophet in 1894 in the 

follo\~ng terms: 152 

The Labour Church is to me the means of developi ng the true 
life, spiritual and moral , of indicating to man hi s relation
s~ip wi t h r.is fello·1II me n and to God , of showing the world 
that the Labour Hovement of today is not devoid of religion 
of t he right sort . 

Yet there were signs tha t not all members were convinced by the ethical 

tone of The Labo~ Prophet , as is suggested by another letter from a 

It,orking class correspondent: "You hit the right moment for the Church 

wonderfully, but I don't t hink you \ ... ere so apropos with t he paper." 153 

Indeed, all the indica tions are that byfar the ma jority of \o{orking men 

and \o,omen who attended the Labour Churches did not subscribe primarily 

to the spiritual component emphasised by t hose like Trevor but, rather, 

were motivated by a vague ideal ism which tinged their socialism but 

lacked the transcendental overtones of some Labour Church leaders. 

An invaluable letter for the s tudent of the Labour Church movement 

by A. J. \valdegrave deserves t o be noted in t his connection. In discussing 

the social composition of the congregations, \valdegrave observed t hat: 15L~ 

The l argest s ection of the nembership consisted of working men 
(and often t heir wives ) who were class conscious members of 
trade unions and , as such, were concerned with i mproving the 

152. ~., December 1894. 
153. i bid. , February 1894. 
154. Cited by Summers, The Labour Church Hovement, 688. 
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conditions of t he workers ~~der the existing indus trial 
system j ••• They had little interest in religion i nsofar as 
it was concerned with things spiritual acd t ranscendental -
,.nth 'ot her-worldliness l - but it wocld have been ·.mjust 
&nd untrue to describe t hem as si~ply materialists , bent 
on getting f or themselves and their c~~ldren a l arger share 
of the .,,'eal th produced in the country. They had an idealism 
tinged with the religious conception of a Kingdom of Heaven 
on earth. 

The primary concern of these working men and women was " ••• that the Cleans 

to be employed must be political ••• and that it was necessary to create a 

Labour Party with a majority in the House of Commons." 

By the very nature of the enquiry, any account of rank and file 

attitudes to the Labour Churches must perforce be largely impressionistic. 

Yet some indication in this direction is afforded by a careful reading 

of working class autobiographies and letters vl1' i tten by working people to 

t he Labour Prophet. From sources such as these, it seems likely t hat 

tb~ broad appeal of the Labour congregat i ons lay not s o much in the primacy 

of spiritual regeneration - t hough doubtless this was of considerable 

importance - but precisely in the absence of a guiding theology. \vorking 

me n and women were not so much attracted to religion in any other-,.,orldly . 
sense, which mi ght often seem to them r emote from everyday life. but 

rather it was that they found i n the "free religion" of the movement a 

loose ideali sm which was capable of bending to their own aspirations and 

which they took to be a necessary complement to secular socialism. An 

article written by "A Weaver" in The Labour Prophet of 1892, and entitled 

"Why the Labour Hovement is a Religious Hovcment", is indicative of t hose 

religious beliefs truly rooted in worldng class life. The working man 

in que stion speaks as one of the " ••• down-trodden \"'agP, slaves of today ••• 

They Cry: Give us ~ork , food, clothing ; shelter (no workhouses) , and 

leisu.t'e to live the life that God has given us ••• To ... ,hom must they look 

for guidarlce. II Bis answer, which must be cited at l ength below, is 
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-
that such guidance is surely to be found in working class organisation 

and struggl e r ather than in the historic churches, tI ••• the capitalist 

Pharaohs of t his daytl: 15.5 

They must get outside the existing institutions ••• \.ve want some
thing more t han political promises and spiritual consolation ••• 
The emancipation of t he workers is slowly but surely \.,rorking 
itself out. Vihe n we look around and see the ma~ skilled and 
unskilled workers banding together in trade unions for their 
mutual protection ••• one begins to understand some little of the 
Labour l'1ovement ••• surely the I;abour Novement is a religious 
movement in the highest sense, as it is working for the benefit 
of t he poorest of us. It is 'God in us working out our 
salvation'. Any movement having for its object the emancipation 
of t he l abouring classes must in itself be a religious movement 
••• It is a religion in itself. 

Like another \-.lorking man who inveighed in 1893 against the spiritual 

platitudes to be found in the evangeliCal Mission which he used to visit~ 156 

"Jorking people found that they \'191'e able to practice in the Labour Churches 

those beliefs they held as fundamental to genuine Chri stianity - notions 

such as love and brotherhood, justice, mutuality , charity, and the like -

which grew out of everyday life and which they found evinced in the 

struggles of their oppressed felloiS . Their "religiontl was not abstruse 

or overtly transcendental, but a religion of expediency, grounded in their 

conditions of life. In a word then the attraction of the Labour congrega-

tions seems to have been "religious" in a severely practical sense for 

most working class pe ople and , in consequence, more closely tied to 

political and industrial organisation and struggles than some of the 

leaders of the movement would have conceded. 

It should not be forgotten, however, t hat ma~ working class people 

genuinely looked to the Labour Churches for certain religious services 

and, to the extent that they did so , we.can detect once more the recreation 

155. The Labour Prophet, August 1892. 
I 

156. ibid., January 1893. 



of tradi tional "'lOrki~ class religious pl'actices in a new and higher 

form. It was observed above tha t working people in the north west were 

anxious that the significant periods in life ought to be sanctified by 

religicn, and the Labour Churches were adapted by their members to satisfy 

these felt needs. And thus, wten the L~bour Church Hymn Book was 

revised in 1902 it incorporated a Labour Baptism ceremony to cater for 

what had long been a demand froe the various congregations . 157 One 

account of a Labo'..U' Church baptism cere r:1ony describes ho\</ the infant vias 

lo\</ered into a basket of roses , " ••• and the Powers that controlled a 

\v orkers I Union Vlere i mplored to r::ake her life similarly roseate. II 158 

Once more in line vdth workir~ class practices, the Labour Churches soon 

felt obliged to formulate t heir o,~ marri age and burial services, 159 

whilst the debate over the place of prayer within t he movement adverti ses 

the fact that ma.'1Y workers were anxious to continue what had long been an 

ihJ f t . th' 1'" tot t' 160 ear; ,y com or er 1n eu nevI 1'e 19J.OUS 1ns 1 u 10n. As to the 

actual Sunday service , there ':Jas n:uch variation between the different 

congregations, although most had prayers and fervent hymn singing, inter-

spersed by readings from the Bible or democratic or humanistic texts, and 

centring around a lecture from a guest speaker . It seems clear, hm</ever , 

that the services were not drab or dour occasions, characterised by the 

mindless recitation and incantation of religious orthodoxy but, above all, 

joyous and spontaneous affairs with lively singing and music and often 

extempore prayer: "Joy needs vedding to religion", enthused Trevor: 

"Think of all t he Churches ••• all droni ng and mourning a\"ay on a given 

Sunday . In how many is a hearty laugh heard. Let us make our services 

157. See Summers, The Labour C~urch ~ovement , 197ff. on Labour baptism 
service .... 

158. Johnson, Viillie Pick, 62-3. 

159. .s~ers, The Labour Church /ovemer.: , 201-6 . 

160. On the que s tion of prayer in the Labour Churches, see the iS6ues of 
The Labour Prophe~ follOwing Nay 1893 . 
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filore and more joyous, and ge t the be s t Dus ie poss i bl e to he1p us i n t hat 

. ' t' . ,161 Ul.re c l.on. ' 

If worki ng men and \.,.Ot:len found in the Labour Churches a nevI forum 

of expression for their ir~rained religious beliefs and pr actices , it led 

almost inevitably to a eli vergence of emphasis as bet'.lleen the leadership 

and rank and file of the movement. As early as 1895, there Vlere indica-

tions that a more secular spirit was beginning t o assert itself in the 

movement 162 and , in whi ch year , A . W. Hildreth compl ained tha t many no\~ 

saw the Labour Churches as si mply fI ••• a Sunday me eting place of t he I .L.P., 

for the purpose of teaching elementary eeono@ic socialiGm to the wlconverted 

masses ." 163 In the follOwing year , Trevor spoke of the urgent need for 

"a clearer s tatement of our principles", particularly as regards "our 

. t' ' t h 'al' t t 164 . h . b f 1 d h d pos~ ~on lon e soc~ ~s t:lovemen ." Tnoug anum er 0 ea ers s are 

Trevor 's hope t hat the Labour Churches Lu ght inspire a new r eligious 

enthusiasm and i dealism, many salll all too clearly t hat the espousal of a 

real cre'3d would alienate a large section of their follO\.n.ng . 165 By 

this point in time , even some of the Lubour Church leaders now saw their 

function as si mply that of providing " ••• the common meeting ground of me n 

and women repr esenting all sectors of the socialis t movement - where the 

S.D.F. l ion may lie down with the I .L. P. l amb , and receive the benediction 

166 
of the Fabian. " Early in 1898 , a l arge secti on of the Bolton 

congregation seceeded because t he Labour Church was "getting -too religiouS It ,167 

161. ibid. ,o J une 1893 . 
ibid., November 1894; 
ReVIe~ , J anuary 1895, 

163. ~bid., December 1896. 
164. ~., December 1896. 

It/ . \'81sh , liThe New Seculari sm', Contemporary 
117ff .. 

165 . Pierson , "John Trevor and the Labour ChUl'ch Hovernent" , 474~ 

166. Birmingham Labour Church, !.:Lnutes , 14 November 1907. 

167. The .Labour Prophet , February 1898 . 
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'fhilst later tha t same year Edwin Halford noted "with a considerable 

amount of dismay and sorrow ••• the rapid gro\oJth of a very materialist 

168 
spirit in our Churches." By 1900, Fred Mather discerned the i mminent 

demise of the Labour Church ideal in the waning of religious enthusiasm 

among the members and the predominance of socialist speakers who were not 

even ostensibly religionists. 169 

By 1906, the suppression of the theistic and ethical element in 

Labour Church theology was confirmed by a new set of precepts drawn up 
I 

by the Labour Church Union which emphasised primarily the importance of 

socialism. By this time the movement was well past its peak and was 

soon to collapse entirely, although one source tells of "upwa.rds of thirty 

Labour Churches" in 1907. 170 Above all, though, this shift in the Labour 

congregations in the course of their short lifetime illustrates how they 

gradually came to reflect the aspirations of the membership and from which 

there folloy/ed a decline in the emphasis placed upon purely spiritual 

elevation, although their socialism remaine d coloured by a vague id.ealism 

which grew out of popular belief in the industrial north. 

To appreciate fully the appeal and shift of emphasis in the Labour 

Churches in Lancashire , a second line of inquiry must no\'/ be initiated . 

Broadening the focus of attention somewhat, it is clear that the congrega-

tions harmonised with and extended many of the characteristic social and 

religious patterns of the working class community and chapel in the r egion, 

becoming themselves social institutions in a general s ense, controlled by 

168. ~., August 1898. 

169. The Clarion, 22 September 1900. 

170. Joseph Ed\'/ards , ed ., Reformers Yearbook (London 19(7), see entry . 
undet "I.abour Churches". 



and r esponsive to t heir working class membership . As many of the 

activities of the Labour Churches were detailed in Chapter 9 above , the 

intention here will once more be to situate the movement ~dthin the 

community milieu. 

One is immediately impressed by the 6pontaneity and enthusiasm with 

wluch the Labour Church movement was gr eeted by working men and women in 

the north west. In 1893, Trevor pointed to the fact that, " ••• in no 

case, save that of Manchester, has the for mation of a Labour Church been 

t he work of one man"; on the contrary, " ••• the people who wanted to have 

a Labour Church have met together of their own initia tive and decided to 

form one"; they are "initiated and carried on solely by the energy of 

171 local members." Some years later he again noted that: ltv/hat 

characteri ses the Labour Church , alld makes .it uni'que in the r eligious 

life of our country , is its spontaneous development among t he people, 

without priests or pastors or even leaders ••• The people have made the 

movement their own • •• " 172 The enthusiasm \.;hich the Labour congregations 

generated may be discerned in a l etter written by a working man to Trevol' 

soon after the formation of t he lanchester Church: 173 

I know the uphill fight that' s before you . I think I know the 
t ask you have set yourself. It is noble , sir; it is good . I 
cannot help but admire , ah 1, and help you, if you command . You 
have gone to a rough s chool. But there are s ome true hearts 
t here , and sO le willing hands . Many of us have been on the 
l ook-out f or years for a church such as you told us about a few 
Sundays ago. And now, sir, it is within our reach ••• men will 
\'lalk f ive mil es to hear t he Religion they have longed fOr ,
waI'te'dfOr , and never understood until nO\-I. 

171. The Labour Pr_ophe~, April 1893 . 
172. ibid., August 1896. 
173. Cited by Summers, The Labour Church Hovement, 506. 
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still ano ther working man ent hused , "It is not straw , Sir, it is pO'tJder, 

and you have jus t applied the 11".a teh. This t hing has been in the hearts 

f k " f t d ha" "t" t I 174 o wor ~ngmen or years pas ,an you ve g~ven vo~ee 0 ~ .' 

Contemporary reports fully attest to the spontaneous enthusiasm 

evoked by the Labour Churches among working people in Lancashi re. "Sunday 

Lecture by Nunquam : A Remarkable Scene", \'las hovi The irJ orYJllan ' s Times 

described the first LaboUr Church service in Manchester : 175 

The r eception given to t he l ecturer was rnost enthusiastic. The 
hall was crO\;,ded to excess and thousands had t o be refused admis
sion . All t he passages and stairs \>/ere filled \vith people , and 
before any thing like order could be obtained , Mr . Blatchford had 
to le ave the hall and address a meeting outside . After the 
l ecture , a vast crowd of people, many of ~Jhom had come from distant 
parts of Lancashire •• • assembled outside t he Town Hall and cheered 
t he l ecturer as he drove away. 

Of the service itself, t he reporter observed t hat a hymn " •• • \/as sung to 

a good s\"ringing tune in a ver y hearty manner by the mass of the people 

present , and it had s uch an effect tha t I sa ... 1 several who had to call into 

r equisition their pocket handkerchiefs ." Reports carried by .'Ege Labour 

Prophet suggest that i n 1893 the average vleekly attendance at the Oldham 

Church "laS around 300 , and a t Hanche s ter as many as 800; the congregation 

in Bolton by all accounts flourished during the ' nineties and , ill 1896 , 
176 the Church there could count on a weekly gathering of about 300 people . 

~~en a popular speaker was arranged , the attendance was greatly boosted ; 

some 3 ,000 gathered at the Oldham Labour Church to hear Kate Conway in 

Harch 1893 and auout the same number heard Hardie address the Manchester 

congr egation early in 1894. 177 

174. The Horkroan ' s Times , 23 October 1891. 

175. The ',yorkman ' G Times , 16 October 1891. 

176. The Labour Pro12het , January 1893 ; November 1893; August 1896. 

177. i biq . , April 1893; January 1894. 



The genuinely deep rooting of Labour congregations in working class 

communi ties in Lancashire is registered by the spon tanei ty ,d th which 

they were greeted, for their attraction would not have been 60 marked had 

they not fulfilled widely felt needs of popular concern. For one thing, 

the Labour Churches "lent far beyond the Honconforr:list denominations in 

the extent of their lay involve~ent and democratic structure, providing 

further opportunities for working class control and expression. liThe 

Labour Church is frankly, even passionately democratic", noted Wicksteed 

in the first glov{ of its inception and, as congregations weloe increasingly 

established, most of them initiated some scheme of democratic self-

management which brought all decisions to a meeting of the whole member-

178 ship. Of course, enthusiasm for the original, congregation democracy 

with its wide diffusion of authority was not sustained, but there was 

always evident in the Labour Churches a marked distrust of anything that 

resembled government by clique or an incipient Clergy. This \dde measure 

of lay partj.cipation in all the acti vi ties of Labour Church government and 

finance was underscored by t he absence of central control in the movement; 

from 1892 a Labour Church Union ffie t annually but had resolved at its 

first meeting that "the Labour Church Union shall leave each church free 

to manage its O\'/'Il affairs", and it never in fact comprised all the 

congregations. 

With their wide measure of membership involvement the Labour Churches , 

rather like many "'/orking class chapels, branched out to become more than 

simply religious bodies but social institutions closely related t o 

Lancashire community life. Often it wa s the case that all members of 

a working class f amily would be active ~n the local Labour Church. 

178. Wicksteed citea in Herford, Philip Henry Hicksteed , 223 ; . Summers, 
The Labour Church Hovement , ch. 4. 
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'I'he Labc'..l.r Prophe t regularly carried articles of obvious interest to \-Iomen 

and argued for the i mportance of t heir role in the l abour movement: "They 

do care, they do v/ant t o know all about these unions and Eight Hour Bills 

and competition and such like, and they want to have the chance of hearing 

your Tom Hann 's and Ben Tillett's ••• !1 179 The needs of working class 

children were equall y tended to by the formation of Cinderella Clubs, 

although after about 1894 these tended to me rge with the Sunday schools 

organised for t he children of Labour Church members. A competition run 
I 

by the }~anchest er Labour Church in 1893 revealed much interest among t he 

membership in the best ways of ins tructing children in co-operative and 

broadly humanistic ethics. 180 For Labour Church activists, "The Cause" 

181 
was inseparable from \'lorking class family life: . 

\-/e socialists see that t he principles which underlie the l abour 
movement are the only one s whi ch are eVentually compatible with 
a true home fa~ily life - the principles of equality, justice, 
love, unselfishness. 

A sense of \iholesome faU1ily participation may also be discerned in 

t he many social activit i es arranged by Labour Church congregations. Even 

the mos t superficial s urvey of the reports from the various Churches ca.rried 

by The Labour Pro~ will confirm how central were dances and socials , 

fairs, bazaars , tea par ties, outings, r ambles and picnics to the life of 

the congr egations . Like many working class chapels, the Labour Churches 

becrune social and l ei s ure centres whose convivial atmosphere attracted 

many as ye t unconverted to the socialist case . In of fering advice for 

the formation of Labour Churches, Trevor suggested tha t the " ••• first 

thing to be done in developing any organi sa tion i s to ge t the members together 

for social intercourse , and to inspire them with a common purpose and a 

179. 
180. 
181. 

The Labour Prophet , February 1892. , 
ibid.~ July 1893. 
ibid ., Harch 1893. 



l 'f I 182 d' 1;97 f common ~ e l an , ~n b , a survey 0 Labour congregations reve':iled 

that the fraternity and solidarity engendered by social functions was 

valued above all else by t he membership_ 183 Tom Hann particularly liked 

lithe fraternal atmosphere of t he services", 184 and many r.:embers recall 

i n particular the community spirit rlhich i nvolvement entailed; it was, 

according to Alice Foley , " • •• a community of young and old, lively and 

provocative, imbued with visions of a new society ••• It was all good fun 

and a healthy fe ature of community life before the advent of television." 185 

In the Labour Churches members discovered a real sense of belonging to 

some extent opposed to the stlufy r espectability of t he established 

d 't' 186 el1om~na ~ons . 

Again , the Labour congregations embraced a wide range of educational 

and cultural activities as was noted in Chapter 9 above . The congregations 

ran t heir O\Yn study and discussion groups and The Labour Prophet even 

arranged readi ng and elocution classes. 187 Several Labour Churc he s had 

built up their own libraries, and most had bookstalls which s old labour 

papers or tracts such as Herrie Enel and and Edv/ard Bellamy 's Looking 

Back ... ,ards . Poetry and readi ng groups were by all accounts popular v/ith 

Labour Church activists , an experience \-/hich gave to \-lorking men a training 

in public speakine; and a hitherto undiscovered sense of confidence. 

These activities, along with Labour Church brass bands , socialist choirs, 

vocal unions and Glee Clubs, concerts and re citations, involved activists 

deepl y in the life of the Church, broadening their commitment to and 

identi f ication with the cause . During the summer months outdoor 

182. ~., ~ay 1893. 
183. HJi d. , Hay 1893. 
184. ~. , June 1897. 
185. A Bolton Chil dhood , 69, 71. 
186. Summer s , The Labour Church :ovement, 114-16. 

187. 'rhe Labour Proph~ , Septe:::ber 1894. 
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activities assuzled pride of place and each weekend would see me obers out 

on the Lancashire moors for rambles and picnics, often linking up with 

neighbouring congregations in an open-air festival. 

A large part of the appeal of the Labour Churches in the north west 

rested, therefore, in the fact tha t members found in them not only an 

opportunity for religious expression in a fashion suited to their needs 

but also that rounded sense of communi ty which was a feature of many 

working class chapels in the region. It cannot but be concluded that 

the Labour Churches "caught onll for a short while precisely because of 

the fact t ha t they recreated t he social, leisure and r eligious patter"ns 

of communi ty life, whilst at the same time imbuing them \dth higher 

r elevance in their espousal of t he ne\i socialist creed. They were an 

extension of indigenous working class practices, offering through the 

democratic structure of the congregations further opportunities for enhanced 

working class self-expression and self-respect. 

12,.5: Conclusions 

The analysis presented in t his chapter of popular belief and 

Nonconformist chapels in the working class communities of Lancashire, and 

t heir relationship to the "ethical" aspects of the socialist movement -

particularly in the form of the Labour Churches - has sought to demonstrate ' 

the active adaptation and IIstretchingll of ideas by working people into 

l ine with the demands of and outlooks foste~ed by their experiental milieu. 

\'nlilst religious sentiment and institutions took on forms closely related 

to native comrr.'Lmity patterns ~ the coercive and blatantly ideological 

elements emollified "lith their r eception. into ,,'orking class life - 50 the 

Labour Churches were adapted by working class men and women to their own 

needs and , they, too, became an expression of working claS6 community life. 
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That the Labour Churches mi ght be integrated into working .. class 

life in this fashion was facilitated in no small measure by the absence 

of centralising tendencies in the movement; content to rest upon local 

ini tiati ve and spontaneity, the Labour congregations \-Jere taken over und 

shaped by their members in a fashion quite unlike that envisaged by Trevor 

and the other leaders. If the positive role of the Labour Churches in 

working class life as presented here is to be accepted, it would seem 

necessary to dissent from several ~revious interpretations of the move-
I 

mente Pelling' s thesis, for instance, to the effect thut the Labour 

Churches " ••• gained support merely as a short-lived protest agains t the 

links \t/hich the Nonconformist churches had established "'lith the middle 

188 class, and in particular against the alliance with the Liberal Party", 

a transference, as it \ ... ere, or religious enthusiasm to the political 

sphere - is obviously too depreciatory in that it clearly understates the 

continuing attraction of deeply held popular religious sentiments, albeit 

reworked in a higher and more urgent form. This line of explanation is 

not vii thout other proponents. Inglis broadly 6upportsPelling t s argument 

that the Labour congregations \1ere a reaction against religious orthodoxy , 

although he t akes exception to the portrayal of the movement as a 

rejection of Nonconformity alone, 189 ,·,hil st Pierson has argued that: 

"The s tory of Trevor and the Labow:- Church movement was largely the story 

of an unsuccessful attempt to solve problems raised by the decay of 

nineteenth century Evangelicalism.1I 190 These accounts strip away much 

of the vitality of the movement by locating its genesis in a negative 

reaction to reli gious establishment, rather than by concentrating upon 

188. Felling, 2.rigins of the Labo~lr Party , 142-43. 

189. Inglis, "The Labour Church Novement", 445-48. 

190. Pierson, "John Trevor and the Labour Church Movement", 476. 
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the ~"ay in which the Labour Churches played a positive role in \'I'orking 

class life by articulating deeply ingrained religious and broader social 

p~tterns. 

Evidence adduced in previous chapters must also cast doubt on the 

Harrist argument that ethical socialism was but the delusions of an 

aristocracy of labour, although Hobsbawn's treatment of the Laboux Churches 

perhaps deserves consideration. At the outset, Hobsbawn seems to 

appreciate the rooting of the Labour congregations in working class 

corr.nuni ty life when he notes that: 191 

To those brought up in a Dissenting atmosphere, nothing seemed 
more natural than to form another sect on the traditional 
model, and the Labour Churche s , with their f amilial Dissenting 
forms of worship - the sermons, hymns, brass bands , children 's 
outings - expressed the new socialist i deology in the fruniliar 
t er ms of their experience." . 

Yet, for Hobsbalrm the Labour Churches suffered the usual "penalty of the 

social pioneer" in that they preserved the traditional religious expressions 

of political dissent and " ••• the l abour sect had to fill the gap for the 

want of anything better" in the absence of a mili tantly secular s ocialist 

language . Again , the emphasis is ultimat ely depreciato~J , the Labour 

congrega tions n:e rely "filling the gap" between popular religious forms 

and the preswna.bly l audable secular politics. 

It is hoped that the present di scussion might have added a further 

dimension to the appreciation of the Labour Churches in particular and 

ethical socialism in general. This aspect of the socialist movement of 

the closing decade of t he las t century must be seen not a.s a mere reaction 

to denominational failure , nor simply as a stop-gap along the route to 

socialism, but as worthy of considerati~n in its own right and expressing 

191. Hoosbawn , Primitive Rebel~, 144. 



the continuity, but yet reworking , of working class religious and social 

patterns intimately related to the community v.Jay of life. And the 

initiative in this process of cultural innovation must be seen to r est 

wi th working class people themselves. 
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============== CR~PTER ~dIR1~N ============== 
CONCLUDING RE~'~RKS 

================================================ 

A. 
~: Sociology is not concerned with a ' pre- given ' universe 
of objects, but 'Vii th one which is constituted or produced by 
the active doings of subjects ••• 
T fiO: The Production and reproduction of society has to be 
treated as a skilled performance on the part of its members ••• 

B. 
o IE : The realm of human agency is bounded. Hen produce society, 
bUt t~ey do 60 as his torically located actors , and not under 
condi tions of their o,,,,n choosing ••• 
T\'/O: Structures must not be conceptualized as simply placing 
ccu{straints upon human agency , but as enabling ••• 

Anthony Giddens , NeVI Rules of Sociological He thod 
(Lon~1976) 1bO-61 

Recent research into the question of Itlorking cla ss social belief, 

whilst often theoretically advanced and empirically substantial, has 

served or~y to further underline the importance of a nu~ber of ambiguities 

and l acunae which continue to plague this pa~ticular aspect of sociological 

inquiry. 

First among t hese , and underscoring the whole problematic of 

working class consciousness and belief, remains the issue of the precise 

nature of the relationships , mediations and r eciprocities ",hich may be 

held to bridge objective social s ituations and human meaning . The various 

articles in a recent 6ymposit~ addressed to precisely these problems 

illustrate the extreme complexity of the inter-relationships between 

objective class situations and perceptions of those situations . 1 In 

spite of all this work , however , it has been concluded that " ••• arguably 

l 
1. Martin Bulmer, ed., \~orYJ.ng Class Image~~Society (London 1975). 



the synthesis of complementary clements , and to some extent the demonstra-

tion of a necessary connecti on of a reciprocal kind between structure and 

2 meaning, remains problematic. 1I Second, it is clear that as yet no 

serious attewpt has been made to integrate fully the workings of micro-

sociological processes ~~thin a macro- societal frame of reference. Again, 

we may notice Hartin Bulmer ' s insistence upon " ••• the need to balance the 

emphasis here upon micro-structural factors in the genesis and sustenance 

of class imagery with more detailed attention to mac o- structural f actors 

such as the economy and polity.1I 3 Finally , the absonce of a historical 

dimension to much sociological work in t his field - a result, in part , 

of the ingrained division of l abour ~/hereby sociologi s ts, concerned with 

universals, evolve us eful concepts, while historians, focusing upon 

concrete events, apply them ; and, in part, resulting from the ahistorical 

. ideal-type methodology towards which David Lockwood sought to incline his 

paradigmatic article on working class i mage s of society - has perhaps 

obscured the dynamic and shifting qualities of social consciousness . 

It is intended that t he fore going study should have pointed to 

several ways in which these difficulties mi ght be approached. To clarify 

the issues involved , therefore , thes e concluding remarks vlill offer a 

brief summary of each of t he t hree major sections presented above , 

suggesting a t each instance the t heoretical premises and implications of 

the research presented there . 

2. Martin Bulmer , IIIlltroduction" , ~., 4. 

3. Hartin Btllmer , "Some Problems of Research into Class I magery", ~'t 
177. I 
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The tension be t we en objective factici ty and subjective meaning in 

sociological inquiry Clay be dated at le ast to Durkheim's insistence upon 

the t hing-like attributes of social facts and \veber's elucidation of the 

IIsubjectively meaningful" nature of social action. But dominated by 

the ",ork of Karl Harx - in which, as noted in Chapter 4 above, the absence 

of a coherent and adequate theory of the development and dynamics of class 

consciousness could not but force into prominence the determinant nature 

of objective forms - social stratification studies have f or long stressed 

the primacy of social structure over human meaning. In recent years, 

however, a variety of t heore tical tendencies rooted in the modern critique 

of positivism i n sociology - we may notice , for instance , only Talcott 

Parson' s voluntaristic theory of action advrulced'in his The s tructure of 

Social Action (1937) , the r ediscovery of Harx ' s early writings , the 

emphases of Hax t'/eber's methodological studies and the trend tov/ards 

existenial and phenome nological philosophy on the European continent -

have -conver ged and to some extent found common ground in their central 

emphasis upon the interpretation of soci al action as it appears from the 

actor's perspective . The point has been r eached \t/hen , today , few s cholars 

would discount the claim to consider ation of the objective role of the 

act or's subjective pe rceptions by couching t heir explanation purely i n 

terms of social structure. 

If these theoretical considerations pr ovided one starting for the 

foregoing analysis, a second may be discerned in r ecent Briti sh historical 

work. As was noted in the Prefactory Remarks -above , the revolt of a 

number of historians against t he rigid constraints of certain Marxist 

concepts is made clear by t heir "democratic" and humanistic oriel'ltation, 

once more turning upon the importance of t he popular viev~oint and 
t 

subjective meanings in historical interpretati on. Taken toget~~r, these 



diverse tendencies have informed t hi s study of Eritisr1 socialism, parti-

cularly i n re spect of t he ne ed for a historical perspective in the study 

of \'Jorking class social belief 1;/hich, at the sa.me time, accordc to human 

meaning an intrinsic i mportance and autonomy and , whilst situating belief 

systems within a societal frame of reference , frees them from crude 

mater ial constraint . 

One final theoretical antecedent may be cited before a summary of 

Fart I - A T~eoretical Perspective - is attempted. David Lockwood's 

seminal article on \,.orking class social imagery drew heavily upon. Elizabeth 

Bott t S contention, advanced in her Family and Social Net\-lork (1957 ) , 

to the effec t t ha t the i mages of class structure held by individuals cannot 

be separated froo their pe rsonal social environments of kin networks , 

friends , neighbours, relatives and particular social institutions. 4 This 

illumin~ting i~~ght in linking individual world-views with primary social 

group membership and relations has since been extended by mrulY scholars to 

embrace not only the community milieu but also work and industrial situa-

tions , as \1ell as emphasising the relations between these t wo dimensions 

of social life themselves. This study of socialist belief haG attempted 

to capitalise upon this theoretical perspective and t alce the argument one 

step further by highlighting a varie ty of features in the industrial and 

community milieux of the Lancashire working class towards the end of the 

l ast cent ury ..,hich have hitherto received little attention. 

It was with these concerns in mind that the first part of the study 

id ntified a variety of problems in previous theoretical formulations in 

the study of socialism. It vms argued, for instance, that the Harxist 

and neo-Marxist traditions have hinged their explanations of the labourist 

4. David Loch /ood , "Sources of Variation in Working Class Images of 
Society", SocioloSical Re vie\'i, YJ.V (1966) ; E. Bott, Family and 
social etwork (London 1957), Ch. 6. 



and essentially non-revolutionary l abour movement in this country around 

the classical analysis of i deology and class consciousness to be found 

in Harx's own writings , whilst at the same time elaborating related con-

ceptual devices such as t he notion of an aristocracy of labour. An 

analysis of Narx's theory suggested that here modes of thought were 

unnecessarily rigid and schematised, forms of consciousness unified and 

dichotomised to the extent that much of the complexity and texture, as 

well as the dynamic and adaptive qualities, of social belief were obscured 

and the possibility of serious analytical considerat ion precluded. 

Huch the same may be said of the theories of political behaviour 

v:hich argue from poli tical culture for, by premising themselves upon the 

workings of a blanket process of socialisation, the proponents of the 

deference and civility theses once more neglect to analyse the workings 

and processes of human thought itself. Only in the writings of the 

Italian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci, and in certain sociological formulations 

were the basic elements of a more sophisticated and appreciative theory 

identified. Built i nto the se approaches was seen to be a recognition 

that working class social consciousness mi ght be a "pragmatic" or 

Ilnegotiated" version of the incUmbent moral order, and ther e is admitted 

here some measure of flexibility fu~d autonomy in the generation of popular 

belief sys tems. 

The first point t o be made about the t heoretical framework advanced 

in Chapter 4, and upon which the whole of t he subsequent rulalysis r ests , 

is that it aimed to place much emphasis upon the occurrence of non-

s tructural and micro-sociological processes in the generation of working 

class belief. Arguing that popular be~ief must be conceived of as a 

conscious adaptive process , it cannot, there fore, be divorced fI'om the 

total primary social and i ndustrial . milieux in v/hich working men and .>lomen 
• 

live out t heir daily lives. At the outset, then, the commitment to an 
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approach founded upon recognition of the autoncmy of soci al bel ief was 

clearly specified; and the links conjoining and medi a ting this dimension 

with that of broader structural and ideological forms was held to re s t 

in the social relationships and institutions of the working class community. 

II . . 

The second point to be made about the theoretical framework lies in 

its insistence upon integrating these micro-level processes Vii thin a 

macro-societal framework and , for this r eason , Part I I sought to of fer 

a general account of the economy, polity and ideological forms in the 

latter half of the nineteenth century . In pOint of fact, two basic 

intentions underscore this particular s ection of the study. 

Taken in themselves, firstly, the three chapter comprising Part II. 

aimed to account for the broad trajectory of socialism and the l abour 

movement during this period. A central consideration underlying t he 

discussion here "las the idea , advanced by many non-Harxist as well as 

Marxist commentators , that British soci alism represents a capitula.tion to 

the values of bourgeois liberalism; and , having t aken as its point of 

departure what Ralph Hiliband has termed " t he Liber al connection", socialism 

was t~inted by i ts assureptions to such a degree t hat the l abourist 

5 tradition 'f/as but an obvious recreation of liberal-radical politics . 

'I'he main thrust of t he argument :i.n Par t II challenges this i nterpre t ation -

premised , as it is , around the wholesale absor ption of working class 

thought - by sU6gesting t hat sociali sm i n thi s country must be s een as 

a further elaboration of collectivist themes deeply embedded i n the social 

structure and dominant ideological forms, removing it, s o to speak, f rom . 

the sphere of influence of liberal i deology pure and simple. 

5. Ralph Hiliband , parlian;ent ary Socialism : A Study i n t he Politics of 
Labour (London 1972) 17f f . 
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In Chapters 5 a!ld 6, therefore , it was argued that, if by mid-century 

the determinate historical evolution of t he British social structure had 

brought about a society premised around the axial· values of economic 

liberali sm, in that r~ 6torical pat tern , too, lay the seeds of col1ecti~~st 

opinion which began to assert themselves durins the Great Depression of 

the period 1873-1896. Set against this bac}~ground , Chapter 7 argued that 

the ma jor orientation of sociali sm and the l abour movement was that of 

" 0. line of least resistance ." British socialism displayed deep affin.i. ties 

'tli th l ate Victorian society, it is true , but in harnessing the collectivist 

drift of socie ty to the growing power of the \iorkers ' organisation, there 

emerged a dereocr.atic col lectivist tradition one s tep removed from 

absorption into the domi~lt ideology of the period. 

Secondly, the analysis of society, ideology and economy - including , 

of course, the global t ra j ectory of social itself - mus t be seen for 

the oretical purposes as the context wi thin which sociali sm vIas developed 

by activists locally . To understand the actual mp.aning of economic changes ' 

in l a.te century, 'che development and impact of ideology or, indeed, the 

meaning . of sociali sm "nationally" f or working me n and women in the loculi tio6 , 

it was found necessary to shift thl:: focus · of attention to the Itlorking 

class community in Lancashire. Par t III - A r.li cro-Sociological Perspect5.ve - : 

aimed to provide such a perspective, from which the reception and inter

p:cetatl.on of 'cheGe broader t endencies might be appreciated. 

III. 

In accordance with the t heoretical frame\vork informing this study, 

t he social beliefs of v/crking men wid women must be seen as actively created 

'<:i thin the cont ext of definite social ins titutions and relationships . In 

Par t III, therefore, the focus of the study was made to r est upon socialism 
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in the north west between 1890··1906. This \'I'as a period dUFj.ng \",hich, 

for a variety of reasons, the political initiative had for the moment 

passed from the Parliamentary to the grass roots level, and when tho 

movement was carried through a period of quiescence and sectionalism by 

the agitations and enthusiasm of activists locally. It provides, therefore, 

an appropriate period in the history of socialism to study the movement 

on the local level. 

Following upon an analysis of political change and the COUl'se of 

labour organisation in the north west between 1868-1906, Chapter 9 attempted 

to delve in some detail into the activities, agitations and conceptions 

of socialism prevalent at the branch level in Lancashire. Here socialism 
. '-

was seen to revolve around two principal emphases for working people: on 

the one hand, a "practical" strand of thought - intimately related to 
, . 

local condition and grievances, s 'cressing the theme of electoral independence 

and placing much faith in the efficacy and practicability of municipal 

collectivism - was immediately apparent; and, on the other hand, one saw 

the existence of an "ethical" strand in the movement, fervently idealistic 

and bearing no small resemblance to the humanistic ethics of the Christian 

fai tho In addition, the social branch culture in all its aspects - ranging 

from educational and social activities through to the existence of a 

distinctive lifestyle - was identified. 

The tvlO subsequent chapters sought to relate these socialist beliefs 

and organisational forms to developments within the community: and 

occupational milieux. The impact of economic changes in late century 

was examined at the local level, and much emphasis was placed upon the 

experience of industrial structure, wages and work processes in cotton, 

engineering and coal mining in the north west. The discussion then turned 

to account for the nature of kindred and community relations in Lancashire, 

paying palticular attention to a number of features of popular lifa whi\:h 



influenced the development of socialist beliefs. It was seen, therefore, 

that these community and occupational situations formed the social environ-

ment in which the movement locally crystallised, and an attempt was made 

to demonstrate how socialist beliefs and organisation recreated many of 

the community patterns familiar to Lancashire working people. 

As an example of the creation of belief systems by working people -

that process previously termed one of cultural "struggle" and adaptation, 

or, again, the "stretching" of belief systems - the final chapter chose to 

concentrate upon the nature of popular religion and Nonconformity in the 

region. Finding it necessary to dissent from the conventional attribution 
..: '- ~..:- : .: 

of irreligiosity to the wOl'king classes, the discussion "sought to establish 

how religious sentiment was perhaps more deeply rooted in popular life 

than is often assumed and how the Nonconformist 'chapel might on occasions 

play the role of a rounded social institution in working class communities. 

Once more, these communal forms found political expression. An account 

of the ethical socialism of the Labour Church movement in Lancashire sought 

to illustrate how \'/orking men and women adapted these labour congregations 
. 

to fit in with their own communal conceptions of religious life, and 
, . .. .. 

attuned their socialism in like fashion. 

It is hoped, therefore, that the third part of this study might have 

suggested a number of ways in which the problems previously identified in 

the sociological analysis of working class imagery could be tackled. By 

emphasising the importance of the conscious ,creation and adaptation of 

beliefs by working people within their work and community milieux, we have 

one perspective from which the always complex relationships between 

objective social situations and human meaning, and macro-structural forms 

and micro-level processes, might be viewed, provided that the historical 

and shi ting qualities of these relationships are constantly recalled. 
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IV. 

k number of brief remarks concerning the i mplications of this stud~ 

for the theoretical analysis of socialism and class consciousness \-lill 

suffice to conclude the discussion. 

The theoretical approaches identified and examined in Part I above 

share a common tendency to assume the workings of an enveloping process 

of incorporation and accommodation which is somehow held to have descended 

upon the working class during the course of its evolution. The proponents 

of the political culture, civility and deference theories all arS~e for 

t he absorption of the working class and it s beliefs within an overarching 

value consensus, whilst l-~arxist commentators and sociologi sts alike - concur 

in emphasising the diversion of the working class from its revolutionary 

goal by the infectious and pernicious \,;orkings of the dominant valus 

F.lystem. An underlying model of societal development is at work here and , 

\-Ihilst more obviously apparent in some approaches rather than others, is 

nevertheless clear enough to warrant consider tion : viz. t hat reformist 

socialism of the British variety cannot be other than a deviation from 

true vocation , expressing a malformation, or even a denial, of assumed 

class consciousness. 

The emphasis is, of course, ultimately depreciatory and may be most 

clearly seen in the anxiety sho\YD by many comment ators to denounce the 

existence of ethical or even frankly Christian elements in socialist 

thought as a vestigal delusion or contamination by bourgeois values. It 

should be clear from the account pr esented of the movement during the 

period 1890-1906 that, \-,here socialism does gain a measure of accept ance 

among worting people - and considerable evidence suggests tha t it was 

received with great enthusiasm and certainly called forth much devotion 

from at least sections of the Lancashire labour community - it did 60 , 
""here it harmonised wi th and was seen to articula te and explain the f amiliar 



and everyday aspects of community life. In short, socialist beliefs 

became a material force insofar as they were t aken u.p and adapted by 

working people in line \>:1 th experiential communi.ty . perceptions. 

That such communal perceptions may fall short of a full-blO\'ill 

universalistic class ccnscicunsess can har dly be denied. This is not 

to advocate, however, that the socialis t movement in the final d cade of 

the century - including its ethical component - should be decried as less 

than adequate, or judged l acking against the assumed yardstick of 

revolutionary socialism. The sociali s t moveme nt was in l arge me asure 

created by the efforts and genius of working people who, in their own 

localities, adapted and i mbued t heir beliefs with the assllioptions whi ch 

grevi directly out of their day to day lives. 

lacking is to devalue t his contribution. 

To judge the movement 
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